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• The views and opir.ions e:pressed i: t~s repc:-: a~e ";~ose c: ";~e 
author and. do :ot necessa:-ily reflect ";he views cf the secre~a:'iat 
of t!NT.DO. T~is document has bee~ ~e~ro~uce~ -..r!.tho~t fo:-~1 ec.it~:lg. 
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nrTRODUCT!ON 

equipment ~ its manu!ae~n.g indus"";::-y a::d. consequently o:i. the 
eq:.ti.pment ca:ket dynamics. ~e process is rather complex a..~ the 
etfects a:e !or reachin.g pa.rti~a.rly in the case of basic capital 
goods i.!ldus't:i.es. The subject pa.per pr'!sents a case study U1 the 
:::iaC.::i.::.e tool ind.us-try, a.::d discusses the tecl:l:lolo 5~ca.l d.evelo-pme:ts· 

O_ .... -"""' ~ -
- iw ... -~ process, 

poi=l~~.:.S to complete a~'";omation o! the prod~c~ion p:ocesses lead.i.::.g 
to au"";oca.tic factories. 
i.::. -:he developed. cou:::tties is :"'as't giYing up 
couveutiona.l geuera.l pu..~ose machi:e tools. 3ut s~nce this eq:~i?=lent 
is e:cpeeted ~o remain in application, although i: aZl ever decr'!asing 
quantity, tb.e market dema.z:C. continues. Eowever, in ord.er to compete 
with the high productive NC ma.chines a?:d. :::iacb.i.lling centres, the 

~e cc::s-::-.ic-:ion is also e=?ec-:ed. to <"bane~ ":o ::i.od:::.la.r i.:.:ll t tne 
ma.~es i:l. o=d,er to lend the~ ~table for ~~ac-:ure on -:he 

With the ?rOjec-:ed to-:a.l production of ma.c!:.~:e tools i: the 
developed ~olla=s :7 1990 ~~~ 35 

soph.is":ica"':ed. compute!' con-:::-ol!ed. ~a.c:::.ine tools and sys-:e::is reachi.:::6 
35% by 199C a-~ 50% by 2000; ~he pla:.ne~ 50 •o 6q; e~?o=ts i~i~g 
the 1980s a.z:d pe=~aps hit:ier in ~he 1990s, woul~ ~ave ~o fi.?:d. ~~e 
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inie COilVen~iot:a.l ma.chine tools th.a.t a.:e being produced in some 
of the mo::e advanced. developing cou.~t=ies would face stiff compe~ition, 
both i!l p=ice a::d. quality, Ui t~e face of the hi6!;l precision, b.igil 

productivity mode:-:i desi6:l ~ne~a.l pu..-;iose ~ac~i~es, tb.a.t a.:e ecergi:.g 
i:i the ~arket f~m the developei count=ies. ~e =achi~e tool i::d.us~:"j 

in the developing cou.nt=ies !:.as to be gea.:ed ~? to the sit"U.S.tion. 
'nlis would a.lso become necessarey to f':rl the markets for ";he 
so];lhisticated equipment of the coming yea.:s. 
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~IDlOLOOICAL DEVE:LO ~s nr ~ MACE!N!: TOOL 

nmusTRY - A CASE S~Y 

-· F'O;: the sake of cl_a..-it7 a.:Jd. completeness, the past evolutioz:a...7 

:stages .in g'!!ri.eral a::i t=.e present sta.te:-of-ar: a..-:d the te?:dencies Ui 

the field; ot' machi:e tool tec!mology a.re presented below in brief. 

l. l !em~ WC?..lGNC 

tex::-pera:::=s by ::iea:s of a. tool o= .,,a-=.er ::ia.te:-ia.l. 1 (-...-::th -:b.e 

e:cept~on of ce:-=a:.:: ;rocesses whe:e loca.: ~~ati=.g :.:i the cutt~-g zone 
.; ~ '"~~, ; ~ ;' . 
-- ------ 1 

a:"'d the ~e"ta.l for::Ii.:-.g process utili::as ::iec.:..,...,.: cal a.:=. 
heat e:ergies en the me~a.l i:i solid state either at no==al tem?a=a.":.::e 
(s~~.;~6, cold fo=gi:6, cold C..-a~~~g, cold e:-::--.:.sion) or at elevated. 

teml)er.:itu:res. (hot for~ i'g, d.--ari:,g, e:r:r.lsion) , a..,..; i.:i liquid rla::e, 
::a':ttra.lly- a.t elevated. te:npe=a.tu:e, (ca.sti::.g 1 p.r9ss-.J:e die-Casti!lg) a.::d 

also i:l powder or g:"allula.r fo:-;n maki:g use of for.ns, C.ies a......:1 moulC.s 

o:f,. ma-:ert,a.ls o'! hi~e: 1::.a.rd.::.ess a:cl./ or hig:e: the=:na.1 stabili 'ty. There 
a.re other specia.l processes u-til:i..:.:-g elec-t.rica.l energj ( el~c-:ro

erosiO?:., eleC-:~ischa.:'69) C:.emical e:ie:-gy- ( ~emica.l :::ia.c!:i.; n-i .. g) , 
sou:xi. ene:gr ( '.ll t:'a.somc-ma.cb..; ... .: ng) a.:d ligi:. 't ene:gr ( La.se: bea: 

l:llaC:.i.ni:g) used i:i a. li::iited application. 

!:l the case o"!' :ne'tal cu~ti.ng precess, 'to ge:::erate d.iffe::-ent S".:.:"faces 
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T!le ba.sic st=uctilre of the ma.cl:l.i!le tools '.'.las cha::ged ·-1e=-J 1.i ttle 

ove.r t!l.e :rears. But with the ever i:lc:-ea.sing c-J.tti!lg s-peeds al:d. the 
de.cia.z:d. for Aigner wcr~~~g a.ccu..~cies, substalltia.l a.C.va.::.ces have been 
made i:l. the d.e sign of ma.c!ri!le tools to inc~a.se ":h.e geomet:-ical accu.-acj", 

the static :igid.ity a.:cd the ~c a.::d the ther::al stabilities of the 
cia.ch.il:.e tools. ?rog:-ess ha.s a.lso been a.C:Ueved. i:l. 'the ::a.'teria.ls that a.:e 

used. for the const:-uc'tion of tb.e eleme::i-t:s of the ma.chi=.es. Consid.e=able 

developments ha.ve been made in :-a.ising .. the producti vi 'ty of ea.ch. 

t=a:s!e:- l~es !o-: tb.e !.a:~ seZ-: ... :es p:-oC.uctio::. of compone~:ts. 

l. 3 'E3 C'u 1'.i.LR G TCCL 

ceramics l:.a.s bro'\l6b.t U? the cutt~~g S'Peed.s en cc::st:"".!C-:io~..a.l steels up to 
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600 me-:=es/:ni:::ute, i::ic:-usi::g tb.e ~rod.ucti·r:. tj OJ" 4 to 5 -:i.."lles. Wea: I 
:-esi.S-:aiice coa:ti::gs on hi~ S?eed s-teels a..-:i cementeC. ca=°::lid.es have i::.c:-ea.seC. 

tJJ.e ":col li.!'e by 2 to 3 ti:les, s~ila.:l,y !.::. the ca.se of g.:-i::ld.i::.g speeC.z '::eyor...:i I 
100 :::e t::s per secom have been rea.cb.eC. a~ to~t:'.ie.r wi tb. im1'rooved. cethcds 

of kaepi:::.g the cutti~g su=!a.ce of tile wheel 

'tl.'P to 3 to 4 times. 

1.4. :N'UMEllC..U. CONTROL 

clean, the p.rod.ucti7i ":y is raised. 

~e most sig::il"ica.:i't tech=.clogical d.evelop:ie?::ts have taken place i::. th.e 

a-""U of ccz:.~l of ma.clti:le tools id th. 'th.e a.d.ve=:-= of the :rne~:a:i con~~l cci:::.cep-: 

i::. th.a ea:l;r 1950s, a._; :-evclu::icllised 'th.e whole p_-:.id.".lc"'tiou process. 
'!!!le ll'C:lerica.l cont:-ol (NC) is the o~ra:tio:. of illa.C':. ~ :.e tools by a series o! 

of the tool i::. :-elation to the workpiece to other a.1·-ila.--y fu.:.C-:ions S".J.Q a.s 

selection of tool/tool r-..a.tion a.r.C. controlling t~e speed a..~ d.irection 
of the tool or workpiece rotation ~ other seco~~~-J :"u=.cttions. T~e 

comC!.l:ds a.re logically orgaci.zed ccmp:isi""g a. ~og:-amme to direct the 

machi:le tool to per!or:i a. sequence of operations a..~ t~ereby a.ccornpliS::. 
the Sl)ecific task of ::.a.cl!.i::ing a. workpiece. 
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1.4.l. 

T!le NC led to ce?'"ta.i::. developnen-:s in the :na.chi.."":e tool. ·r!:J. e 

conventio:c.a.l ma.cb.i::.e tools l::..a.ve been =edesig:ieci to suit t~e NC operation. 

Several operations like d....-illizlg, bor.;ng, milli~.g, etc. have been combi::::.ed. 

in a. ma.en.; "'e wi tl::. consid.e::-a.ble time sa.Vi=.g :..n set-ll? times. '!he most 
important d.evelo~e::.t 11ad. been tb.e concept of ":he ma.chining cent:-e r where 

a. nrnber of d.i.!!'erent :::i.a.c!l.in.; ,...g ope::-a.tions a..""e per:for.:ieci in a. single 

setu~, on seve::-a.l s-..:r!a.ces of tlle wo::-kpiece; with the a.bili "':-.f to a.uto-

1.4.2 

cccpu.te: 

tool to cot.a.:.=. "th.e 
tool. ':;:.e ma.ci...; .,..e 

processor tecbnolog:r. 
ha.s eme:g-ed.. 

as si s~a=.c~ o: a. 

It wa.s i::. ~e late 1970' s 'the :"ull c:rc cor.cep-: 

The Ccmputer (Computerised.) Numerical Cont::-ol ( C".JC) is a. ni.::ierical 

cont::-ol SJ"Stem wherein a. ded.ica:ted., stored. p::-og:-a.:me co.~puter is used to 

per!o.-::i some or a.ll of -the basi~ :ti.merical cont::-ol ~~ctio:s i:l a.cco=:ia.;lca 

wi t!l cont:-ol p:og:-a:::nes s":o~d. i:l "t!le cor:r;uter' s memo:-y. 

u.sua.lly a. cini-computer is d.ed.ica:ted. to one S?eci.fic :na.c.b.i=e tool or "t;.;o 

new cpe::-a.":ions intToduced. by si.~ply =ea..C.ing them :~to the e:ecutive 
position o! t!ie control 1·~•t com~ute=. 
"';a.pe. is also possible to ~a.:~e cll.a..'lges in the 
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l.4.3. ~ AilA.?TIVE CONT.3.0L 

The s-p:eed.s a::i feeds for a. ma.c!:.i::i-g ope:-a.tion a=e no=:::a.l.ly dete:::i=.ed. 

by the prog:oamce.:- 1 i:i. a.cco:'da.:ce with. the rna.te:ia.l, tool a.:-..d. the :nachi=ie 

pa.--a-metres,. tcgethe:- wit!l ce:ta.:- fa.c'tors of safety a.c~.;.,..st u:iexpected. 

ad.verse cutting cor.di tions. '!!!lese S?eeds a::i !'eed.s :nay ::ot always =esul t 

i!l. the opti!:lu::i prod:u.cti vi~ ar.d a.cC'.::a.cy due to va.--ia.ble fa.ct ors of 

sta.tic !.!ld d.ym.mic tigid.ities, the..""!:al s'ta.bility of the ma.chl.ne. me 
concept of .Adaptive Control is developing, to cha.?:.ge ";!le S?eed.s, feeds 

a~ dept!:.s of ~t U:i. or:.e: to ccmpe:isa.te fo:- ";he va=ia.ble system pa...-a-
me"'tres a..="fecti:lg the :i==-~uctivi "';y a"'~ a.cc-.i.-acy, by sensi:::.g to:-que , 

~e~"'lection, •.fib--a.tion a.:d. the:::a.J. defo=:a.tio:s d"U.-~ the ac-:-..:zl C"~tti=.g 

process ::-" gi~-g feed-ba.ck s~s !o:- the a.p1==opria::e c"a-ges i::i ~e 

is 
e.::ensive use of com7~ter cont::-ol, !'?..~-:16 from the cor.t:ol of a. si=lple 
"";wo-,...,...: s :::a.c:...;.,..e to an e:::.ti:e f'ac'"::o:"j' i:volvi::g co1:1ple.:: i::a.c!:l.::i.::g 

csni:::'?!s. "'!:.e Di:ec't N.:me=-ica.l. Control (!mC) is a. system com::.ect.;~ a. set 

o-£ ..,. e~cal.l.J" cont:-olled. cachi:les to a. commo:::. memory fo:- :pa_-t prog::-rne• 

or :a.c._,_.,..e prog::-ame stora.&e wi ~ prevision !or on~°"'a""~ d.ist:i"cutio?l-

o~ da.-:a.. ~e direct computer cont:-ol s:;stem Illa::/ act"-.la.lly be i!l. tl::ee 

d .. 1 !ere:t levels. A la.rge ce?lt:ra.l computer, a.t the fi:S-: level, capable 
of hard, .;.,..g programmi:g several h.u::d:ed. ma.ch.i!les, h.i_e::-a:ch.ies of s:naller 

co~tsrs, at tb.e second. level, to i!l.terp..~t ~ dissem.;~ate the logic 

f:"eQ the central computer a.:i ca.pa.ble or !ia-,.; 1 i::.g g::-oups o-! li:e s of 

inacili:les a.ci -;hen the i=d.i v"'-d.~ a:",..,.; -com:mtors :.eci..ica:ted. to i:::i:!:r....dl.:.a.l 

mach; .... es, wi-:h p.-,vision for :-=ote ccmmunica.tio::. wi-:h the ce::.t:al compa::er. 

l.4.5 

In the area o! c:-g;=-; za.tion o! ':!le :prod::.ction :;::ocess 1 'the tech:lological 

development is in the direction of CCC?le'te automation. F'Or the autc::ia.tion 
in s:na.ll a..""ti medium batch. production, in orc.e:- 'to a.cccr.:coda.";e :"::-ec;:-.ient 
cila.nges in the product com~nent, Flexible !01a.nu.!'ac~-i:lg Syste::i (E~S) 

with the di:eC-: computer con'trcl a:e p:esently being developed. ~e 

syS-:em consists o! a. group of machine tools en czrc' with a.utoma.'tic 
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system is capable of prog:-a..'":lnin.g the secr~ence of ope:ations, selection 

of the machine tool stations, selection of tools, selection of O?tim'~ 

c-.:.t~i.:lg s-peeds =~ feeds, i:~rocess c.:.=:ensio::a.l cor.t:ol. 

opera~ioi:s a.=e ~tcmated. by robots. 

emerg:..:g - ~e completel;r cor.ipu::er a.:.ded. r:ia.Illlt'a.ctu=i!!g ( C.Al·i). 

,..~ .... -.. -:---·-:-i,. .., __ 
. .... - .... ·-

!n tile -case of metal for:niz:g, U1 order to bring the metal into the 

required shape am size a. variety of opera.tions a:e perfo=::ied. by d.if!e:ent 

maciti:es. '!!llese a..~ ~u::.chi,g, cold for6 ·ng, rolli:g, dravr...:lg, e=t:usion~ 
hot for~ 1rolli.:g, d.-a.wi:lg; C.ie ca.s"tU:g, ;io-..de: :neta.llurgr, etc. on 

The essential fea:tu:es i!l me~a.l !o=::i!!g ':Ja;/ be said. to ·oe its !iig:. 

bei:ig d.evelo~eC: as !'i:ri.5.hi.."16 0---~•;o~s -0-i~c;~~ ~ ~· .. :n'oe-
~--w·- - --. ..-. .-.. -~ w ... ._. -

:le"':a.l c-.:.tting ope::-a:tio:::.s a.::.d. thereby :-ec:u.ci.=g the nu.once:- of 

mac~ine tools :-equired. := a. prcd~ction ;recess, col~ :-olling for bea..-ir..g 

races, gea.:s, etc, cold fo:-g:.z:.g a:-..:i sta..~pi:g of a va:iety of coopo:e~ts i~ 
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O':"er the pa.st two decades t!:J.e ccnst::--..:.ction of "t!:J.e presses has not 

e::Qerienced U'.:f basic c!la.nr-s. T'.n.e principal di:ections of "t!lei: 

developnent a:e: i~crea.sed prod.uctivi"ty by :-ation.alising ~~~ auto-
i:a.tising the ar·.; la.-7 operations of loading a.i::::i ucl.oad.i::ig or feeding of 

the work material, cha.:g-9 of dies, a.::d si~plifica.tion of setting, etc; 

L"lc:ea.sed S?eed.s o! operation, enha.nced. safety wit=. a nu.':ber of inter-

locks, diagnostic systems, ate. The most ~portan"t t<fc.11:::ological 

developme:it is the NC control of the ~esses a:ld. com:pletel7 automatic 

ca.cb.i=.e "tools, ccmpute:- controlled. prcC.ucticn li.:::es 1 etc. 

-... -· el~cid.atic: to 

depe:d.s u.:pcn the q:.:ali ty of tl::.e :::a.clli:le -:ools ern:;:iloyed.. '!:'=. ey a.l so 

a,.,..; bea: a. r~la. tionship to the skills :-eq-J.i:ed of the laboi=. 

l.7.1 

• 

The developnents in the ma.c=.ine tool tec!l:ology a:.d their a.p~lica.tio~ 
in the imuS-::'j", to a. la:ge e::tez::t, a.re d.ete:::i:ied by various factors 

s-.ich a.s the i:d.ust=ial sector wile-re the ma.C:.i=e tools a.=e used, the 
produC-:, the t:r?e of the ~ocess aJ:d. the ma.r.ufa.ct-.J:ing tec!l=.ologr 
employed., the ~:-od.~ction tec ....... ology a~ the q'.la:l~ities i~vol•ed, t~~ 

t~e above factors or a combination of t~em dema~~ differen~ a.:d. 

s-peci.fic t;nes of :na.chi!le tools: 

inst:-..:ment ind.u~t:-y neels hig!l precision ~achL~e tools, generally ~~alle: 
in size, bea..-ing iniustry high precision, a.."ld. automatic lines, a.nd. 
similarly the automobile, t:-a.ctor industries de~ar..:i special pt!..-;iose, 

automatic lines. 
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l. 7.2 

T!le application o~ NC tech~olo57 :s varied in d.i!!e=e::.t i.:::iust:-ies, 
ea.ch. c~a--a.cteristic of a ce::O-:a.i!l type of p:oduction tecl:l:lology. J~r 

e::acple i:l the a.1:.tcr:lobile indust:-y, ·..-he:-e :i'.ass proC.uctio::. ,, ... ..i ve::y la:ge 

series production is et:lployed, tb.e a.d.va.::ta.g'! of t!le ~re over o't.~= mea.ns 

of auto:i2.tion is not a.pprecia.ble. 

IT"'ooo _ ..... _ a. g=ea::: 
~ - ... _ ~ 
- w..__ 

to ::ew processes lead to ma.jc:-
of mac~; ... e tools. 

tools. 
of ":all bea:.:.,..g ::::-a.ces, ce~ai= gea: .,.heels, e"tc; 

-o,_.._..,; -a,_o,.....-• -'-:.--- _....,. __ "' 

a.utcmo"oile -~ -oi-•~ ~ --~w......,.. 

;:::::::st:ies ha.ve,either elimi~.ated. or :-educed to a. r.iinimum, a. !lUmber of 

meta.l c-.itt.; ... g operations and. the :nach.~e tools req-J; -ed. fo:- ther:i. 

tec!::i:.olos;r eJ:Iployed i:l an i::.us-t=y ::.::. o:O:.e= to a.ssess ~e a.;plication 
of the va:ious ";eciu:.ological d.evelo~-:s i:i the :nachi:ie tools ; ._..;ivid:1:all7 

J..utomatio: u its ea.=17 S-:a.ges wa.s esse=.tia.ll:r developed. fer 'tl:.e 
::a.ss prcd.uctioti compone:i'": s. 

cont:-ol cf dime:isio:is 1 for:ned. complete a.~tc~atic lines. 
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Sa:all batch production, i::.vol vi::g a. va.rie-:y o! components a ... ~ 
:f':'equ.en~ cha.:lge in the product requi:e di!!erent ~eans of produc~ion 
em~loyi.:g semi-automatic, autor.:a.tic :::ultipositic:, :nultitool, special 
pu...-pose, unit mac!lines, NC mac!:.ines, in semiautc~atic o= fully a.~to
Matic p:oductio~ line, i:clud.i:.g ~etal for.=ii=g presses where re~red.. 
These lines are capable of cha.:ge over from or.e component to ano-the=. 
The macb.i!l.i:ig centres ca.::. consti ~te t.he ba.sic ele:nents of s-..:.c.'i. 
automatic li..~es. '!he workpieces a:e fixed on to pallettes ar.d. coved 
!rem pobi: to poi!lt. 

~e utilization of t~ese automa.ti~ lines, in practice, may often 
be below their capacity d~e to various facto:s related to the organ~sa.tion 
of ~he. '=od.~~io: p:ocess. ~e oc~;r~~er con~~ol of such ~tcmatic li~es 

T~e c..::..:7!'.ic---=.J.-:7 =.: -:::.e a.u-:oma:::.or. o: ... a·"~ .l.a....-:r o~e~~i.o=.s 7 ;a:-:ic-..il.a:!.J 
i::. tb.e batch production, is S'llccess:'.:.lly solved by emplo~-=ig ;~~ustrial 

~bots #"it!:. com~ter controls a.?J.d. considerable i.":lprovemen"':s i:l ?rcduc-
~ivity have been aC:Ueved.. T'Ae ease of o~e=a~ion wi~h robots leads to 

l.i.5 

Mo:-e am more cil.!:'e:e:t :::e-:als ~jt~ illa. ~e::-i.a.ls a.re be:.:g u.sed. 

a. va..-iety of eq'.ti?Jlent ope=at-l ...,g on e::::-eme work:!.ng cond.i "':ions. 
that wi thsta.:cd .._~ b.igb. temJ:le!'a.tees are used i=. the ccnst::-.:.c"tiot; of 
ga.s ~bi:::i.es 7 rocke-:s, $l)&Ce cra..i't, ?I"..iclea.r energy eq'J.i;rne:::t, e"";c. 1 

similarly high tensile, heat-resistant metals. a.re u.sed. in making d.ies 
employed. ill b.:ie;:i :presSU-""es ,impac:ts a.z:d tempe:a~es. T".!lese i te::is ofte::. 
requi..-e- er.._'"'9mely ccmplica.ted. shapes to ·oe ge::.e:ateci. a.=C. h.ig:, p:ecision 
ma~i~~ .... g to be per~ormed.. These mac~•n~-g opera~ions te::.d. to be either 
im~ossible with, or le::.d. t~emsel7es to be i::lpracticable o~ -:=.e conve::.tic!:2.l 
machine tools. It is in these a.."'"eas the electro-physical, elect=o-
c.i.emical ar.d la.se= beam mach.i=ti..ng a:e e::iplcyed. 
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'!'he technological d.e•1elopme:r:s i~ the field. of mac!line -:cols have 

a.scribed to d.if~erent a.spec~s of tb.e tec~ologica.l d.evelopments and 

a.~ prompted by a. n'".lmber of ::-easons. SoQe of these e!f ec~s on the 

riith the ~crea.s~ 'J.Se of new 

zinc based alloys, al1=11ini'.l:l alloys 

tools in such a.:ea.s is either d.ecrea.si=.g or slli~ting to other tj?es. 

Si~arly in the a.utomobi.!e i=dust:-y, it is a. k:::lown fact, t!l.=.t the 
content of a.lumi:ium pa.:ts which :..as b.a.r-'....17 a.bou:t 5 k.g by weigh-: i:i 

a:o. automobile in the 1940s l:la.s increased "to mo::e than 50 q in the 
present day, a. tenfold. inc:-ea.se; a.nd. is ex;iected. to e:ceed a. ico kg 

-;o-wa:'d.s the end of the 1980s. '!'!le con-;e:.": of ~a.sties, .,.hicb. -..-a.s a.bout 
10 ~ in 
incr'!a.se 

the i95os h.a.s presentlj" ::-ea.ched. :no::-e tha.::. 30 kg a..~ is on tb.e 
11;:> to 200 kg t owa.:--:.S 1990. Y T!l.e componen:: s i.11 al,,..,.; ti um a.:ld 

zi.=c alloys a:-e ::ia.de ·oy d.ie ca.s-;i~ a.:id those in pla.s-:ics by plastic 

conven-;ional meta.ls in the automo=ile i!l~ust:j". 

a..~d. plastic injecticn moulding cf sooe ~= "he ?"-~S o: the sewi.:::i.g ca.chi~e$ 
of ~~ei::- new se::-ies. 
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to certain components tlla.t lend the:selves for s~c~ fo:-'~g and ~ould be, 
in ge?lera.l, applied for parts requi.:-ed in t~e automobile, tractor a:id. 

simila.: indust::-ies. 

~res would :-ea.cb: 25 per cent metal :"or.:.i::.g and 75 pe:- cent :netal cut"ti.::g. 

W~-·th'i"' ....... e '"'etaJ. ·."o-.·--·_,..:? "'."'!"'.'."'1"';,..._,.'9!S .·,....,. coi..: ·"o-~-g 's ,....l.·.,.,;.., .. ... ·- = ... _ ............. - ... _ _.... ... ........... - =- -:::.g' 

in a. ppl i ca.-: i on. !.~ view of conside:-a.ble loss of metal in hot for.:ling 
az:d the energy e:pended on it, the cold·for:::li.ng is more economical f!"Om 
the point of energy saving. 

~o~ operatio:s i~ ~he 1970s. 

tool 
been ~he co:cept of the :mmerica! con~~ol. The a~vent of :::.;c has se"t 
of! a: u:iprecedented se:-ies of develop:en-:s in the :r.a.cltine tools a.nC. 

2.2.1 The dis~lacement in ~~ductio:l of zene:-a.l ~~ose r:ia.chines by 
the nU!Ilerically controlle~ 

In the 1970s, a.s the ,roduction cf NC ma.chines inc~sed, the 
ma.clli.::.e tool ma.nin'a.cturers in tile :iev'!loped. couz:~:-ies :?:ave been 
pro~ssi vely gi V:.n.g 11p tile Ja.."":ti:°act".!:"e of ~ene:-al :?u:"?OSe •i:.i ve:-sal 

:na.c!:i=e tools •~th cc:ve::r:ic~al cont~ols. ];! Several fac~o:-s =-~ 

ulticate econot:lies te::d.s to :-:.·se etc. 

:J A.s p~d.'J.~tion_ of.~C ~c!:.~nes inc~ea.sed., ove:- -::::.e ?e:-i.oC. 1972 ~o ;975 
M/S C:.:lc:.:=a.-:;.. ~~~a.c:-c:: ~a.· .. e ·=-=-~;peC. 32 =~C.els o-=- co?:.ve::::iona.l :::ac::.i.nes. 



2.2.2 ~he d.is~la.cement 

- , A. -

i~ G~s ,..; .... '-""'- "to d.evelo=ie?:-ts in ~ :::a.chines 

With fu.r';her developments in the ~esig:i c~ ~C ::i:a.chi.::es, fer e::=.~ple, 

the ma.c!llning centres that co~ci.::e ope:-ations sue~ as ::illi:g, d:-illi~ 
and. boring etc, the pMduction cf conventional :ia.chine tools in the 
millir.g, drilling and bori.ng illa.chlne g:-oups has fall e::.. ~is lla.s 

resulted in a.."'lother phenomenon, namely, their.crease.in the productivity 
of these ::::a.chines. '!'he manufacturers tha.t ~reduce e~cl'1Si7ely these 
::::a.clli.::.es l:a·re increased. t::ie pMd.".lcti ·n. ":7 a..."'lri 7ersa.tili ":7 ·'Jy :nea=.s of 

a new set of :::iode:r:i, ili~h ~reductive ca.chines a.re on the ::iarket. 

. ... --· proC."'.lc"ti on • 

2.3 :::t'feC-:s on ":he :n.a.:-ket d.ue to develocmen-:s 

2.3. 1 

:::a.ciline tools 

in 

-.· ... o 
~--

of ca.chine tools, the va.:"ie~y of the G:FMs is bei,:,.g reduced a.nd more 
specialized ~tiope:'3.tio?lal GP.tis a.:-e produced. with :naciline co:st:-~ction 
:odi£ied to lend themsel•es for production on automatic lines. ~e 

designs an bei.ug :ra.tiotlalized. to be in :::iod.ula.r const:"Uction such that 
the 'mi.t eleme:i.ts C3.Zl be a.ssemcled. to ±'o:-;n di!fer~"l": va.:-ia.n:ts by 

s:;:ieci!"i ca~i on. 

incluC.iI:i" the ~ ::a.c!ri.."'les is e:t?ecteC. to d.evelop er:e::::ivel:;. T":.:.s ·t11ocli 
::a.lee possible the manufacture cf the ma.cl:l.i~e tools on co:;letel:; a.u~oz:.atic 
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2.3.2 T~e e~~ec~s o~ ~he ~~o~~c~ion tec!:!:oloc;r as a~~lied i~ ~he 

us er i.:ld::1st ri es 

ba~cil or !Ila.SS production technologies a.re e~~loyed., tl::.e ::a...~uz
4

actu:i~ 

li.~es a.:"'! completely automatic, specially set :or a :ar:icula.r p:":)ci~ct 
a:d were ra.ther 'rigid'. :n "':l::.e s::.:.11 azd. ::ied.i:::: ·oa:tc.!l. production, a.s 
is the ca.se ;,-.ith a. variety of small a.i:d !l:l.eci.ium scale i:i:iustries, the 

composite ope:-a.tio~s. 

a;~-toma.tic i:dus~:-ial . ... :":)00 .. s. 
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An analysis of the gene:-a.l present da.7 utili:ation of the 

va:-ious technologies i."l ":he i.nc!ust:-:r a.nd. the prese:::t tre!lds .,...ould 

::'9Veal the broad fu"t"J.~ ";ende:cies az:.d. ";he ";ec.!::lolo5 ~::al. ?e:-spec"":i~1es 

a.lld. !iel? ass ass the i:iplica.t:.ons fo-:- ':he ievel o?i:-..g cou::.-t:-ies. 

=:~i, .. ----· 
1.4 per cent, ~54. 1.3 per ce::t, ~ 1.1 per ce:t, ~G 0.6 ?er cent. 
HlJ:be:-s ~o :ot cor.v'!Y ";~e sra-e, as one NC ::a.c~ir.e is ~.::,.,.,..,j_e:at 

to 3 -:o 8 a.:.d o:ie ;JC :na.clii.,.,.;""-g' ce?i~is equivalent to 8 ":o 10 con~.re:ationa.l 

!%:2.c:h.; ... es, a. :nore a.pproprta.te inde: ·.tould be -the sba.re ":Jy ~rociuc"tive 

ca.pa.c:i t7. '!'he :present share in the tota.l prociuc'ti •1e ca.pa.ci "tj is 

a.ppro:ima:telJ"': crs.A. 10-13 per cent, Ja.:pa.n 9-10 pe::- cent, 'OZ 7-9 per 
cent am FRG 4-5 per cel:lt. j} 

3y the machine tool cei:sus of various developed. countries, there 

·..as a.bout 100,CCO tota.l ]'C ma.chine ;ark in 19i7, wi":h a.:a a.ve~e :"3.te 

i977 

1/ Sou..-ce: .A..C. !osd. ...,.; :i, ·~!l.e ca.~i ":a.lis": ::-.a.:-ke"t o:~ :net al ;,ro:-kins 
equ.ipment and prospects fori":s g:-o ... -th"; Bulletin of Fo:-eign 
Cot:I:le:-cia.l !nfor::.a.tion, No.i, ~980; USSE Market aesea.:--:h 
L~s'ti~u'te (VNIJ..t~), Moscow. 

Y Sou:oe: "L'Usine Nouvelle", 15 Dece::'oe:- i974, "Mac=.i!le 0--=.til", ~!a:; 19i6, 
''Me~a.1 Working r.-odu.c'tior.", 19i 6, 11 !1 ?a.rco ?l.a.c!li.ne \J": ensil e 
nell t in:i~s-:~a. !-:alia:a", i975, 0 S-:a::i~tic.a..l !aa.:- 3ook" o"!' 
the USSR, 1980. 
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a.ppro:ima~e e:=::-apolation for -:he pu...-poses of orientation, i": r;iay 

be Said tha. t the sh.a:e Of ZIC !:lacb.i=e ":ool S ·:y prO!i.''.lC":i Ve Ca?aCi ~j 

might be e:,ected. to ·oe a.bout 23 to 25% by 1990 a.r.d 67 to 70 pe:cen-: 
by 2000 yea:::. Tb.is i.r:d.icates tha.t by 1990, s~ill 75 percent of the 

metal worki!lg would. be d.one ·oy cor..ven":icr..a.l ma.chines. ~oweve:, by 

2000 year, the sb.a.:'e would be ~educed. to 30 percent. 
The total production of caC:.ine tools in the developed. count:-ies 

in l978 wa.s a.ppro::.:na.tely 1:5 oil.lion Dolla.=s g:-cwi=.g a.t a.:. a.verage 

;irojections il::.d.icate tb.t t!l.e prcd::ict:.-cn will e=.ceed. 25 billion C.oll~s b7 

1990, .35 billion doJ.la:s ·~:r 2COO yea.=. 1:'"-.::.e s"";:a.tistica.l d.a";a is broug::.": 

't!:.e -:o~al :a~~;~e -:ool produc~ion. 

1976 1970 

USA. 12,000 20,3i6 
J.A:PAJI 500 ace 
u.x:. l,500 3,100 
:ffiG 730 2,200 
I'!'ilY 160 848 
:RANCE 630 l,050 

Total: 15,510 28,376 

Ta.ble 3 
M.!CE~'Z 
(pieces) 

? ( -=·l' ....,__ 

1975 1916 

36,000 40,oco 
8,560 12,000 

7,cco 9,5co 
6,800 8,CCO 
3,290 3,960 
2,950 J,5co 

64,6CO 75,960 

1917 

4.5 ,coo 
l;' 500 
:.1,500 
lO,OCC 
a.,780 
&. , CCC 

90 '780 

A.ve~e =ate o:~ 

1 "'nual Growth (;~ ) 

l4 
38 
22' 

30 
36 
2.3 

19 

Sou:ce: "l'Usine ~01.lvelle" l; Jee. 197.i, "~~a.c.~i.:ie Cutil", ~fa.y 1976, 
"Metal Wo:-k:ing ?:-od.~c~ior.", 1976, "ll ?:::co ~fa.c!li::.e Utensile 
::ell' ir-=.us""::-:.a. !~a.lia..:-.a.", 1975, "Sta.tis-ti.cal Yea: 3ock0 of -:he USS?. 1 

1980. 
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Ta.ble 4 

PRODUCTICN' OF :t!!CR!:U: TOO~ !l1 D~IZ!.C?~ CO'u1T~~ * 

1960 196; 

:aa 582.9 851.0 
USA 777.7 l,4;i.7 
USS2. 608.0 887.8 
J~AlI .., II 1 

1~·- 289.7 
!Ti!.! 109.6 112.0 
SW lTZ22Ll.n 

lC6 • .3 153-5 
: ' t 
WO- 255.7 

........ _ ; 

J:;',.O 

~CZ 158.6 ,., " ----· .:' 
S?A.3 1 A 5 

~· 5a.1 
S"~ 31.S 48.7 
3.:.."'"I. a:"u'":it 17.7 27.2 
c~ lC2.J 2co.o 

~o'tal: 2,849.0 4,708.0 

(Million Dollars) 

1970 1975 

l,479.0 2,349.0 
1,443.1 2,406.l 
l,360.0 , 0 ;; , 

-1.,1...;-•-

1,109.4 J.,098.2 
433.6 748.0 

2.d.0.0 5'10.0 
476.9 723.0 
315.5 554.0 
90.2 2l2.0 
oo.o 146.0 
33.l 91.0 

261.4 402. 7 

7,310.0 ll,201.0 

Table 5 

1977 

2,635-8. 
2,426.9 
2,768.0 
l,:5C8.3 

878.6 

581.9 
5a7.a 
591.6 
; 0 "I , -, ,.). -
J.46.J 
1 (',.. A 
_...,o.~ 

607.8 

13,lJ.3.0 

1978 

3,287.4 
3,050.0 
3,020.0 
2,JJO.O 

980.0 

i90.0 
760.0 
716.0 
220.0 
1J5.o 
124 .. 0 

532.6 

15,965.0 

l0.7 
8.4 
9.3 

22. 5 
13.7 

12.5 

9.3 

, 2 • 
~ -~ 

10.0 

. ¥C MA.~ PRODUCTICN' nr SCMS n.:.:v'!LC?EU CCU~~* (!tST..U. CUTT~G) 

(Million Dolla:s) 

1965 1970 

USA. 136.6 190.l 
JX:JJ.T l.l i8-7 
o.z. 11.8 J7,7 
IT..U.I 3.0 
FRA!iC!: 1.4 10.9 

1975 

;04.7 501.0 
134.l 17 3. 2 ' 
;c.a 45.8 

lC2.3 
91.2 81.6 

, c ... -
~ ..... { i 

496.7 
301.5 
58.7 

129.0 
93.7 

~ve=a.ge :-a~a o: 
~ g:-o...--..h (%) 

12.4 
35.0 
, - 7 _,. 
35.0 
35.0 
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~t is expec~ed tbat in the ea.rly l980's c:~pletely automatic 
:na.ch.izie -:ools a ... ~ fle:d."::le :nanufa.ct-.:.:i:ig S"Jstems wi tll computer 

cont=ol a~~ process optimisation will be used; ar..d. :n the late 1980's 
t!ley will cor.sti 't".lte a.bou""; 35% by •;a.lu.e of the "tota.l production of 

machine tools ~ eAecuting 25% of the metal worki::lg operations. ~ 
the ea.rly 1990's completely a.utoma.tic fa.cto:-ies with robots would be 
o:pera;ti:g. The sl:l.a.re of all the s-.rs"te::is :-ea.chi~ 5C% by value of the 

total ?:"eduction a.::d contributing 70% of the oeta.l worki::.g capa.ci ty 

by the yea.r 2000. 

3.2 

is 

• 

co:!igu..-ation would. also be :nod.ified ":o ma.'\ce "the:n sti table for ope:a::ion 

wi -:h :-obots. 

Wi-:h. the i::lc:-ease i: prod.uc-tion o'! the NC mach:.Z:.es 1 t!:.a.t of 'the 

tu,.-..; .,.,g g:-oup ha.s also inc:ea.sed. to a. coI:.sidera.ble e:rte::.t, pa.:"':ic-.J.la.rl1 

~ t!le "tu:::et, si.,.,g1e a:cd. multispi.Dd.1e a.utot:ta.":s. :ii~ prcd.uc"';i~re a.:d.. 

b..igil precision ~-::i:ig ::naclli::les will be produced.. 

ma.chines will be b..ig:i p:ociuctive, hit:l precision, ve:-sa::ile ma.ch.i=.es 

i:i ::cd.ul a.: co:st:-J.ction 

T'.ne !TC ma.cl:li:::.es will ,_ •\.i iQ. i .... ..,. ___ _ cons""::-u.c-: ic.::.. As 

cac!l.i=.ing la.:-~ a:..d. corn-plica ted. wo:-kpi ece s a.,.....l as s=.all, ccm;:act a.."':d 
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pa.st yea.rs have i!ldica."';ed. ";he development ::a.i.:::tly L"l-:o rnacb.i=.i::ig cen-:=es 

a.:ci -:U.-::!:g :na.cil.i:es. T!le liC -:U.~"'.6 ma.cil.i::ies ·,.;ill fu:"ther develope 

ill thei: versatility combi."'li~g more operations other th.a: t....:..~. 
A.s eleme:its of fie:::ible ma.nuia.c-:uring systems a..,..; completely 

a.utoma.tic factories, the liC mac!tines will be developed i::to u.ni-: 

:llod.ula: ccns-:=uc-tion as the prcciuctio?l of S".J.cil syste."!ls •.-rill :-ea.cl:. 
It is e::::;iected. a.bout 75% of the total 

rna.:u£a.c-:-.:ri:g tec!m.oloa would. be based on g:-oup tecl:ulolog::r by early 1990' s. 
~e application o! i~dus-=::-ia.l =coots !o: tte a.utoma.tion of 
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C OUlT'E. :;:s 

Wi~h "tl:le e:ce:;itio~ of some of +.he developing coun~ries i~ ~o~e 

others; the maclii:e tool i::.:iust::-'J is in a very low level of develo~e~t. 
Tb.e existi=.g maci:l.i:e tool ;a.:k is mostly of obsolete desig:i, ve:y ol~ 
aJ:ld. Of low producti 'Ti ty. . . . :.. s :.::. ge r.e ::" a..i. 

0 -~Q.-"'--- i.:: 

sec'"to: !!.==is ~~~-a.a.,..~~-::---··o::>----- --o 

~ool ~ ...,dus-::-ies 

sector for the development of ot~e: sectors a~~ for ove.ra.l.l econc::iic 

:na.~erJ, household. goods 1 

Ma.cil:Ule tool ~ ,.,di.:.st:r,r is the ba.sic i:ld.us"'::y for the d.evelopnen~ 
of all e-:g"!lee:".;..,g i:C.ust=ies a""I,. other basic i=d.ustrial sec-tors. The 

Some o'Z the i:ior~ developed. cou:i~es az::cng ·fae d.evelop~-g :::.ave 
~acl:.i:e -:cols. 

Ove: the period 1965 to 1978, the ave::.ge rate of a=-~u.a.l g::-o..r..h. was: 

3:-a.zil 14.l?~, L":d.ia 6.1% a."':.d. :..:-'gent~ /%. L"l ::-ela.tic::. "to the ma.c;.,ine 

o::e 

' -- .. 



196; 
l9i0 
197'5 

10~ 
-~. ( 

19i8 

Tc~ 

3C.O 
33.3 

:37.0 

l.32.0 
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Ta.ble 6 

z.u~rn '!'COL ?S.ODUCT!ON IN E..'=.AZI!., !m)T i\. .Ul'"!l A.RG~t'.!.' r.:1A'*' 

(:au. Dcl.la:s) 

Meta.l 
,_ ..... .-..: ..,.__ ---·•----ea 
30.0 

19.6 

; ..,., , --·-
lC2.0 

Metal Ta.tal 

53.a 
66.0 

42.0 93.0 

lC8.0 

:nmll 
Meta.l Metal 

34.0 
43.0 
iO.O 
j2.8 
68. 7 
82.c 

2.3.0 

2.3.0 ., " " .. . -...J• -

20.8 
26.0 

Total 

25.8 
32.4 
42.0 

50.0 
60.C 
;a.o 

15.5 
18.0 
21.0 
30.0 
32.0 

Metal 

l0.3 

21..0 

25.o 

• So..:..~e: "~erica:l !i!aci.;=.s-:", Ja..,.,..·a~ :.o, !.967; F-:Ji'"'~-:r 24, l9i2; 
FeC.~7 1978; Feb=-=a..-7 1979. 

~. ~e ue;::-: o~ ~e tecil:ological d.evelo;me::-:s i: -'::.e cowi:lg ~o -d.ec:ai:ies a:::d. tak:-g i::1-:o oonsid.e-."'":!::io::. 'tl::.e t-..c e- ou::s of 't!l.e d.evelcrpi:lg 

ooti-~""-""• .. ---""~ es, -::e i::plica::io::.s may be viewed. i: -:Wo a.spec-;s 1 ::.amely 
in ::eeti""'~ ~e d.C:mes-t=.c requi:eme:its by ;;ay of :..m:;io=-:s a~ esta.blisi't-i -g 

am d.evelO?.; .,..g -:!l.ei: 0 ... -U ::a.e.:...; ""!! tool prociuc-:1on.. 

I 
t 
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'nle forecast question ~ould be weat t~e o: ma.chi:es the ~cs 
should r.:a.:iui'a.c-:U..-e 1 whether the sophis"tica ted. ::ia.c~~es or the C?Ms. 

In vie~ o! the !a.ct tha.t G?~s will continue a...-=. a:e eJ:;)ected. to enjoy 

a. sll.a:e by value of 60 to 7o;!, a,...,.; jC/% by 1990 a..-.:i 2COO =espectively; 

~e DCS should ta..'lce U? or continue to ma.?lu.fa.c"t-..::e th.e G?!-!s. 
T!l.e next poi::.-t would be wh.a.t tne of GPMs t~ey ~ouli produce, 

si:lce the G?Ms req-.:.i.:'ed a.,..., proe:uced. i.:l. the i:::.=.us-t=itlized. co1.l:.t:ies 

would b~· of l:.igi:::. productive 1 a.d.va.:iced. mod.cla.: d.esie;:s. Logicall:r, 
they should. go i:. for GPMs of high :;:=od-:.:.c-::. "re =ode:-::. d.esie;:s. 3u""; 
........ Q w-- ;irocess :.s ::c~ a=. easy o::e. ?o-: o::e :-ea.so=., ~b.e ciesie;:s ;:a;r- ~ot 

be e"':'.isti::g wi -:1:. tb.e:i ani it ta..~es lo~ t:.:ne to C.e•1elop the.::i by 

tb.e.cselves a~ secon:il7 7 they :ay ~ct be =ea.C.il7 ~a.d.e a.7~aole to 

- . ' . 
~o~ever, :~. :s ~ecessa-""'j' 

::iodula:. d.esie;:is; for 1 this would. a.lso help the.'!! :.=. tl:.e prod:::.ctio: of 

s~cia..:. pu..-;:ose :na.cll.i::::es (S?Ms) tta.t :'er.: th.e e!.ements of -=~s=-e= 
li.:les which would be a.:rJ:f wa::1 requi:ed. for ma.ss a.!ld. large catcl:. p:cduction 
imu.stries. For the second g:oup of the d.evelopi=g cou:::.t:'ies, tha.t do 

intod.uced.. TJ:ley cay ha.ve ~o go ";!i:ou;-- the sa.'.:le :;i:ocess o"! the -:!:l:ee 

~e developne:t o! the 'ter~nolog:; i::d.u.ction' !=oo outside sources 

co:solic.a::~ ..,g t!le a.°'1.-ui:ed. tec~ology a..,.4 sk:.~.ls i: "::!le ir..C.".l.s"':::"j" a~ 

GP~!' s. ~e process ca.=i be i:it~ated wi~~ si~ple~ =a~h~~es. 
a.spect t:·:.a:: is to be bo~e i:i ci:.d. ;.;oi.:.ld. ·:;e <::"l.e si;:1ul ta..'leou.s d.evelopnent 

esserr:ia.:. ,.. ,:>"l'rQ I .-----;:rr.--
._ - ' - - ..,; ;:"'·· - •• 4 sa--:":e • 
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developed cou.."l-:=ies would be willillg to sb.a:e thei= tec!:.."lologica.l 

kr..ow~ow, or even it may become necessa--y, in ore.er to c=ea.te ma:xe~s 

for their exports, that they a.spire would reacll 50 to 6C% of th.ei: 

production in the 1980' s Y 
I: the develop:ient process of the =ach.i:e tool ~ust::-:r, 

~oduction of CPM's, in. the developi:g cou=:.t=ies, those more adva::::ed 

among the DCs, 'tl:lat 1la.ve established. the i!ld.ust=-Y i!l an environment of 

illvest?:lent am in!ra.st~ct-.::e co:ist::a.ints' would. be better eq-.i:ipped. 

to im~ar-: the necessa..-,- =a.nu!a.c'":.lri::g skills a~~ ~anagement abilities 

Ow:l. e:;ie.rie:ce. It :ray also be a.d:;-a..."lta.geous to ta.2-c; up a. cer-:a.i:::. 

eoi:::~-·:.es sl::.cul:i be a.ble to im-po:--t the G??1s f:crn the DCs. 

'to co?:.sid.e:-.... _ .. 
i.::-:a:::3:'::!.ona.l s-:a-i a...-:!i.::a:':io: o! 'tb.e d.esie;::i of ba.sic ~::.e:al pu...-pose 

:IIac:.• ..... tools a.c~rd.i.::.g to tnes (opera.ti:=. wise), sizes, ~i ty 

(classes of a.ccu:"acy) tools a.=d. the accessories. Basi:ig ~e ~esi:i.gs 

on ~cdula..= const::-u.ctim:, it =a:; even be possible to sta-"a...-:.ise the 

Ea.sic. :::,a.c::-.; re tools a..'"'e basic macllj~e tools. 

~er:'o=::: basic ma.c..i,.; .,.,. ::.g operations. ~ere is no :-ea.son why they should. not 

~e CO?lCept is so'tmi a~ has a.bu...:=: an~ coc:mon good "to all. 

'!he desi~ 1 evolved th:'ougb. i:~er-....ationa.l co-opera.~ion, can. be give: 

'!::le total e:ports of the developed coun:::-:.es in 1978 wa.s a.bcut 
6.5 billion. dolla=s. ;o to 601o of e~orts by 1990 ~o"..!ld be 
a.pp:o:i=a.tely 13 to 16 billic~ ~clla:s. 
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TEZ SOP:::IST!CATED TECETOLOGY 

The ot!:.e:- importa.:t a.spect is whether tb.e ::JCs should. ta.~e up the 
mazr.:.Za.c-:t!re o-£ sopb.is"tica.~ed ~re rna.cl:.in9 "':ools a.r.d compu""ter con-:~olled 

systems. 
ga.p between the ~eveloped az:.d. ievelopi~-6 coi.:..:ltries, a~~ i.::. o~er to 
ma.ke the DCs to partly meet thei: domestic req:u.i=ement of the dava?iced 

a.rd sophisticated. ma.chine tools a.":d. to establish. a base for !U.:--:her 

develo'P!llent, it is necessary for them to take up the developcent az:.d. 

S"'JS~ e~s. 

tec.=.:::i~a.l colla.bo~tio:. 

of will l::.a;.r e ~o 

!a.c.-=:::...~ of 0?:17 the meca ... ~ cal systems i.::. t1::.e UC :na.:::=.i::es. !..a.ck of 

it is i::?e:-a.tive that u"t:nost caution bas to be e~e~cise~ ~ ... ; a judicious 
approacb. adopted. to co:sid.er all these- aspects. 

The g:-oup o:::.e cOUllt..-ies th.a.t have the necessar/ inputs can star; 
or i:te:sify their efforts in the developnent of· the NC ;na.clii.::.es. 
Ji.:.d.g::: ""'5 ·oy 'the present a~ fu"tu:"e d.evelo~ent t:-end.s in t~e d.evelo-ped. 
cou:~-.:.es, 'tlle i=diV:.d.ual NC :::a.cb.i:es seem "to -oe comi~ o-:--~ essentially 

develop seoi-a.u~oma~ic :XSs. ~e con-t::-ols .-nay be more a.ci.vanta,g'90usly 

·cased. o: mic::-oprocessc: ";ecll=o16gy. 
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can embark on the deveJ..opment of NC. 

lO to 15 yea.rs, depending on the present pote~tia.l a::d. the ~a.ce of 
developnent i.:.a. cou:::try to a.cq-J.i.:-e a .. ,.. ass:..Cila.te the ma.c.11.ine tool 

been the case with the g:-oup one co~t=ies. To'WC!--:is the end. of this 
period. it would be the appropria::e ti:le to start the de~relop:ien:t of 

the more sol=histica.ted. NC ma.cb.ine tool technology. 
In a.ll 'the ca.ses, constant ::t a.."ld. !l ef.fo:-t is essential. 

processes. 
~e a.cti vi ty of develo?Ue::.t al! .. 1oca. teci. 

si."nul:ta:eous d.evelo~e::::t of tbe ccl'!".mo!l tac:-...,ologJ a.s ;.;ell a.s :::ie so:-"" s-

-::. c:a::aa... 3cth. a.re ::ieed.ed.. 

sectors oi" i::d.ust:-.r 
~.: s. a.pproa.cil. is a.lso necessa...-y for the muti:.a.l be::.e:fi ~ of bo'tb. t.b.e 

develop~~~ a:od. t!le developed. cou:it::ies. 
I;::."':e..-::a.tiona.l- co-operation is recrJ.i:ed. i.::. tb.e ~eres of st2 .... ~.a.r.iisation 1 

tecb:i:olog:r i::"a.:S!er, ~evelopnent of i.:dustri2.l i!U'.:-a.st::"'J.c-:U..-?, trade; 
bet--een developed a.r.d. the developi::g cou::t=-ies a .. .d. amongst the developi::.g 

ca.paci-:ies a~ manpower d.evelo;me:::t; a.:xi ";o~the: ;ri:t!l t'lfC"'~D i:::i t~e, 

would. co::tinuously be :eed.ed.. 
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C CN'CL'JSI ON'S 

?ollowir..g a.~ the cor.cli:sions a.ni projections • 

1. New a.Ild. high productive fi~sh metal !'o:-::i::g processes, pa.rtic"U.!arlj 

the cold forming tecin'.liqnes, a.~ increasingl7 replacing metal cutt~~g 

cold f o~::g zethods to take a. share of 50 per cent of tb.e present 

b.ot !'o~n.g ope:-a::io::s by 1990. 

2. :-~...,~'.-Q: :::------
coris~:-.:.=~ion to le::d ~he=selv~s fo~ ~rc~~c~io~ or. au~cma.tic fl~~~ble 

:::2.nu!°a.C-:r..""lg s:rsteins based o:r:i g:-o~p ta,.."nolo?J"'e ?::! ·ral"..le they a.re 

e:rpected to be a.pp~:::iza.tel7 a.bout 60 to 70 per ce~t and 50 per cen~ 

~e total :;:i~duction i.:. tb.e ci.eveloped. count:-ies :.s e:::;iected. to exceed 

25 a.:::.d 35 billion ~cllars '-::y 1990 a.Ild. 20CO ~espec-ti7al7. 

3. The nillllericall7 cont roll ed. :::a.chines, a.s ind.i vid.ua.l '.mi ts, would. be 
on computer ni:mierical cont~l (CNC) based on micro-processor tecbr..ologj". 
?le:ible ma.nufa.ctu..-ing systems (EMS) w:der direct nume:O:.cal con""t::-ol(DNC) 
and a.d.a.pti v·e cont:rol (.A.C) for process optU:iza.tion -:o~tl:l.er ·.n ":h ::-obo-:s, 
for the a.u"'woma."'wio:c. 0£ a.ux:.la.::r ope~"';ions, will ·::ie ~c:-ea.si.::glj" u.sed. :~or 

developed. coi::l""::-ies ·.ooul:i be NC ::a.c:,,.; ""'es out of wb.icb. 35 ?e::- cen"": would. 

a..""ld the ~990s would. b.e:-a.li the :a.u"toma.-::.c fa~"to:""!.es. 
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4. Metal world.Ilg methods suc!l. a.s elec"t~isc!large,elect:-o-che=ical, 

ul t:-a.somc, la.ser bea.m ma.c!:.ini.:ig etc. would be a.pplied in S?eci:'ic 

a.:"9as and fo-: special ma.ter:.a.ls a.nd would rea.ch a.bout 1 "to 2 pe:- ce:t 
of the total. ceta.l. wo:'id...~g opera.tions in t.:ie coI:.ing decade a..~d. pe:-!ia.ps 

would. re!2i..'l so i!l the next. 

5. !.n the light of the tec!mologica.l developm·e."lts in the field of 
:na.c~e tools, the d.eveloping coimtr:.es sho'cli ie•1elop t~ei.:- ma.cl:line 

..,_ .. ~. ~ ..... --- ,...-~=-

..,, ___ _ 

tha:t the i:r.a.6i.ne ":ools a.:-e goi.n.g to be :::icde:-: G??{s a.nd a.u::oi=atic :re 

~e JC ::a.ci:.i!l es a.re a.l so a.d. w.::;t a.geous f o-: t .:i e s=a-1 l a.z:.C. ui ec.i 'J:l s cal e 

is :na.de possible. '1'11e mchi.ne tool ind.".J.St:-:r in the d.evelopi;!g co~tnes 

should. produce the :na.ch.i:e tools :-e(\Uired. f o:- specii'i c ind.ust ri es like 

specific iild.ustries, drawing from the tecil.nologies a.s developed in the 
field of ma.cl:ine tools aJ:ld. the eq'Uipmer.t :na.cie a.va.ila.ble in ":lie cia.rkets. 
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•IAGll DIE 'J'OOL PUOJJUG'J' WU HI •1m.: D~V 1!:1.0Pl!:D GOUH'l11lt':D~. 

l'J'1'J4 1960 1965 

lfochinu tool (ll"oduction 
in ))uvulopod umrku t 2 1 24 l.O .l,620.0 
ccouomy countriuu 

AHD PUOJtG'!'ION:l io·m 1990 AND 2000 H!:All!.i 
(Yalu@ a Million Dolluru) 

19'/0 I 19'/5 l9H 19"/U l9UO 
I 

I 9,270,0 I 10 1 J65.o 12,945.0. 5,950.0 llilhX>.O 
I I I l ) 
I 
I 

J.lachi nu tool prodlwtiou 814.0 i l,~65.011,4'/8.0 i 2,412.0 I 2 ,540.ol 2,560.0 2 645.0 
i 11 lhu lJ!.i!.ill 

1· l2) I I ' 
'J'o L. much i uu tool lll"Otl • 
iu duvcloptid cou.n tr 1 cu .l,055.0' 4,005.0 

!IC 111.tchiuc tool 11t·oJuc·t ion 
I 

i 11 d cvul opc1l anurkct ocunomy 
oouutriu1.1 (molal cutliug) 

llU 111uchii1c tool Jll'oduotiqn 
111 tho IJ:j!.ilt (111u tul cutting) 

'l'otal NC muchinu tool 
Jll'Od. 111 duvulofud countl'ie1;1 -
(1110 tul cuttiut; 

UC metal forminu (approxi-
mutc 11rojoction) 

:Jourcuu; 

15·1 ·0 

150.0 

i 
I 

·1,420.0 ll ,662.0 ! 12,91).d 15,505.0 14 ,445.0 
I 

)43.0 856.0 i 

I 
l ,OllO. oi 1,))4.0. 

l'/6.0 67"1.0 '/26.0 616.0 

521.0 l,5ll.U 1 1 006.0 2,150.( 

1965 

ANHl!:XUUE 1-A 

1990 1995 2000 

21 (500.0'. 
l) . 

4l060.0 
.l) 

26,J60.0 Jl,000.0 35 500.0 
(3) 0) . b> 

lOJOOO.O lllOOO.O 16looo.o 
c1> 1) J) I 

i ( l , 000. 0) (2 ,000.0)1 

- •tachinu tool Pl'odlwtiou i:illd HG l>l'(J(luuLion figuruu 1:ll'o f1·0111 1mLliul1t.al · t1luliut1ct1 of t 
tho period 1960 lo 19"[6. he ilcvo)opcd cou11Lrle1;1 fol' 

(l) l<!:;timatcd J>l'oduction fl·om A.G. Kolllniuiun "'l'hu c;· ill li· t ·k · 
il:J grouU1", Uulut111 of l•'oruit,'ll Gouuncru·'1 ·1 f .UJ .i.l .u llltH ut of u1clul 11urkh1g oc1n1p111c11l urd pr·oupoct:.i of 

. . tu . n Ol111,1L1on. Vol. l, 1~001 'J'hu umm lluuua1·ch Iuuti lulu VllllKI. 
lrlitcl1111u tool utld l/G 1u·o1luut1011 fol' tho period 1960 lo i9·1· 11 l ik f. ti 
l!:co11u111y uf thu Utl''li ici· n 1 . , • 1 on JOUI 10 ::ilaLiutlcul Yutu· lloolc 1980; 'l'eoplcu 
Ccollolll{. ;J .. ,[,., • Vulueu culoulaLcu triJm C<H'J·uu1iou..ti 11 u iii·i1.;u .. iii LI l l 

o ~ tu l uvu ope.I 1.;ountr·ic:; of lhc 111a1·kct ( 2) 'h" q;c L 

( 3) Projucl• .. al liy uxL1·fl polc:diu11 ut clll'l'ta1t pricuu. 
(11) l•:iqll:t"L upi11iu11 
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CON'T:::UTS 

Prefatory l1ote by the illTCT1ill secrotaria-t 

IlITilCDUGTIOH 

Chan tar 

I Tm:: PRESBITt,'E OF SMALL Mm MEDTIJl1-SIZED ENTEP.PRISES nr 
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Prefatory note by the illTCTIID secretariat 

(i) ~~t .tts fif-tb. sc;ssion, ·::11~ Ui.lit.:::d ifa.tfo;.1s ConferGi.lCe 011 T::rs.c.c 2nc1 De\•elo·~~r:1cnt, 
in re::olution 112 (V), pora,:;raph 26(c), reque:::ted the Secretary-General of UlTCT.Jl..D 
to undertake, in co-operation '\Ti th other relevant United Hutions ac;encies, a otudy 
on the possibilities or an increased iilvolvement by small and medium-sized 
enterprises as sources and receiverG of technology in internationnl tranGfer of 
technology. 

(ii) Pu::rsi..lr.:i.·i; ·co -1::1:Cs rcClucst, ·i;l1c Di:C'L_U scc:;:oc-.tc:-riat ccmmis::::i.onccl ·::he presc:1t 
study for the purpose of identifying and c1i.::cussin13 the issue::; uhich ari:::e ithen 
considerinCT the participation of small D.nd ~edium-sized enterprices in the t::runsfer 
of technology to developinc coun trieo, a::: uclJ. as for the purpose of prcporini:; a 
programme of re.search and .study that irill contribute to the identification of main 
areas of action and to the uchievement of practical solutions in this field. 

(iii) The ::::-~._,c~~· ' .. ·::c ~)::i:'epc:.r:::d 0~· it:. !;clunrclo ~rnite of the C:::ri:~:.'o c1c :'~cturlios 
Juridico-Econ6micos Internacionales, uith the collaboration of Ur • .Silvio Feldman. 
The views expressed in the study are those of the nuthors and do not ncces:::;arily 
reflect those of the UUCT.AJ) secreturiat. 
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1. Aloost all of the rnroiy :;:tt:die.: on foreign invec;tnent and transfer of tec1J..'10loc:;r 
undertaken during the past decade have focuced thei:r analysi:: of the actors 
in this process on the larce transnational enterprises of the industrialized 
countries, which undoubtedl;}' comprise the bull: of the international mobilization 
of productive resource.:. The identification of the process with thic; one bacic 
actor was both a vision that in many uays fitted the facts of the case and a 
practical method for dealinc with the main is::mes and problems arisinG' out of the 
!'elationships betueen Statec and enterpri.ses. 'l'hus it was that effortc to 
gather information '\Tere directed to the flous of resources oricinatinG in the 
main industrialized countries, and the foreicn investment and technoloGY tra."lsfer 
statistics were considered to reflect nothing other than the expansion of 
transnationals. At the sal'.!le time, the initiatives for adoptinc international rules 
or scandards to rec.11.ate the transfer of productive resources were aimed, e::plici tly 
or implicitly, at the conduct of transnational corporations. 

2. However, the gradual maturinc of the debate and the research on the effects 
of transnationals, as well as the eI!le:rgence of ncu issues in the efforts to 
establish a new international econouic orcle!', csa•re rise to a procresci1re 
11unpacl:aGing11 of the phenooenon i·thich led to aethods for narrouina doim the 
subject of analysis. In this manner, the focus of interest turned to the uay 
in which corporate performances 'laried according to .:oectoral cri teric: w.1d to 
countries of origin. Attention to the acographical diversification of the sources 
of tecr..nology focused first on the differences betueen United States transnationc.ls 
and the 11 other 11 transnc:-.tional.s (i.e. .l:lu.•openn and Japanece), then on transnationals 
of smaller countries and c;ocialist countries, and finally on the "third uorld 
transnationals". 1/ The evidence collected in such ;:;tudies revealed that, as a 
result of the continuous shrinkinc of the space for international economic 
relations and the increasinc compcti tion ar.1onc countries, there is a g:.·owine:; 
number of participants of different kinds and origins in the proce::;s of tcchnoloGY 
transfer, which can oy no means be considered a..'1y lonc;er as the e::clu.si-.rc preserve 
of transnacional corporations. 

3. This nev emphac;is on differentiation has recently led to small and medium-
sized enterprises, particularly thoce of developed count1·iec, bcinG rcGarded a::o 
a means of technology tr an::; fer. Althouc;h related in some uays ui th tho phcnor1enon 
of ccoc;raphical diversification, the case of these enterprises coes flu·ther. 
In considerinc the role of sm::ill and medium enterprises the basic D.scumption 
is that size can detcrnine different l:indc of corpo:cate ~Jchaviour ui th respect 
to the transfer of technoloGY. 

4. The interest shoun in the .:maller entcrprices derives not ::mly free the 
evidence of their increasing involvel:lcnt in i:::ternationel operc:-.tior_s, °'ul1-t n]_.'"o 
from the e::pectation.::; of both the home and recipient ccuntriec ui th reco.:-d to 
the role that such enterprise::; could r;lay. IIo.j er sic,nificance is attacl:ed to 
the way in which small and medium enterp::ci::es ccula becorr.e 2.n efficien'c alternative 
or complement to transnational corporations e.s sources ')f ·ccchnoloo,r .:or 
developinc countries. 

]:/ S..;e iJni ted lTatior:D,. TJ.. .. :;.nc11E!tio11al co~;o:. .. ations in 'r.Jorlc~ dc·:eloT~rncr..t: 
a r~-eYaei-natfon (i::/C.lG/)C and Corr.l), Lir:i·~cc~ lTatio;.1.: :!_:molication, 
.Sales lTo.E.73.II.A.5, yiaro.. 2.71 ct .sea,. 
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5. In effect, the e~ectations on the advantaces of smaller firms derive, on 
the one hand, from criticisn of the transnationals' performance in terms of the 
transfer of inappropriate technolocies, the a0use of dominant marl:et positions, 
the reluctance to share their monopolistic advantaces, the concentration of their 
activities on the more developed marl:ets, and other aspects related to the size 
and power of large trarumational corporations. Cmaller firms, on the other hand, 
are assumed to be less likely to crive rise to such problems and, mo;.:eover, to 
provide channels for acldi tional benefits, such os intermediate teclmology, higher 
competition, neu markets, projects for the least developed and the smallest 
countries, and so on. In this sense, the emerginG' role of the omall &-id medium 
enterprises matches the developinc countries' 01m efforts to seek alternative 
suppliers of productive resources, to improve their necotiatinG strength and, in 
general, to become more active ancl less defencive in the face of foreiGn factors 
of production. It also coincides with the various programmes for promotinc the 
development and :::uppl;y to developinG countries of small-ccale, lou-cost 
appropriate technoloror-. 

6. In contrast to other aspects of the subject there is almost no available 
information on the actual involvement of small and medium firnc of developed 
countries in the international trruisfer of technoloc;y. The iGilorance i:: alr:loct 
total ui th regard to the factors, motivations, moda.li ties encl, of cource, the 
impact of their performcnce in developincr countries. y Thu:: the main objective 
of this study is to undertal:e a fi;.:st e::ploratory analysis and to identify the 
issues arising out of the e::perience of sI!lall and medium-sized firmc in the 
transfer of technology to developinc countries, havinG in mind a poc::ible progrmmne 
of re~earch on the subject. 

7. As mentionecl above, the subject of analysis is concentrated on the smaller 
firms of developed countries. f.l thoueh they share some common features ui th 
other "outsiders" on the internationa2. investment scene, it seems necessary 
at this preliminary stage to di::tini;uish them from other "non-transnational" 
actors, such as international firms of developing countries. The available 
evidence indicates, amonc other thincs that most firms of developing countries 
that move abroacl, al thouGh omall in the international mar!:ets, arc not e:xactly 
small in their home marl:ets. ]./ At a second stat;e of study, the characteristics 
of both types of firm should be identj_fied and compared. 

y In the follouing pac;e:: a feu recent studiea and documents on the subject 
uhich furnish direct or indirect evidence on partial asvects of the phenomenon, 
will be cited. 

2/ See the works presented in the conference on "liultinationals froo th:; 
Tr...ird ilorld", Hauaii University, East \Test Center, September 1979 (publication 
forthcominc); E. Hhite, J. CaLlpos and G. Ondark, Las empresas coniuntac 
latinoamcricanas (IlTTAL 1977); and the articles of Louis Hells, "The im1ustrialization 
of firmc from the developinc countries 11

, in T. i\G:non and H. ICinderbe:r13er, 
:Multinationals from small cour.tries (IIIT. , 1970), and C. Diaz Alej nndro, "Fo::?:"eign 
direct investments by Latin Lmerica", in Agmon and i:indleberg:;r, o;J. cit. 
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G. A conceptual problem is posed by the definition of 11hat constitutes a small 
or mediUI:1-sized firm. The literature, as uell as the law: and practice:: of countries, 
reveal a great diversity of opinion that reflects the essentially ~elative nature 
of the concept and its dependence on the geogTaphical and sectoral conte::t to 
which the firms belong. Thus, firms that are considered small or r:::edi"..lI!l in 
industrialized countries irould "be clas:::;ified as medium or large in developinc 
economies; the same irould apply i'Ti thin a country, if account ic tal:en of reGional 
differences and if the comparison i:: betueen firms operating in different sectors 
or branches. Horeover, laiTS and policies ucually apply ad hoc definitions of small 
and medium enterprises, adjusted to variouc obje9tives: different definitions nay 
thus be used for the purposes of credit policies, tOL~ re&Ulations or eXJ;Jort 
incentives. In any ca::e, the literature ai-id the laus have not yet developed or 
proposed a definition of small and medium firms that is suited to their action.in 
the field of investments abroad and transfer of technology. In effect, the 
definitions available in the national settinca are clearly focused on domestic 
activities, and ::onetimes on e::ports, and .::.. t could be assumed that international 
operations tend to involve or require structure:::; and organization well beyond the 
limits needed for purely local activities. 

9. In -vieu of this, and bearing in mind tl1e subject and objective:::; of this stucly, 
it seems reasonable to conr;ider as small and medium-sized firms those that, being 
independent, in the sense that they are not linked to other firm.'.! or croups, do not 
ha•1e a significant position in the marl:et of their countr"J of oriGin, al thouch 
they mi@1t be regarded as larce in the recipient cou_.~tries. Yet thic criterion 
needs to be interpreted ui th a cood de cl of fle::ibili ty, because s:ime typically 
small and medium fii""tls are producers oi highly specialized guods and services aLd 
appear as leaders in their specific product markets. For the purposes of 
empirical research, certain quantitative criteria could be applied: for e::ample, 
most developed countries seem to ai;ree on a ma:~i.mum limit of 500 employees. On the 
other hand, from the standpoint of increasing the technological alternctives of 
deYeloping countries, it is convenient to adopt an incluaive criterion, ul1ich iTill 
leave ru:ide only thoce firms iThich could oe defined as transno.tional cc:.:porations 
and those 11hich, be cause of their leadinG posi tion.s in their re:::pecti vc sectors, 
are in a better position to operate internationally. 

10. The content of tl1i.::; study is as follows: chapter I outlinea the sicnificance 
of small and medium enterprises in the home ccononies of developed cotmtries and 
deals uith the involvement of such firnc in the process of transfer of technology. 
Evidence about the outflows from certain developed countries, the c:;eocraphical 
distribution and the sectors involved, uith pc.rticular reference to Gone developinG 
countries, is analysed. Chapter II is a discu.::sion of the maj.n factors - the present 
trends in the international econoI!ly, the :::;tructur£:1 ch.;r..ge:: taking place in 
develoJ.Jed and devclopinc cou_.11tries - uhich seen ;;o u...""lderlic the proce.::;s of 
e:qiimsion of smaller firms. Chapte.r III i.: ccvotcc1 to an analysi.s of the r.Jodali ties 
of participation of small and medium firms, includinG their motivatious, their 
decision-mal~inc:; processes a.J.c1 the orc;anizational s-CrJ.ctures affecting the 
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technology transfer. Chapter DJ di2cusGes the diverse effects of an increased 
involvement of small and mediUI:l firms of developed countries in the transfer of 
technology to the developing countries - effects which should be taken into 
account in formulating ne1'l policies on this subject. Chapter V deals ui th the 
present institutional and legal frruneHork affecting the international im.-olvement 
of smaller firms, iri th particular emphasis on the incentive measures taken by 
home and host countries as uell as on the programmes of international organizations. 
Finally, in chapter VI propoaals ar~ made for a programme of research in order 
to arrive at practical solutions and· to identify the cain areas for future action 
in this field. 

11. The present study is based in part on current research 0y the author for 
the Institute for Latin American Integration, concerning the co-operation of 
smaller firms of EuropeDn countriee in industrial projects of Latin American 
countries. 
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A. S:i/:l'nificance of small and medium fi:rir~ in the economies of developed countries 

12. Despite the general trend touards increa.sin,z levels of industrial concentration, 
small and medit.ur. firms account for an important :eart of the productive structures in 
developed countries. The significance of such firms is visible in their very number -
in almost every industrialized country the smali establishments account for more 
than 901~ of the total - and in terms of their h~h impact on employment, ranging from 
30% to more than 6c% of the total employment. !J; the percent.3€'e is even higher in 
certain countries. 2) They participate significantly in mcst industrial sectors, 
particularly in certain branches such as metal-working and capital goods, textiles 
and clothing, food, furniture, ceramic prJducts, non metallic minerals, printing and 
publishing. £/ 
13. The bulk of small and medium enterprises is concentrated on domestic activities 
and, in fact, the export business continues to be dominated by large ente~prises. 
Yet in recent times, the share of smaller firms in total exports seems tc be 
increasing in most developed countries. Such firms played an important part in the 
external sales of Japan during the last stages of the recent period of h.i€h economic 
growth. ]} In France, companies with less than 500 employees in 1978 accc~ted for 
27 .5% of the exports; ~ whereas in the United Kingdom, small and medii..:m firms of 
certain areas of the country had a predominant share in exports, :zJ. and in Italy the 
growth of exports of smaller firms was higher than the average. l:Q/ 

_i,/ By the mid-1960s, small industrial establishments were responsible for 
6c<fo •Jr more of the total employment in Switzerland and Uorway; more than 50% in 
Japan, France and Sweden, 47% in Canada; and more than 3<:% in United States, 
West Germany and the United Kingdom. See J.E. Bolton, Small Firms - Renert of the 
Committee of Inauiry on Small Firms (London, Her I1ajesty's Stationary Office, 1972). 

2) By the early 1970s, the employment contribution of small firms was 69% in 
Japan, 58.9fo in the Federal Republic of Germany and 61.3% in France. See Mi."'listry of 
International Trade and Industry (HITI), 1Vhite Paper on Small and medium enternrises 
(Tokyo, 1975). 

£/ By the late 1960s, small firms in metal-worki."'1€, machinery and equipment 
production contributed 30% to 36% of the value added in such sectors in the 
united States, United ICingdom, Japan, France and the Federal Republic of Germany; in 
the textile and clothing sectors, the percente3€es ranged from 11% (US) to 22% (Japan); 
in food production, from 5.~~ (United Kingdom) to 23% (Federal Republic of Germany). 
Small firms are important in the furniture business, ceramics and non metallic 
minerals in countries such as the Federal Republic of Germany (9.2% of the value 
added), and in print ng and publishing activities in the United States and 
United Kingdom (about 3%) • See MITI, o-o. cit. 

]} See MITI, i:Jhi te paPer on small and medium enterprises, (Tokyo, 1976). 
~ About 1,000 small and mediUI:l French firms export 6C% of their sales; see 

Ministere de l'Industrie, Les transferts de technolo~ie aux ~a~rs an voie da 
developpement par les petites et ~oyennes entreprises, (Paris, 1979), p. 33. 

V ii. survey of firms in the North-East area in 1969 revealed that 62% of the 
exporting firms were small or medium-s~zed. See J.E. Bolton, op.cit., p. 37, et seq. 

1Q/ The share of small and medium Italian firms in total exports increased froI:l 
9.5~ 1961 to 12.3% in 1965. See O.P. Jain, Small industr:-r exports 
(s. Chand & Co. Ltd., N"ew Delhi, 1971). 
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14. J>!creover~ small and medium-sized firms have nade important contributions t,., 
technological development in certain sectors such as scientific instruments, machinery 
Clild electronics. iU.though innovation has been dominated by large firms, it has been 
found that in some industries of the United Kingdom, France, Federal Republic of 
Germany and the United States small or medium-sized firms had more intensive research 
activity than did large firms, and also that, in general, the innovative efficiency 
of small companies may be gre<:1.ter • .ll/ 
15. Against this backg-round, it would be reasonable to expect some participation of 
smaller firms in international activities. The focus of attention on the big 
transnational corporations and the habit of regarding small businesses as inherently 
domestic explain why little or nothing is knovm about the forGi;?D involvement of the 
latter. The present study attempts to cast some light on this subject, on the bas~s 
of information from various sources and new evidence furnished by recent rese2.I'ch 
projects. 

.B. Investments abroad by small and medium firms 

16. There is no doubt that the international flow of productive resources is 
predominantly in the hands of large transnational corporations. _g/ However, if, 
instead of the volume of investments~ the number of firms is tal:en into account, the 
presence of smaller firms operating abroad is seen to be more important. The 
information available is neither systematic nor easily comparable, but it serves to 
indicate the existence and dynamism of this presence. 

17. In the L'nited States of America~ a survey on manufacturing companies with total 
sales of over 020 million in 1975 revealed that 85 firms accounting for 29% of the 
fi..."""lllS ui th sales volumes ran~ing from $20 million to 350 million, ci.nd another 135 
firms, representing 41% of the firms sellin~ between $50 million and ~100 million, 
had subsidiaries in one or more forei.€n countries. ]l/ In Japan, investments abroad 
by small and medium-sized firms were a dynamic trend during the 1970s. From 1951 to 
1974, 1,280 projects of small and medium firms were authorized, accountiilg' for ~-2% 
of the total number of authorizations. Since 1971, the number of authorizations 
granted to such firms has grown significantly. W In the Federal Republic of Germany, 

_g/ See c. Freeman, The Economics of Industrial Innovation (Basic Books, 1974), 
chapter 6, 

_g/ In the case of the Federal Republic of Germany, for example, .82 corporations 
control over 7CP/o and the nine largest investors control 37% of total direct 
investment abroad (see n. Steinmann et al. Internationalization of German medium 
sized enterprises in Brazil - Process and success factors, (Nurnberg, 1979). In 1973, 
only 92 firms in the ~·ederal Republic of Germany accounted for 85~·; of all licence 
receipts; see G. Koopman and K. Matthies, "Transfer of technology by German firms", 
Intereconomics September/October 1979 (Federal Republic of Germany), p. 239. In 
Switzerland, 32 transnational enterprises concentrate the bulk of investments abroad. 
See Institut universitaire d'Etudes du Developpement, Geneve, Notes sur les relations 
economiques Suisse-Tiers Monde, (Geneva, May 1979), p.22 • 

.!2J See United Nations 1 Transnational Corporations in World Development ••• ~ 
op.cit., p. 222. 

l.1/ In the period April-December 1973, 325 authorizations were granted to small 
and medium firms. See MITI, ·white paner on small and oedium enterprises, (Tokyo, 
1974); and idem, 1975. 
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about 400 small and medium firms have investments abroad located in a group of seven 
~ost countries, including developed and developing economies; 25% of the Federal 
Republic's firms established in the United States are small and medium, .12,i1 and 36% 
of those established in developi.ng' countries are, according' to a recent survey, 
subsidiaries of Federal Republic firms with less than 500 employees, whera<lS 22% 
belonged to parent comp~nies with 500-1,000 employees. 12./ The same survey reveals 
that the trend is growing: in effect, companies with less than 500 enployees 
accountec for 56% of th~ group of firms with investment plans in developing 
countries. In Switzerland, a study 6n the trends of industrial redeployment to 
developing countries showed that 9% of the responding small and medium fin:ls (up to 
1,000 employees) had redeployment experience, a.ncl 28% planned to do so in the 
future. ]]} The same phenomenon can be obserred in other ind'.lstrialized countries 
for which fra@Ilentary information is available. A study of British direct 
investment in 8 recipient countries revealed the presence of 43 manufacturing 
subsidiaries of small and medium firms. lQ/ And in Canada, 20 small and medium firms 
from Quebec, accountin€ for 2c% of the fi...""lns surveyed for a study on manufacturing 
exports, had fore~<>n subsidiaries. }!}) 

C. The expo.nsion of small and medium firms to developin,Q' countries 

18. Small and medium firms seem to follow patterns of geographical location not very 
different from those of tr<lnsnational corporations. Accordin{r to the data for a few 
developed home countries, smaller firms have the same tendency to seek out the markets 
that most closely resemble the home economies for which they first developed their 
products. In fact, most of the flows go to other developed countriest and the 
expansion to developing countries is clearly concentrated in the more advanced 
economies of the third world. Such is the tendency, for example, of the small and 
medium-sized firms of the Federal Republic of Germany and of Switzerlc.nd. Firms of 
smaller size in the Federal Republic a.re showizl€ a growing interest in developing 
countries, 12} but the trend is oriented to the largest, fast-growing and semi-
industrialized areas, such as the large countries of Latin l.merica. FLl.rthermore, 
stia.ller firms seem to be even nore inclined than large companies to concentrate their 
operations in those host countries that have tho largest shares of Federal Republic 
investment abroad. In the case of Switzerland, smaller firms reveal a particular 
interest in Brazil and other large Latin .cll::lerica.n countries; the oil-producizi.g 
countries in the Middle East, as well as Indonesia and Uigeria; and some countries 

]j/ See Steinmruu1 ~., 0p. cit. 
1§;1 The results are based on a survey of :,a50 firms in the Federal Republic 

of Germany. See A. Halbach, :Deutsche :Direktinvestionen in Entwicklun/2'slii.'1.dern unter 
besonderer Berlicksichti,Q'Uil,Q' der industriellen Verla,goerun,Q' (IFO Insti~~te for Economic 
Research, Munich, 1979). 

lJ.I See UNIDO, Industrial rede loyment tendencies and o ortunities in 
Switzerland (Uln:DO/ICIS.115 • 

1§/ See P.J. Buckley, G.P. Uewbold and J. Thurwell. Going international; The 
foreign direct investment behaviour of smaller UK firms, Business Studies No. 31, 
(University of Reading, United Kingdom, 1978). 

l2/ See G. Garnier, Characteristics and probleos of small and mediun exocrtin,Q' 
fims in the Quebec manufact'.lrinP-' sector with s-oeci<:!.l em"Phnsis en those 1:sinP-' 
advanced production techniaues. (Office of Science and Technology, Jepartment of 
Industry, Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, Canada, 1974). 

12} While only 36% of the firms included in the IFO Institute for Economic 
Research survey (see foot-note 16) witn investments in developing countries had less 
than 500 employees, this category accounted for 56% of the total number of firms with 
plans in that respect. 
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in North Africa (Egypt, .Ugerfr .. , Morocco and Tunisia). :But the main :1:::.rkets are 
those of the other European countries~ includi..."lg the less developed econoi::ies of 
Sou them Europe. W 
19. On the other hand, Japanese small and medium firms are oriented, i..."Yl a higher 
proportion than large firms, towards the neighbouring develop.in€ countries of South-
East Asia, especially the economies with a larger industrial base, higher growth 
rates and export expansion trends. 11} 
20. The results obtained from a current study on the e::q:erience of sma.11 and medium 
firIJs of Europe operating in Latin Aoerica provide the first systeoatic empirical 
evidence with regard to the degree and characteristics of the participation of ouch 
firms in developing countries. lJ/ The results in general corroborate the <:i.bove-
mentioned trends. Firstly, they reveal that, although tho share of sma.11 <J.Ild medi~ 
firms in the total volume of resources transferred to Latin Lmerica is low, the 
number of firms involved in direct investment and transfer of technology operations 
is very si,_anificant. The data on Mexico (table 1) a.re particularly interesting; 
smaller firms account for important percentages of the total number of parent 
companies. The share of companies with less than 5CO employees in the home countries 
varies from 7.7% (Holland) and 8.3'f~ (France) to 25% (United Kingdom), 22.677; 
(Switzerland) and 18.2% (Federal Republic of Germany) of the total number of firms 
from each home country. In terms of the volumes invested, however, the weight of 
small and oediUI:l firms is not significant: only in the case of France, the share of 
smaller firms accounts for more than zc/o and in only two more home countries (Sweden 
and Federal Republic of Germany) they represent more than 1% of the total investment 
of the respective country. ~ 

_ill See UNIDO, Future structural changes in the industry of Switzerland, 
(UNID07ICIS 116). 

11;1 s4r~ of the investments abroad of small and mediun firDS authorized in the 
_period 1971-197 4 went to Asia, in comparison with 71% in the case of la.r.ze firms. 
The Republic of Korea (96%) was the main destination. See MITI (1975), op.cit., 
table .9. . 

12/' The study is prepared by the au th or of th is report for the Institute for 
Latin American Integration (INTAL). It covers infon:iation on the size of each of the 
parent companies and licensors of technology og:reements in several Latin American 
countries, including Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela, which are recipients of the 
largest share of direct investments and technology. On the basis of listings of 
reeistered firms provided by the government agencies (except for Brazil where the 
sources were private information 2€encies) the parent companies were classified 
according to their size (defined by the number of employees and taki!l.g' into account 
independent companies as different to those which appeared as subsidiaries or 
holdings in their home countries). The data were collected from a variety of 
inform<J.tion services (Kompass for each European country, Dan & Bradstreet Principal 
International Business, and several sectorial registers for a number of countries). 

W More tho.n 92% of the total amounts invested by European companies belongs 
to parent firms, independent and subsidiaries, with nore than 5 ,coo employees in thei::' 
home countries, with the exceptions of Frc..nce (75%) and Sweden (76'f~). The significant 
differences between the very high share of all identified companies in the total 
capital invested o.nd the share of the sru:J.e companies in the total number of companies 
registered seem to suggest that the real share of s~.all and oedium parent companies 
among the total listed in the Mexican foreign investnent register is in fact higher 
than what the percenta{?es in table l indicate for the identified ones, owing to the 
lower representation of small firms· in those business infornation repertories which 
have prov:!..d.ed data on the size classification. 
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Table l 

TllE PRESENCE OF SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED FIRMS AMONG FOREIGN INVESTORS IN MEXICO 

Percenta com volU1Des. Y 
of the arent com 

Parent companies with identified size Parent 
All parent companies with 

Independent firms Subsidiariei companies identified 
with size of employment: Total si:i;e as 

Country of origin or percentage of 
< 500 500 - l 000 - .> 5 ()()() all parent 

1 000 5 000 holdings companies 
Absolute Absolute 

% :% % % % % figures y figures y % 

Germany, Fed.Rep. No.fi:unu 10.2 18.2 20.7 36.4 6.5 100.0 Tl 109 70.6 
Volume l.B 2.2 3.7 89.8 2.5 100.0 2 747 494 2 799 384 90.1 

~'ranee No.finns 8.3 19.4 22.2 36.2 13.9 100.0 36 44 81.8 
Volume 2.3 9.6 13.1 68.0 7.0 100.0 568 633 574 612 99.0 

United Kingdom No. filllls 25.0 5.0 15.0 40.0 15.0 100.0 20 53 3·1.1 
Vo lUJJIO 0.7 0.02 3.5 85.3 10.5 100.0 889 608 1 704 795 52.2 

Net.hnrla11ds No.finns 7.7 15.4 38.4. 23.1 15.4 100.0 13 20 65.0 
Volume 0.1 1.3 5.2 90.8 2.6 100.0 364 511 491 703 74.1 

Italy No. fi:Lins 116.8 8.3 8.3 33.3 33.3 100.0 12 24 50.0 
Volume 1.0 4.1 1.4 74.1 19.4 100.0 415 751 443 880 93.7 

Sweden No.finno 10.5 - 21.1 52.6 15.8 100.0 19 22 06.4 
Volume 1.8 I - 22.2 72.8 3.2 100.0 939 036 943 127 99.7 

I ! 
Switzerland No.finns 122.6 I 9.7 16.1 38.7 12.9 100.0 31 65 47.7 I 

I 

Volume i 0.9 j 3.8 3.0 89.9 2.4 100.0 1 532 765 1 683 173 91.1 

'l'ot.al firms Ef % \18.5 
I 
i 15.0 20.6 35.2 l0.7 100.0 - - 48.9 

Absolute ! 
figure 43 : 35 48 02 25 - 233 476 -

I 
Source: Liut of Mexican companies with foreign capital registered by the c.omision Nacional de Inversiones Extranjeras y Transferencia 

lie ~'ecnolog.fo as to enu 1970. 
~ Volume in 1.hou:mndn of Mexican pesos. 
E/ '.Potal fi:ans include parent companies of other European ori~in, not liBted here. 

.. -
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21. The signj_ficc.nce of small and mediUI!l firr:ls is also visible in the case of other 
Latin .Ar!lerica.n countries for which information is presented in table 2. :Fi.lrthermore, 
the share of smaller firms present in Brazil is higher th.::in in Mexico. On the other 
hand, in the soa.ller and less diversified economies of Peru and Venezuela, the 
relative participation of such firns is clearly lower. 

22. Finally, the dynamic participation of small o.nd mediun foreign firms in Latin 
..8.merica can be observed in the field of technology transfer through licensing 
agreements, as revealed by table 3. 

D. Sectoral diversification 

23. The overseas activities of sr:iall and oedium firms correspond in general to the 
pattern of sectoral diversification in the home econooies, although it seems that 
greater dynarniso is associated with the highly specialized, relatively sophisticated 
branches with innovative and competitive cocpanies. For exacple, 36% of the total 
investoent abroad by Japanese small and mediun firms is concentrated in the capital 
goods sector, as against l~ in textile investments, mostly for subcontracting in 
South-East Asian countries, and 9'f~ in steel and metals. 12} In the case of 
Switzerland, soaller parent coopo.nies with investoent projects in developi.~g countries 
a.re concentrated in precision industries - e.g. watches, scientific instruLlents, 
electronics, special mechanic products (39%) - o.nd in machinery and equipment (24%).1£/ 
24. No detailed information is available about the sectoral diversification of 
smaller firns within developing countries. However, the information obtained for 
Mcxic~ concerning the technolou contracts of small and mediun firos of Europe ];]} 
indicates that the sectors concerned are metallic products, oachinery and equipoent, 
and chemical products. 1:§) 

15../ See MITI, (1974), op.cit. 

1il 
];]} 

See UNIDO :Fi.lture struc~~ral cha.!l,Q'es in the industry of Switzerland, op.cit. 
Information from the study for INT.AL, oentioned earlier in foot-note 23. 

1:§_/ Technolo~ contracts of small and medium-sized fi-""'05 in the Federal Republic 
of Germany a.re concentrated on metallic products, o~chi.~ery and equipment (41%) anc 
cheoicals (33%); the French· firms have contracts for non electric machi~ery (5.6%), 
cheo:i.cals (55.sr;): <::r.d bever2ges (111~). Contr2.cts wit.h British firr.w relate to 
oetallic products, non-electric machinery and transport equipment (29.6%) and 
chemicals (3C7o) • 
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Table 2 

&!all and medium sized rent companies of E.'uro ean countries with subsidiaries 

Brazil 

n Braz 1, Mexico, Peru an Venezuela 

Percentage number of independent V parent companies with up to 500 and 
1000 employees in respect of the total of parent companies with 
available information on size, classified by country of origin and 

recipient country 

!I Mexico Peru EJ Venezuela EJ 

.. 

~ e 500 ~ 1000~ 500~ 1000~ 500 !I 1000~ 500~ 1000~ n 
Germany, Fed. Rep. of 27.9 41.5 16.2 36.4 o.o 33.3 10.5 15.6 
France 29.4 42.6 8.3 27.7 50.0 50.0 25.0 43.8 
United Kingdom 25.0 30.0 10.0 20.0 
Netherlands 1.1 23.l o.o o.o 
Sveden 10.5 10.5 
Switzerland 22.6 32.3 
Total 28.3 41.8 16.5 El 33.5 El 13.9 El 27.8 El 14.0 23.3 
(In absolute figures) (177) (261) (43) • (78) (5) (10) (6) (10; 

Sources: 

The listing of German parent companies from the Institut far lberoamerika Kunde, Hamburg, 1979 "Beteiligung deutscher Unteniehmen 
in der brasilianischen Wirtschaft". The list of French firms has been published by the Brazilian-French Chambers of Commerce, 1979. 

Venezuela: 

List of Mexican firms with foreign capital registered by the Comisi&n Nacional de Inversiones Extranjeras y Transferencia de 
Tecnologia up to end of 1978. 

List of parent companies with direct investments registered between 1974 and 1978, provided by CONITE. 

Parent companies registered by the Superintendencia de Inversiones Extranjeras up to end of 1978. 

Not listed as subsidiaries of other companies or holdings in the repertories utilized. 
Humber of employees. 
In Brazil reasonably exhaustive information on parent companies was obtained only for German and French companies. 
Peru: information covers only German, French and United Kingdom parent companies. Venezuela: only German, French and Dutch companies 
(the other home countries are not significant because of the small number of firms registered or whose size was possible to determine). 
Totals include parent companies of other European origins with a emall number of firms registered or with identified size. 

-
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Table 3 

Small and :nedium Euxopean firns with licensiwz· aerreements in Brazil, 
Mexico, Peru and Venezuela 

Percent!l8'8 number of independent V small and medium firms with up 
to 500 and l,000 employees, in respect of total number of firns of 
the same orig'in with information available on their size, classi£ied 
accordin8· to their size, country of orig'in and recipient country 

~ Brazil Mexico Peru~ Venezuela~ 

1<5oct!/ <iooc:Y < 5oct:!J <iooct:!l < 500t!/ <looo!V' <50ct:!i <1ooct:!l 

Germaey, Fed. Rep. 34.2 44. 7 22.0 32.5 28.6 35. 7 9.1 
France 
United Kin8dom 
Netherlands 
Italy ... 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Total "E,/ 
(In absolute 
.f.4uras). 

Sources: 

~: 

~: 

h!!!= 

27 .3 27 .3 37. 5 43.8 83.3 83.3 28.6 
17.6 29.4 24.6 30.4 o.o 20.0 
25.0 25.0 40.0 45.0 
33.3: 33.3 39.4 63.6 . 
33.3 33.3 11.1 16.6 33.3 33.3 I 
25.0 50.0 34.9 44.2 
30.0 37.8 20.3 26.9 29.2 35.4 13.5 

(27 ): (34).: (1.33} (J.76.). (19) (23.). (5) 

Institute Nacional da Propriedade Industrial (INPI). Technology contracts 
approved in 1978 (excluded technical services !18reements). 

Lists of contracts registered in the Comisi6n General Nacional de Inversiones 
Extranj eras y Transferencia de Tecnologi:a, as to end 1978. 

List of licensors with technology contracts registered during the period 
1975-1977 (Comite de Inversiones y Tecnologias Extranjeras). 

27 .3 
42.9 

27.0 

(10) 

Venezuela: Superintendencia de Inversiones Extranjeras, Contracts registered between 1977 
and 1979. 

!/ Not listed as subsidiaries of other companies or holdings in the repertories utilized. 
!::!:./ Number of employees. 
!:/ ~: Information covers contracts of German, French, United Kingdom and Swedish 

companies. Venezuela: German and French contracts (the other countries of orig'in have not 
significant number of contracts or the size of the respective licensors was impossible to 
determine) • 

EJ The totals include firms belonging· to other Euxopean countries, with a small number 
of fixms registered as licensors of whose size was identified. 
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25. The present international scene is characterized by a number of significant 
transformations which have tal:en place during the 1970s. The rap id growth of foreien 
investments, the expansion of transnational corporations, the development of neu 
forms of productive collaboration across frontiers, the narro\tin(r of the 
tech.~ological gap between United States of .America and the other industrial countries 
and the emergence of a new croup of developing c·ountries - the neu industrialized 
countries - have given rise, among other factors, to an increasing level of economic 
interdependence. The traditional trade pattern is aeine replaced b~r new trends in the 
international division of labour and a p:roceso of redeployment of industrial 
activities; at the same tine, the economies of developed countries have suffered a 
series of setbacks leading to a sloHer overall gro\·rth and recessionar'J pressureo and 
having serious international implications. 

26. It is in this context that new circumstances are having a direct or indirect 
effect on the international mobilization of small and medium firms, :particularl;)' 
in respect of their operations in developing countries. Host of the ne\·r 
circumstances do not affect Slll8.ller firms exclusively, but several could be 
influencing their situation specifically. 

27. The emergence of small and medium enterprises on the scene of international 
investments and technology transfers can be explained by several factors grouped 
under three main headin€s: (a) the internationalization of the world economy; 
(b) structural changes in developed countries; and ( c) changes in developing countries.'. 

1. The _~ons_ci_;_~d_a_tion 2._f_ g..~~t?E~t.\0~-~-~)~R:.S.~9.,~:!£.E?_~nco_1:!_X_?.ll~· 
international business _transactions 

28. The spectacular development of the trruisport and communications systems, the 
increasir..g diffusion of specialized information thro1J€hout the world, the expansion 
of world trade, and the diversification of firms and organizations specialized in the 
supply of services of creat importance for international investment operations, such 
as trading companies, banks and insurance co1II9anies, engineer~ firms, etc. ,2J./ have 
created a stimulating envii•onmant for more and more firms. The "shrinkage" ana_ 
higher transparency of the international economic space and the availability of service( 
which smaller firms could not provide for themselves are of fundamental importance 
in the foreign expansion of these companies. Besides, an ::...~creasing number of small 
and medium-sized firms have been accumulating signific~nt experience through export 
activitie:l, as was noted in the preceding chapter. Such bacl-...eround is not onl:r an 
impo~tant step in the process of internationalization of smaller firl!ls, but aloo a 
possible factor for success in foreign ventures • .22/ 

13../ Since the early 1970s, the share cf commercial activities and services in the 
stock of foreign investments abroad of the large industrialized countries has 
significantly increased. See OLCTI, Comite de l'investissement intern~tional et des 
entreprises multinationales, Tendances recentes des investissements directs 
internationat1X (notes du secretariat), mimeo, Paris, 13 February 1980. 

22/ See Buckle;y et e>.l., on •. cit. ' 
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29. The complex fabric of inter-firm relations tends to obscure the fact that, despite 
the existence of small and medium firms strt:.cclinc for survival in subordinated or 
marginal situations, there are many highly efficient smaller finns enjoy~ positions 
of leadership in their respective sectors and competing with lareer companies on the 
basis of technological advantage and specialization strate~ies. Hundreds of exar:iples 
of successful small firms could be found in the capital goods sector - especially in 
the production of ·special equipment and non-standardized goods - as uell as in the 
chemical industry. riany of these fim.s, tbanl~s to the positions they enjoy in their 
markets, could be qualified z.s "differentfa .. ted oli8opolies". For such firms, once a 
certain level of expansion has been reached, the possi;Jilities for continued growth 
and preservation of their positions are more and more linked to the conquest of 
external markets, which are frequently a vaila:Jle for the high ci.uali ty, "unique 11 

nroducts in which they specialize. This aspect is dealt with in subsequent 
~bapters • ..2.1/ 

·30. During the period 1973-1973, the rate of growth of foreign investment in 
developing countries has exceeded that in developed countries.~ Small enterprises 
may have been attracted just as much as transnational corporations by the 
opportunities offered by some of the more advanced developing countries, as the data 
presented in chapter I suggest. Such countries have placed emphasis on the 
development of a large and diversified industrial base with increasing levels of 
specialization, whlch offers international market opportunities for the smaller firms 
to exploit. Moreover, the im!'ort substitution policies introduced in most newly 
industrialized developing countries to protect the take-off of their own industries 
are creating classical incentives to invest, specially for those snaller firms that 
are servir..e those markets through exports • .22/ 

31. The continuous expansion of transnational corporations and their talent for 
adoptinl! new ways of maximizing profits and minimizing risks probably explains in 
part the international mobilization of small and medium firms. In fact, many small 
firms are linked to large transnationals in their home countries i...-i "contract markets", 
as suppliers of specialized products or services. In such cases, small and medium 
firms may be incited or compelled by their large clients to follou them overseas, i.."'1. 
order to assure the supply of goods or services that meet with certain technical and 
quality standards ·W 

.21/ On the presence of specialized smaller firms among those with experience in 
international expansion, see Buckley et al., op. cit., A.D. Little Inc. Technolo(!';,r 
transfer to Latin America from small and medium sized U.S. firms; broaden~~ the 
channels (Report of a study for the Department of St~te, United States, 1970), 
Steinmann et al., on. cit., 11inistere de l'Industrie, (France), op. cit. 

W See OECD, on. cit., p. 13, UNIDO, Industrial redeployment in SHeden: 
'Prospects and obstacles, lllIDO/ICIS 54 (Vienna, 1978). 

22/ See for example the concerns of the French e-overnment in Mi.."'1.intere de 
l'Industrie, op. cit. 

W !'or the case of Volkswa.gen in Bra.zil and hou smaller subcontractir..g compe,nies 
of the Federal nepublic of Ge:rillc."my \·rere matle to follou it, see E. Springmann, 
"Europe 1 s medium-sized industrial compe.nies as partners in La tin America's industrial 
development". Paper presented to the Latin American-European Business Co-operation 
Symposium, !Iontreux, 22 Hovember 1979. 
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32. The following sections di::icuss the il:J.pl ica tions of factors more specifically 
pertaining to the economies of developed and developi..'1(? countries. 

B. Stri1ctural charu<es in develoned countries 

1. Slo\·rer rrrouth 

33. During the past decade, sloi·rer rates of grouth, greater levels of comretition and 
increasing efforts for improving :productivity through rationalization and technological 
innovation have characterized the evolution of the industrial sectors in developed 
countries. 

34. Such trends, and the result~ higher economic concentration, tend to affect small 
and medium enterprises in the first place. Yet the impact may vary accordir..g to the 
different t3'1les of sma.11 and medium enterprises. On the one hand, the successful firms 
with bigh-quali ty products and a significant market position will be primarily 2.ffected 
by the stagnation of local demand and the pressures of international competition; they 
will be impelled to expand interna t ionall:' in order to asst1re their survival in the 
long -run. On the other hand, the smaller firms in structurally weak sectors - for 
example, textiles and clothing - face the additional d:a::e:12e of imports from a number 
of 11 new industrial countries", having competitive advantages deriviI"..g from their 
significantly lower labour costs. The process of the international redeployment to 
these countries of certain stages of highly labour-intensive production \·ia.s initiated 
by the largest firms, which in this way have increased their cor.1petitive adv2.Ilfat?e and 
the trend to higher concentration in the home countrie::i. In these circumstances, 
small and medium-sized firms ma~ oe compelled to adopt similar business strategies in 
order to avoid further setbacks and to preserve their market positions.i2./ 

2. Hi.2'her labour costs 

35. The problem of higher labour costs in developed countries has grovn1 in 
importance in the present climate of slow grouth and increasing international 
competition. However, this problem had already emer~ed at the start of the 1_970s 
with the changes occurring ir. the exchange rates of some countries;,i/ and the increase 
in the wage levels. This factor obviously affects :primarily the la.bater-intensive 
activities and, in particular, those sectors exposed to the competition of imports 
from developing countries. There are reasons to think that the risint labour costs 
are affecting more seriously the smaller firms: first, such firms represent a high 
proportion of the firms engaged in labour-intensive L'l'ldustries; second, they tend to 
use less capital-intensive technology than do larger firms in the same branches. Not 
surprisingly, therefore, lower labour costs available L'l'l other countries are an 
increasingly important factor in the decisions of smaller firms to invest abroad. 
For e:x2-r:rple, a study revealed that 421j of the Svriss smaller firms interested in 
redeploying activities to developing countries mentioned the creater use of cheap 
labour among the reasons to move abroad • .21/ Such factors seem to be particularly 

J5/ For the case of the clothing industry in the Federal Republic of Germany, see 
V. Schwarting, "Strategies for survival: the example of the clothing industry", 
Inter-economics, January, February 1979, p. 15 et seg. 

22) 'dith the i..."l.troduction of floating rates, the competitiveness of products of 
countries with strong currencies tended to diminish • 

.TI/ See UNIDO, Industrial redenloyment tendencies and on~ortunities L'l'l 
Switzerland, o-p. cit. Loi·rer labour costs were ranked as the third reason for 
redeployment by the firms surveyed, af1;er "easier access to the market" and 
"revaluation of the Swiss franc". A sioilar pattern was found in large enterprises. 
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decisive in the textile, clothing and foohrear industries. The same trend has been 
observed among the Belgian firm3 of the less capital-intensive branches (typically 
smaller) which had experience of or plans for investment in developi~.g countriesJ_s/ 
and, to a lesser extent - but very important in the case of the clothing industry -
among small and medium firms in the Federal Republic of Ge:rmany • .22/ 

3. Other trends in the labour market 

36. Demographic trends suggest a diminishing supply of labour in many developed 
countries by the end of the 1990s. In some European countries, the growth of 
employment as a result of post-war e~:pansion required the "importation" of workers~ so 
that several industrial branches - particularly the labour-intensive ones - became 
employers of a higher share of immigrant workers. Rapid technological development. 
and low overall growth in recent times have lessened concern at the shortaee of labour, 
and brought to the fore in contrast the problem of unemployment. However, the prospect 
of a future shortage of labour, illustrated by the experience of certain countries 
such as Switzerland after the restrictions imposed on immigration in the early 1970s, 
has led to a renewed interest in the redeployment of production to overseas marl::ets, 
particularly to those offering an abundant suppl~r of la-:.X,ur. The case o! Switzerland 
suggests that this factor has significantly influenced the decisions of companies to 
invest abroad, particularly in the case of small and medium firms.AQ/ 

4. Risiror rc.H material costs 

37. In the wake of the crisis caused by the dramatic evolution of the oil market, the 
need to ensure access to raw materials has been more keenly felt and has become a 
factor of general importance in stimulating the foreign investments of a growing number 
of developed countries. This motivation seems to be present also in the case of small 
and medium firms.A1J' 

J§./ See UNIDO, Industrial rede loi ent tendencies and onnortunities in BelP-ium, 
(UNID07ICIS 131, Vienna, 1979 • 

J:2../ See Halbach, on. cit., and Springmarm, op. cit. 
AS2/ Detailed research on business strategies uith respect to the shortage of labour 

reveals that this factor has been particularly decisive in the case of smaller firms. 
\·Jhile only le% of TNCs indicated the "shortage of labour in Switzerland" and another 
5% mentioned the "availability of abundant labour supply" as reasons to invest abroad, 
enterprises defined as "non transnationals" put more weight on the same factors 
(2c% and 137~ respectively). See c. Jeanrenaud, D. !laillat and J. \lidner, 
Le comnortement de l'entrenreneur face a la enurie de la main d'oeuvre (Universite 
de Neuchatel, 1979 • Similar results were obtained in another survey for UN'IDO, 
Industrial redeployment tendencies and onportunities in Switzerland, op. cit • 

.il/ lc% of the Swedish firms interested in redeploying activities abroad 
indicated the "access to raw materials" as the major factor; see UNIDO, 
Industrial redenlo:vment in Sweden, op. cit. The sa.me factor was mentioned by 
15. 5~., of firms in the Federal Ilepublic of Germany with redeployment experience 
and 38.5% of those with redeployment plans; see Halbach, op. cit. For Belgian 
firms see UNIDO, Industrial redenlo;vment tendencies and onnortunities in Bel~iu:n, 
on. cit. 
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38. :During the last decade, the process of corporate expansion in tte economies of 
developed market-economy countries has created the need for increasin€' &overnment 
intervention. Some of the measures tal:en by governments, although intended primarily 
to control the action and impact of large enterprises, may have indirectly placed 
heavier -:mrdens on small and medium enterprises. The following may be mentioned: 
(a) Environment protection measures: the heavy costs of complying with govermr~ntal 
:requirements seem to have created a neu incentive for investine abroad, particularl~r 
in developing countries.~ (b) Labour le~islation: the increasing trend of 
encouraging workers' participation and other aspects of social legislation in 
developed countries may imply a series of adjustments in business organization for 
which smaller firms are not always well equipped, owing to their family strncture and 
inadequate administrative structure. Develo!Jing countries may be perceived as safer 
environments by such firms. 

39. On the other hand, the concern of goverr.ments of developed countries about the 
impact of the economic crisis on small and medium-sized firms has motivated the 
granting of certain fiscal and financial advantages. Several government agencies have 
also declared the need to help smaller firms to e:::p8.nd into foreign markets, 
particularly to those of developing countries where they are deemed to enjoy certain 
competitive advanta.ges.A2J In this way, neH mechanisms have been adoptec. to encouraJe 
the transfer of technology and foreign investments 'u~r such firms. Chapter V below 
describes briefly the main incentives and advantages granted by developed countries 
which may have played a part in encoura6'ir.g smaller firms to develop their operations 
abroad. 

C. Cha!¥!'es in devclopi!¥!' countries 

40. Since the early 1970s the economies of a number of developing, countries hci.ve 
progressed in a dynamic manner that contrasts with the troubled situation of most 
developed countries. Such developing countries have thus become an attractive 
location for industrial acti~rities. 

41. Throughout the 1970s, the semi-industrialized developing countries experienced 
rates of growth which were double those of industrialized countries • .11} According 
to current forecasts, this tendency will persist for at least another decade;A2/ 
moreover, the less advanced developing countries should grow at a faster rate than 
the developed countries. 

42. Hany developing countries offer to companies of the industrialized nations e.n 
abundant supply of chee.p labour, sources of !'aw materials, lower energy costs and an 

!d/ 9~~ of the firms in the :Tederal Repu;blic of Germany with redeplo;ymerrt 
activities in developing countries and 12.o;s of those planning to do the same indicate 
such measures among the reasons for investir.g in developing countries. See Halbach, 
oi:i. cit. 

.i2./ On the advantages of an increasing interrntional involvement of smaller fir:r::is, 
see A.D. Lj_ttle, on. cit. anC. iiinistere de 1 1 Industrie (rrance), ou. cit. :'.bout 2C?~ 
of :Cederal Republic firms included in the IFO Institute surve~r •.rith investnentc in 
aevelopinB countries indicated the home countij' incentives as ~ne of the motivations. 
See Halbach, op, cit. 

~ 1;Jhile the rate of grouth in niddle-income developing countries i."'! the T-JGriod 
1970-1977 was 6 .156, that of industrfalized countries >'l<:.S onl;y 3 .15;. See ·.:orld. :Ek&;:, 
.:Orld Develoument Rei:ior~, 1979. 

52/ In fe.ct, accordir..g to the \Jo:dcl :Ba&: forecasts, tl:e average @'routh rates c:ill 
be 6.85:, :'or rr.iddle-income developing co,_1n-cries ai:d 4,97; for industrializecl. countries in 
the period 1980-1990. "l}nder ';he h;ypctbesis of sloiver grcwth~ the rates \,·ol:ld be 4,9% 
and. 3.5% !'espectively (ibid.). 
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improving physical and productive infrastructure. It is, hol·rever, i..'1. the TI!.pidly 
growing markets of the semi-industrialized developing countries that the main location 
advantages seem to be found, particularly for the small and medit1m enterprises entering 
the field of transfer of technology for the first time. 

43. Such countries are characterized by an increasing di versif'ica tion of their 
industrial structure,~ and the objective of achieving a more specialized and 
sophisticated productive pattern, stronger vertical and horizontal linkages and 
greater levels of technical and managerial skills. In this context, the 
industrialization process is revealing the existence of a number of segments or 
"niches" which are not adequately served by the existine' economic actors, in particular 
by transr..a.tional corporations dedicated to the development of the heavy industries and 
the exploitation of the marketo of durable consumer goods. lforeover, many developing 
countries have expressed concern about the small contribution of their impo::ct 
substitution strategy to the solution of structural problems, in particular the pToblem 
of unemployment. Accordingl;;', more emphasis is placed on the use of labour-intensive 
techniques and the modernization of local small and medium-sized enterprises. The 
capital goods sector and metal-working industries in general are given priority in 
many such countries, together with export-oriented industries. Some of the new markets, 
opportunities and priorities thus established can be matched with the middle-sized 
industries of most developed countries, where the smaller firms are located. 

44. Furthermore, in the more advanced developine countries there is a significant 
sector of nationally-owned enterprises which have matured durin€ the earlier phases of 
the import-substitution period and which participate in a diversified :::ange of 
activities. Domestic companies are in general to be found in traditional branches such 
as textiles and food, but they are also active in the manufacture of machinery and 
equipment, electronics, and chemicals. The presence of a class of local entrepreneurs 
in many of the sectors where the small and medium firms of developed countries have 
concentrated their activities constitutes another significant attraction for the 
transfer of technology to the more advanceideveloping countrieo. 

45. Finally, many developing countries lmve modernized their institutione.l frameuorks 
through laws and mechanisms for encouragin€' industrial development and the import of 
foreign productive resources. Some of the countries which in the early 1970s imposed 
strict controls on the inflow of foreign investments are noH adopt.in€ more flexible 
criteria for the evaluation, selection and negotiation of technology. Hithout 
abandoning the principle of governmental intervention, more emph<?.sis is put on new 1vc:i.ys 
of selectively attracting foreign companies. These trends are discussed in more detail 
in chapter V. 

46. It is thus obvious that the degree of industrialization, the ioproved 
institutional and physical infrastructi..1.Xe and the consolidation of a domestic 
entrepreneurial class in a number of developing countries are important factors making 
for complementarity between such countries and many small and medium-sized enterprises 
of developed countries. An important question remains, ho1·rever, concerning the 
prospects of the least developed countries for benefiting from the co-operation of such 
firms. In view of the stn1ctural limitations and decision-making problems 1·rhich beset 
small firms that engage in international operations (which are discussed in chapter III), 
there seems to be no alternative here for the near fu tl..tre to bridging the gap thTough 
international co-operation in order to provide the elements which !:la.rket forces 
fail to su:;iply. 
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~ The share of the industrial sector in the productive structi..tre of oiddle-income 
developing countries increased f:rom. 32~~ in 1960 to 37~~ in 1977. ::'or low incoue I 
countries the sa.me percentages were 17% and 24%, :Z:"(:!l:JI-ec:·~ively ( i11id.). 
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Chapter III 

'l'HE 'l'ECHKOLOGY '.1.'RAKSY.,!;R PROCESS .AND 211ALL AUD MEIHM FIRMS 

A. Characteristics of the snall a.."1d medium firms ·----
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47. The modern study of int'e:rna.tional investment and the technology transfer 
process has focused on the corporate characi:;eristics of transnational corporations, 
their organizational structures and business strategies. In consequence, the 
analysis of the special features of small and medium firrn.s as "non-transnational" 
actors has suffered frcm a tendency to regard such fir.ns as residual categories. 
The notion of "SI:laller international corporations 11 has occasionally appeared in 
the literature fl/ but in a very general marmer and ·:ir.J.y in the light of the 
transnationals' phenomenon. !±§./ 

48. Given the present definitional vacuum, and notwithstanding the risk :if 
generalizing in this field, it is necessar<J to try to identify certain basic 
characteristics of small- and medium-sized firms that affect the modalities, 
motivations and strategies for the transfer of technology to developing countries. 
In this connection, the following specific features can be identified as being in 
general typical of small- and oedium-sized enterprises: 

(a) They are managed by their owners, ·,;ho arG often fa.oily members; 
the decision-making syste!!l. is highly flexible, info:rr:i.al and dependent on 
the personal drive of one or two executives; 

(b) They are devoted to a narrow range of activities (products or 
services) on the basis of very limited capacities and resources, 
i.e. specialized know-how, equity and borrowing capacity; 

(c) They have a simple and relatively unsophisticated management 
structure and apply a limited range of administrative procedures; their 
productive knowledge is often eobodiec1- in tho na.na.gers n.nd technicians 
rather than formalized in blueprints, ffianua.ls and designs; 

![]} See, for example, J. Stopford and L. Wells, Managing the mul tina ticmal 
cnte~~ (Basic Books, New York, 1972), and J. Tor!llinson, The joint venture 
~recess in international business: India and Pakistan (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1970). 

!};§./ On the other hand, the infcrrn.aticn on smaller companies operatL"1g 
•Nithin the national economies is of little value not only because no attention 
is given to international operations, with thG possible exception of experts, 
but because the categories used to define snall and oediuo firms a.re dependent 
on the formal-legal criteria applicable for U.omestic o.cti vi ties. As will be 
seen in chapter Y, the very few concepts so far ste!ilI:ling froo government 
experience in stimulating investments abroacl by sr:ialler firns are still too 
·rague and impressioni~tic, and in general cover all types of "non la::::-ge" 
transnational ccrporaticns. 
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( d) They have a low tolerance for risk anc: are particularly 
sensitive to changes in the socio-economic context as well as to the 
impact of barriers and incentives deriving from the economic and 
institutional system; 

(e) Very often they are new-comers to the sector 49/ and are 
relatively inexperienced and unprepared for international business; 

(f) They are not in general market leaders, although they may 
enjoy a docina.nt position in a very specialized segment of a particular 
market - very often in a subcontracting context. 

49. It is in the light of such corporate characteristics that the particular 
patterns of international behaviour of soaller fims can be explored.. 

B. Motivations for the technology transfer 

50. The preceding chapter discussed the raa.in factors and forces underlying the 
process of direct investment abroad and export of technology by small and 
medium enterprises. Such analysis should be complemented by a discussion of 
the specific motivations of firms engaging in international operations. 

51. There is no reason to assume that the basic purposes of small and medium 
firms for going abroad are substantially different from those of transnational 
corporations. The pressures of competition in both domestic <:l.Ild foreign markets 
are just as strong on smaller companies as they are on the transnationals. For 
those fim.s engaged in exports the threat of protectioniso in third countries 
is' an ioportant reason for establishiil8' production facilities abroad. The need 
to assure a stable supply of raw raa.terials, the advantage of lower labour costs 
in foreign locations, the opportunity of capitalizing on an irmovative advantage 
and the will to diversify risks oay be nlso present in the package of notivations 
of Sl!lail and mediuo firms. 2!2J 
52. It is nonetheless possible that a cooparative 8.rialysis of the motivations 
and purposes of companies of different sizes investing and licensing abroad 
would reveal certain differential patterns. The objective of broadening their 
narket could be particularly crucial for sraa.11 o.ncl med.iUL.l firms suffering from 
the pressures of concentration in their domestic oconooies and lacking the 
capacity for product diversification possessed by most large firms. Similarly, 
for oany highly specialized Sl!laller firms in oodern sectors, whose products are 
tk"'.llUfactuxed in accordance with the specifications of particular buyers, the 
decline of local detlDild in the home country and the technical difficulties 
involved in exporting such goods may leave thco no alternative but to develop 
other raarkets in other countries and to establish facilities there. In the 
case of other specialized firms, the export trade has cooc to represent a 
significant part of their total sales and the combination of protectionist and 
coopetitive forces may create stronger ootivations for investing abroad. 

12/ In the sense that the failure rate is higher i~ the case of soall 
business, there is in fact a high turnover of such firw.s. See J. Steindl, 
Soall and Big Business (Oxford, Blackwell, 1945), p.8. 

2!2J See the series of UNILO papers cited in the preceding chapter, and 
also Buckley et al., on. cit., A.~. Little, op. cit., Janrenaud et al., op. 
V. Schwarting, op. cit. 
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53. .il.t the saoe tine, the objective of ·Jbtu.ining lower labour ccsts in 
foreign locations could be a stronger mo ti 'TO. tion for smaller fires, which tend 
to be oore prGsent in oost labour-intensive industries, than for transnatior..al 
corporations. 

54. ~part froo such ootivations, which arc influenced by sectoral factors, 
other plausible reasons for ooving abroad, of a clecror size-specific nature, 
can be identified. There is one inportant clistinctivo feature in the way that 
soallcr firms try to capitalize on their innovative advantages through 
transfer of technology transactions. Such firns, al though higr.ly innovati vc 
in several sectors, noI.Eally lack sufficient res·ources anl.. organization to 
protect their advantages through the international patent systen or to ex:plcit 
the innovation directly. Their ccmpetitive edce ca.nnot be easily maintained 
for a long tir:ie through permanent research and ctovclopment efforts ancl the 
utilization of the international patent system. It follows that they ony be 
..O.lling to transfer their technology at an earlier stage, oovinG ahead of the 
coopetition of lo.rger competitors. 2];/ 
55. Another type of motivation, which ony wei5n more heavily in the oase of 
small and nediuo firos, is the desire to spread risks as a result of changing 
social and political circumstances in the home country. The concern engendered 
by the growth of social policies or by incrcasinc Governoental intervention in 
na.ny fields - e.g. price controls and enviro~..!ilent protection legislation - may 
represent, in addition to oarket forces, a raa.jor incentive to oove abroad for 
enterprises that hitherto have kept all their eggs in one basket. 

56. Finally, soall and mediuo fims rJ.aY be nore sensitive to progrrum:aes and 
ooasures adopted by gove~ents to encourage invcstnents abroad. The direct 
support provided by home governments and by host Govcrnoents in the fon;i of 
incentives m...qy be a way of creating the confidence and providing the resources 
nomally lacking- in smaller firras. This subject is cleal t with further in 
er-apter v. 

C. Orispn of the initiative 

57. Cne important aspect of the transfer of technoloGY by snall and mediuo firms, 
which has practical inplications, is that of the initiating forces leaclin~ to 
the decision to move abroad. The planning of international business is not a 
characteristic of such firms, which have neither tine nor resources for 
pe::cna.ncntly scrutinizing foreign opportunities anQ developing long-tern 
expansion plans. Thus, in the case of smaller firms it is possible that exterr.al 
rather than internal incentives play a decisive role. The external forces can 
take a number of faros: 

1. Governmental initiatives --- - -
58. l\s oentioned earlier, the progrrunnes of homo goverr..ments for actively 
encouraging investments abroad may have a stronG impact on small- an2. oedium-sized 
enterprises; also campaigns launched by potential recipient ccuntries to attract 
Clirect investments from other countries could have sioilar effects. 21J 

21} See J. Sweeney, "A small company enters the Euxopean r.iarket", in 
Earvard Business Review, Sept.-Oct. 1970, p.127. 

21/ See Steir.tiann, et al., on. cit., p.8. 
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2. Fr~posals by ether firms 

59. In view of the usual ccnservatism cf smaller firms with regard to 
international business, it is possible that decisions to invest or transfer 
technology abroad will be triggered by requests or invitations of other firms. 
Cne case would be that of large firms established abroad that need the 
subcontracting co-operation of the same smaller firms with which they operate in 
the home country. Another case could be that of importers or distributors abroad 
'Who draw the attention of exporting small- and medium-sized firms to an interesting 
opportunity or a competitive threat arising in the l·ocal market. Finally, smaller 
firms may be trailing other firms of the same nationality and size which have 
successfully established themselves abroad earlier or which need the farmer's 
co-operation, for example, in order to broaden their product line once the 
initial market is developed. 

D. The selection of th~ !!_ost country 

60. A crucial aspect of the transfer of technolo;:;y to developing countries by 
small and medium enterprises is the way in which the decision to invest or to 
export technology to a particular country originates. 

61. The sketchy evidence about the direction of the flows of investment and 
technology of smaller firms presented in chapter I suggests that these firms tend 
to initiate their foreign expansion in other industrialized countries, although 
more recently the markets of semi-industrialized and more advanced developing 
countries have become increasingly attractive to such firms. However, one of the 
main coraparative advantages of developing countries which could be considered of 
special interest for smaller firms - namely, lower labour costs - does not seem 
to have played a decisive role in orienting the flows to such countries. The 
exceptions are the South-East Asian developing economies, which have become 
desirable locations for many enterprises, particularly, but not only, for small 
and medium Japanese firms. In broad tems, decisions to move to a. particular 
country are priI!lc..rily influenced by the main motivation of smaller firms: 
broadening their markets. 

62. The empirical analysis of the reasons behind the location decisions of small 
and medium enterprises should also take into account their business characteristics 
-as outlined above, and in particular their limited range of activities, shortage 
of resources, personalized management, high risk sensitivity and lack of experience. 

63. The fact that smaller enterprises usually operate with a limited range of 
products and know-how tends to limit the range of possible locations abroad. 2J/ 
Moreover, in view of the liI!li.ted resources, individualistic management style and 
risk aversion of these firms, there will be a tendency to move to countries where 
the business environment and the industrial struc°t'.Jres are similar to those of 
the home economies. In this sense, some of the raore advanced developing countries 

2J/ See Steinmann et al., ~ cit_., p. 9. 
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of Latin .Anerica and South-East Asia have come to be viewed as offering 
favourable economic conditions for the collaboration of medium-sized firms of 
developed countries, whose specialized know-how and ability to operate in small 
markets are well suited to the increasin(~· di versification and developing 
infrastructure of the industrial patterns of the recipient countries. Again, 
the shortage of management and ether human resources, as well as the influence 
of the cultural patterns of the country of origin, may orient l.:ication decisions 
tc countries where certain elements of the hone culture are present. In this 
respect, smaller firms of the Federal Republic of Ge~"Dany operating in Brazil, 
French fil.'!!ls in several African countries, and J:apanese fil.'!!ls in South-East Asia 
are probably motivated by such cultural relationships arising from earlier 
irm:ligration, political links, or sioilar living styles. 

64. Finally, in view cf the importance of exoGenous driving forces in the 
decision precess of small and medium firms, it is quite probable that the efforts 
of the home countries, as well as those of specific host countries, to attract 
foreign investors to certain areas are a oajor factor in the decision process. 
Frequently the incentives of governments - for exaople, the efforts within the 
European Econooic COt:lI!lunity, French prog.ra!!ll:les to encourage business ventures in 
Africa, or the campaigns conducted by Brazil, Sincapore and other developing 
countries offering advantages and facilities to investors from developed 
countries - will stand in place of the internal process of screening and 
evaluation of alternative sites. This last characteristic could be an important 
practical consideration in evaluating the potential role of smaller enterprises 
in the transfer of technology to the least developed countries. 

E. The transfer cf __ tec]mology mechanisms 

65. The process of transfer of productive resources throug-h business transactions 
is currently characterized by a high degree of technical complexity and diversity 
of fOD:ls and organizational struc~.ires. This is attributable to the combined 
effect of the activities of transnational corporations, seeking new patterns of 
management control and geographical and product diversification, and of the 
policies and regulations of hone and host governments trying to promote or control 
the performance of the transnationals. As a result, institutions and techniques 
are adapted to a number of channels for the transfer of techr..olcgy which have not 
taken into account the participation of actors other than the transnational 
corporations. 

66. The well-known basic mechanisms for the transfer of technology are founded 
en external or oa.rket transactions between independent firos, or on internal or 
intra-firm transactions through foreign investment. Technology can be transferred 
separately or in a package form together with other resources, as in the case of 
nost intra-firm transactions. 

67. An important consequence of the existence of several transfer ~odes is 
the different effect that each such channel may have on the extent and for:n of 
the technology transoitted: the control, the price, a.r.d the distribution of 
benefits of the transactions. From the viewpoint of the firm, each mode may 
involve different costs in terms of negotiation, adr:linistration, enforcemen~ 
and risk. Each channel may involve different preconditions and reqcrirements ~d 
iD.ply different commitments and efforts on the part of the participatinG fil."!!ls. 
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68. In view of the liI!litations which encuober the snaller firms, it is possible 
that not all the transfer of technology channels are equally suitable for them. 
Such fiI'I!ls could find some types of operation very difficult or iopossible to 
carry out. 

69. It is generally assumed that foreign direct investments are easier for 
larger firos. The establishment of subsidiaries or joint ventures abroad are 
capital-intensive and management-intensive operations involvin,-; not only 
financial resources but also the time and skill to plan, evaluate and manage 
foreign projects on a pe:cmanent basis. In fact, sooe eo.pirical evidence 
indicates that the propensity to invest abroad is strongly influenced by 
corporate size and that, depending on sectors, there is generally a "threshold 
level" for engaging in such operations. W 
70. Yet apart from such broad considerations, most soall and mediuo firos 
engaging in the transfer of technology will be in a position to take into 
account all possible alternatives on the basis of a cofilbination of different 
factors, including on the one hand internal aspects such as the huoa.n resources 
available, the financial situation, the nature of the technology to be 
transmitted, the degree of risk that the firtis are willing to take, the returns 
expected, the previous experience of the firms; and on the other hand, external 
aspects such as the nature of the project, the prospects of obtaining 
completlentary co-operation, the governoental policies in the home and recipient 
countries, and the characteristics and requirements of the recipient parties. 

11. With respect to the technology transfer process, the existing literature 
on organizational forms has not dealt with the specific situation of small and 
medium firms. Further basic research in this field should try to identify the 
specific corporate characteristics of such fiJ:Ds influencing the selection of 
particular mechanisms of technology transfer and the relative costs and benefits 
of each form. Certain characteristics of smaller enterprises seem to be 
particularly relevant in this respect, a point which is discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 

72. Because of the larger financial coI:lI!litments and higher risks involved in 
the equity forms of technology transfer, it could be expected that soaller 
firms would prefer to take less costly routes, such as licensing and technical 
assistance contracts. However, small and mediUI:l firms oa;y not always have 
sufficient flexibility to adopt such faros. The need to maintain control over, 
and to prevent the diffusion of, their very specific and unique know-how - which 
is ty})ical of oany smaller firms - may preclude the less secure contractual 
oechanisns and orient the choice to the intra-firms approach, which in addition 
offers higher returns. Moreover, it~ be difficult to find a local buyer 
with the necessary experience to make use of the specialized knowledge. As a 
test of the reliability of technology-supplying small enterprises, which 

2!:/ For example, a study on the clothi!"...g industry firms of the 
Federal Republic of Germany investing abroad revealed that such threshold level 
was in the group of fi!."I:ls with 100-199 employees. See V. Schwarting, op. cit., 
p.15. ilso the experience of the Kreditanstalt bank in the Federal Republic of 
Ger::iany in financing investment abroad suggests that very small firos are not in 
general interested in such opportunities (see chapter V below). 
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nomally do not have international reno'Wil, potential recipient parties in host 
countries may wish to ensure tho stronp,-est possible car.mi toent of these firms 
through equity participation. Cn the other hand, despite the weaker cor.mitr:ients 
involved in the transfer of technology throu.c;h contractual oechanisos, such 
oechanisos require an effort to fomalize the sI:laller firos 1 knowlecJ.Ge, often 
embodied in the experience of the O'Wilers and technicians, which oay be difficult 
for such firms. Finally, other obstacles to contractual forms may be raised by 
covcrr..n.ent rules and interventions. For e:xaople, in several developing countries, 
such as Brazil, technology agreements are subject to oore severe requireoents and 
proceedings than are foreicrn investment projects. .Also, governocnt incentives in 
certain home countries may be biased in favour of foreign-investment forms of 
technology transfer to developin~ countries. As is shown in chnpter V, certain 
agencies promoting the collaboration of uediur:i-sized firns in developing countries 
nomally insist on joint venture arrangeI:lents implying equity participation. 

73. In addition to the classical forms of foreic;n investment and licensing, 
another mechanisn which seeos to be particularly interesting for soaller 
enterprises is international subcontracting. .iUthough engineered by transnational 
corporations, there is saoe evidence of the increasinc; participation of si:ia.11 and 
oedium firos in such arrangements, particularly with the purpose of redeploying 
labour-intensive activities to lower-cost foreign locations. 22./ In such cases, 
a local firI"J in the host country is contracted to process raw oaterials, components 
or semi-finished products supplied from the home country, obtained in the 
processing country or imported from a third coun·~ry, ancl to ship the processed 
product to the principal - i.e. , the SI!la.11 or ::iediU!!l. firm - which takes care of 
the coI!ll:l.orcialization. The decentrc.lization of production to foreign factories 
can oake a decisive contribution to the sUX"rival of enterprises in wea..~ sectors 
through the spreading of overhead costs and the fillinc out of product ranges. 
Subcontracting arrangments could be combined wit:1 equity pnrticipation - i.e., the 
principal investing in the host country's fi:rn - or be limited to import-export 
arrangements coupled with technical assistance i:ind the delivery of specific 
product designs. 

74. A final relevant aspect of the transfer of teclmoloQ' o.echanisms needing 
research is the strategy of entry of snall end ~ediuo firns into developin~ 
countries. In view of the lack of international experience end the risk 
sensitivity of these firns, it is reasonable to e:::pect a preference for sna.11 
steps and a gradual engageoent. A slow pace of penetr~tion - i.e., through 
foreign distributors of exports, sales subsidi~ries, licensins contracts, production 
subsidiaries - o.cy ha.ve inportant advanta(;'os in teros of learninc and risk 
:oinioi za ti on. 

2j} See, fer the case of S•..ritzerland, Jcanrenaud et al., en. cit., p.)C; 
for the case of Japan, MITI (1974), en. cit., p.54, fer ~he Federal Republic 
cf Geroar:y, V. Schwarting, .QJ2.:_ cit. , p .15 • 
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F. Obstacles to the technological co-operation of sraa.11 
and mediur.i-sized fi:rms in devcloninrr countries -- -----~ -

75. The preceding discussion on the main components of the process of tecbnology 
transfer by small and medium firms has indirectly served to suggest the main 
constraints encountered by such firms. Such constraints may derive from intra-
fi::c:i. lioitations or external, environmental factors related to conditions in the 
home and the recipient countries. 

76. A recent report on present trends of industrial redeployment to developing 
countries suggests that the main obstacles faced by smaller enterprises are 
related to two corporate limitations - namely, luck of relevant info:rmation and 
lack of finance - and a set of host country constraints, neoaly, lack of skilled 
workers, low productivity of labour~ socio-political conditions, import restrictions 
and supply problems. 2iJ In part, these obstacles are characteristic of the 
typical redeployment operation - also dealt with in the above-mentioned study -
that has the purpose of re-exporting to the heme country or other countries. 
According to another report on the experience and trends of small and mediura 
United States fi:rms with regard to the transfer of technology to Latin America, 2J.I 
the main problem has been the lack of info:rmation, but the declared concerns also 
indicated as major constraints the lack of market size and structure, along with 
a low level of consumer sophistication; political risks and instability; 
bureaucratic obstacles; legal constraints; and the problem of finding a suitable 
partner. 

77. Further research through case studies of the r:iain types of smaller fims 
engaged in transfer of technology to developing countries should clarify the 
impressionistic infoD!lation available at present of the specific obstacles faced 
by these firms. The research should be addressed to the three interrelated 
areas of finance, management and info:rmation. It should be borne in I:lind that 
the fundan.ental obstacle facing such firms is lack of knowledge. Knowledge for 
identifying and evaluating opportunities, for screening and managing the 
risks in unknown areas, for working within tho limits of legal and adoinistrative 
restrictions, for overcooi~~ the difficulties of communication with foreign 
parties, for organizin~ and negotiating the transfer of technology. 

2i/ See UNIBO, Structural changes in industry (UNILO/ICIS/136), p.123. 
21) A.D. Little, op. cit., p.29. 
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'l'EE IlTI?ACT or Al'f ZXPAlIDED PARTICIPATION OF SHALL AJ.'ID lIEDIUH EHTERPRISES 
IN THE TRANSFER OF TECIDTOLOGY TO DEVELOPING COUN'ffiIES: HAIN ISSUES 

79. The postulation of smaller enterprises as a neH alternative channel for the 
transfer of technolOGY to developing countries is be.sed on the assum:ption that such 
enteri;irises may offer a number of advantages in comparison •,rith transnational 
corporations. The main advantages of the smaller firms are said to be as follows: .5§.,I 

(a) Their technolcgies may be in many cases more suited or easier to adaDt to 
the industrial needs of developing countries; they may utilize more labour-intensive 
technology, and even if the technology is capital-intensive and so·:1histicated, 'it 
tends to be appropriate for smaller-scale operations. 

(b) They are in general more disposed to engage in minority joint ventures than 
are the large enterprises; and to associate with other smaller firms rather than 
with larger firms of developing countries. 

(c) Their bargaining power and management style is likely to be much clooer to 
and compatible with those of the majority of developing countries' firms of sicilar 
size. 

(d) They do not create the problem of great economic and political Dower 
stemming from transnational decision systems. 

(e) The financial conditions related to their ;::iartici:'_)ation are less likely to 
include transfer ~ricing and other restrictive arrangements. 

(f) A move towards smaller entecyrises could be at the same time a move tm·1ards 
diversifying sources of foreign resources, and particularly towards smaller develuped 
market-economy countries. 

79. In many uays, the advantages seen in smaller enterprises are associated with the 
virtues of so-called "a2}propric:.te technology" for developing countries. Ap::_:iropriate 
technology is a relative conce:!_Jt which in general refers to methods of prcduction that 
match the developing country's circumstances, environmental conditions, prodti.cti ve 
structure and resource endm·nnent; and which is concerned uith the creation of 
employment opportunities, the origin of the factors of production and the 
distribution of returns, the deGree of de,endence on foreign inputs, locational and 
·:rganizational requisites and other criteria. Aga.inst this broa.d 'cackground, 
smaller enterprises appear - very much as a result of the disappointment felt with 
regard to large transnational corpore.tions - as an existing but so far un<ler-e::i.ployed 
channel for the tranfer of appropriate technolog'J· 

:E../ See, for exam,le, U1TIDO, Structural changes in industry, on.cit.i :9·23; 
UNIDO, Industry 2COO: new ner81')ectives, :m/CONF.4/3 (Vienna, 1979), :'.)ara.6.5.2.; 
.A • .J. Little, OD.cit., :9•1); Hinistere de 1 11:::1.dustrie (Frar.ce), on.cit., !J.25. 
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80. Yet the virtues so claimed for smaller enterprises are far from being 
demonstrated. Host arguments in their favour are be.sed on "wishful thinking" or on 
simplifications of the alternatives suggested by the criticism of the transnational 
corporations model, or on rough associations of concepts or extrapolations from the 
national economy experiences. It is thus necessary at the outset to found the 
analysis of the role and impact of smaller enterprises on some fine distinctions -
to differentiate - in order to avoid the mistakes initially committed in the 
treatment of transnational corporations as a global phenomenon. There are probably 
as many types of smaller firms engaged in international activities as there are 
ty;;ies of transnationals. In addition to the main factors explaining diverse effects 
of foreign involvement - for example the sector, the nature of the business, the 
characteristics of the home and host countries, the management strateGies - there is 
here the problem of assessin~ the various implications of a vast range of sizes not 
clearly delimited. If the ~ualification of one particular enterprise as a 
transnational may be a matter of discussion, the definition of a firm acting 
internationally as a "smaller" or non-transnational company may be a still more 
difficult problem. For exam:!_:)le, a"medium-sized" firm could be in many respects 
more similar to a transnational corporation than to a "small" firm. 

81. Whatever the methodological difficulties and the impossibility of generalizing, 
it is necessary to explore the existence of certain advantages in the transfer of 
technology by small and medium enterprises, focusing the analysis on areas in which 
differential performance is most apparent. In broad terms, the issues to be 
explored concern the tyye and mode of transfer of technology, the impact on the 
.industrial structures, local integration and trade, and ownership and control 
aspects. 

A. Anpronriate technology transfer 

'82. One of the most important aspects to be explored is the extent to \·1hich an . 
expanded participation of small and medium-sized firms could contribute to a greater 
availability of :!_:)roducts deemed appropriate for developing countries. Transnational 
corporations have been criticized for concentrating on the production and marketing 
of scphisticated and expensive durable cJnsumer goods, based on modern marketing 
techniques and destined for the high-income ?eople in the developing countries. 

83. The question of a possibly greater involvement of smaller foreign investors nr 
technology licensors in the manufacture of basic-need goods could be settled through 
empirical research. In principle, smaller firms tend to be concentrated in certain 
sectors that match the general conditions of less developed countries, i.e. 
traditional industries such as textiles, food, leather, and dynamic or modern 
products such as capital goods and mechanical engineering. The first type of 
industry, involving mature technologies, could be of particular interest to less 
develq:ied countries in their early stages of industrialization; and also for more 
advanced developing economies that need opportunities for diversifying the 
industrial structures in the context of small markets. The second ~e of industry 
could meet the needs of large intermediate developing countries that need to fill the 
gaps created in their production patterns by the rapid develo!'ment of the heavy 
industries sector, as well as the needs of less developed countries initiating the 
establishment of the phy~ical infrastructure. 5!1./ 

:ti/ See, for example, the experience of several small and medium French firms 
<With projects in Africa, ranging from water drilling to sub-marine works, in 

.MOCI (Mani teur du Commerce International), No. 288/3, Paris, April 1978. - ' 
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84. At the same time, prcducts offered by smaller firms may have certain drawbacks 
which derive from the corporate characteristics of these firms. In fact, their high 
degree of specialization - particularly in the capital gonds sector - may recuire 
inputs, or be linked to end-products, which are not always available in develo:_:iing 
countries. i1any of these products have been specially adapted to the demanJ in 
develo!Jed countries and are not necessarily suited to the less sc··;ihisticated 
consumer ~references or possibilities in the developing countries. §Id./ Besides, 
the lower price mass markets may not be to the comparative advantage of small 
firms of developed countries • ..§1!' According to Buckley, a high price/cuali ty 
strategy seems to be most suitable for small fo~ign investors, because costs of 
doing business abroad will be more easily absorbed and returns can be earned from 
a lower volume, which could be crucial in the early stages of operation abroad. 

85. On the other hand, it is not impossible that smaller enterprises in 
industrialized countries have developed products appropriate for developing 
countries but not produced there. The reason could be the lack of interest shown 
by transnationals in the diffusion of these products to developing countries, or 
simply the lack of knowledge in developing countries about their existence, or 
again the lack of motivation (cf. chapter III) on the part of the smaller firms 
to undertake the efforts of a technology transfer. Ir. other words, the absence of 
international information networks, which are usually concentrated on the 
circulation of modern technologies, may repress the wider availability of 
appro~riate products, the manufacture of Nhich is in the tands of smaller 
enter:;irises of developed countries. 

86. A second area of analysis concerns the contribution of smaller enterprises to 
the choice of techniques in developing countries. 

87. One of the strongest criticisms of the transnational corporations concerns 
the introduction of highly capital-intensive techniaues that are not adapted to 
the factor endowments of developi~t countries (i.e. abundance of labour and 
shortage of capital and skills). Hence, it may be argued that smaller firms are a 
better instrument of technology transfer, because they tend to operate with small-
scale and more labour-intensive techniques. §1../ 

88. Despite the trend in some quarters to proclaim the absolute advantages of 
low-cost, intermediate and small-scale technologies for developing countries, there 
is a general recognition of the need to take into account other considerations, 
such as economies of scale, export potential, profitability, etc. The lower 

§2./ Host United States small and medium firms interviewed during the stu.dy for 
the United States State Department mentioned the fact of their products renuiring 
sophisticated an<:l well-developed consumer preferences, which are not yet widespread 
enough in Latin America, as a primary constraint for the transfer of tec~~'1.olosJ· 
See A.D. Little, on.cit., p.26 • 

..§1!' See Buckley et al., on.cit., pp.11-12. 
§1../ See A.S. Bahlla, "Small industry, technology transfer and labor 

absorption", in OEQ, Transfer of tech..'1.oloB::'r for small industries, (Paris, 1975), 
p.107, et sea. 
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investment costs and greater employment impact of small-scale techniques may be 
offset by higher production costs, inferior quality, loHer profitability, etc. In 
many cases, there may be no available alternatives to the application of large-scale, 
capital-intensive technologies. On the other hand, the selection of small-scale 
technologies depends on the national priorities and development objectives of 
developing countries, and in particular on the introduction of employment as a real 
objective of the economic policies. §J/ 
89. Against this background, it is increasingly clear that for many industrial 
products there are many alternative techni~ues available - ranging from traditional, 
unmechanized, labour-intensive methods to sophisticatec, automated and large-scale 
technologies. 

90. The existence of alternatives raises the possibility of opening WJ the spectrum 
and choosing solutions that are better suited to local conditions. In this context, 
there are several reasons to think that smaller enterprises will be more likely 
channels for the transfer of small-scale technology. 

91. It is true that small and medium enterprises may not be the exclusive sources 
of technology adapted to the needs of developing countries, nor the authors of the 
most important small-scale developments of such a nature. There are many examples 
of new technologies developed by large corporations which could be considered as 
particularly appropriate to developing countries. ~ Besides, transnational 
corporations sometimes adapt the technologies transferred to their subsidiaries in 
developing countries to the local conditions, using older or simpler techniques. 
Yet, on the whole, and other things being equal, the prospects would seem to be 
better for obtaining small-scale and labour-intensive techniques from small firras 
than from the laree· corporations of develo~ed countries. 

92. Firstly, 8IIlall and medium enterprises are in general able to work efficiently 
in low-scale operations. They are usually to be found in sectors with a low density 
of physical capital and lou concentration levels. The markets in which they 
operate may be relatively large, as in the case of certain traditional industries 
where economies of scale are not ver:y significant and where they have developed 
efficient low-scale production methods. On the other hand, smaller firms are also 
commonly found in certain narrow, ver:y specialized modern industrial m~rkets, such as 
the production of capital goods for which economies of scale are also not relevant. 
Here they often enjoy positions of leadership. 

93. Thus the advantages of small and medium firms for developing countries could 
be viewed r.ot only in terms of the technology that they possess but also in terms of 
their natural inclination to operate in small markets. In contrast '.vi th 
transnational corporations, which tend to orient their projects according to their 
absolute size rather than to the rate of the profits expected, smaller firms may be 

§]) See OECD Development Centre, Anpro:t?riat_e _!~chn~~o~. Problems a~1d promises 
(Paris, 1976), p.7. 

~Ibid., p.37. 
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willing to take the o:_Jportunities offered by the small markets of developing 
countries. 2:l/ Such advantages, however, are counterbalanced by the organizational 
and financial barriers for investing abroad faced by smaller enterprises. 

94. The smaller scale, simpler and more labour-intensive technologies transmitted 
by small and medium enterprises could also be appropriate in terms of the capacity 
of absorption and learning of the recipient parties in developing countries. This 
is because of the more flexible organization of smaller firms, and their likely 
tendency to undertake projects on a gradual, step-by-step basis instead of 
beginning with highly integrated production programmes. Furthermore, the 
productivity of labour-intensive techniques increases through "learning by cloing". §.§./ 
At the same ti.me, the less automatic equipment being used could be aderiuate for the 
production of short-run series of several products, as might be the case in the 
small markets of developing countries. 

95. .A. third possible advantage of smaller firms concerns the mode of technology 
transfer. Although such firms may have certain difficulties and less flexibility 
than transnational corporations in choosing among different forms and negotiating 
arrangements for the transfer of technology (see chapter III), some of their 
characteristics, as well as weaknesses, may be beneficial for developing countries. 
Firstly, small and medium firms may be willing to transfer their technology at an 
earlier stage than transnationals. In some cases, this could be so because, as 
already noted, smaller firms normally do not have the means for manacing a long-term 
marketiI'lb planning of their technological advantages. In other cases, the weaker 
market position of smaller investors may stimulate faster decisions to penetrate 
new markets ahead of transnational corporations. Secondly, the fact that smaller 
firms lack an integrated transnational production system makes less likely the 
imposition of restrictive practices such as tie-in clauses, export prohibitions, 
and transfer pricing mechanisms. ~ Thirdly, smaller firms operating in sectors 
such as capital goods may be generally more flexible in the transfer of processes 
and rrroduction lmow-how than are the transnationals, which normally tend to limit 
the transfer to the designs and product technology. The transmission of software 
techniriues, including e=~perience, management and organizational forms, wJ:i...ich are 
often the real bottleneck in developing countries, could be easier through direct 

2j/ One example is the case of the French medium-sized firm Compresseurs 
Bernard (260 employees) which, after analysing the opportunities for producing 
compressors in Latin America, decided to mova to Peru, in view of the fact that the 
larger markets of the region, such as Brazil and Mexico, were already in the har.d s 
of big United States subsidiaries. See H. Drouvot et H. Duran de la Euente, 
"Ac ti vi tes internationales de 1 1 entreprise et poli tique des eta ts - Le cas des 
Compresseurs Bernard au Perou", Panier de Recherche, 77-03, Centre d'Etudes et de 
Recherches Appliquees a la Gestion (Universite de Grenoble II, 1977), p.16. 

& Smaller firms in certain sectors are used to being in some type of "contract 
market" where they supply specialized products according to clients' specifications. 
Such e:x:,ierience may be of great value as a source of adaptability to the demands of 
developing countries. 
~ The study of Buckley et al. on smaller foreign investors of the 

United Kingdom revealed that, in general, the firms were unprepared on transfer 
pricing and financial policies. 
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contacts with the 01mers, managers and technicians of smaller firms. MJ Fourthly, 
the lack or limited extent of a resea=ch organization at home, as well as the absence 
of bureaucratic procedures, may signify in general lower overhead costs for the 
transfer o~erations of smaller firms. §21 
~. Effects on industrial structure, domestic integration and trade 

96. The entry of small and medium firms into the economies of developing countries 
could contribute to the creation of more !.)luralistic and less concentrated markets; 
in this sense, they may have positive effects on competition. However, such effects 
may vary significantly depending on the existing structure of industries in 
recipient countries. For example, in least develo;_Je<l countries with no firms 
operating en an industrial scale, the entry of a medium-sized foreien firm could 
lead to the establishment of barriers to future domestic and existing foreign 
competition. In more advanced developing countries, the effects on competition will 
be in principle negative if penetration is made through the acquisition of a local 
1irm. Yet it seems that smaller enternrises ~refer to set up new olants abroad 
rather than take over existing compani~s. 12./ · 
97. But the addition of a new firm to the local market may not always have 
beneficial effects on competition in the case of smaller firms entering as a result 
of the appeal and direct subcontracting of large subsidiaries. In such cases, the 
effect could be to increase the dominant position of transnational's subsidiaries 
and to curtail the possibilities of domestic suppliers. Moreover, smaller firms 
may not suffice to foster competition in oligopolistic sectors characteristic of 
developing countries, where the creation of countervailing powers against e~isting 
monopolies may require the entry of other larger firms with sufficient economic 
strength. 

98. Small and medium firms may have other diverse effects on the host countries. 
One important aspect is the deeree to which they become integrated in the local 
economy. In the first place, it is very likely that, once they are enGaged in 
.f'oreign o~erations, their involvement will be substantially greater than in the 

.§§_/However, the transmission of capital-intensive technologies, such as in 
chemicals and oil refining, may have lower transfer costs than the labour-intensive 
techniques, such as in the production of machinery and eauipment, due to the larger 
management and other human resources involved in the latter. For an empirical 
analysis, see D.J. Teece, "Technology transfer by multinational firms: the 
resource cost of transferring technological lmow-how", The Economic Journal, 87, 
June 1977, pp.242-261. 

B:2} However, negotiating technology agreements with smaller companies may 
involve additional costs stemming from the lack of flexibility and high risk 
perce~tion of inexperienced firms. 

1!l/ See Buckley et al., on.cit., p.101 for the British experience. Information 
supplied by the IFO Institute for Economic Research in the Federal Republic of 
Germany indicates the same tendency (see Halbach, on.cit.). 
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case of transnationals, which by definition distribute their o:::ierations in several 
locations. Subsidiaries of small and medium firms could equal or exceed their 
:::iarent com:::ianies in terms of sales and number of employees. 11/ Hence a higher 
stability, deeper involvement, and stronger ade0uation to the local conditions 
could be expected from the projects of smaller firms. 11/ As the president of a 
small United States company with a subsidiary in Euro:::ie put it: "Hy answer 1rc>.s 
that, once coClI!l.itted, we should no more be thinking of ways to back out of Europe 
than of ways to dissolve the ;_:iarent company". 1JI Moreover, the e:x,erience of 
certain developing countries seems to indicate that, after a certain peri0d of time, 
smaller enterprises from industrialized countrie~ tend to become national, 
resigning for example the ritiht to re:::iatriate capital and ;_:irofits. 'Jl../ 
99. Smaller firms may also constitute suitable partners for the ne\r :phases of · 
import substitution being :pursued by the more advanced develo~ing countries. In 
countries such as Brazil, with most transnational corporations already there and 
few possibilities for further investments in basic industries, new market 
opportunities are beiilG crea tee'. which smaller firms may pro,erly exploit, 
contributir..g to the adequate utilization of the r,ilants' ca9aci ty, the im1_:iroved 
S!lecialization of local firms, the consolidation of the backvard linka,::,es needed 
by heavy industries, and the increasing differentiation of ~roducts and services. 

100. Another uay in which smaller firms could contribute to the narrowing of 
technological gaps within national boundaries would be through location in 
decentralized areas. Accustomed in their home countries to provincial sites, 
smaller firms may be more sensitive to incentives granted by host governments for 
that purpose, and in some cases they may even prefer not to be so near the central 
areas congested by large corporations. However, their limited resources may not 
suffice to cope with the usual problems, characteristic of developing countries, of 
centralized government activities. 

101. A major issue to be ex:::ilored concerns the impact of small and medium firms on 
trade and their contribution to the objectives of expanding exports and increasing 
self-sufficiency. One important difference between s:ialler firms and transnational 
corporations concerns the strategies cf international inte,sration. In principle, it 
might be e~pected that concern for incernational integration would vary in accordance 

111 See Steinmann et al., on.cit. p.3. 
J1J Of course, from a different viewpoint, smaller firms could have a 

structural disadvantage in the sense that they are more subject to mmership and 
size changes in their home countries, via takeovers by other ccmpanies or expar..siJns, 
not to mention their higher rate of failure. 

'1l/ See J. Sweeney, on.cit., p.128. 
]j} A point dealt ui th in 1d. Konig, "Possibilities of industrial co-o-Dera ti on 

in Uorth-lfast Brazil, Sv.mmary Re::)Qrt", 'J!l;?Ubli shed 9aper (Brazil, 1978). 
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with the size of the parent company - i.e. larger firms are more likely to have a 
wider range of international operations to co-ordinate. 15) 
102. In terms of the ex9ort contribution of smaller companies, it should be noted 
that: (a) aggressive firms having highly specialized products and motivated by 
market considerations will try to reap the opportunities offered by regional 
markets; ]jJ (b) smaller firms participating in international subcontracting 
activities (see chapter III) naturally contribute to export promotion and could 
thus contribute to a less dependent and more flexible system of export-processing 
activities; (c) the lack of an integrated transnational system for smaller firm3 
ensures the absence of territorial limitations and o'ther export restrictions, as 
well as a more flexible reS!)onse to the host government's incentives. On the other 
hand, a major drawb2.ck of smaller companies is that, in contrast Hith large 
transnationals, they do not control integrated marketing structures accomodating 
the developing countries' programmes for stimulating large exportation plans. ]]} 

103. On the side of imports, it is not clear to what extent smaller firms are likely 
to obtain their supplies in the host countries. However, labour-intensive methods 
and less sophisticated ir..puts would in principle serve to mobilize local raw 
materials. 

104. Smaller firms may also have different effects with regard to financial aspects -
e.g. remittance policies, transfer pricing, and local v-ersus foreign borrowing -
impacts on environment, relations with e;overnments and other areas that should be 
investigated. 

C. Cwnershi-o and control 

105. The belief that smaller enterprises are more likely to accept joint venture 
formulas than are transnationals, and moreover to accept minority positions in 
projects in developing countries, seems to be, together with the issue of 
apprO]?riate technology, one of the main reasons for the interest shown in them as 
alternative channels for the transfer of resources. Such expectations are based on 

]j/ A study on the impact on trade of the relative size of foreign parents of 
subsidiaries in Latin .America revealed that the subsidiaries of the largest parents 
tended to have the larger average import volumes and the lower export volumes. The 
.smaller size categories of parents reported a positive net trade effect for their 
subsidiaries. See C. Vaitsos, "The role of transnational enterprises in 
Latin .American economic integration efforts" (T.AD/EI/SEM.5/2)(UNCT.AD, 1978), p.28. 
Although this study concerns the role of transnational corporations, the results 
serve at least to formulate a hypothesis about a similar performance if the analysis 
is extentled to non-transnational corporations. 

~For the case of some French smalle~ agricultural machine firms in 
Latin America, see "IMA: recolte en Europe, semaille en Amerique Latine", i!l HOCI, 
No. 283/27, Paris, February 1978, p.13, et sea. 

]]./ Houever, as mentioned in chapter V, certain developing countries are 
starting to provide incentives for small exports. 
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conclusions of certain studies on the management and control strategies of trans-
national co:r'!'orations: in fact, there seems to be an inverse relationsr..iTJ between 
the size of a transnational and its propensity to associate ui th local pa~tners in 
recipient countries. 'J!l./ The need for unambieuous control would be less and the 
facilities and resources from local ryartners uould be more imr.iortant in the case of 
smaller foreign investors. ]j/ The iack of an inte~rated nehvork of affiliates 
subject to central planning, the relatively unsophisticated nature of their 
technoloe-ies and their weaker bargainillb cap;:i.ci ties '\lOuld be tY9ical characteristics 
of small and medium-sized firms that would explain their expected propensity to 
engage in minority joint ventures. In this wa:y, smaller companies would. have a 
clear advantage over transnational COT!'orations i'rom the viewpoint of the 
mobilization and participation of local entrepreneurs, the absorption of technology, 
and other objectives of developing countries. 

106. Leaving aside the still unclear issue of joint ventures as the appropriate 
form of foreign investment in developing countries, there seem to be various 
problems with the ideal vision discussed above .,f small corporations as natural 
participants in joint ventures. It is not certain to wh2t extent the tendencies 
sho'm by the analysis of transnationals could be extrapolated for interpreting the 
attitude of small and medium enterprises. For example, the tendency of smaller 
transnationals to engage in joint ventures could be better explained by the weaker 
position that they have in their home country's respective sectors than by mere 
considerations of size. Moreover, in the case of smaller firms certain aspects 
which are taken for granted when dealing with transnationals may have crucial 
importance, for example, the capacity to organize control and to find local :::iartners. 
Finally, to the extent that small and medium enterpriees appear to be investing 
abroad in certain sectors, it may be more appropriate to analyse the implications of 
such activities and the nature of the business involved' fer the control strategies. 

107. The available empirical evidence seems to indicate that so far there is not, 
in fact, any such inclination on the part of small and medium enterprises for joint 
ver..tures ui th large local mmership. On the contrary, the information on small 
parent companies in the United States, the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic 
of Garmany reveals that they have clearly tended to favour wholly-owned subsidiaries 
or majority control systems • .§.QI Also medium-sized French firms operating in Brazil 

·· 'J!l./ See for e:xample J. Stopford and 1. Wells, op.cit. According to L. 1ilells, 
"there are, apparently, some similarities in behaviour between the developing 
country investors and the small investors from the rich countries. Policies toward 
local ownership seem to be one such area.". See L. \leJ.ls, anJ V1:Slla 1:12.rren, 
''Developing colintry investors in Indonesia", Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies, 
Vol. XV, No. 1, 1979, p.81. 

J.2.1 See J. Tomlinson, on.cit., p.139 • 
.§.QI According to the study :?repared for the United States State Department, 

s:iall and medium United States firms considering investments in Latin _<Wierica placed 
majority control as a high priority rec;uirement; see A.D. Little, OTJ.cit., :;:i.31. 
'The results of a study on British smaller foreign investors revealed that 2<1. of the 
43 firms interviewed had wholly-owned subsidiaries and only 9 had sc% or less of the 
capital of their subsidiaries abroad; see Buc~cley et aJ,,., cu.cit., p.11. 
The information ~rovided by the IFO Institute of Economic Research on small and 
medium firms in the Federal Republic of Germany '\Ii th rede:_:iloyment e::':·?e2'.ience abrcad 
revealed that 597~ preferred to establish their O'\m 9lants, and only lBjv to take 
minori"cy holdings (see Halb2.ch, cu.cit.'). 
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are predominantly organized as 100% subsidiaries. ~ There are certain factors 
which could explain such trend. Firstly, a high share of small antl medium-sized 
firms belong to hi~hly specialized sectors involving sensitive and sophisticated 
technology and leading to heavy emphasis on their having full control of management, 
quality control and use of the technology. gl Secondly, for smaller firms 
investing in certain branches of producer goods, their buyers are often limited to 
few clients and there is not much need for a local partner to contribute with the 
experience and knowledge of the local market. Thirdly, the advantages of systems of 
unambiguous, i.e. total or majority control, are clearer for smaller firms which, 
in contrast ui th transnatio:r:als, do not have the management resources and skills for 
organizing mechanisms of effective control through minority participations. 
Moreover, "it uill be more difficult to convince the more person-oriented medium.-
sized firms of the benefits deriving from a :partnership with indicenous establis~ents, 
due to their frequently differing mental attitudes". W Fourthly, small and 
medium-sized firms may have more difficulty in finding local partners than do 
transnationals, which often have large public coT_!)orations at their disposal. 
Finally, despite the general rule that developing countries take a :positive attitude 
to joint ventures, government pressures in this respect are often focused on 
strategic sectors such as basic inJustries - e.g. :petro-chemicals, steel, or high-
profile companies - rather than on the sec tors and ac ti vi ties in which smaller 
firms tend to operate. 

108. Hence there seem to be no decisive natural inclinations on the part of smaller 
firms to eneage in minority joint ventures. Their attitudes in that respect may 
depend, as with other companies, on sector-specific situations. For example, 
72~~ of small and medium-sized Japanese overseas investors in 1973 set up joint 
ventures in the recipient countries, but the bulk of such operations was located in 
the Republic of Korea and other South-East Asian countries for subcontracting 
purpos~s. ~ The plans for future outward investment of ente:rr>rises in the 
Federal Republic of Germany operating in weak sectors give preference to minority 
participations and licensing agreements as ways of gaining entry to developing 
countries • .§.2/ The impact of local incentives for joint ventures in developing 
countries may increase to the extent that the projects of small and medium firms 
in the host countries tend to expand. §2./ Finally, account must be taken of the 
long-run tendency of many small and medium foreign firms to become national, 
thereby assuring most of the benefits sought through the formation of joint ventures. 

D. Final considerations 

109. There seems to be a strong case for studying small and medium ente:rr>rises as 
new channels for the transfer of technology to develo)ing countries. In certain 
conditions, they could be a valuable alternative, or an ade~uate complement, to 

.fill See J.11. Burgard, ''Eresil: l'adolescence d'un Geant", MOCI, No. 378/24, 
December 1979 (France), p.61. 

~ See A.D. Little, o-o.cit., p. 31. 
w See E. Sp ringmann, O"O, cit., p.3. 
~ See HITI (1974), on.cit., p.54. 
~ See Halbach, OlJ,Cit. 
~ For example, a medium-sized French firm in Brazil decided to take a lccal 

partner once a ne\1 project, 10 times large,r than the original, wci.s launched, in 
order to have oetter access to local credit, normally limited to joint ventures. 
See IiOCI, "Bresil ••. ",op.cit., p.62. 
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transnational corporations, but further analysis on the impact of their involvement 
and yarticularly on the conditions i.mder which they could have a significant 
beneficial effect, remains to be done. On the other hand, to the extent (i) that 
their l'.lresent Darticination in the u:obilization of uroductive resources is and 1·rill 
contin~ to be-low fo~ the foreseeable future, (ii) that their most mee.ningful 
contribution tends to be concentrated in certain industrial sectors and on a 
limited number of developing countries, and (iii) that their patterns of 
behavicur are not totally different frcm those of tre.nsnationals, it is clear the_t 
the smaller firms cllould not be viewed or pro'Oosed as e:xclusi ve channels for 
technology transfer to the developing countri~s. '21/ 
110. ?urthermore, some of the "advantages" often associated Fi th small and medium 
firms, such as their propensity to for:n joint ventures, should be carefully 
scrutinized. The degree to which they can contribute tn the transfer of appropriate 
technology varies, as much as does the concept of appro~riate technolOg'J itself, 
according to the ~articular country's circumstances, environmental c0nditions, 
productive structure or resource endowment. The way in Hhich they could have 
positive effects on the market structures and industrial integration of develo~ing 
countries, or contribute to a favourable trade balance, may depend on many factors 
which are not necessarily directly related to company size. 

§:LI For a warning about the North-South redeployment as a "residue of 
opportunities available to the South after they have been disposed of by the North", 
see A. Keramane, "Industrial redeployment by the North and development of the South" 
(UNIDO, ID}.IG.315/7, lfovember 1979). 
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Cha.uter -v 

THE IlTGTITUTIOHAL FillJ.'.D.!OnI~ 

A. Pclicies and m:?asures in develoued countries 

111. Jtu·ing the 1970::::, the governmen·~s of several d.evelopcd countries have adop~ed. or 
imp~oved mechanisms and meacures for encouraging local companies to e~ort technology 
anu set up subsidiuies in other countries. In broad terms, such policies reflect 
these governments' increasincr auareness of the pres~nt limitations of the traditional 
schemes based on the promotion of experts. The measures adopted. range from financial 
and. ta.== incentives to in:.:Ormation and technical assistance services. They are, in 
principle, applicable to 2.11 kinds of na.tional firms e.ncl to projects in all foreign 
countries. Hmrever, tuo aspects seem to have gained importance in the recent times: 
first, the ad.option of instruments and. measures specially envis[l.ged. for the expansion 
cf .firms to developing countries, and second, the promotion of the redeployment of 
small and medium enterprises. These two aspects are not aluays relc:-.ted and, in fact, 
they seem to reflect different objectives. On the one hand, the interest in 
developing countries is 'uased. on the concern of a number of industrialized. countries 
about the relatively lm 1 !Jarticipation of investments in the developing country 
markets, uhich are considered. as increasingly important; on the other hand, the 
emphasis on small and. medium firms is related to the double objective of helping such 
firms to face the ::_:i::cesent conditions and cho.llenees of international competition, 
·while enhancing their :potential contribution to the home country through competition 
in foreign markets. Thus, in practice, the incentives for investing in, or exporting 
technology to, developing countries are in general not confined., nor necessarily 
adapted, to the activities of small and. medi~ firms; and the promotion of small e.nd 
medium firms is not restricted to their e:q,Jansion to developing countries. It is 
nevertheless possible to discern certain incentives uhich are in principle primarily 
e.!_)plicable to the i·edeployment of small and medium firms in d.eveloping countries, and. 
also other measures uhich, d.cspite their apparent neutr~lity, are, "uy their nature, 
destined to be of particular value for small and medium firms. 

1. :Oevelo"Oment finance corpora·~ions (DFC) 

112. During the 1970s a nell l:ind. of financial institution uas created. in a number of 
industrialized countries Hith the aim of promoting private investment in developing 
coun·~ries by providing risk and lon~- -term loan co.pi tal. 

113. Although they differ in terms of their legal status, size and. method.s, it is 
possible to include in this category the follo\·ling institutions: the Commom1eal th 
Development Corporation (C'DC) in the United. KinGdom; the Deutsche 
Entuicl::lungsaesellsc~1aft (DEG) in the Federal Republic of Germany; the 
Industrialization Fund for :Jcveloping Countries (IFU) in Denmark; the Netherlands 
Finance Company for Developin"' Countries (L110) and. the BelG'ian Corporation for 
International Investment (SBI). The Caisse Centralc de Cooperation Economique (CCCE) 
in France c>.nd. the Swed.fund. (Foundation for Industrial Co-operation ui th Developing 
Countries) in Sl1eden could. be partially assimilated. to the DFC med.el. 

114. The :OFCs are o'med or controlled by their respective States, but they tend. to 
act e:.s legally independ.ent entities. Ui th the e:~ception of the SBI in BclG"i-1.ll!l, 
which also promotes business in other industrializec1 countries, their action is 
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con.fined e::clusively to developins- r.ations. ~ Some of tl1em are basically devoted 
to :projects in certain are2.s oi tlle third uorld: the geoGraphical scope of the C'DC 
in the United Kingdom and of ~he CCCE in France is basicall~,r co-i;erminous '\·Ji th the 
e::-colonies of these countries i and the action of SHedfund is directed to the 
poorcs~ develoJ_Jin5 countries • 

115. As a rule, the DFCs tzy to promote joint ventures betueen firms of their home 
countries and local enterprises in the d.eveloping countricn, either by setting up new 
plant or increasing the capital of existing companies. §2)' Their means of action 
include equity :::_)articipations, in general e.s minority shareholders; medium and long-
-~erm loans; del:>enture bonds; crrants end performance bonds; finai1cing of feasibility 
studies, etc. In addition, Dli'Cs are involved. in project id.entification, formulation 
e.nd :preparation, 2.S uell as, to a limited. extent, in the search for partners. · ·rhe 
JFCs he.ve also taken participations in, and arranc;ed. co-operation agreements ui th, 
local development banks in developing countries of 1.£rica, Asia and Latin .i~erica. 

116. The .CFCs are not confined. by la11 or by their O'\Tn policies to the promotion of 
the particip..i.tion of small and. medium enterprises in develo:!,)ing countries. The l:>asic 
criterion for the selection of projects ru1d. partners is the soundness and. 
profitability of the projects, as well as their general interest for the national 
economies of both sides. A certain emphasis is, houever, given to the participation 
of not very large enterprises of the home countries. For example, the DEG scheme 
prefers firms in the Federal Republic of Germany uhich are not listed in the ennual 
ranking of the 100 largest firms of the country. 3S!)' Only about 26~~ of the DEG' s 
own fund.s are invested. in joint ventures ui th large ccmpe.nies. On the o,Gher hand, 
the averacre total investment in :;:JEG assisted. :projects is about ~)US 10 million. The 
SBI deals in genere.l ui th med.ium to large Belgian firms (from about 150 to 2000 
employees) uith no Great international experience. The IFU prorr.ramme has recently 
emphasized. the need. to promote small-scale industries in d.eveloping countries, 
althouch the size of its projects normally ranees from ;)U3 500,000 to GUS 25,000,000 
of total investment. 

117. ]espi te their d.eclared intention of co-operating in the development of third 
uorld countries, the DFCs tend. to operate under strict commercial criteria and only 
exceptionally cen the projects benefit from concessional interest rates. Although 
the financin; is not tied to purchci.ses in the home country, the effects of the 
projects on the home economy are an important evaluation factor. For example, the 
@3I selection criteria are closely related to the impact of the projectn with regard 
to the export of Bcl;~an prod.ucts • .21/ lioreover, most of the !JFCs request the 

~ Houever, most :'.:FCs includ.e projects in some Southern European countries. 

W Some of them, i.e. DEG, IFU, SBI, have developed. a four-sided. scheme of 
joint venture, formed by the DFC, a firm from the home countrJ, a development 
company and. a local firm in the d.eveloping countrJ. 

~ AccordinB to this list, published. by the daily neuspaper Frankfurter 
All,gemeine Zeituna, the firm Ho. 100 had about 3,000 employees and reported sales 
of :J!l 1,245,000,000 • 

.21/ According to the SilI annual report 1977-1978, p.10, it has been established 
that one franc invested. b~r SBI fosters an average 20 francs in e:cports of goods and 
ser1ices from Belgium. 
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guarantee of certain economic and legal condi·i;ions in the host countries, such as 
adequate protection for foreign investments, an adequate profit margin and the 
participation of the private sector. Usually the DFCs impose a. set of leGal 
safeguards to protect their interests, such a.s standard financing and investment 
agreements, ma..nagem~nt contracts, minority protection clauses. Besides, they require 
a sound. financia.l structure in the boITot-1er' s organization. 

118. The significance of the DFCs activities va.ries significantly from case to case. 
As ta.ble 4 shows, there is a. considerable gap 'uet11een D:::!:G of the Federal Republic 
of Germany on the one hand ar:d. the FrIO, the IFU and ·SBI on the other, in terms of 
the number of projects promoted, the number of countries involved., and the 
financial resources committed. During 1978, :UEG operations amounted to aoout 
SUS 48 million, age.inst ~US 7 .5 million for the SBI and :)US 12 million fer the FJ:IO. 
These differences reflect in part the sizes ci.nd resources of the various 
organizations. The DEG1 s capital h.9.s been recently increased. to about :::iUS 430 million, 
whereas the paid. up capital of the FHO, the ITIJ and. the SDI is se7eral times smaller. 
The DEG has more than 200 emJ?loyecs, 1·1hereas the w'BI and the IFU stai'fs are nearly 
ten times smaller. 

119. Regard.less of their different capacities, the DFC s seem to provide a. useful and 
increasingly important instrument for promoting the redeployment of non-transnational 
firms to developing countries. Their mobilization impact is illustrated by the case 
of the DEG, \lhose assisted. projects at the end of 1978 represented an investment of 
l!H 3.9 billion, 1-1hich is nearly 2()jb of total direct investment of the Federal Republic 
of Germany in developing countries, and. corresponds to a multiplier effect by DEG1 s 
mm fund.s (Dl-'I 551 million) of 7 : l~ 21} 

120. The main appeal of the DFCs appears to be the catalytic role played by the 
package of services that they provide. .A.part from representing one of the fe1·1 
available sources of long-term finance and risk capital for projects in developing 
countries, they seem to be of particular value for enterprises which, lacking 
international eJ.."Perience, see in the complementary involvement of State entities of 
their home country a virtual form of diplomatic protection abroad.. The recent 
experience of these institutions also indicates that they have gradually d.eveloped. 
certa.in informative and. technical assistance roles by, inter alia, receiving and 
promoting proposals for projects and investment opportunities from particular 
d.eveloping countries, by searching for partners for joint ventures, by counselling 
on the economic and. legal aspects of projects, and. by participating in neGotiations 
i.1i th the authorities of the d.eveloping countries. From the vieupoint of d.eveloping 
countries, the significance of DFCs seems to derive - apart from their being 
specialized. in mobilizing resources for these countries - from their capacity to 
broa.d.en the alternatives for importing technology from the industrialized world. and. 
to improve the terms of the transfers. Some of the DFCs have recently been more 
active in sending ind.ustrial advisers to d.eveloping countries for analysing 
investment proposals and. providing project management in the implementation phase. 
Apart from participating in local development banks, they have in certain cases 
arranged. programmes for the joint promotion of projects ui th industrial promotion 
centres in d.eveloping countries, such as the agreements of DEG and IFU ui·~h the 
CENDES (Centro de ::lesarrollo) of illcuador. 

21} From Deutsche ::Snt11icklungsgesell,schaft (DEG) Annual .'..bport 1978, p. 23. 
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T.?.ble 4 

'l'!-~ op~r.? tionp of the dnve loT-Jrnent finance corpore.tions DE~F!'J..2..i_ IFU and SBI up to_ end _'!f_ 197!!_ :J 

])EG 
(1 Cl;);:i_ l C)78) l8c:; 62 '240 000 17 23 30 

fo't10 
(l 070- l 0.78) 36 1.6 32 000 3 30 lO 

l:F'U 
(1967-1<;'70) '10 20 42 000 

3131 
(1974-1<)78) 33 I 14 14 000 

' 

-' -

i:; • 22 I 9 

D 1 . . ti . eve oping coun ries: 
fl 57 

Source: Annue.1 reportr: 1978 of DEG, FMO, IFU, and SBI. 
-:~ I ::_; For Hn explanation of the abbreviations, Pee pare .• 113 above. 

i:;2 10 16 

2 6 l 

38 4 28 2 

Developed coun'tries: 
6 43 

Q 

12 
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121. The reaction of developinG' countries to the role played. 'uy the DFCs he.s been 
positive in eeneral. One e:=ample is the decision of the And.ean Group Commission to 
include :'.)EG and. IFU in the list of entities enjoying the status of "neutral capital", 
i.e. not foreiGil, as invesJ~ors in the frameuork of the Common ::::l.eei..mes for Foreign 
Investments. 

122. There are, on the other hand., certain aspects of the uays in uhich DFCs act 
that should be evalua·l;ed further. First, it is not certain to uhat extent the DL'Cs 
effectively fulfil their proclaimed. role of mobilizing small and. medium enterprises 
rather than lar~e corporations in their home countries. In practice, their selection 
criteria seem to 'ue very fleY..ible ui th the regard. to the size of the investors; a 
revie1·1 of the information available on the firms assisted. shoued. the inclusion of 
many uhich were above the categor'J of "medium". Second., al though the philosophy 
und.erlying LFC action emphasizes the formation of joint ventures iii th local firms in 
the d.eveloping countries, a first look at some cases in Latin .America revealed. that 
the "indigenous" firms are sometimes subsidiaries or firms controlled. by investors 
from the home country. Third.ly, the distinction betueen the dual roles played. by 
some of the DFCs - i.e. as instruments of the Government's international d.evelopment 
co--operation policies on the one hand. and. as instruments of c:x:port promotion 
policies on the other - is not a111ays mad.e clee.r. A :017C that tried. to fulfil both 
roles simultaneously could. lead. to certain bottlenecks. 2J/ Fourthly, the 
geographical scope of some European DFCs is strongly concentrated. on the ex-colonial 
territories of l:...frica aid. -1'..sia; although, it should. be ad.d.ed, that a gro11ing interest 
in projects in Latin Americe. has recently emerG"ed. W Finally, uith feu e:=ceptions, 
most :')I'Cs are still ver-J small organizations, whose resources are too small to allo11 
them to fulfil their multiple roles. In some cases, houever, there are signs of 
e:q:iansion 2.nd increasing governmental support, as 11ell as a cro11ing interest on the 
part of other developed. countries that still lack this kind. of instrument, such as 
France or Italy, to create similar organizations. 25./ 
2. Financial incentives 

123. A number of governments of industrialized. countries have ad.opted. credit 
programmes for facilitatine the investments abroad of national firms. Some of these 
programmes, like those available in France and. the Fed.eral Republic of Germany, 
includ.e special measures dedicated. to projects of small and. medium firms. 

W For e:=ample, the FIIO, uhich is obliged. to apply both objectives, has been 
"repeatedly approached. llith proposals concerning a.ctivi ties llhich uere ci ther 
exclusively in the s1Jhcre of business and. industry or exclusively in that of 
development co-operation. L1 such cases, it 1-12.s impossible to help". Annual 
Report 1973, p. 10. 

W Ailart from the higher number of promotional activities of most DFCs in 
Latin American ccuntries, it could be mentioned that the Commonuealth D~velopment 
Corporatj_on has undertaken operations in Latin American countries of the Caribbean 
area. 

2jj' Sec, for example, iiini st8re cJ e 1 1 Industrie (France), OTJ. ci ·1;. p. 78. 
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124. In France there arc tuo main sources of long-term loans for fine.ncing 
investments abroad. The first system, created in 1972 by ·i;he Cr6di t National and 
the Banque Fre.n~a.ise du Commerce Exterieur, is normally available for relatively 
large operations. The second, administered. by the Union for the Financing and. 
Expansion of International Tra.d.e (UFINEX), ~ is available for industrial or 
cornmercial investments that are capable of genera.ting large volumes of e:q;orts. In 
viei·I of the problems of access to this programme encountered by sna.11 and. medium 
enterprises, the Ilinistry of Industry and Research cree.ted., within the UFINEX 
9rogramme, a special fund. for helping firms with a turnover not e:x:ceed.ing ~25 million. 
Hention should. also be ma.de of the financial help provided. und.er the official a.id. 
progre..mmes by the Caisse Centrale de Cooperation :Cconomique, devoted. to investments 
in African countries ancl Overseas Lepartments and Territories. 

125. On the other hand., some measures talcen in the Federo.l Republic of Germany are 
directly concerned lli th the promotion of investments of small and. medium firms il1 
developing countries. The "E.R.P. subsidiariJ programme" of the Kreditansta.lt ftir 
1:lied.erauroau (iCFl.1), a :Development Bank for the promotion of the d.omestic and. foreign 
expansion of the economy of the Fed.eral :i:\epublic of Germany, started. as early as 1953, 
provides long-term loans at subsidized rates '21.) to smaller firms uillinG to 
establish in d.evelopin&' cotmtries. About 500 loans amounting to Dl1 246 million uere 
granted in the period. 1960-1978, concerning operations in 27 African countries 
(35~ of the loans' volume), 15 Asian countries (15~;), 15 La.tin American countries 
(25~~) and. 9 European countries qualified as developing economies for the purposes of 
this programme (20~;). The balance (55;) ilere for operations in Ueu Guinea and. Oceania. 

126. Although only a small pa.rt of the Fed.eral Repu"olic of Germany's direct 
investment in d.eveloping countries is being promoted. by the KF'.l loans, the total 
investment encouraged. is a multiple of the funds committed under the programme. Such 
fund.s covered 39/~ of the long-term financial needs of the investing firms, and. in 
this uay, thanks to their long terms and. cheaper interest rates, they have 
facilitated and rendered. more at·i;ractive the investnent decisions. 

127. The IITU loans are primarily granted. to compai1ies ui th a tt1rnover of up to 
:~If 200 million, although exceptions are made fo1· larger enterprises if the project 
concerned. is of particular interest. Houever, only a feu small enterprises are 
using this 9rogranme. On averaze, the borro,1ers are t:1edium--sized firms considera"oly 
larger than the companies assisted und.er the domestic credit programmes for 
medium-sized. enterprises. 2§} 

5.§./ 
:rU 

developed 

A corporation fo1"'!lled by banks, insurance companies and ~1rofessional groups. 
The interest r<>.tes are of 2. 57; for investwents in a list of 50 least 
countries, and of 3.5~·;; for the other developinG countries. 

~ The average borrm·1ers in recent years '.1ere firms ui th a turnover of about 
:}US 21 million, ~1d ·i;he spree.a cf sizes r1:1nged from ::US 210,000 to :)US 220 million 
of turnover. 
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128. Several other industrialized countries have established. financial programmes 
of a more limi tea. scope, coverincr certain aspects or areas of investment abroad.. :22./ 
129. On the other hand, most governments extend. loans to firms investing in 
developincr countries on the basis of their ordinary aiG programmes, such as the 
above-mentioned. French mechanisms (see para(Jraph 124). Several governmental 
programmes and. entities, such as the Overseas Investmen·~ s and Export Guarantee Ld 
of the United. Kingd.om, the Canadian International Development A.Geney, the Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation of the Uni tea. States, and. the Gl!ed.fund. in Swed.en, 
offer financial support for pre-investment and. feasibility studies related to 
projects abroad.. These mechanisms a.re in principle d.estined. to small and. medium firms, 
but there is not much evid.ence available about the effective application and resul:ts 
obtained .• 

130. Such programmes a.re in general available for investments in d.evelopin(! countries 
by firms of all sizes. A recent exception is the United States Direct Investment 
Fund. of the Overseas Private Development Corporation, uhose loaI1s are Granted. 
exclusively to smaller United. States "investors. 

131. Most d.evelopecl countries have organized official export credits to help 
finance equipment sales, uhich are of particular importance for private investments 
in d.eveloping countries. Host of these proGrammes are ho\-1ever related to large 
operations. 

3. Tax incentives 

132. Several industrialized. countries have ad.opted. measures exemptiniJ or reducing 
·taxes on earnings abroad or offering credit againot taxes paid. on foreign income. 
"Hm1ever, such measures in general do not make dis~i;inctions between investments in 
developing countries and those mad.e in other countries, nor do they includ.e 
incentives specially d.esigned. to encoura.i:;e investmen·~s abroad. by small and medium 
firms. Moreover, several countries have introduced. tax schemes d.esigned. to 
stimulate d.omestic investments in the context of employment, regional development 
and. small-scale operations, which indirectly tend to discourage foreiGU investments 
by small and. medium firms. 

133· In general, ind.ustrialized. countries have dealt uith ta.~ incentives for 
investments abroad in the context of bilateral a.._,'Teements with d.eveloping countries, 
d.esigned. to avoid. d.ouble taxation. Host agreements of this kind. are based. on the 
principle of taxation at source, uhich makes profits earned abroad. not taxable in 
the home countrJ. 

!12./ For e::2.mple, in Spain there are fin2l1cing facilities for investments 
abroad, without distinction bet1-1een developed and d.eveloping countries, uhich may 
promote Spanish exports through sales subsidiaries, assembly and manufacturing 
facilities and foreiGD joint ventures in the fishing industry. 
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13~-. The FedG:ral Rej_Jui:llic of Germany is proba~ly the Llost icportant amcnb" ti1e feu 
excepticns ui th rec-£'..I'd to the ceneral neutrality of the ta=: treatment of investments 
in developinG cotmtries. .According to a special lau governinG this matter since 1963, 
and. modified. in 1979, investors in d.evelopinrr cotmtries may establicl1 reserves, at 
the e~ense of domestic profits, amounting to 1005~ of the acquisition or production 
costs in the case of investments in the least developed. countries and. to 40~ in the 
case of other developing countries. If the investment has been made in a 
particularly labour-intensive enterprise - measured by the share of uages and 
salaries in the local company's output - there are additional facilities for 
utilizing the reserves. 11his provision may indirectly favour investments by certain 
types of small and. medium firms in the Fed.er<>.l Republic. 

135· The tax system in France also offers certain elements of interest. The general 
treatment allous .firms to include, among the costs d.eductible for tax purposes, a 
reserve equal to tbe losses of the foreign subsidiary during the first five years 
of operation. In the case of inves·i;mcnts in developing countries, French firms 
could be authorized. to create a ta.""::-free reserve u:p to a certain share of the 
capital invested.. Small and medium entel'J_Jrises, ui th a capital not e~:ceeding 
;)US 2. 5 million and. less than 500 employees, may benefit from important tax 
incentives uhen they establish a common subsidiary abroad. for the joint promotion 
of exports. 

4. Investment rmarantee systems 

136. Almost ui thout e::ception, ind.ustrialized. countries have ad.opted. foreign 
investmen·i; gue .. rantee programmes, covering the non-commercial risks of companies 
established. abroad, i.e. expropriation, uar risks and transfer risks. liost of tile 
schemes a.re specifically confined to investments in developing countries in the 
form of subsidiaries, joint ventures, technology agreements, and. so on. 

137. Sevcre.l programmes are linked. -Co investment protection a.i_,~eements negotiated. 
Hi th the host countries, providing usually for protection agE'.inst legal and. 
adminis·~rative act::.on. Some of these agreements, like those concluded. by the 
Fed.era.l Republic of Germany ui th nearly 50 d.evelopinb' countries, are very 
comprehensive and. includ.e a vci.riety of measures d.esigned. to provide maximum legal 
safeguard.s for investors, such as the most-favoured-nation treatment, unrestricted. 
transfers, international arbitration, full compensation in case of expropriation • 

. The negotiation of these agreements, and. consequently the applicability of the 
guarantee schemes, has been impossible in certain developing countries ~1ith strict 
reg..ila.tions on foreiGD investments, as in Latin America. IIoreover, the provisions 
of certain systems >1hich make the guarantees conditional upon the acceptance oy the 
host government of the subrogation of the insurer with regard to the rights of the 
foreign investors have been considered in Latin America. as being against the 
national interest. For these reasons, a nuooer of guarantee schemes have recently 
eliminated. or modified. such conditions • 
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1)8. The elegi'uilit;r crite:."ia normally do not mel~e dis·~L.10-Gions 00.sed. on ·cl1e size of 
the investing comp2.nies and, in fact, a numlJer of systems seen to be im}.)lici tl:r 
beyond the reach of small and medium comp2.nic s. For e:=cmple, the ii'rench schemes 
take into account the international dimension of the project abroad and its 
contribution to the uorld. ::-eputation of French techniques, or are limited to those 
investments ce.riaole of ce.rryinG ou·~ a ver-J strict export programme. 

1)9. Hovcver, e.. feH of these procrremmes hci.ve recently introduced. measures to 
fe.cili ta.te the participe.tion of small and medium-sized. companies. The E::port Credit 
Guci.rantee Programme of the United K.incrclom adopted. c. ne>r system, ·i;he iiarket Entry 
Guarantee Scheme, '1hose 101-1 ceilin~ of application (.:100, 000) mal:es it aloost 
e::clusively reserved for small and medium projects. The system a.pplied .:.n Can<:.da 
'Jy the Export D.:velo;_Jmen·~ Corporation has been increasincly applied to projects by 
small and medium firms: more than 505~ of the investmen·~s insured. are valued at less 
than one million Canadian d.ollars. But the mo st significant measures ui th reG"ard. 
to smaller companies have been ·~aken in the United Ste.tes, through a legislative 
amendment of 1970 on the Act of the Overseas Private Investment Compai.v ( OPIC) • 
OPIC had been previonsly criUcized. on the grounds that its insurance activHy i:ras 
benefiting primarily la,j.'ge United. Cta.tes transnational corporations. l1ecognizing 
the difficulties facing smaller firms ~.nterested. in overseas investment, OPIC nm·r 
has to give preference to projects involving smaller firms. In accord.2.nce uith the 
above-.mentioncd .Act, ·~his should. increase the proportion of' such firms to at lea.st 30;; 
of all projects assisted. by OPIC. 100/ Other modifications of the OPIC procedures 
may be of particular interest for smaller firms, such as ·~he uidenincr of the coverage 
for technology and. service contracts. 

5. Tec1u.1ical assistance 

140. 1;esriHc the crucial importance of technical G1nd inform~tion services for the 
inter11ational e:xpa.nsion of smaller firms, verJ feu measures can be id.cntified in 
the programmes of develoried. countries. 

141. ll.l though most developed. countries ha.ve set up imriortant information and. technical 
assistance mechanisms in the field of foreign trad.e, such organizations and. services 
usually specialize in exports, and. do not d.eal with technoloi:rJ transfers or direct 
investments abroad.. Besid.es, ui th fe,·1 e::ce:p-~ions, they are concentrated in the 
promotion of exports of large firms. 

142. The d.evelopment finance corporations (:,)FC) d.escribed. in section A.l above, a.."1.d. 
certain GOVernoental progrrumnes and. bodies granting aid. for pre-investment studies, 
may be consid.ered as examples of measures ta.ken to help resolve some of the problems 
of small and. medium sized firms. Some industrialized countries have set up aGencies 
for promotine the establishment of local firms in certain a.eve loping countries; for 
e::ample, France created in 1972 the Centre of Industrial Promotion in liricci. (CEPIA) 
cu-id. the Company for Industrial Promotion and. Management (SOIBOGI), d.evo·~ed to the 
promotion of business ventures in Africa. 

100/ Also, insurance for investment in countries with a per ca.pi ta GlTP of over 
SUS 1,000 is restricted to projects of United. Sta·~es small business or co-o:peratives. 
Small business is ge:ierc.lly defined. as companies havinG less than :)US 100 million of 
consolidated. revenue. 
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143. A:part f::::-cm the DFCs a.J.1d the programmes fe.cili ta ting pre-investment studies, few 
ether mechanisms grc.nting techr..ical assistance te the foreign projects of small and 
mediw:z: firms can be identified . 

144 • .Among the mechanisms related to public aid policies, the Agency fer 'fechnical 
Co--opere.tion ( GTZ) of the Federal Republic of Germany seems tc be the main example 
directly affecting the transfer of tecr.nclogy of small and medium ente:rprises to 
developing ccl<ntries. Created und.er the umbrella of the 1."linistry of Econeir.ir, 
Co-operation, the GTZ 1·1ork is based. mainly on requests for technical co-operation 
received from d.eveloping countries concerning specific projects. In 1977, the GTZ 
dealt ·wi t!1 828 requests, amounting to ml 566. 7 million. 101/ A good. share of the 
1:1aterial and technical requirements of the projects is covered. by suppliers in .tte 
Federal Republic of Germany, particularly small and medium firms called in by the 
GTZ to co-operate, as well as experts and consultants specially hired. and sent to 
the recipient countries. Hany requests are directly related to the adaptation of 
e=::isting technologies to the specific conditions of a developing country, or concern 
the search for a new solution to a particular problem. 

145. In l979, the GTZ set up a new programme of business ind.ustrial co-eperation, 
with the aim of promoting the formation of joint ventures of small and. medium 
enterprises of the Federal Republic of Germany in developing countries. The 
programme is in general based on missions of consulta.rits sent to the recipient 
d.eveloping countries with the object of assisting the local institutions in defining 
their technological need.s, identifying opportunities for co-operation, searching for 
appropriate partners and establishing direct contact bet11een firms of the developing 
country and the Fed.eral Republic of Germany. 

146. In other developed. countries it is possible to id.entify isolated actions in 
the field. of transfer of appropriate technology to developing countries, such as the 
aid. granted by the STU of S;~ed.en (National Swedish Board. for Technical Development) 
to local enterprises of e.11 sizes for ad.apting products and. techniques to be 
transferred to developing countries, or the projects of industrial co-operation 
with d.eveloping countries promoted. by the Canadian International :Development 
Agency ( CIDA~, uhich reported.ly tries to encoure.ge the participation of small e.nd 
medium enterprises in joint ventures in developing countries. 

147. Canad.a has also set up a Centre for Joint Ventures and Turn-Key Projects, 
created by the 1-'linistry of Industry, Trad.e and Commerce for stimulating the interest 
of smaller Canadian companies in und.ertaking operations abroad.. The Centre helps 
companies in preparing bids, anal;;rsing 1·1ays fer minimizing risks, id.entifying 
opportunities and local paxtners, a..'1d. so on. 

lCl/ See GTZ Annual Renert ig77, ?• 27. 
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148. ~.Tith reG~.rd to information services, the :?ederal TI.epublic of Germc.ny anc Jc.pa.i1 
seem ·i;o h<:1.ve tuo of the mos·i; comprehensive and sys·cem2:i;ic sys·cems, ::::overinG' 
J?Osd".Jilities, 0~1yortunities a:.1d. channels for in-rnn·cr:1e;i-c e abroad, ui·cll particule.r 
em::?hasis on d.evelo)incr cm~ntries, and ~)2.sed on a nctuorl: of governmental 2CC~1cj_es, 
chambers of commerce r-.nd banl:s a.t home and 2.bro2.c1. ;:Juch )rOGrc:>mmes are :.1o·c 
sJ_Jecifically aimed ~.-;; small c.nd medium firm:::, bu·;; ·i;he vast i11fort12:cion services 
offered. reflect the objective of ;;roruoting the larcrest possible number of national 
enterprises. In thic conte:~t, one e:~erie:.1ce ullich seems to merit further C'~•clysis 
is t:w.t of the business ch2.lll"...lcrs of the F- dera.l Il.epu"ulic of Germany cstabEshcd in 
developincr coun',;ries. 'J:hcse chambers uork Hi th ·!;he 'stroncr support of c-.:1d. in close 
rel<e.tionship ui th the home crovcr:imen·i; and a netuork of 70 recrion2.l chc.mbers in the 
Fecler2.1 Republic. On this basis, the bi-natione.l chambers established abroad :;_:irovide 
to smaller fi.ras in the Ii'ed.eral Republic that ro1 e inforested in settinc; u:p 
subsidiaries or e::portinB' technology, a packa3e of professional services covering, 
inter alia, the search for local parJmers, ne.:;otiations ui th the crovernmen-c, 
identification of projcctn, e.nd. legal counsel. 

149. Apart from the gove;.1 nmental initiatives, it is uorth notincr the activi'ty of 
several associations of small and medium firms. Examples of this tY]!e of 
organization include the i'ollo·uing: (a) Fabrimetal, a Belginn feclere,tion of 1200 
metaluorkincr, electrical 211d. chemical enterprises, 90j; of uhich have less than 
500 employees. The federation has an important Foreign Trad.e .l:lepa.rtment 
dedicated to the analysis and promoJliion of business oypor·i;uni ties abroad. The 
fod.eration 1 s activities includ.e organization of grou11 mis::::ions (e.cr. in 1978, 
60 countries Here visited.); ind.ustrial fairs; training activities; (b) the 
E:AJ?Olaris Tradinc Company in Sued.en, an umbrella joint-marketing organization 
of around 170 small and. medium-sized companies offering training services, 
i'easibili'.;y studies and. enBineering services in connection 1-IiJlih turn-key offe:r:-s 
and. joint ventures abroad.; (c) the Agency for the In-~ernational Promotion of 
Small and. Hedium Enterprises created. in France iii thin the lTational Confed.eration 
of Small and. liedium Enterprises, uhich offers information and promotion for 
'overse2.s projects. 

n. Policies and measures in <levelonin~ countries 

150. In general, the riolicies of developing countries have not yeJG shoun 
sisnificant siGl1S of a specific interest in attractin(! the entry of small and. 
medit~m-sized. enterprises to their national economics. 
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151. Clearly the aspects of the economic policies of de 11eloping countries that 
are potentially related to the transfer of technolog<J by small and medium firms 
are more complex and difficult to translate into concrete measures than in the 
case of the home countries. For the latter, there is an obvious advantage in 
promoting exports and helping the adjustment cf smaller firms through incentives 
for investing and selling technology abroad. 

152. Far developing countries, the elaboration of a policy for foreign small and 
medium enterprises involves consideration of a variety of factors - e.g. foreign 
factors of production, domestic competition, employment and industrial grouth -
which are not easy to reconcile in a forma.l homogeneous solution. 

153. Furthermore, despite the problems and e:::-..rpectations shared by the third uorld. 
in general and the common vie,·is expressed on certain issues such as the transfer 
of appropriate technology in the context of North-South relations, there are 
many differences among developing countries - in their economic structure, degree 
of industrialization and State intervention, among other aspects - making it 
a.lmost impossible to d.etect a general awareness Hi th regard to this specific 
issue. In fact, it is mainly in the more advanced, semi-industrialized 
developing countries that some such awareness is descernible. The .inertness of 
least d.eveloped countries, where the potential role of non-transnational firms 
could. be more significant, is explained in part by their lack of experience in 
the field - since most small and medium-sized firms have gone to semi-industrialized 
countries - and in part by the lower sophistication of their institutional 
structures. 

154. It is thus very difficult to attempt a generalization of the way the 
d.eveloping countries are dealing with foreign sme.11 and medium firms. One 
plausible conclusion \muld be that they are not doing anything specific in that 
respect, at least in terms of concrete action. Yet in a number of developing 
countries there are various areas of economic policies and legislation ubich, 
although not specifically related to the problem here considered, could be 
regarded as providing incidentalJ.y a framework for the transfer of technolo& by 
small and medium foreign firms. The two main areas concerned are the foreign 
investment end transfer of technology regimes, and the industrial d.evelopment 
policies. These t\10 areas are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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1. Foreign i!lvesti!lent and transfer of technology regimes 

155. The productive co-operation of smaller firms is inevitably affected, in the first 
place, by the laws and regulations enacted by many developing countries to deal ui th 
the impact of foreign capital and technology. Although some of these normative 
bodies are still oriented to granting incentives and advantages, such as some 
investment codes in the least developed countries, most of them are aLclressed to 
the control - i.e. screening and registration - and to the limitation of the 
a.ctivi ties of foreien firms. In a:rry case, such regimes were dAsigned having in 

·mind the transnational corporations as the fundamental agents of the transfer of 
productive resources. Thus the laws and regulations._ do not make a:rry allouance for 
i:;he size of the foreign firms. Indeed, all such firms are assumed to be 
transnationals; in other words, many of the requirements adopted are clesigned 
to suit the particular structure and behaviour of large and powerful foreicn 
corporations. The objective of preventing the abuse of international oliG"Qpolies 
and dominant positions is obvious in measures adopted in Latin .American, Indian and 
other legislation dealing with the control of takeovers of domestic compa..."lies, the 
limitation of the use of local credit and the granting of incentives, the prohibition 
of :restrictive clauses in technology agreements and of royalty payments by the 
subsidiaries to their parent companies. At the same time, the objective of sharing 
some of the monopoly advantages of transnational corporations is present in the 
provisions requiring or encouraging the formation of locally-controlled joint 
ventures and the arrangement of export contracts and other engagements. All such 
:rules are also applicable to small foreign investors, despite the fact that most of 
the problems tackled and the advantages sought through the measures specified are 
not, in principle, related to the action of non-transnational companies. 

156. It is thus not surprising that in recent times a number of industrialized. 
countries have suggested to governments of certain developing count=ies that the~r mal::e 
such rules more adaptable, arguing that they a:re discouraging the transfer of 
technology of small and medium enterprises. 102/ The possibility of grc>..:1ting 
special treatment to non-transnational forms - for example, relaxation of the loc~l 
majority requirements a..-id of the formal proceedings £'.or registration and easier 
access to credit - was in fact discussed in such countries as Me::ico and Brazil, 
whe:re the participation of smaller foreign companies is already si@lificaii.t. But 
so far the general reaction has been a reluctance to ma.king exemptions to the rules 
on the basis of size considerations. The extremely variable and changing conce~t 
of size among sectors and countries could make its use impossible as a foi'Illa.l 
criterion in the context of foreign investment and technology legislation. Also, 
such special treatment could harm the value of legal regimes as general framevorl::s 
for foreign firms. 

157· However, certain measures indirectly facilitating the participation of 8':1.aller 
inte:rna.tional firms have been taken. For example, a recent revision of the Argentine 
foreign investment lau gra.'1.ted flexible approval proceedings for "small 11 inves·ements, 
i.e. up to 5 million dollars; and the Indian government recently adopted guidelines 

·recommending priority to projects of small and medium foreign enterprises. The 

102/ There is obviously little public evidence about such appeals. But see, 
for examplei the position of the Federal P~public of Germany in E. Springnia."1!1 7 .2E._.2it.~ 

0and the United States attitudes in A.D. Little, ~.cit. 
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Brazilian Government, on the other hand, unwilling to relax its eeneral legislation, 
has nevertheless declared the objective of encouxaging foreign investments of smaller 
fixms. !Q2/ A bilateral industrial co-operation agreement with France in October 1978 
made e:x:plici t mention of the transfer cf technology by small and medium FJ.."ench fi:i:ms. 

158. Moxeover, the gene:.:al trends of foreign investment policies reveal ru.1 incl."easing 
emphasis on the selection rather than on the restriction of foreign investments, and 
on the promotion rather than on the protection of locai firms. The growint; 
partici~ation of smaller firms of industrialized countries in several Latin .American 
countries has coincided with policies oriented to the diversification of the national 
origin of foreign investment and to the barring of certain sectors to lead.iJ.1g 
transnational corporations. It is thus the manner in which the law is adminis\;ered, 
rather than the provisions of the law as such, which is gradually openi...'lt:; "J.P a wider 
space for smaller foreign firms. 

2. Industrial development policies 

159. The industrial development policies of the developing countries are a..'lother area 
of c:rucial importance for small and medium-sized firms. In most developi...'lg countries, 
the system of industrial promotion has been biased for a long time in favour of 12..rge 
and capital-intensive enterprises. Customs duty exemptions on capital goods and raw 
materials, import licences granted on the basis of production capacity, promotio!12.l 
credit lines based on financial capacity and export subsidies involving large 
operations have in general limited or inhibited the role of smaller companies. 

160. However, in recent times a number of developing countries have begun to 
re-orient their industrial policies on the basis of new objectives of hig:i."ler 
efficiency, employment, decentralization, speciRlizaticn, a..'ld technical development. 
Some of the new trends may imply a more favouxable environment for SI112.ller enterprises. 
For example, the aim of promoting the development of r..ational firms has influenced the 
creation of nelr laus and institutions specializing in the sector of small a..'lcl medium 
enterprises, where the bulk of domestic capital is concentrated. Al though the le~l 
definitions of SEaller enterprises tend to refer to sizes well belov those in 
industxialized countries, such incentives are in general open to en-cerprises of 
a:ny origin and implicitly offer a new field of action for foreign suppliers or 
partners of compa=able dimension contributing to the modernization of local fi=m~. 

161. New laws for the protection of competition and the control of monopolies, 
incentives for the develnpment of smaller markets in decentralized areas, e:::port 
programmes dedicated to smaller operations, 104/ lower and more eve~ protection 
policies 1 the phasing out of concessional credits, and improved ta:: regir:les are 
being adopted, rur.ong other measuxes, by a number cf developing coun-':ries ui tl;. the 
effect of encou=aging the activit-J of smaller fi~"'ID.s. 

162 •. li.nother significant trend is the process of ffiaking bureaucratic rGq"J.ircnents 
and proceedings more flexible 1 :'...ni tiated by certain governments wi tt. the objective 
:Jf improving the efficiency :Jf state agencies. For small and mediill!l fim.s t:L1e 
simplification of red tape could represent a vey:y importan~ incentive. 

l:J3/ The IIinist"~/ of Finance of 
corporations are 2.lre2.i;{ established 
coupled with bOOd tccrmcloi!Y for the 
14 J-;..'le 1979, (fi.io de Jeneiro), F.l. 

Brazil declared that " ••• the ·oig trru:smi,'~ional 
in Brazil. :.vbat we need nou is capi tc.2. investr.e::its 
smaller inch~stries". See ::lailv Pest -- .. ,_ .. --... ' 

1J4/ For e::~-nple, the e:C}::ort :t:-romoticn a;;ency of Brazil (BEFE~~) !-"as L:t::::iC..'.lCe·:'L 
neu ir:cer..tives fo:::- facilitating t'c.e experts cf s::ialle:::- fir:r.s. 
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163. It is in this context that specific reeasures for facilitating the aocess of 
technologies of small and medium-sized foreign firms seem to hold out the most 
promising prospects. 

164. In fact, the Latin American experience includes a few examples of the type of 
action that coul~ be carried out by host developing countries. Such incipient 
measures concern two strategic areas of promotional policies - i.e. financing and 
information - and involve the intervention of local public development institutions. 
A number of decentralized state agencies are becoming active in the identification 
of industrial projects and the search for enterprises and technological sources. 
For example, Nacional Financiera of Mexico, the main' state development corporation, 
is actively fostering specific projects in the capital goods sector by contracting 
national firms with experience in the local market, and negotiating with potential· 
suppliers of the technology in the international market. 'Th.e Institute of Industrial 
Development of the State of Minas Gerais in Brazil is developing a programme of 
dissemination of information about investment opportunities, with detailed 
documentation on the market potential, raw material sources, competition and 
incentives, complemented by a list of local firms available for rarrying out each 
project in a joint venture form. The Secretary of Industrial Promotion of Mexico is 
also publicizing an updated list of investment projects with detailed information. 
Although these efforts are not exclusively addressed to smaller firms, it is for them 
that the active promotion of investment projects may provide more useful results. 

165. Local development finance corporations (DFC) have also undertaken co-operative 
arrangements with similar entities in developed countries. Apart from the 
participation of severe.l European DFCs in promotion programmes with developme·nt 
banks in a number of Latin American countries, a special mention should be made of 
the arrangements adopted by the G'l'Z of the Federal Republic of Germany for the 
identification of projects and partners for joint ventures, in collaboration with 
PROEXPO of Colombia and a private consultant group in lvfexico supported by the 
Mexican Government. 

166. Another relevant antecedent in Mexico is the organization by Nacional Financiera 
of a set of co-investment funds with important banks of the Federal Republic of Germany 1 

Italy, the United Kingdom., Spain and Japan. Such funds are devoted to the search for 
and contacting of enterprises willing to participate in Mexican joint ventures; they 
can also supply complementary risk capital for such projects. In this wa:y, these 
funds contribute to encouraging the participation of less experienced foreign investors 
such as small and medium firms. 

167. State banks and financial entities have in a number of cases engaged in the 
direct promotion of projects of small and medium enterprises, including the 
participation of fo~eign investors. For example, the State Development Be.nk of 
Sao Paulo and Rio Grande do Sul, as well as the Superintendency of Development of 
North-East Brazil (SUDENE) are currently engaged in the promotion of joint ventures 
of local small and medium-sized firms with foreign !llinori cy partners. The promotion 
has included campaigns in developed countries aimed at attracting foreign investors. 

168. In conclusion, the perspectives for encouraging the co-operation of small a..~d 
meO.ium firms in developing countries seem to be related to (a) the -:apaci t-.r of 
goverr..ment bodies to develop and apply new administrative criteria for the treatment 
of foreign investment, transfers of technology and industrial projects, granting more 
weight to aspects such as the diversification of sources of technology, the impact of 
projects on employment and competition, et~.; (b) the role of public development 
corporations for the financing e.nd promotion of industrial projects and the 
disse!llination of information on investment alternatives, the active search for 
enterprises ar..d the organization of co-ope=ative pr~grammes with institutions of 
developed ccuntries. 
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169. The increasing agreement among countries at different levels of development in 
recognizing the potential role of small and medium enterprises as agents of 
technology transfer, especially in the context of North-South relations, is mar.ifest 
in the emergence of the issue in recent proposals and projects cc:i.rried out ·iirectly 
or under the auspices of international organizations. Present antecedents of relevant 
measuxes or initiatives include, apart from general declarations, '}-95/ a number of 
actions undertaken by the European Economic Comm.unity, the United 1Tations and other 
interna·cional organizations. 

170 .• One of the first programmes dealing directly with international joint ventu.:rcs 
among small a..~d medium-sized firms is the Business Co-operation Centre established 
by the Commission of the European Comm.uni ties in 1973 with the objective of promoting 
a higher participation of smaller companies in the integration process. The basic 
role of the Centre is to find partners for firms interested in co-operating through 
,joint ventures in other countries, and to provide information and advice on legal and 
administrative matters. 106/ 

171. A few years later, several non-member countries, including some developing 
countries, such as the five ASE.AN States, applied to the Commission for inclusion in 
the programme. The request was accepted in 1977 on the condition that there was a 
"structural link" between these countries and the European Comm.unity - for example, 
a co-operation agreement. An experimental programme was then started by the Centre 
in 1978. The rcsul ts of the programme were not satisfactorJ, according to the Centre, 
for several reasons, including the following: the intervention of two intermediaries, 
i.e. the Centre and a similar entity in the third countrJ or rec:Lcn; the different 
approaches of the Centre and its counterparts in developing coui1tries, the latter 
being more oriented by development criteria than by business criteria and presenting 
projects which were normally beyond the scope of small and medium European enterprises; 
the geographical distance and development gaps; a..~d the shortage of financial and 
human resources of the Centre. 

172. A different type of action by the Comm.unity,· directly devoted to industrial 
co-operation with developing countries, is the Centre for !ndustrial Development (CID) 
established under the Lome Convention, which links up 55 States in Africa, the 
Caribbean and the Pacific. The main areas of activity of the Centre include an 
information service, the dissemination of business opportunity profiles, identification 
of partners, feasibility studies, and assistance in negotiations for joL~t ventuxes. 

1.Q2.t1 The fifth session of UNCT.AD resolved to study the possibilities of an 
increased involvement by small and ~edium-sized enterprises as sources and receivers 
of technology transfers, as a. way of strengthening t..'i.e technolocical capaci 't'J of 
developing countries (see UNCTAil resolution 112 (v), paragraph 26(c)). A :najor s~~dy 
of TJNTI)O for the Third General Conference of this Organization conteined specific 
proposals for mobilizing the potential of medium-sized enterprises in the contaxt 
of bargaining assistance to developing countries (see UNIDO, Indust:qr 2000: New 
perspectives. op.cit., paragraph 6.5.2). A few years earlier, the SecretarJ of State 
of the United States Government stated at the Sixth OAS C~neral Assembly (1976) that 
the United States will " ••• explore cooperativ-e ventures in which small- and medium-
sized ~nited States firms would provide practical technologies to individual Latin 
Ame:dcan firms ••• ". 

106/ Despite its limited resources, the Centre's activities 5Tadually increased. 
In 1978, it dealt with 694 requests fo:l!' information and 114 :=ec:uests of partners; 
in the first four years of action, about 200 enterprises of tha ~ember countries 
established co-operation agreements through the Centre. See ?i::th Annual P~port 
of the Business Co-operation Centre (1979). 
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.Al though the Centre does not invest in equity or finance projects, it 11clps i:J. 
obtaining the co-operation of other sources, such as the development finance 
corporations of Euro:r.:iecr. countries. Small and :nedium enterprises arc civen yriorit:' 
by CID, which promotes enquiries and offers concerr...ing low-scale projects adopted to 
smaller markets, anc_ collects information about available labour-intensive arid ether 
kinds of appropriate technology for less developed countries. 

173. The Commission of the European Communities has also analysed and recommended a 
Comm.unity policy of encouraging European investments in developing countries. The 
proposed system ")..9_7,' would be based on general agreements between the Community and 
developing cour..trieo or groups of cou.~tries covering the protection of EuropeC).j_l 
investments on the basis of a Community guarantee, and on selective mcasUI'cG to 
promote investments on a :r.:iroject-by-project basis. But the initiative is no·c 
intended to provide special treatment to investments by small and mediu.'ll enterprises; 
on the contrai.;r, it seems to have in mind projects in sectors of ''vital importc.nce '1 

for the CoI!llIIUili ty, such as the mining ind us try, and involving a large cc.:')i tz.l. f. _J_G./ 

174. Finally, the :Cu:i:opcan business comm.unity has recently launchec neu mec:12.nisos 
of co-operation with c.eveloping countries. One example is tho Europe2n ifa..no.e;umcnt 
Forum, a Swiss foundation organizing international symposia and business co~mcils. 
In 1978, a Lati:::i .American-European Business Council was established, wi tl1 t:10 
sponsorship of the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Ba.nl:, and incJ.uding-
a co-operation centre for business contracts. Al though this Council was p:.."Cocn-~ed 
as giving special emphasis to medium-sized companies, it seems that tho participation 
has been predomin.:u1tly by large firms. 

175. A number of United lfations programmes have recently been dealing ui,cll aspects 
and problems of technology transfer that have a partial or indirect relationshi:::i with 
the role of small and medium enforprises. The United Nations Industri2.l Development 
Organization (UNIDO) launched a set of programmes dedicated to practic['.l asriects of 
the transfer of technology to developing countries. The Investmont Co-operative 
Programme offers serrices covering the id-entification and preparation of investment 
projects in devclopinc:; countries, promotion services; and business meeting::;. The 
main role of the J_Jrogrz.mme is tho intermediation between public or priv.::..te-sector 
agents of industrial projects in developing countries and sources of finance and 
tecr..nology of developed countries. A network of investment p::-omotion sel."'Yices in 
develo~ed countries directs itself primarily to small and meoium enterprises. ~09,' 
Another UNTDO project is the Industrial Technological Information Bank (TITTIB)~ 
addressed to the issue of access to technologies, selection and information on 
al terna ti vc s. 

107 / See ''Heed for Community action to encourage European invcstllicnt in 
developing countries 2.nd guidelines for such action" (Commission coI!lI!luniCtition to 
the Council), 30 Januar<J 1978. 

108/ Lt the Comm.unity level there is also a potential significance for the 
:promotion of :Suropean investments in the third wcrld in the role of the I:uropcan 
Investment Bank and, c:x:cc:!_:ltiona.lly, the European Development Fund. Yet t:1e bulk 
of the rcsou.rces of these institutions has been concentrated on large projects or 
undertakings of larc;c firms within the Community. 

192./ During 1979, about 30 projects were arranged, amountir.c to ~US 350 million. 
See UNIDO ·:r"'wriJ.~tt~~~J JDnua.cy 1980, p.l, and A1mual Heport 0f the :::~ecutive 
Ilirector. 19]2. (TD/B/240). 
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176. In the financial field, the main international public lending institutions have 
not been very active in tlle promotion of technology transfers with the par-:;icip2. cion 
of small and meclilmi fii"Ills. The International Fina.."lce Cocyoration (vc; of the 
World Bank has been primarily engagec1. in financing large projects in c,_cvclopinG 
countries in the ra.ne;e of $20 million to $500 million. Hore recentl:r, l1owcvers the 
World Bank ini tiatccl some programmes in the area of a::rpropria te and lmr-scQ.le 
technology, and gave support to U}TIDO for the Investment Co-operative ~~ogra'JI!l.e, 
The World Bank aloo provides lines of credit to development finance corpor2.tions 
L• developed countries for projects in developing countries. Regio~.l be...."ll:s for 
developing coui1tries, such ao the African Develcpment Ilank, the Asien Development 
Bank end the Inter-1'.m.eric~1 Development Bank (IDB) are also committed to e.ssis'c 
private enterprises in member countries, al though they do not have investment 
corporations as cloes the II'C of the World Bank. In 1977, the IDB le.unchecl a 
programme of eq_ui ty capital investment in La tin Ame:!.'ican countries, ui th t~.1e objective 
of promoting industrial projects of small and medium enterprises through minori ~r 
participations and stimulating the collaboration of entities an~ firos from 
industrialized count::;:ies. ±l:.Q/ The same Ban.1< has recently launched another i:-i:_ tiative 
concerning the creation of a fund granting guarantees to mining companies operatin.; 
in Latin l;.meri-:a and having in mind the possibility of encouraging investmen"cs by 
smaller or non-tranorui.tional companies. 

D. Final consideration13_ 

177· Depending on the viewpoint z..•d the expectations of the observer, the conclusions 
about the attention puid ~r governments and the international comm.unity to the 
technological co-o:ieration of small and medium firms could be very diffe:i."ent. If 
account is taken of the very recent emergence of the phEtnomenon as a matter of ceneral . 
interest, the detection of a number of antecedents and mechanisms al:::.-eady adopted b:r 
countries that are specifically related to the phenomenon would justif:r a :icsi tive 
impression. If, on the other hand, the existing measures are judged in t11e liGht of 
the problems and prospects of the internationalization of smaller enterp::;:iseo, ·che 
conclusion would be tha.t little has been done. 

178. The review of action te1;:en by developed and developing countries as vell as b~· 

international org2..nizations points to the following conclusions: 

(a) Fev measu:res have been ta.ken by few countries, al though there seems to 
be a growing trend, especially by developed countries, to adopt mechanism::::. 

(b) A. comparative analysis reV"eals no systematic method for dea~.inc; with 
the transfer of tachnology by smaller firms. Even at the natione.l level, the 
measures of developed countries are often addressed to different objectives: 
some belong to aid programmes, either for the smaller firms or for develo~ing 
countries; others are related to trade expansion policies. It is not a.1~.-a~·s 

clear to what extent both objectives a.rG co-ordinated or match to the neecl.s 2..!:d 
policies of dGveJ_oping countries • 

llO/ The ini ti8.l conditions of this programme stipulated a rru.nimum GC5~ of the 
eqtd.ty capital in hands of local investors of the Latin America.• countries. ~uch 
restriction was considered as a negativG factor for attracting small and mcclium 
enterprises of developed countries in the International Conference on ~uropean 
Cooperation in t.11.e DeYelopmcnt of Industrial Private Enterprises of Le."cin lunerica 
organizGd by the Intere.nerican Development Bar.le and the Insti tt:.te of Iberoamcrican 
Studies cf Eamburg (::?ebruary 1978). 
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( c) Of iJ.11 the efforts undertalcen by developed countries, the most 
prot:ll..sing seem to be the development finance corporations (DFC) crc~tc~ alonG 
similar lines b:• a number of governments. Offering a packace of services -
financial~ technical, advisorJ and. informative - they are well 2.da:pted to the 
needs of cm.2.ller enterprises that 12.ck resources, experience 2.ncl confidence i:i. 
internationc..l operations. Yet the significance and impact of the DFCs V<.c.ries 
considcre.bly fron one country to another, the Federal Ilepublic of C-(lrmc.riy' c D:CG 
being the only one with reasonable resources. lforeover, more informaticm shoulct 
be gathered concerning, inter ~li~, the criteria used by the DFCa -Co (\.efine o.:i.d 
promote the particip2.tion of smaller firms, the economic impo.ct of the :r;ro~ects 
on the economics of both countries involved, and the effective :'.,)c.rticipation of 
local firms in developing countries. 

(d) The GCner.:i.l stru.cture of financial and ta."'{ incentives for investments 
abroad is cle2..rl:· biased in favour of lar~ operations ~nd lir.J.:ecl i.'i th lo.r.:;c-sc2.le 
export busines:s. One of the few e::ceptions, the l\redi tanstal t pr0&Tru:ime in the 
Federal Repub~ic of Germany, indicates the potential impact of special finz.Lcial 
treatment in stimulating the foreicn expansion of small and mec'ium enterprises. 

(e) The sy:tem of foreign investment guarantees in most developed cou.~tries 
is still basecl on the concept of "the larger the investment the hi(;her t:1e :::isk", 
and does not tal:e into account the size of operations in relation to tl1e size of 
the firm. Thus the eligibility criteria implicitly favour tranaru:.Jcional 
corporations o.nd large enterprises, with the possible exception of t:1e s:•stems of 
Canada, the United Kingdom and, more recently, the United States of Ame:::-ica. 
In view of the strategic importance of these guarantee progranm:.es for encourabing 
smaller firms to move to the least developed countries, 111/ it uould be necessary 
to adapt their methods along the lines reportedly talccn by the Unitocl S·catcs' 
OPIC, which reoriented the system in order to encourage a gre~ter p2.rticipation 
of small firms and small developing countries. 

(f) Given that the main problems of small and medium firms are related to 
inadequate management resources and lack of exp·ericnce and infon:iation for 
dealing with overaeas business, more action might be expected from the developed 
countries in tho ma ttor of technical assistance. Yet few precedents can be 
mentioned. Ono e:=ception is the GTZ of the Fed.oral Hepublic of Gcrn:a.i1::, uhich 
has established 2. systematic programme of t~chnical co-operation ~ri·~h the 
participation of Federal Republic enterprises and organizations in clevcloping-
count:::-ies. Together with the STU programme in Sweden, the GTZ pro;-rammc seems 
to be one of the verJ few actions aimed directly at promoting at the enterprise 
levr~l the tl(laptation of tecr.i.nology to be transferred to developing countries. 
On the other hand, tile technical services provided by the DFCs and t:.1.rouci1 othe= 
institutions - e.g. foreign trade departments and pre-investment funds - ~re 
still incipient or insufficient to cope with the problems of smaller fi:..'Lls. 1Ji th 
regard to inform.a tion networks, few com:. tries seem to have e:x:;?loi ·ced the cc.~e.ci ty 

111/ See L._ HofflI'.e.n, "Industrial co-operation in the field of SII12.ll Dll.ci. 
medium-scale private foreign direct investment in lou-income developing cou..J.tries", 
in UNIDO, ):ndustry 2000 - Uew Perspectives, Collected background papers,_ Vol.2, 
International Inclustrial i::;ntrn_i_sLCo-o1)~_Ffltion, (UlPJ)J/IOD.325), Decemoer 1979. 
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of the binational chambers of commerce established in developing count~ies 
or the mobilization potential of business associations in t::.1e :1ome countries. 
'The successful exceptions of the Federal Republic of Germany's system of 
cha.Ir.be rs, as well as a number of associations of smaller enterprises such as 
Fabrimetal of Belgium, should be taken into account as possible references for 
action in this direction • 

(g) For their part, developing countries have been e:~cessively passive 
in the reception of smaller foreign investors. Accustomed to awaiting the 
arrival of large transnational or to directly promoting their participation 
in larger projects, the legal and administra.tive structuresof the developing 
countries are not adopted to deal with the n".>t-so-large enterprises. iio:;:oeover, 
the system of incentives for industrial development is in eene=al biased in 
favour of the promotion of large industrial uni ts. However, recent t:rend.s, 
such as the search for greater efficiency and specialization revealed by new 
industrial policies, as well as the emphasis on diversification and selection 
of foreign investments and tec!u.1ologies, are contributing to form an environment 
which is be·~ter suited to the possibilities of smaller firms. The possibility 
Qf granting special or preferential treatment to smaller-scale foreign investors 
or licensors may be impossible in the context of the present legal re(Si.mes. 
However, there are several other ways of encourag'...ng the ent~J of 
non-transnational companies, which l1ave been explored only marginally, such as 
the preparation and dissemination of information on investment opportunities, 
the establishment of specialized offices in developed countries, co-o~eration 
among firms in the search for foreign partners, and the co-ordina ticn of 
financial and tech..."lical services with entities in developed countries. 

(h) Finally, international crganizations seem to be progressively refi..~ing 
their methods of technical assistance to developing countries, and becoming more 
active and more closely associated with the agents of productive resource 
transfer. The programmes launched very recently by such organizations as 
the European Economic Community or the United Nations are still at an 
experimental stage, yet certain trends are already discernible regarding their 
future role in the mobilization of small and medium enterprises to developing 
CO'\;Iltries. It seems that their role will be primarily catalytic: through 
programmes and actions to stimulate the interest and to help overcome the 
problems of the actors and intermediaries at the national level. ili'.ther than 
assuming direct functions, such as brokerage or contact between fi~s, wI:ich 
the Community experience seems to call in question, the international 
organizations would seem, at this stage, to have a more sib!lificant role to 
play in the followlng areas: (a) the centralization of information and 
analysis about the experience a..~d problems of small and ~edil1l!l firms in the 
transfer of ~echnology, about the sectors and activities of developinG 
co'\;Iltries that match to the small and medium firms' capacities and the trends 
of the industrial structures in developed countries where tl:e co-oper2 .. tion 
potential is located; (b) the support of programmes in developed and developing 
countries ciestined to provide direct technical assistance~ advice, information 
and brokerage services to the firms, with particular emphasis on actions oy the 
private sector, e.g. fairs and exhibitions, engineering ar..d oonsult21-i~r cent::.-es 
a.rid chan:oers of commerce; ( c) making proposals to goverri..meic.ts fer ne;1 syste::is 
to encourage a greater involvement of smaller firms in the tachnolcgy transfer 
precess, i:1cl·.iding oo-or1inatior. among the D:?Cs of each countJ..7 2.nd J";~e::

e::istin;;,· lliecha.r1isr:is ~ the creation or adaptation )f guara."ltee5 ::-espond.ing to the 
:-_eeds oi: bot:r. smaller investments and develcpir.g countries i an6. -'che 2.gTeement er.. 
new joint financial pr'.:lgramrr.es spe:::ifically addressed to the transfe::.- of 
tec!-.nolcg:r ·oy small and rr:eclium firms. ?.:owever, before d.esigr:ing 2 .. r:C:~ ;:;reposing 
ne·.v r:iec:1ar.i.sns o::.- :neasi:2'.'es a".: the r:ational a.r:C.. intematior..al levels~ :::ucr_ rr.ore 
ir:f:Jr::1ati·:·r: 3..bcut this li ttle-k!!ovn: sub.ject will te :J.eed.ed .. 
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COlTCLUSIONS: TI3E lmED FOR FURTIICR TIC SC.ARCH 

_179. In many respects, the discussion in the preceding chapters indicates in outline 
the research efforts that are needed in order to obtain final answers and '·1ell-
defined criteria for effective action with respect to the p~rticipation of srnall and 
medium-sized enterprises in the transfer of technolo(!Y to developing countries. 

180. The followinc are a number of areas \lhich seem to emercre as subjects for further 
-study: 

(a) ~ereo.l ma.ppim of the phejlomenon. The evidence presented in this stud~r 
is sufficient to shol1 the widespread scope of the participation of small and r..ediuu 
foreiGn enterprises in developinG countries, in terms of the number of countries, 
sectors and firos involved. On this basis, more statistical information should be 
processed to Give a complete comparative picture of the relative involvement of 
developed a.nd developing countries in the technolo(!Y flows, their sectoral 
distribution, the modes of technology transfer, and other basic aspects of the 

:phenomenon. 

(b) Identification of industries for which an increased involvement of sm~ller 
. ..fE!ns of developed countries ill de-velopinf! c9u'I1trics '1ould be a viable and efficie.Pt 
stratecq. Such a. study should be based on: 

(i) an analysis in developed countries of sectors in '~hich the participation of 
smaller firms is ,ifilportant, and where various factors - i.e. the evolution 
of the industrial structures, international competition and .:;overnment 
intervention - create forces leading to the internationalization of such 
firms G'.lld to nel1 business stratecries or motivations ,,ith ree;o.rd to foreign 
markets; 

(ii) an evalU<:1.tion of the craps in the industrial structures of developing 
countries that offer opportunities for co-operation by sme.ller foreisn 
firms, tal::inG into account industrial p:Ums and iJriori ties as '1ell as the 
needs of e::istinG locnl firms. 

( c) A case study of the chare.cteristics of small e.nd medium f:h_rms of developed 
.£.OJID_tries in sectors 'd th si{;nificanj;_.Ef>tential for the __ ~_r:ansfer of technoloc;y to 
developing C0.11llt~ies. The analysis could be based on selected sectors llith different 
potentials, such as a capital 50ods branch as an e::ample of dynamic or accressive 
strategies, and a traclitional industry - i.e. clothing - as an example of passive 
redeployment factors. A sample of firms in each sector lli th e:::perience in the 
transfer of technology would be e:~amined in order to detect their competitive 
advantages, motivations, decision-mal:ing processes, obstacles encountered and the 
results of their e:-:perience. The samples could include firms '·1hich have not exported 
technology, in order to find. out the reasons for their different attitudes. 

(d) .An analysis of the possibilities for co-operation of smaller enternrises i...'1 
the least_ developed cotgi~yies. An effort could be made to evaluate the industrial 
structures and plans of the lea.st developed countries and to discover to ilha:t e:=tei:t 
there are complementary capacities in the ~mall and r.Jt;d.ium firms of cer-tain 
developed countries and what problems o-.re involved in carryins out co-opera.tive 
projects. The study could be based on actual c2.ses involving opportunities and 
prospective partners in both host 2.nd home, countries, in order to detect the 
possibilities and problems of effective co-operation. 
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(e) A study on the cor.reetitive udv211tc.;.es of smaller firms and their rel.:i.tions 
'\lith ~rruisnatiom•.l coroorations.. Such a study could clarify the possibilities e.nd 
roles of smaller firms c:.s alternatives or colilplements to the la~e enterprises 
operati.nc in clevelopin[; countries. Tbe raain advanta,ces of SlllG'.ller firos seem to lie in 
their hi~her fle::ibility and ma.Ila.Ge rial adaptability, and in their capacity to l1ork 
efficiently in small-scale markets. Holiever, u1ore should be 1.iim-m about the llay in 
l1bich smaller firms are e::ploitizl6 caps or mar!:et niches ner;lected by transne.tionals 
or, alternatively, how they are associated to the e::pcinsion of transnational 
corporations th-rou~h subcontracti~ and other subordinated forms • 

(f) A comne.rison of the e:~-oerience. strate~ies and effects of_ the firms of 
de_v_e_lopipr; countries ~s technolor;~r su.J212..l~~· Al thou~h most of the firms of the 
developin~ countries that a.re involved in international activities could. not be. 
considered as sma.11 or r.1edium in their borne markets or in the llost economies of other 
develop in~ countries, tbey share 1-ii th the smaller firms of developed countries some 
basic characteristics, such as the fact that they are not transnutionals, that they 
are newcomers to the international scene, and that they base their competitive 
advantaces on certain features such es flexibility and adapted technolOG:'· The 
analysis should compare their motivations and fc.ctors, the different problems 
encountered and the diversity of their ir;::pe.ct in dcvelopinc countries, 2.!ld their 
relative adv2.!ltar;es and disadvantaces. The possibilities for comi:etition and 
co-operation amorlG developinG country internationc..l firms and smaller firmn of 
industrialized countries should be e::plored. 

(c;) A study on the orn;anizational fo:rms of the teclmolog;.r transf_er by 
smaller firms. Hitb particulcy er.rphasis on .joint ventures with local co_m)2?nies. Tha 
strate~ies of smaller enterprises seem to vary according to the type of tecbnolo~ 
transferred and other factors. The motivations prolilptinG the choice of one amorlG a 
number of different channeln, such as licensinr; contracts, 11holly-oimed subsidiaries 
or joint ventures, could be e.nalysed on the basis of case studies. The various 
proolems encountered in forming joint ventures - for e::runple, identification of 
partners, negotiation and control - could also be studied. In this i1ay it 1·1ould be 
possible to est2.blish which channels are best adapted to the sr.1aller firms 1 

characteristics and uhat measures a.i..--e needed to overcome the problems encountered. 

(b) A study on the imnact of tj~ transf~r of ~echr.fll0_1Z b~r _s_!J!.all _?.nd medj.2:1!n.. 
firms in devel01Jin"'. count1·ies. Tbe present study has hiGhlighted some of the possible 
benefits-and costs for developing countries occasioned by the international activities 
of small and medium firms. The analysis should be extended to include the impact on 
home countries ci.nd on the participating firms. The effects on recipient countries 
should be measured on the basis of case studies in selected sectors, in order to 
corroborate tbe role .cf such firms in the tecbnolo~y transfer, the domestic 
i.'1dustri.al structures, the mobilization of loce.l firms a.r:.d the e::pansion of e::ixr-cs. 

(i) Analysis of the public -,Jolic~r imulicatior:s ~nd the i.'1str.lments a;:;·olicacl~ 
to the uromotiqn of Jhe _t_§!_chnoloic;ical co-oneration of small __ and mcdium-~izecl firms. 
Tbc study should include the implications for the i=Olicies and instruments affec-ciL~ 
trade, foreiGD in·..restment and transfer of technology, as 'i·1ell as indus4.::rial 
i.'1centives of home and ho st countries. It shculd be based en the experier.ce 
cccuruulated by smaller firms through their access to mecha.nisms and channels in 
developed countries and the intervention of Governments in developi.ne countries. 1he 
performances of such institutions and instruments as the development finance 
corporations, the i.'1vestment guara..'1.tee syster.1s, the teclmical co-ope::-ation 
pro3rammes 1 the binational d:ambe::s of commerce, tt.e e.rran:;ernents 1·1i tb local 
dev .:lopment banl;:s and indust:rial :!J::cr11o~ior: ac;encies could be analysed throu.:;b ce.se 
studies. 
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. INTRODUCTION 

' :,· 

\ . 
No brief description or short systematic definition can do justice to the 

great diversity that characterizes rural small-scale industry fn the People's 
Republic of China. Rural small-scale industry is not necessarily even rural 
(some oC it is located in county towns), or all that small (the number of em-
ployees sometimes exceeds 500 per factory). And yet there arc fundamental 
differences between large-scale urbnn plants and those that arc termed rural 
and small-scale. All lndustrics cooperatively owned by rural communes and 
brigades arc classified as "rural small-scale." Dut slate-owned enterprises 
also arc Included, provided that they arc under the jurisdiction of a county 
and not some higher level administrative unit (district, city, province, or 
nation). Being under a county's jurisdiction usually means that the greater 
portion of the factory's outputs and inputs are sold or obtained within that 
same county. When an enterprise finds itself supplying a much larger area, 
it usually is transferred up' to, a higher level administrative unit. 

Our delegation saw China's rural small-scale industry in June and July 
of 1975. These indust_rles can be described as using greater amounts or "in-
digenous" as contrasted to "modern" technology, as being smaller in scale 
(from under SO to around 600 employees), and as largely devoting their 
efforts to the service of agricultural production. But if anything came across 
clearly to our delegation, It is that these enterprises are continually in the , 

, process of change, and whal Is true today may no longer be valid a few years 

. ~ ,. 
- -~ .... ·-··- ~----- .,..;,, ... ~· 
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hence. In many enterpri!;es, for example, the scale and the ratio or modern 
to indigenous technologies are both steadily on the rise. Even the goal or 
serving agriculture has not always enjoyed the preeminence that it does today 
and the day may come again when subcontracting for urban factories 
receives a higher priority in the program. 

Some visitors to China attempt to use their brief observations as a basis 
for a general appraisal of Chinese society. Our group will not even attempt 
a definitive statement about rural small-scale industry based on our four 
weeks of study. This report instead represents an attempt to describe what 
it is we saw and such conclusions as we thought we could reasonably draw 
from our observations. Our group included seven who co.uld speak and read 
Chinese, among whom five had devoted their professional life to China-
related scholarship. In addition, we had three engineers expert in the fields 
of cement, chemical fertilizer, and farm machinery. All twelve members or 
the group had had working. as well as travel experience h~ other developing 
nations. 

Against this relevant experience, however, must be put the vastness 
of the People's Republic or China. We visited 50 factories and 10 communes, 
a considerable number we felt at the time, considering the 95° F. heat. But 
these are only a tiny fraction of the hundreds of thousands of factories and 
tens of thousands of communes in China. What we saw was In no way any 
random sample of what China is doing in the area of small-scale industry. 
Our hosts wanted us to understand what they are trying to do as·well as.what 
they h:we already accomplished, and for that purpose model and advanced 
areas were deemed more useful than average or backward performers. As a 
result, all or the regio.ns we visited were advanced in national terms and 
several were models to be studied not mainly by foreign visitors, but by 

. millions of Chinese who were being encouraged to emulate their more suc-
cessful brethren. 

And even in the areas we did visit, our time was short and the amount 
or information we could gather varied widely. Much decision making in 
China has been decentralized to Jower levels, and scientific and '.technical 
personnel from Peking, even if they were so inclined, cannot usually wder 
factory and county revolutionary committees to divulge information that 
these revolutionary committees themselves, <for whatever reason, are reluc-
tant to give out. Thus in some regions w~_-~ncountered a wiJlingness on the 
part of the local people to answer most of the (very large· number of) ques-
tions that our group could think to ask. In other areas officials were much 
more reticent. ""-

Because of the limitations Inherent In a 28-day visit, any attempt at a 
definitive statement of what we now know about rural small-scale Industry 
In China, or could know, would have to involve prplonged research In the 
considerable quantities o( mat~rlal published on the subject, for those 
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interested in pursuing further the issues raised by this trip report, there is no 
better place to start than with the works of Carl Hiskin and Jon Sigurdson. 
Unless otherwise footnoted, however, all data used in this report were 
supplied to us by our hosts while we were in China. 

What then did we sec? Our detailed itinerary appears in Appendix Il. 
We asked to and did visit small-scale enterprises in four kinds of settings: 
in rural mountainous areas of the north, on the North China Plain, in 
suburban (but still rural) regions of large cities, and in southern paddy rice 
regions. The greatest a~ount of time was spent in the Tai-hang Mountain 
area of north China and the least on the North China Plain. Except for the 
flight from Shanghai to Kwangchou, all travel was by car and bus or by 
train. 

The pattern of small-scale industry development varies cons!derably 
between regions, but there are common themes. Central to all these themes 
is "sclC-reliancc," the belief that all units in China (large or small, rural or 
urban) should not sit around waiting for outside help before setting out to 
impro¥e their situation. Two of the principal models of self-rclinnce for all 
of China arc Hsi-yang County in Shansi, which includes the Tachai Brigade, 
and Lin County in Honan. Both are in the Tai-hang Mountains, and we 
spent four d,ays in each. 

Rufal self-reliance begins not with the creation of sm~ll-scalc industry, 
but witli efforts to raise the output of agriculture by the direct and massive 
application of labor combined with limited amounts of t:apital and simple 
tools (picks, shovels, hammers, carrying baskets, mid blas(\ng powder for 
the most part). In Tachai and now throughout Hsi-yang County, these efforts 
have been directed at converting small, low-quality fields where crops were 
washed away by rainy season flooding into what are now known throughout 
China as "Tachal-type fields." These new type fields are larger, more level, 
nnd underneath the fields run large drainage tunnels that divert rainy season 
floods awny from ·the crops and, where possible, into newly built reservoirs 
for use in irrigation. Much of the soil for these fields was brought down with 
carrying poles and baskets from higher up on the mountainside. The tunnels, 
often several kilometers long, were built by chipping large rocks into the 
proper shape and then constructing the tunnel (building-block fashion) 
without benefit of cem~nt and frequently without even the use of much 
mortar. It is difficult to imagine a more labor-intensive method of con· 
struction. 

In Lin County the problem was not so much rainy season floods but a 
scvetc shortage of water at all times. The solution determined by the county,, 
apparently with some resistance from higher authorities, wns to tap the 
water of the Chang River at a point several ten's of kilometers away and in 
another province (Shansi). The effort began in 1960 and was completed In 
1969. During the slack season the daily work force rc:ichcd .10,000 (the 
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number was much smaller during peak agricultural labor demand) and over 
the entire period the work put in 'otaled 40 million man days at a capital 
cost of only 47 million yuan, 78 percent of which was supplied by the com-
munes or the county themselves. The end result was a canal network 1500 
kilometers in length (including subsidiary channels).and the complete solu-
tion to Lin County's water shortage. 

These efforts in Hsi-yang and Lin Counties were in a fundamental way 
preconditions for the small-scale industry program in China. As long as these 
regions stayed with the old ways, they had ample labor for cultivating, 
threshing and milling their crops. Nor would it have been easy to use many 
kinds of farm machinery even if they had such machinery. Power pumps 
must have water to pump and tractors don't work well on small, uneven, 
rocky plots. 

With the advent of large-scale rural land development and water 
conservancy schemes, however, there is right from the beginning a demand 
for cement. And once there are supplies of water for the fields, it is possible 
to make much greater use of chemical fertilizers. The greater quantities of 
water and fertilizer lead to increases in crop output, and these increases in 
turn raise the demand for labor to do the threshing, milling, and moving of 
the surplus to market. Thus, where before during periods of peak labor 
demand the supply of workers may have been adequate, now there is likely 
to be a shortage and hence justification for using certain kinds of labor· 
saving machinery. 

The term "labor shortage" must be used with care. Even in advanced 
areas such as Hsi-yang and Lin Counties, there is enough labor during slack 
seasons to continue highly labor-intensive and low-productivity occupations 
such as tunnel building. But during such peak periods as the harvest, t~ere 
arc no longer adequate ·numbers of people to perform the required tasks. 
Rather than cut back farm output, it obviously makes more sense to buy 
power threshers and milling machines and to transport food to market with 
a cart pulled by a hand tractor (rather than by a man). 

The pattern on the North China Plain and in the· rice growing regions 
we visited differs from the above model in certain key respects. Tl,te key · 
difference is that the first stage of the process Is more modest In scope nnd 
different in nature. Wuhsi County In Kiangsu Province where we spenf rive 
days was a comparatively well-off and adv:lrt~ed area even before 1949. 
There were ample supplies of water, and tjl~.drainage problem, although 
real enough, was not as difficult to deal with as that in Hsi-yang. Thus Wuhsi 
did not have to lift itself up by its bootstraps before It could make effective 
use of chemical fertilizer and farm 'l!achinery. It had a ready use for them 
as soon as they became available. C~p yields at Ch'i·li·ylng Commune on 
the North China Plain, on the other hand, were quite low in the 1940s and 
early 1950s, and raising these .yields depended not only on the Communc's 
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own efforts, but a·lso on. larger-scale waler conservancy projects carried out 
by higher level administrative units. Elsewhere on the Norlh China Plain 
increased supplies of water have come in recent years from lhc sinking of 
tube wells using modern well-digging and conslnrclion malerials, not indige· 
nous labor-intensive methods. But once the water was available and yields 
rose, much of the rest of the sequence followed that of the model, particularly 
with respect to form machinery. 

If cement and chemical fertilizer contributed to an increase in agricul-
tural output and this increase in turn created a demand for farm machinery, 
it docs not follow automatically that the Chinese had to meet this demand 
through the construction of rural-based small-scale factories. Chemical 
fertilizer around the world, for example, is usually supplied by large-scale 
plants, and China itself has a number o{ large plants and is purchasing more. 
Cement Is produced in smaller units even in the United States, but these 
"smaller" American plants arc still many times larger than the largest of 
China's rural small-scale cement plants. 

The rationale for the use of small-scale factories in rural areas begins 
with a re~ognition of the inadequacies of China's rural transport and market· 
ing system. hi most developing countries roads arc poor, vehicles scarce, 
an·d commercial organizations inefficient with the result being that economic 
contact between rural areas and distant urban centers is limited. Transport-
ing goods from urban to rural locations, or the reverse, is ~o expci1sive that 
the journey can be justified only for items of high initial prlce, low bulk, and 
easy transportability. For example, the cost of moving limqslone from a rural 
location to·a distant city where it can be processed into cement and then 
shipped back to the countryside is prohibitive. A similar situation prevails 
with respect to food processing and to a more limited degree to chemical 
fertilizers. 

China's roads are Improving. In the advanced areas we visited all or 
virtually nil communes appeared to be connected to the main highways by 
good gravel or asphalt roads. But China is still extremely short of vehicles, 
particularly trncks, for use on those roads. Jn part this gap is being filled 
by tractors pulling carts, but human and animal-clrmyn carts are still very 
much in use. Even where trucks are available, the cost of moving bulky items 
is high. In Lin County, for example, the cost of transporting coal a mere 
25 miles to the plant site raised its price by 50 percent (from 20 to 30 yuan 
n ton). · " · 

Reinforcing the effects of high transport costs is the nature of China's 
rural commercial system. Even when communes arc prepared to pay the 
going price for some desired item, it won't necessarily be available. A com-
mune, for the most part, ls not free to go Into the city and buy a tractor or 
more fertilizer. Jndlvldunl commune members can do this with consumer 
items which are sold off the shelves at a price that usually ck~ars the market. 

.. 
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Dut producer goods are allocated according to the plan. To purchase a truck, 
· for example, a commune would have to get its request (as part of a proposed 
county-wide quota) on to the district, and from there to the province or to 
whatever level held principal responsibility for the distribution of trucks 
from the large domestic plants and from importS. Needless to say, such a 
procedure can involve long delays and the real possibility that the request 
will be rejected. Thus, even if a commune has saved up enough money for a 
piece of machinery, it may get it faster if it builds one on its own or persuades 
the local county authorities to build it. As long as local production doesn't 
draw heavily on higher level sources for scarce parts and materials, higher 
level planners are not likely to object. 

Small-scale industries save time in at least three other ways as well. 
First, lhe time of construction (the time before the plant was put into 
operation) was held to be lower for small-scale plants. Many times in brief· 
ings at factories, the initiative of the workers for getting the plant into 
production in less time than planned was praised. Sitting and waiting for 
the government to solve local problems was the sort of thing that was over· 
come by the Great Leap Forward and the Great Proletarian Cultural 
Revolution. Second, especially In local agricultural machinery plants, but 
also in a plant producing spare parts for fertilizer plants, the downtime of 
machinery in repair was. frequently mentioned as something being reduced 
by the plants' operations. Teams from local plants often went into the field 
at busy seasons, and inventories of spare parts were built up for busy seasons, 

. with the clear intention of reducing downtime. Third, there was a rather 
confused argument about the time path of production, which had several 
elements. The basic idea is that you have to start somewhere, so why not 
start with what you can do now; if you can do something better later, you 
will be better off in lots of ways for having inade investments In what will 

· turn out to have .been high cost operations. The most frequent formulation 
was that the small plant itself went from small to big, Indigenous to modern, 
high cost to low cost, and implicitly that it would not be big, modern, and 
low cost in the future without the Jndustrlnl experience, the chance-to mobl· 
lize the masses in technical renovation, and the capital funds from pr.ofits 
in the meantime, that arc the product of its ,first period. · 

Closely related to the limitations oLtr;msport and marketing Is the 
question of the availability of local resoum:s; If loca~ resources are available 
at a reasol}able cost, and these resources are not otherwise being exploited 
by large-scale enterprises, then local small e·nterprises can exploit these 

. j resources without cutting Into priotity projects elsewhere. The widespread . 
! availability of small outcroppings of coal and limestone too smaJI for large· 
! scale development, therefore, is a primary justificdtlon for the creation of 

I . . local small-scale industries, And there nre many :other mnterlnls besides 
:>;. · coal and limestone that would remain unused or undeveloped if no local . ~\' ~ · .. ' . ' 
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demand existed. There is no incentive to develop the production of fruits 
and many other kinds of perishable foods beyond the needs or the locality, 
unless there exists a fruit processing pliml that prepares the fruit for ship-
ment to more distant points. Slag from a local iron and steel plant can be 
used to expand cement output if there is a cement plant nearby. This list of 
goods can be extended indefinitely. 

A fifth major justification for rural small-scale industries is that they 
are closer to their markets than large mban enterprises, and hence can 
better understand and meet the needs of their customers. For standardized 
products, knowledge of the peculiarities of a particulat market may not be 
essential, but for items such as farm machinery, this knowledge may make 
the di££erence between success and failure. A suburban Shanghai County 
farm machinery plant, for example, .was making rice transplanters specially 
designed for local use. Transplanters produced elsewhere, it had been found, 
were designed for a slightly different cropping pattern. 

A major shortcoming of state-owned aml centrally-planned enterprises 
in ~any parts of the world has been their tendency to concentrate on pro-
duction and to ignore the market for that production. In China too a fac-
tory's responsibility for its products often ends when the product passes out 
of the factor.y gate. On many occasions we were told that Jhe lineup of new 
tracto1\s or stacked crates of new machinery so much in evidence in or near 
the factory grounds was now under the jurisdiction of ~11e county or city 
commercial bureau, not that of the factory. Placing the factory neat· to the 
end users of the product doesn't completely resolve this problem, but it at 
least removes the barrier of distance that stands in the way of effective 
market studies by large urban factories with nationwide sales. If a commune 

. is dissatisfied with the product mix of the county farm machinery factory, 
or feels that output quality is too low, it can complain. directly to' the factory 
or to its immediate superiors (the county revolutionary cornmiltec) who are 
nlso the immediate superiors of the fnctoty. More positively, if a factory 
wnnts to adjust production to locaf needs, all it has to do is form a team to 
walk n few ntlles down the road to tnlk with cunent nnd polcnti:1I customc1·~. 
Or the relevant county bureaus can do the job for the factory without having 
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to pass their findings through several levels of bureaucratic red tape. c 
3 A sixth reason for ~mphasis on small-scale industry is that the location ,' :1 

of enterprises in rural areas tends to narrow the gap between city and· :··1 
countryside. This parrowing has both economic and social advantnges. The · j 
economic ndvnntages Include the elimination of expenditures on urban ; .. d 
housing and public utilities. Factory workers continue to live in their old , j 
villages and hence have no need for much of the infrastructure that must l 
be built alongside a large urban enterprise. -j 

More Important from the Chinese point of view Is the elimination of the • 
• l 

~oclal gap between countryside and city. Jn commune and brigade cntcrpnses . 'J ,, 
-· --~-··----~~.--:~F ~ - ..... -·- .. - - -
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workers usually continue to do some and often a great deal of work In the 
fields. Furthermore, in many cases, their wages are paid in the form of work 
points by their teams or brigades, and hence their incomes differ little if any 
from their farming neighbors. Workers in county-run enterprises arc not 
integrated into the productive life of the commune, but they frequently live 
in their old villages and receive wages that are often similar to or only 
slightly higher than the incomes of those with whom they live. Rural small· 
scale industry, therefore, contributes to the Chinese goal of eliminating 
class barriers and preventing pew ones from arising. 

A closely related goal is the desire to bring modern technology to the 
countryside immediately rather than to wait until urban development has 
proceded to a point where its methods have begun to trickle out into rural 
areas. By locating factories in the countryside, instead or moving rural 
people into the cities, the countryside gains a cadre of personnel experienced 
in modern techniques, and millions not actually working in the new enter· 
prises learn through observation something about the advantages and 
methods of modern engineering. 

Surprisingly, the expansion of rural off.farm employment opportunities 
does not at present appear to be a major goal or China's small-scale industry 
program. These new factories do create employment opportunities, of 
course, but there is considerable effort expended to keep these enterprises 
from cutting heavily into the supply of labor available to agriculture. 
Agriculture has priority over rural industry, nnd rural industry's main· 
priority is in fact to serve agriculture, and the Chinese appear to think of 
priorities more in absolute than in marginal terms. i\ctivities that deprive 
agriculture of part of its labor force are, to that extent at least, not serving 
agriculture. Time and again we were told by factory representatives of the 
efforts they were making to eliminate manual, highly labor-intensive pro· 
cesses and to substitute mechanized methods. To some degree these modern 
methods seem to be desired for their own sake, but often the firm appeared 
to be under pressure to expand output without any major increases ·in 
employment. China's rural small-scale industries remain hlghly labor· 
Intensive when com pated to urban enterprises in China, and the. contrast 
is even greater with similar industries in t~.e United States. But most Chinese 
efforts at the moment appear to be direc_ted not at exploiting the employment 
potential of labor-intensive techniques;· but towa~d modernizing those 
techniques in a capital-intensive direction. . . 

. The rural small-scale industry program also ls not conceived of as a 
substitute for urban-based large and medium-scale industrialization. Th~ 
Chinese have attempted to freeze the population of.many of China's large 
cities (neither Shanghai nor Cheng·chou among the cities we visited has 
grown much if at all during the past decade), but other Intermediate cities 

- .. - .. -
have continued to increase in si7.e (Hsin-hsiang grew from 320,000 to 420.000 
between 1965 and 1975). More important, construction of large enterprises.~· 
continues nt n rapid pace, and by all appearances these enterprises continuc.

1
' 

to receive the lion's share of state funds. Between 1%4 and 1974, for i 
example, 1100 large modern enterprises were built in China. In a similari. 
vein, the gross values of industrial output in Shanghai and Tientsin in 1973 l 
were more than double the levels of 1965, and in Peking there was a i' 

. l' r tt·tp mg. ! 
Finally, it is not at all clear that achieving a greater degree of equality I 

of income between regions of the nation is a major goal of the small-scale 
industry program. No doubt Chinese leaders hope that greater equality willt 
result, but the whole emphasis of the progrnm is on self-reliance, not on, ... 
using state funds to help lift up more backward areas. State funds from 
levels above the county are used, to be sure, and it may be that they arc used, 
in a way to promote greater equality, although we did not obtain any infor-
mation on this subject. The fact that our travels were exclusively in advanced 
areas meant that we were not in a position to see directly how poorer areas . 

. were treated. But to a substantial degree, it would appear, a county or· 
commune is expected to use its own funds and its own labor force. Rur:il 

· areas with more funds for this purpose, with~ better lcapcrship •. and located ( :;,: 
near relevant natural resources, therefo1·e, wtll naturally benefit more from '· >ii"· 
the small-scale industry program than those lacking .one or more of these ·•···· " 
characteristics. And there is no reason to believe that if is the currently more .. ·' ,.,~ 
backward areas that are those best endowed for small-scale industrial 'X'~ ·· 
development. 

First and foremost, China is developing rural small-scale industry 
because this strategy is believed to be doing a better joh of supporting 
agriculture than did the large-scale strategics of the past. There are many . 
rural factories that do subcontracting work for urban enterprises, but thesel'. ~ 
activities are \:learly secondary to the main task of supporting agriculture -- ~ 

In the rural industrial program as n whole. Furthermore, the rural enter· '. 1 
prises that do s~tbcontracting work tl~at is not- in. suppmt of agriculll~re ~ . i 
appear to be domg only n small fraction of that kmd of work. lndustnal" ; 
products designed for purposes other than the support of agriculture, and~,.. ,; 
a substantial majority of nil industrial products would appear still to fall 1 i 
Into this category, continue to be made, for the most part, in and around ~ · 
urban centers.and more often than not in medium- and large-scale factories. ·· 

The preceding discussion has attempted to list the objectives and t .. l 
advantages of China's rural small-scale industry program. The words, we!'.( J 
believe, are a fair interpretation of many of the things we were told during .. f 
our visit. Against these advantages must be put the question of the efficiency!' -} 
of the-:_ .•mall-scale plnnls. Put dUforcnlly, can these pl• nt' de Um .! ":"> l 
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'machinery, fertilizer, nnd other products to agriculture at a cost that is 
competitive with alternative sources of supply and at n satisfactory quality 
level? 

Our Chinese hosts were willing to discuss individual sources of cost 
savings, but they were consistently reluctant to add up the costs and benefits 
and consider the net result in a manner common to project feasibility 
studies, public as well as private, in much of the rest of the world. Thus 
our hosts would speak of low investment per plant and the speed with 
which plants could be constructed. And small-scale enterprises were also 
praised on occasion for accu"mlating funds for the state. In addition, as 
already mentioned, there were important savings in transport and in urban 
housing and public utilities. 

The process of adding up these costs and benefits probably smacked 
too much of applying capitalistic profitability criteria to enterprises which, 
in their view, could not be judged properly by such methods. But the issue 
is really more complex than this. One way or another Chinese planners reach 
conclusions about the efficiency of small-scale enterprises. During the Great 
Leap Forward (1958-1960), efficiency criteria may have been ignored. But 
we saw no enterprises that were clearly irrational from the point of view of 
conventional cost-benefit analysis, and such a result could not have occurred 
by accident. To say that enterprises are not "clearly irrational," of course, 
is not the same thing as saying that such enterprises are efficient. Such 
conclusions as we were capable of reaching on the question of efficiency 
are presented in Chapter IV. 

The concepts of engineering feasibility and efficiency are related to, 
but decidedly distinct from, the concepts of economic feasibility and 
efficiency. In deten11ini11g whether rural small-scale Industry is feasible 
in an engineering sense, the first question to be answered Is whether the 
area has ample supplies of electric power. In certain of the areas we visited, 
electric power 'fBS obtained by tying the ·county or commune Into one of 
the major grids. The suburban communes of Shanghai and Peking were 
obviously well-situated from this point of view, and Hsi-yang County·was 
tied into the T'ai-yuan grid. But Lin County got much of its electric power 
as an additional benefit from the construction of the Red Flag-Canal. And 
a commune in Kwangtung obtained pow~r by building a dam across one 
of the tributaries of the Pearl River. Area·s that do not yet have electric 
power presumably have little small-scale-inctustry of a modern type, although 
we did not visit any such areas. 

More difficult engineering questions concern such Issues as whether 
the product being mnnufactured'Oleets appropriate quality standards, and 
whether the processes being used make the most efficient use of key 
materials. These nnd related Issues are discussed at length in Chapters V 
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through VII for three of the types of enterprises \'isiled: cement, chemical j1:JJ. 
fertilizer. and farm n1achinery. .)( 

, ' Before turning to questions of economic and engineering efficiency, '-
however, it is important to understand how the Chinese have organized l 
themselves to carry out their rural, small-scale industry program. How have ·,~. 
the Chinese administered these programs, by elaborate rules or by moral ' , .'.{; 
example, and what is the role of the very present ideology? In many ways ~ ::~ 
Chinese methods of handling such basic functions a_s the coo:din~tio1h1 ~f -;.~.~.:,~ .. 
supply and demand and the promotion of innovation arc sinular 111 t cir 
structure to the way these functions are performed elsewhere in the world, 
but in other ways the Chinese approach is unique. These and related issues 
are the subject of Chapter II. 

At the center of any program is the question of how to motivate the 
individuals responsible to implement it. Wages and promotions are only 
a part of the story. There are also non-material rewards for good perform· 
ance, and the Chinese have made extensive use of praise and public recog·· 
nition. Incentives, material or otherwise, arc the subject of Chapter III. 

Other chapters deal with the impact of small-scale industry on agricul- ~· .~ 
tural production (Chapter VIII) and on such key features of the Chinese 
countryside as the level of employment, the role of women, and the nature 
of rural administration (Chapter IX). Finally, there is the whole question 
of th~ role of education and training, both formal arJ'd informal. Rural ;, 
small-scale industry is a source of technological educatjon, but it is also to 
some degree a beneficiary of nationwide efforts to universalize education 
at the primary school and junior high school level, to send educated youth " 
down to the countryside, to supply rural areas with practical technical 

. publications, and the like. These and related issues arc the subject of > .'l 
Chapter X. [; i' 
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SMALL-SCALE CHEMICAL 
FERTILIZER TECHNOLOGY 

A fertilizer is n mnlerial, naturally occurring or synthetically produced, 
thnt provides one or more of the plant nutrients, nitrogen, phosphorous, 
or potassium to living plants. It also may contain other clements such as 
sulfur, manganese, boron, copper, zinc, and molybdenum, which are often 
necessary to achieve optimum piant growth. These elements normally 
required only in minor amounts are referred to as micronutrients, while 
nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium are called primary plant nutrients. 
The complex mechanisms through which plants make use of the primary_ 
nutrients and micronutrients are not thoroughly understood, but numerous 
researchers have proven experimentally that countries striving to. imp_r9ve 
crop yields will need fertilizers, . 

Visits were made to the chemical fertiliz~ff~ctories In Hsi-yang County, 
Shansi Province; Lin County, and Hui Couoty.; Honan Province. Ammonia, 
ammonium bi~arbonate, and ammonium 'nitrate product$ were being pro-
duced in Hsi-yang .and Hui Counties, while in Lln·County only ammonia 
and ammonium bicarbonate produ~ were being made. Most of the dis-
cussion in this section for nitrogen production technology Is based on brief -
ings and visits to these factories. Phosphate technology was obtained primar· 
lly Crom Chinese literature, us visits to phosphate factories were not Included 
In the Itinerary. 

-·-'!'. ... -
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SPECIFIC FERTILIZER TERMINOLOGY 

In order to better describe a fertilizer product ccrl·ain spcciric terms have 
been developed over the years that must be understood; some of the terms 
nr; used npply only to fertilizer nnd have been adopted I hrough convention. 
Some of the more common terms and definitions are: · 

1. Chemical analysis: This denotes the concentration or the nutrients 
in the material that are needed by plants such as nitrogen, N; phosphorous 
pcntoxide, P10 5, and potassium oxide, K,O. Note lhnt two of the clements, 
phosphorous and potassium, are expressed in terms or the oxides. Some 
countries arc now adopting a method of expressing the analysis on a weight 
percent basis as simply nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P), and potassium (K). 
The analysis is usually expressed in weight percent nncl denotes the weight 
or the clement divided by the molecular weight times 100. For example, the 
chemical formula for ammonia is NH3, which has a molecular weight of 17 
(14 for N, plus Jx 1 for H), and the N content ot· analysis is equal to 
14+ 17x100=82.4%. Therefore, for every 100 pounds of pure ammonia, 
there w.ould be 82.4 pounds cif nitrogen. It is slightly more complicntcd for 
the oxide forms since the number of elements may be greater in the oxide 
form than in the product formula. In this case, phosphoric acid of conven-
tional strength is written as H3P04 (orthophosphuric acid), which requires 
two moles of the acid to give one mole of P10 5• The H.JPO, molecular 
weight must be multiplied by two. The molecular wei~1t of HiPO, is 
98(3Hx1+1PxJl+4x 16); the molecular weight of phosrthorous pcnloxide 
(l\05) is 142. The P10 5 con lent on a pure ncid basis is 142 + 1%x JOO= 
72.4%; H3P04 is not shipped in pure form but in aqueous solution, which 
reduces the P10 5 concentration to 54% P,05• It also is usually contaminated · 
by impurities, which tend to lower its a.nalysis. An acid of 54% P10 5 con-
centration is usually referred to as ordinary or ortho wet-process phosphoric 
acid. This is the acid traded in international markets nnd is the base for 
phosphate statistics in supply-demand datn; nmmonia is the base taken in 
stntistical data on nitrogen in most countries. 

2. Grade of fertilizer: This denotes the plant nutrient content of n 
fertilizer expressed in weight percent and is given in the order of N, P 10 5 , 

nnd K,O, except in the case cited above where N, P, and K are given. For 
example, a 14-14-14 gr@de indicates 14% N, 14% Pp5, and 14% Kp. 
This indicates that all tliree major nutrients nre present. A mntcrial con· 
taining only nitrogen, such as urea, would be expressed as 46-0-0 indicating 
46% N, 0% P10;, and 0% K 10. If micronutrients are present the weight 
percent and element are given last in the grade. With urea again containing 
0.2% zinc, the grade would be 45-0-0, 0.2 Zn, etc, Micronutricnts arc 
usually present only in smnll quantities. 

Several other terms used in this chapter nre defined when used for the 
convenience of the render. 
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I •·1·•, " 156 CHEMICAL FERTILIZER TECHNOLOGY 

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY DEFINITION 

One of the many objectives of the delegation assigned for this study 
was to determine the technology used in fertilizer production in the srnnll-
scale industries scattered throughout the country. Representatives of the 
Ministry of Petrochemical Industries summarized the status and plans for 
the small-scale nitrogenous fertilizer industry during a briefing in Peking. 
During the tour the delegation was able to view the factories and discuss 
details of the operation. Although attempts were made to gain knowledge 
of the phosphate fertilizer industry, this report deals primarily with the 
nitrogenous fertilizer industry and more specifically with the small-scale 
plants. Therefore, the main product is ammonia and associated by-product, 
which can be converted into other fertilizer materials. 

Table VI-1 gives a description of fertilizer materials frequently used in 
China along with the chemical analysis and method of manufacture. One 
of the most striking differences in the fertilizer industry in China is the 
production and use of ammonium bicarbonate as fertilizer, which is one 
of the prime products of small-scale industry. This appears to be the only 
country, developed or developing, using this material in substantial quan-
tities as fertilizer. Most other countries use ammonia as ammonia, ammon-

,ium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, or urea. According to the Ministry, 
ammonium bicarbonate can be produced by a simpler process, requires less. 
investment, and plants can be in production quickly. Ammonium bicar· 
bonate is made by the reaction of ammonia with carbon dioxide usually 
carried out in a simple reactor. The procedure is described in the technology 
section. 

During the period .1958-1965, or eight years before the Cultural 
Revolution, ~nly about 90 plants for the production of ammonia had been 
established. From 1966-1974 about 1100 of the small-scale, coal-based 
ammonia plants were built with an average of 100 new plants per year now 
being added. The design capacity based on ammonia ranges from 3000 m.t. 
per year up to 20,000 m.t. per year in the modern small-scale plant, and. 
some of the newer plants produce .ammonium. nitrate In addition ·10 the 
solid ammonium bicarbonate. Ammonium nitrate plants represent a.greater 
degree of complexity since nitric acid is an int~rmediate during the produc-
tion of ammonium nitrate. These factory ~omplexes are certainly more 
expensive than those which only make ammo.nium bicarbonate. At present 
29 provinces a.re reported to have ammonia production capacity. In 1974 
the small plants accounted for about 45% or more of the total nitrogen 
produced in the country; the remalnlqg nitrogen production is from larger 
scale plants using feedstocks, such as shale oil, natural gas, and refinery 
off-gas. 

Although actual figures for the country cannot be given, a conslder~ble 
.•.. amount of the ammonia produce~ in small-scale plants ls converted Into 
Jg~}~·-J}'L ·,: ~"-· _ ~-· .. .. ::.c,_,-~~-;~--~.---·.. - - -- ·---· -- ::- • . • - - . - - - .. - ....... ··- .. - -
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Tablo Vl-1 

FERTILIZERS FREQUENTLY USED IN CHINA 

Na mo 

1. Ammonia 

2. Liquor ammonia 
(aqua ammonia) 

3. Ammonium bica.rbonate 

4. Ammonium nitrate 

5. Ammonium sulfate 

6. Urea 

7. Calciull) super phosphate 

Grade (WI. %8 ) 
N-P,o,-K,Ob 

82:0:0 

16-25:0:0 

17.5:0:0 

32-35:0:0 

20-21:0:0 

46:0:0 

0:20:0 

Metflod of Manufacture 

Reaction of nitrogen with 
hydrogen 
Ammonia dissolved In water 

Reaction of ammonia with 
carbon dioxide, co, 
Reaction of nitric acid with 
ammonia 
Heaction of sulfuric acid with . 
ammonia 
RC<lction of ammonia with 
carbon dioxide, co, 
Reaction of phosphate rock 
with sulfuric acid 

·' ·-< -,: 
·.·>; 

·-'-:; 

__ ;: 

8. Basic slag 0:12-18:0 
0:14-18:0 
11.2:50-60:0 

Byproduct of steel production 1. ,,, 

9. Calcium magnesium phosphate Burned phosphate ore .· 
10. Ammonium phosphate Reaction of ammonia with 

phosphofic acid .y , . 

11. Potassium sulfate 0:0:52.8 Reaction'of potassium 
chloride;with sulfuric acid ,i 

8 Aanges of nutrient content given which may vary depending on produ?t purity: . 
bFlrst number denotes rango of nitrogen content on a percent-by-weight basis, secon 

number denotes range of p,o.; third number denotes range of K10 content. 

liquor ammonia (aqua ammonia). Ammonia gas Is bubbled into water while 
cooling to form ammonium hydroxide (NH,OH) with a concentration of 
16-25% nitrogen. The concentrntlon Is kept low so th:tt the final solution 
exhibits no gallge pressure, although It has n vn110r pt·c~sut·c, and can be 
transported in non-pressure containers. The containers must be kept closed, 
however to avoid losses-of ammonia dlie to volatilization. This method is ' . simpler and less expensive since pressure cquipmc~1t for trnnsporlat~on, 
storage, and handling is. not needed. In many coui1tnes such as the ~r~rtcd 
States, anhydrous ammonia containing no water is used directly as krtrllzer. 
Since ammonia is a gas at ordinary tcmpcrnture it must be kept under 
pressure to maintain liquid form. China docs not yet ha;c ~he prcsst~r~ :} 
equipment on a large scale to handle the volatile anhydrou~ lrqmd ~1~11110111:1. ~ 
No indication was given in the counties, communes, or br~gndcs v1s1tcc~ that ¥ 
they are attempting to produce equipment to nllow the dtrcc! usc of lrquld .. j 

__,.,._,........,........,.....',!"·'' 

-.·~--·~ 
--..-·----·-~ ---·-· -
' ' - - - -... -



I -VM-AL .. llLl-ll:~LU~ -an1monia at the farm level for agriculture. Small ilppllcators for liquor 
ammonia were observed at scver:il locations. Application methods for solid 
and liquid fertilizers arc di.5cussed in a later section. 

China has the technology to construct and operate urea plants or certain 
capacities. This is an important fertilizer material In the country. However, 
no plants of the small-scale industry type were observed during the visit and 
therefore the technology is only briefly described in this report. Likewise, 
the production of ammonium sulfate was not observed. What little informa-
tion could be gained on the production methods for phosphate fertilizers 
in China also are given in a later section. 

RAW MATERIALS. 
The basic building block of all nitrogen fertilizers is ammonia. It is one 

of the truly fundamental raw materials for modern civilization, and its 
importance to agricultural production cannot be overemphasized. A very 
high percentage of that produced in the world (about 85%) is used directly 
or indirectly as a fertilizer although it also finds uses in the manufacture 
of such materials as soda ash, nitric acid, nylon, plastics, lacquers, dyes, 
rubber, and numerous other products. 

Ammonia is produced in the synthesis step by combining nitrogen and 
hydrogen in the proper proportions at specified conditions of temperature 
and pressure and in the presence of a catalyst. Nitrogen for the process is 
taken from the air and organic materials, such as coal,. natural gas (meth-
:me), naphtha, oil, or even water can provide the source. of hydrogen. In fact 
almost any material containing hydrogen is a potential raw material. The 
production of ammonia. by the combination of nitrogen and hydrogen is a 
relatively simple process; complications occur in obtaining the gases for the 

.synthesis reaction. The gases must be produced, cleaned, mixed, etc., which 
• makes ammonia production a rather complicated process. . 

China has coal in large amounts and well distributed throughout the 
country except for the south1 and it can be used as a raw material for 
ammonia production. Coal reserves in China compare favorably with those 
of the United States and the USSR. It is claimed that coal has been found 
in every province in China, although the size as well as the type of deposits 
vary considernbly. Coals range from lignite.J~·.anthraclte, with bituminous 
types being predominant. In the small plnilts· visited·, "co.al was used both 
for feedstock and fuel. It is known that China has substantial quantities 
of natural gas which is nn even better feedstock than coal, but plants of this 
type were not visited, Anthracite or sc;.mi-anthracite grade of coal was being 
used, and lumps were used for feedstock, while the powdered coal was used 
for fuel. The Ministry or Pctrochcmkal Industries reported that high-sulfur 
coals and lower grade coals were being used. A method was said to have 

,•' . . . '' '~ . 

j~i\1Jt%:~-f4~;,'.~ :i:_. ... . ' 
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Tablo Vl-2 

TYPICAL ANALYSIS (ULTIMATE) AND HEATING VALUE 
OF VARIOUS COALS' 

Rank 

Anthraclte·seml 
Bituminous 
Sub-bituminous 
Lignite 

c 
85.4 
81.73 
59.8 
36.3 

Ultimate Analysis, % 

H N 0 s 
3.28 1.12 3.59 0.80 
4.74 1.50 6.54 0.7 
5.6 1.3 21.0 1.1 
7.0 0.7 45.8 0.49 

Heating Value 
Btu/Pound 

14,100 
14,600 
10,600 
6,300 

8 Analyses corresponding to American Society for Testing Materials 
ranking; ranges of values between samples may occur in each rank. 

been developed for producing "artificial coal," whereby powdered coais 
not suitable for feedstock due to small particle size were converted to lumps 
by. briquetting. No details of the briquetting procedure were given. As gases 
must be reacted with the coal, lumps are needed to assure good contact of 
gas and coal and to have free passage of product gas throu_gh the bed. The 
use of high-sulfur coal requires more elaborate and more cx!Jcnsive methods 
to remove the sulfur; sulfur is detrimental to the process and must be 
removed. The availability of high-grade anthracite coal i11 many locations 
is a great advantage for small-scale plants and thus provides an opportunity 
for locating the factory very near the use area. It is interesting lo compare 
the Chinese approach with that in the United States. In China, basic 
production units producing rinal products arc located near the use area, 
whereas in the United States, large complexes provide raw materials and '' · 
Intermediates, which are transported to the use area and further processed 
by such methods'as bulk blending or granulation lo create final products. 
China Is moving toward the large complex in nitrogen procluclion, and tints 
will have to improve the transpo1·tation system to serve these factories. 

Table VI-2 gives a typical composition and heating value of various 
coals; It should be recognized that specific values will vary somewhat for the 
same type of coal. ThesC'lare shown only to give an indication of the variety 
of raw materials the Chinese said they had used for the production of 
ammonia. The a~alyses were not given to us during our visit. 

The quantity of carbon in a coal indicates its relative suitability for use l; 
In ammonia production: I.e. the higher the carbon content the better suited t 
Is that coal, because less will have to be handled in the reactors. The lower 1· 
the sulfur content the bct~er, bcc.ause sulfur Is un impurity which it'.lerfcrcs ~ · 
with the ammonia synthesis reaction; sulfur or sulfur gases must be 1emov~~ " .. :J 

,h ~ --,.~:.:; ~ 
11 •• "· ~ ')t;-_. __ -· ___ . ~ -~~~0,·r.~::r 
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Size 
"Prcpnra1ion 

Fine 
Coal 

Treated 
Water--

Air--

Steam 
Boiler 

Fresh Gas 
Compressor 
15th stage) 

Lump Cooi 
3-30 mm 

Steam 

Ash 

6th Staga Fresh Gas 

C02 
Removal 
Tower 

Wate~--f _ _:-----'' 

C02 
+ I 

Water 

' 

112: '10-44% 
co: 26-29% 
N2:20i-22% 

Cool 
Gosificatlon 
Furnaces 
IFixod Bedl 

Ash 

CU2: 7-9% 
H2S:2% 

Wot or 

W:iter 
Scrubber 

Oils, Tar, 
Dust 

Cold 
Copper Solution 

co+o .. 
Removal 
Tower 

Copper 
Solution 
Cooler 

C0+02 
Copper 
Regenerate 

., 

Ammonia 
Cooled 

Condcnsar 

.... ,. ... 
High Pressure 
Pump ~ J 

i 
j 

_., 

~L:L - - -
Absorption 
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... --· -o1o ~ .. 
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-----Gas 
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from.Storage 
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before nitrogen and hydrogen arc reacted lo form ammonia, because sulfur 
and sulfur compounds will poison the catalyst, thus lowering its reactivily. 
With these precautions, all of the above materials can be used for ammonia 
production. 

The mining of coal was not actually observed by the delegation, 
although during travel, numerous small mines were noted near the roadside. 
Coal, both lump and powdered, was observed being transported for various 
uses by trucks, also equipped with trailing rubber-tired wagons, trailers 
pulled by medium-size and han~ tractors, and in two-wheel carts pulled 
by animals or by hand. One fertilizer plant visited was receiving coal by mil. 

J Very little data could be obtained on the transport cost of coal to the 
f factories. Nevertheless, a rough estimate of the cost of coal delivered to the 1 factory is possible and was presented in Chapter IV. 
l 
'! 

~ 

GAS GENERATION USING COAL 

The following section is a brief description of the technology being used 
in the small-scale plants visited in which coal was the feedstock-fuel. The 
plant described is capable of producing up to 10,000 m.t. per year ammonia. 
In China, certain parts of plant operations are referred to in terms or work-
shops .. For example, a part or the plant for gas generation most likely will 
be called a gas generating workshop. Figure VI-1 is a flow sheet showing 
ammonia production in the small-scale plant. 

In this part of the plant the initial reaction toward the ammonia syn-
thesis process begins. This operation is needed to furnish both hydrogen 
nnd nitrogen for the final synthesis step. Lump coal is charged to the top 

'of each generator ( area of Jrn1, round). and for the size of plant described 
·here, three generators are used. The only gas generators observed are of the 
fixed-bed type, which must be discharged manually. Reference is made in 
the Chinese literature to a rotary type, which automatically discharges dust 
and residue. In some of the discussion, the equipment was referred to as 
furnaces. Air is blown into each generator, which causes heat to be generated 
by combustion of some of the coal by the following reaction: .. • 

c+ o,-coi, ,:_" 
This part of the operation is ref erred· to as t-he "blow." The carbon reacts 
with oxygen fr.om air forming carbon dioxide; the carbon dioxide is removed 
from the gasses and used in other processes to produce ammonium bicar-
bonate or urea: it is a byproduct of-.ammonia synthesis. After the bed is 
heated during the "blow" operation, this is followed by n "run" operation 
according to the following reaction: 

l :'ij~,.,:~l: : ; ·c + 11 10 (steam)- CO+ H, 

- .. __ ... __ _ 
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This reaction is endothermic or requires heal, n11d thus the hcd is cooled. 
In this step, hydrogen gas and carbon 111011oxide arc generated: hydrogen 
is one of the final gases needed for ammonia syntliesis. In the abo\'c reaction 
sequence, nitrogen gas, which is the other gas needed. is supplied by air. 
Thus the two raw materials for the final ammonia reaction between hydrogen 
and nitrogen are made and mixed in the proper proportions along with other 
gases which are removed prior to synthesis. In the plants, the "blow-run" 
operation was being done automntically, with meam providccl for manual 
operation in case of automatic failure. The cycle wns on a timed sequence 
of three minutes with the "blow" operation for one-third of the time and 
"run" operation for two-thirds of the time. Thus, air was admitted for 
I minute to heat the bed, followed by steam for 2 minutes, which cooled the 
bed. This cycle was repeated giving a gas mixture comisling of carbon 
monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide C01), hydrogen (H,), nitrogen (N 1), methane 
(CH4), oxygen (0,), hydrogen sulfide (H 1S), and argon (Ar). The gas was 
transported by Roots blowers to storage; storage tanks were built of steel, 
and some were made of stone and concrete. The stone tank was said to give 
a considerable saving since all materials were locally available. The tempera-
ture was not measured in the generator. Steam is produced in stcnm boilers 
using t~e finely-divided coal not of sufficient size for use ii) the generators. 
No catalyst is needed for the above reactions. ·'. 

Following storage, the gas is treated to remove hydrogen sulfide and 
dust. Water is used for gas washing for dust and dilute an11lionium hydroxide 
is used to remove hydrogen sulfide; the ammonium hydroxide is regenerated. 

CARBON MONOXIDE CONVEHSION 

Gas after cleaning for dust and hydrogen sulfide removal is mixed with 
an excess of steam and passed over a bed of catalyst consisting of iron oxide 
(Fc,O,). In this reaction, called the shift reaction, carbon monoxide reacts 
with steam according to the following: 

CO+ H 20 (steam)- C01 + H1 

In this manner additional hydrogen gas is formed and converts most of the 
'I 

carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide; no datn were given on the conversion 
efficiency, but probably this was no higher than 90%. Therefore, some 
carbon monoxide remains, which must be removed nlong with the c:irbon 
dioxide and other impurities prior to synthesis. The temperature of the 
conversion reaction is 500°C~ After conversion, the gas is cooled before 
beginning additional gas purification oper111ions, Al this point, the gases 
have the correct mole ratio of hydrngcn to nitrouen or J: I for synlhcsis, but 
still contain carbon dioxide nnd carbon monoxide, whkh must be removed, 
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GAS COMPRESSION AND PURIFICATION 

Arter conversion of most of the carbon monoxide to hydrogen, the gases 
arc subjected to a sequence of compression and purification steps. The gas 
is compressed in six stages, with intercoolers between stages, until a pressure 
of JOO kg./ cm. 1 is reached in the fifth stage. Water is pumped into an 
absorption tower where the carbon dioxide is dissolved. No data were given 
as to where energy is recovered from the let·down of the water-carbon 
dioxide solution. It is assumed that no system exists for this. Carbon dioxide 
recove1·ed in this step is used for production of ammonium bicarbonate. 

Removal of the carbon monoxide, oxygen, residual carbon dioxide, 
and other gases is carried out by further scrubbing after water scrubbing 
with a cold solution of ammoniacal copper forinate. Gas is contacted in a 
scrubbing tower with the cold solution to absorb carbon monoxide and 
oxygen. The copper liquor is oxidized in the scrubbing tower during removal 
of carbon monoxide and is called spent solution. After sct"Ubbing, the spent 
solution goes to a reflux ~crubbcr where ammonia is absorbed. From the 
reflux scrubber the liquor goes to a reduction vessel where it is heated under 
pressure and reduced back to the cuprous form by the dissolved carbon 
monoxide. Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are released from the 
solution. After regeneration the copper solution is again cooled by ammonia 
refrigeration to be recycled. At this point the final gases, hydrogen, and 
nitrogen, are in a condition for the synthesis reaction. 

AMMONIA SYNTHESIS 

After compression to 320 kg./cm. 2 the purified synthesis gas Is mixed 
with circulated gas. The combined volume of new and recirculated gas pass 
through an ammonia-cooled condenser; the gases and condensed ammonia 
nre passed through a separator where liquid ammonia Is removed. Liquid 
ammonia Is pumped to storage. Pressure type storage is used in the small· 
sen le plants. After separation of ammonia, the gases are heated by of_f-gas. 
from the converter in an exchanger and entef .the ammonia synthesis con· 
verier where they pass through the catalyst bed. The catalyst was not known' 
by plant personnel, but was designated A6. It Is assumed to be reduced Iron 
oxide, because a nitrogen blanket is required during periods of shutdown. 
The converter operates at 500°C. and, as given before, 320 kg./cm. 2• The 
reaction of hydrogen and nitrogen to form ammonia is an equilibrium 
reaction according to the following: 

N, + JHi *2NH, 

The actual quantity of ammonia formed per pass through the converter 
depends upon the pressure, temperature, .and reactivity or the catalyst. At 

- - -- -
., 
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a given temperature, the conversion is increased l>y pressure, and at a ~in:n 
pressure, the conversion decreases with. an im'l'l':tsc in te111pcrat me. The 
catalyst speeds up the reaction rate in order to achieve an cco110111ical level 
of space velocity; this is the number of cubic feet or volume of gas that pass 
over one cubic foot or volume of catalyst space per hour. At the above 
conditions only about 15-20% conversion is obtained per pass; thus a 
considerable quantity of gas must be recirculated. As the reaction of 
hydrogen .and nitrogen to ammonia i~ highly exothermic, heat must be 
removed from the converter to maintain the desired temperature. The 
ammonia converter is 0.5 m. dia. x 6 m. high. Gas and ammonia from the 
converter pass through a water-cooled condenser and then to a separator 
where ammonia is removed. This ammonia also goes to storage. Unreacted 
gases go to the section or the recirculation compressors. 

AMMONIA STORAGE 

Steel_ tanks or a horizontal, cylindrical type were used for ammonia 
stornge; the storage volume was JO m. 3 for the small-scale plants. Ammonia 
in vapor or gaseous form is used in other products. No liquid anhydrous 
ammonia ls used for direct application. Ammonia is used for the production 
of liquor ammonin, ammonium bicarbonate, or :unri1011ium riitrnte. 

It was striking to note the similarity in the snrnll-sc:ilc a'mnwnia plants 
In China with a plant previously operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority 
in the United States. In the Call of 1942 the plant began prodnc:tion of 
ammonia using coke and operated on that feedstock until 1951 when it was 
converted to natural gas. The TVA plant was much larger, havirig a design 
capacity or about 44,000 m.t./yr. of ammonia. Coke is a somewhat cleaner 
feedstock compared with coal and was selected primarily for that reason 
by TVA. Technical steps involved including gas preparation, cleaning, 
compression, removal or impurities, and synthesis were very similar in both 
plants. The original coke-based plant converted to natural gas at TVA has 
now been replaced with a more modern technology plant, which also uses 
natural gas. 

TECHNOLOGY OF PROBUCTS MADE FROM AMMONIA 

Only three fertilizer products containing straight nitrogen were observed 
• being made and their use made mention of during the visit. These were 

ammonium bicarbonate, ammonia liquor, and ammonium nitrate. Brief 
explanations are given for each of these materials. 

1. Ammonium bicarbo11ate: This material is sometimes called :11n· 
monlum hydrogen carbonate or nmmonium acid carbonate nnd contains· 

,J7.5% nitrogen, which makes It a relatively low-analysis fertilizer. It is a 
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PHOTO VI-1. Gas generators where coal is reacted with air and. steam to produce a 
gas mixture of H,, N1, CO, and H

1
S, - ' · 

I . P~IOTO VM. An ..... 1ow or '°"'P""°' room; - th• ..ietly 1.Tane•menl ••• l:,,,; : .. +>:· _.- , . well-kept appearance, ., ·~ 
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PHOTO VI-J. Ammonia plant absorption towers; note the use of indigenous m:tlcri:tls 
") and methods In equipment. ~ 
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PHoTo VI-5. Gas analyses are done by wet methods; sophlstlca'ied instruments are 
nice but not necessary, 

PHOTO VJ-6. View of ammonia plant; note converter 'In center where N
1 
+ H,· 1$ 

reacted to form NH
1

• 
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PHOTO Vl-7, All solid fertilizer observed in Chinn is delivered lo We form in bagged 
form. 

rather easy compound to prepare and is made according to the following 
reaction: 

NH,+ H;O +CO, - NH.HCO, 

An aqueous solution of ammonia (NH.OH) is contacted with g:1seous carbon 
dioxide, and this is done in an absorption column where the .ammonia 
solution flows downward, and the gas flows upward: As the renction pro-
duces heat, it is ·necessary to cool the solution. As the solution becomes 
saturated, crystallization occurs. In the small plants, steam was used to dry 
up the solution or concentrate the solution to cause crystallization and 
drying: no separate drying step was carried out. The semi-dry crystals had 
a wet appearance and sn\Cllcd strnngly of ammonia. The crystals were 
collected in a holding hopper and bngged by hand into a 25 kg. plastic bag 
nnd tied closed. A small quantity of bagge·d product was stored tcmpor:irily ;fr.,;·i .. 
outside, alongside the bagging building. The workers around the bagging >' f 
unit were wearing n cloth covering over the nose and mouth, and a fan wns L j 
blowing the ammonia fumes away from them. Neither the masks nor fan · · 1 
were doing nn adequate job of protecting the workers. During discussions, ."' '.·j 
the people stnted that ammonium bicarbonate was difficult to use, as it ··• '.! 
tended to lose ammonia, Of course, this Is a very simple way of converting ~· J 
the ammonia Into n solid form which can .. h1!. tr:i11••1"·""',,..1. .. _.i...~--.:___.,,_.,..._,.,....:~:J 
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available. This portion of the plant could be improved lo give a beltcr 
working atmosphere for the workers. Carbon dioxide for lhc rt·:ielion is a 
recovered byproduct, and thus contributes no cost lo the produd. Figure 
VI-2 shows the production scheme. 

2. Liquor 111111110nici (aqua c1111111011ia): The production ol' liquor am-
monia is also a very simple process. The gaseous ammonia is contacted with 
water according to the following reaction: 

NH,+ H20 - NH.OH 

During the reaction, heat is generated which must be removed. The final 
solution has no gauge pressure, and thus can be handled in ordinary tanks 
or even glass containers. It does have a partial pressure or ammunin, which 
means that ammonia will escape unless the containers arc kept closed. 
Figure VI-2 also shows the production or liquor ammonia. 

J. Ammonium nitrate: As shown in Figure Vl-2, some plants were 
observed to be making nitric acid from part or the ammonia production 
and converting the nitric acid to ammonium nitrate according to the 
following reaction: 

NH,+ HNO, _. NH 4NO, 

Gaseous ammonia is reacted with air at 800°C. using a platinum catalyst 
to produce nitrogen oxides; the pressure is t kg./cm. 2 T}lc main product 
is nitric oxide (NO), but at the same time other nitrogen o~idcs arc formed. 
The nitrogen oxide (NO) is further reacted with cooling ~1r to convert it to 
nitrogen dioxide (NO,); no catalyst is required for this. Tile nitrogen dioxide 
is absorbed by water in packed towers to form nitric acid. In China the acid 
concentration was 40%. Even at this concentration, considerable losses of 
nitrogen oxides were observed at the stack discharge. Modern nitric acid 
plants opernting under pressure produce 56% nitric acid. Equations for 
the main reactions are as follows: 

4NH1 +SO,-+ 4NO + 611,0 
2NO + O, -+ 2NO, 

JN02 .+ H,0-+ 2HN<?1 +NO 

Acid was withdrawn from storage and reacted with gaseous ammonia 
to produce an .ammonium· nitrate solution of 60% concentration. The 
solution is concentrat;d by vacuum evaporation to 80-900-/0 ammonium 
nitrate using steam. Following this n vacuum crystallization (batch opera· 
tion) produces solid ammonium nitrate. The product particle size is less 
than 1 mm. After vacuum crystallization, the vacuum is released, and a 
door is opened manually. Ammonium nitrate crystals £all down a chute 
to an open belt conveyor onto a manual bngging hopper. No further drying 
or conditioning was done. The crystals felt to be about 110-l 15°F. when 
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. • being bagged and felt moist to the touch. Bags consisted of 2-ply paper 
with no plastic liner being used: the bags were weak and tore ensily. It 
was a 25-kg. weight an<l was labeled 34% nitrogen on the bag. Some 
bagged product that felt to be quite hard was stored nearby. The plant 
people stated that before the amonium nitrate was used, it was usually 
ground with a stone grinder. Some of the pt·oduct was used for blasting, 
and the remainder was used for fertilizer. Again, the production scheme 
for ammonium nitrate could be changed to greatly improve the product 
quality. They said that a prilling tower is being considered for one of the 
plants visited. China has experience in the operation of a pan-type granulator 
or pelletizer used in the preparation of feed particles for the vertical shaft 
kilns in the cement plants. A similar principle could be used to prepare a 
high quality granular ammonium nitrate. A melt consisting of 98-99.5% 
ammonium nitrate (a melt made by heating with steam) could be sprayed 
over the moving bed in the pan. When the melt is being sprayed, the rotating 
particles increase to the desired size and are separated and cooled for 
packaging. The small particles are returned to the pan to serve as nuclei 
for the production of additional product-size particles. Equipment includes 
the pan granulator, cooler, screens, oversize crushing milt, elevators, and 
screens, all of which the Chinese can readily fabricate. Product made in this 
manner would cost no more than that to be made in a prilling tower and 
should have superior physical characteristics. 

Ammonium bicarbonate cannot be melted without decomposition and 
cannot be processed as previously mentioned for ammonium nitrate. How-
ever: it could be compacted, such as in briquetting machines, to give various 
particle shapes. Also, ammonium bicarbonate could be pressed between 
pressure rolls Into a sheet and then broken into uniform sb:es by screening. 
For the small production units, even tabletting could be considered. 

· 4. Urea: China is known to have some small plants operating that 
produce urea. This material is made by a pressure reaclion of ammonia 
with carbon dioxide at elevated temperatures. Since no plants were visited 
whi.ch made this product, no data can be given. Some discussion is prc.sented 
on this ·material under future trends. · 

I! is known that China is greatly increasing its nitrogen production 
capacity through installation of modern amm'?nia-urea plants. Although 
~ot dealt with during the visit, it seems ape.rgpi:late to briefly consider the 
impact. We. c~uld ~ot learn specifically whaf ratio o( nitrogen, phosphate, 
~nd potash is used in the country, but it is probably of the order of 1 :O.S:O.S 
'? t~r~s of ~:P,O,:K,O weight ratio,'. Therefore, when nitrogen availability 
s~gmf1cantl~ mc~eases, say by 1978, t~ quantities of phosphate and potas-
smm must hkew1se be Increased to maintain the proper ratio. It would seem 
that a considcrnble potential exists to supply the Increased demand of these 

. ;,-:, n~t~ients, and probably a considerable amouht must come fl:()ln imports. If 
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new nitrogen capacity by 1978 equals 3.5 million tons. then pho,phatc and 
potnsh capacities should be 1. 75 million tons each to 111ai11tai11 the a hove 
ratio. Once again our delegation was not able to ascertain the consumption 
ratio on a country basis. 

TECHNOLOGY OF PHOSPHATE PRODUCTION 

Although in numerous discussions the use of phosphate fertilizers was 
mentioned, little data could be obtained on the materials :ind the technology 
of production, and no plants were visited which produced phosphate-type 
fertilizers. · 

Apparently, compared with the small-scale nitrogenous fertili7.Cr indus· 
try, a small-scale phosphate fertilizer industry has not evolved in a compar· 
able way or at least to the degree that the nitrogen industry has. There arc 
known scattered deposits of phosphate ore in the country, but in all of our 
discussions, the material being used was said to be allocated by the state. 
This also could include imported ores as well as domestically-mined ores. 
Depending upon impurities in the ore, the P10 5 content can vary over a wide 
range. The ore may or may not be suitable for direct use as a fertilizer, 
depending on its chemical composition and agricullural conditions. Gener· 
ally, some chemical reaction must be carried out with the .ore to improve 
its P ,05 availability; this is a method of expressing the ahilit)l of the growing 
plant to utilize the phosphate component. The reaction changes the chemical 
composition of the phosphate ore and puts it in a form that can be used by 
the plant either' through an improvement in water solubility or citrate 
solubility. 

Jn Chinese literature, the use of powdered or fine-ground phosphate 
rock for direct application is described. They rccommcncl that sedimentary 
rock be ground and mixed with manure and lime for direct application to 
acid soils in the following rates: SO kg. (100 jin 1) of manure, 2 kg. (4 jin) of 
phosphate rock, and 2.5 kg. (5 jin) of lime. It is recommended that the 
mixture be applied one week before seeding at the rate of 375 to 750 kg.I 
ha. (SO to 100 jin/mu. 2). 

There was occasional reference to plants that produce "burned" 
phosphates; these products were referred to as calcium magnesium phos· 
phate containing 14-18% P,O,. It is assumed that they arc made by 
heating the ore In the presence of a magnesium source to a relatively high . 
temperature whereby magnesium is Incorporated in the product. This would 
be expected to improve the availnbility. The measurement or availability 
is an empirical method based on the solubility of a certain amount of 

I. I Jin.= 112 kg.= I.I lbs . 
2. ! mu.= I/CJ a.= 0.167 n. = .067 hn • 
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'' -vtl._,-,'- -,._,~._..._,-.... ...,..~ - -product in an ammonium citrate solution. Generally, the higher the 
solubility, the higher the availability to growing pfonts. Rcforenccs arc given 
in Chinese lilcraturc to the reaction or magnesium silicate with phosphate 
rock and with the use of coal. A flow sheet is given as described by them 
in Figure VI-3. Magnesium silicate, phosphate rock, and coal are screened 
into lumps and powder. The mixture is melted, followed by quenching it 
in water, drying, and grinding it to produce calcium magnesium phosphate. 
Based on other plant visits, the Chinese have the technology and indigenous 
equipment to carry out the process. They have considerable experience in 
fabrication and operation of electric furnaces, shaft kilns, rotary driers and 
coolers, ball mills for grinding, and screening equipment. Much of this 
equipment was observed in visits to rural,, small-scale cement factories. 

During a visit to the Industrial Exhibition in Shanghai, samples of NPK 
compound granular fertilizer were being shown. However, the hosts were 
unable to give any details except that It was only being trial produced. 

TRANSPORT OF FERTILIZERS 

Information on how the fertilizers were transp~rted from the factory 
to the farm was obtained through personal observation. 

Since the plants are located in relatively close proximity to the use area, 
two rather unsophisticated methods could be used in transport. A 12-h.p. 
"walking" tractor is used with a two-wheel metal trailer for a large part of 
the bagged fertilizer. This was said to convey up to l m.t. Another method 
was a two-wheel (heavy-duty, bicycle-type wheel) hand cart with a wooden 
bed; sideboards were made of wood or wire mesh. These were drawn by 
donkeys or humans. If a donkey was used, it wns attached by a loose rope, 
nnd the human guided :ind also pulled it by two beams on ench side. In many 
cases, two to three men and women were pulling the hand carts using 
shoulder straps or ropes with one person guiding the cart. In n few cases 
hfrger tracfors and four-wheel, rubber-tired wagons and trucks also were 
observed. Cost data on fertilizer transport could not be obtained. At any 
rate, the production plant was not responsible for delivering the pr~duct;· · 

For liquor ammonia some black' bags al)pearing to be made of rubber 
transported by two-wheel hand carts were used. Some old oil drum's also 
could have been used for liquor ammonia. -c~mcrete tanks also have been 
seen by otners where small boats are available·. · · _ .... <~ 

SUMMARY 
In assessing the role or small~'S-cale fertilizer plants In China and the 

level or technology, severnl factors must be kept in mind. One important 
factor ls the availability and wide dispers~on of coal in the country. Through 

- - - - - - - -
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some unknown mechanism the technology for using• coal for ammonia r 
production became available to the Chinese. They ncrvcr claimed to have ~; 
developed the fundamental knowledge during any of the visits. Certain 1~. 
statements were made indicating that they had made improvements and '.c 

adapted methods better suited to Chinese condilio11s. Had other fccdstoeks : 
such as naturar gas or oil been as available ns coal, they probably would ~. ' 
have been used. These plants follow very closely the theme of self-reliance It; l 
and taking the initiative in their own hands as the feedstock-fuel requires : ..•. ' J 
no foreign exchange, plus essentially all of the equipment can be fabricated ': J 
Indigenously, and most of the metal is available in·country. The process ~· l 

does not require special alloys, which probnbly arc not available, except by ~,:f.~, ,1_ •. · 

importation. The reactor vessels are of small size ns well as the compressors, f. 'l which can be fabricated in local ancl regional shops. Another very significant ~'. · · 
factor ls the locatiolf. of the plant very near the fertilizer-use area. Trans- ~.:: 
portntion Is a problem, nnd the small factory nllows the local population !. 
to improvise in. methods of fertilizer transport. In large complexes, the i.'.1. 
factory will be required to invest in transportation and distribution facilities, ~· 
nnd product will move a much longer distance from production to the point J: 
of use, Small locally oriented factories allow the use of relatively low analysis t 
materials to be used economically. As the markeHng orea bo<om"' largC<. j 
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there is usually a need to increase the analysis so ihat the delivered cost per 
unit of plant nutrient can be kept relatively low. 

It was surprising to learn of the number of small-scale nitrogen fertilizer 
factories utilizing the relatively complex technology required for ammonia 
production. The technology is similar to that used in other countries before 
natural gas was available. In fact, the Tennessee Valley Authority of the 
United States began operation of an ammonia plant in 1942 using coke to 
produce about 44,000 tons per year. Many of the processing steps In this 
plant were similar to those observed in China. 

In general, the small plants in China were well designed and a·ppe3red 
to be well managed. Unfortunately, time did not permit a detailed inspection 
of the equipment or process details. The impression gained was that the 
quality of workmanship in design and layout was good, and this has been 
standardized to the extent possible, allowing for maximum use of non-metals 
in some steps based on local options (in scrubbing towers, etc.). Individual 
workshops were neat and orderly. In most instances safety, such as no smok-
ing signs and the use of safety apparel for the workers, was stressed. 
Exposed work areas were marked for worker protection. There appeared to 
be a coordinated scheme for carrying out maintenance, and management 
appeared to be preventative maintenance-oriented. They often stated that 
they were working to reduce. pollution from the fertilizer factories. These 
small plants have a high level of manual labor input, and they seemed to 
be striving for labor-saving methods, but automatic control of inost steps 
was not yet achieved. However, it is likely that these plants will remain 
oriented to manual labor for the next several years, and attention to auto-
mation and labor-.saving devices will be directed to the large complexes, 
whether producing fertilizer or other materials. 

One area that would justify further attention would be to Improve the 
. quality of the solid products leaving the factory. Although the Chinese 
literature refers to modern methods of fertilizer finishing such as prilling 
or granulation, none were observed during the visit. 'In visits to cement 
factol'ies or medicinal laboratories, the principle of pan grahulntlon was 
observed. This technique could be easiiy applied to solid fertilizers.• Forma-
tion of ammonium bicarbonate Into pellets by such methods as briquetting 
would improve its handling properties. Prilllng of ammonium nitrate with 
incorporation of additives would improve! this product. 

It s~ems that the small-scale fertilizer factory i's playing an important 
role in China and will continue to do so. This type of approach also may be 
applicable to other countries aod situations in the developing world. The 
small-scale fertilizer industry is certainly establishing a cadre of personnel 
with training that will be appropriate and helpful In developing a large-scale 
f crtilizer industry in China. 
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Small-scale cement plants began to be built in China in 1958. Al this b,~j 
time, in other parts of the world, large rotary kilns with internal heat 
recouperating devices and external suspension pre-heaters were being in-
stalled. The kiln Is the heart of any cement-producing facility. Another key 
feature of cement manufacture ls that the product being manufactured is 
a heavy and relatively low-cost item, and generally speaking must be mar-
keted within a small radius of the factory, because the cost of transport adds 
significantly to the cost of the product. This is a perishable product nnd must 
be protected from contact with moisture. · ,, ,, 
· · China hns not ·Chosen to take the snrnc steps in incrcnsing its cement· .r;, 
producing capacity as the rest of the world. In China there have been f'' ·, 

additions of large rotary kilns near lnrgc cities where trnnsportation is better Y~ 
developed, but a mnj"r capacity increase also ·has tnkc11 pince from smnll :. · ~ 
"egg-shaped'' and shaft kilns, The "egg-shaped" kilns arc built below :'•';1 
ground level and are lined with brick. They arc very small in size. They must ~- .. '.j~ 
be charged, and the material removed manually and are what is known in 
chemical processing as "batch"-type operations. The shaft kiln is nn old ~.·:1 technology that has been used to heat many types of minerals and was the :·'.':i 
type of kiln used In the manufacture of the first portlnnd cc1.11cnt. . · ,: -:1 

Portland cement was first produced by Joseph /\spchn, a bricklayer j;.'.i 

and ma.Ori. In ~,d•, England, In ~~2.~t:v•~ d l~I ''.' 11 ~~ rn•:~''":'.:rlal ~ f ,~ 
- - - .. - - ...... -;;?] 
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used in many parts or the world as a hydraulic binder. Most of the early 
binders were mixtures of lime and volcanic ash from various eruptions. Mr. 
Aspdin used limestone and clay in proper proportions and intimately fused 
these materials by heat treatment to form new comr-ounds. The name 
"portland" came to the process as a result of the product color, which closely 
resembled the color of the stone cliffs on the Isle of Portland. 

Portland cement is an important product to a developing or a growing 
nation. It is used almost exclusively in the construction Industry. It is the 
glue when mixed with sand, coarse aggregates, and water that hardens to 
a stone-like mass, which is used to build water canals, dams, sanitation 
systems, roads, buildings, and untold other structures. It can be molded 
and shaped with great ease, so as to decrease the need for hand-cut stone. 

Portland cement is made from a myriad of naturally existing minerals, 
and In some cases, waste materials from other industries. The major chem· 
ical compounds formed are tri-calcium silicate (C,S), di-calcium silicate 
(C2S), tri-calcium aluminate (C,A), and tetra-calcium-aluminoferrites 
(C,AF), Thus, it can be seen that a combination of materials which furnish 
calcium, silica, alumina, and iron are the prime requirements. Such mate· 
rials as limestone, marls, and oyster shells are commonly used to furnish 
the calcium minerals. They must be low in magnesia minerals. The other 
clements come from a varied list; such as, clay, shales, iron ore, and slags. 
These need to be low in sodium, potassium, and phosphorus minerals. 

Exact information concerning cement capacity, production, number of 
plants, and location were not available to us, We did learn during a briefing 
on small-scale industries by Institute personnel in Peking that small-scale 
plants had increased production by a three-fold factor since 1965. In an 
earlier briefing we learned that China had 2800 small-scale portland cement 
plants located in 80% of the counties and producing 50% of China's total 
cement output. Published figures' for earlier years show local small-scale 
production as a share of national total output to be 14% for 1959 and 48% 
for 1972. The first facilities under this plan were installed in 1958. Jn those . 
days small mills such as those used.in the milling of rice were used to· prepare 
the feed and finished product. Hand crushing was used. One of. the..cnrly 
plants was built for an investment of 1000 Y.,Uan and employed ten people, 
who produced 25 kg.Ida, ~· . :, . 

One mqst try to understand the reasons for proceeding in such a 
manner, bec.ause none of the facilities have the economy of scale that would 
be built in the United States. By 1973, if one estimates that 15.4 million tons 
were produced by various small-seal~ processes, the average plant size must 
have reach~d 5356 metric tons per year. All of the plants on which we 

I. Jon Sigurdson, "Technology and Employment In China," World. Dtvelopnrt11t, Vol. 2, 
No. J, M:m:h 1974. , 
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received information, however, were in excess of 25,000 111.t./yr. This means 
that many of the plants must still be of very small size. 

In a briefing concerning cement processes given by Mr. Liu Chicn-hsun 
and Mr. Liu Kung·ch'eng of the Chinese Silicate Society, five points as to 
why small-scale cement plants were being developed were given. Specifically, 
they use: 

1. Funds from the masses 
2. Local raw materials 
3. Equipment made locally 
4. A low technology base (indigenous methods) 

And, they must serve: Agriculture. 
There arc several ways to finance such projects. Financial help could 

come from the province or county level. Lower commune levels also could 
use their accumulation funds to erect such plants, which relieves the central 
state government from having to allocate funds for a large central plant and 
still have a difficult transport problem to the job site. Such plants could be 
built by local authorities as a part of a water conservation project. In fact, 
many were built in this mannet·, Seventy (70) % of production goes to 
agriculture and 30% to local industry. Of course, in a given year these 
numbers wilf vary according to need. ·• 

Local raw materials should be used. In fact, many nrcas have small 
deposits that would not support a larger plant. Clay sce1lls to be abundant 
throughout China, and small limestone operations were already operating 
for the stone cutting trades. Local fuel supplies also were important. Many 
small and low-grade fuels were available and could be used in the shaft-type 
kiln <?Peration. The low heating value fuels cannot be used in the rotary kiln 
process. 

Much of the equipment was of the type that could be made locally. Plant 
designs (the earliest of which go back before 1958) were made available by 
the appropriate industrial ministry. Specific standard designs would have to 
be altered to meet the existing local conditions. In one example that we saw 
where expansion had taken' place, it was obvious that a compromise had 
been made with the original lay-out. The basic design types arc listed in 
Table VIl·l. ., . 

Indigenous methods were required as a result of a low-level of technical 
capability. The shaft kiln would lend itself to such a situation. Quality or 
product has been one of the shortcomings of the shaft kiln. We lcnrned that 
much progress has been made so that now Mark 400 (28-day strengths of 
5688 p.s.1.-400 kg./c.m.2) amd Mark 500 (28-day strengths of 7110 p.s.i.-
500 kg./c.m. J) can be made, We did not learn if this product is made in nil 
plants at all times. Several Chinese publlcatiom; obtnlncd Indicated thnt 
lesser quality has been used In major construction prnclucts. 
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Table .Vli-f 

SMALL-SCALE CEMENT PLANT EQUIPMENT 
(DESIGN BY INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE) 

KILN MILL 

Capacity Diameter Height Discharge No. Diameter Long th Kw 

_7,000 1.5 7.0 m. Manual 2 1.2m. 4.5m. 80 
20,000 t. 2.0m. a.om. Seml·mech. 2 1.5m. 5.7m. 135 
25,000 t. 2.5m. 10.0 rn. Seml-mech. 2 2.2 6.5m. 350 
44,000 t. 2.5m. 10.0m. Mechanical 3 1.83 6.1 m. 245 

Technicians have been selected from the local people. Assistance has 
been given by some of the larger factories. Local personnel have traveled to 
other plants, and other plant personnel have offered on-the-spot assistance. 

The shaft kiln lends itself to meeting such criteria as: 
1. The use of local manpower 
2. Limiting foreign exchange, because whatever was to be done would be 

done at home 
3. Obtaining capital from local accumulations 
4. Avoidance of technology not available in rural areas 
5. The use of local, small deposits of raw materials which would otherwise 

not support larger modern plants 
6. Relieve an already short supply of transportation 
7. Shorter plant erection time 
Jn fact, Jon Sigurdson? mentions that India is also using the shaft kiln to 
advantage under certain circumstances. In a personal conversation with a 
member of the India Portland Cement Association, this was confirmed. I'm 
sure that much has been learned since entering this process in 1958. Control 
of pelletizing moisture is a must for this operation. The pellet formed must 
retain its shape as it moves through the shaft kiln. Many improvements to · 
control dust we1·e mentioned. Sev.eral times it was mentioned that' a plant 
was operating in a "civilized manner." This statement means that working 
atmospheres have been improved by major dust abatement programs. 
Packing and shipping is reported as being dusty, but attention Is being given 
to this. -.·:. ·-· 

Fuel efficiencies for the small-scale shaft kilns were reported as follows: 
Highest -poo kcl./kg. 
Low - "'150-800 kcl./kg. 
Avcrnge - 950 kcl./kg. 

2. Ibid. 
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Product quality lms improved since 1958 from as low :is Mark ISO. In 
fact, it was reported that one plant makes 98% Mark SOO. They use a dry 
mortar for making strength tests. A 15-25°/i, waler content is used which 
will tend to make strengths appear higher than we nrc accustomed to seeing. 
The chemical and fineness data indicate a lower than normal strength by 
our standards. They do plan to go to a wet mortar method shnilar lo our 
ASTM procedures. Slight differences will be made in the testing procedure. 
This will then allow for a better quality comparison. 

During our briefing by the China Silicate Society in Peking, we asked 
"where are the best small·scale cement plants localed?" The Tachai plant 
In Hsi-yang County and Hui County Plant (formerly Pai·ch'uan) in Huihsien 
County were rated as being amont their best plants. We were able to spend 
n short time in each of these plants. 

Tavle VII-2 is a summary of the pertinent details for the three plants 
we visited. 

Table VII-2 tabulates many of the details of plant production and 
equipment. The following paragraphs will furnish further detail-; .. 

1. · Tacliai Cement Factory. This plant employed convcnt1onal wet 
chemical methods for raw materials, clinker, and cement analysis. They were 
analyzing for silica, alumina, iron, calcium, and magnesia. The magnesia 
content was about 1.0-1.5%. Physical testing of cement wa;; nol as complete 
as we would conduct it, but seemed adequate. Tests wcre,i11adc for time of 
setting, tensil, and compressive strength. ; 

This plant is considered a model plant. Tachai has sent workers to other 
factories to learn and teach, and some thirty plants have sent personnel to 
this plant for observation and training. 

The limiting factor appears to be raw mix production. To produce 
2.5 tph of clinker would require 3.82 tons of raw mix. A flow diagr~m 
(Figure Vil-1) is included for this plant and is typical of the process being 
used in the small-scale cement industry in Chinn. 

2. Hui Cou;lty Cement Factory. The product from this plant is used 
in local projects, such as: water conservation, pump stations, c:mnls, rescr· 
voirs, roads, and bridges. This is typical of how this industry supports 
agriculture. There are six other plants located in this county. 

The trip through the plant was very hurried, and many items were not 
developed. It was repo?ted that 70% of the items were built and installed 
by plant personnel. Some 64 items fall into this category. . 

Manpower reduction had taken place, and the reported present comph· 
ment should have been 800 according to plant manngement. The new plant 
expansion comprising two new mills nnd the automatic shaft kiln was in· 
stalled In 4.5 months by the plnnt. During this rcconstr11ction, 100 rooms 
for workers also were completed, 

- - - - - - -
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SMALL-SCALE CEMENT PLANTS VISITED IN CHINA 

Plant 
County: 
Province: 
Origin: 

Personnel: 

Capacity: 

I 
Use: 

Investment 

Raw 
materials: 

Fuel: 

Crushing: 

Tachai 
Hsi-yang 
Shansi 
Construction 1967 

• Production 1968 
144 

Designed 7,000 m.t./yr. 
1968-3,500 m.t./yr. 
1969-7,000 m.t./yr. 
1970-10,300 m.tJyr. 
1971-12,000 m.t./yr. 
1972-14,0QO m.t./yr. 
1974-20,000 m.tJyr. 
Plan to double capacity 
80% used in county 
:~ capital projects and 
; wat~r conservation 

20% in urban projects 
350,000 yuan 

Umestone-n% 
Clay -20% 
Iron ore - 3% 
Fluorite 
Coal-15% of total 

raw ITlaterials 
Type: Anthracite 
Ash: 10·% 
Cost: 3.5 yuan/t. 
Heating Value:. n.a. 

250 mm. x 4 mm. 

---------• 

Milling: 

Feed 
' preparation: 

Kiln: 

Cement 
milling: 

Products: 

Storage: 
Packing: 

Price: 
Cost: 
Profit: 

Feeders - Table 
lype mill-Ball 
Circuit -Open 
Number -1 
Size -1.27 m. x 4.5 m. 
Production-2.8 t/hr. 
Motor -80 kw. 
Type -Pelletizlng 
Type -Rotating disc 
Water-·153 
Type-Shaft 

. Size-1.6 m. x 7.0 m. 
Temperature-

1200-14000C. 
Production-2.5 t./hr. 
Kcl./t.-4000 
Refractories-

Special mortar 
Slag 
Alumina brick 

Discharge-Manual 
Type -Ball 
Circuit -Open 
Number-Two 
Size-1.37 m. x 4.5 m. 
Production-1.6 t./hr. 
Motor-80 kw. 

· Portland, Mark 400 
Slag cements 
Two silos 
Majority-Bag 50 kg. 

38/t. 
30/t. 
8/t. 

Hui County 
Hui County 
Honan 
Construction 1964 
Production 1964 
27 Original 
500 Nowa 
15% Women 
1964-4 m.t./day 
1974-50,000 m.t./yr. 
1975-132,000 m.t./yr.b 

90 % used locally 

1,700 yuan Original 
Total-not available 

Limestone-77% . 
Clay -15% 
lronore -8% 
Fluorite 
Coal-13% of total 

raw materials 
Type: Bituminous 
Ash: 13% 
Cost: n.a. 
Heating value: n.a. 

80 cm. x 60 cm. jaw 
12 t./hr. 

Feeders -Vibrating 
Type mill-ball 
Circuit -Open 
Number -2 
Size -2.5 m. x 6.5 m. 

Motor -380 kw. 
Type -Pelletizing 
Type -Disc 
Water-15% · 
Type-(6) Egg Shape 
Type-(3) Shaft-Manual 
Type-(1) Shaft-Automatic 
Size-(3) 1.5 m. x 7.0 m. 
Size-(1) 2.5 m. x 10.0 m. 
Productlon-(6) 4 tJd.c 
Production-(3) 3 t./h. 
Production-(1) 8 t.lh. 
Discharge-See above 

Type -Ball 
Circuit -Open 
Size-(2) 1.5 m. x 5.5 m. 
Size-(4) 1.2 m. x 4.7 m. 
Motor-135 kw. 

Portland 

Eight stlO$ .... 
10% Bag 
90% Bulk truck 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 

Nan-hai 
Nan-hal 
Kwangtung 
Construction 195ac 
Production 1960 
549t 

12.7% Women 
1960-7,500 t.py.e 
1962-32,000 
1965- _e 
1969-64,000 
1974-103,oooe 
1975-6 mos. 58,000 
1975-Goal 120,000 

All in county 

5,000,000 yuan TotalO 
3,000,000 yuan Province 

· 2,000,000 yuan County 
Limestone-82% 
Clay -10.6% 
Iron ore - 2% 
Fluorite -0.6% 
Coal-5% of Total 

raw materials 
Type: Anthracite 
Ash: 20% 
Cost: n.a. 
Heating value: .. 

7000 kclJkg. 
Jaw 24 in. 
Hammermill 12.0 mm. 

Feeders - Table 
Type mill-Bail 
Circuit -Open 
Number -2 
Size -1.83 m. x 6.1 m. 
Production-12 t/h. each 
Motor -245 kw; 
Type -Pelletizlng 
Type -2.5 m. disc 

Type-Shaft-Two 
Size-2.5 m. x 9.1 m. 
Production-6.0 t/h. each 
Kcl.lt.-120 kgJt. 
Discharge-Automatic 

Type -Bail 
Circuit -Open 
Number-Three 
Size-(2) 1.83 m. x 6.1 m. 
Size-(1) 2.2 m. x 5.5 m. 
Motor-(2) 245 kw. 
Pozzolanic and slag 

cements 

Bag 

Wages: Max. 80 
Min.40 
Avg. 57 

j 1
Govemment standard was for 800 plant personnel. eProductivity-Tons per worker; 1960-20; 1965-120; 

; bProd1tt:tion-January through May at 400 tJd. rate; 300 and 1974-260. 
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It is our belief that this plant has a much greater polcnlial capacity than 
is presently shown. Equipment of this type should operate a high percentage 
of the available time. Using 350 days, or 95.8%, operating lime for one's 
calculations, this would totnl as follows: 

type tpd days 110. tons 
6 egg-shaped kilns 4 350 6 8,400 
J shaft 72 350 J 75,600 
1 shaft (automatic) 192 350 1 67,200 

Total 151 ,200 

There appears to be just enough raw grind capacity to sustain the 
four shaft kilns, so the actual capacity probably should be about 142,000 
tons. The "egg-shaped" kilns were not being operated, and we did not sec 
them during our hurried tour. The plant was clean, and appeared to be 
well maintained. 

J. Nan·hai Co1111ty Cement Factory. Construction started in 1958 and 
went into production in 1960. The plant is a county-run enterprise. The 
plant was actually built in three stages. The second phase took place from 
1964-69. During this phase a call for technical innovation r~sultecl in many 
changes. Two ball mills were installed; they were I .RJ (il. diameter by 
6.1 m. long and were powered by 245 kw. motors. Renovation to the shaft 

' kiln resulted in a change from a crude method of pelletizing to 2.5 m. 
diameter disk-type machines. Feed to the kiln up to now was done man-
ually. An automatic method of charging also was accomplished and im-
provements in production increased from 2.6 t.lh./kiln to J.4 t./h./kiln. 
Coal used de.creased from 180 kg.It. to 120 kg.It. . 

The third phase was from 1970 to the present. "Three-in-one" groups 
were formed, and, a further renovation of the shaft kiln was completed. 
The discharge, which had been manual, was changed to automatic. This 
was designed, manufactured, and installed by plant personnel. The produc· ·~ ~ 

tion was increased from 3.4 t./h./kiln to 6.0 t./h./kiln. Daily production :.·.·.·.· .. '.::]·.;···; 
was increased from 110-200 to 220-230 tons. An additional ball mill 2.5 m. . . 

~::e!~r:a~~n~~Si:~~~~~~~:ni.nstalled in this phase. This allowed achieve· pt;~ 
Product was ground into a series of bins and could be extracted by ' 

screw type conveyors; All product wns packed In bags at a rate of five per -~ 
mlnu

1
te. These were collected o_n an automatic stacker nnd conveyed to a. .·} 

ware 1ouse by hand cart. The lings were a setr-scnling type, mnnufncturcd · ·l 
nt the plant and were 4-ply. Most of the production was shipped in boat~ 

--- ··----····-------·----.-.- -~'l'",- ... --7-·-···----- -- --·--- ----- ·----:·--:~-~ • ...,. ·--~~(..._.------~~ . ..... - ... _ -- ·- -
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The plant is equipped with a good machine shop. Many pieces of equip-
ment have been made here, including the overhead crane for the shop. Duct 
work for the dust collectors also were being made. A foundry is ope.rated for' 
use·at the plant. 

Future plans to improve the plant include major attention to the abate· 
ment of dust, and several small dust removal units have been designed and 
installed. The two major areas of concern are the clay dryers and the shaft 
kilns. Dust from the shaft kiln is high in potassium, so it is planned to be 
used as a fertilizer. They have erected the superstructure and plan to com· 
plete this project very soon, They expect this project to abate 97% of the 
particulate from the shaft kilns and to collect from 3.3 tons per day of dust 
to be used as fertilizer. Another project expected to increase production is 
the replacement of the present Type No. 9 blowers on the shaft kilns with a 
Type 200 blower. Present blowers have 80 kw. units on each kiln. This should 
allow for further increases in kiln production. 

The Nan-hai County Cement Factory was originally built from plans 
supplied by the state. Preventive maintenance is practiced because they 
usually go down with equipment two days per month and an annual major 
overhaul of 15 to 20 days is routine, in which each piece of equipment is 
checked. Yearly profit accumulations are partially allocated to maintenance 
and innovation. . 

Gross value and price of materials were not available, but we were 
advised that the cost of raw materials, fuel, and electricity were down, and 
production was up, so that costs at the plant had to be reduced. 

Safety devices were provided, and it was reported that the safety record 
was good. Three plants, of course, do not make up an adequate sample from 
which to draw overall conclusions about all 2800 existing small-scale plants. 

·It is clear to me, nevertheless, that the small-scale Portland Cement plant 
utilizing shaft kilns docs meet a need for China under the circumstances 
and criteria set forth earlier in this report, and this need may still exist.for 
some time into the future. However,' as transportation is improved', a more 
centrally located plant with a much higher productivity and improved ,quality 
of product should become more acceptable~. For example, the largest plant 
we saw was producing 103,000 tons of pozzolanic and slag cements. This 
was being done with 549 workers, not incluaing the q1._1arry personnel, This 
calculates .to 187 tons per worker versus the production of 5200 tons per 
worker in a very ·!llodern cement plant. With some of the new world tech· 
nology, productivity will improve C-.en further. 

Quality of product must become a major concern. The two main reasons 
why shaft kilns are not used throughout the world are low productivity and 
unreliable quality. The latter will become more important as more complex 

1 
:;,:,: . · structures are required. Very prier observations indicate to me that the 

,__:~::~~ ,_ ,!11aklng of_~~rk. 4_~?-~~-~~~-pr_~~_uct~ conUnuousl>: might pose a probl~m.· 
. . .· ·;·- - ·- . . . -· 
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It should be repeated that Chinese and American test methods for corn· 
pressive strength do differ significantly. The Chinese use a dry mortar 
method which utilizes from 15-25% water. The American we! mcthocl uses 
from 43-45% water. The water content will drastically alter the reported 
strength. Generally speaking, the lower the water content, the higher the 
strength. One analysis of Chinese cement indicates that it is ground more 
coarsely than U.S. products and does indeed develop signiricantly lower 
strengths when tested comparatively. 

In conclusion, small-scale Portland Cement plants have served a need 
for China, but in my opinion it is a short-time expedient. Productivity ai1d 
quality will dictate a different procedur~ when lransporfation ancl materials 
handling problems can be solved. 

. , ... •• L"' -
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Chapter X 

EXPANDING KNOWLEDGE 
AND TRANSFORMING 
ATTITUDES 

ATTITUDES TOWARD TECHNOLOGY 

It is a truism that economic development requires many and varied 
technological skills, but it may not be so obvious that the diffusion or these 
skills involves much more than simply learning how to do so~e specific 
·task. Technological diffusion also involves certain attitudes, the recognition 
of logical-mechanical systems as wholes, and the abliity to deduce inter-
relationships among the various elements of the system: 1 Although China's 
historical record of technological innovation is rich and diverse, this outlook 
was traditionally less emphasized than the holistic and analogical patterns 
of thought which dominated Chinese culture until quite recent times.-It wa~ 
only in the latter part of the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries that the 
technological outlook began, piecemeal at first, to gain currency in China. 
Last to be reached were the rural areas, wJ1ere 'poor communications and 
low levels of literacy reinforced the Inertia of customary ways and attitudes. 

We were frequently told of two• kinds of attitudes, which must be 
transformed in order to promote rural di:.velopment. The first was an attitude 
of Cntallsm, of the impossibility of change. The way things always have been 
is the way things always will be. Moreover, to tamper with nature or the 

· I. This abillly Is movingly described In Rlchnrd McKenna's novel, Tht Sumi Pebbles 
· · · (Hew York: Harper and llow, 1962). See pp. 146-148, 190, and espccl11ll7 252-256 (page 

}'\ r~r~!C!!ce• are to tlirJ:nwi:ctt/Cr. .... •!.nQi1Prl,•1-"- """'""--·--,--,---c·· ~ -~ .,~7-~. , .. ·--·-· ·-. -~ · --· ---·---- - -·-- ·---
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traditional ways is to risk dire consequences. References to change in this 
attitude were often expressed to us as follows: "Formerly we were the subjects 
of nature (of landlords, of machines, etc.), but now we arc the masters or 
nature." 

The second attitude was a kind of superstitious awe of advanced tech-
nology, and of those with knowledge of it. Many peasants felt that machines 
were simply beyond their comprehension or control. To be able to cite a book 
in which it was written that something must be done in such-and-such a way 
often conferred a nearly unchallengeable authority on both the process and 
on the expert who was capable or reading about it. 

Much effort has been expended to eliminate or change these attitudes, 
and it seemed to us that small-scale rural industry has an important role 
in this process, partly as cause and partly as effect. The existence of local 
industry is one indication of the changes that have already taken place, while 
at the same time, it provides a mechanism for further change. 

During our visit to China, we heard on severnl occasions a series of 
parallel phrases which express at least part of the Chinese attitude toward 
small-scale industry. The phrases are (1) "ts '1mg hsiczo tao ta (from small 
to large)," (2) "ts 'ung tien tao mien (from key points to :,general applica-
tion)," nnd (3) "ts 'ung t'u tao yang (from indigenous to nu!dern)." The first 
two phrases are fairly straightforward: small-scale indusJry is intended to '. , ·~ 

grow in size and scope. The third phrase is both more complex and more f·.~ 
revealing. . ""}:i 

The "term ya11g has a checkered history in China. Literally, it means t·'j 
"ocean, sea." Hence by· connotation it hns come to mean "coming. from }<·;·~; 
overseas: foreign, as opposed to native." Thal it was used clurin~ the nine- ;<i 
teenth and early twentieth centuries in the names of modern products, which ·;(1 
China was at thai time unable to produce herself (e.g., 'ya11g-/1110-foreign , . , 
fire-matches," 'ya11g-yu-foreign oil-kerosene") seemed to many Chinese ''.; <;~ 
a humiliating reproach to Chinese backwardness. In this way, there has ,•\I 
taken place a partial me'rgirig of the ideas of "modern" and "foreign, alien," ';··.~./

1
,d 

n conceptual and psychological conjunction that Is reflected in a certain 
ambivalence toward modernization. To the extent that t 'u means "native, ;, . 
Indigenous," It is ldentifrt:d with the Chinese people and is at least potentially 7;':)1 
good; to the extent that it also suggests backwardness nnd primitiveness, ... ;,··.·.····-~.! 
It is to be eliminated or transcended. On the other hand, where yang means . ~ 

"modern, developed, strong,'' it is a goal to be achieved; but when it suggests :,q 
"foreign, alien, westernized," it risks revisionism, the rcslol':ttion of capital- \J 
Ism, and n continued Implication of in£cl'iol'ity by comparison with tcchno- • ·~ 
loglcally more developed societies. -~ j 

· To some e1<let1t, the "red and expert" issue shares n similar polarity . :t:~1 
and a similar amblvnlence. Expertise Is prized, but there Is u lingering . •. J-~j 
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think the only way something can be done ls the way It Is done in foreign 
countries and described in foreign books, which they accept as authoritative. 
Consequently, they are divorced from the masses, whose ruder methods they 
look down upon as unsuitable. In this stereotype, the experts want large-
scale, urban enterprises, full of the most advanced technology and imported 
machinery. The perfect "red" is, o( course, the antithesis of all this: one 
with the masses, confident in their ability and their methods, unlntimidated 
by the presumed superiority of the technological mandarins and their foreign 
mentors. There is thus some degree of consonance between "red" and 
"native" on the one hand, and "expert" and "foreign" on the other. 

Central to the resolution of this contradiction is technological assimi-
lation and accessibility: technologies which are felt to belong naturally in 
one's immediate environment, not as wonderful and exotic phenomena: and 
technologies which are capable of being thoroughly understood and mastered 
by those at all levels who work with them. "Most of the machinery in this 
plant was made and installed by ourselves." "Our own staff, in teams made 
up of old workers, cadres, and technicians, have produced 104 innovations 
in the past six months." Such phrases, which we heard over and over again, 
bespeak an important role in assimilation and accessibility for Jocal small-
scale industry. 

The products of such industry have immediate and obvious utility. Tite 
production process, from beginning to end, is short enough and straight-
forward enough to be understood by most workers willing to make the effort. 
Yet these industries employ machines, machine tools, and processes of 
substantial ·complexity.· Innovations, even minor improvements, show that 
the technology and the production process Is well understood, and they 

·evince the satisfactions that come with understanding and mastery. 
When a young worker has spent several years in a commune or county 

industry which makes, say, tractor parts, has helped to make the machine 
tools which make the parts, has been part of a mobile team that goes to the 
fields during the busy season to make repairs o:n·th'e spot-when all this has 
been done, he or she is both competent and confident. If we now· imaglne 
that this worker now goes on to a large modern factory, to a university, or 
to a technical training institute, he or she tn~y·well be able to approach a 
combination of the best features of "red" arid "expert," of t'u and yang. 

'!'.RAINING AND THE·-·.tJIFFUSION OF SKILLS 
When one turns from these rather general attitudes toward technology 

to rural Industry Itself, one is lmm~diately aw.are of Its Importance as a 
te.chnological training ground. At commune and brlgadeJevcls, workers 
arc drawn directly from the peasant population-indeed, they arc both 
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peasants and workers in that they continue with few exceptions to live in their 
rural homes, their income is figured in work points rather than in regular 
wages (as in industry at county and higher levels), ::ind mnny arc dispatched 
to the fields during periods of peak agricultural activity. This training 
function is essential, therefore, to the development or a competent labor 
force. 

Although this training function is carried on in all of the "rive small 
industries," it was particularly obvious in the machine shops which existed " 
in every commune and many brigades which we visited. In most cases, some 
mix of three kinds of work was being done. First, there is the manufacture, 
usually in batch rather than in continuous flow, of some product or part: 
water pumps, electric motors, implements, bearings, gears, etc. Second, 
is the building of machine tools or other capital goods which provide 
expanded and diversified capacity. We saw lathes, shapers, anti pneumatic 
hammers being built at commune level; in a commune in Hui County 
(Honan), we saw a ball mill being made for the cement plant the commune 
was constructing. Third, one secs assembly and repair, with larger jobs being 
done at commune level and mm·c routine maintenance and repair at brigade 
level. . : f 

Ail three activities develop or enhance competence in ti1e use or machine f 
tools, semi-precision instruments, and design work. We s;iw many examples ~· · 
o( apprenticeship training being done among younger workers, Frequently - >'!. 
women, who staff these machine shops. For example, in Liu-chuang Brigade :'. 'i(. 
(Ch'li-li-ying Commune, Honan), older workers were obviously instructing -.:..'i·······'}·~ .. -.~-~. 
young women lathe and shaper operators, who were simply learning how : ~ 
to work the machines and were not making parts. It might be observed in ,, « 
passing that this sort of equipment, and this sort of competence allows con- 'f'_· ·J 
siderable flexibility, desirnble in the absence of machine sta11cl:mlizatio11, '' -~ 
and easily obtained spare parts: to a considerable extent, one can make '"' lo 
one's own. W 

On-the-job training and education is but one aspect of technological ~: 
diffusion. In writing about the Interdependence of enterprises, Jon Sigurdson ~·. 
described a series of linkages which conformed closely to the patterns we r . 
observed. 1 · ' 

Links between county-run enterprises within the county: (I) Tr:insfcr of 
skilled manpower; (2) training of manpower; (3) transfer and delivery of equip· 
mcnt; (4) learning the spirit of self-reliance-in order to economize on funds 
and· equipment. 

Links with county-run enterprises outside the county: (I) Learning lndi-
IJenous production technology: (2) learning how to make indigenous equipment; 
(3) establishing co-operative .-elations for lhc fulurc. 

2. "Hurul lntlu~lry-A Traveler'~ View," Clri1111 Q1111rt1•dy, SU (April-June 11172), .126 . . - • -·.-. , -- - --·· ... - ·- ---,-·-------.. .,......7" .... __ ~ 
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Links with higher level enterprises: (I) Learning modern production 
technology; (2) obtaining ideas for modifying design; (J) establis~lng donor-
recipient relationship, involving further training, on the spot assistance and 
delivery of equipment. 

So often were these contacts mentioned that we began to refer to them as the 
practice of "sending out and inviting in." A small-scale plant will frequently 
send its own technicians to larger and more developed plants or to technical 
institutes to learn about some process which the smaller plant intends to 
adopt or to improve. Conversely, larger and more developed plants are often 
asked to supply technological talent to help a smaller plant with its problems. 
There is thus both a consumer and a supplier function: an enterprise con-
sumes technology from higher levels and supplies it to lower levels. That this 

- flow is sometimes not without problems was suggested by a responsible 
person in a county-run plant in Honan who said that .other factories were 
often too busy to provide needed assistance. On the other hand, a technician 
in a Wu-hsi county enterprise remarked that they often sent personnel to 
Shanghai, fifty miles away, for technical consultation. When asked how this 
was arranged, he replied, "We just get on the telephone, and tell them we're 
coming." These may represent two extremes; perhaps, also, "sending out" 
is easier than "inviting in." . 
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Worker institutes, called "7/21 Worker Universities (Ch·; erh-i ktmg· 
jen ta-hsiielt)" after Chairman Mao's Directive of July 21, 1968, existed at 
two plants we visited. The first, at the Hsinhsiang Cotton Textile Plant, had 
been established in 1974, with forty students currently enrolled. Much more 
well-established was the 7121 School at the Shanghai Machine Tools Plant, 
where such an institute was first established in China. The full course lasts 
for three years of combined study (both political and technical) and work, 
the proportions of which were not clearly explained. Since 1968, three classes 
have gone through the school: 52 in the fit-st; 98 in the second (of whom 40 
came from other factories); and 109 in the third class, now in sl·ssion (60 
from other factories). There arc 26 instructors, four assigned from univer-
sities, and the rest drawn from the plant's own staff. After completion of 
the course, most students return to their parent plant as technicians and 
planners among other things. Since almost half of the second and third 
classes will be returning to other, presumably smaller and less advanced 
plants, the role of the Shanghai Machine Tools Plant in technological 
diffusion is a significant one. 

THE ROLE OF EDUCATED YOUTH 
:.· 

As Sigurdson indicates, the flow can be lateral as well as vertical, The role of educated youth in rural development gcncrolly and in local 
between enterprises on the same, or nenrly the same,. level. Among the industt·y In particular is not easy to dcterniine with confidence. What follows, 
places we visited, the clear champion in this regard was the county-run after a few general comments to put the issue into some perspective, is not 
fertilizer plant in Hui County (Honan).' The walls of its con(erence room In any way an overall assessment of the movement, but only a description 
were literally covered with banners and mirrors ·expressing thanks for of what we saw and heard about educated youth (some of this data is prc-
assistance rendered. We spotted only two from commune-level fertilizer sented in tabular form). Although we tried to ask about this subject wherever 

·· plants (one in Honan, one in Shensi near Yenan), but many from county-run we went, we were not always successful in obtaining answers, nor was it 
plants in Honan, Shansi (2), Shensi, Shantung (2), Anhwei, Peking munici- usually possible to ask as many questions as we might have wished. Headers • 

. :f pality, Tientsin municipality, Chekiang, and Yunnan. This last one was should therefore use this material with caution, realizing that the data is 
~.l particularly impressive since the plant went into production only in 1.~70. · fragmentary, may not be typical, and has not been systematically compared 
~ At the county level, the consumption and; supply of technology seem with the literature on the subject. At the end of this section, we shall draw 
,l about balanced; lower down there is more consumption than supply, wliile a few tentative inferences from what we learned. 
[ at higher levels the responsibility for supplying' technology is greater. In the "How you gonna keeR 'em down on the farm" is a line from an Ameri-
j large plants ~ve visited, technological training ~ppeared to be quite systema- can song that would translate easily into the languages of most developed 

ll tized and regularized. In a Cheng-chou textile mill employing 5600 workers, or developing societies: rural youth wants to move to the cities, and urban. 
. there were af the time of our yisit about 3000 middle school youths In the youth wants to stay there. Indeed, the urbanizntion of modern skills is so 
: plant for a three-to-four week perio~of labor. widespread a phenomenon in developing societies that it seems natural,, 

nlmost Inevitable. Yet there i!I 'increasing t·ccognitlon of the serious im- · 
J 1·11 1 1 r 1 d I 1 I r n L• R , , N' J2 ("ugu•t 8 1975) balances which mny result from such n trend. The urban sector ,·annol · ~ , 1 s p an wos en urc n 1 rccen ssuc o .-t .. rng tvrew, o, n .• , . , I . · , , , . 

~ lb-19. It b 1101ed, nnmng other lhings, for hnvlng conslrucled nitric acid absorbing towers , absorb so mnny young skilled nnd unsk1llcd woi-kcrs, lcch111ctans, :111<1 mlcl. 
jl . . out or quurricd granite rolhcr than or tho conventional sjolnlcss ~!eel, DI. sayln11s or 80 tons . I lcctunls, with consequent unemployment (or unclcrcmploymcnl), was led 

j <> rt~~~:C'::) ~'. ~ , . . . ,: . •, ~- -~-·----·- .. -----~~ _ .. ----·--.J.~---- __ nb!lltf:s_, .8,~~-l~-~--exp,1£5.1~~ -~~S~~ll-~C!l~-~-'!~!_:~~-1:J£~n1-~~j~~!!Cd_!1c~1p~~~-'f"!1c ·. 7 <:. 
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cities tend to be overcrowded anyway, especially in countries with large rural 
populations, and this migration further increases the demands placed on 
all urban services: food, housing, sanitation, transportation, and police 
among others. 

Meanwhile, the departure of large numbers of rural youth deprives the 
countryside of their labur and their potential leadership, for it is among the 
most able and energetic that the migrants arc usually found. This widens 
the gap between rapidly modernizing cities and increasingly stagnant 
hinterlands. Once it begins, such a pattern tends to be self-sustaining, unless 
strung counter pressures are brought into play. 

Chinese leadership is fully aware of this problem, whose effects were 
already being seen by the 1930s at the latest. Since 1949, there have been 
periodic but only partially successful efforts to control rural-to-urban 
migration and to return surplus population from the largest cities (espcciaily 
Shanghai) to the rural areas whence it came. Mao .Tse-tung, in particular, 
has always felt greater affinity for rural China than for her cities, which he 
mistrusts as potential sources of revisionism and bourgeois values. In 
addition, he is committed to closing the gap, as much as possible, between 
rural and urban China. Finally-and this is very important-he wants the 
youth of China, the "revolutionary successors," to lrain themselves in self: 
lcssness, dedication, and service. These traits, he feels, can best be inculcated 
by the poor and lower-middle peasants. 4 

A campaign aimed at these various goals Is the sending to the country-
side of educated you th (literally, "sl1ang-shan hsia-hsiang1 c/1ih·sl1ih ch 'i11g· 
nie11, or educated youth going up to the mountains and down to the villages," 
also more conventionally called "sent-down youth" or "rusticated youth"). 

· '.fhis movement takes as its point of departure the call issued by Mao 
Tse-tung in December 1968: "It is highly necessary for young people with 
education to go to the countryside to be re-educated by the poor and lower- · 
middle peasants." · ··., · 

It is said that since late 1968 over 10,000,000 educated youth have 
volunteered or been assigned to work In the countryside, Much .has been 
written in China and elsewhere about this movement; indeed, from written 
materials it appears to be one of the most.significant ongoing social move· 
ments since the Cultural Hcvolution (many Red Guards having been among 
the first sent· to the rural areas). 

Considering the magnitude of the movement and the amount of 
publicity It has received, there was What seemed to us a rather low level of 

4. Chinese sources cxpl:iln that "poor ond lower-middle pensanl" Is "a term denoting 
clan stalus and nol present eco1101nlc status." It Is seleetlvely descrlpllve (of those occupying 
this chus slratum In Che old society) and normative (rdcrrlng to Chose who exhibit the •llltudes 
~nd values nld lo be hallmarks of this stratum). . . ... . _. ,. ____ .- .. . . · · ... : 
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interest in our questions about educated youth. These questions were usually 
answered without very much elaboration or encouragement to continue along f,i 
this line. Only once, at the large and sclf-conficlcnt Red Star Commune near f 
Peking, did we speak directly to a person identified as a sent-down youth; ~. 
on a few other occasions, an educated youth was pointed out to us. It should, I 
perhaps, be noted in passing that virtually all of our information came from F:. 

areas to which educated youth might be sent, not from the cities whence they I 
might have come. ~:·. 

We quickly discovered that a distinction is often (but not always) made ~ 
between two types of educated youth. The first are "sent-down youth," f 
coming from the cities or towns for their first prolonged slay in the country. 
The second are "returned youth (ltui·hsia11g chih-shih cit 'i11g-11ie11)," coming 
back to their native place. The identity of these returned youth is a little 
unclear. A few may have returned from service in the PLA, but the majority 
are probabJy either young persons who had gone into the cities and towns 
seeking wage labor (what was called in one brigade, "p 'ao ch 'eng·shih kao 
fu·yeli, going off to the cities to get sideline jobs"), or rurnl youth who had 
received some of their middle school education in town.~ The subject of 
returned youth seemed to arouse marginally more intcn:st than that of 
sent-down youth, probably because the former are natuially identified ns 
members of the locality, whereas sent-down youth arc outsiders. 

We were given no very specific information concerning the nature and 
amount of education possessed by educated youth, except that most had 
graduated from middle school (graduates of universities and technical in-
stitutes have passed beyond this classification). Graduates of either lower 
or upper-middle school may be sent (or returned) to the countryside, and 
this may occur up to as much as several years after graduation ·if a higher 
priority work as~ignrnent has not been obtained.• Hence, educated youth 
may range in age from about 15 to the early 20s. 

Without exception, wo were told thnt cducntcd youth were fil'st ussigned 
to a brigade and team ("cit 'a·tui, inserted into a team") and required to 
perform ordinary farm l~bor.' After a substantial period of re-education 
by the poor and lower-middle peasants, usually said to be two or three years, 

~· This might be because some levels or kind~ of schools nrc not opera led by the comrnunc,i ·.- J 
requiring Chat sludenls be sent elsewhere. Jn other cases, family ties might be ulilized tu • .~ 
enable a youngster lo continue his education In the cily. ; . i,·. 

6. In Shanghai, we were told, middle school Is now 11 unlned four-ycnr cuur~e. wllh nj• ·l 
dlstlncllon bclween lower and upper rnitldle schools, , ' £ 

7. Qulle Crequcnlfy and with unconcenlcd symbolism, this lnbor lnvoh•es lhl' hnn<ll!ng or :. J 
'nlghtsoll 1111d manure. Mao Is cited: " •• , 111 lhc lnsc nn:ilysls, !he workers and f'l':tmlls w~rc . -~ 
the clcnnesl people and, evl'n lhough lhclr hn11ds were soiled :ind their frcl smcurcd with cow ; i 
dung, Chey were really clc~ncr Iha I) thi: hn11r,,POlr ....... • .. -·" • .. _, __ ~------ ~ ":"·--~------,--··-·- · · ,A 
. . . . . ; . ; ' ' .. 't·:·· ;J 
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educated youth are eligible for reassignment. We did not learn very much 
about how this reassignment takes place, or how many equcated youth are 
affected by it, but the options seem to be these: 

1. Reassignment away from the commune or brigade; we saw or were told of 
(a) return to factory work in the city, (b) entry into the People's Liberation 
Army, (c) successful application to higher education. 
2. Reassignment within the commune or brigade; this was the most commonly 
mentioned option, with teacher, barefoot doctor, technician, and accountant 
the most frequently cited jobs. Less frequently mentioned were factory worker, 
tractor driver, cadre, Party member. 
J. Continuing assignment as an ordinary farm worker. 

In post-Cultural Revolution China, one can ·apply for admission to 
higher education only after a period of work on the production front. 
Applications must contain recommendation and endorsement by the unit 
in which the individual has served and by the relevifnt Party branch. This 
is unquestionably a major factor in motivating young persons to go to the 
countryside and to work hard while there. 

For many educated youth, therefore, the stay in the countryside Is a 
temporary though prolonged sojourn. Others, however, become permanent 
members of the local unit: -it is said that they "lo-Im, settle a household," 
often by marrying a native or another educated youth. Lo·hu is not always 
done voluntarily, and may sometimes be required for the second option 
above. Since the commune or brigade makes the assignment and pays 
whatever additional training costs may be Involved, its leaders wish to select 
those who will remain within the local system. Partly for these reasons, 

. returned youth may be deemed a better risk than sent-down youth. 
In the areas we visited-none of them in the remoter areas of China-

most of the sent-down youth came Crom a few nearby urban areas, including 
county-level towns. This pattern, often noted in the Chinese press, seems to 
be quite common in the more· traditionally settled areas of China. The 
reasons for adopting it arc easily Inferred: ·· • 

I. Youth coming from the same (or nearby) cities have mtJch In common, and 
can provide companionship and support fgr one another. 

2. Being sent to a nenrby area make~-for a relatively quick adjustment and 
avoids the very great dirrlculty of learning to communicate effectively in a 
strange dialect. Climate, food, and local customs are also less strange than 
In a more distant area. '"-

3. Family tics can be more easily. maintained, with correspondingly readier 
acceptance of the assignment by the youth and by his or her family. 

'.'. Only In Wu·hsl County (~ian~su, 50 miles west of Shanghai) were we told 

.'. -~r.·,_·' .. :.~~.·.~.: .... ·.;,:~.:-..... :,:~ .. ·., ...... _. !: •.... ·- -... .. -- ~ . -, ...- ~~ ·---: ~,-. -.~-~-.,,;..._-_:~:~;_ ___ ...:. __ _,,__ .. -.: ~-,"'7-· -, -. --:---,..<~~·T:-: -.- --..... ~----·-- ·.-·· - ----:-i-- --~--.. - -.- ... ·······- - -
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of work teams maclc up primarily ·or educated youth, although we know 
from material published in China that this practice is quite common.• 

The process by which educated youth arc assigned to particular 
communes and brigades was not described to us, but we caught some glimpse 
of the considerations which might be involved from the point of view of the 
receiving units. Red Star Commune, we were told, welcomed the assignment 
of sent-down youth because the labor situation there was "very tight." Pre-
cisely the opposite was true of Liang-ts'un Commune in Hui County, Honan. 
Here, where land reclamation was the major preoccupation of the commune, 
it was said that land was scarce, and no additional population was wanted; 
hence there were no sent-down youth in this commune. 

It has already been noted that one of the movement's goals is the 
re-education of educated youth by the poor and lower-middle peasants. In 
Chinese publications, this is by far the most salient goal. But it is also· 
thought that another goal is to increase the supply of educationally skilled 
manpower in the countryside, thus facilitating rural development. 

In the areas we visited, it is difficult to say what the payoff may be for 
rural development. It was little dwelt upon by our Chinese hosts, except in 
general terms. There may be several reasons for this. First, the number of 
educated youth is very small in the units we visited. Only fn Red Star Com- " ' 
munc, which may be as atypical in this as in several otlle/ respects, did the ' ·.· ·. 
number exceed J % of the total population; in most units, it was much less ;, "' 
than that. Second, upon arrival, 111ost ~ducatccJ youth have little to offer ·::-,, r· 

beyond their intelligence .and literacy; for the first two years or so, during ;.~'.,·ti•~ 
which they are performing manual labor, neither their intelligence nor their ;~· 
literacy may be put to use. In most cases, educated youth will not have had :;} 
enough work experience before rustication to have acquired specialized ~, 
skills, On the contrary, for farm work they nrc initially less capable and 5:~ 
softer than their local peers. They may require the guidance and supervision ;~"l 
of peasants who might otherwise be working. After a learning and toughen· ·>~ 
ing period, they pl'obably become as effective ns peasant youngsters, but 't 
iC they then leave the countryside to be repined by others, the process must i<! 
begin again. Even for those who lo·lm permanently, reassignment will L·1 
require further training and experience. There is little doubt that in the long ' - l 
run, those educated youth who remain in the country will become potentially ':',._:·" .•. ·.:··· .• ·_.:i.f·,··.· 

important contributors to rural development. But their impact is delayed, l 
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To return to a point made earlier, our delegation visited units In 
traditionally settled regions of China. Several-above all, Ta·chai and Lin· 
hsien-were models of rural development, to be emulated elsewhere in 
China. Others (e.g., Wu-hsi) were clearly prosperous and able to take care 
of themselves. One might expect that it is precisely in such areas that 
educated youth would have the least to offer, and it may be for these reasons 
that relatively few such youth have been assigned to them. In the remoter 
areas-in Heilungchiang (often chilling!~ called the "pei ta·huang, the great 
northern wilderness"), in Yunnan, Kansu, Sinkiang, and in the poorer 
regions of China proper-the experiences and the role of educated youth 
may well be very different from those in the areas we saw.' 

THE ROJJE OF THE PRINTED WORD 
In recent years, the spread of technology has been greatly facilitated 

by numerous publications of new books by both national and provincial 
presses. Judging from the number of browsers and purchasers in bookstores, 
these books are avidly consumed by people trying to keep up with new· tech· 
nical information. There are a few highly specialized books for senior 
engineers. There are translations of foreign technical books, and journals 
dedicated entirely to translations of foreign technical articles. But many, 
if not most, of the new books are meant to popularize technology for workers, 
peasants, and educated youth. 

An example is the 108-page booklet on carbonization processes in 
small-scale nitrogenou~ fertilizer plants. 10 Subtitled "Reading material for 
Workers," this book provides flow charts, formulas of chemical reactions, 
graphs of differences in chemical reactions under varying pressure and 
temperature conditions, detailed drawings of the internal construction of 
.valves and chambers, as well as maintenance and repair procedures. Printed 
in 30,500 copies in December 1971 and selling for only 0.28 yuan, this book 
is part of a series of six paperbacks meant to be used by workers·ln after· 
hours study classes (at the Wu·hsi Electro-chemical Plant, these voluntary 
classes were said to meet three times per week-once for political study ~nd 
twice for technical study). . 

There are similar series for other indJ$tries. For small cement plants 
there is a ~cries of eight booklets covering basic knowledge, raw materials, 

9. At Fu·tan University In Shanghai, an extensive correspondence course program has 
recently begun, with 16,000 students enrolltd. Most are sent-down youth from Shanghai. 
Provinces with large numbers.or corresponding students are Hellungchlang, Anhwel, Klangsl, 
and Yunnan. 

10. Light Industry Bureau, Hopel Province, T'an·l1110 [Carbonization): Small-scale 
Nitrogenous Fertilizer Plant Production, Reading Material for Workers (Peking: Fuel Chem· 

L~--~·.ry~~du~t-~~r-~:·'.-~~.7~~· ~~-~:~.~~~~~·-~~·-~0:~~6=~~~~~ .. 77 ,,·c- ··- ~-; ·-· 
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grinding, firing, equipment, chemical analysis, inspection, and raw cement. 
The first book in the series, basic knowledge for cement production, was 
printed in 42, 750 copies in 1972; it contains 76 pages and sells for 0.20 
yuan. 11 Thete are other collections of books for agriculture. They cover a 
wide array of topics: how to raise and prevent diseases among pigs, ducks, 
chickens, horses, cows, bees, silkworms, and fish. There arc books on 
different grains, their scientific cultivation, test and control plots, and cross· 
breeding for new strains of plants. There arc books on fertilizer application; 
and books explaining agricultural machinery and its maintenance. 

We bought three books on fertilizer application. Though meant for a 
popular audience, two of these books go into great detail as lo the nitrogen, 
phosphate, and potassium content of various kinds of fertilizer. The advan-
tages, disadvantages, and appropriate application procedures of different , 

. fertilizers are discussed. Included are not only the more common chemical 
fertilizers, but also a very large number of organic fertilizers. One booklet, 
published in Kwangtung Province, lists the composition of almost ISO 
potential organic fertilizers, including manure and urine of humans and 
twelve different animals, various kinds of pressed oil cakes, water plants, 
vegetables.and grasses, silt from rivers and ponds, as well,as cured compost. u 
The Kwangtung fertilizer book, with 109 pages and sefling for 0.26 yuan, 
was first published in 50,000 copies in 1974, then republished in another 
50,000 copies in 1975. With a total of 100,000 copies, fhe book could reach 
every brigade and many work teams in Kwangtung Province. 

Many of these booRs arc published for rural administrative personnel, 
but because in many rural areas the standard of education is now seven 
years-five years of primary school and two years of lower middle school-
many local youth can read these books as well. Equally importai1t, perhaps, 
these books are aimed at educated youth sent to the countryside after com: 
plctlng seven, nine, or even twelve years of education in the city. This may 
explain the large stock of such books in city bookstores. By being able to 
read about and put into practice new technical know how, these urban youth 
with usually superior education may be given a more meaningful role in the 
countryside. . 

In addition to tht!se narrowly technical books, there are a large number 
of books meant to popularize the leadership, economic, and ideological 
experiences of advanced production units. These popularizing agricultural 

II. Editing group for small cement technology compendium, Slmi·nl slrc11g·cl1 'an clril1· 
1hih [Cement Productio11 Knowledge), (Peking: Chinc~e Construction Industry Press, 1972), !' 
8 vol, Union ser, no, 15040.JOOJ. 

12. Kwangtung Province, Agrlcultur:il Bureau, Technical Materials Editing Group, . ; 
Fei·liao c/1ih·sl1ih wtn·ta (Q11ution.r and A11swcr.r 011 Fmiliur K1111wll'd1fd. (Canton: Kwang•. · :f·t _ 
tung People's Press, 1974}, 109 pp. Union ser. no. 16111.206. · ·: .:· i'.,f 
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I TableX-1 I i. DATA CONCERNING _EDUCATED YOUTH (COUECTEO BY THE SMALL-SCALE RURAL lf.IDUSTRY DELEGATlON) 

Unit sor 

I Hope/ Province, Peking Municipality 
Red Star Commune (also 5600 

I.) 
1 

known as the Sino-Korean 
Friendship Commune; 
10 management districts, 
i29 brigades, 17000 fam-
ilies. 82000 persons 

I , Shansl Prov;pce, Hsi-yang County 
· i Hsi-yang County; ca. 500 

I .. _· 1_!, population ca 200,000 
An-p'lng Peoples Coch- ' 
mune; 26 brigades, 27'0Q 

_I, households, over 10,000 
persons 
Shih-p'ing Brigade 
(U-Chia Chuang Peoples 

· · Commune); 8 work teams, 
. , . 1.:.. ~o househotds, 1970 .. : 

persons 
' Agricultural Machinery 

· 1 Plant (county managed); I. . 310 workers 

I 
I 
I Honan Province, Un County 

. Un-hsien; 15 communes, 

I · .487 brigades, 3932 work 
• teams, about 700,000 

pet;sons 

-1 
. Ta-ts'ai-yuan Brigade 
; (Ch'eng-kuan Peoples Com-
: mune); 340 households, 
• 1700 persons 
East is Red Agricultural ., 

I · Machinery Plant (county 
: managed); over 300 workers 
: Lin-hsien Cotton Weaving 
; Factory; 186 workers 1 . Honan Province, Hui County 

· : Kao-chuang Peoples Com-
. mune; 21 brigades, 218 · 

I 
Hsin Liang-ts'un Peoples 

work teams, 31,500 persons 

Commune; 27 brigades, 

· · ~persons 

0 

0 

2Q+ 

ca.1000 

.0 

A few 

0 

78 

0 

. -1 i 220 work teams, 42,000 

! Hui-hsien Chemical Fertl· 15 
. i lizer Plant; 536 workers 1 ·1 Honan Province, Hsin-hsiang County 

RY-

1500 

ca.100 

About10 
per year 

0 

Some 

Origins (SDY) 

Peking only 

Comment 

SOY currently comprise ca. 7% of the total population. 
A total of 7200 SOY have served in the commune since 
1968, but no information was obtained concerning length 
of service, rotation, etc. SOY are assigned directly to 
labor in the brigades; after a period of about two years, 
they may be reassigned. "Several tens" of SOY were 

' said to be employed in commune industry. 

·"Mostly Peking, Ta-chai Brigade, the national model In agriculture, has 
Tientsln" no SOY. 

· Of these, about 120 have been educated beyond upper 
middle school. About 200 RY have been assigned to 
units outside the commune. 

SOY are nominated by the brigades to which they are 
assigned; none come directly from the city to the factory. 
No information on the tasks performed by SOY in this 
factory · 

Ail are first assigned to labor In the brigades and work 
teams, after which they may be reassigned as teachers, 
technicians, etc. Assignment decisions are made at the 
brigade level • 
Both barefoot doctors in the brigade are RY. 

Head technician (mid-30s) Is a native of Manchuria. 

These SOY are assigned to one or the other of only two 
brigades in the commune. After a period of labor assign-
ment, they may be made barefoot doctors, teachers, 
etc., in other brigades. 
Reason given for the absence of SDY was that the 
land-to-population ra.tio was low in this commune; addi· 
tionai population was therefore unwanted. 

l Ch'i·li-ying Peoples Com· Over Mostly from First assigned as labor, then eligible for reassignment 

... 

. -·1 mune; 38 brigades, 298 300 Hsin-hsiang as accountants, technicians, etc. I. work teams, 9500 families, City and -
_ . 55,000 persons Cheng-chou _ 
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models usually run to at least 100,000 copies in the first printing. One 190· 
page book on the July First Commune outside Shanghai had 100,000 copies 
in its first printing in June 1974 and was then reprinted in 200,000 additional 
copies three months later." Through these books, other local leaders learn 
about the proper mix of water control, field reconstruction, mechanization, 
leadership techniques, and ideological study, which will hopefully bring 
success throughout China. 

SUMMARY 

What we witnessed In China was an extensive, flexible, and varied 
system for acquiring, adapting, and utilizing standard technologies. By and 
large, these are not high technologies by international standards, but many 
such technologies would be inappropriate or of little use in the countryside. 
Furthermore, higher technologies require (take for granted) a broad founda-
tion of basic technology and a labor force skilled in its use. This the Chinese 
are in process of creating. When one reflects on how far the Chinese have 
come since 1949, progress Is impressive indeed . 

Partially' as a result of the emphasis placed on local sma,11-scalc industry, 
a technological ·infrastructure, previously lacking, is now coming into exis-
tence. It is easy for persons from technologically dcvelopfd nations, where 
a literate and technically competent labor force has long been taken for 
granted, to forget how Jong and painful was the development of this labor 
force In their own society. This can lead, quite unintentionally, to the 
application of inappropriate assumptions, comparisons, and judgments. 

13. History of Shnnghal July First People's Commune, op. cit • 
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CONCLUSION 

In the summer of 1975 China's rural, small-scale Industry program had 
entered into a new expansionary phase centered on farm mechanization. At 
least that was clearly the case in the areas we visited. Everywhere we went 
factories were equippin~ themselves for the production of new (for them) 
machinery from hand tractors to rice transplanters. At the same time the·. 
previous stage in these Industries' development,. that centered on cement 
and chemical fertilizer, was in no way b,eing abandoned. Factories In these 
sectors are being expanded in scale and many of their processes mechanized. 
The day will probably come when these enterprises can no longer be called · 
"small-scale," but they presumably will continue to be located either in the 
countryside or in small county towns scattered across the length and breadth 
of China. 

The prime motive force for this extensi~e :development lies within the 
counties and communes themselves. Provincial and central government 
planners. sometimes provide financial aid and more frequently technical 
assistance, but it is the interests of the localities that drives the program 
forward. High transport costs and...J>ureaucratlc bottlenecks· Inherent in 
central planning both stand In the way or the supply of local needs, and the 

.. way around these barriers is to do It oneself. 
The Ideas for the various parts of the small-scale Industry program, or 

course! did not spring full blown~and l!nprompted from the heads of local 
i, I ' ~ 
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farmers and cadres. In fact, for the past decade and more, the major thrust 
of the Chinese Communist movement has been based on the view that atti-
tudes must be transformed by education including moral example before 
people will see and take the correct road. Thus the Tach,ai Brigade is not 
primarily an example of land levelling and drainage technology. but of the 
spirit of what human beings can do for themselves if they arc sufficiently 
determined. And millions of Chinese, particularly the young, arc brought 
to Tachai to study this experience firsthand. 

Nor does the technology for the small-scale program originate in rural 
areas although adjustments in this technology are constantly being made by 
local people. Research institutes at the province and higher levels, large-scale 
urban factories, and other similar organizations are the original sources 
of the basic techniques. The Chinese arc not busy reinventing the wheel over 
and over again in each county. The more advanced counties instead learn 
from these higher level units; they in turn then pass their experience on to 
other localities. 

Are these enterprises efficient? Much, of course, depends on what one 
means by the word efficient. In an idealized world where transport and 
commercial systems are highly developed, many of China's small-scale 
operations might not make much economic sense. But Chipa is a developing 
country and like most developing nations, although not always for the same 
reasons, China's distribution system is anything but cffi<iicnl. 

The issue, therefore, is whether these localities should wait until the 
state puts up a large chemical fertilizer or farm machinery plant or go ahead 
on their own relying primarily on local resources. If these local resources 
could be readily transCcrred to a major urban center, the efficient decision 
might well favor the larger urban plant. But these rural plants use local 
outcroppings of coal, local limestone, and, most of all, local labor many of 
whom continue to live In theh- old village homes. The cost of transferring 
many of these resources would be high and possibly even prohibitive .. Basic 
to the Chinese idea of efficiency, as well, is the concept of dynamic efficiency. 
Many small-scale plants at the moment may be high-cost producers, but 
their costs come down as they learn better how to manage operations and 
expand output. 

We, for the most part, saw some of China's best small-scale plants, 
and therefore we are not in a position to judge what Is happening In the 
country as a whole ... Nor were we able to collect enough price and cost da.ta 
to do a full blown cost-benefit analysis. But In the nrcas we visited, most 
small-scale enterprises appeared to be producing items for which there was 
a ready local market. In fact, there were frequent indications that local 
demand exceeded the available supply at the going price. It also appeared 
to be the case that at these pt'ices most enterprises made a profit, oftc 
quite large one. If the opportunity or social cost of many of Jhc I~ 
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these enterprises were U'ied instead of the higher actual wages .and raw 
material costs paid, it is likely in most cases that net social benefits would 
be higher than reported profits. Whether the net social benef~t would have 
been even higher if thcsi! resources had been concentrated tn large-scale 
plants cannot be determined with the data available to us, but it seems 
unlikely. .. _,. 

For the most part, the technology being used in the small-scale enter· 
prises we visited was not unique to China. There were, to be sure, both m~jor 
and minor exceptions. No one else in the world produces ammontum 
bicarbonate for use as a fe.rtilizer. And Chinese farm machinery designs 
make greater use of cast iron and less of sheet steel than those elsewhere. 
Generally, however, it is not the techniques themselves that the Chinese are 
adding to the world's storehouse of knowledge, but the fact that these 
techniques can be adapted to rural conditions on a widespread scale. 

How good are the prnducts coming out of these-enterprises? In many 
cases the quality of output by industrialized nation standards is low, but that 
comparison is not pat1icularly relevant. More significant is that these pro-
ducts seem to meet a real need at China's current level of development. One 
does not require high quality cement in the dominant forms of rural capital 
construction currently underway In China. And if ammonium bicarbonate 
would involve more bother than it is worth for American farmers who have 
access to higher quality materials, Chinese farmers don't have comparable 
access to supplies of urea and the like, and ammonium bicarbonate does 
significantly increase the amount of nitrogen in the soil. 

Rural China's economy at present is not being transformed solely or 
primarily by rural small-scale industry. County and commune level irrigation 
works (except for well digging) still involve the mobilization of great amounts 
of labor combined with relatively little machinery. Even fertilizer still comes 
more from organic than from industrial sources. And a majority of activities 
in the field from transplanting to harvesting are still done by hand. But rural 
small industry is playing an important if supplementary role in raising ' 
Chinese farm yields and in feeding the Chinese people. In areas sucli as those 
which we visited where these industries have been highly developed,. Chinese 
grain yields are comparable to those in the most advanced agricultural 
regions in the world, including Japan. Jt. ls reasonable to assume that 
this combination of high yields and well~developed local industry is not a 
coincidence: 

The Chinese, of course, are Interested in transforming more than food 
output, and rural small-scale lndusulcs piny an important role in the broader 
effort at social transformation as well. Millions of peasants throughout the 
·country ore acquiring through these factories a familiarity with modern 

. . technology that will serve them in many ways, not just In those connected 
.~t~~:}; with agricultural productl~p. A,nd the peasants Involved are not just men • 
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CONCLUSION 

Large numbers of women are participating in this education i11 moclcrn 
technology. 

Rural industries also tend to narrow the gap between rural and urbnn 
experience in other ways. Factory workers continue to live in rural villages 
and draw wages not too different from their farming relatives. These workers 
thus tend less to think of themselves as a class apart nnd above their rnral 
compatriots as has so often happened in all developing countries including 
China. 

Rural small-scale industries, needless to say, arc not the solution to 
all of China's economic and social problems either now or in the future. 
Their essential role is really an interim one, to help bridge the gnp in both 
economic and social terms between China's current rural-oriented reality 
and a future in which China will be both industrialized and urbanized. In 
fact rural industries will often be the base from which new mban centers 
will arise. As rural small industries gradually expand in scale and number 
they will not be moved into existing urban centers. To the contrary, 
urbanization will be brought to them. 

., 
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to. Relaling nporlS to• weighted index ~f G~P for 
major import counlries (PW) and the relauve pncc of 
cxporls (P"/PXW) gave the following result: 
lugX = 93.01 +0.1971og(C/ll'l-35.38S lug(/'•/PXW), 

(0.097) (61.11 
R' = 0.303. 

Unless the independent variables can be predicted with 

some confidence, however, the equation ii not of 
much use for forecasting purposes even if 1he explan-
atory power of the function is high. 

t l. This is • purely arithmetic poinl thal a rate of 
srowlh applied to two unequal magnitudes will widen 
the absolute inequality. 

k''UI Dsr5JooU'SQ' Y~ f nf!: lQ I 21~ S C:gamon Prcu Ltd, 1 l ! m1ed m real Britain 
030S-- 7SOX/81/020201-ll/S02.00/0 

Brick Manufacturing in Colombia : A Case Study of 
Alternative Technologies 

MARY ANN BAILY• 

Summary. - There ii systematic variation in size aad C1pjtal-intensi1y acrou fuma in LDC 
manufacturi.na industries, variation which is peater than that observed in advanced countries 
(OC1). This paper examines the hYPolhelia dial the pauan results rrom diffusion or superior 
modem technology which ls proceeding at a dower rate in LDCs than in Des. Evidence from 
lhe Colombian brk:k industry is pruented which sugests that Jlow diffusion ii not 1 sufficient 
explanation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In both advanced and less developed coun-
tries alike, there are systematic variations across 
firms in choice or technique and size of firm, 
but in LDCs the dispersion of firms is much 
more pronounced. Large, modern, capital-
intensive firms coexist with small, labour-
intensive rums usin& very old techniques. 

In the development economics literature, 
chis phenomenon has been stylized as 'dualism': 
manufacturing is composed of a 'modern' 
sector and a 'craft' or 'traditional' sector. 
Explanations have been proposed for the exist-
ance of dualism, and its gradual disappearance 
over time has been seen as a key feature or the 
development process. 1 Dualism ii only a 
styliution since case studies or industries show 
there is actually a spectrum or techniques. 
Nevertheless, there is clearly a need for a theory 
to explain why the dispersion of firms occurs 
at all, and why the extremes or size and capital-
intensity are so much more marked in LDCs. 

One explanation is in terms of a process of 
diffusion. In any country, firms do not in-
stantly adopt newly developed technoloay for 
two reasons: 

(I) Information about it must spread 
throuslJout the industry. 
(2) The lechnolosy is usually embodied in 
new capital aoods; it is adopted only when 
the replacement of existin& equipment 
becomes profitable. 2 

In 1 developing country, one might expect 
the diffusion process to take place more slowly, 
which would explain the biger spread in the 
technoloay observed in place. Information, 
which comes from technologically sophisticated 
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countries, is likely to spread more slowly. 
Manaaen in LDCs may be less effective profit-
m1ximizen and therefore slower to recoanize 
the value or new technolo1Y. Imperfections in 
input and output markets occur frequently in 
LOCI; these may weaken the cost advantage or 
the superior modem technoloay. The replace-
ment cycle may thus be slowed and the tra-
ditional technology may survive longer in spite 
of its lower productivity. 

In considerin& the empirical validity or this 
explanation, one must bear in mind certain 
key elements in the diffusion model. The newer 
technoloay dominates the old and the pro-
ductivity advantaae is areater at hi1her capital-
Jabour ratios. Scale economies are more import-
ant in newer technologies. 

Therefore, the industry structure is changing 
over time in the direction or large capital-
intensive firms. Since technoloay chanae con-
tinues to occur, a stationary state will not 
necessarily be reached, but the distribution or 
firms will narrow until it more closely re-
sembles that in Des, and traditional small 
labour-intensive firms will be eliminated. 

From the policy standpoint, this model 

• Portions or this resarch were supported by the 
Aaency for International Development and the Edna 
McC'onneU Cl1rk foundation. The collaboration of 
FICITEC (Fundaci6n para el fomento de la Jmcsti-
pci6D Oentlflca y Tecnol<lgica) of Boa•"· Colom-
bia, and the co-operation of brick industry manufac-
turers ud conaultan11 were very important. The 
research 1uistance of Eleanor Sylvan and tYPinc of 
Joann Young are pateruuy actnowledpd, as are the 
comments of Martin Baily and my coUeaaues at the 
Economic Grow ch Cen1er. Of course, the responli· 
bility for the views expressed in Ibis paper ii my own. 
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tends to support the 'modern-is-better' attitude 
found in many developin1 countries. h suggests 
that ractor market imperfections allow obsolete 
technology to survive rather than (as others 
argue) encourage premature adoption or 
socially inefficient technology. It portrays the 
traditional sector as composed or people not 
smart enough to see that they are obsolete. 
Speeding up the diffusion process is a good 
thing. Efforts to provide assistance to small 
and medium-size firms are suspect on ef~iciency 
grounds. Any efforts to provide technology 
information sltould focus on spreadin& infor· 
mation about the superior modern technoloay, 
not on spreadin& information about craft 
technology, or looking for more productive 
forms of craft technology. 

For many LDCs, the model iJ plausible, fits 
with casual observation, and is consistent with 
aggrepte industry statistics. However, casual 
observation has often proved misleading in the 
past and industrial statistics can be difficult to 
interpret. For example, Colombian statistics 
show that the size composition of industry is 
changing over time in the direction or larger 
firms. However, the statistics are not very 
suitable for examinin& the composition of 
industry by size over time, and are likely to 
contain a built-in bias towards showing that 
result. The industrial statistics in Colombia 
(and in nearly all LDCs) include all of the 
largest and the great majority of mcdium...Uze 
firms but only a small fraction of the small 
firms. Very little information is available about 
the number of firms in the smaller size classes 
or any industry. so it is hard to know just what 
fraction is included in any given year. Firms 
generally grow over time. Some fums 10 out or 
business, and it is reasonable to think that 
turnover is areater among smaller rums. For 
both these reasons, the average size of firm in 
a sample will automatically grow over time 
unless adjustments are made for entry and exit. 
But it is hard to make the correct adjustment. 
The larger firms entering will tend to be in· 
eluded. but given the lack of information 
about small firms, it is very unlikely that small 
firms will be added lo the sample in the right 
proportions to maintain a sample which accu-
rately reflects the real size distribution or firms 
in the industry. # 

Thus. it is useful to look at a specific indus· 
try at the micro-level. The Colombian clay 
brick industry is an excellent choice for such a 
case study. The technology in operation in the 
industry ranges from a modern. large, capital-
intensive factory to tiny artisan establishments 
using centuries-old techniques. In this paper. 

the question askc:d 1s, to whal extent can the 
structure of this industry be eKplained by a 
diffusion process? 

We conclude that the empirical evidence 
suggests that this explanation is not sufficient. 

2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF BRICK 
TECHNOLOGY 

The main processes in the production of 
clay bricks are the excavation and preparation 
of the clay, the forming and drying of the raw 
bricks, and the firing of the bricks in kilns. For 
each process, there is a variety of alterna-
tives available, from purely manual to highly 
mechanized. 

Until the 19th ccntry, production was 
characterized by hand~i11in1, natural weather-
ina, hand-making, outdoor drying, and batch-
f1tin1 in primitive kilns, either temporary 
structures ('open clamps') or simple permanent 
structures. 

In the 19th century, moulds were devel-
oped which made as many as IS bricks at once. 
The process (the 'soft-mud' process) was mech-
aniud, using animal and then steam power. 
By the end of the century, a new alternative, 
the extrusion process, had been developed and 
was well established. In the extrusion process. 
instead of being moulded, the bricks were 
extruded as a column of clay which was then 
cut with a wirecuttin& machine. 

Heated noon were first used to speed up 
drying. Then chamber dryers were used, in 
which hot air was circulated around the formed 
bricks. In I 84S, a continuous process dryer (the 
tunnel dryer), was invented, although it did not 
become a practical alternative to the hot floor 
and chamber dryer until the end of the century. 
In the tunnel dryer, bricks moved on can 
through a tunnel as warm air was passed over 
them. 

In kilns, the important innovation was the 
Hoffmann kiln, invented in 18S8. This kiln 
transformed the firing process into a continu· 
ous process. It was composed of 1 series or 
individual chamben into which bricks were 
loaded and unloaded. The fire was moved from 
chamber to chamber as the bricks in each 
chamber were fired. 

With the 20th century came mechanization 
of the excavation step, with power shovels, 
bulldozers etc. There was a shirt toward more 
elaborate preparation or the clay and the devcl· 
opment of stone separation, crushing and 
mixing machinery. De-airing was introduced 
into the extrusion process. This is the removal 
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of air from the clay as it is bein1 extruded in 
or~er to produce a denser, stronaer product. 

fh• tunnel kiln had been invented in 1840 
but was not adapted for brickmakina until the 
!0th cenlury .. It, lik• the Hoffamnn kiln, 
involved a contmuous firin& process but in the 
case of the tunnel kiln. the fire was' stationary 
and the product moved throu&h the kiln on 
cars. 

. Finally_, mechanical methods of handling the 
bncks wuhan and between processes were 
developed. 
. To summarize, there has been a substantial 
increase in the minimum scale of plant with the 
dev~lopment_ of new technological alternatives, 
particularly 1n the case of kilns. Generally the 
new~r the technique, the less labour is ;,.d 
rclatl~e !o capital in each process, and some 
subshtuhon of skilled for unskilled labour has 
occurred. Also, for efficient operation the 
tunnel kiln and tunnel dryer require skilled 
management of temperature controls. 

3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
COLOMBIAN BRICK INDUSTRY 

extrusion without de-airin&, 
manual mouldina. 

Dryina: artificial drying - tunnel dryina. 
chamber drying, 

natural dryin1. 
Firina: continuous kiln - tunnel kiln 

. . - Hoffman klln, 
mtermtttent kiln - vertical name 

(updraught), 
-- inverted name 

(downdrauaJit). 
Table I shows the combinations or choices 

represented by the categories. A tentative 
specification of a representative plant was 
prepared for each catecory based on infor-
mation from a small number of' co-operative 
rmns. These were used in desi&nina the survey 
instrument .. Brief questions on key points of 
the producllon process were included in the 
surv~y to determine what category each firm 
was In. The results of the survey were used to 
modify the ori&inal categories and plant designs 
Then 1 single composite capital-labour rati~ 
wu computed for each of categories 2-8 from 
the modifoed plant desians. The capital fiaure 
was the •~proximate cost in Colombian pesos 
of purchasanc plant and equipment new in I 97S 
plus the costs of construction in I 97S for kilns 
dryinc sheds, and simple factory structures.4 
labour was the number of full-time production 
worken employed per month. s 

A capital-labour ratio could not be com-
pu~ed for cateaory I. This cateaory consists of 
a sanaJe, very larae-scale firm usin& a sophisti-
cated capital-intensive process. Since the firm 
refused to co-operate it is incorporated in 
the . analysis only to the extent that infor-
mation about it is available from other sources. 
Although a capital-labour ratio could not be 
~omputed, there is no doubt that this category 
as the most capital-intensive. 

. ~he characterization or technolo1y is I 
d1ff1cul.t task. Even if we are satisfied with 
mcasunng the primary inputs. the measure-
ment of the capital input raises serious prob-
lems. ~~k value is a poor measure because 
dcprec1a11on relates much more to tax law than 
to the economic value or the capital. Although 
measures of electrical eneray consumed and 
rated horsepower have sometimes been found 
to be correlated with other capital measures 
the co?cep~ual basis for expectina such ~ 
correlation u weak. Replacement cost is per-
ha~ the best altemative, but most firms have 
no ad~a. what replacement cost ls or even what 
t~e ongJRal cost of their capital was. Moreover 
firms are ~us~icious of surveys and reluctant t~ 
waste thcar lime aatherin1 information. There· 
fore, we sou&ht 1 method that would capture 
the main altematives but would be feasible. 

After preliminary factory visits and diJ-
c~wo? with local industry experts, the Colom-
bian 1~dustry wu divided into ei&h,t major 
cat~gones of technololY choice, J based on the 
maJ~r ahernat_ives observed in the forming, 
dry1n1 and finng processes. (The choices are 
~rranged here from most to least capital-
mtcnsivc, within each process.) 

. Clearly the industry exhibits a ranae of tcch-
ntquea rather than a simple dualism. Neverthe· 
le~, there is 1 major jump in the capital-labour 
ratio between catecories 4 and S · in terms of 
the 'dualistic' stylization, this 'would be 1 
reasonable division between the modern and 
the craft sector. 

Forming: semi-dry press process, 
extrusion with de-airina 

- imported process, 
·- Colombian adaptation. 

It is obvious that the capital-labour ratios 
are_ very approximate. We know that there is 
vanation within categories but we do not have 
the quantitative data to say how large the 
variation is. Little significance can be attached 
to the nu_mer!cal values; however, we feel that 
!he o~der.1n1 IS robust. In this paper, capit1l-
1ntens1ty IS used mainly as an ordinal ranking of 
the catecories.• 

Table I. combined with the historical devel-
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Table 2. 

Category 

V1 lizo measured by employment 
Vs size measured by value of capaci1y output 

opment of the technology, shows that, u the 
diffusion model assumes, e1pital-intensity and 
'modernity' of the technology 1ener1lly give 
the same ordcrin1 of cateaories. There ii one 
special case. Cateaory 6 uses a Colombian 
adaptation of imported technoloay; foreian 
machinery has been reduced in siu and copied 
for local manufacture. The oricinal technology 
has been known for a long time; the adaptation 
bepn in the very early 1970s. More will be said 
about the significance of this later. 

Size of firm was not used in the determi-
nation of the cateaories. However, in the 
sample, size of furn proved to be stron&J.y 
correlated with category and therefore with 
capital-intensity and modernity, as the diffusion 
model assumes. Two measures of size were 
used: total employment and value of capacity 
output.' Quantitative information was available 
for 47 firms in cateaories 2-8. The correlation 
between the ranking by size and the ranking by 
capital-intensity (as measured by category) is 
given in Table 2.1 

4. FACTOR MARKET STRUCTURE 

The "stylized fact• about factor markets in 
the LDC manufacturina: sector is: larae. modern 
firms have higher wage/rental ratios than small 
traditional firms. 

In the case of wages. this is based primarily 
on agregate data which shows that the average 
wage increases with size of firm. This may 
represent different wages across flrms for the 
same type of labour caused by a market imper-
fection (tied, for example, lo aovemment 
labour legislation) which applies differently 
across flrms accordin& lo their choice of tech-
nology. or accord in& to their size. Or it may 
result from a difference in the composition of 
the labour force across fl.fm1; worker chuacter-
istics, such u education and experience may 
vary systematically with technology or size of 
firm. 

In the cue of the rental nte, tittle data is 
available but the rental rate may also vary with 
choice of technology (e.g. because of favour-
able bonowina terms for the purchase of 

Kendal rank-order 
correlation coeffacient 

(KendaU"1 tau) 

-0.S087 
-O.S944 

Si&nificance level 

0.001 
0.001 

modern capital) or with size of firm. In another 
paper' we &ive a detailed discussion of the 
structure of Colombian factor mukets, in 
aencral and in the brick industry specifically. 
We summarize it here. 

The survey yielded consistent, labour force 
data for 42 flrms. Rearcssions were run relatina 
the difference between a rum 01 average pro· 
duction waae and the averaae for the sample 
to variables for education, experience, turnover 
rate, dearce of unionization, size of farm and 
aeoaraphical region, in linear and 101-linear 
form. The rearessions were also run with 
dummy variables for the individual categories. 

The results indicate that wage rates increase 
with size of fl.fm u measured by capacity 
output. Both the regression results and the 
evidence of local brick experts indicate that 
the waae differential cannot be explained by 
differences in education, experience or stability 
of the labour force across fums. The dummy 
variables for category were aeneraUy not 
significant, sugaesting that the differential is 
not related to technology choice per se. 

Unionization wu not significant in the 
repessions; the brick industry is not heavily 
unionized. However, evidence from the inter-
views and other qualitative evidence suggest 
that this is probably a major cause of the 
relationship between size and average wa1e. 
Labour legislation in Colombia specifically 
discriminates among firms on the basis of size; 
this reinforces the usual uauments about why 
the threat of unionization is more important 
to laraer firms. 

It was difficult to obtain direct quantitative 
data on capital costs for individual firms. 
However. a study of the lendin& policies of the 
major sources of industrial credit leads to the 
conclusion that capital access does differ acrou 
firms. An elaborate system of capital market 
controls gives wide acope for the use of non-
economic faclon in credit allocation. Capital 
access may depend to some eitent on the 
nature of a project.10 But much more import-
ant to capital access are chuacteristics of the 
borrower such as family back&round, social 
position and educational background. The 
survey showed that the laqer. more capital· 

.. .. 
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intensive firms had entrepreneurs with the 
characteristics associated with better capital 
access. . 

In sum. our evidence indicates t~1t there IS 
the predicted association between ~az.e, moder-
ity and capital-intensity. and a higher . wage/ 
rental ratio. The association is not directly 
relaled lo lhe lype or lechnology chosen by 
the firm, but to other characteristics or •.he 
firm and its owners: most importantly, SIU 

,,. 1-+------ Cate90r,- 2 
I 
I 
I 

of firm as measured by output, and family 
background, social position ind educational 
background or owners. 

S. RELATIVE PRODUCTIVITY BY 
CATEGORY 

The diffusion model assumes that modem 
technology dominates crarr technology. i.e. is 
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more efficient in the use or both capital and 
labour. This assumption has been much debated 
in the development literature. The debate ii 
complicated by the fact that the production 
function is usually presented in terms of two 
homogeneous r1cton or production, labour and 
capital, while it is recognized that modem 
lechnolo1y oflen requires a differenl labour 
skill mix u well as a differenl kind or entre-
preneur. In lhe brick industry, lhere are alto 
differences in lhe kind and amounl or fuel per 
unit of output. 

One approach would be lo compare lhe 
different techniques directly 1 valuing inpul and 
output char1cteristics at the prices (aced by the 
firms and at appropriate shadow prices. This 
must be done using not only the technical data 
on machine capacities, stiffing ntios etc. but 

data on the 1ctual operations o( Colombian 
firms; machines and people m1y operate differ-
ently than expected under everyday conditions 
in a developing country .11 

One aspecl of Ibis is lhe quanlily and qual-
ity or the managerial input, which ii hud to 
measure but very importanl.12 The hicb profil 
rites which Colombian 1ccount1nts believe 
characterize larp modem firms may be evi-
dence for the srealer productivity or lhe mod-
ern tech•ology - or they m1y represent rents 
to scarce entrepreneurial skills .and/or rents to 
the entrepreneurial ch111cteristic1 which give 
favourable access lo 'nveslmenl funds. 

We had originally hoped lo ae1 microdala or 
surriclenl quality lo enable us lo lacke lhe 
problem directly, bul I his 1oe1 to lhe heart of 
the most sensitive issue to the businessman. his 

Notes: Some imPortant reasons why the itoquants shown ue very approximate: 
I. A• noted earlier. the paUem of Milt-wort dkl not differ across firma wi1hin catq:orics, but there .,., vari-
ation ift the number or flrU.,s of the kUns per unit of time and the intensity of machinery use within a ahif't, 
aaoss fumsu well u 1aoa categories. Abo,ulilizatioa ntn varied for the 11me firm al different poinll in tbne . 
2. There were variationa in fuel efficiency, 1aoa firnu within the ume category, and in the a.me farm at 
different points in time. Fuel use varies with: 

(a) the content of und and olher substances in lhe clay; 
(b) the moisaure content of the product at the end of the dryifta proce11; 

(This mea111 that fuel ute varies with the weather, since both ardficill and natural drying arc leu efficient in wet 
wcalhet; in lhc wet scatona, the kiln docs some of the dryU.,. Abo, minor variatioru in construction o( the 
dryinl sheds can affect drying efficiency.) 

(c) the altitude; 
(d) the design of the kiln, within a particular kiln type. 

(Minor variations in the llructure of the air vents etc .• can have major effects on fuel efftcicncy.) 
). Not aU inputs were included. For example, the labour coefficient includes only production labow, not 
manqcrial labour. Land is not included, either llDd for the fac1ory or the land which comprites the clay re-
serYCS. It is virtuaUy impassible 10 value the land in a consistent meaninaful WI)', because typically the brk:t 
factories (of various aizes and catq:oriet, sidc~y-side) are located on land on the outskirts of the major cities -
land whida is unauitable for qricullurc ind whose value is expected to inaca1e 11 the cit)' arows. In many ca.es, 
removal of the day makes the land more suitable for eventual development. 

Some apecific points on a compariloa of categories 3 ud •.and ca1egorie1 S ind 6: 
C1tqory 3 is dominaaed by catqory 41 liven the oocfficients shown. The difference between the• two 

categories ii in the u• of artiftcial dryinc. Catq:ory J uscs more fixed capital (in the form of the co11 of the 
araifu:ial dryer) and more fuel, but ii u1e1 leu land and lea working capital. since 1he drrina: time is shortened. 
The change in the value of work in propcss between the two cateaories is at mo11 about S,.. of the difference 
in fixed capita.I cost between the two cate1orie1, which ii a nqlig.ible addition to the capital cost. The difference 
in land per thouands o( pesos of Q -1-- (value of output lea value of fuel) is substantial: S.7 mt'. However, to 
balance the Col. $8000 difference in fixed capital investment, the land would have to cost about Col. S 1400/mt J, 

or Col. $14.000.000/ which is a very substantial aum indeod (over US S.W0.000/1ae) cspecilDy when it is con-
sidered thal the land will appreciate in value while the dryer wiU depreciate. Thus the difference in land and 
workina capital costs is unlikely to be sufficient lo justify the increased fixed capi1al investment. 

Catqory S teems lo be dominated by catq:ory 6. The main difference between these two cateaoriet is in 
the use of a simple domcslic machine in preparation and form.inc in category 6 compared to lara:er and more 
uperuive imported machinery in catq:ory S. The utilization rate has been assumed to be rather low in category 
S (about 60$) on the grounds that this is repre1eatat1vc. while Ille Mlilizalion rate in category ,.. haa been as-
sumed to be 100%. To make• rough conection for this, if il is assumed that factors can be adjusted proportion-
ally lo cjvc JOOIJ. utilization in bolh cateaorics, then the capital coeffacieru ia very close to that in catq:ory 6. 
tThe capital coefficient for preparation and (ormina is stiU somewhat hiehcr in category S than in catqory 6, 
but this ii offset by the lower coefficient for firing.} Thus it teems that an important aspect of the Colombian 
capital is the fact th11 it enables firms lo produce al lower scales of production without havina underutilized capacity. 
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profitability, and we were unsuccessful. We did 
get enough evidence to convin~c us t~at the 
validity of the assumption of d1fferent1al pro-
ductivity is by no means obvious. 

Some of this evidence is summarized in 
Figure I. The value of output less the value of 
fuel (al actual domestic prices) was computed 
by category from the plant designs and used as 
a rough measure of output. The flaure shows 
production labour and fixed capital per unit of 
output for cate1orics 2-8~ this &ives an approxi-
mation of a unit isoquant (at the scale of oper-
ation assumed for the representative plant in 
that category, i.e. incorporating any economies 
of scale that may exist). The plant designs 
incorporate a host of approximatin& assump-
tions, since there were substantial variations in 
the efficiency of firms within categories in their 
use of the same basic technique: variations 
from firm to firm, and for the same firm over 
time. (The notes to the figure contain further 
discussion of -some of the more important 
aspects of this.) The figure is far from conclus-
ive but it suggests that neither the craft nor the 

modern technology clearly dominates. With 
due allowance for data errors. the alternative 
techniques appear to lie approximately on an 
isoquant. 

6. EVOLUTION OF THE INDUSTRY 
OVER TIME 

Although we cannot resolve the relative 
productivity question, we can see if the in-
dustry is evolving over time as the diffusion 
model predicts. 

If the new technology dominates the old, 
new firms should be lar1e, modern and capital-
intensive. Old fums should aradually become 
so as expected profits from the change domi-
nate the costs. Some new small-scale firms may 
be set up with cheap second-hand capital goods 
discarded by the modernizing firms, since if 
there ii any market in second-hand capital 
1oods, their prices must adjust until the ol_d 
capital is competitive with the new. This 
phenomenon can persist until the old capital 

Tahle 3. 

Cwrent category 

V1qeoffirm 
Vs employment at end of rust year 

Ase of rum 

Vs current size measured by employmenl 
Vs current size measured by capacity 

Kendall correlation coefficient 

-0.2167 
-0.3SSO 

Pearson correlation coefficient• 

0.3082 
0.1791 

Chances in category 

No. or flnns known No. of firms for 
to have started in whom initial 

Category No.or rums same catqorr category unknown Others 

0 0 One fum started 
in category 4 

2 I 0 0 
lt 0 2 Two rums started 

in category 4 
One fum started 

in category 5 
s 9 6 3 0 
6 4 3 I 0 
7 10 6 4 0 
8 12 g ~ !! 

Total 48 33 II 

Significance level 

0.024 
0.002 

Significance level 

0.018 
0.114 

No. of firms set 
up in 1970s 

and category 

24 

• Pearson correlation coefficient can be uMd becau• qe and size are both interval-level v~riables. 
t Categories ] and • are identical except that category l fums have chamber dryers which mar be u~ to dry 
part of the output. AU the fums acquired their dryers after the start of the firm and at about the same Ume (the 
early 1970s), IO 111 moved from category 4 to ca1egory l. * Both started in category 4. 
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wears out or is unprofitable to operate even at 
a zero price (e.a. because of high runnina costs). 

Althouah historical information was difficult 
to obtain, the survey provided data on the age 
of the firm, the size of the labour force at the 
end of the first year of operation and the a1e1 
of the major items of capital equipment, 11 
well as whether they were bought new or 
second-hand. 
. Table l shows that the more modern, larger 

ftrms tend to be older, not younger, althou&h 
the correlations are not 1trona. More direct 
evidence is provided by looking at chanaes 
in cateaory and size of individual firms over 
time. The data were sufficient to identify an 
initial calegory for 37 of the 48 firms (the 
remaining 11 were the oldest firms; all date 
from l9S7 or earlier). Categories 3 and 4 are 
identical except that cateaory 3 firms have 
chamber dryen which may be used to dry part 
of lhe oulput. All of the firms in this calegory 
acquired their dryen after the start of the firm 
and al aboul the same time (the early 1970s), 
so all moved from category 4 to catqory 3 
(and two firms may have moved from aome 
other category since their initial category could 
not be determined). However, with that excep-
tion, Table l shows that the aeneral picture is 
not one of firms chan&ina categories to become 
more modern. Of course, for 11 firms. nearly 
one-fourth of the sample, we do not know the 
inilial calegory. But eighl of the 11 are still in 
categories S-8, the 'craft' sector, even though 
they are among the oldest firms in the sample. 

The a1e of the firm can be ambiguous. Many 
firms had chanaed their form of legal orpniz-
ation and their shareholden over time and it 
was not always clear what date to take for the 
foundina of th~ company. Thus it is useful to 
look at the major items of capital equipment to 
see if there is a pattern of introduction of 
technolo1y of time. If the age of lhe equipment 
is unifonnly older, the hi&her lhe calegory 
number, then one could argue that coexistence 
of the cateaories represents the phenomenon of 
gradual adjustment by investment in the new 
technolo&Y. Modernizing firms are sellina off 
their outmoded equipment to oth.;r firms but 
the catecory will disappear when this equip-
ment wean out. 

Table 4 &ives data on the machinery used in 
the prepantion and Iormina processes in those 
firms which use mocbinery. Table 4 shows that 
the importance of second~and machinery does 
increase u the modernity of the category de-
creases. However. the introduction in category 
6 of the Colombian adaplation of lhe lype of 
machinery used in cateaory S suggests that the 
technology n:presented by the second-hand 
machinery is not obsolele. Allhou&h the 
average age of machinery in catcaory 7 is hi&h, 
the standard deviations are large and there is 
some relatively new machinery used in the 
category. 

Table S shows the average age of the kilns in 
the sample. The kilns vary widely in age and 
there does not seem to be any clear pattern 
between age and modernity of kiln type. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

One-half of the sample consists of firms 
established durina the construction boom in 
lhe early 1970s. AU of these firms are still in 
the same category they started in except the 
two which moved from category 4 to cate-
gory 3. The distribution of firms by category in 
this sub~oup is not that different from the 
distribution of firms in the sample u a whole, 
contrary to the prediction that only modern 
firms would be set up. 

The survey showed that ftrms generally do 
arow over time. The chance in the labour force 
is biased downwud u an indicator of chanac in 
firm size, because of a severe slump in demand 
at the time of the su"ey and also because the 
capital-labour ratio and the output-labour 
ratio are likely to increase with size. Neverthe-
less employment had increased for 36 of the 
firms and decreased for only seven (unknown 
for five). Capital equipment had aenerally been 
added over time. However, Table l 1ugests 
that growth comes primarily within the same 
category or with a movement to the next 
category only. 

The evidence does not support the hypath-
esil that the brick industry is tending toward a 
structure in which most firms are modern, large 
and capital-intensive, and the traditional labour-
intensive cate1ories are eliminated. Although the 
direct evidence on relative productivity of the 
cateaories is inadequate, the indirect evidence 
indicates that it is worthwhile to set up new 
firms. with craft technology. It is interestina 
that tn the construction boom of the early 
1970s, the industry seemed to expand acrou 
the bo.ard. The. largest, mosl lechnologically 
soph11t1cated bnck factory in the country (in 
cateaory I) was built. Cateaory l was created 
with the introduction of artificial chambe; 
dryers for the first time in Colombia. But this 
was also the period of introduction of an adap-
tation of imported technology, the Colombian-
~roduced de-airina extruder, which enabled 
firms to be smaller in scale. and less capital-



TtchnolosY 
T,-,. of nr.achinety ... ....,. 
Preparation I ... -.,. 2 

3 
4 

' 6 
7 
I 

Extruder I 
wkhou1deUinl 2 
ehamlMr 3 

4 

' 6 , 
• 

Exuudcr 
whh de-Urinl ......... 

M11uaalcutt•1 1 
2 
3 
4 

' 6 
7 • 

Auto1n1ticcv.tta 1 
2 
3 
4 

' ' 7 
I 

NA• aot•Yailabll· 

Type of kiln Tow No. Mean 

Intermittent 102 
(mtic:a!Oame) 

Intermittent 26 
(Inverted Oame) 

HolYllWUI 16 
TllllMI* 

• Buocl on data for 148 kilna. 
t Buocl on data for 137 kilns. 

11.8 

26.7 

18.7 
19 

Table 4. he/NIN don oltd fandnl .... c1t11,.,y 

No. or nnna m 
Clt'IOr)'wtttlithll Tau.I No.or No. or machinn boulh1 
type or mactme ......... --NA 

I ' 0 
4 23 0 
7 20 10 
6 17 ' 3 4 4 
3 6 2 
4 4 3 

NA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 II 10 
0 

NA 
I I 
4 7 
7 7 
9 10 

' ' 0 
0 

NA 
0 
1 
0 
1 1 
4 4 • 10 
0 

NA 
1 
4 
7 
9 
0 
0 
0 

Table5.Klbu 

Ap of kilns" 

Stanclord 
deviation Minimum Maximum Total No. 

II.I 0 46 101 

15.6 49 18 

13.1 56 14 
.o 19 19 I 

•or~ 

Standald .... ....... ,. __ 
Mu.Wnum 

21.0 0 21 21 ,.. 7.9 4 30 
ISJ u 4 21 
9J 9.J 2 26 

11.0 4.0 12 20 
21.l 11.9 4 41 
15.0 7.1 4 21 

21.9 20.3 SI 

21.0 0 21 21 
ll.9 10.J 4 30 
IJ.7 5.l ' 21 
9.3 7J 4 26 
u.• SJ 6 21 

29.0 29 29 

6.0 0 6 
9J 3.0 1l 

20.6 llJ SI 

21.0 0 21 21 
I.I 6.0 4 20 

12A 4.9 ' 21 
7.9 4.4 4 16 

Capodty In oommon brict wohane oqlllvalon11t 

StaDdud 
Mean dniltlon Minimum 

40,925 21,339 6000 

47,797 22,506 20.000 

286,106 127,181 147,600 
1,300.000 0 1,300.000 

*Quantitative data available only for kiln in cateaory 2. Tunnel kiln in catecory I is known to be newc and lupr. 
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mlensive. In addition, there was a great expan-
sion in the number of tiny artisan firms which 
use technology even simpler than the simplest 
craft technolotY discussed here. 

The diffusion model is not a good descrip-
tion of this indus1ry. The structure to this 
author looks more like the long-term coexist-
ence of a set of represenutive firms with 
little tendency for the dispersion to become 
narrower. 

In •nolher paper (Baily, 1979: see note 9) 
we have araued that the empirical evidence is 
consistent with a model in which there is only 
one industry production function, but factor 
market imperfections create an environment in 
which profit-maximizing entrepreneun face 
different constraints and therefore choose to 
build firms in the different cateaories (i.e. 
choose different points on the production 
function). 

The input market imperfections, which can 
to a great extent be traced to aovemment 
policies, have existed for a long time and show 
little tendency to ch•nge (although the whole 
wage structure is moving upward over time). 
Thus the industry is likely to continue to 
develop with a structure of parallel lines of 
entreprcneun who never meet. The individual 

categories may change over time, but the co· 
exsistence of different categories is not tending 
to be eliminated. 

The evidence presented is for only one 
industry. but the conclusions probably apply 
more generally. The coexistence of widely 
difCerent techniques of production is character· 
istic of other industries. The input market 
imperfections are not unique to the brick in-
dustry, but operate throughout the economy. 
Therefore it i1 likely that the results would be 
duplicated in other industries. 

The analysis 1u11ests that modern may not 
be better. Although it is hard tO measure pro-
ductivity directly, what data there is suuests 
that the craft technology is not necessarily 
dominated, and we know that in addition to 
capit•I, unskilled lobour ond fuel (which •R 
incorporated in Figure I), modem technology 
does tend to use more of other factors that are 
in short supply such as managerial labour. Since 
the market imperfections are such that the 
wage/Rnl•I rotio that produces the lor1e 
capital-intensive modem-style firm is farther 
rrom the social opportunity cost w•ge/rent•I 
ratios that for the smaller firms, perhaps the 
"right' industry structure would eliminate the 
large firms rather than the small firms. 

NOTES 

I. See, for exunple, R. Nelson, T. P. Schult'z and 
R. L. Sl.ighton, Structural Chon~ in • IH11elopinK 
EC011omy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1971),Chap.4. . 

2. See W. G. Salter, Productivity •nd TechnU.I 
Cha1f6e, ::Znd ed. (London: Cambridge University Preu, 
1969), for fwther discussion. 

3. There was an addilional category of tiny artiu.n 
establishments using temporary kilns (open clamp 
kilns) which we have not included in the study be-
cause ii was imPossible to get any sWYey data on 
them. 

4. Since the more capital-intenaive cateaories tend 
to u1e more imported machinery and historically the 
Colombian exchange rate has sencrall)' beea oHr-
valucd, the Ute of IOCial opportunity oost prices 
instead of peso prices woukl not chanae the order of 
the categories and woukl increase the dispersion of 
the capital-intensities. 

S. The pattern of shift-work did not differ acroa 
ruml wilhin categories. There wa vuiltion in the 
number of fuings of the kilns per unit of lime and the 
intensity of machinery use within a shift, acro11 fum1 
and across catqories The composite capit1l-labour 
ratio for the category was adjusted in a roqh way to 
reflect the p.ltcrn or utilization that was rcpresenta-

live or the cacegory operating at capacity as defUled in 
note 7. In other words, since the capital f11ure is a 
stock figure and the labour f1gwe b number of full· 
time wortert per monlh (hours per month per full· 
time worker did not vary across fums) the composite 
ratio implicitly inoorpontes the choice of capital 
utilization rates 11 weU u size of capital stock. 

Further details of the data and representative plant 
designs can be obtained in M. A. Baily, "Technology 
choice in the brick and men'• leather shoe industries 
in Colombia', final report to Agency for lnterRltional 
Deve&opment. Contract No. AID/otr C-1 J::Z6 (1977), 
or by requeit to 1uthor. 

6. Also, we should note that by spedfying the 
industry narrowly, product heterogeneity was .,eatly 
lcuened but not eliminated. Within the clay brick 
industry. there are different products whote character-
istics are relatod to variations in choice of technoloty. 
However the producu are much closer substitutes 
than in brolder industry clauiflcations and no tech-
nology category produces a product which has no 
close substitute produced by .,me other category. 

7. Capadty output was defined 11 the value of 
output that the firm woukl be wiUin& and able to 
produce, on a Iona-term basis, with no more than a 5., 
additional expenditure on plant and equipment, and 
with u many additional workers as woukl be needed 
(assuming that lhey ooukl be h~cd 11 the current 
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wqe rate, and that all outpul coukl be sokl at curr•nt 
Pr~~). Since the industrr was experiencina 1n un-
anucapated dump, which wu havinc uneven effects 
across the indu11ry, It is felt that capeci1y output ls 
the best measure o( size of fum available. 

8. KendaU's tau ii Uled 11 a measure of a:>rreladon 
becau1e Jt requirea only that the two YUiabla be at 
least ordinal ln scale and numeric in type; It does not 
depend on the normal distribution. ne Spearman 
rank-order correlation coefficient coukl also have 
been utcd since lhere is no fixed rule about selecUnc 
one over the other. See N. H. Nie. C.H. Hull. J. G. 
Jenkins, K. Steinbrenner and D. H. Bent, St•d1dml 
Fac/Cllp /<N tit< Sodtll Sckncn, 2nd ed. (New York: 
McGraw·llW, 1970), pp. 288-290, for I dlscumoa or 
theae two statililticaJ meuuia. 

9. M. A. Baily, •factor market 1tnactwe and tech· 
nolo&Y choke In tho Colombia brict industry', 
Jo,,,,,./ of Do•lop-nt Economici, Vol. 6 (1979), 
pp. S7l-S89. 

I 0. Formal credit lines 1ener1Uy require the 11eurity 
of a ruchine or buildinc ud thus to some extent 
encourap lbe use o( capital relative to labour. Credit 

terms tend to be better for imported machinery than 
for domestic machinery, since the former comes 
from larce international companies with fawourable 
accea to,.capital them1elY111, and the latter ii 1eneraUy 
made in small Colombian workshops, which have 
poor acceu to capital. Of course: aay lender wiU be 
interested ln the abiUty of the borrower 10 repey the 
Iota, which aJvet him an interest in the profitab!Uty 
of the project. 

l J. For example, we found evidence of Uanificant 
variation in the productivity of equipment 11 ulOd in 
Colombii compuod to the orisiul raocleb hi foreian 
oounuiea, pudcularly in the more .,philticatod 
catqories. Minor differences in construction and 
operadoa techaiquea led to Iowa efflciencr la tbe 
Hoffmann. and tunnel kilna. None of tlM chamber 
dryers iD the 11mpJe workod u weU u they bad beea 
expected to, and ICYCral dJd not function 11 all. 

1.::z: The quantllaliwe data on labour force a:>mpo-
11~aon showod ~hat while production workers hardly 
differed at all an lkW level (beift& all relatively un· 
skilled), the manapdal 1t1ff tended to be better 
educated in the more modem categories. There wu 
qualitatiwc evidence that the more modern the firm in 
technology, the more .,phisticated the entrepreneun. 
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RURAL INDUSTRY AND '!'HE IllTERNAL TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY 

by J"on Sigurdson 

LiDkages between agriculture and rural industry, and between rural 
industry and urban-based modern industry, are clearly important factors 
in the social and economic development of China. '!'he nature of these 

· · linkages may assure both an integrated social. and economic development,. 
and a more solid basis for- planning from the bottom up, as opposed to 
central planning .. '!'his chapter· will discuss the-recent development of. 
rural industry, which is at the centre of" the linkages, and its impact 
on industrialization in China. It will analyse the. nature of the transfer 
of" industrial technology- from: the cities and discuss al.so the role of" 

. leadership in the transf"er since this is important in an environment where 
·prices and other market mechanismS' cannot be used to initiate and control 
development and is also. likely to be important in order to achieve a 
desired. distribu.tion·of industrial activities ... The question of regional 
balance is. also touched.. upon. in the light of the Chinese leadership.' s 
apparent awareness that :rural.. industrialization. should be.used to lessen. 
economic an°"' social inequalities·. 

Thar Chinese· approach. t~ Un!dng rura.J.. industry with. agriculture 
requires: certain inputs: - particularly technology, and to a lesser degree 
sk:ill.ed manpower - :fron:t the modern; industrial. sector .. '!'he creation of 
demand. in ruxal. areag- for a:p~ropriate technologies,. and. the development 
of such technologies~ are important aspects of the present stage of 
development iil China .. H'owever, the question. of the development of appropriate 
technologies is only- briefly discussed here as sufficient data are not: yet 

· available. The existence of" linkages al.so, appears to be a pre-requisite for 
tha creation of large industrial. networks o-£' "subcontractors" and the 
character of" these networks is discussed at some length, since they seem. 
to b& an important feature of" industrialization in China. 

In conclusion, an attempt is made to deal with recent Chinese 
discussions on the relative importance of steel and electronics to Chinese 
development strategy. Electronic technology is, no doubt, widely used within 
the defence sector and also for a number of civilian purposes but the Chinese 
appear to wish to postpone any large-scale introduction of electronic tech-

- 1 
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nology in order-not to disturb the pr~sent stage of economic and social 
development.· 

The frame of reference used for discussing rural industry in this 
chapter evolved from visits to two rural counties in China in December 
1971, and from the study of Chinese press and broadcast materials. All 
"f1f1' information - both from personal discussion about policy and from news. 
items - seems to confirm. that the Chinese are attempting to develop the 
rural areas in an integrated way and that, in this development, rural 
industries play- a number of very important roles. 

RURAL INDUSTRY 

The objectives of rural industry+· may differ front one area of the 
Coul'lt1'7 .to another .. They depend, among other things, on the closeness of 

-
big inCfu.strial cities and the relative economic development of the 
surrounding area which defines their market. lrowever, the· primary objective 
is always to serve agriculture ( 1). This objective can. be broken down into 
the- following three. components:. First,.. ru.ral. industry has to produce iron, 
fa.rm machines·,. machine tools,. chemical fertilizer,. building- material, etc. 
Second,_ farm: and. other machines have to. be· repaired. and.. many of the 
necessary spare parts- are manufactUred by rural enterprises .. Third,. farm 
and. side-line produce bas. to be processed. In fuliilling primary objectives 
in. areas close ta big industrial cities, rural industries are often required 
to make use of scrap and waste from big f"actoriea .. Among the secondary 
objectives, the- manufacture 0£ products needed by modern industry appears 
to be the· most: important, and,.. in a number- o-f" places,. rural industry also 
produce:::- export: items on the basis of local artisan skills. 

• Rural industry is in this context defined. as any local industrial unit 
run by county, commune or brigade. The enterprises may be collectively 
owned, jointly owned by state and collective units, or wholly owned by 
the state but under local management. Rural industry includes units 
attached to middle schools, hos}itals and health clinics. Here, rural. 
industry within a. county (hsien is usually discussed because of the 
impoz:tance attached to this level of industry in news reports from 
China .. For certain purposes it may, however, be appropriate to consider 
the region which, on average, consists of 10 counties. Production tech-
nology in rural industry ranges from the very primitive to modern up-to-
date process technology depending on product, size and stage of develop-
ment. 

.. 
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Rural. industry exercises a primary i.ll:nuence on agriculture, and 
provides a basis for future mechanization. It has beeil. stated that China 
should be able to achieve basic mechanization:. of her agriculture by 1980 
(2)~ The paradox of mechanization of agriculture, however, is that a 
relatively abundant and fast growing factor - labour - is replaced by 
machinery, when the availability of farm workers is not diminishing and 
may even be increasing. There are, however, important economic reasons for 

. the mechanization. of Chinese agriculture. First, the timing of many 
agricultural.. tasks requires mach.iiie27 in order to achieve optimal results 
and the large-scaJ.e introduction of land-increasing innovations such as 

·<-. -muitiple cropping and. close planting require more manpower per unit of land, 
so tha~ certain tasks must be mechanized. Second, it is often economicaJ.ly 
rational to replace b:nman and animal power by machine power. Labour-saving 
i.Jmovaticms- such as. the use of herbicides for weeding can. be profitable as 
can. be seeIJ. from the following comment: 

•• ..... Weeding- generally- takes. up· about one-third. of total. fa.rm: labour .. 

Since manual.. and mechanized. weeding can no longer meet the requirements 

of improved farming: techniques and. mechanization, the use of herbicides 
has become- the most economic and effective method .. The Ruangshih CC'I!lmune-

of Mil.a county, Hunan,. found. that the weeding effect of herbicides 
applied by- a single labourer· in one· day equalled that of one day' s manual 
weeding- by- ;o labourers and. the cost of herbicides was less than 1 ~ 
per .!2:\!•tt (approximately t6 per hectare) (3) 

There are also very- important non-economic motives for agricultural 
mechanization: it creates the basis for more advanced forms of social organiz-
ation in the Chinese countryside. Since it is. not possible to continue to 
demand sacrifices from: tha rural. population while the urban. population lives 
in relative comfort and affluence, agriculture must be mechanized. 

The problem is that, once a certain degree of mechanization is allowed, 
it may be difficult to set limits to further mechanization. However, the 
mechanization of agricul:ture and related activities in China is not only 
dependent on local purchasing power, but is also made dependent on the 
capability of a given locality to produce al.most all. the necessary farm. 
machine:ry and most of the me-mines needed to make that machinery. This 

1 necessitates the local formation of industriai skills and industrial 
capability, which takes place aJ.ongside the mechanization of agriculture and 
thus creates a basis for future labour absorption when less manpower is needed 
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in agriculture. Consequently,. the mechanization of agriculture in China. 
should not be seen in isolation but as part ·of the overall development 

st:rategr. 

Why does China seek to develop local industries which tend to be on 
a small-scale and relatively backward, instead of modern. large-scale plants 
in order to mechanize agriculture and modernize the countryside? There are 
several reasons for this. First,) industrial production,. if based mainly on 

.~ large uni.ts which require. a great deal of capital equipment and transport, 
. could grow only slowly because of the heavy demands their development would 

make on the· engineering ind.ushy and on the railways, both of which are 
.needed to develop other branf?bes of the economy. Seco;i.d, modern large-scale 
industrial plants do not create much employment and they are usually urban.-
based .. An emphasis on modern plants would therefore severely disturb the 
present distribution of the population. Third,. new technology and new machines 
have- to be adapted to and introduced into areas where. people have an. essential-
ly- conservative mentality .. The loc~. character of a sma.11-scal.e,. rural, 
industry may often_ shorten the time needed to make the necessary adaptations .. 
This is particularly true for farm machinery accessories which must be 
adapted to local soil,. climati~ and other conditions. 

LINKAGES BETWEEN AGRICTJLrn. RURAL AND MODERN IlIDUSTBY 

As: a basis: for further discussion,. it- may be helpful. at this point tO" 
look bri.efly· at- thee linkages· between agricul.ture, rural. industry and modern 
ind:ustr;T (4) .. Modern. industry,.. which in terms of employment is relatively 
smal1~ is characterized by a relatively high degree of mechanization and 
ftlrther expansion of· this sector would not create sufficient employment to 
absorb the manpower coming of working o:ge. Agricuiture, on the other hand, 
provides much of China.ts exports which are exchaIJged for industrial commodities 
needed by· the modern sector. It requires industrial. inputs to raise yields, 
bu~ the low degree of mechanization in agriculture and relatively low 
productivity initially prevent the substantial accumulation of capital which 
is. required for the· mechanization of agriculture. 

FIGURE 1 
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In the first stage of changing the relations between modern industry 
and agricul.ture, ru:ral. industry is introduced as a transmission belt for 
knowledge. Initially, the linkage with mode:m industry is mainly a one-way 
relationship, in which rural industry is provided with much of the necessary 
technology, capital-embodied as well as non-embodied. The linkage between 
agriculture a.nd rurai industry is characterized by a mutual relationship 
where rural industry is responsible for much of the technical skill 
formation in the agricultural sector and also·supplies increasing amounts 
of agricultural inputs. Agriculture, in its turn, supplies raw material and 
capital. Important factors in the further development of linkages are the 
level of market demand and the availability of appropriate technologies. The 
price mechanism is of little importance, and the initiatives of local leader-
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ship at different levels explain much of the new activity. 

In the second stage, rural industry and agriculture become partly 
integrated, with agriculture supplying industry with increasing amounts of 
raw material. for light industry, 8.Ild rural industry processing much of the 
rural farm produce. The increase in purchasing power arising from the 
increased productivity in agriculture makes it possible to finance more 
machinery. Labour absorption, at this stage. will still mainly:_ take place 
'Id.thin agriculture or related activities, but will also. be increasing in 
the sector of rural ind.us~ .. Rum.l. indus9 reaches a certain degree of 
sophistication and differentiation, and can supply modern industry with 

some products. Thus, in thia- second stage, the linkage between the two 
sectors develops into a mutual relationship. 

In the third stage of the- sequence, rural industry and modern industry 
became more or less integrated~ Some production is shifted from the modern 
sector to the rural industry sector ... Quall ty standards and standardization 
Wi. thin the rural industrial. sector improve considerably, thus permitting a 
considerable expansion of the subcontracting system. Rural industry and 
related services become, at thia stage, inereasingly important for labour .. 
absorption, and a fairly substantial transfer o"f' employment from agriculture 
to rural. industry can. take place as agriculture is mechanized. As an example 
of" this phase, it is. interesting to note that. Ts'unhua county in Hopei 
proVince, where agriculture is only partially mechanized, has an industrial 
employment· - if all activities are added together - of' between 10 and 15 
per cent of the labour force o£ the county (5). 

Thus, it can be seen that rural. industrialization, based on local 
resources of skilled manpower and capital, ia going to provide the rasis for 
the- mechanization of agriculture, which will,. in turn, make it possible for 
peasants to engage in new tasks (e.g. multiple cropping) and raise agricul-
tural yields. With higher yields, more industrial crops can be grown, and 
this, in turn, will give local light industry more raw materials. In the 

process, labour is absorbed into rural industry and purchasing power is also 
increased, thus creating a local market for light and other industrial products. 

Basically, rural industry should use locally available raw materials, · 
produce locally, and distribute locally. This implies that arranging plans, 
allocating raw materials and organizing factory production must be based on 

local decisions. But as soon as secondary objectives (such as the manufacture 
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of products for modern industry) are emphasized, local planning is 
increasingly co-ordinated with more c~tralized. plans, which often means 
those of the next higher administrative level. In meeting the primary 
objective of serving agriculture, a symbiotic interaction develops between 
~he rural industrial sector and the surr~1nding agricultural sector. In the 
third stage of development, when.secondary objectives begin to come into 
the picture, a similar symbiotic interaction: is developed between the rural 
industrial sector and that of modern industry .. These interrelations are 
very- important far both. the social and economic development of China. 

Raral industry in China is being developed gradually and is closely 
co-ordinated with agricultural development so as to cause no disruption to 
the J.ocal economy. In ·many localities aJ.l over China., a problem-finding and 

a probJ.em-soJ.ving ca:pacity will gradua1ly be built up. This will make it . 
possible to specify local resource availability and demand more accurately. 
The countryside can thus put forward demands on the basis of increased 
purchasing power and kn.owl.edge .. The· differences between the countryside and 
the cities ~then diminish: this being an i.mportan:t social goal. Many 
developing countries are today faced with the problem that they cannot 

-
provide enough employment opportunities for- people reaching working age. It 
appears that the rapid. development of the rural. areas has laid the foundation. 
for solving this problem: in.. China .. During the first stage of this development,. 
however·, employment is not created primarily in. industrial. production, but 
in repair and maintenance, in production of' industrial.. raw materials, in 
transportation and in. othe~ services and in an increasingly diversified 
agr.icu.lture. At the same time, industrial structures are created outside the 
big cities. With simultaneous expansion of national. and local enterprises, 
the former can increasingly draw on the manufacturing- potential of a large 
number of small enterprises. 

It is. clear that, by definition, industry must be highly differentiated 
in. order to achieve its primary objective of serving agriculture. The high 
degree of differentiation desired in practice is also clear from Chinese 
reports on industrial. systems in those counties which have been publicized 

as models where, in one case, over 900 different items were said to have 
been produced in well over a hundred enterprises ( 6). 

The objectives af rural industry will of course be more or less 
comprehensive according to local cond.i tions. The availability of raw 

material is particularly crucial. Thus, coal, which is used as raw material 
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for the production of chemical fertilizer and .for making coke needed in 

the production of iron, is not locally- available al1 over China. Similarly, 
iron.-ore deposits, even if widely scattered, are not available everywhere. 
Wherever possible however, every county is expected to set up the so-called 
"five smal.l industries" system, consisting of plants for the production of 
iron and steel, chemical fertilizer, cement, machinery and energy production 
units in the form. of coal pits or small hydro-electric plants. This system 
is designed to meet the first component of the primary objective; that of 

. producing industrial inputs. for agriculture. Such plants are usually run by 
the counties themselves, but sometimes communes are assigned the responsibility 
for ra.nning smaller plants. · 

. 
A. three-level reEair network with units at county, commune and brigade 

level. is the physical... manifestation of the second component of the primary 
objec.tive, i .. e., repair and maintenance of agricultural machinery. This net-
work is almost always combined with the manufacture. of farm tools and farm. 
machinery. Between. the three levels of the network there is a fairly clear 
division. of labour: brigades are responsible for minor repairs; commune 
stations carr,r out medium-scale repairs; and major repairs are, in principle, 
handled by the county station. A.t brigade level,. th& repair and. manufacturing 
station. may have only a few employees and a f ev simple machines~ such as a 
forging- hammer and a grinding machine .. Commune stations may have frcm a score 
t~ a hundred employees~ and often: have lathes as well. as cutting- and shaping 
machines,. while county level stations. tend to be relatively well. equipped with 

machines,. and engage the manufacture of different equipment. and machinery, 
ineluding simI>le machine tools~ as well.. a.a repairs. The repair and manufacturing 
networks a.re develolled gradually and it must. be remembered that they are far 
from complete' even in counties publicized. as models • 

. The third component of· rural.. induAtryts primary objective is the 
processing- of farm and side-line produce. To do this, shops for oil pressing, 
flour milling, cotton ginning and sugar refilling are established. Further 
processing, such as fruit canning and textile manufacture, may also be 
included, but the extent of these activities is~ to a considerable extent, 
dependent on the availability of local raw materials and the purchasing 
power a-£ the local..i ty. 

So far as the production of chemical fertilizer and iron for making farm 
tools and machinery is concerned, this is, in most counties, usually subsidized 
through the profits ma.de on light industrial products. Those communes and 
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brigades which are well off can afford to spend more money on consumer goods 
and these are priced to give considerable· profits, so that the well-to-do 
communes and brigades are indirectly supportiDg tbe poorer brigades which 
benefit equally from the fertilizer and iron produced • 

Local. industrial development has, in certain industrial sectors, already 
been of considerable importance •. In Jantiary 1972, for instance, the Chinese 
press reported that 60 per· cent of' chemical. fertilizer production comes from 
smal.1 and medium enterprises (7), most· _or which were run by counties. Total 
:fertilizer production in 1971 was appro:rima.tely 17 million tans, so that 
local enterprises must have produced about 10 million tons (8). Similarly, 20 
per cent of the total. pig iron production of ab.out 20 million tons comes from 
small iron and. steel plants .(g), so that approximately 4 million tons of pig 
iron is produced in some 1,ooq small plants all over the coimtz-y. Small 
fertilizer and pig iron plants cam& into e:ristence in. the late 1950' s and 
there seems to have been a continuous development of technology ever since 
directed towards making them appropriate to their particular environment. The 
limit me.:y- indeed have been. reached in. terms of' geographical distribution 
leaving: further development: to be in terms of size. As- for farm· machinery,. 
which is: mostly produced. in local plants, this has inc:reased approximately 
tOO percent from. 1965 to· t970 (tO) but: there is no. i.Ilf'.ormation available to 
transform this percentage- into c.oncrete· figures .. It· ia equally dif'ficul t to 
find out how much. development: there has been in the rural. light industry 
sector,.. and how far th& repair and. manllf"acture networks have been expanded. ( 11 ) , 
but there can. be no doubt that rural industrialization has reached a consider-
abl.e level. of. development',.. even i£" there are marked geographical differences. 

THE" ROLE OF LEADERSEIII" 

The int'roduction and acceptance of new and appropriate technologies often 
seems to require a special. type o~ leadership, even though some mechanisms can 
be devised to encourage their automatic acceptance. The rapid development of 
local industry in rural areas is necessary for the further development of 
agriculture; but is also a consequence of the favotn"able development of 
agricultural production in recent years. The improved seeds and their popular-
ization through agricultural scientific networks have, together with increased 
irrigation and more fertilizers, considerably increased yields per acre in 
many areas. This has two important consequences .. First, the increased grain 
yields have made it possible to expand the acreage available for industrial 
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crops, thus supplying industry with more rav material. Second, through 
increased agricultural production, purchasing power a.Dd the potential for 
sav.i.ngs·a.Dd investments have increased. The peasants can thus buy more 
agricultural inputs slWh as machinery and agrochemicals, which in turn will 
further increase the productivity or agriculture and decrease labour intensity. 

The initial development of. agricultural. production would appear to be 
. an. important pre-requ.isi te fer- starting rural industries. In China, however, 
:· such development has not-. been· eve'nly spread. For example, it has been reported 
.. from Hengtung county- in. HUllall., that, since the leadership pa.id attention to 

concentrating.on progressive un:it·s only, and disregarded giving specific 
assistance to backward. communes and br.i.gades,. the· 13 comparatively backward 
communes in. the county did not undergo a. major transformation,. al though 
production developed greatly on the rem.ainjng 26 communes .. The county then 

sent. about 1,.250 cadres to st~ at, 853' production teams in 101 br.i.gades in 

the relatively backward. communes. The people sent included political and 
administrative as, well as technical personnel .. As a result,. so. it was reported,. 
the backward.. communes and. br.i.gades: were quickly transformed. The strengthening 
o£' leadership in. these areas resulted in an increase-- of total. grain. production 
in. the· cOUil.ty- of 29 .. 8 per cent in 1970 as compared with 1969. Accord..ing to 
the same: report,.. improvement: in. the leadership of backward: brigades was carried. 
out in: a: wide· geographical basis. Since the· beginning of 1 971 ,. it was said. 
that: leading- cadres of' cotm.ties,. districts and. communes in. the Hengtung region 
have led about 6,.000 office-. cadres· to st~ at a. total of 1,453 rather back.-
ward. brigades which constituted.. one-third of the total. brigades in the- region. 
They gava education in ideology- and. poll tica1. Iine for basic-level. cadres 

and commune membera and. these- units wer& said to have improved. remarkably in 

onl.y- a. short period,.. with gra.i.lL output increasing 15 to 30 per cent above the 
figure- 'f'or 1 970 ( t 2:). Leadership improvement can,. in fact-,. deal with a number 
of' diff'erent- aspects~. such as willingness to try new seeds~ the popularization 
of' new seeds, accounting systems and w:i 11 i ngness to make investments which 
will pay of'f' later on, as well as the more strictly political matters general-
ly' ref erred to in press reports •. 

Canscious decisions to foster technologies appropriate to rural areas 
take a vast amount of political. will on the part of government and Party 
leaders, partly because of the strong urban. bias which has apparently been 
a. serious problem even in China. Furthermore, the type of technological 
development chosen will play a large part in determining the nature of the 

society which emerges in China. This point is relevant to Mao's letter to 
Lin. Piao dated 7 May- 1966, which says,. among other things, ( 13): 
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" .... While the main task of the peasants in the communes is agriculture, 
they should at the same tillle study military affairs, politics and culture. 
Where conditions permit, they: should collectively run small plants ••• 
Where conditions permit those working in. commerce, in service trades and 
Party and government organizations should do the same." 

This directive has usually been interp:reted as an indication of Mao's 
fascination with the problem of the creation o::! a "new man" in China. However, 
it may be appropriate to look at thos.e- instructions as a tool., one among many, 
to. create more relevant knowledge and attitudes 'for a development strategy 
which, to a considerable extent,_ must be based on local inter-disciplinary 

·. planning. 

At.tempts to. delegate planning authority to local communities have, in 

many coun.ties,. produced unsatisfactory results. This has partly been due to 
lack of technical:. skills or resources, or both, but the failure is basically 
a: political one. I.t appears that. an illlportant' consequence of the Cultural 
ReVoluti.on iri China is that skills and. resources are quickly developed in the 
coun."h-yside to enable local overal.L planning-. While broad strategies and 
policies must be centrally determined, wide authority-has been delegated to 
tha Iocaiities to plan for themselves. But to make the decezrtralized approach 
work the central plamlers - at- all. levels - muat have a full understanding of· 
the- relevance of" l.ocal. developments •. Similarly,. diversification in the cou::itry-

. s1de- means that' more and more people are- moving into new activities and 
consequently- peasants need the mowledge and attitudes appropriate to their· 
new: tasks., At the same tillle~. urban-based industry is increasingly draW!l into 
interaction wi. th rural.. industry. If these relations. are to develop favourably~ 
the people in all. sectors must: have a. thorough understanding and knowledge 
about- each otherts conditiong and activi.ties· which can only be obtained through 
a. combination of study and experience. Thm, Mao's directive of 7 M:3.7 1966 
may be- seen prilllarily as a measure designed to foster attitudes and create 
mowledge which a:re inter-functional in character and appropriate for the 
present stage of development in China. The necessity to know all sides of 
multi-sector planning applies, of course, still more to officials at all levels • 
This might partly explain the emphasis which in recent years has been given 
to. the May Seventh cadre training schools. The need for a better understanding 
of the countryside's requirements was of course recognized long before the 
cultural revolution which is evident from the fol.lowing Peking Daily editorial 

in 1960:-

"Acceleration of the pace of agricultural. development is the central 
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link in the proportional development of the llhole economy at a high 

speed. The organization ~ the flow of cadres between cities and the 
countryside, first of all the organization of a number of urban cadres 
to go to the countryside by turns to give aid and support to technical 
transformation of agriculture, is a new kind of development far the 
revolutionary tradition of the party. .. ....... As a result of the 
selection of" cadres for dispatch to the countryside, the different 

_ aid-gi. ving uni ts are a:ble to understand the needs of a.gricul ture better, 
>.and. are- therefore able to give _better aid and support to agriculture in 

_all. kinds of work ............ The flov of cadres between cities and the 
countryside is alsa a political measure for the strengthening of the 

alliMce· of workers and l?eas:ants further· ( 13b}. 
·' 

REG-IONAL BALANCE nr RURAL. INDUSTRIALIZATIO?f 

The previous discussion. has suggested that the question. of" leadership 
is- a£ great importance in initiating economic and. industrial development. But 
1.eadership in. isolation. is not sufficient to check regional differences. The 
importance or· loca.i initiative is much stressed i.n: economic pla.Iming in China 
at the moment and this may favour the development of" areas which are already 
w-&11.-developed,. part:i.cula.rly in the init:i.al stages of: local development,. but 
there a.re means at the disposal. of the centre- (meaning- region,. province or 
nation.) to guide· the dis.tributio:n- of industrial activity and thus the distri-
bution of' income. Neverthe-less-,.. the question of regional. balance and. regional 
variations needs t~ be discussed .. 

Th& rural areas: in China have- benefited great-Iy frOIIt the creation of 
networks f'or different purposes .. The machine-bui1dillg network in .S:opei which, 
it is:. proposed, be- organized as in. Figu.Te 2, can be taken as an example ( 14). 
Tb.a province has two different networks, one for the production of complex 
products like diesel. engines, tractors and trucks :ror use in. rural _areas , and 
one for the repairing and building of faxm machinery and. other products which 

are al.most exclusively used within counties. The two networks interlock at the 
county level as can be seen. from Figure 2. 

Most services are organized in the form of networks nth increasing 

specialization towards the top of the hierarchy. Almost all services in rural 
areas - public health, education. agricultu:ral extension networks, machinery 
repai:t' networks - were in the initial stages of' development subsidized by 
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higher levels through the allocation of skilled manpower, transfer of 
equipment, etc. However, it should be noted that the building of these 
networks is far from complete. ill the services mentioned above influence, 
directly or indirectly, productivity of the units which benefit from than. 
Through increased productivity, the members of the units will get higher 
incomes which will enable them to buy- more consumer goods which are priced 
to give surplus at higher levels. 

-_ The centre (region,.~'province or_ nation) will also continue to control 
admission to institutions of higher learning and is also likely- to. control 
the: al1ocati.on of highly skilled manpower. As more and. more sophisticated 
skills are. needed for local. industrialization (by counties or communes), the 
centre w:ill be able, within certain limits, to use the admission of students 
and the allocation of skilled. personnel as a means to guide local development • 

The distribution of: skilJ.ed manpower and equipment may also be a means 
by which. the centre co-ordinates. central and. local planning. A. county 
industrial system. is never likely to manuf'acture special alloy steels or 
specialized bearings but such products will be- needed: in the future .. These, 
and. other ili.milar iteme, are likely- to be manufactured only by- some of 1:he .. 
national enterprises- at the top of the industrial hierarchy. As specialized 
equipment is increasingly- demanded by- local industry-, the localities will 
become- increasingly dependent: on. the centre for the allocation of certain 
critical equipment .. 

The operation o-£ th& rural industrial. system. has to be seen as a whole 

and some- plants. may have to be- run at a loss .. That this possibility is 
~sag9Q can be seen from the following statem.ent :-

.... _ The development of iron and. steel, chemical fertilizer and farm 
machinery ilJd.ustries needs a lot of' investment and produces little 
profit .. For a short· time, they may even run at a loss." (15) 

The control of investment funds is thus an. important means of controlling 
the geographical distribution of industrial activities. Investment in new 
local process plants, such as iron plants or chemical fertilizer plants, and 
the expansion of such plants is usually of a magnitude beyond the capacity of 
the local level. Similarly, the distribution of electricity and the provision 
of feeder lines from main networks can become another way of forcing co-ordin-

ation between. local and central planning. Despite this possibility of subsid-
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ization, however, the general policy j_s that local industry be built on 
a sound technica1 and econoIJJic basis. ·This is suggested by the following:-

" ••• As for those small. industries which failed to follow the correct 
orientation and whose raw materials, fuel and; electric power were not 
definitely available,.. they were not allowed. to continue their building."(16) 

But the effect of vi.dely differing conditions for starting local industry 
on. the level. of' investment and:- planning is shown. clearly in the following 

quotation. from Hunan:-

"···Some counties have developed. agriculture comparatively rapidly and 

have- surpluses and ample raw materials, so more industry is run there; 

where that is not the case, not so much industry is run •. Some counties 
have a rather weak industrial. f"oundation and. so the region builds more 

f"actories there:. Some counties have industries run. by the centre or the 
province,. so. the- region. runs none at: all. or not many factories there.-"( 17) 

THE CO-ORDINATION NETWORKS 

In an. article on automated manufacturing techniques in developing 
economies,.. .Tack Baranson. points out" that the "ability of the .Tapanese to 

aubst:ltute human. skills for machine capabilities or deficiencies in ~aw 
materials was already- evident at the turn of the century. Second-hand tertile-
machinery was illlported by .Tapan. from. England, cheaper short"-staple cotton. 

was- used in combination. with. additional. workers to mend broken. threads, and 
repairmen were hired to keep older equipment going."( ts) 

Thia approach bas much in common. with Chinese- policy towards the 
deveJ.opment" of rural. industry. Local.. ind.uatrial.ization is, apart from the 
process industries, to a considerable extent based on worn-out machines or 
obsolete equipment handed down from large urban-based industries( 19). In 
rural industries these machines are. repaired, adapted and carefully maintained. 
While raw materials of top qualify are supplied to the big· national industries, 

the local industries usually have to use second or third grades. The iron 

content of iron ore used in cotmty-run iron and steel plants may be lower than 
L 

40 per· cent. (as compared with 60 per cent in the big national plants). To 
make this approach work~ China ha~ had to devel.op high levels of conversion 

a.nd management sk:il.ls, for less-automated equipment places a very heavy burden 
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upon supervisory and operator skills. With in:f'erior equipment, industrial 
workers have to do more in, ad.justing tolerances,. feeding the raw materials 
and controlling the quality and reliability of finished parts. To achieve 
this in rural areas, it has been vital to start industrial training from 
the beginning· by producing mainly small and medium farm niachinery at the 

outset. 

This .. approach also involves much adaptation and rethinking. When 
advanced: techniques that embody precision and uni.formi ty are used in labour-

. intensive uni ts, ·heavier demands are placed upon machine operators to read 
blueprints, set up tools and in other ways substitute human skills for 
machine accuracy .. China is today developing- a high level.. of machine labour 
skills and factory- discipline in previously non-industrialised areas and 
a pool o£' experienced:. engineering and technical skills necessary to convert 

~ production. techniques. to local. equipment and materials is gradually being 
developed .. The use of' ~ld machines is,.. initially, both the justification. 
:for this. approach and.. the. necessary trai.nin€ ground. The effects of small 
industrial. units. on the modern industrial. sector can. be illustrated by the 
development. of the production of bearings (20). China still lacks. both the 
capacity to manufacture bearings~ as well as capacity to manufacture 
machines' ta make bearings .. Thus,. while- the country has the technology to 
manufacture any bearing' needed,. this is of.ten onl;r possib_le in very limited 
quantities .. Similarly the Chinese- machine. industry- can. produce most of the 
machines· needed for mass production o:t d:i:rferen.t types o:t bearings, 'but this· 
capacity- is likely ta be limited for the most specialized machines. 

Thecommi.tment to self"'-reliance means that the Chinese plazmers wil.l 
emphasize the further development of· production technology as well as 
production. capaci.ty and production. eqUi.pment for bearings. It appe~g in. 

this context that. the small local. machine enterprises can be used for 
. . 

import substitution of machines as well as products. As the national 
enterprises are not likely to be able to meet the requirements from all 
those sectors using bearings, the production of bearings within certain 
quality and size ranges can gradually be transferred to small local plants. 
Consequently, the national. enterprises are enabled to get free capacity in 

terms of workshops, machinery and manpower, and can allocate more resources 
to the manufacture of bearings which would otherwise have been imported. 

A similar development is affecting the machine tools industry where 
the ma.nuf'acture of relatively simple machine tools is gradually transferred 
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to small plants. Consequently, the well-established larger plants have 
some fre& capacity- and can concentrate resources on the manufacture of more 
specialized machines which, among other uses, are needed for the manufacture 
of bearings· .. 

China now has many small bearing plants run by regions, counties and 
C?Ommunes (2.1 ). .. These en.ter-Prises are usually fairly small, with between 
fifty- and. a.few hundred work:ers.;The_producti.on of bearings in such plants 
is usually only one of th& activities in. multi-purpose repair and manufacturing 
enterprises.. Such production. has in many places started with the repair of · · 

·bearings, thenecessary.rep~acement: parts being- supplied from elsewhere or 
gradually-manufactured within the unit". Available information indicates that 
a·n:umber of these enterprises will: event~iy develop into small specialized. 
bea:r:inga factories·, producing a rather limited number of· varieties. 

Most o£:' these- enterprises have been established since· 1966 an9. 
· particularly during th& past two or three yea:r:s ... They a:r:e the outcome of a 

policy-which was initiated in. 1958-60 to meet the local. demand for relatively 
.. 

siml?le bearings neede_d for agricultural machinery- and for carts used for long-
dis.tance transportation. etc.. However,. very:- few of:' the enterprises set u.p- in. 

1958 stayed in. operation •. There are two main reasons for this. First, there 
was no: effective demand:. for low grade bearings until. the- recent. development 
of' local... indu.st1y ... Second,.. the necessary- cumulative skills,. equipment and 

. . 

capita1.. f'cr setting UP' small. beating factories were not available. until. 
recently. 

When setting up· a. new plant .f, technology is usually transferred from· 
other smal.l bearing plants as well. as from. provincial. or national bea:r:ings 

.·pl.an.ts. A. relatively- large- number of workers usualiy go to study in other-
pian.ts f'or periods f'rom· a few weeks to six months or more. Very- little of' 
the equipmen~ in small plants· is new and specialized old machines are taken 
over from provincial or national bearing plants. 

Production of bearings in small enterprises is often started within 
existing f'arm machinery repair and manufacturing plants. With the policy 
of the three-level repair and manufacturing network being implemented and 
the networks. being expanded, two trends are emerging which are changing 
conditions for the local manufacture of bearings. First, more and more 
.bearings are- lleeded for horse-drawn carts, agricultural machinery· and simple 

machine tools which are locally manufactured,. within the three-level network • . . 
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Second, the fairly experienced, county-run, repair stations have free 
capacity available when many of their :repair responsibilities are 
transferred.downwards to the·comiaune and brigade stations'. The county repair . 
and ma.nu:facturing stations can then move into the production o:f industrial 
commodities, and one of these products has tended to be bearings. 

Smal1 bearings factories may be able to take over the production 
Of a. considerable proportion Of the intermediate. size ranges where quality 
~::requirements are not so'stringeiit •. Some small enterP.rises are already able 
ta manufacture- bea.r~s.. used. for simple machine. tools, electric motors and, 
probably, many o:r· the bearings. used. for farm machinery. There. are already 

- places .where small. piants have started to manu:f'acture bearings for motor 
vehicles ... ff quality can be· improved and quantity increased in the small 
plan.ts,.. this: will mean that large national. enterprises can concentrate 
more of their resources: on. high quaJ.ity bearings .. 

.Tha transfer of: used eq,uipment from the· large to the small enterprises. 
may also mean. that large. enterprises will be able to modernize earlier than 
would otherwise- have· been. the case .. The- transfer o:f old machines. is fa.cili.tated 
bT the f'ac.t that wages and social: overheads- are considerably lower in locaI 
industry- in the;· countryside as compared with. those in urban-based industry. 
Th& average wages'. in. county-run. enterprisea are likely to be 35 per- cent: 

· lower than itt. an:. urban-based national. enterprise. It should. also be noted 
that: the. tran.sfe~ of" used equipment may· be part' of a. plaII. to achieve a I.ong-
t~ division of· labour between big- and small.. enterprises .. 

Another area in which. rural. industries are· playing an .increasingly 
. important role· ia when a. large, number of' enterprises are co-ordinated for 
.specific industrial. projects. ~us, in industriilly developed areas, ru:ral. 
industry is enabled ta participate in up-to-date~ high-precision levels o:f 
indilstnai production .. In areas with a relatively weak industrial. foundation 
this type of co-ordination enables rural. industry to raise its tecbnical 
level.. .. As a consequence, .many small.· enterprises are quickly drawn into 
alas& relations with other uni.ts of a network and in this process conversion 
and. management skills are developed. 

Our earlier discussion of the role of leadership, of regional-balance 
and of' the concept of the co-ordination network, implies two kinds of 
technology transfer. One is the horizontal transfer of technology between 

enterprises at county level or below and the other is the vertical transfer 
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of :technology from provincial enteI"Prises downwards. Both thes~ transf~rs -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - . -- - --- - - -
ar~ illustrated in Figure;. However~ it sh0t1ld be.noted that these 

~~~~~s o~ ~~~~~ ::~ot ~:~~ve !-. ~~~~~~~Y" ~~~~~~ ~ev~~~p!ll~~t 
~~ ~~ p~~~~~ ~~Y~~! ~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~!~ ~~~~~~:7 th~:t ~o:'linc~s 
nth ~ w~ak industrial foundation will stay w~ak. 
~--~- - ---- ---- ----- ----------- ----- -·- ---= 

~~ x~y i?Iwhich the cre~tion of proJZincial co:-ardin~ion :works for --- ---- ------ - . ------- -- --------·-.. - --- -
· · :the manuf ac:ture of motor :vehicles and other heav,r- and complex products ..... ---= -:_.., ___ ;. _____ -- - -- .------=-- .;._ ----- __ :-;_ :_._ .. ---- --- ---·--

involves a. horizontal . .:transf ~r of'_ rela:ti.vely compl~x t~clmology b~:tw~~n - ·- --- - --~---"-- ;....._ --------- --. ·----- ·--. -·------- -------- ... ---
-~~~~~s~s high. up~~ :t~~ W.~~~a~ ~~~~~~a:~~~ ~~~1:28:t::~~d ~ :t~e 
~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ::~~~~s- ~~~ ~- ~~~~':~~- ¥~ki~g' ~ ~~~nts~ ~~ t~e 
ci~~e~ ~ ~e ~?~th:-~~at. ~~ve p~y7~ ~ ~P?~ant ~?~~ ~ ~~s ~~~~~ ?f" 
~~?~?~?~, ~ce ~ ~?:-O'.L"d~~~?~ ~7tw?~!C ~?~ ~~ ~~~u:f~?~r~ ?~ v~~?~es 
·~a~~~~~ ~~t up the province?~ dl"~w ~po~~~~ kn?W~~~~~ po?~~?!~ ~~b~_! 
of" purposes. 

The co:-ordination. technique. is. mainly- used f'or comprehensive· production 
--· ... - - - - - - - -

and the motor vehicle industry- is a. good example of this. Hitherto, most - - .. -
provinces'. have not beez;L able to- manuf actur~ motor vehicles because complete 
- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - . - . - - - - - - - - . - - - -

sets of" equipment and advanced techniques. were required. throughout the 
- - -

pr.oducti.on. process:. Today-,.. more than. 20 provinces and municipalities can. -- -- - - - - -

produce- cars and tmcks .. One, of. the important factors: in the rapid develop-
ment: of the motor vehicle- industry- in China bas been. the extended use of 
co::-ordination. between large numbers of" plants. On the basis of the experience . 
iit mass co-ordination when. the Great Leap Forward. began in 1958,. automobile - . 

~~p~ shops-,. ma~e: ~~~ng- fact~es· ~d. other sm~:X. ~d ~~ge p~~ts 
form: a co-:-ardina.ting: network within a. province or within a large municipality 
(22). 

~e- ~oduction of ~~c~ p~:!;s. ~ ~SU.!:~~Y- ~~~~~~ran ~ ~1:1~~:-purpose 
subcontracting units .. This makes it possible to achie:ve great flexibility in 

- - - - --- . - - - - - . - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -
:the use of manpower and: equipment. The manufacture of different parts is 

- - - - -
assigned to the unit- which is best qualified and equipped for the task. Thus 

- - - ---- -
th~ use of co~ordinat~on usu~~y m?kes poss~b~e the subst~tut~on of ~abour 
for capital. There are other important reasons for choosing the co:-ardination 
"' . - - - - . 

approach in manufacturing vehicles. If comprehensive vehicle plants were 
- - . - - -- - - -

built with modern· automatic machines~ it is possible that demand might be 
inadequate in relation ta the high initial_ output of modern technology plants. 
The co~ordination approach enables a gradual development of vehicle design 

___ and a ·gradual development of productive ~quipment and of the n~cessary raw 
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material. supply system. Co-ordination enables a fairly flexible inter-
acti.on of the production fac:tors. Thus, it becomes easier to strike an 
appropriate - and changing - b~ance between the use of capital and labour 
when mak::ing decisions regarding equipment, manpower and raw material. 

A turther reason for the co-ordination approach is the elimination 
of the risk t:bat: knowledge is monopolized within comprehensive industrial 

_ .. units. It appears that the.attack on "economism.'t during the Cultural 
Revo-lution was partly to eliminate workers' exclusive commitment to their 
own enterprise which was partly based on the operation of extensive bonus 
systems related to the economic performance of their own enterprise). This 

relation between: wages and short-term economic perf'o:rmance must have made 
workers and management less willing to accept the co-operation concept 
aild. engage in assistance to less develo:ped. units. 

Al.though co-ordination ne.tworks 'f'or the vehicle industry are the 
most prominent and complex of all SllCh networks, the co-ordination approach 
is. not limited to that' industry- a:lane. Similar networks have also been 
created. for small walking tractors with 10 or 12 Irp- engines. In this case, 
it: is not' provinces and: municipalities,. but cities. and counties,. which 'll"e 

the: uni.ts· involved- In. recent years, ma.DY' cities. all over China have started 
production.:. of''walk;ing· tractors' based. on a co-ordination network of several. 
enterprises •. Around the. big industrial. Cities there is also a growing- number 
of' such. c.o-ordina.ti.on networks, mainly based. on enterprises within the 
county,. set' up f'ar the: manufacture of" combustion- engine or complete 'walking 
tractors'. 

For' further industrialization,. it is essenti.a1. that q_uali ty standards 
are· set and. standardization encouraged,. so that local industrial systems can 
eventually fit' intc the centrally controlled. industrial. structure .. The local 
distribution of industrial. pr~ducts within. a geographically small area is 
likely to make feedback mechanisms work efficiently to improve the quality 
of poor products. Thus,. co-ordination networks are important for drawing a 
number of small enterprises into working relations with quality and standard-
ization-conscious enterprises. It also appears that the centre encourages 
the development of strict standards through placing orders with county-run 
and commune-run enterprises for products: at prices which enable the local 
enterprises to make a profit. 
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APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGIES 

The continued development of rural. iDdush'y in Cbina. appears to depend _... - ' -- - , - - - - - --:. -- . - - - - --- - - --
on two interrel~ted factors. The de~elopmen:t of loc~ de~d for industrial -- . - -----·--- - -------· ---- -- --------· --- _ .. ___ ----- --- ----------
products, and of technology appropri~te to the local resources. --------- -- -- --------.:.. - --·---- - -- ---- ----- ----------

w;~ ~e~~ to _the ~~t~r' ~~. ~c?ist~ ~ ~!-Ve~ ~ two main 
tiimsfers of' technical. knowledge. First, rural. i.Dd.usi:ry prorldes the 
. - - . - . . - . --· - . - - --· - , . -- . - -- - - --- .. - - - . - - -
aurround.ing agricul.tur~ µea. xith a. :variety of' knowledge. ~cultural --------·----- ~---- - --- ---- --·· -_ ---- -- -- ----..· -·:.:-----------

·- ~!"~e~s '!~mt~~~ ~~ b~;~~e·s ~e ~~~~d ~ ~<:~ ~<!~t;"!-~13 ~~g. to 
~~!!!-pllJllps. e!e<?t~~<! ~ot'?~S, ~d. <?~~~~ ~~~~s,~~ ~~~:p~~ f?~ t!1e ~~~gation 
~~~o;-~ .. !~ ~~t~o~, ot?-~! p~op~e ~e ~~!!!~~ t? ;-~~pir ~~ ~'?'?!~ ~d fa:rm 

~~hi '?.~!Y ~c:l ~!1e t~c:=~;q~~~ ~V<?!V~~ ~ ~e '?'! ~~~~~~~~!' ¥'~~~~, ~'?~~ 
'?~ ~~e ~~ ~~~~es ~?:r:id !~~!! ~ i!!s~~~~~ ~~~· to ~~~;~t ~ !~lavant 
·t~ks ~thin the agri~tural: ~ts .. ~us, the ~~~ ;zi~~~~~ sy~tem serves 

? ~- flllport~t "t!~!!!?g ~OU!ld f~! local. t~~hn!C?~~ .. 

Th& second transfer is that. from cities to the rural. iildustries. This 
. - - - - - - --·- -- - - -

~~~er· takes p~ace in a number of w~ys. S?me ~w~~dge !s ~~;t~=-embodied: 
for example,. much of· the technology in small. plants-p~ucing chemical. - .,. - - .. . - - - -
fertilizer, iron and steel. etC'.. Other knowledge is distri.bu ted. through boo~ 
and. other printed. materiaI ... Due however to Uil:f'amiliarity with. industrial 
technol.ogy and laclc of ability to interpret printed technical descriptions,. 

it !1aa· been necessary- iIL China to rely extan~vely" on: personal. contacts to 
transmit: tec~cal. knowledge .. In th~s-. c-ase technical. knowiedge- may be carried 

by two ~ategpries of' pe~sollS. Te~c;~s, ~~eers-: and. ~-?'!!~g~rs ~!om advanced 
pl~ts- travel to the-sites of· sma.11. rural. plants to assist ~n all. stages from 
~!annJng to producztion. and distri.bu~o~ .. A~ the s~e t~e peop±-e ~rem the 
~o~ties are sent :for- shorter or ~anger tra:f~ p~oda to ad:v~ced 
industrial uni ts and are gi. ven posts- of responsibility :!or. t~cbllical or --- - .- - - -- - . -- - - ·-------- - -- . - -------
~agerial. m.atte!s w~~ t~ey return. 

~al. ~ustry is based ~ost ~xclusively on !c:>c~ !~~'?tl!<?es of man-
power and cap~ta.J.,_ al.though equipment ~~om <?;~_es ~s ~ ~e::-!eq~~; te for 
initiating much of its· development. In this context it should be stressed ---- - - . -- . - - . --- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

that the chief feature of rural industries in China is not their smallness - - - . -
of scale but their local character. Local character requires that they be 
based on technologies which make optimal use of loc~ly avai~able natural 
resources, manpower and equipment. Rural iildustries are, of course, in 

~d:i;~on often small, particularly ~the¥" initial. st~ges of deve±-opment. 
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This is a reflection of the lilllited local supply of capital as well as 
the limited .l.ocial market for the products manufactured. As markets develop, 
so do the industries and. the tecllliologies utilized so that a plant may go 
tl:l:rough successive stages of changi.Dg production technologies, as long as 
the resource base permits this; 

· Th& fallowing- measures have been. important in f osteriIIg" the development 
of technol.ogies. which are. appropriate- f~r the economic development in rural 

areas in China. (23}: 

1 - The development ct: "entirely'" new technologies in research and design 
institutes .. The design of chemical. fertilizer.plants seems to exemplify 

. this .. 

2 - The use of old designs. and processes and. second-hand machinery which 
were: developed for factor proportions which resemble those- inrural 
areas... Second.-hand may not primarily mean. old. and. worn-out. machinery~
but rather equipment which has become obsolete and. is uneconomic in the 
economic-- factor climate 0£ tha cities .. It may st.ill have years of life 
under economicalli' fB.:vour:abl.e cond.iticns in. the countryside •. 

J:• - The adjustment of :f"actor prices- to reflect the relati7e scarcities- in. 

rtlXa1. areas: sa that local. industri.es- generate. innovations appropriate-
to their factor endowment .. The pricing of. equipment and. machine:cy-
1tim.p.orted.1r- into· a. county· apriears to. have been. cal.culated in order to 
achieve a substantial. shift t'o the· use· o::r labo~ instead of capital 
both. in. maki ng_and using" equipment .. 

The industrial. technol.ogy which bas been. develo:ped outside CbiD.£. or 
iit the urban-based. industri.al. sectors in China~ is usually not appropriai:e 
f'or use in smal.1.-scale industries in the Chinese countryside-. Therefore· 
central (region, province, nation) research and design. institutes b.B.ve been 
assigned the -task to make designs which are appropriate for local small.-scale 
production. 

Most local fertilizer production comes from relatively small synthetic 
ammonia plants usually run by counties .. A new type of work process was 

' introduced in 1958. The first plants using the new process were set up in 
the late fifties and had an annual production capacity of 800 to.ns of synthetic 
ammonia. The annual production capacity in new plants is now usually ;,ooo to 
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5,000 tens- of synthetic ammonia. High quality coke was _originally required 

_ far the production or synthetic ammonia but the process was gradually 

chailged to use high- qualitT anthrac;ite. Additional changes now make it 

posaibl.e to use relatively poor quality coal.. Lignite and poor. quality 
__ anthracite which could previously not be used are now mined in all the 

Southern prov.inces in China. Af_ter processing, the material.a- are used in 

--~place~· 'for local. production of synthetic ammonia (24). 

. This d.evel.opmen.t:. has; meant a thorough-gpilig adaptation of' the design 

-. _,and production process to· ~t' the market demand of _counties which on the 

average have 300,000 people and a: cultivated. area of around 60,000 hectares.· 

It has also meant adaptation .of- the process to raw: materials which are 
local.ly a.vai.1able. Wi.thout this- latter development the costs of transporting 

coal. would. in many places. have made i.t impossible: ta set up J.ocal small-scal.e 

fertilizer· plants. But it.. should b~ noted that botl:t lines of development 
have only- grad.ua.J.J.y: come about .. 

Thet- design of a small blast ·furnace may- stil.l be partly indigeno~ 
but- the- production technology: is modern to be able to maintain. necessary 
quality· standards--E!quipment. allocated from central sources is based on 
standard. blast :fuxnace· sizes of" 8,. 13. 28,. 50;.. 100 and. 1'20 m3. The smallest 
of' these- gives an a.mrual.. 11roduc:tion: of' apprOXi.mately 2·,000 tons of pig iron 
(25') .. It should be noted: that i.t ia only in the- blast :furnace that a .modern 
up-to-data process: is: usect. Tha-. casting of: illgots,. production of' coke and. 
the- in.temal.. transportation are; al.I done; with indigenoua labour-intensive-

, . 
methods-~ 

.. ..,._,,,..._,. 

M'ore than half' o:C China'"s 2,.000 counties now. have- their own small cement 

plan.ts-~ these· are- in very: di£f'erent stages. of development in terms both of 
technol.ogy and_ size:. The biggest ones produce around 50,000 tons of cement 
per year· and of ten use· twin vertical. kilns. The smal.l ones may not produce 

more than a f'ew hundred_ tons, per year but. are then usually in their initial 

stage of" devel.opment .. The very small plants use simple concrete pitches for 

the sinteril:lg' ~ocess. Costs and quality are usually related to the size of 

the plant. and, above a certain capacity range, the vertical kil.n is usually 

introduced .. Recently,. the f'urther development of the pitch design has been 

emphasized which would replace the vertical kiln,. even for· relatively large 
sma.11.:.scale plants. The. new design comes from Liaoniilg province in the North-·· 
East and is based on a horizontal brick design. It is claimed that it requires 

· less steel_ and other critical material and can. be built more quickly. It 
appears now to be widely popularized (26). 
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The present stage of production technology for small plants has been 
reached through a.gradu~ process. Central research and· design institutes 
are likely to have played an important role in the initial stages but local. 
plarits are now an important source for improvements and incremental innovations. 
The smallest sizes may eventually not be used for new process plants as raw 
material, equipment and market development can be controlled in order to fit 
the larger plants al.ready from the beginning. 

The development of. process plants, like those for chemical fertilizer 
and iron~ iS' centrally supervised to enable continuous and wide-spread 
improvement changes. This makes it possible to compare the performance of 

-_alternative innovations and adaptations in order to choose still better 
designs for new plan.ts. 

Innovations in productive equipment used in rural. enterprises producing 
or repa:ir.i.ng-macbinery are left al.most completely to the localities, to 
enable them to make best possible· use· of' their combination of capital., man-
power and raw material., The manufacture and use of' indigenous machines are 
encouraged wherever the capacity of modern - expensive - machines would not 
be ful.ly u.tilized .. Machinery and equipment: used in agriculture is still a 
mairr area of" rural. innovations and it has- often. been stressed that mass 
campaigns to improve· farm tools. and: developing- semi-mechanical.. and improved 
f'arn:t .toold,. coul.d greatly- improve labour efficiency. 

The development of appropriate-· technology for rural. industries· takes 
place continuously- as the rural. industry systems become more and more 
differentiated. There is an. important. progressive element in this,. in that, 
as: th& market develops. and the underemployment slack is reduced, the 
appropriate technol.ogies will adapt to greater scale and capital iz:t·~e:c.si ty 
requirements .. 

The· trial-manufacture of new equipment, small or large, is usually 
commissioned to several units. A regional or provincial industrial. bureau 
is usually the co-ordinating body for major equipment,. but_ the trial-manufacture 
for minor equipment may be commissioned by the county industrial bureau to 
units within the county. 

As the size and sohpistication o£•local. industry develops, so does 
local capacity for finding its own solutions. Thus, when development becomes 

.Partially self-sustaining, and the locality becomes increasingly able to 
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analyse its requirements for further economic and social development, the 

symbiotic relation between urban-based industry and rural industry be:comes 

important. Industrial organization which permit_s the effective use of small-. 
scale industries in co-operation with modern industrial complexes seem to 
have been developed in many ·areas in China. But to function effectively the 

small. rural. iildustries have not only to be able to convert techniques to meet 
standards of the modern iildustrial sector, they must also. be able to co-ordinate 

, their activities effectively and schedule production within the. larger industrial 
compl.ex. ·However these- conversion. an~ management- sld.J.ls are· develaped in rur~ 

·.areas as the local industrial systems become more· and. more differentiated • 

. .. ·.. ,, 
) . . 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF "EtECTRONICS VERSUS STEEL''" 

During the- past: two years. there has been much discussion within China 

about the relative importance of the steel. industry as opposed to electronic 
technology ( 27) • Thia has sometimes been interpreted as a discussion between. 
the military and civilian sectors·, with the· military ad.vocating more 
electronics for advanced. weaponry. This is likely to be part of the explanation 
bui; should:. not obscure- other c.onsideratiomi which. may be more basic to the 
whale development strategy- of' China._ The electronics versus. steel "controversy•t 
can alsa be seen. as. an educational. theme which is used. ta educate planners- at 
d.if'ferent levels. about. th& priorities for-- further development .. Important areas 
f"or the use of elec~nic technology are· data processi!lg' and automation and it: 
could be argued that prematurel.y introduci.Ilg advanced electronic technology 
into: these· areas. wou1d adversely'- influence China.' a- development strategy. 

Electronic technology,. for ins.tance,. is extensively used for illformation 
·.processing ani alJ. large companies and. ali planning agencies in industri.al.ized. 

count:r±.es make extensive use o~ el.ectronic technology for planning purposes. 
Eiectro:nic: data processing is today a necessity for the centralized. operations 
of large companies. But China, on the contrary, is today stressing the 

dispersal. of i.Ddustri.al activities. Small and medium plants are becoming· 
increasingly important and an inter-functional. approach in planning is being 

stressed at al.I l.evels. For this purpose there are disadvantages in using 

electronic data processing since it favours large plants (or plants under 
centralized control) and req~ires highly standardized procedures. Such techniques 
would run directly counter· to programmes for mobilizing local resources of raw 
materials, manpower and savings and would leave little leeway for local 

initiative. 
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Rural. iDdustri.alization requires a large number of machine tools 
for the man~acture of machinery needed for the mec~zation of agriculture. 
Machine tools can be highly automated and integrated into groups of machines 
in line-production by the use of electronic technology which, in tu:rn, 
reduces the need for skilled manpower. Such tools have high capacity but 
are not generally suitable for simple, small-scale production •. Rural areas, 

·.with their nascent industries would certainly not yet be ripe, either in 
' -

terms of scale or level·of sophistication, for the application of electronic 

technology. 

.Jack: Gray has pointed out that Mao specifically seems to have regarded 
industrialization and the technical transformation of agriculture as 

-simuJ..taneous, and certainly mutually interdependent, tasks (28). Gray further 
argues that it consequently seems possible that the First Five Year 
industrialization eff'ort was launched deliberately to achieve a number of 
specific but short-term results. The aim would thus appear to have been to 
create, as quickly as possible,. a comprehensive industriai base for the 
purpose principally of national defence but also as a base for technology 
~er to non-industrialized regionse-c In ad.di ti on to providi.Ilg- for defence 
needs~ such a programme would, also serve to stimulate overall industrialization 
and: contr.i bute,. indirectly,. to. the task o~ modernization .. Once .such. a 

programme was under way and given the required inputs-, which could be fairly 
precisely pla.nI!.ed, it: could continue· by i.ts own. momentum with little inter-
f'erenc& from. or with other sectors ... It is: within this wider context that 
the controvers;r regarding steel versua·electronics can be better understood • 
Emphasis on electronic technology would, at- present, among other things, mean 
technology for specialized,. automated, high-capacity plants which would, of' 
course,, ba urban-based •. Machinery produced in long series could then be 
supplied to. the: co.untryside but there would be f'ew possibilities for local 
adaptatiO!!S' .. As a. consequence, many rural areas would have been left out 
either because they lacked th& financial means for bying machinery or 
because the machinery was not suited to their conditions. The other alternative 
in producing machinery for the countryside has been to make relatively low-
grade iron and steel available to almost all counties throughout China and 
let them all gradually develop their· own machinery manufacturing capability 
based on local skill formation and closely adapted to local land character-
istics and the financial resources available in that area. This approach in 
supplying the countryside with machinery requires less electronic technology 
but more ingenuity in developing local steel production from the mining of 

minerals to the manUf acture of rolled steel. 
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If one looks at the characteristics of the local machine building 

industry where most of the machine tools are being used, it can be seen 
that the machine tool. operator controls the output of his machine. The 
quality of work is determined jointly by the capabilities of the machinist 
and of the equipment. Unless a supervisor does the job himself, there is 

-no way to avoid the limit· imposed by the e%pertise of indi vi.dual machine 
_,operators; unless, that is, production is automated. These characteristics 
- .contrast sharply with those in the production of iron or chemical. fertilizer, .. _,_ - - - - - { 

where most work is done by teams and. the presence of a small number of 
• ._ • c 

- knowl.edgeable personnel. permits the operation of· facilities- by a work force 
consisting- largely of unskilled. labour. 

Further,. with demallli for most. individual. products relatively small and 
subject to change, China. is seldom able to 6upport the type of specialized, 
single-product enterprises which could reduce the need. for employee- skills 
by uti-Jizing automatic equipment designed for one product. Thus,_ ma~ery 
production in China requires a large labour force with: a. degree of training 
anci experience, perhaps superior to that of the average machine-building 
worker in industrialized. countries, where machine-building- is- becoming 
increasingly automated- Production of machinery requires~ not only a high 
degree of: technical... skills -r- but: also· broad. dispersion of" these skills among 
the work force.._ This explains the graud.al approach being- used in building" up 
the three-level. system for re:pair and. manufactur:i.ng-, from· the repair and. 
m.anu:f"acture of' small. simple- fam. machinery to the· manufacture of' relatively 
complicated machine- tools,, like- cuttillg' and shaping- machines-. The high level 
of' technical. skills and their wide: dispersion already achieved explains the 
capabil.ify of' many counties to manufacture electric motors,. ball bearings and. 

diesel. engines., 

- Hea.-vy- emphasis on. th& development. of electronic technology would, at 
present, be likely to damage the development of' more balanced socio-economic 
relations between ci tie~ and country-side aild mini mi ze the present growing 
complementarity of the two sectors. Electronic technology introduced now -
bef'ore extensive- skil.l. formation has taken place all. aver the countryside -
woul.d. be likely to increase greatly the difference in productivity between 
modern industry and rural. industry-, since electronic technology would, at 
present,. be used mainly in urban-based and relatively large plants. In 
addition to this, emphasis on electronic technology would be likely to 
reduce the availability of those planning resources needed for the transfer 
of technology to rural areas and the development of a local steel industry. 
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'?he decision to emphasize steel instead of.electronics may also 
have been influenced by a desire to start. extenaive development of 
electronic technology at a later stage when the necessary development 
costs can be spread. more thinly on. a wide economic base. 

- However,. reports about the Cbillese electronics industry show that 
the planners are well aware of the potential.value of electro:Dic technology 
!"or future iDdustrial.. development, although they appear to be arguing that 

·. electronics sh~u1d.: not. be used iildiscrimiilateiy without due con.Siderationa 
. · ~o -1.ong-term as ~ell as short-term. 'socio-economic consequences. The Chinese 

consider that social. and technical revolutions- are complementary •. The social. 
revolution. is an integral. part- of" China's development strategy where the 
social. and. economic development: of the countryside - the creation of 
employment,. economic gro.wth, etc;:- plar an important role. While these 
atti.tudes. are mainly directed: towards China's internal development, they 
do also pravid.e· support· for a foreign. policy aimed at the Third World which 
seeks- to show: that China. is solving problems. which are common to many other 
Third. World. countries .. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Th~ de.vel.opment of" rural. industry in China is not related only to the· 
· modernization. o-£' agriculture but also to China's overall. development strategy. 
The development of'· rural. industry can be· evaluated by a. number of different 
cri.teria such as capital accumulation,.. the creation of" employment, or income 
distribtltion,. but sufficient data. is not availabl.e f~r any full evaiuation 
and. I will only· tr,y ta indicate- here some of the- consequences of the presen-t-

policy-~ 

It: is too early to draw a.IJ::Y"' definite conclusions about the. effects of 
present policy on capital accumulation .. However~ it is likely that 
considerable amounts of capital are mobilized through reduced consumption 
and through extra.labour which, in the initial stages, is almost completely 
unassisted. by modern machines. Local leadership may well amount to in:troducing 

· the Chinese equivalent of the. !'Green Revolution" and mobilizing people to 
make the necessary con~butions for a local fertilizer plant, a local repair 
station or new fa:rm machines. If this is the case, the local character of 
rural. industry may be credited with success in achieving local capital. 

accumulation. Furthermore, the local character- of rural industry is likely 
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to reduce ~e demand for capital. in the national transport system and to 
mean that less expansion will take place in cities, thus reducing the 
demand for urban housing, schools, transportation, sewage systems and other 
urban utilities. It is also likely to be of considerable importance that 
the centre (region, province, or nation) has at its disposal. large networks 
of small., adaptable plants. The development of new products, new processes 
or new management techniques can then be assigned to small local plants 
without disturbing- the planned targets of the national. enterprises. Finally, 
technologies which are developed. in.. rural illd.ustti.es- are likely to be 
relatively· indepemen.t .in terms of maintenance and compl.em.entary support •. 

So far as incom~ distribution is concerned, available inf omation 
illd.icates that uneveness of distribution. within a region is considered. 

adversely to effect overall. development- and consequently, much attention is 
paid to the relatively backward comm:unes am brigades in order to initiate 
a self:...sustaining- deve1opment ... The resulting diversification of agricul.ture 

makes- it: possible· to give meaningful employment throughout the year· to 
commune members with:. varying physical. strength and skills. Diversification 
also creates. conditions for a mare opti.:ma.1 use of' farm land, since land can 
be used. for a number of purposes and not only- f'ar growing grain. 

In:. the long run,._ a cons-iderabie proportion. o:r the manpower in the 
countzjrside may be empioyed in the rural industrial sector. particularly 
when. !llSJlY' l.oca1 enterprises: are fully drawn: in.to- interaction. with the urban-

. based industrial. sector .. In this context-, it- should. be remembered that China 
eagerly wants: to devel.op her vast rural market since this is a. pre-requisite 

for the full. development of her full. industrial potential. The national 
programme for agriculture development over the period 1956-67 clearly-
sta.tes, "··. the- countryside,. with its more than. 500 million popu.Ia+.i.on 
provides our industry with the biggest domestic market in the world" ( 29) . 
As one . takes a longer tem perspective so the size of this market becomes 
increasingl.y important for China since it will enable her to spread the 
development expenditure for new costly technology on a wide economic base. 

The development of rural areas, based on local industries and services 

is likely to create :new relations between cities and countryside. The present 
difference may virtually disappear; an even income distribution will emphasize 
the importance of local decisions; and a new pattern of urbanization may be 

the outcome. Thus, in China, economic and social objectives in planning are 

closely interrelated. Finally, one must note also the military objectives 
of the development of rural industrial systems (30). Some Chinese leaders .... 
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may have seen a choice between.a defence strategy based on conventional 
hardware and a strategy using the strength of a vast inland area to repel 
an attack. The first alternative would heav.i.ly tax Chinese capital and 

skill resources, and this may well have given support to those among the 
leadership who wanted to emphasize the development of rural industry. 
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·NOTES 

1.. See for example "County-run iDdustry on Shanghai outskirts", 

2. 

,-. 

Nev Ch:i.lla News Agency, (NCNA), 11 May 1972.,. p.4, Rsinhua Weekly, 
(London), Issue 171. 

· !Dforma.tion given by a cadre in. Sbangbai Municipality Fa.rm:i.Ilg Bureau 
in December, 1 971 • · 

NCNA in Chinese, 10 June 1972, BBa Summary of World Broadcasts (SWB), 
Part j (The Far East) FE/W678. 

Simi.J.ar linkages in the Chinese society has. been. discussed with 
reference to the public heal.th system :ill a paper by Susan Rifkin. 
and. Raphael. Kaplinslq: "Real th strategy and development planning:. 
Lesson. fr0m the People's Republic of Cbina.",. Journal. of Development 
Studies,. January 1973 .. An important. aspect of the new public heal.th 
system in China· appears to be the emphasis on the effective demand from 
the rural sector which corresponds to the effective demand for techno-
logy in agricul.tuxe. 

5'. See "Rural Industry - A. Traveller's v.i.ew",, by J"on Sigurdson, The China 
Quarterly, No. 51,, (April -J"une 1972) pp. 31'5-32. · 

6. Ta'unh.ua county in Ropei province, NaNA:.f 17 September 1971,. SWB,.. FE/W641. 

T.. "New; l~ap in China's National. Economy",. Peking Review, No. 2, 1972,.. p.8. 

8.. In Edgar Snow:' s last- interview with Chou En-lai,.. he was given the figure 
of 14 million tons for the total.. chemical. fertilizer production in 1970. 
Official. data: released.. at the beginning of 1972 said that fertilizer 
prod:uc..tion. increased by· 2<:$ in. 1971 • 

9.. "' ••• The ixon ore· and pig iron turned out by local small and medium-
sized iron and steel enterprises throughout the country this year accounted 
for one-fourth and one-fifth of na tiona.l. output respectively." NCNA in 
English, 27 J"ul.y 1971,. SWB, FE/W642. 

10... "Advance along ahairma.n Mao's line in agricu1tural mechanization", People 1 s 
Dailv, 17 September, 1971, SWB, FE/'3793 .. 

11. Tangshan region, Ropei, which has a population of 6.5 million, reported 
that "the rapid development of local industries has brought about an 
enlarged farm-tool repair and maintenance network serving counties, 
communes and production brigades in the region - a network which now 
comprises 24 county-level farm.machinery repair and manufacturing plants, 
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440 commune-leve1 farm. machinery repair and manufacturing stations, . 
and 2,000 production brigade-level farm machinery and assembly points", 
NCNA, 5 June 1972, .film, FE/w677. 

12. Improveme:r:.t of backward. communes and brigades in a HUDa.D. region, Huna:l 
Radio, 27 March 1972, SW.S, ·FE/3953. 
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.;o. It appears f;rom ~he mo~iyes and fa9:ts- presenj;ed in th;i.s paper that rural 1 ind-iistry has-been rapidly deyeloped mainly- on economic and social. grounds. 
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pointed out by- the Chinese that the many small synthetic ammonia plan~s I 
through only minor changes can be conyer:ted. to producing explosives. 
Counties with a differentiated indus~al. syaj;em also claim that they can 
manufacture hand weapons and other equipment needed. for defence, such as I 
s~le electronic communications equipmen~. 
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Small Establishments as Exporters of Manufactures: 
Tentative Evidence from Malaysia 

MATHIAS BRUCH* 
Kiel Institute of World Economics 

Summaiy. - Based on the contention that the contribution of small manufacturing enterprises 
(SSE) to overall development depends - inter alia - on their export performance, this paper 
f'ust presents a theoretical discussion of the export capability of SSE and of the factors which 
might be responsible for a difference between such a capability and their actual performance. 
The posited hypotheses are then tested for a microsample of Malaysian manufacturing establish-
ments. The evidence suggests that the export potential of SSE mainly lies in natural-resource-
intensive and traditional products, and that for the individual SSE barriers to enter export 
markets are more important than problems in increasing exports. The evidence further suggests 
that of particular importance among those barriers inhibiting entry are factors typically affect-
ing overall profitability, like problems of short-term finance, raw-material procurement and 
capacity underutilization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

While the importance of meshing the indus-
trialization process of a developing country 
with the international division of labour has 
been well established by empirical economic 
research, 1 one aspect of such a policy has been 
unfortunately neglected. This is the role which 
small-scale establishments (SSE) can play in an 
export-oriented industrialization. To be specific, 
insufficient attention has been directed to 
answering the question, whether SSE activities 
are mainly confined to local and national mar-
kets, or whether these enterprises are also cap-
able of exporting to a significant degree. If the 
latter is true, there is reason to expect that SSE 
have a higher potential to contribute to growth, 
and to the alleviation of underemployment and 
other urgent problems than would be otherwise 
the case.2 The purpose of this paper is to throw 
some light on this issue.3 

After a theoretical discussion of the export 
potential of SSE in Section 2 the actual export 
performance of such industries will be analysed 
in Section 3, based on a sample survey of 
Malaysian manufacturing establishments. Poss-
ible determinants of the observed export 
behaviour will be discussed in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 presents some tentative conclusions and 
suggestions for further research. 
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2. ON THE EXPORT POTENTIAL OF 
SMALL-SCALE MANUFACTURERS 

In many countries small establishments pro-
duce a considerable part of the industrial output 
and employ an even more important part of the 
labour force (see Table l ).4 In the early phase 
of industrialization their activities are directed 
mostly towards meeting the needs of the local 
and the national market. After an initial phase 
of import-substituting industrialization develop-
ing countries generally face the need to increase 
exports of manufactures, if an efficient allo-
cation of resources is to be secured and overall 
economic growth is to continue at satisfactory 
rates. In the light of the relative quantitative 
importance of the small-scale manufacturing 
sector, the question arises, to what extent SSE 
can participate in export expansion. s To answer 
this question, we first have to identify those 
manufacturing activities where SSE have, or 

* This paper reports research undertaken in the 'Son-
derforschungsbereich 86 (Hamburg-Kiel)', subproject 
Al ('Growth and Employment in the Development 
Process') with financial support provided by the 
'Deutsche Forschungsgemcinschaft'. The author is 
grateful to Juergen B. Donges, Ulrich Hiemenz and 
Dean Spinanger for their helpful comments and sug-
gestions. 
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Table l. Shares of SSE in output, l'alue added and employment of the manufacturing sector(%) 

Country/year Definition of SEE Gross output Value added Employment 

Brazil, 1970 Below 50 employed persons 24.4 22.1 35.1 
Israel, 1965 -1966 Below 50 employed persons 38.2 38.5 50.8 
Kenya, 1967 Five or more, but less than 50 

employed persons 17.6 18.9 20.7 
Mexico, 1970 Below 51 employed persons 16.2 16.2 31.0 
Taiwan, 1971 Below 50 employed persons 19.8 15.9 26.3 
West Malaysia, 1973 Below 50 paid full-time 

employees 22.2 18.7 31.6 

Sources: Brazil: Secretaria de Planejamento da Presidencia da Repliblica, Censo Industrial Brasil 1970, Serie 
Nacional, Vol. 4; Israel: Bureau of Statistics, Census of Industry and Crafts 1965 (Jerusalem: 1970); Kenya: 
Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, Census of Industrial Production 1967 (Nairobi: 1972); Mexico: 
Secretaria de lndustria y Comercio, IX Censo Industrial 1971 (Mexico D.F.:. 1973); Taiwan: Committee on 
Industrial and Commercial Censuses of Taiwan and Fukien Area, Industrial and Commercial Census 1971 
(Teipei: 1973); West Malaysia: Department of Statistics, Census of Manufacturing Industries 1973 (Kuala Lum-
pur: 1978). 

can develop, a comparative advantage. Whether 
they can realize it will depend on a number of 
factors to be discussed later. 

Small establishments are not only competing 
with foreign suppliers but also with domestic 
large-scale establishments . (LSE). Comparative 
advantage thus not only has.a product compon-
ent, but also a plant size component. Hence, 
the range of products which SSE possibly can 
competitively produce and export is first of all 
limited to those where the respective develop-
ing country has a comparative advantage. Fur-
thermore, it is limited to those, where produc-
tion is not subject to strongly decreasing average 
cost.6 A priori reasoning suggests that SSE in 
developing countries should have a certain 
potential to competitively export products 
which belong to one of the following three 
categories. 

The first category relates to products where 
SSE would seem to have a certain edge over 
LSE in the processing of spatially dispersed raw 
materials, if such processing leads to a definite 
reduction in their weight, bulk or perishability 
(e.g. wood products, some kinds of manufac-
tured food, some oils and fats). If these products 
are export goods, the resulting reduction in 
transportation and handling costs should help 
them to become more competitive in foreign 
markets. 

The second category includes traditional 
products which are manufactured by using 
labour-intensive indigenous technology. SSE 
which produce goods belonging to this category 
should have a significant export potential, 
provided that they will adapt their products to 
the requirements of foreign markets. On the 

one hand, their products are typically manu-
factured by smaller establishments, which sug-
gests that indigenous techniques, beyond the. 
smallest plant size. are characterized by con-
stant or even decreasing returns to scale; on the 
other hand, competitors from other developing 
countries can be expected to be relatively few, 
as the characteristics of traditional products 
are closely determined by specific local skills 
and conditions (e.g. batik cloth in south-east 
Asia). 

Finally, turning to the third category, SSE 
also should be able to export labour-intensive 
products if the technology is internatienally 
known and if the average cost is not decreasing 
in the relevant output range. This is likely to be 
the case for products which cannot be standard-
ized or for specialized products with a small 
total market. 

There are, however, a number of factors, 
which might account for a difference between 
potential and performance. To begin with, the 
general competitiveness of SSE is reduced by a 
number of factors which either are a conse-
quence of discrimination or are related to the 
lack of an appropriate institutional and econ-
omic environment: 

- While the undervaluation of foreign ex-
change as a consequence of import protec-
tion discriminates against all exporters, SSE. 
are put at a disadvantage compared to LSE, 
if imported capital goods are, as is frequently 
the case, exempted from tariffs. Compared 
to a situation with uniform tariffs on all im-
ported goods, the exemption of capital goods 
causes a larger (percentage) cost reduction 
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for LSE than for SSE, whose capital-labour 
ratio is much lower. 7 This is even more the 
case when SSE make more extensive use of 
indigeneous machinery which often cannot 
be efficiently substituted for imported ma-
chinery. 
- Perhaps more importantly, the access of 
SSE to capital markets usually is limited and 
lending conditions are often worse for SSE 
than for LSE. Thus, SSE often have to resort 
to informal financial markets with their 
relatively high interest rates. With respect to 
long-term finance this does not necessarily 
imply higher average cost for SSE, if, as can 
be assumed, they face lower wage rates com-
pared to LSE. The more easily labour can be 
substituted for capital and the higher the 
labour-bias of non-homotheticity, the better 
SSE can compensate for higher capital cost.8 

Problems of financing working capital at a 
reasonable cost are much more likely to 
seriously affect the competitiveness of SSE. 
'In brief, every kind of problem whether of 
raw material, power, transport or marketing 
. . . in its ultimate analysis turns to be a 

. problem of finance.'9 Evidence from a study 
of small industrial establishments in Delhi 
suggests, that the shortage of working capital 
is also the major reason for the existence of 
unused capacity .10 The financial require-
ments of exporting typically are quite large. 
Problems to finance working capital, there-
fore, can be expected to be particularly 
detrimental to export competitiveness. 
- Another SSE-specific problem is the pro-
curement of raw materials. SSE often cannot 
take advantage of discounts as they buy small 
quantities and lack of working capital pre-
vents larger stocks. This may also reduce 
capacity utilization. 
- Though SSE may be able to avoid taxation 
and government regulations to a certain ex-
tent, they also will be excluded from many 
types of government assistance or will not be 
able to take full advantage of them. In some 
countries SSE are either not eligible for in-
vestment incentives or the extent to which 
incentives are granted is a positive function 
of size. 11 But even if this is not the case, it is 
easier from the bureaucrat's point of view to 
administer and distribute government assist· 
ance to a few large units than to many small 
ones. 
Furthermore, SSE face a number of prob-

lems in export marketing, which also are perti-
nent to large-scale producers, but which seem 
to be much more difficult for SSEs to over-
come.12 They include, inter alia: 

- lack of information about international 
trading practices, particularly with regard to 
import barriers; 
- insufficient knowledge of the patterns of 
demand and supply in foreign markets and 
their future tendencies; 
- deficiencies in the quality of products; 
- difficulties in meeting dates of delivery, 
often due to problems in the procurement of 
raw materials: 
- the need to cope with export formalities 
and documentation. 

Moreover, SSE generally are not aware of 
export incentives or do not take them into ac-
count, when calculating export prices. Mariy of 
these problems are more pertinent to SSE than 
to LSE for the simple reason that selling abroad 
involves higher fixed cost than selling at home. 
This is also the focal point of most promotional 
schemes, which have been proposed in the field 
of promoting SSE exports. These proposals 
mostly concentrate on the creation of private 
or public institutions which provide marketing 
services to many small exporters and help them 
in export financing and administrational-prob-
lems. The rationale for these institutions is to 
decrease the average fixed cost of exporting and 
to provide complementary factors as long as the 
marginal social cost of their provision is below 
marginal social revenue. 

3. THE EXPORT PERFORMANCE OF SSE 
IN WEST MALAYSIA 

One reason why the role of small-scale indus-
try in export-oriented industrialization has 
hardly been discussed is due to the fact that 
there are virtually no data on external trade 
flows disaggregated by the size of establish-
ments. The following analysis can take advant-
age of the results of a microsurvey of 399 West 
Malaysian manufacturing establishments which 
also supplies information on exports by estab-
lishments.13 This sample has been designed to 
study the characteristics of the small-scale 
manufacturing sector in West Malaysia and thus 
includes industries which actually as well as 
potentially are important for the development 
of SSE. 14 It can be seen from Table A2, that in 
most of the 19 selected industries SSE (here de-
fined as employing less than SO paid full-time 
employees) have relatively high shares of value 
added and employment in the respective ind us-· 
try totals and thus, apparently, can compete 
successfully with larger establishments. 

Compared with the overall export share 
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(value of exports/value of total production) for 
the West Malaysian manufacturing sector of 
43.6% (Table A3), the export share relating to 
all sample units of 18.5% seems to be relatively 
low. The bulk of West Malaysian manufactured 
exports in 1970, however, consisted of pro-
cessed primary materials like rubber and basic 
metals (mostly tin). If we exclude these two 
industries, which are not part of the sample, 
from the calculation, the export share of manu-
facturing decreases to 20.2%. (Table A3); this 
is only slightly above the export share which 
has been derived from our sample. As Table A4 
shows, the industry structure of export shares, 
as derived from the sample, is fairly similar to 
that relating to total branches.15 The Spearman 
rank correlation coefficient (s = 0.62) is statisti-
cally significant at the 1 % level. This is also true 
for the two size groups (s = 0.56; significant at 
the 2.5% level for 0-49 paid full-time em-
ployees: s = 0.63; significant at the I% level for 
50 paid full-time employees and over). 

The analysis of the sample data centres on 
the following questions: 16 

- To what extent do SSE export, compared 
with both medium-sized (MSE) and large-
scale establishments (LSE)? 
- Are the exporting activities of SSE con-
centrated in certain branches? What are the 
characteristics of these branches? Are the 
export activities of LSE concentrated in the 
same branches? 
- Are differences in export shares (value of 
exports/value of production of all establish-
ments) between SSE and larger establish-
ments a result of differences in export 
participation (number of exporters/total 
number of establishments) or of differences 
in export intensity (value of exports/value of 
production of exporting establishments)? 

From Table 2 it can be seen, that in the total 
sample of 399 establishments there are 61 ex-
porters of which 33 belong to the category of 
SSE. Export participation is about one-tenth 
for SSE, while that of MSE (between 50 and 99 
paid full-time employees) is about one-third 
and that of LSE (100 paid full-time employees 
and over) is almost one-half. It can also be seen 
that the export share increases fairly steadily 
with size. Whereas establishments up to nine 
paid full-time employees hardly export at all, 
above that size SSE apparently are able to ex-
port to a certain extent. The export share, how-
ever, remains in the range between 12 and 14% 
and only increases to about 27% beyond l 00 
paid full-time employees. But not only export 
participation and export share rise with size; 

this is also the case for export intensity, which 
is meant to reflect the share of production that 
is exported by the average exporter (see Table 
3).17 It is, however, interesting to note that, 
while the differences in export shares between 
SSE and MSE on the one hand and LSE on the 
other are quite significant, SSE exporters beyond 
the size of 10 paid full-time employees are 
engaged in exporting almost as intensively as " 
large-scale exporters. 

This overall picture of course has to be 
differentiated by a more detailed analysis. As is 
obvious from Table 2, there are large differences 
between individual branches. Among the 19 
industries which have been included in the 
sample, only three have above average export 
shares, six do not export at all. All size groups 
taken together, sawmills directly export almost 
one-half of their production, cocunut oil mills 
more than one-third and batik manufacturers 
almost one-fifth. These are either industries 
processing spatially dispersed raw materials or 
using indigenous technology (batik making). In 
these industries small establishments also seem 
to be able to export, at least beyond_Jhe size of 
10 paid full-time employees.18 Other branches 
with above average export shares in the SSE 
range include manufacturing of medicine, 
motor vehicle bodies and structural shapes. 
Manufacturing of medicine, which in the SSE 
range is mostly production of traditional Chinese 
medicine, also can be considered as an industry 
using mainly indigenous technology. Further it 
is interesting to note that there are several 
industries with highly export-oriented SSE. 
Export intensity is above the SSE average for 
sawmills, industrial machinery and batik mak-
ing. Industries which do not export at all 
mostly belong to the type that typically serves 
local markets, as bakeries, retreading, ice-cream 
and soft-drink manufacturing. 

4. DETERMINANTS OF EXPORT 
PERFORMANCE 

The preceding section has shown that in our 
sample export performance varies considerably 
between industries and size groups. But export 
performance also varies between establishments 
which belong to the same industry and the 
same size group. The determinants of export 
intensity on the microlevel will be analysed in 
two steps. First, we will look for characteristics 
which allow us to discriminate between ex-
porters and non-exporters. Subsequently, poss-
ible determinants of the export intensity of 
exporters will be tested in a stepwise multiple 
regression analysis. 
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Table 2. Export participation and export rharei by indu111y and nze group, West Malayrla, 1973 (survey data) 

Number of paid full-time employees 

Subtotals 

0-4 S-9 10-19 20-29 30-49 50-99 100 and 0-49 SO and Total 
over over 

EP* ES* EP ES EP ES EP ES EP ES EP ES EP ES EP ES EP ES EP ES 

Bakeries t - 0 - 0 - t - l - t - t - -Ir - t - fr -I .,, 
Furniture ..2.. - ~ - ~ - l 25.1 f - t - : \ - * 9.8 t - * 16.2 .. 
Leather l - .!. - t - * - t 11.5 1 1.0 - t 8.2 1 1.0 tr 3.3 

I 

Retreading t - - . 0 - 0 - .!. - .!. - f - t - ..!... - .!. - ..!... -.. T 2 I 14 I IS 

Iron foundries .!. - 0 - 0 - .!. - t - t - t - r. - 0 - JL -• "J ' I T .. 
Blacksmithing _.!.. - 0 - t - ~ - t 8.0 0 - .!. - +,- 3.8 .!. - -fr 2 9· -IS "J T 0 I 

Industrial machinery .!. - fr - +.- 20.S 0 - t 1.3 t 4.6 I 2.2 ...L 5.1 .! 3.0 ' 39 • "J "J 4' • 5i 

Motor vehicle bodies 0 - t - 0 - .!. - t 20.0 t - t - ...L 17.0 t - .L 7.0 ' T I 10 u 

Coconut oil mills t t 5.1 l 20.9 .!. t t I .1 50.0 ft 13.6 ! 50.0 n 35.0 - 2 - - - I I 

JL 1 .!. 

* 
.!. 0 t I +,- .!. fr Ice cream 12 - - 0 - - I - I - - - I - -

Soft drinks .!. - t - 0 - .!. - 0 - t - 0 - JL - t - JL -s .. 2 T 'i " .. 
Clothing 0 - t - 0 - .!. - t - t - 1 4.2 0 - -1 1.8 I l.S 1 T 0 TT lT 

Sawmills 0 - t - t 2.2 to 24.6 t 74.8 ~ 45.1 9 53.6 to 37.1 * 51.S .ll. 48.9 'i "J 40 

Medicine 1 0.7 ! 5.0 t 7.9 t 30.0 t 17.4 * - t - 12 16.7 t - • 11.0 6 I IT 
Structural shapes 0 - ~ - 0 - l 25.9 * - .1 5.0 t 0.7 i 15.7 i 1.0 1o 1.6 r T I 

Wire t - 0 - * - t - t - t 13.8 t - 0 - 1 8.4 1 6.1 0 ' 9 

Tin cans t - 0 - t - 0 - t - t - t - 4 - 0 - JL -0 I T 10 

Plastic 0 - l - t - l 5.9 i 1.9 t 2.9 t 6.0 -Ir 1.9 i 4.9 tr 3.3 T • 
Batik t 66.0 l - t - + 10.0 * - t 3.6 t 40.0 1 18.7 i 18.7 ..!.. 18.7 • 12 

Total J.... 1.8 -k 22 -k 11. 7 .1!. 13.3 * 13.5 * 12.2 * 26.9 -& 10.6 .ll. 22.4 .il. 18.5 Ill •• •• 399 

Source: Sample survey. 
* EP = export participation;+.-. for example, means that two establishments out of 16 actually do export. 

ES = export share, i.e. value of exports as a percentage of the value of total production. l 



Table 3. Export intensity by industry and 1ize group(%) - We.rt Malay.ria, 1973 (survey data) 

Number of paid full-time employees Subtotals 

100 and 50 and 
Industry 0-4 5-9 10-19 20-29 30-49 50-99 over 0-49 over Total 

Bakeries 
Furniture 30.5 30.5 30.5 
Leather 30.0 10.0 30.0 10.0 21.3 
Retreading ~ 
Iron foundries 0 ,., 
Blacksmithing 8.0 8.0 8.0 r"' 

0 
Industrial machinery 62.8 20.0 9.4 5.0 51.9 6.6 12.2 0 
Motor vehicle bodies 20.0 20.0 20.0 tT'l < Coconut oil mills 10.0 30.5 50.0 25.5 50.0 43.4 tT'l 

Ice cream r' 
0 

Soft drinks 
.,, 
:: 

Oothing 20.0 20.0 20.0 tT'l z 
Saw mills 20.0 44.2 74.8 61.8 53.6 59.2 55.3 55.8 >-l 
Medicine 5.0 5.0 20.0 30.0 17.4 21.2 21.2 
Structural shapes 25.9 5.0 5.0 25.9 5.0 7.3 
Wire 30.0 30.0 30.0 
Tin cans 
Plastic 9.6 20.0 8.0 10.0 15.3 9.5 1.0.8 
Batik 90.0 10.0 10.0 40.0 37.6 30.0 32.5 
Total 86.2 9.9 32.1 33.7 35.6 39.2 45.1 32.1 44.0 41.2 

Source: Sample survey. 
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Table 4. Ozaracteristics of exporters vs non.exporters - discriminant analysis results• 

SSE (below 50 paid LSE (50 or more paid 
All establishments full-time employees) full-time employees) 

Grou2 centroids 
Non-exporters 0.319 0.220 0.862 
Exporters -0.923 -1.059 -0.530 

Variables Standardized discriminant function coefficientst 
Size variable -0.156 (11.6) -0.261 (20.4) n.i 
Utilization rate -0.378 (27.9) -0.387 (30.3) -0.330 (20.3) 
Competition n.i. n.i. -0.471 (28.9) 
Problem areas 

Short-term finance 0.222 (16.4) 0.208 (16.3) 0.117 (7.2) 
Equipment n.i. n.i. -0.143 (8.8) 
Marketing 0.217 (16.0) n.i. 0.567 (34.8) 
Raw materials 0.381 (28.1) 0.422 (33.0) n.i. 

(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 
Industry dummies 

Furniture 0.659 0.566 0.653 
Leather 0.330 0.246 0.632 
Industrial machinery 0.641 0.611 0.733 
Coconut oil mills 0.295 0.237 n.i 
Medicine n.i. -0.345 0.297 
Plastic 0.560 0.525 0.700 

Statistics 
Canonical correlation :I: 0.544 (0.296) 0.485 (0.235) 0.684 (0.468) 
No. ob observations 222 180 42 

Source: Sample survey. 
• n.i. =not included into discriminant function by stepwise procedure (limit: 10 variables). 
t Relative contribution(%) in parentheses (industry dummies not considered). 
:I: Canonical correlation squared in parentheses. 

Discriminant analysis has been used to find 
that linear combination of variables which best 
allows us to statistically distinguish between the 
groups of exporters and non-exporters. These 
discriminating variables measure characteristics 
on which the two groups are expected to differ. 
Making use of a stepwise procedure, the vari-
ables with the highest discriminating power can 
be selected. The objective of discriminant 
analysis is to linearly combine discriminating 
variables in such a way that the two (or more) 
groups are as statistically distinct as possible. 19 

The relative discriminatory power of a discrimi-
nating variable can be derived from the standard-
ized discriminant function coefficients.20 Out 
of the 19 industries in the sample only those 
which have at least two exporting establishments 
have been included in the present analysis. This 
leaves us with nine industries: furniture, leather, 
industrial machinery, coconut oil mills, saw-
mills, medicine, structural shapes, plastic and 
batik. Discriminant analysis has been applied to 
all establishements in these industries as, well 
as separately to SSE, MSE and LSE (50 paid 

full-time employees and more). Interindustrial 
differences were taken into account by dummy 
variables, because the small size of the sample 
did not allow an individual analysis for each 
industry.21 In addition to these, the following 
variables have been included: a size variable, 
the rate of plant utilization, the degree of 
competition and a selection of dummies relat-
ing to problem areas such as short-term finance, 
long-term finance, equipment, marketing, raw 
materials, labour and management. A stepwise 
procedure was used to select those variables 
with the highest discriminating power. Need-
less to say, there are many determinants of 
export behaviour on the microlevel, which are 
beyond the grasp of a survey. Thus, the sub-
sequent analysis can only be partly successful. 

The canonical correlation reveals to what 
extent the discriminant function is able to dis-
criminate among the groups. The canonical 
correlation squared can be interpreted as the 
proportion of variance in the discriminant 
function explained by the groups.22 From 
Table 4 it can be seen that it is considerably 
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higher for LSE than for SSE, thus indicating 
that there are either additional unknown vari-
ables or that random influences are more 
important in the small-scale range. 

The size variable has been defined as value 
added per establishment.23 As can be seen from 
Table 4, the size variable is merely important 
for discriminating small-scale exporters from 
small non-exporters. This confirms a priori 
expectations and simply reflects the fact that 
there is a certain minimum size for exporting.24 

One of the more successful discriminating 
variables proved to be the rate of plant util-
ization (RPU) This is a time-and-intensity 
measure of plant utilization; it is defined as: 25 

.actual production 
RPU = 

maximum production 

actual hours of production x -=== ...... ~~~~~~~~~~ 
maximum hours of production 

Table 4 shows that, other things being equal, 
exporters have a higher rate of plant util-
ization than establishments which do not ex-
port. This result was obtained for both SSE and 
LSE, as well as for all establishments. The direc-
tion of causality is, however, not quite evident. 
Possibly, competition on world markets makes 
it necessary for the potential or actual exporter 
to optimally use his capacities in order to reduce 
cost. In this sense, a relatively high rate of plant 
utilization would be a condition for exporting. 
On the other hand, exporting might lead to a 
higher rate of plant utilization, if domestic 
demand is inadequate, the producer is compet-
itive on foreign markets, and problems of ex-
porting can be overcome. 

The (subjective) notion of the intensity of 
competition on the domestic market may also 
discriminate between exporters and non-ex-
porters.26 The coefficient of this variable, 
which only has discriminatory power for the 
group of LSE,27 reflects that the more intensely 
competition is felt, the. more likely a (large-
scale) establishment will be an exporter. This 
is consistent with the notion held by Linder 
that most establishments, at least initially, 
prefer the domestic market over the export 
market.28 If the decision to export can be de-
scribed as an innovation and not just as the 
result of 'marginal' behaviour, then competitive 
pressures on the domestic market may be an 
important impulse to engage in export mar-
kets.29 

In discriminating between exporters and 
non-exporters, problems of financing the 
necessary working capital are more important 

in the range of small establishments than in the 
range of large ones.30 Those establishments 
which have no or only minor problems in this 
respect, other things being equal, are likely to 
be exporters. Either exporters have a better 
credit standing than non-exporters or the avail-
ibility of financial resources is a precondition 
for exporting. Both the availability of credit 
and the ability to export are likely to depend 
on the competitiveness of the establishme.nt 
and on how well it is managed. It is a widely 
recognized fact that in the small-scale range 
credit supply is a precarious problem. Our 
results indicate, as has been hypothesized above, 
that those establishments which could over-
come this problem - for whatever reason -
are more likely to export than the others. Thus, 
an improvement of credit supply - also on the 
institutional side - ·seems to be a necessary, 
though not a sufficient element of an export 
promotion policy to be successful, especially 
if it is directed towards SSE. 

In the small-scale range, problems with raw 
materials are an important discriminatory vari-
able. Here more research is needed as it is not 
quite clear whether it is the high price, the low 
quality or shortages of raw materials which are 
the reason that small establishments With prob-
lems in this field are likely to be non-exporters. 
This result indicates that improvements in this 
field (for example via co-operatives) also can be 
an important element in a package of measures 
directed towards improving the competitiveness 
of SSE and thereby also their ability to export. 

Other problem areas which are relevant for 
the distinction between exporters and non-
exporters are problems with equipment and 
marketing.31 Large-scale exporters seem to have 
slightly more problems with their equipment 
than large-scale non-exporters. Considering the 
relatively higher quality requirements in export 
markets and the fairly close connection between 
equipment and product quality this result is 
not unexpected. Marketing problems are a 
relevant discriminating variable only in the 
large-scale range. The need for marketing, how-
ever, to a large extent depends on the kind of 
product being sold. In the large-scale range 
more than half of the exporters belong to 
natural resource intensive industries (coconut 
oil mills and sawmills) which do not face major 
problems in marketing as products are highly 
standardized, while the need of marketing is 
much greater in the other industries, where also 
the share of non-exporters is larger. 

In a second step only exporting establish-
ments were analysed with respect to the deter-
minants of the share of production that is ex-
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Table 5. Determinants of the export intensity of individual establishments - regressio11 results" 

Variables 
Short-term 
financial problems 
Utilization rate 
Competition 
Long-term 
financial problems 
Labour problems 
Marketing problems 
Problems with 
equipment 
Problems with 
raw materials 
Management problems 
Size variable 

lndustn: dummies 
lndusttial machinery 
Medicine 
Structural shapes 
Plastic 

Statistics 
.R• 
F 
No. of observations 

Source: Sample survey. 

All exporting 
establishments 

-0.42 (-2.52) 
-0.32 (-2.18) 

n.i. 

nl. 
-0.20 (-1.52) 

0.16 (1.16) 

0.17 (1.26) 

-0.13 (-1.13) 
n.i. 
n.i. 

-0.29 (-2.66) 
-0.32 (-2.53) 
-0.41 (-3.62) 
-0.14 (-1.02) 

Q.40 
4.41 

57 

Standardized regression coefficients 
(t-ratios in parentheses) 

Small-scale 
exporters 

-0.35 
n.i. 
n.i. 

-0.23 
n.i. 
n.i. 

n.i. 

n.i. 
n.i. 
n.i. 

n.i. 
n.i. 
n.i. 

-0.31 

0.22 
3.82 

31 

{-2.17) 

(-1.41) 

(-1.87) . 

Large-scale 
exporters 

-0.43 (...'.'2.63) 
-0.38 (-2.13) 
-0.12 (-1.09) 

-0.15 (-1.40) 
n.i. 
n.i. 

n.i. 

-0.20 {-1.26) 
0.16 {1.10) 
0.24 {1.48) 

-0.64 (-5.08) 
n.i. 

-0.47 (-3.~6) 

-0.09 {-0.51) 

0.72 
6.98 

26 

•n.i. · = not included into the regression analysis by the stepwise procedure. 

ported. The same independent variables have 
been used as in the preceding discriminant 
analysis. The dependent variable, originally a 
share, had to be monotonously transformed in 
order to meet the requirements of the regression 
model.32 Again, a stepwise procedure has been 
used in order to select the relevant variables.33 

From Table S it can be seen that for the group 
of small-scale exporters, besides the industry 
dummy for plastic products, the only signifi-
cant variable is the dummy for short-term 
financial problems. This means that small-
scale exporters export significantly less, if they 
face problems in this area. Hence, problems to 
obtain short-term finance at a reasonable cost 
not only are relevant for the discrimination 
between exporters and non-exporters, but 

also may inhibit establishments which already 
export from engaging more intensively in ex-
port markets. The multiple correlation coef-
ficient, however, is fairly low ur = 0.22) for 
the subsample of small-scale exporters. Either 
there are additional determinants, which have 
not been considered, or small-scale exports 
mostly are of an incidental character, as seems 
to be suggested by the fact that the multiple 
correlation coefficient for the subsample of 
large-scale exporters is relatively high (iP = 
0.72). 

Besides industry dummies, for large-scale 
exporters the coefficients of two other vari-
ables are significantly different from zero at the 
5% level (see Table S). Again, establishments 
with problems in obtaining short-term finance 
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at a reasonable cost export significantly less, 
·other things being equal. While large-scale ex-
porters tend to use their plant more intensively 
than large-scale non-exporters, there is an inverse 
relation between utilization rate and export 
intensity inside the group of large-scale ex-
porters. A possible explanation lies in the fact 
that the year of reference, 1973, was a boom 
year in the domestic Malaysian market. This 
might have affected to a higher degree the 
utilization rates of those exporters which are 
more intensively engaged in the domestic 
market. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming the sample survey is representative 
with respect to the questions posed, it can be 
concluded that in Malaysia, apart from very 
small establishments, SSE actually are able to 
export to a certain extent. This positive general 
result, however, is due mostly to the peforma·nce 
of some branches, which either are natural re-
source intensive or make use of indigenous 
labour-intensive technology. Thus. the evidence 
supports our hypotheses and suggests that com-
parative advantages also determine the industry 
structure of exports in the range of SSE. An-
other interesting finding of this paper is that, 
compared to large-scale exporting establish-
ments, exports of SSE make up an almost 
equally important share of their production, if 
they already sell abroad. This suggests that it is 
mainly the barriers to enter foreign markets 

which are limiting SSE exports. The results of 
this paper should, however, be taken as pre-
liminary and probably more questions have 
been raised than answered. This is also true for 
the analysis of the 'determinants' of export 
behaviour on the microlevel. Both discriminant 
analysis and regression analysis have show some 
regularities. Discriminant results support the 
hypothesis that in the small-scale range those 
problems are relevant barriers to enter export 
markets which also typically affect the overall 
profitability of SSE, i.e. a low degree of plant 
utilization, problems to finance working capital 
and to procure raw materials. In the field of ex-
porting these problems are likely to be even 
more severe. Further, regression results fay 
stress on the relevance of short-term finance for 
increasing the export intensity of those estab-
lishments which already sell abroad. This sug-
gests that export promotion policies directed 
towards SSE should not only concentrate on 
export marketing, but also on raising the overall 
competitiveness of SSE. 

Though useful information can be gained 
through discriminant analysis and regression 
analysis, these analytic toals, of course, neither 
imply causation nor explanation and thus do 
not lend themselves to a direct application of 
their results in policy formulation. Thus, for 
example, a pay-off can be expected from more 
detailed · research on the relationship between 
export performance, the rate of capacity util-
ization, problems in financing working capital 
and problems in the field of raw material sup-
ply. 

NOTES 

1. See, for example, Donges and Riedel {1977). 

2. Recently, international aid agencies, development 
experts and governments of developing countries have 
been paying growing attention to the allegedly positive 
contnl>ution of small manufacturing establishments to 
economic development and to the alleviation of such 
problems as underemployment, regional and personal 
income disparities, lack of entrepreneurial and man· 
agerial skills etc. See, for example, IBRD (1978). 

3. This has rarely been done before. I could only 
find two papers dealing with similar issues: Fuji (1971); 
and Rapp (1976). There exists, however, some litera-
ture on the promotion of SSE exports, e.g. Jain (1971); 
and ECAFE (1970), pp. 1-68. 

In an indirect way the question has been ap-
proached by Boatler (1975) for Mexico. He identified 
two groups of craft industries and compared their 
export performance with that of modern and modern-
izing industries. 

4. This is not only the case for developing countries, 
but also, though in general to a somewhat minor ex-
tent, for industrialized countries, as was shown by 
Banerji (1978), p. 67. 

S. SSE can participate in export expansion either as 
direct exporters or via subcontracting. This paper, 
however, will be confined to direct exports (own-
account exports and exports via trading firms). 

6. On the product component of comparative ad· 
vantage see, for example, Hirsch (1974. 1977). On the 
plant size component see for example, -Staley and 
Morse (1965), pp. 97 ff. 

7. It is by now a widely recognized fact that the 
direct capital intensity of SSE is considerably lower 
than that of LSE. See, for example. IBRD (1978), 
p. 19; the literature cited in White (1978); Bruch 
(1979); and Table Al in the Appendix of this paper. 
Recent empirical evidence suggests that the difference 
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in total (direct plus indirect) employment per unit of 
invested capital is even greater. This means that the 
intermediate inputs of SSE generally use up less capital 
per unit of labour in their production than those of 
LSE. See de Vries (1979); and IBRD (1978), p. 68. 
Their relatively low capital intensity is to a certain 
extent the result of factor markets being segmented, 
which makes SSE face a lower wage - interest ratio 
than LSE. Irrespective of relative factor prices this 
further might reflect production functions being non-
homothetic. This might be due to the specific organ-
izational conditions prevailing in SSE and the fact 
that SSE may not be able to make use of certain types 
of modern capital intensive machinery, if there is a 
minimum size for doing so efficiently. See Bruch 
(1979) for empirical estimates for Mexico. 

8. See Bruch (1979). 

9. See Pareek (1978), p. 46. 

10. See Dhar (1958), p. 38. 

11. In Malaysia, for example, there is a positive link 
between the size of an establishment (either capital 
invested or labour employed) and the length of time 
during which incentives are granted. 

12. For a thorough discussion of SSE-specific prob-
lems in exporting and possible remedies see, for 
example, Jain (197l);and ECAFE (1970), pp. 1-68. 

13. This survey has been conducted by Dr. P. L. Chee 
of the University of Malaya in 1974 (year of reference 
is 1973). I am especially grateful to Dr. Chee for pro-
viding this set of ilata. 

14. The sample has not been designed in order to in-
vestigate small-scale exporters and thus there is no 
evident reason to believe that it is biased in this respect. 
The sampling scheme being heavily weighted towards 
small establishments, LSE, consequently, are under-
represented in the sample. See Chee (197 5), pp. 11 ff. 
for further details on the design of the sample. 

15. In Table A4 industry definitions do not match 
completely in all cases; rough comparisons, however, 
should be possible. 

16. Further, it would be interesting to analyse the 
question, whether there are certain regional or lo-
cational requirements for SSE to be able to do that for 
the less developed regions and rural areas with a suf-
ficient degree of representativeness. Under this quali-
fication the figures suggest the proposition, that small-
scale exporters must not be confined to certain rela-
tively high developed regions or to urban areas. What 
would be needed, is a detailed analysis of the relation 
between locational factors and the determinants of 
export behaviour for each individual branch. It also 
would be interesting to investigate the dynamic charac-
teristics of SSE exports. This, however, is not possible 
on the basis of our sample survey. In an indirect way 
this has been done by Boatler for Mexico. He con-
cludes that economically viable craft industries have 

maintained their export position through time, but the 
more dynamic exporters, at least in Mexico, are found 
in modern and capital-intensive industries. See Boatler 
(1975), pp. 503 ff. 

17. The abnormally high export intensity of establish-
ments of up to four paid full-time employees (86.2%} 
is due to only one batik manufacturer, which employs 
20 part-time workers, but according to the chosen 
criterion had to be included in the smallest size class. 

18. The batik manufacturer in the smallest size group 
actually employs 20 part-time workers and thus can-
not be considered as an exception. 

19. For a description of discriminant analysis see Geer 
(1971), pp. 243-273; and Klecka (1975). 

20. The standardized discriminant function coef-
ficients have an interpretation which is analogous to 
that of beta-weights in regression analysis. 

21. Sawmills have been taken as the basis industry. 
Thus, no dummy was included for this industry. 

22. The interpretation of the canonical correlation 
squared thus is analogous to R2 in regression analysis. 

23. Value added per establishment is the adequate 
measure with respect to the question at hand. In this 
paper, otherwise, the employment measure has been 
used in order to remain consistent with census figures. 

24. The (positive or negative} sign of the standardized 
discriminant function coefficient should be interpreted 
in relation to the discriminant score of the group 
centroids (the mean of the discriminant scores of the 
respective groups). The discriminant score of an obser-
vation is its discriminant function value. Thus, as the 
group of exporters has a negative group centroid, a 
negative standardized discriminant function coef-
ficient means that observations with a relatively high 
value of the respective variable tend to be exporters, 
while observations with relatively low values tend to 
be non-exporters (other things being equal). 

25. This measure has a subjective component, as its 
first element will depend on the respondent's notion 
of maximum production. For a thorough discussion 
of the measure see Chee (1975), pp. 169 ff. 

26. This variable can take three values: O (negligible), 
1 (moderate) and 2 (intense). 

27. It should be noted that the term 'LSE' is used 
here only for classification purposes and that most 
establishments included in this group still are relatively 
small. 

28. Linder (1961), Chapter 3, pp. 82-109. 

29. The importance of 'push' factors for the decision 
to export is one of the major results of a recent stud}' 
of actual and potential exporters in the Philippines. 
See Staelin (1976). 
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30. Problem area variables are defined as dummy vari-
ables, which are equal to one. if the respective prob-
lem is relevant, and are equal to zero otherwise. 

31. Other problem area variables which were not 
selected by the stepwise procedure are problems with 
labour, long-term capital and management. 

32. The dependent variable is defined as X = ln(S/ 
(1-S)]. wher<} S is the share of production that is 
exported by the individual exporters. 

33. The multiple correlation coefficient, adjusted for 
degrees of freedom, R' has been used as a criterion for 
selecting the regression equation. 
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX 

Table Al. Capital-labour ratios, capital and labour productivity by plant size -
total manufacturing, West Malaysia, 1970 

Paid full-time employment Capital- Capital Labour 
size group labour ratio productivity productivity 

0 1.33 1.30 1.72 
1-4 2.15 1.35 2.90 
5-9 2.79 1.63 4.55 

10-19 3.41 1.45 4.94 
20-29 4.25 1.37 5.84 
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Table Al (continued} 

30- 49 6.58 1.00 6.57 
50- 99 8.00 1.15 9.20 

100-199 9.82 0.98 9.66 
200-499 12.34 0.81 9.96 
500 and over 8.00 1.09 8.70 
Total manufacturing 7.95 1.01 7.95 

Source: Malaysia, Census of Manufacturing Industries 1973, Vol. l, p. 18. 

Table A2. Shares of small-scale manufacturing_establishments in the number of establishments, value added, 
employment and salaries and wages - West Malaysia 1973 (%) 

Shares of establishments with less than 50 paid 
full-time employees(%) 

No.of Salaries and 
Industry (MIC code) establishments Value added Total employment wages 

Bakeries (31172) 99.3 90.7 88.3 89.7 
Furniture (33200, 38120) 97.9 66.0 70.6 59.8 
Leather (32310, 32330) 90.6 46.1 54.1 47.1 
Retreading n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Iron foundries (37102) 92.8 28.9 39.6 28.8 
Tin- and blacksmithing (38112)* 99.5 87.9 89.2 81.1 
Industrial machinery (38210, 
38230,38240,38250,38299) 93.7 41.2 58.3 48.9 
Motor vehicle bodies (38431)* 92.9 59.1 67.7 56.0 
Coconut oil manufacturing (31151) 94.2 50.9 63.7 44.4 
Ice-cream manufacturing (31121) 94.8 14.1 56.5 22.7 
Soft-drinks (31340) 79.7 12.3 32.8 13.3 
Oothing factories (32201) 81.8 21.9 24.0 20.8 
Sawmills (33111) 63.5 27.9 32.7 28.9 
Manufacturing of drugs and 
medicines (35220) 91.4 35.2 37.3 23.2 
Manufacturing of structural 
metal products (38130, 38199) 94.4 36.6 50.7 38.5 
Manufacturing of wire and 
wire products (38192) 72.2 13.3 19.7 16.8 
Manufacturing of tin cans 
and metal boxes (38191) 64.3 13.7 16.2 11.4 
Manufacturing of plastic 
products (35600) 88.0 32.4 35.3 30.9 
Batik (32114) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Total manufacturing 90.4 18.7 31.6 22.0 

Source: Malaysia, Census of Manufacturing Industries 1973, Vol. 2. 
• Shares of establishments with less than 30 paid full-time employees. 
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Table A3. Export share of the manufacturing 
sector of West Malaysia 1970 (%) 

Sector % 

Total manufacturing 43.6 
Excluding rubber processing 33.0 
Excluding rubber processing and basic 

metals 20.2 
Excluding rubber processing, basic 

metals, vegetable and animal oils, 
and fats 15.8 

Excluding rubber processing, basic 
metals, vegetable and animal oils, 
fats and sawmills 12.0 

Source: Input-Output Tables 1970, Table 3. 

Table A4. Export shares by industry - West Malaysia 

Sample survey (1973) Total branches 
Number of paid 

full-time employees 

Industry 

Bakeries 
Furniture 
Leather 
Retreading 
Iron foundries 
Blacksmithing 
Industrial machinery 

Motor vehicle bodies 

Coconut oil mills 

Ice cream 
Soft drinks 

Oothing 
Sawmills 
Medicine 

Structural shapes 

Wire 
Tin cans 

0-49 

9.8 
8.2 

3.8 
5.1 

17.0 

13.6 

37.1 
16.7 

15.7 

Plastic products 1.9 
Batik 18.7 
Total survey units 10.6 

50and 
over 

1.0 

3.0 

50.0 

1.8 
51.5 

1.0 

8.4 

4.9 
18.7 
22.4 

Total 

6.2 
3.3 

2.9 
3.9 

7.0 

35.0 

1.5 
48.9 
11.0 

1.6 

6.1 

3.3 
18.7 
18.5 

Industry 1970* 

Bakeries 0.8 
Furniture 
Leather 
Retreading n.a.:I: 
Iron foundries 
Blacksmithing n.a. 
Non-electrical 
machinery 13.9 

Assembly of motor 
vehicles 3.5 

Vegetable and animal 
oils and fats 59.5 

Ice cream n.a. 
Non-alcoholic 

beverages 1.0 
Wearing apparel 26.0 
Sawmills 58.6 
Other chemical 

products 22.3 
Finished structural 

parts 
Wire 
Metal containers 
Plastic products 13.0 
Textiles 18.4 

1973t 

5.3 
3.6 

1.9 

6.5 
1.7 
6.3 

Sources Sample survey; Input-Output Tables 1970; Census of Manufacturing Industries 1973; External Trade 
1973. 
* Calculated from the Input-Output Tables 1970. 
t Calculated from census and ex port statistics data. 
:I: n.a. = not available. 
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I .. 

The standard of living of people who work and live in the 

"i~formal sector" could and should be improved in many ways. 

Under a WEP project entitled "Technological linkages between 

formal and informal sectors", it is proposed to consider this 

question in relation to manufacturing industries. For the last 

few decades, efforts have been made in many developing 

countries to promote small enterprises, with a view to creating 

employment and incomes. Progress in this domain, however, has 

been, more often than not, disappointing. 

The promotional schemes for these enterprises have been 

conceived and implemented independently of policies for larger 

enterprises, and different aspects such as marketing, traini~g 

and technical guidance of small enterprises have been dealt 

vith separately. Experience indicates, however, that, to a 

degree the technological improvement of small enterprises 

depends on the technology and skill transfer from larger firas, 

and on the diffusion of transferred technologies and skills 

within the small sector. Equally there are possibilities of 

technological improvements from within the informal sector • 

However, little has been known about the extant and pattern of 

such intersectoral and interfirm technical co-operation in 

different countries. The project on technological linkages is 

an attempt to reduce this information gap. 

. ft. •.. '.: i)M!il 
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Onder this project, a paper based on a review of 

literature has already been produced (WP 34 in the list of 

working Papers attached at the end of this paper) • The present 

paper is 

intended 

the first in the series of country studies which are 

to examine the current extent of intersectoral 

technological linkages, to identify factors promoting or 

iapeding the development of such links, and to assess the 

positive and negative aspects of intersectoral technology 

transfers within an economy. 

1.s. Bhalla 
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I. INTRODUCTION* 

The objective o~ this paper is to discuss technological 

relationships between formal and informal sectors of the metal 

engineering industry, specially auto-repair trade, in Ghana, 

with a view to throwing some light on questions pertaining to 

the diffusion of, and adaptations to, "grass-root technologies" 

in less developed areas. 

A sector may be defined to be "informal" where the mode 

of industrial production is relatively unorganised, where wage-

employment is an exception rather than the rule, and where 

technology is relatively simple. Most notable is the economies 

in overheads. Their wortshops are small and rudimentary, 

fabricated with the cheapest materials. Often they use part of 

their residence, vacant lots or sites including those allocated 

to them by the city authorities at modest costs. For the most 

part, they have no telephone, and use very little electricity, 

if any. They have virtually no clerical or accounting staff, 

and very few of them pay income tax. 

In contrast, the formal sector mode of production is 

largely organised, where wage-employment prevails, and where 

products are produced in regular factories and machineshops, 

using more capital-intensive techniques. Thus, we can call 

•The original manuscript of this paper has been 
considerably edited by susumu Watanabe to produce this version, 
which the author has examined and approved. 

'> ,,, 
h:·..,;~ ..... F.,• •.. .< ~'~t''i'".~'"!'~.«0!,.":1S*, ... ~<"i'Gi,.}, ,•i'· "-."!.'?.,.}i<'';!'t>i! ,k,l'i'..t .. =:p;:tfJW.,'.°4 ~b'.@IJ(Pf.,4. ~-% '::'.·<,: •. .II •.rl;rf.'1":4.. 
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this sector "developed" and the informal sector 

"underdeveloped". Here we have a clearcut case of dualism. 

on the one hand, we have the highly labour-intensive 

informal sector. Its capital equipment is largely second-hand, 

obsolete machines and in some cases nothing but the most 

rudimentary tools (e.g. hammers, screwdrivers, vices, chisels, 

mallets, simple drills and oxy-acetylene torches), and 

materials are scrap iron and steel, and parts from broken cars. 

Its labour force consists of a master and a nu~ber of largely 

unskilled apprentices and some semi-skilled journeymen. 

Perhaps the weakest is the managerial, particul·arly financial 

aspect. There are entrepreneurs who are innovative, highly 

skillful and efficient (relative to resources), but these are 

a minority. The vast· majority is inefficient, in comparison to 

those in the formal sector; they do not have equal command 

over resources (for example, no import licence is allocated to 

this sector) and their lack of education handicaps them in 

obtaining technical information and knowhow. 

On the other hand, the formal sector operates with, among 

other things, the latest designed machinery from the West, 

foreign technicians and well-trained local technicians and 

workers. Moreover, they are less affected by shortages of raw 

materials. They can obtain import licences relatively easily 

and import much of the raw materials and spare parts which they 

need. In spite of these disparities in the access to resources 
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and technical competence, the formal sector can be more 

inefficient in the use of resources. For one thing, it is 

highly capital intensive in a country which is short of capital 

and abundant in labour. Secondly, although foreign exchange is 

very scarce in Ghana, it has not been allocated to the most 

efficient producers, but to the firms that are well-placed in 

its connection with the government allocation process. It has 

often been argued that considerable favouritism and corruption 

exist in the bureaucratic system of foreign exchange 

allocations.' 

How does the technology transfer take place between the 

two sectors and how is the transferred technology diffused 

within the informal sector? In Ghana, it is the traditional 

apprenticeship system that plays a critical role. The 

processes take typically, the following pattern. 

A person acquires a certain skill in the formal sector, 

and then starts his own business in the informal sector, using 

apprentices as his main labour input. This type of technology 

transfer has a long history in Ghana. Among the earliest 

initiators in modern times were the Dutch Basle "issions in 

Akwapim. As early as in the 1850s a substantial number of 

skilled mechanics, blacksmiths, carpenters and other skilled 

i see A.N. Hakam, "Impedime~ts to the growth of indigenous 
industrial entrepreneurship in Ghana, 1946-68 11 , IJ!e ~conomi~ 
~~ll~!ill_of ~hsns, Vol. 2, No. 2, 1972. 

·.··:.·.1 '· • _ ••v1.sr.,, ..... t:,t,_, .. )."!"'#"·1'f'-·.-..•J""!-. .sq.• t.t!~~ .. -~ ... F'!:-•.:•;n,."':."'-'9·+'*i·"''*"''k•>A. ,-?:-"'?,.'' t('.1.,~""-- .s11.ft ... •~- -;"'~" "'-""· ···~~.--
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workers were trained by ~hem and graduated into self-employment 

or wage employment in the old Gold CoastG 

In the traditional system of the urban informal sector, 

the master/entrepreneur takes in one or more apprentices. The 

latter are engaged on a term-contract typically of 3 to 5 

years. Usually their sponsor pays the master an. initial fee, 

which was about 150 Cedis' in 1975 on an average. Other fees 

are payable either during or at the end of the contract. These 

fees help encourage small-scale enterpreneurship, because they 

provide the master/entrepreneur with part of the capital which 

is required to commence and continue a business. An important 

social consequence is that urban unemployment am·ong the youth 

is substantially reduced. 

This will be discussed in the following pages on a basis 

of fieldwork in Ghana in 1974 and 1975, in which 212 metal-

engineering enterprises in the informal sector and 24 

establishments in the formal sector vere surveyed in five 

regional capitals, as well as Accra, the national capita1.2 

t Cedis is officially p~gged at 05$0.85. We must bear in 
mind that the prevailing minimum daily government and formal 
sector wage had just been raised from l to 2 Cedis at the time 
of survey, and to 4 cedis in 1977. The rate of inflation vas, 
according to the Commercial Bank of Ghana, 30 per cent per 
annum in 1971-74: SO per cent in 1974-76: 75 per cent in 1976-
77. 

2 The geographical distribution of the sample was as 
follows: 115 in Accra, 52 in Kumasi, 20 in Takoradi, 16 in 
Tamale, and 9 in Koforidua. In each city, the sample firms 
were selected at random from the list established by means of 

(Footnote continued on next page) 
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After reviewing the current labour market situation in Ghana 

briefly, we will study (1) the profiles of master/entrepreneurs 

and apprentices in this country, (2) sources of skills for the 

informal sector, (3) the inter-sectoral flow of money and 

capital, and (4) capital equipment in the informal sector. 

Although employment statistics are very poor in Ghana, it 

is believed that the national unemployment rate is 6 to 8 per 

cent: the 1970 figure on total employment in table I.l 

corresponds to 94 per cent of the year's total labour force. 

Those who are most affected are age groups between 15 and 24: 

in 1970, the unemployment rate in age group 15-19 was 33.9 per 

cent in urban areas and 21.2 per cent in rural areas, and that 

in age group 20-24 was 16.6 per cent and 16 per cent 

correspondingly.1 It appears therefore that urban youth has 

oeen suffering particularly badly. (One should, however, 

remember that a considerable portion of the urban youth 

unemployment is a consequence of the huge rural-urban 

migration.) The most attractive sector for the unemployed, 

i.e. the formal sector of manufacturing, has been stagnant, 

absorbing only margina.l amounts of additional labour force 

every year. The picture since 1974 has not been any brighter. 

All industries in Ghana face the same problem. 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 

a total enumeration of firms in the concentrated industrial 
areas and other parts of the city • 

i [iy~~-Qev~!QEment Pl.an. (Accra, Jan. 1977). 

f :l., ...... •''' .. ~~·,.........,,,, .. ,,_.,l....,...,..j ·.,_.._<».i>';,........,,,.,,., .. ,,..,.,.,,,., "'"",..,.,,..... .... A..,.....,. ,:,,..,...,.., ... , ... ,..,,_,.., • ........... ' .,........_. .. : ·.\,..,,,....,.> •• ,.,-,, ,,....,. -~~·· .,_,.,.,,.,..,A,.< ···~ ~. "~:-7''7"~'~'~?"': "'""""'"""''·:-
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Industry 1960 1970 1974 

~~ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Both sectors Both sectors Formal sector Informal sector Formal sector 

------------------------------------------------------------·------· 
Agriculture 

ftining 

ftanuf acturing 

Construction 

Utilities 

Co1111erce 

Transport 

Other services 

Total 

1 581 (61.6) 

48 (1.9) 

224 (9.1) 

89 (3. 5) 

14 (0.6) 

371 (14.5) 

68 (2.6) 

154 (6 .O) 

2 249 (100. 0) 

1 787 (57.2) 

31 (l.O) 

380 (12. 0) 

74 (2.3) 

12 (0.4) 

49 

25 

53 

49 

2 

436 (13. 9) 36 

64 (2. 7) 33 

329 (10. 5) 138 

3 133 (100.0) 395 

~2Yr£~2: li!~=Y!~-!?~~!2.PA!lli_f!an (Accra, 1977), p. 333; 
~!a1i§.ti£§, and the ~1'Qll2.!!!.l£_~!!1:!!Y (Accra, .1977) • 
sector were derived as residuals by the author. 

1 737 

·6 

327 

400 

51 

191 

2 737 

) 
89} 

) 

60 

47 

20 

37 

35 

181 

4·69 

Ih!_!27Q_~sys, the !i1.0 Lap2Yl: 
The figures for the informal 

-·--------------

... 

... I ...... - ·- - .. - ........ - .... -, - • - .. - -
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The greatest cause of the low labour absorption capacity 

of the formal sector is the slow rate of expansion of its 

activities, which, in turn, has been due largely to the 

shortage of foreign exchange and consequent inadequacy in the 

supply of imported,machinery and basic materials. 

Whatever the fundamental causes of the economic stag-

nation may be, the authors of the current development plan have 

identified the following -problem areas with a view to improving 

the situation:1 

(1) 

( 2) 

(3) 

(S) 

( 6) 

low labour absorption capacity of the modern sectori 

growing unemployment in urban areas; 

widening discrepancy between certain categories of 

ducts of the educational institutes and 

opport.unitiesi 

widespread visible and disguised underemployment 

in the rural areas; 

pro-

j ob 

mainly 

critical shortage of strategic skills at professionalr 

managerial, technical and intermediate levelSi 

inadequacy of training; paucity of qualified instructors 

and "physical" facilities for vocational training; 

1 Five-Iest~~lopmel!1_f~9J1, op. cit., p. 337. 

:· _.·/ ::~-~-.._'-'' fl~"::/~t:.. .... ~ --:f?-,.. <-1 .. • \._.'.!1,-."-·fJ ·"'!, .-:-5''..1:·<~· 'If~~~~,,,.., -.. --~·,,.,.Ilk·'!'.,.. .. """··'""-,.,.,.,... __ ~-""~ . .....,...,....,,..,,, ""'""::- ..... _, 
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(7) lov productivity and underutilisation of resources among 

certain segments of the labour force. 

Our study has great bearing on all these points, either 

directly or. indirectly, as educational and training background 

appears to have an important influence on a person's employment 

opportunity in Ghana. Of all the registered unemployed in Kay 

1977 (15,742 people), 3.2 per cent had attended secondary 

school, 26.3 per cent had passed middle school, 43.6 per cent 

were dropouts of middle school, and the rest (26.9 per cent) 

vere illiterates.1 Although these figures may not be really 

meaningful because of the small weight of highly educated 

people in the total population,2 the vacancies listed at the 

Ministry of Labour are for technically trained persons, such as 

mechanics, machine operators and lathe operators In. contrast, 

unskilled school leavers below and at the middle-school levels 

will have to wait l.S to 2.4 years before obtaining a job,3 

¥hich will be mainly that of a labourer. As our study will 

show shortly, however, some training, even as apprentices with 

informal sector masters, improves their chance of finding a 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 The Ministry of Labour: ~.mE12Ii~ll:t--=;l1-a-5-k~--iepott, K-a.a_.__y..._, ___ .----. 
1977. • 

' 2 In the industrial and transport production activities, 
for example, only 1.9 per cent of labour force has secondary or 
higher level education, 29.7 per cent middle school, l0.8 per 
cent primary school education and 57.7 per cent no education 
(ibid.) • 

3 See Planungsruppe Ritter, "Urbanisation employment and 
development in Ghana", unpublished report, ILO, 1974, p. 50. 
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job, including wage employment in the formal 

this, more than anything else, ezplains 

informal sector apprenticeship. 

sector. Perhaps 

the popularity of 

Bow much can we expect from this system? Is it possible 

to i~prove the performance of the traditional apprenticeship 

system, and to. enhance the standard of the informal sector, 

which seems to be able to use locally available resources very 

economically (e.g., by training of youth, recycling of scrap 

metals, and old second-hand machines), by injecting better 

techno~ogies? These are the main questions we will try to 

answer in the remaining pages of this paper. If the answers to 

these questions turn out to be positive and affirmative, it may 

mean that the pattern of operation in the informal sector can 

be brought one step closer to that ~revailing in the formal 

sector, to what one might call an "intermediate sector", and 

that the informal sector as we know it today will eventually 

disappear, replaced by a more modern small industrial sector as 

we find in more advanced regions, e.g., Latin America. 

I 
l·:.:;Jq.,,.c>.>A'" .. O.lct• .. .,."'1<>.«.«M«"<.'""''-"'~""' ""'·'""-"""'',....,,.....,, .•• ,,,...,..,...,. ...... ,,.,..,,,,.,,,...,, .. J.,1. ~' •.''<•R,.,.,..,....,, . ""~·~':''<'"""""""'"' ·"'~-'" .'~· ·· ·.·~~v-~c-··:--:--;--
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II. THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM IN THE --------------- - - ____ _ 
·~~ ENGIN~~R!~Ifil2Y~IRY OF GHAl!! 

According to the Population Census, 21,280 people were 

working in the metal engineering industry in 1970, about 60 per 

cent of whom (or 12,665 people) were in the informal sector. 

The same Census indicates that there were 31,000 apprentices 

(including some 300 females) in this industry. As only a small 

fraction of them (i.e. about 800) was in the formal sector, the 

number of apprentices in the informal sector was more than 

twice that of people who were "employed" there. Five thousand 

four hundred of the apprentices were in Accra and 7,800 in 

Ashanti, mostly in Kumasi (table II.l). About one half of the 

latter (i.e. nearly 4,000) were found in the suame Magazine, a 

unique centre of the informal metal engineering industry (see 

Appendix). 

Few informal sector masters employ workers- with 

specialised skill, to whom they are obliged to pay wages. Only 

48 out of the 212 interviewed masters had paid employees. The 
I 

total number of such workers was 148, as compared with 1,348 

unpaid apprentices. In other words, only about 10 per cent of 

the total labour force in the informal sector under 

investigation was paid. The aggregate amount of their wages 

was 13,375 Cedis a month in 1974-75. Over one-third of this 

total was paid by three firms which had 18, 14 and 11 paid 

employees respectively. 
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table 11~1= App~entices in tae m~tal engine~ring 
industry Cl970) 

By region ~ales 

---
Great Accra 5 303 

Eastern 5 307 

Ashanti 7 724 

Brong Ahaf o 1 954 

Central 3 601 

Western 2 394 

Volta 3 682 

Upper 299 

Northern 496 

Total 30 760 

Females 

102 

55 

82 

20 

10 

16 

2 

287 

-------- -----------------------------------------~-------
By age group 

-------------------------------------------------------------
15-19 12 006 68 

20-24 12 929 201 

25-29 4 259 18 

30-34 1 045 

35-64 521 

Source: Population Census, 1970. 

------·--------------------------~-----------------------------
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Typically, a master spends two hours per day 

demonstrating actual job performance to his apprentices. The 

latter simply watch until tne same demonstration has been 

repeated often enough for them to do it themselves. When the 

master has no work to do, he may spend additional time for 

teaching. Obviously teaching the rudiments of machine 

operation to apprentices, who for the most part have no 

theoretical background, is difficult and time-consuming. The 

average time required to master a new machine is about 10 

months, and the average length of time for an apprentice to be 

trusted with it at actual work is approximately 16 months. The 

masters are not thP only instructors. Experienced apprentices 

who have had more than 2 or 3 years of training also supplement 

the master in the teaching role. So do junior masters or 

journeymen, if there are any. 

In Ghana, master/entrepreneurs play a critical role in 

the technological development in the informal sector, 

transmitting new technologies from the formal to the informal 

sector and diffusing such technologies within the latter. By 

studying the profiles of the master/entrepreneurs and 

apprentices, ve may be able to obtain a fairly clear picture. 

Table II.2 indicates that most of the sample enterprises 
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Years in business ~ of total enterprise 

~--~~----~·-------~~·~----~~·--------------------------

Less than 5 54 

6 to 10 22 

11 to 15 10 

16 to 20 6 

21 to 25 3 

26 and over 5 

100~ 

------------~--------------~----------·----~------~------~--~---

are young, 77 per cent of them having been established within 

the last ten years.1 This is due to two factors. One is, of 

course, the high attrition of enterprises within the first few 

years of formation. Surviving ten years is a great feat among 

the small-scale informal sector businesses. The other factor 

is the phenomenal increase in the number of automobiles in 
Ghana in the last 15 years (table II.3). Indeed, 78 per cent 

of our sample firms vere engaged in trades related to the 
automobile (table II. 4) • The rural-urban drift, involving a 

rapidly increasing number of partially educated youth (middle 
school leavers) in the.ir futile search for wage employment, 

also tends to expand the supply of apprentices, which 

eventually results in a larger number of masters • 

I:, i In this regard, the informal sector is not very different 
from the modern sector where two thirds of the sample were 

i established within the last 15 years. 
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Type 1962 1964 1966 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

------------------------------------------------------------------------~~--~·----~~~~~---

Passenger cars - new 3 109 l 398 1 619 l 234 l 835 3 651 806 798 4 042 

Passenger cars - secondhand 363 568 1 364 3 633 3 136 3 212 1 961 2 481 1 951 

Dual-purpose cars - new 569 553 262 508 375 821 339 417 1 613 

Dual-purpose cars - secondhar.d 26 31 68 269 122 310 153 241 245 

Trucks - new 674 2 600 2 550 l 422 1 879 3 693 1 620 1 892 4 045 

Trucks - $econdhand 17 199 87 980 385 2 396 693 670 570 
---------------------------------
New registration of vehicles 
(nev and secondhand) 9 355 n.a. n.a. 9 789 12 050 16 247 10 950 10 685 15 850 

~2.!!!:£~: External trade statistics: various years, and ~2!~ surv~1, 1973-74. 

3 489 

2 455 

895 

357 

2 585 

846 

n.a. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~~ 
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Type of product Percentage of total 

Vehicle repair (general fitting of 
engines) 48 

Welding, straightening and body building, 
spraying of vehicles 27 

ftiscellaneous blacksmithing, including 
·coal-- pots-,- cutlasses and hoes 14 

Bicycle repairs 2 

Batteries and auto electric work 3 

Refrigeration work 1 

ftiscellaneous metal work, such as bolts 
and nuts 5 

100% 
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The largest single activity in our sample is engine 

repairers, who . are "fitters". Many of them control other 

activities like welding, straightening and spraying of 

vehicles. Where engine repair is their only business, firms 

are more labour-intensive than the average. Thus, although 

they consistute 48 per cent of the total number of sample 

firms, they account for only 23 per cent of total capital 

employed and 53 per cent of total apprentice labour force. 

The second most common activity is that of welding, 

straightening and spraying. Welding and straightening are 

typically taken up together, and spraying separately. These 

activities accounted for 27 per cent of the total numb~r of 

master/entrepreneurs, but over 62 per cent of total capital and 

only 28 per cent of the apprentices. Thus, these activities 

are much mor~ capital-intensive than engine repair. 

Blacksmithing, tinkering.and forging use simple machines 

to produce cutlasses, hoes, metal boxes, keys and locks, coal 

pots, machetes and miscellaneous small metal articles. These 

firms accounted for 14 per cent of the total number of masters, 

but only 9 per cent of the capital and approximately 13 per 

cent of the apprentice labour force. 
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Where do they come from? Table II.5 explores both the ~ 
size and location of their home towns. Only 9 per cent of the ~ 

i 
1 sample was from the towns where the firm was presently located. 

I i I 1 

i i 
l 
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It is interesting that 53 per cent of our master/entrepreneurs 

were of rural origin, outnumbering those of urban origin.' That 

there is considerable rural-urban migration in Ghana is also 

reflected in the fact that 82 per cent of the sample claimed 

that their father's occupatio~ was farming, fishi~g or hunting. 

This does 6ot -always mean, however, that it was the father who 

was responsible for re~ring them as children: in the extended 

family system of Ghana, it is often a maternal uncle or another 

relativez who brings up the child. 

What about the ethnic background? It is of ten argued in 

the literature on entrepreneurship tnat certain tribes 

consistently produce more than entrepreneurs than others. our 

findings concur with such a view: the Akans, with ~5 per cent 

of the Ghanaian population, acco11nt for 51 per cent of the 

sample, whereas the Ewes, with less than 15 per cent of the 

total population, for 27 per cent of the sample (table II.6). 

The Ewes would have been even more strongly represented, if we 

excluded the predominantly Akan town of Kumasi. In Accra, 

1 It is to be understood that in Ghana much of the informal 
urban sector is neither truly urban nor rural, but rather 
transitional, closer t6 being rural as far as human 
relationships (e.g.~ extended family system) and cultural 
outlook are concerned. Their status is that of a migrant. 
See, for instance, ~argaret Piel, I~~A.!lai~~ Fact.2.L'(_~~~, 
Cambridge University Press, 1972. 

2 In the case of the Akans, which have a matrilineal 
society, the maternal uncle is the responsible guardian whereas 
the Eves and the Ga's whose community is patrilinealy 
structured, the father or the paternal uncles assume the 
responsibility. 
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Rural small town in a different region 

Rural small town in the same region 

Urban town or semi-~rban town in 
another region 

Orban or semi-urban town within the 
same region 

Same town 

Outside Ghana 

32 

16 

34 

6 

9 

3 

---------------------------------------------------------~----~ 

-------·----------------~--~~-----------------------
Percentage of total 

-------------------------·-------------~------------------------------
Asante, Akuapim and other Akans 51 

Ewe 27 

Ga Adangbe 10 

Northern 8 

Non-Ghanaian Africans 4 

100% 
----------------------------
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which is traditionally a Ga town, most of its 

fitters belong to the Eve tribe. 

inforaal sector 

Table II.7 describes the educational and training back-

qrounds of our master/entrepreneurs. A majority of them had 

just middle-school education (10 years~ schooling), and only 8 

per cent had gone beyond that level. In this .connection, it 

should be noted that middle-school education in Ghana is hardly 

sufficient to understand modern technical manuals. 

As regards their vocational training, 68 per cent of them 

had had apprenticeship training from an informal sector master. 

However, workshops owned by expatriates or the Government are 

the most pref erred by trainees since they do provide the best 

available knowhow and knowledge about the latest types of 

machinery. When asked whether they had ever had wage 

employment related to their fields, only 48 per cent of the 

respondents answered affirmatively. 

Of the sample, 176 master/entrepreneurs replied to our 

questions concerning financing. They estimated the current 

replacement value of their capital to be 1,788 Cedis on an 

average, while they had originally spent, on an average, 768 

Cedis. Since book-keeping techniques are virtually unknown to 

them, they did not make any allowance for depreciation. They 

had reinvested, on the average, 575 Cedis, purchasing machinery 

(often second-hand), and had an average working capital of 327 

Cedis. 
' 
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Highest level of 
education attained 

None 

Primary six 

~iddle school (com-
pleted) 

Secondary (uncompleted) 

Secondary (completed) 

~ of 
total 

19 

9 

61.4 

2 

l 

Technical school (uncom- 1.4 
pleted) 

Technical school (com- 1 
pleted) 

1001 

Kode of vocational 
training 

By a master in the 
informal sector 

By a Ghanaian firm in 
the formal sector 

By an expatriate firm 

By a government-owned 
firm 

Not responding 

' of total 

68 

lO 

12 

3 

7 

100~ 

-----------------------------------~-------~~~~----------~----~ 
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Their average a~ount of sales was 343 Cedis a month, out 

of which they paid 25 Cedis for rent, 13 Cedis for fuel and 

another 13 Cedis for electricity. As most of their labour 

force was unpaid, their average wage bill was only 43 Cedis, 

and the lunch and other incidentals amounted to 4.9 cedis. 

As noted earlier, only one-quarter of the interviewed 

informal sector fi+ms (i.e. 48 firms) employed wage earners. 

Ten of them could attract more skilled workers. Although those 

master/entrepreneurs• educational backgrou~ds and managerial 

techniques were no better than the others, they had more 

capital and were in an advantageous position vis-A-vis their 

competitors, oftering their customers more sophisticated 

services (e.g. machining of parts) which required specialised 

machines. They may be considered to be in an "intermediate 

sector" between formal and informal sectors. 

2. 

In our sample, we had ~5 apprentices, whose ages ranged 

from 15 to 29. Fifty-seven per cent of them were from urban 

areas, 33 per cent from rural communities, and the rest from 

semi-urban areas. This contrasts with the fact that 51 per 

cent of the masters were of rural origin and might be 

interpreted to be a sign of increasing urbanisation in Ghana. 

The greater weight of Eves in the sample (36 per cent) than 

·\.;:·iS'i 
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among the master/entrepreneurs (27 per cent) might be explained 

by the rising trend of their emigration from the Volta regione 

Their educational background, too, reflects dynamics of 

Ghanaian society. A larger proportion of the current 

apprentices have middle-school education (77 per cent) than 

their masters (64 per ce~t). Before ent~ring their present 

apprenticeship, our apprentices had to wait from 6 months to 5 

years. 

In many cases, a middle-school leaver in Ghana first 

tries his luck to octain a regular job in the formal sector. 

Not having completed a minimum of form 5 secondary school 

education,1 his chance of finding such employment is quite 

~.b.in. Less than 5 p~r cent of them ever succeed. In the case 

of our apprentices, 72 per cent wanted to continue their 

education, but they were too poor. The remaining 28 per cent 

thought that further education was unnecessary for their 

career. Twenty-three per cent of our sample apprentices had 

looked for wage employment in vain, and 46 per cent wanted such 

employment but had made no search because they felt 

pessimistic. 

Tnus, to a great majority of respondents (80 per cent), 

the apprenticeship in the informal sector was fiOt their first 

choice. They took it, hoping that their chance of finding a 

1 Twelve years' schooling. 
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job would increase consequently. A vast majority, however, 

believed that the chance of their securing employment at a 

foreign firm was still scanty (30 per cent of probability), and 

only slightly better in the case of Ghanaian firms (about 45 

per cent of probability). Table II.8 shows their career 

expectation after the completion of the apprenticeship. 

-----------------------------------------~~--~~~~~~---

Set up own business 31 

Continue to work with the present mas~er 27 

Combine with another apprentice 9 

Seek a wage-paying job 27 

Other than the above 6 

100" 

--------------------------~~---------~~~~~------------------~-

It appears that the largest proportion of the apprentices 

intend to start their own business. A decisive question here 

is, of course, whether the minimum capital requirement can be 

met. Fifty-eight per cent of them were optimistic in this 

regard, while 26 per cent were pessimistic. Those who felt 
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confident of securing ca~ital had no enthusiasm for finding a 

job in the formal sector. In contrast, apprentices who were 

unlikely to obtain capital were using the apprenticeship as a 

springboard for such employment. 

Hov realistic are these apprentices• expectations? 

II.9 summarises our master/entrepreneurs• 

placement of their former apprentices. 

reports 

Table 

on the 

So far as we can see from this table, their chance .of 

finding employment, either self-employment or wage employment, 

d.oes-seein--to be enhanced considerably by the apprenticeship 

training always remembering that only 10 per cent of middle 

school ·leavers can find employment each year. Indeed, some 

masters help their ex-apprentices find a job. Out of the 134 

master/entrepreneurs who replied to the questions on their 

apprentices• placement, 55 per cent had had such experience. 

How much does their training cost? In the Ghanaian 

apprenticeship system, the apprentice does not get paid. It 

is, rather, he who pays a fee to his master. This amount 

ranges from less than 100 Cedis (40 per cent of the 

respondents) to over 500 Cedis (6 per cent), varying from 

occupation to occupation. Part of the amount (20 to 30 Cedis) 

is usually paid at the beginning of the contract. On that 

occasion, there is some additional payment in kind. Typically, 

it consists of a few bottles of beer or gin, or both. Most 

often the balance of the fee is not paid until the end of the 
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Elac~~~nt of ex-apprent~ces <a,oun~ 1964/65: 
1974/751 

-----------

Total number of apprentices who com-
pleted their training with the 134 
replying masters 

Those who started their own business 

Those who were still with the masters 

Those who had found wage-employment 

Those who were still looking for a 
job at the time of our survey 

, 
Those whose•placement was unknown 

Number 

686 

293 

95 

188 

44 

66 

Percentage 

100 

43 

14 

27 

6 

10 

Note: The period corresponds to the length of the master's 
career as master/entrepreneur which, in 78 per cent of 
the cases, was ten years. 
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contract, which for th~ majority runs from three to five years. 

At the end of the period of training, a party is thrown on 

behalf of the graduating apprentice in vhich the rest of the 

fee for the course is paid to the master. In some cases, the 

amount oved by the apprentice is paid by means of additional 

years of work. 

Between the c~mpletion of the apprenticeship and the ex-

apprentice • s discovery of a paid job or establishment as a 

master/entrepreneur, there is usually a considerable lapse of 

time (sometimes ten years) , specially if the master himself had 

had his training in the informal sector. ~oreover, the 

apprentice's life and working.conditions can be very hard, as 

the following case of Attah illustrates. 

Ihe case sto~f Attah 

This case story is intended to show the typical hardship 

of an apprentice in the informal sector and the various 

obstacles he encounters both in the everyday life and in the 

long-term prospect of achieving his goals. 

Attah had been an apprentice in Kumasi for the last six 

years. He was born 24 years ago in a small village in the 

Volta Pegion, in Eastern Ghana near Jasikan. Like most 

apprentices, he could complete only a mi4dle-school education. 

His parents could not support him for further education, but 

they chose for him an apprenticeship course with a master 

j 
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fitter in the Suame Magazine. The initial down-payment for the 

course was a fee of 40 Cedis plus 10 Cedis for drinks, as was 

• customarily demanded. The total fee of the four-year course 

vas to be 90 Cedis. 

I ~eanvhile, Attah's father died. Attah had to vork on a 

I . farm to save the required initial payment • But then there was 
I the rest of the fee and other payments to be made. To cover 

I them, Attah agreed to work · for his master three additional 

I 
years after the completion of his contract. Now after six 

years of apprenticeship with the master (two years beyond the 

I contract) he still owed his master 30 Cedis. 

; 

I 
' 

Although part-time work outside the apprenticeship is 

extremely difficult and most masters forbid it Attah vork on 

I Sundays. On these days, if he could get some had such work, he 

might earn as much as 4 Cedis a day. Although he felt now that 

I he was well-qualified to work on his own he would not leave his 

I 
master before completing the terms of payment. If he 

dishonoured his obligations, the master would spread the word 

I among all the fitters in the automobile business and it would 

be extremely difficult for him to get a job anywhere in this 

I business. 
i 

I He worked from 7.00 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. In order to arrive 

on time he got up at about 4.30 a. m • In the evenings he did 

• not come home before 7.30 p.m. He actually slept on someone's 

i verandah. For that privilege and for one meal per day he had 

I 
' 
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to do some chores for that man and his family, including the 

washing of their clothes and the cleaning of their rooms early 

in the morning. Some evenings the family had no food for him 

and he had to buy his own meal which consisted largely of 

"kenke" (corn dough bread). In the morning he ate his only 

other meal, which consisted of plantains (green bananas, 

roasted or fried). For clothing he relied on some old hand-out 

from the man with whom he stayed. His only recreation was a 

local soccer match once a month at a cost of half a Cedi. He 

·read only a local tabloid newspaper. He had no time to go to 

a library, nor money for any ~ice. 

was a bottle of beer at Christmas. 

His only alcoholic beverage 

He had not been to a film 

show for months. 

What about the chance to improve himself with some tech-

nical education? H& did go to a technical school for week, but 

be had to stop, since his master was neither willing to give 

him the time off nor the necessary 5 Cedis a month. Attah 

could not pay that amount on his own. 

Attah, in spite of all this, was still hopeful that some 

day he would start his own business. The minimum capital for 

such a business would be 490 Cedis. Once he finished his 

contract, he would, of course, start buying a set of tools 

which cost about 40 Cedis. That would enable him to be at 

least a 

repairing 

junior 

jobs 

partner with another master or get sma1i car-

here and there. Hard work and sweatshop 
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suffering would ultimately enable him to become a 

master/entrepreneur • 

In many ways, Attah 1 s conditions were reminiscent of the 

sweatshop conditions of the early Industrial Revolution in 

Europe, and yet he was not atypical in regard to his conditions 

of work and exploitation by his master and landlord. Nor was 

he an exceptional case in that, in spite of all the odds 

against him, he seemed determined to achieve bis goal of 

starting his own enterprise, or finding some regular wage 

employment. 
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As noted earlier, a majority of the masters receive their 

training from another master in the informal sector. This 

suggests that the apprenticeship system in Ghana is self-

sustaining: one master trains apprentices, who in turn become 

masters themselves. 

At the same time, it should be stressed that, without 

inflow of a sufficiently large 

could 

number of masters from the 

formal sector, one expect little technological 

improvement in the informal sector. It is also true that, 

without attracting easily trainable apprentices, the informal .. . .. 
sector could not operate nor maintain its dynamic diffusion 

procP.ss. Whether a master can attract capable apprentices or 

not depends on the quality of training one can expect from him, 

and the latter varies considerably according to whether he was 

trained in the formal sector or in the infoimal sector. 

In this section, therefore, let us examine the sources of 

supply of highly trained masters for the informal sector. 

In Ghana, there are a number of technical training 

institutes: the state-run polytechnics at the very top, 

followed by other institutes which were often established 

originally as a joint-venture of the Ghanaian Government and 

foreign contributors, such as the Accra Technical Training 

Centre, the Ghanaian-German Technical Institute, and the 
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Opportunity Industrialisation Centre. However, only 5 per cent 

of the masters and 2 per cent of the apprentices in our sample 

had been to such a technical school. Their main courses are 

used almost exclusively by formal sector firms and workers, for 

s~veral reasons: even vhen the fee is lov, as is the case with 

the state-run institutes j3 Cedis per term), it is still too 

much for informal sector firms dnd workers, if board and 

lodging are taken into account. second, as we said earlier, 

mast~rs and apprentices in the informal s~ctor very rarely nave 

~ducation beyonn the middle-school level, while tnos€ technical 

institutes usually require secondary school 

qualification of an applicant. Moreover, 

education as 

the content 

a 

of 

training in those institutes is often unsuit4ble to the 

informal sector. Lack ot official or private sponsorship for 

po~ential applicants from this sector is anotber important 

obstacle. 

Soma of those ill.stitutes, as v~ll as some others, 

however, also offer courses which have been utilised by at 

laas~ sowe firms and worKers in the informal sector. 

To thEfse users, short.-ter111 courses and on-the-job 

consultancy services seem to be much more useful than those 

institutes• ordinary longer-term programmes. The most popular 

are Accra Technical Centre's Exten~ion Project, National 

Vocational Training !nstitute•s special trai~ing courses, and 

19 
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the consultancy service of the Technology consultancy Centre of 

the University of Kumasi. 

The first of the three is a sort of innovation. A 

train~r/consultant of the Centre, initially a Canadian by the 

name of Kevin Oavis,1 goes from one establishmP.nt to another 

·giving crash on-the-job training dnd consultancy to the master 

and apprentices. By 1975 Hr. Davis had visited over 90 

workshops, involving nearly 140 masters and 500 apprentic~s. 

His is a 24-hour course in auto-repairing, using very simple 

tools and devices, such as testing meters, electric welders, 

generators and voltage regulators for demonstration. · 

The National Vocational Training Institute (NVTI) was set 

up as a joint Ghanaian-ILO project. Some of its activities are 

of particular interest to us. For example,. it provides crash 

courses to the Wdyside titters (mostly apprentices). By the 

time of our investigation, the !nstitute•s nranch in Kumasi had 

trained more than 500 people in tnat area alone. The courses 

are given in welding, straigh.tening, engine mechanics, 

electrical works and spraying, ~ostly for th~ auto-repair 

business. The course~ last for 6 or 12 weeks nnder the 

guidance of 6 instructors vho have had good formal ~ducation in 

engineering either at home or abroad, and practical experienca 

with big firms, such as R.T. Briscoe, for an average of four 

1 He vas lat~r transferred to Kumasi where he has r~cently 
established a s~cond Canadian technical centre. 
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years. The courses ·consist of theory (25 per cent) and 

practice (75 per cent). Since the maximum intake is 

approximately 70 students and the minimum requirement only the 

middle-school certificate, it is not difficult to understand 

that there is a long waiting list of applicants. Yet, the 

Institute•s courses are not free of problems: although they 

are designed to get local masters to send their apprentices,· 

masters in the neighbourhood seem reluctant to do so. They 

fear that their apprentices will become too sophisticated for 

them, and thus, sooner or later, look for employment elsewhere 

to get promotion and higher wages. Another problem is that the 

Institute•s ~quipment is mostly up-to-date and unsuitable for 

the training of vorkArs in the informal sector. The fact that 

the trainees hdve had only middle-school education also makes 

it difficult to teach them theories that are essential in 

understanding the latest machinery. One may be able to argue 

that new machin~s are essential in tlle technological 

improvement of this sector and that, therefore, it would be 

more logical to have both modern and older machines. In spite 

of all tllese shortcomings, these courses may be considered to 

be a bold step in the riyht direction. 

NVTI also trains masters on a consultancy basis. Unlike 

the ATTC method discussed above, they do not go out tut vait 

for masters to come with their problems. Therefore, the number 

of beneficiaries of this programme has not been as large as 

that of the apprentice training programme • 
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NVTI also trains workers in other industries, such as 

non-auto electrical and metal industries. This is mainly in-

plant consultancy service at those plants which ask for their 

service. Due to communication problems, this s~rvice is used 

mostly bt larger establishments, and thus it does not reach the 

informal sector to any great extent. 

NVTI also trains instructors for various industries 

across the nation in training techniques, human relations and 

allied subjects. The number of such trainees bad reached 

nearly 1,000 by the time ~f wriii~g th~s report. 

Perhaps·~f great importance to the future of the informal 

metal sector is th.e technical standardisation functioL which 

has o~en ~iven to NVTI. It has set up a trade ~esting and 

trade certification department that att.empts to enforce 

national minimum standards of technical qualifications for 

re~istration and working conditions. While the trade 

examination certificate is useful to the apprentices especially 

in their search for wage employment in the modern sector, the 

imposition of minimum working conditions and other standards 

pos~s a serious threat to th~ indep~ndent-minded informal 

sector masters and is likely to me6t their resistance for some 

time to come. 

Th~ Technology Consultancy Centre of the University of 

sciencP. and Technology in Kumasi has been set up to help 

develop small-scale industries by encouraging the use of local 

;:;_,__ ______________________ _ 
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raw materials and skills to produce new products and by 

improving manufacturing techniques through the "means of inter-

mediate or appropriate technology". The Centre, which 

commenced operation in 1973 is financed mainly by Barclays 

Bank, the International Development Fund and the Rockefeller 

Brothers Fund. The Centre's following programmes are of 

particular interest to our study: 

RY.I~1--~!~£!.2~i~_work§b2E= This programme is intended 

to build up the inndvative capacity of local rural blacksmiths, 

who have been producing hoes, cutlasses and other agricultural 

implements for some time, by making them familiar with new 

techniqu.es and equipment. If the ·11rogramme in Accra succeeds, 

it will be duplicated elsewhere in Ghana. 

9rdinary consultancy service intended to help small businesses 

to solve their problems. At the time of our investigation, 

this service was operating mostly outside metal engineering. 

~~~el -~211---frody£1iog __ Qnis: This is a remarkable 

innovation whereby the University produces jointly with the 

Faculty of Engineering of the Technology Consultancy Centre, 

bolts and nuts not only for the University's own use, cut also 

for market in the Kumasi area. 

for private entrepreneurs. 

The operation served as a model 

One of the establishments 

interviewed in the Suame ~agazine had had its craftsmen trained 

~:,,::\, ...................... _,,.,,,,., "''""''· .. .. 
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by the Centre to produce steel bolts and nuts to supply to 

auto-repair shops in the area. 

Similarly, the Centre develops and produces ·various 

products, 

materials: 

using simple technigues and 

e.g. welded metal structures 

locally available 

and enclosures for 

industrial plants, popular metal towel racks and toilet-roll 

holders of the local Teme steel. The hand~operated deep-well 

pump developed by one of the engineers at the University is 

expected to be extremely beneficial to the rural sector. The 

Centre intends to expand these production units in the near. 

future. 

Altogether these efforts by the University must be 

commended highlf • H~re we have an example of a high-level 

research institute which is no longer content to remain 

isolated from the realities of the rural and urban informal 

sector firms, and to produce only 

small modern sector. Although 

engineers 

the amount 

demanded by the 

of diffusion of 

technology from the Consultancy Centre to the informal sector 

ha~ been so far very limited, its objectives seem realistic 

en-ough-Tcfcreat_e_ lll-uch greater impact in the next decade. 

In addition to the above institutes, there are all kinds 

of governmental and semi-governmental units and agencies whose 

pronounced aim is to bridge the gap of the disparities between 

the formal and informal sectors by providing assistance for the 

our investigation revealed, however, that the 
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only agencies that had been making a significant contribution 

to the improvement of technological standards of small 

businesses is the Management Developm?.nt and Productivity 

In~titute (MOP!). 

~DPI is concerned with the informal sector through one of 

its technical assis~~nce wings, the Ghanaian Business Bureau 

(GBB). As its na~e suggests, MDPI is involved in toth the 

entrepren~urial and technical aspects of businesses. In a way, 

it is on~ o~the main consultants to the Government on all 

technical and entrepreneurial matters. One of the broad 

objectives of MDPI is the co-ordination of all agencies 

concerned with industrial development of the small and medium 

sectors through the Bureau. The informal sector firms do not 

~eep books, lack proper accounting and costing, as well as 

marketing techniques, nor do ·they have any idea about the 

modern business organisation 

functional division of labour). 

(e.g. specialisation 

GBB aims to ccrrect some 

and 

of 

these defici~ncies through seminars and intensive courses, 

~hich usually cost 2 Cedis per day and last one to two weeks. 

The problem of these courses is that they tend to require 

education above the level of most masters and apprentices in 

the informal sector, and therefore they are more suitable to 

firms in the "intermediate sector". Nevertheless, if better 

management techniques become embedded in this sector, sooner or 

later they will have impact on the informal sector, too. 
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so far we have talked about the public sector agencies 

and technical institutes. In spite of the diversity of their 

programm~s, they reach the infor~al sector only marginally, as 

already noted. The bulk of the technology transfer to the 

informal sector emanates directly from the formal private 

sector; namely, through the training of ma~ters as 

apprentices. Let us examine how it works in reference to the 

case of r..T. Briscoe. 

has 

This company was originally a Danish subsidiary, which 

been taken over by the Ghanaian Government. With some 400 

workers and the franchise for VW and Mercedes-Benz cars, buses 

and trucks, it is one of the largest companies in Ghana. It 

has an extensive training programme, and dozens of masters in 

th~ informal auto industry in Ghana have had their training at 

this company. 

Its operation started in 19q6. In 1966 Briscoe launched 

a training programme. Each year 16 apprentices out of 80 

candidates are enrolled in a course that lasts up to four 

years. Although originally Briscoe accepted illiterates, 

recently the requirements have stiffened to include an aptitude 

test, and a city and guild certificate. 

Consequently, ~ost of the trainees under this regular 

paid apprenticeship scheme are g~aduates of the polytechnic 

schools. Unlike the earliar apprentices, ·current apprentices 

can read the manuals and thus are quick learners. However, the 

! j 
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main part of the course is practical on-the-job training, and, 

after four years of apprenticeship, the trainees become well-

qualified workers, who normally pass all the relevant internal 

and external tests with ease. 

In addition Briscoe offers five-day intensive courses on 

specific subjects. As many as 500 workers attend each year. 

Some repeat several courses as they are offered free. 

The completion of a training course with a firm like R.T. 

Briscoe makes one virtually employable anywhere in the economy. 

This firm loses, on the average, six of its rP.cently trained 

mechanics each year. (Over-all, Briscoe loses 36 trained 

employees per year.) More than 50 per cent of those leaving 

Briscoe start their own business in the informal sector. 

Another 12 per cent end up with smaller workshops while the 

remaining 33 per cent find their way to other large firms.1 

What is important to us is the fact that those masters 

who have experience of work in the formal sector are more 

dynamic and innovative than those who have finished their 

training in the informal sector. A well-trained fitter from 

these major firms will probably train dozens of other masters 

in his lifetime once he sets up on his own. 

t Information kindly supplied to the author 
Briscoe. The data are related to period 1970-1975. 

by R.T. 
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Technological innovations in the informal sector are 

largely of imitative or adaptive nature, while innovations 

associated with inventions of new machines and new organisation 

of processes are extremely rare becaus~ of the lack of 

technological research abilities. The most common are adaptive 

innovations which are intended to economise or substitute 

expensive or unobtainable inputs; e.g., capital equipment, 

fuels, raw materials and spare parts. Imitation of another 

entrepreneur's practice is so extensive and rapid th~t one 

cannot know who started a particular practice. This is partly 

due to the easy entry to this sector and the simplicity of the 

used technology. It does not follow, however, that innovative 

skills do not vary from entrepreneur to entrepreneur. Indeed, 

they do differ considerably according to their training. 

From table III.l, it appears that the capacity of 

innovation is the greatest among the master/entrepreneurs who 

have experience of work in the formal sector, specially at an 

expatriate firm in the auto industry. Only a small percentage 

of the sample had attended a course of a vocational training 

institute; therefore, it was difficult to establish a definite 

relationship between such experience and performance. As most 

of these institutes• technical assistance is of relatively 

recent origin its effect is likely to increase in the future. 

flow 

These findings suggest that 

is an important mode of 

the intersectoral manpower 

technology transfer, and the 
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Tabl~ III.l: li~lati2n~~ies Qt the maste,•s erevious 
~x2eri~~!2_h!s ee,,o,man£!L.Jl~l respond~D!§l 

Type of previous 
job experience ' of total 

sample 

' of accumu-
lated capital 

' of total 
innovations• 

-----------~---------------------· 
A. Wage or non-wage 

1. Wage paying job 
2. Non-wage job only 

B. Type of employer 

1. Expatriate firm 
2. Government firm 
3. Private Ghanaian 

firm 

c. Travel overseas 

D. 

1. Those who did 
2. Those who did not 

Type of industry where 
training was obtained 

1. Welding 
2. Bolts and nuts 
3. Electronics (auto) 
4. General auto repair 
5. Hoes and cutlasses 
6. Other 

49 
51 

14 
3 

83 

4 
96 

23 
5 
8 

47 
6 

11 

E. Age ~£ firm (the existing 
master/employer) 

1. 1-5 years 
----2. 6-10 years 

3. 11-15 years 
4. 16-20 years 
5. Over 20 years 

54 
22 
10 

6 
8 

64 
36 

~4 
2 

54 

24 
76 

44 
8 
4 

35 
4 
5 

47 
11 
21 
17 

4 

67 
33 

17 
8 

75 

0 
100 

28 
4 
4 

52 
8 
4 

52 
16 
24 

0 
8 

•Total numbers of reported cases of new parts and product 
introduction, and modification of existing machines. 

---------------------------------------------------------------

~·. ·:'· '.~"'?'~~~~:.-\'.':".'-:~.· ·'· f.,+ .. 
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apprenticeship system a .machine for the diffusion of the 

transferred technology within .the informal sector. Imported 

foreign technologies are transferred from the formal sector and 

diffused within the informal sector, by those 

master/entrepreneurs who are trained in the formal sector and 

then use apprentices in the informal sector. 

Sowever, can these masters impart sufficient new 

technologies to their apprentices? The answer is "It depends". 

For one thing, it depends on the industry. In soae industries 

the informal sector has become stagnant and techniques have 

been handed down from one generation to another with no 

perceivable improvement. Most ·of the traditional craft 

industries belong to this category.1 

In the metal engineering industry, however, the force of 

competition is so overwhelming that no master/entrepreneur can 

afford to neglect new technologies. This is particularly true 

in some branches of the auto repair industry as we shall 

examine later. ~or~over, as most branches of the metal 

engineering industry, especially those which are related to the 

automobile, are relatively new in Ghana, present 

master/entrepreneurs are quite likely to have been trained by 

someone who had at least part of his training in the formal 

i Recently, however, largely because of tourists vho value 
traditional crafts a great deal, there has been new blood 
injected to these traditional crafts through some technical and 
vocational training. 
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sector. Indeed, after the Second World War many people were 

trained by foreign firms such as R.T. Briscoe, Leventis, United 

Africa Co., and Union Trading Co., and later became independent 

master/entrepreneurs in the informal sector. 

However, only 15 per cent of our masters had their 

training at foreign subsidiaries or state-run factories, and 

another 10 per cent at small Ghanaian firms which may or may 

not have been in the formal sector (table II.7). ~oreover, the 

flow is not one-sided. Close to one third of the technical 

labour force of the formal sector firms had some training in 

the informal sector.1 

Our over-all impression is that the inflow of well-

trained masters from the formal sector is not sufficient. 

t However, if the current stagnation of the Ghanaian 
economy prolongs the chance of finding formal sector employment 
even for those vbo have completed such apprenticeship will 
continue to decrease. 
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Capital is an essential cat~lyst through which technology 

is transferred: inflow of capital from the formal sector 

enables irrformal sec~or firms to purchase machines and tools 

that they n~ed. The most important element here is the capital 

accumulation ~Y those who have just completed their 

apprenticeship and who are st~rting a new enterprise. Such 

capital may be either saved within the informal sector or 

imported frow the formal sector. 

Within the intormal sector there are several kinds of 

payments, besid~ those related to the transaction of the 

products. Masters pay apprentices small amounts of money (lo 

to 40 pesewas1 per di€m) to buy lunch, and pay wages to a small 

portion of their labour.torce (below lo per cent of our sample 

firms' laoour force). Subcontracting of work among firms is 

obseLvable, but rare outside the Kumasi Magazine, where a huge 

concentLation of petty metal engineering workshops exists. 

Fven in this Magazine, monetary exchange is related mainly to 

th~ supply of parts or raw ma~erials only, and its amount is 

very modest (ct. Appendix). In all, the interviewed masters 

reported that approximately 4 per cent of their sales was 

connected vith subcontracting. Thus, the most important 

paym~nt is the apprentices• fees to their masters. As already 

1 ~ pesewa is l/lOOth of a 
slightly less than US$0.0l in 1975. 

Cedi and officially worth 
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mentioned, this usually constitutes a very significant portion 

of master/entrepreneurs• initial capital • 

A good portion of this cash flow actually originates in 

the formal sector, as at least part of the money paid to the 

masters has been earned by their relatives, or by the 

apprentices-to-be who take_ up part-time or other temporary 

employment in the formal sector. How important is this type of 

financing to the starting masters? By eliminating the ten 

largest firms from the sample, we obt~in an average initial 

capital of approximately 563 Cedis. Since the average total 

initial payment of the apprentices to these firms amounted to 

approximately 137 Cedis, nearly a quarter o~ the 

master/entrepreneur's initial capital was financed with the 

apprentices• fees. As the firm's capitalisation gets larger, 

the relative importance of this source of funds declines. For 

most of the informal sector firms, however, the ability to 

secure a sufficient number of apprentices is a key. factor in 

their initial capital financing. 

Another intersectoral monetary flow pertains to the 

savings made by masters themselves while working in the formal 

sector. Sixty-six per cent of the respondents claimed that the 

principal source of their initial capital was their own 

savings, which amour.ted to 768 Cedis on an average of our 

respondents. Twenty-eight per cent obtained their initial 

capital from relatives; whereas only 6 per cent resorted to 

;,,i"',\~',f'Ml"l:"\)··.-;~=~--,..,,.,..-=~~~~"'-"·.~.___,,~--~.•--·-· •..• 
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external borrowing. We were not able to differentiate the 

sources of the relatives• contributions and the borrowings as 

to their sectoral origins. It seems probable, however, that 

the borrowings were obtained fro• the unorganised market, as 

informal sector enterprises are virtually excluded from the 

organised bank loans. With the ratt:! of interest in the 

informal sector well above 50 per cent per annum, it is not 

surprising that the starting entrepreneur would avoid that type 

of borrowing which could be immensely burdensome to his 

ent.erprise. 

Since the initiation of their enterprises, our sample 

mast?.r/~ntrepreneurs had accumulated an average of 575~5 Cedis 

per firm.1 Where do such savings come from? These 

master/entr&preneurs• cost accounts do not show much 

opportunity for additional capital format.ion (table IV.l). 

The information summarised in the table may be double-

checked by rephrasing the question in terms of savings. The 

masters were more willing to give figures on savings than on 

profits. on an average, 184 masters saved 29.60 Ced is per 

month in 1974-75. 

~!together unlikely 

partly due to their obligations 

consequent high dependency ratio. 

1 w~ could not obtain data 
among the master/entrepreneurs. 

on 

to the extended family and 

possible negative savings 
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Igble I!i1: Qyr sam~1i~.2Alan~~-sheet 1116 masterL 
~~.fill£~I§l_jmonthlI a!~•sg~ in 1974-7~1 

Ced is 

l. Sale~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 343.24 

2. Total operational cost ••••••••••••••••••• 309.93 

Wage payment ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 42.97 

Cash payments to apprentices ••••••••••• 4.91 

Cost of material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209.77 

Cost of fuel •••.•••.•.••••••••••••••... 13.25 

Cost of electricity •••••••••••••••••••• 13.81 

Cost of rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.22 

1-2. Gross income •••••.•••••••.•••.•••..•••• 33.31 

~~----------------------------------~~~~~--~~~--~~--~-
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That their savings are only slightly less than gross 

incom~ in table IV.l may be explained by the inaccurate 

reporting of cost~ and the confusion of costs of living with 

business expenses, particularly in regard to rent, electricity, 

and, in some cases, the cash payments to apprentices. ~ost of 

the businesses did not keep books and distinguish the business 

expenses from living expenditure. 

Unfortunately, we could not distinguish transactions 

within the informal SP.Ctor from transactions with the formal 

sector. However, we gained an impression that, on an average, 

nearly 80 per cent of our master/P.ntrepreneurs• business was 

with automobile-owners in the formal sector. This is some~hing 

to be expected, as th~ use of vehicles is still not so 

ex~ensive in the informal sector. 

Part of their savings may, of course, originate from 

sources other than the one under investigation, e.g. farming, 

renter's income, and transport. Only ten master/entrepreneurs 

admitted that they had such additior.al sources of income. 

Our deduction from the above analysis is that these firms 

maKe very little profit and their rate of capital accumulation 

is extremely low.1 Consequently, most of the 

mast~r/entrepreneurs are obliged to be content with outdated 

obsolete technologies. 

1 Indeed, OLly 6 per cent of the masters had borrowed part 
their initial capital, but 26 per cent currently owed money 

someone else. LJ ~; 
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However, their financial limitations are even more 

pronounced in regard to working capita1.1 The average amount of 

working capital available to our sample firms was only 327 

Cedis (of which 182 Cedis was in materials), or one fifth of 

the value of their fixed capital. One may wonder how the 

maste~s in the auto-repair business, which is largely 

servicing, can operate with so little working ·capital, 

especially when one thinks of the high cost of financing within 

the informal sector and the inaccessibility of informal sector 

firms to the formal sector financial institutions. 

Some credit can be obtained from material dealers in the 

informal sector, but these master/entrepreneurs• survival and 

operation are made possible essentially by their customers. 

Usually, a master in the informal sector can work with very 

little working capital, because his customers pay cash in 

advance to help him to buy the raw materials and intermediate 

goods which are required for the work. Both parties benefit 

from this arrangement: it solves the master's fin~ncial problem 

and, at the same time, reduces the customer's expenses to a 

level considerably lower than what is charged by the workshops 

in the formal sector, as labour cost in the informal sector is 

about 40 per cent of that in the formal sector. 

i In the less-mechanised service sector there may be 
greater requirement for working capital in relation to fixed 
capital than in the more mechanised ones (see A.S. Bhalla and 
J. Gaude, org2ni§atio!l.&.__5'Qnsu~~time ~~cpnology __ in 
§~£!2 1 Geneva: ILO Working Paper, No. 18, July 1975, p. 
21) • 

~~::::..·~~~·:.;:yvr~~~r:~::~~~~~0.-:--:t~~-:r-::""<~~~t t• . _ · 
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All the same, such dependence on the customer has severe 

limitations. Masters cannot stock raw materials to hedge 

against really serious shortag~s which do occur occasionally. 

~oreov~r, to talented and ingenious masters, shortage of 

worKing capital is a serious constraint to expansion ot their 

business: indeed, 78 per cent of 'our sample firms mentioned 

lack of capital or credit as a cor.straint to the expansion of 

their business, while the second lar9est problem was lack of 

raw materials, spare parts and machinery. Thus, financial 

proble~s are the most serious in the informal sector and they 

cend to p~rp~tuate the hand-to-mouth existence that has become 

chdracteristic of this sector. 

The Jffic~ · of Business Promotion, which is currently 

call~d "The Indigenous Oevelo~ment Commission", provides small 

businesses with loans .of from 200 Cedis at the bottom to a 

maximum of 2,000 Cedis. One of the main difficulties about 

T.his programme is the requir~m~nt of two guarantors, which is 

very difficult for an ex-apprentice to meet. Since this Bureau 

is still at the organisational stage, ther€ is no judging its 

effectivene5s ar.i its record at this tim~. 
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v • 12l!IPMEl!!_IN THE IJPORMAL SECTOR 

Technology is often embodied in machines and tools, and 

the extent of technological diffusion, therefore, partly 

depends on their spread. 

There are no specialised machinery salesmen in the 

informal sector. ihen a master wants to acquire the machine 

which be knows, he either buys it or orders it from the 

technical departments of such firms as Ghana National T~ading 

Corporation (GNTC) and Union Trading Corporation (UTC). If he 

were to buy it second hand, he would typically buy it from 

another establishment in the informal sector or at an auction 

held by a government workshop. So far as our sample 

master/entr~preneurs are concerned, they obtain information 

about aachines from catalogues (18 per cent), other mechanics 

and entrepreneurs (18 per cent), travelling (17 per cent) and 

other sources (15 per cent). aut the most important channel of 

such information vas employment in a formal sector firm (33 per 

cent} • 

I.n previ.ousseai-ons we a-l:±aded that, a-lthaugh--there are 

some highly reputable masters who attract clientele from the 

formal sector and even from outside the country, with their 

technical efficiency and ingenuity, the average standard of 

informal sector firms is very low. Similar remarks can be made 

in regard to the quality of machines, the amount of fixed 

~::, •:, ... '.·-~,~~:~:?F;'.~:'?,;}~'.'.':.;'~~'.~~-~-~:-· ~~.~~~~'""'t;'¥""•K~,Yf"-.-? ... ~ .f""',; ...... ,., .. -. ~~-':.fi.....,--,_,....,.,...,.,..,,....._ .,..T..,.'-. • -, , -~. ,_.,"-r-·:--: ·;---:n_:;:::--•.,.- -~ .-. - - - .... - ... ------c --.,-,, '"""•"11""''-IR---. ·, .. ~;-:~1111 
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All industries Auto Welding 
spraying 

Bolts and 
nuts 

General 
repair 

-------------------------------· ·--------~-----------------------------------
No. of establishments 150 6 10 2 105 

I of sa11ple 47 4 6.7 1.3 70 

No. of machines: 317 36 96 13 82 

Elec~ric 149 12 51 5 30 

Diesel 19 12 9 1 2 

"ean age of machines 
(years) 6.2 3.5 6.2 5.2 5.9 

% secondhand 25 33.3 13.5 23 25 

Fixed K per firm c 685 c 2 600 c 4 263 c 2 304 c 190 

No. of power-driven 
machines per f ir11 1.12 2 6 3 .3 

Output per firm (per 
month) c 275 c 400 c 1 427 c 1 335 c 160 

No. of workers per firm 
(including apprentices) 7.39 4 9 3.6 8.2 

Capital per unit of output ~.49 6.5 2 .. 98 L72 1.18 

c 

c 

Auto Cutlasses, 
elec. hoes, etc. 

8 11 

5.3 7.3 

19 36 

19 l 

13 0 

0 11.1 

31 .14 

589 c 191 

4 0.9 

180 c 56 

6.5 5.1 

3 .. 27 3.41 

,_n 
1-J 
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capital and the nuaber of power-driven machines 

considerably among trades and also among firms. For instance, 

while 26 per cent of the sample (39 firms) had invested over 

l,OOO Cedis in tools· and machinery, some 40 per cent (60 firms) 

had ·inv~sted less than 300 Cedis. While firms in general auto 

repairs and simple metal forging (cutlasses, hoes, etc.) used 

mainly hand tools, others in auto-spraying, welding and in 

bolts and r.uts used electric cutting, welding lathes, drilling 

and grinding machines. Within the informal sector, adoption 

and diffusion of new equipment is the most active among the 

auto-related firms, especially those in the welding/body 

building, auto-spraying and bolts and nuts manufacturing. 

appears that th~re is a functional relationship 

between the rate of technology adaption and diffusion on the 

one hand and the rate of growth of demand for the products and 

services on the other. In addition, competition within the 

informal s..:ctor and between the formal and informal sectors 

s@~ms to have an important influence here: competition induces 

tbe inrormal sector firms to improve their capacity (in terms 

of machines, knowhow and manpower) so as to offer better 

product$ and services. 

Market conditions have been favourable to the informal 

aut.o-repair industry. Since the end of the 1960s, a 

considerable number of second-hand cars have been imported, and 

this has given rise to a sizeable market for the industry, as, 

~,;~J-~7l\g·§': ·:~: ~::t~-li''i~2t': • ;_";7'.'' c1 · .'!\ly.ft·~,:'.'.·"W f · ' · 
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by and large, the formal sector specialises in nev cars, and 

the informal sector in second-hand cars. Koreover, the 

shortage of imported parts and the high cost of services in the 

f oraal sector induce many a car owner in this sector to turn to 

informal sector repairers, vho are often aore ingenious in 

procuring spare parts, e.g. by cann~balising old cars, using at 

times allegedly stolen parts, hoarding and even manufacturing 

their ovn parts. 

such -ability combined vith the lov costs of labour and 

ovdrhedds often give informal sector masters a good competitive 

edg~. The relatively lov barrier of entry, however, invites 

more competitors. Many of the entrants are but novices of 

questionable performance and quality, with low standards of 

training and inadequate euqipment. It takes them quite a while 

to establish a good reputation, and obviously many never attain 

it. 

Conditions vary, however, among different trades within 

the metal engineering industry, as will be shown below. 

Competition with the formal 

sector is intensive, largely in terms of cost. The preparation 

of a vehicle for painting is highly labour-intensive work. It 

aay take a day or two to straighten all dents, remove all 

stains, and immaculately polish the surface with pre-paint 

fluids. In these operations a skillful master in the informal 

sector has a clear cost advantage over formal sector workshops 
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which have to pay minimum wages set by the Government, as many 

informal sector mast<ers use equipment similar to that which 

prevails in the formal sector, ~. g • band-held, diesel-driven 

polishing and spraying machines. What differentiates the two 

sectors most is the drying te:chniquesw The formal sector uses 

highly capital and ~uergy intensive electric ovens, while: the 

best informal sector masters would dry by +he sun and then 

place the vehicle in a tightly clos~d chamber for a day or two 

to k.eep it from dirt. The: author bas personally used a 

repu'ta.ble mastf>r on 

finish was almost as 

thrE:t:l 

good 

occasions 

as that 

and the quality of his 

of the formal sector, 

alt.hough thP. cost (30 Cedis for a Datsun 12CO in 1973) was less 

than a quarter of that charged in the formal sector. 

Compe'tition within the informal sector is limited by the large 

amount of initial cost and the high standards of skills that 

are required for ~ntry into this trade. 

Again, this is one of 

the most dynamic of th~ ir.tormal sector mP.tal trades. Aside 

from wiuer use of hammers, hand (instead of electric) drills, 

arid se~ond-hand machines, thrre: is no grF-at difference b~tween 

the technologies in tbP informal sector and those in the formal 

sector (@xc@ptions are auto assemblies) , roth using power-

driven machin1::s liitt! cxy-acetylene cutters and welde:ts, 

drilling, grinding and sanding machines. in the case of 

auto-spraying, the decisive. factor for a master's succ~ss is 

thP. adaptiv~ abilities. when materials are short in supply, a 

t'i· 1 
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skilled welder can r~condition scrap metal and broken-down auto 

bodies into car parts, metal furniture and other products. 

Although this industry is capital intensive by the informal 

sector standard, ·it is also very labour intensive and skill 

intensive. Therefore, a skilled master can compete very well 

not only within the informal sector, but with the formal 

sector.· 

this 

Recently, active demand has made the informal 

industry highly dynamic. Huge demand for 

sector of 

bodies of 

lorries and buses originates from among informal sector 

transporters vho import only chassis. ~ore importantly, when 

the formal sector cannot obtain parts for damaged cars, this 

sector fixes them with parts made out of scrap mstal. Some 

subcontracting from ·the formal sector occurs from time to time. 

Lately this trade has been diversifying its operation into 

metal furniture (again in response to unfulfilled demand 

stemming from prohibitive cost of imports). 

Bolts sng_~Y!§• This is another technologically dynamic 

·trade responding to active d~mand. Encouraged by the 

feasibility demonstration by th& University of Kumasi's 

technical consulting unit, masters have started forging out or 

reconditioning bolts and nuts and other metal parts either 

unobtainable or too expensive in the formal sector, using 

grinders, lathes and drilling machines. The huge demand comes 

from largely, but not exclusively, informal sector auto 
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in suame ~agazine in 

have begun to come 

Kumasi. Lately, formal 

for parts unavailable 
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· · VI. ~1.!!filfil! 

We have seen that the informal sector of the metal 

engineering industry in Ghana has been responding to market 

conditions, and displaying a certain_ degree of innovative and 

addptive abilities. It trains a fair number of youths as 

apprentices, who vould otherwise add to social problems, being 

deprivad of opportuniti~s for further education and employment. 

According to our findings, some of tho informal sector's 

trained apprentices (about one quarter) do eventually end up as 

wage earners either in ~he formal or in the informal sector, 

and about 40 p~r c~nt as masters/gntrepreneurs in the informal 

sector. Thest informal sector firms work with very little 

capital, using a labour fo~ce that consists largely of 

apprentices and mat~rials that are mainly scrap metal ar.d parts 

of broken-down cars. 

Obviously the s~ctor makes important con~ributions to the 

economy: 

(1) · 1· . I uti isation of otherwise idlE human rE-sources 

(apprentices) and materials (scrap); 

(2) diffusion of technologi~s and skills at very low costs 

through ~he masters; 

(3) satisfaction of dP.mand for low-cost produc~s and servicP.s 

that might not be available otherwise. 

~'"~._ _______________ _ 
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Against these positive elements, the sector has some 

negativ~ aspects, too. ~xcept for a f~w trades like spraying 

and body-making, the sector is largely using second-best 

t~chniques and obsolete technologies. For the most part, its 

st~ndards are extremely low, especially with regard to 

marketing organisation, accounting and financing. Furthermore, 

as the case of Attah illustrates, apprentices' cor.ditions of 

work are sometimes reminiscent of the worst days of the 

Industrial Fevolution in Europ~. Also, in many cases, the 

sector's operation borders on unlawful activities (e.g. theft 

of parts, tax evasion, etc.). The question is how to aid this 

sector at a low cost to the economy. 

w~ discu5sed in section III technical assitance provided 

by various institutes, e.g. the National Productivity 

Institute. Unfortunately, most of their programmes appear to 

be intended for the small-scale fo~mal (or what might be called 

int~rmediate) s~ctor. They do not reach the informal sector 

because of language and other communication barriers, 

require~ents of higher level ~ducation, and fees that ordinary 

informdl sector masters cannot pay. Moreover, there is a 

mutudl suspicion between thes~ masters and gover~ment agencies, 

resulting trom evasion of tax~s, and non-conformity to labour 

standards and laws. ~aster/entr~preneurs obviously fear that, 

if enforced ~ffectiv~ly, such standards and laws would wipe out 

the informal industrial sector almost completely. The 

Government does recognise the positive role of the ir,forma 1 

~~~~~:33~Vi::~~t~it:~~;:~~~~:}\?.~~:; ~~~~ ~ ~f·~ '.:,~~~~?~~~~-. ~~r,~·. 
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sector ~articularlf ~ith resp~ct to the youth unemploym~nt 

problem and therefore has been cautious in implementing 

existing laws. We, too, are inclined to advocate continued 

caution in this regard: such laws should be introduced 
• gradually and pr~terably at later stages, as far as the 

informal sector is concerned. 

What thP. public sector institutes could do, in the 

m~~ntim~, is to raise the productivity of the informal sector, 

e.g. by increasing its input a~d output linkages with the 

formal sector. We discussP.d earlier thE demand-induced 

~~chLolo9ical changes in the informal sector. Er.courage men t 

should b~ mdd~ to induc~ the forIDal sector to subcontract,' on 

a much more sut.stantial seal~, labour-intensive. wor.k. ·such as 

strai~ht~uing, welaing and body building, to this sector. Such 

8f for~s for expansion of dema~d will have to Le accompaniEd by 

im~rovem~nts on the supply sid~: P.g. increase in the supply 

of raw materials and parts (~he import of which should not be 

monopolised by formal sector firms), and leasing appropriate 

machines and tools at reaso~ahle costs. In section IV we 

discusse~ financial problems especially with respect to working 

capital. Th~re is an obvious ~ead for small loan schemes. 

These tasks ~ight be best handled by producers• co-

operative associations, similar to the Suame Magazine Co-

1 See, for instance, s. Watanabe, "Befl~ctions on current 
policies for promoti~g small e~t~rprisea and subcontracting", 
In1~r.natigngl_bg~Q.!!£_E~vi~~, vol. 110, No. 5, Nov. 1974. 
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operative Association. This would be, however, a challenging 

task, as the small enterprises• co-operative movement in Ghana, 

I ~ 

be it in urban or rural areas, has been regarded mistrustfully 
l . and frequently associated with "embezzlement" and "diversion" 
·~ ,. of funds. It is also obvious that such a co-operative would 

I 
have to receive initially various technical assistance. 

What is most important is, however, training. Quality-

I wise, training at formal sector firms like R.T. Briscoe, Union 

I Trading, etc., is obviously the best. Costs, however, are 

high. The average cost per student for R.T. Briscoe amounted 

I to 2.50 Cedis per day, and 750 Cedis on an annual basis. One 

solution to this problem would be to initially subsidise the 

I cost of training by such firms through tax rebates. Cost wise, 

I 
therefore, the informal sector apprenticeship combined with 

Kevin Davis tyne of on-the-job traininq (cf. section V) seems 

I to be the most expedient approach. This, together with 

continued expansion of the vocational training institutes, 

I could perhaps improve the informal sector's technological 

standards at minimum costs. 

I 
j ~hat we are proposing is a general modification of the 

I "' ---------- ----------
traditional system. The aim is to improve it from the inside, 

without destroying it. Por instance, recent requirement that 

I no vehicles older than three years could be imported into the 

country may be detrimental to the auto-repairing industry of 

the informal sector, in that the bulk of their repair work is 



.. 

done on older cars. Another governmental int~rference that 

could decrease the operational effectiveness of this sector is 

the introduction of legislation which requires all the masters 

e.g. to pay certain minimum allowances to their apprentices.1 

sucb in~titutional cha~ges should not be imposed prematurely, 

as these would only tend to aggravate the unemployment problem 

ex~s~ing in the country. It is best I 
to aim to modify the 

systtm from within by improving its performance and thus its 

profitability. lf that is achieved, then, th~ sector would b~ 

more ready for its shar~ in taxes and wa3es in vroportion to 

it~ ~arniny p~w~r. 

t King is also concerned about this problem in 
context (cf. K. King, "Skill acquisition in 
s3ctor of an ~trican economy: The Kenya case", 
Q~~£12£~fn!_~i~£i~§, 1969, p~. 112-114). 

the Kenyan 
the informal 
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A,ependix 

SUAME MAGAZINE 

The area is about one mile long and 300 yards wide. 

Although it was originally intended to have 500 plots, a survey 

by the University of Kumasi in 19711 discovered 1,085 estab-

lishments, where 1,615 masters and junior masters worked with 

3,870 apprentices. 

Apart from a few single-level shops, temporary sheds and 

makeshift structures, the bulk of activities are carried out in 

open air with very· few facilities to support them. For 

instance, there is virtually no permanent drainage system, only 

eight standing pipes, eight public latrines and very little 

electricity to serve the entire area. Access roads are, 

moreover, scarce. 

Out of 108 sample establishments, one-third had less than 

125 square feet of covered workspace, and only 17 per cent over 

500 square feet. Only 29 per cent of the establishments were 

using electricity and only 6 per cent obtained water directly 

from a tap. The others had to have someone carry their water. 

Fifteen per cent of the firms had partners. Seventy-

seven per cent of the mast~rs were self-employed and the rest 

i University of Kumasi: "Social and economic survey of 
Suame Magazine" (Kumasi, 1971) unpublished mimeo. document. 
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had at least another master working at their shop. Sixty-five 

per cent of the establishments worked six days a week (ten or 

more hours a day) while 35 per cent worked similar hours seven 

days a week. 'It must be noted, however, that frequently there 

was hot much work to do, and so workers were sometimes kept 

idle or simply sent for parts or on errands. Many of the 

conditions regarding masters and apprentices cited elsewhere in 

our paper prevailed at Suame. 

People come to establish their business here for a number 

of reasons. The low cost of the plots and various facilities 

provided by city authorities are among the most important 

reasons. so are social and economic externalities: there is 

considerable l1orizontal and vertical input-output linkages, as 

well as co-operative association and flow of trained persons, 

among the establishments. For instance, a majority of the 

ma~ters/propri~~ors (98 per cent) in the survey belonged to the 

suame Mechanical Association, which takes care of, e.g. 

disputes among the members and members• funerals, and takes 

common grievances to the City Council (Kumasi•s governing 

body) • Grievances are numerous: overcrowding of the Magazine, 

lack of facilities, spare parts, raw materials, tools and 

machines, as well as their high costs. 

Some inter-relationships and complementaries of the 

establishments can be seen from the following table shoving the 

"mix" of the firms. George Aryee•s study, which was mainly 

----~------

',L· r''' .:: .. ~ . , ... -~-----~----~....--H ... <Ai,..,,4!€1-#SO .... ,.,~ .. ,...,. .. "'"""" .,..,lli(,.,,.0{<~;~-:7"'~-r"~~::;-~~'!.,....,----:"' ~~-·~ .,...,......,,...,,.....,...., •. -.,····-···•--?-·~..-. 
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concerned with the informal sector of Kumasi and notably its 

magazine section, found considerable backward and forward 

-. linkages among his firms. In regard to 20 metal workicg firms, 

~A 49 per cent of the intermediate inputs were purchased from 

I 
I I 
I 
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other firm~, but only 9 per cent from the formal sector.1 

suame is a microcosm of the informal sectors• plight, but 

the rising machin~ shops, the innovators such as ·Mohammed and 

thP. ability of Suame•s shops to repair cars that are not 

r~pairable elsewhere in Ghana, to manufacture some of its own 

$pare parts, to train many very sKilled apprentices at low cost 

ar: encouraging developments, but these are not tne average 

tirms. The majority of firms require intensive· assistar.ce in 

t&chr.ical, managerial, marketing skills and, in the case of 

mar.ufacturers of parts, the capacity to expand output with 

reliaole delivery and at a standardiseQ quality of output. 

Only then car. the formal sector turn to suame for expanded 

business. 

t George Aryee, "Small-scale manufacturing activities: A 
study of the in~er-relationships between the formal and the 
informal sectors in Kumasi, Ghana", ~orking Paper (ILO, Geneva, 
1977), pp. 52 and 56. 
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The s~a~dard of living of people who work and live in the 

"info:::;;,al sector" could and should be illlproved in many ways. 

Unde= a WEP project entitled "Technological linkages between 

formal and informal sectors", it is proposed to consider this 

question in relation to manufacturing industries. For the last 

f e'i decad.es / efforts have been ~ade in many developing 

countries to promote s:aall enterprises, with a vie~ to creating 

e:D.ploy:aent and in-so.;acs-;~ l?r..o.gress in this do.nain, ho11ever, has 
~-·-:-- -- --·--· ·- -

been, gore often than not, disappointing. 

The pro~otional sche~es for these enterprises have been 

conceived irid i~plementerindependently of policies for larger 

differen~ aspects such as ~ar~eting, 't:::::aining 

and technical guidance, oi sDall enterprises have been dealt 

to a 

th&· technological improvement of s~all en~erprises 
: •t. . - - ...., 

de?ends on the ~echnolcgy a~d skill transfer from larger fir2s, 

and on the diffusion of transferred technologies and skills 

;..ri-c.hin the small sect.or. Esually there are possibili~ies of 

technological improvements from wi~hin t.he infor~al sec~or. 

Al~hough co-ope=ation bet.veen the sectors in 

:ias .. -b°;BJl. __ attr_c..c-tiug increasing at"tention a:Jong 

~a7elcp~ent plan~ers, ths tecinological linkages t.ech2olog7 

be-r.ter -.:cols c.r.d ~aC;hinery, tl:.e 

under a subcontracting arra~ga~ent, etc. - have baen al3ost 

'2:-27.Sl-2TC: 3 
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totally neglected until recently. The project on technological 

linkages is an attempt to reduce this information gap. 

Under this project, it is intended to undertake a series 

of country studies to examine the current extent of inter-

sectoral technological linkages, to identify factors promoting 

or impeding the development of such links, and to assess the 

positive and negative aspects of inter-sectoral technology 

transfers within an economy. 

A number of case studies are already underway: on 

agricultural machinery and other industries in the People's 

Republic of China; metal engineering in Kanpur District in 

India; auto-parts ~anufacturing in the Philippines; textiles in 

Egypt; auto-repair in 

envisaged in Latin 

Accra (Ghana). Additional studies are 

America. Although each study ~ill be 

c~~ducted following a co~rnon frame~ork, special attention will 

be paid to certain aspects specific to individual countries and 

=egicns. For example, the E~7?tian study ~ill examine #hether 

there are distinguishing features a~ong the public and t~e 

?rivate sectors of the same industry. 

The present paper is the first in the series of studies 

under the project. While exploring the current state of 

knowledge on related subjects by means of a review Of 

literature, it aims at providing an orientation for the 

subse~uent country studies. 

perspective to the development of inter-sec~o=al linkage vith 

special referBnce to the Japanese ex?erience. 

A.S. Bhalla 

E-276!-2TC:8 
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For the preparation of this study, 3any people and 

~ils~itutes co-operated. The following organisations in Japa~ 

provided ?articularly generous suppor~: Chu-sh3 Kigyo ~ei-ei 

Kecky6-jo of Osa~a Keizai Daigaku (the Institute of Small 

Business Research, Osaka University of Econoraics), ,\ichi-ken 

(the ,\ichi Pr2£ectural ~conomic Resea=ci 

I1stit~~e) / and the resaarci depar~illen~s of ~oku3in Kinyil KSko 

{People's Finance Corporation) and ChG-sno Kigy6 kinyQ KSko 

(the Small Business ?i~ance Corporation) I ~ould like to 

express my sincere gratitude to ~hera. 

S usu o u '.d 'I' A ~l A 5 S 
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TECHNObQQ1£!b_&I.fillAGES BETWE~N FORMAL !ND INFORMAL 
~~~l-~lJiQFACTURING INDUSTRIES 

I. INTRODOCTIOli 

A common feature of the labour-surplus developing 

economies is dualism. A relatively small sector enjoys access 

to the organised product and input (capital, trained labour, 

raw material, etc.) markets and consequently higher 

productivity of labour, while the rest of the economy is 

deprived of such opportunities and continues to work with a low 

productivity. Lewis' analysed this subject using his famous 

two-sector model. According to his scenario, surplus labour in 

the "subsistence sector" was to be absorbed into the 

"capitalist sector" gradually, as capital formation proceeded 

in the latter. Moreover, it was expected that "once a 

capitalist sector has emerged, it is only a matter of time 

before it becomes sizeable0 .z Such an expectation would seem 

reasonanle in the light of the experience in the iest during 

the Industrial Revolution3 and the more recent history of 

industrialisation in the Far East. In reality, however, growth 

of population and labour force has been too fast in most of the 

current developing countries. People migrate from rural to 

urban areas, either as a result of saturation of the 

i i. Arthur Lewis, "Economic development with unlimited 
supplies of labour", in ~n£hester Sch2.21, May 1954, pp. 139-
191. His theory was further developed by Fei and Banis (John 
c. H. Fei and Gustav Banis: DeveloE~~nt of the labour surolus 
g£QnQ!I ·(Homewood, Ill., Richard D. Irwin, 1964). 

z Levis, op. cit., p. 160. 

3 See, for example, Maurice Dobb: ~1udies in the develop-
JB.~ of capitalia.!!l (revised edition) (New York, International 
Publishers, 1963), Ch. 7, and particularly p. 268. 
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exeected. The "capitalist" sector has been brought in by the 

goverument or foreig~ investors before adequate preparation was 

made in economic and social infrastructure. Labour and social 

legislati~~s and systems have been imported prematurely with a 

consequence of increasing the price of labour, although the 

unlimited supply of labour at a subsistence wage rate was the 

basic condition of the Levisian model as well as that of the 

Industrial Revolution in today's developed countries. Another 

form of governmental intervention - restriction on indust~ial 

competition and growth may have been another important 

explanation, as we will discuss later. 

As regards the second question, all kinds of policies 

have been recommended by various authors and many of them have 

b~~n put into practice, with more or less success. In the 

manufacturing sector, considerable efforts have been made in 

many developing countries in order to promote small enter-

prises. However, their results have been disappointing. !ost 

of these schemes for sma:l enterprises are conceived and 

implemented independently of policies for larger firms, while 

the two sectors are closely inter-related in the choice of 

their techniques, growth of their market, etc. Also, various 

aspects of small enterprises (marketing, training, technical 

guidance, etc.) are dealt with separately, thus causing, for 

example, under-utilisation of newly created· production 

facilities and trained people. 

Experience shows that the technological standard of the 

small sector improves, to a great extent, as a result of 

transfer of technology and skills from the large sector and 

E-2761-21:8 
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di ff us ion of transferred t_echnologies. It also indicates that 

economies can be made in marketing, investment and training by 

co-ordinating efforts in these domains, e.g. under a 

subcontracting arrangement. Such was indeed the philosophy of 

the ILO/UNDP Comprehensive Employment ~ission to Kenya, when it 

eillphasised the need of "strengthening the linkages of the 

informal sect9r (with the other sector) and fostering a dynamic 

growth of its final demand 11 .1. 

Although a number of authors2 have explored into related 

subjects, especially in reference to Japanese experience, ve 

know still too little about relationships between the t~o sec-

tors. This is particularly true in regard to the technological 

aspec~, i.e. inter-sectoral technology transfer and diffusion 

of tr~csferred skills within a sector.3 Neglect of this subject 

is surprising, as international technology transfer has been 

1 ILO: ~£E121m~.l.L_i.!!£..Q..!~and_§.gua1i!.'!, op. cit., pp. 507 
a~d also 6 and 22. For ~ similar argument, see Robert s. 
~cNamara's soeech at the World B~nk-IMF annual meeting (1975): 
1•Reducing urban poverty" 1 published in Economic I:noaci, No. 14, 
1976, p. 21 and !LO: Em£1ovment_groYt.!1:_~nQ_basic need.§.:._s_Q~~ 
~~=lQ_.2..££bl~ (Geneva, 1976), pp. 63-64. 

2 For example, Henry G. Aubrey: "Small industry in 
economic development", in ~££i£l_ Research (Nev York}, Sep. 
19 51, pp. 2 69-312; Gustav Ran is: "Factor proportions in 
Japanese economic development", in A~ican ]conomic __ ~vie~ 
{Menasha (Wisconsin]}, Sep. 1957; Ram K. Vepa: groductivitv 
in_~fil~11_i~Q~§iries4_.§.2~~__J:~§§QQS f.I.Q.! __ ~~~ (Tokyo, Asian 
Productivity Organisation, 1969); and susurau ~atanabe, 
asubcontracting, industrialisation and employment creation••, 
"International subcontracting, employment and skill promotion", 
~nd HReflections on current policies for pro~oting 3~all 

enter?rises and subcontracting", in ~~~tion~l La~Q~£ 
J_ev,1,g_!!, July-Aug. 1971, ~ay 1972, and Uov. 1974, respect.:.vely. 

3 Lately, the Asian Productivity Organisation has made a 
couple of thrusts in this virgin territory '(see the Asian 
Productivity Organisation: 1nt£~-nati2n21~-~sf~r_ ___ Ql 
1echn21£SY (Tokyo, 1976} 1 an~ ;Q1~£~ilti2~a1_.§.JQ£Ontract1.:a.g~--~ 
to21-2!_1~a~ol9£y_tr£n§!§~ (Tokyo, 1978)). 
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among the most favourite subjects of development economists and 

international conferences for the last few decades. It is also 

unfortunate, because the amount of contribution made by 

imported ~echnology undoubtedly depends on the extent of its 

diffusion within the country: modernisation of Japanese 

industries, for example, was accelerated not by free or cheap 

access to foreign technologies (which seems to be a major 

target for policy-makers in today's developing countries), but 

by adaptation and swift diffusion of technologiest that were 

imported selectively but at high prices.2 rn a way, therefore, 

discussing international transfer of technology without knowing 

much about its internal diffusion is like putting the cart 

before the horse. 

Confining ourselves to manufacturing industries and by 

means of a review of literature. ve will try in this paper to 

lessen this information gap, and consider how and to what 

extent technological standards of informal sector firms can be 

raised by encouraging development of their linkages vith formal 

sector firms. Among other issues, we would like to investigate 

the following questions: 

1 One of the best examples is related to the LD converter 
tnat was imported from Austria and contributed to the rapid 
rise of the Japanese steel industry in the 1960s. For some 
experience in the cotton industry in earlier years of 
industrialisation, see Gary Saxonhouse, "A tale of Japanese 
technoiogical diffusion. in the Meiji Period", in Journa+ of 
~£.Q..D.Qmic History (Nev York), Mar. 1974, pp. 149-165. 

2 Cf. Terutomo Ozawa: Japan's technolggica! chal+enge to 
!he !~§1L_l9SQ-li1~~-_!2!i!s!ion and accomplishment (Cambridge, 
Mass. and London, the MIT Press, 1974), pp. 28-29. 
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(a) To what extent is the formal sector a source of skills 

and technologies us8d in the informal ssctor? 

(b) What are t~a channels of technology and skill transfer 

from the formal to the informal sector? 

(c) How and to what extent are the transferred technologies 

and skills diffused within the informal sector? 

{d) ~hat are the factors that limit the spread of linkages 

between the two sectors? 

(e) ~hat are the most promising ways to reduce such cons 

strain ts?· 

lnswers to these questions may vary according to the in-
.. . 
·~ustry, the pattern of the economy, and the stage of 

industrialisation. It is therefore necessary to examine them 

not only across borders of industries and countries, but also 

over different stages of development of a given economy. 

After clarifying a number of key concepts and relation-

shi?s in the rest of this section, we will revie~ in Section II 

t~e de7elopment of linkages between the informal (sraall and 

pe~t7) and formal (large and medium) sectors i~ the Japanese 

industries since earlier days of the country's industrialisa-

tion. This will provide us with a sort of model in reference 

~o ~hica ~e can discuss the situation in developing countries 

later in this paper. At the sa~e tiae, it is intended to 

illustrate the important bearing of socio-political and 

instit~~ional elements on the motivation of technological 
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development.1 Section III deals with the extent of transfer of 

technologies from ~he formal sector and their diffusion within 

the informal sector in developing countries. Section IV 

contains a brief summary of our findings and a discussion on 

their implications for policy-makers and researchers. 

1. Definitions 

(a) Informal secto~ 

Different authors have given "informal sector" similar 

but not exactly the same definitions,z and many people have 

oeen using the term without defining it clearly. 

define it in reasonably simple and workable terms. 

We need to 

Relative importance of different features attributed to 

this sector varies according to what economic activities the 

author or discussant has mainly in mind. Par example, 

illegality or illegitim~cy, which is stressed by Keith Bart, 

1 Ilchman and Uphoff rightly point out that, when certain 
development strategies are proposed, an abstract from the 
historical record of their model regime should also be 
presented, so that the concomitant political and administrative 
strategies, along with their costs and benefits and their long-
run achievements, would be clear (Warren F. Ilchman and Norman 
T. Uphoff, "Beyond the economics of labour-intensive 
development: politics and administration", in Ekistics 237, 
Aug. 1975, p. 92). 

2 Keith Hart, "Informal income opportunities and urban 
employment in Ghana", in ~QJ!tnal of agdern African Studies 
(London), Mar. 1973, pp. 61-89; ILO: ~mplo1~ent, incomes and 
gquality in Kenisi op. cit., pp. 5-7; John Weeks, "Policies 
for expanding employment in the informal urban sector of 
developing economies", in I~!!S1i.2P~! __ Labour Review, Jan. 
1975, pp. 1-13; s.v. Sethuraman, "The urban informal sector: 
concept, measurement and policy", idem, July-Aug. 1976, pp. 69-
81; and P.R. Souza and V.E. Tokman, op. cit., pp. 355-365. 
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coiner of the term, is probably much more important in services 

than anywhere else. So long as manufacturing industries are 

concerned, the ~ssential characteristics of the so-called 

informal sector are: (1) the small size of enterprises and (2) 

their segregation from the organised product and input 

(capital, trained labour, raw material) markets to which the 

larger enterprises have access. As a consequence of (2}, 

enterprises in the informal sector rely mainly on private 

hoardings and borrowings from friends, relatives and "curb 

market" instead of ordinary bank loans, family labour instead 

of •age employees, part of residence instead of proper 

factories, simple and often obsolete labour-intensive 

production techniques instead of modern capital-intensive ones, 

and they supply their products to a petty local market. The 

most important consequence of such segregation is low 

productivi~y of labour (their productivity of capital can be 

nigh, as they often work with capital equipment of a negligible 

Lack of protection from the government, industrial 

associations and trade unions, and unrestricted competition 

(including free entry) among enterprises are usually considered 

to be major features of this sector. Ho~ever, t~is ~ay or may 

not be true in the case of manufac~uring industries. Not a fev 

governments prohibit larger firms to ~anufacture certain 

?roducts that are, or c~n be, supplied by sma:: er.terprises. 

These enterprises are also very often protected by 3eans of 

imper~ restrictions. 
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Small and petty enterprises naturally tend to be more 

commonly unenumerated and more easily evade laws (e.g. labour 

legislations) and public sanctions than larger ones, but 

enumeratioa and legality are largely a matter of efficiency of 

the administrative machinery. 

We therefore define "informal sector" simply as that part 

of small and petty enterprfses which are segregated from the 

organised product and input markets in the above-described 

sense, and whose productivity of labour is extremely low. ie 

may take, broadly, enterprises with fever than ten workers 

(those with fewer than five in Japan) as "small enterprises". 

Productivity of the informal sector enterprises can be 

increased either by raising the rate of operation of the 

existing production facilities, and/or by bettering the quality 

of equipment and labour (both operational and managerial) • 

Looked at from a diff~rent angle, their productivity can be en-

hanced either by leaving them "informal" and expanding the mar-

ket for their products, or by absorbing them into the formal 

sector (i.e. by providing them with better access to the 

organised markets). In the latter case, it must be remembered 

that elimination of barriers to the organised markets 

(particularly input market) does not necessarily contribute to 

the improvement of their productivity: provision of capital, 

training and raw materials must be accompanied by an additional 

market for the product. 

E-2761-21:8 
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(b) 

"Technology and .;kills" in this paper cover those related 

not only to pro~~~tion processes, designing and quality con-

trol, but also management. This wider definition is adopted 

because a managerial innovation is often a precondition of 

successful innovations in production techniques, as will be 

discussed later. 

11 Technological progress" manifests itself in (1) in-

creased productivity, (2) improved quality and/or (3) higher 

reliability in delivery of the product. In each case, we •ill 

have to re~e~ber the possibility of causes of impr-0vement other 

than progress made in technology and skills. For example, (1) 

can be a result of mere expansion of demand for ~he product, 

(2) r.iay be due to improved quality of raw materials, and {3) 

can co~e from development of infrastructure. 

"Subcontracting" is a business practice whereby the party 

offering the subcontract {parent firm, enterprise or company1) 

requests another enterprise (subcontractor, or "ancillary in-

dustry" in India) to manufacture' or process parts or 'ihole of 

~he produc~ it sells as its own. Subcontracting differs from 

the mere purchase of ready-made parts and components "off the 

shelf" in that there is an actual contract between the t~o 

parties setting out the specifications of the order. The 

1 This concept is distinguished from "principal fir;;i 11 !.ihic:i. 
!iill be used as tile antithesis to 11 subsidiar7 11 • 
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parent firm can be a wholesaler or a retailer who does not 

undertake any manufacturing or processing of the product 

himself, or it can be a manufacturer who uses the purchased 

product as parts or components of its own product • The first 

case may be called "commercial subcontracting", and the second 

"industrial subcontracting". Sometimes manufacturers can 

become parent firms in commercial subcontracti~g, a typical 

example being garment manufacturers who subcontract part of 

their work to others, e.g. because of the shortage of 

production capacity.1 

2. Inter-relstionshi.e_betveen input §ng 

!srke!_lin!ages, and technological 

linkages 

Three types of linkages may exist between the formal and 

informal sectors. 

Input linkages are =elationships between the tvo sectors 

in regard to the supply of raw materials and machinery. They 

~ake place, for example, between petty garment producers on the 

one hand and suppliers of textile fabric or sewing machines on 

the other. The two parties work for two different end-product 

markets, and the production and investment plans of one party 

are not directly connected with the other party•s. 

In contrast, market linkages are found between the parent 

firm and its subcontractors, who work in close collaboration on 

1 For a fuller discussion on subcontracting, see Watanabe, 
"Subcontracting, industrialisation and employment creation", 
op. cit. 
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a basis of specialisation and division of labour, in order to 

supply the same end-product to the same customers.1 In 

indus~rial subcontracting, the t~o parties• production and 

invest~ent plans (including choice of techniques) will be 

closely inter-related. 

Technological linkages, i.e. transfer of technology and 

skills between the two sectors, ~ay take place independently as 

a consequence of movement of skilled workers (either on their 

0~n accord, or according to a plan of individual enterprises or 

the government). Or, they may take place in connection vith 

input or illarket linkages, technology and skills being provided 

by the supplier of ~aterials and machinery, or by the parent 

firm. 
. . 

This is clearly indicated in the findings of a rare sur-

vey taat the Small Business Finance Corporation of Japa~ (Chu-

sn6 KigyS Kinyfi KSko) conducted towards the end of 1975.2 Its 

~ajor f~ndings relevant to our study are summarised in table I. 

As can be readily seen, parent firms in subcontracting arrange-

ments, suppliers of raw materials and machinery, and clients 

are the major sources of technical guidance, co-operation in 

l airschm.an•s "back•ard linkages 11 and 11 for;1ard linkages" 
fall partly under "input linkages 11 and partly under ":narket 
linkages 11 {cf. Alberto. Hirschman: 'I'he_.§~~a-; of ecor:oc:ij._g 
devel22~~ (New Haven and London, Yale Uni ver si ty Press, 
i958) I Cb.. 6). 

2 nideji Oga ·;;a: uchu-sh6 KigyS no Gijutsu Kaiha tsu-ryo:rn 1 

sono GenjS to ZokyS no Tedate (Technology developraent capaci~7 

of medium a~d small enterprises: present state and measures 
for i -cs improvement", in ~.h.E..::.§.f!.§__Kig2L-Kinvu _:·<:O'.~o Gim~.§ 
{To/c:.yo), June 1976, pp. 27-43, and ide;n 7 "Chu-she Kigyo to 
Tekunoroji Toransufa" (~edium and small enterprises and 
tecnnolog7 transfer), in Cb.,g=.§.h§ __ t;_igv.s Kiho (Osa~a}, ~o. 2, 
1976, pp. 1-9. 
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'l'nble I 

:l'.echnolor,y tran::;l'er to mediu11 and 
!:!!!.'!.!l cnt~!iseu in Japaneoe mnnulacturing 

~1n5) 

(Note: numbering indicates the 01·der of importance in terme of frequency of replies.) 

Mode of technolo.'u transfer 
llJ ( 2) ( j) (4} ( 5) (b) ('/) 

•r..,chnJ.cal Introduction Of Recruitwent of Joint Overseas Commie9ioned lntroduction of 
guidance innovative technical and research study research patents and 

machinery research utaff trip kno,..-how 

{A) In the l!ast: 

(1) Parent firm (1) Japanese firm (1) New v,raduate {l) Parent firm Seldom (68.6~) (1) Public laboratory (1) Parent firm {L) 
which developed or research 

(2) Supplier of raw own technology (a) university and (2) Client Occasionally (27.5~) institute ( 2) Foreign firm or 
materials college1 R and D institute 

(2) Japanese firm (b) (j) Supplier ot raw Fairl~ frequently (2) Parent firm high school1 
( ') Client other than which adapted i;.aterialo ( ' .. ,"' (}) Client (L) 

(1) foreign tech- {c) postgraduate ( :5) R and D firm or 
(4) Supplier of no logy school; (4) Public laborator~ institute in the ( 4) Client (H or s) 

machinery or reuearch private sector 
( :5) Foreign firm (2) Ex-employee of institute (5) FJ.rm in the same 

( 5) Public laboratory M or S firm (4) University trade {M or s) or 
or research ( 5) Supplier of college 
institute { j) Ex-employee of machinery (6) Parent firm 

L firm {M or S) 
(6) M or S firm in . (7) (4) Ex-employee of the same trade Supplier of 

parent firm machinery {M or s) 

(B} In the future: .. 
pj Parent firm No change No change (1) Parent firm Seldom (52.a,_) No change {l) Parent firm {L) 

(2) Supplier (2) Public labora- Occasionally {41.7~) ( 2) Client (L) of raw 
material tory c{r re>'eax·ch 

iut:· ti tute Fairl~ frequently ()) Public laboratory 
(;) Client other than -( 5. 5% or renearch institute 

(1) (}) Client 
( 4) Public laborator,t (4) Foreign firm or 

or research (4) Supplier of . R and D institute raw 
institute materials . ( 5) Supplier of raw 

(5) Supplier of ( 5) Suppli'er of materials (L) 
u:achinery machinery 

( 6) R and D firm or 
{6) M or S f i:r;m in institute in the 

the same trade private sector 
. Ogawa in .£!1u-shO. Kigx6 KinyO. K6k.o Cej!p6, op. cit., p. :53 • 

The size composition of the sample firms {2,}20 manufacturers) w~~ ·a~ follows: enterprises with 50 or fewer wor~ers1 4:5.6~; 51-1001 26.6%; 
101-}00: 24.1;<; over 300: }, :5%· " 

Source: 
Notiil. 

.. 2. L stands for "large" enterprises with }00 or lnore employees; M and S stands for "medium and small" enterprises with 299 or fewer employees; R end D stands 

.. 

" 

for "r·csearch and development". 
}. Technological guidance most commonly takes a form of advice or consultancy provided by technical staff who come on an ad hoc basis or sometimes at regular 

intervals. This is followed bY seminars, lectures, etc. 
4. In Japan, there are many high schools specialised in industrial and bschnological aubjecta. • Some of them ere run by the Government, 
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joint research, and supply of know-hov, for medium and small 

enterprises in Japanese manufacturing. 

Such close =elationships between technological linkages, 

on the one hand, and input and market linkages, on the other, 

seem to suggest that the extent of inter-sectoral technological 

linkages and the rate of its expansion are, other things 

remaining equal, positively related to the aggregate scale of 

industrial production and its grovth rate, although the 

relationship is not one-sided, i.e. although developraent of 

inter-sectoral linkages will help accelerate industrialisation. 

3. 

In reference to the Chinese "modern" and 11 rural 11 indus-

tries, Sigurdson argues that, at the earliest stage of develop-

:aent, lin~ages are mainly one-sided, the modern industry pro-

viding the rural industry with the necessary technology. When 

rural industry has reached a certain level of development, 

linkages become mutual. In the third and final stage, the t~o 

sectors become more or less integrated, the improvement in the 

guality standards in the rural sector permitting a considerable 

expansion of the subcontracting system.1 

Exceptions do exist. Sigurdson hi~self reports from 

China that •hen very small plants in a locality are closed do•n 

1 Jon Sigurdson: "Rural industry and the internal trans-
fer of technology", in Stuart R. Schram (ed.): .:1l!£hori.t.Y 
£~Iti~1~tiog __ ~QQ __ ~ulj:Qral ___ chan~~i_n~_£hina (Cambridge 
University ?ress, 1973), pp. 203-205; and idem: Rur£1 
industriali~2tig~~iQ __ ChiQ~ (Cambridge, Mass. and London, 
Harvard Oniversity Press, 1977), pp. 18-21. 
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due to commencement of operation at a larger plant, the "core" 

voriters are transferred to the new plant.1 In Africa, 

enterprises in the formal sector sometimes hire ex-apprentices 

trained iu the informal sector.2 Also, small entrepreneurs in 

developing countries exhibit, at times, considerable imitative 

and adaptive abilities.3 

It is difficult, however, to believe that transfer of 

ideas and technologies from the informal to the formal sector 

can be more than exceptions in these countries, although it 

becomes more important in a developed economy.• The lower the 

stage of industrialisation, the greater the technological gap 

between the large and small sectors tend to be,s partly due to 

1 Idem: "Technology and employment in China", in World 
Qevelooment, Mar. 1974, p. 77. 

2 A.N. Hakam, "Technology diffusion from the formal to the 
informal sector: automotive repair trade in Ghana", a forth-
coming WEP working paper, (ilEP 2-22/WP 35) {Geneva, 1978). 

3 Por some concrete examples, see Frank c. Child and 
Hiromitsu Kaneda, "Links t~ the Green Revolution: a study of 
s~all-scale, agriculturally related industry in the Pakistan 
Punjab", in Ecgnomic D~velopment and Cultural Chang~, Jan. 
1975, pp. 261-262, and Nicolas Jequier (ed.): ApEropriate 
technology, E!2blems and promises (Paris, OECD Development 
Centre, 1976), p. 40 and various country papers included in 
this publication. 

• See Charles Kennedy and A.P. Thirlwall, "Technical pro-
greee, a survey of literature", in Economic Journal, Mar. 1972, 
pp. 55 and 62, especially; and James D. Hlavacek, Brian B. 
Dovey and John J. Biondo, "Tie saall business technology to 
marketing power", in ~srvard Business Review, Jan.-Peb. 1977, 
pp. 106-116 • 

s As a result, the difference in productivity between 
Colombia and the United States is 300 per cent in size groups 
with over 200 workers, but l,ooo per cent in size groups with 
fewer than 20 workers. In the case of ~exico, the difference 
is 200 pe~ cent in size groups with over 50 vorkers, and 500 
per cent in size groups below this (Victor E. Tokaan, 
11 Tecnologia para el sector informal urbane", a PREALC 
occasional paper 4 (Santiago, Jan. 1978), p. 8). 

E-2761-21:8 
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a higher rate of illiteracy.1 Findings in Kenya, Mexico and the 

Philippines to the effect that foreign firms are more likely to 

make appropriate alterations to imported machinery than local 

enterprisesz seem to be explained largely by greater technical 

expertise possessed by foreign firms.3 

We may therefore safely assume that the pattern described 

by Sigurdson can be taken as a generally valid one, and confine 

our investigation in this paper to the transfer of technologies 

~-i s~ills from the foraal to the informal sector and their 

diffusion within the latter sector. To what extent this 

assumption holds good will be one of the subjects to be 

examined in the country studies. 

1 Ishikawa draws our "particular attention'' to reforms of 
~ne education system and to the tremendous rise in the school 
enrolment ratio, at the primary school level in particular 
from 56 per cent in 1962 to aDout 90 per cent in 1972 - as a 
factor contributing to China!s re~arkable technological 
develop~ent (Shigeru Ishikawa, "The Chinese ~ethod cf 
technolosical development tne case of the agricultural 
3achinary and i~plement industry 11 , in Th~~2uing ~£Q.!1.Q3i~~ 
(Tokyo), Dec. 1975., p. 452}. 

2 A.S. Bhalla, 11 Technology and eoploy~ent: so~e conc:~
sions11, iil lnte£nati2~1- L~Q.Q.Y.£__Bevi~y, Mar.-Apr. 1976, pp. 
195-196. 

3 Ho<Jard Pack, 11 The substitution of labour for capital in 
Kenyan ~aoufacturing", in ZC.Q.lli2~if_Jo~In21, ~ar. 1976, pp. 45-
58, and especially pp. 56-57. 
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II. ~VE1Q~NT OF INTER-SEIQRAL LINKAGES 

lli_~!i!K_;__A HISTORIC!1_~RSP~~~ 

Advocates of a development strategy emphasising inter-

sectoral linkages seek, more often than not, supporting 

evidence for their argument in the experience of the Japanese 

economy. With a view to providing a base for our later 

discussion and obtaining some useful insight, therefore, let us 

examine the evolution of inter-sectoral linkages in this 

economy. 

The subject may be discussed in reference to three 

different periods, althouqh the demarcation dates cannot be 

very precise. The first is from about 1854, when Japan was 

o~ened towards the Western powers with a series of "unequal 

treaties"1 to about 1900, vhen the inevitable Russo-Japanese 

War became a major national concern. Industrialisation 

advanced with light industries, particularly textiles, as its 

driving force, under the faiilous motto of "Fukokp. Kyohei (Enrich 

the Nation and Strenthen the Army)" which was intended to help 

replace the unequal treaties with more equal ones. The second 

is from about 1900 to 1945, i.e. the end of the Second World 

War. Textile industries continued to be the greatest earners 

of foreign exchange, but the main feature of this period is the 

1 Under the threat of Western battleships, and in the light 
of China's bitter experience of the Opium War (1839-42), Japan 
accepted treaties which denied her tariff autonomy and provided 
for extra-territorial rights for Europeans (including Russians) 
and Americans. Revision of those "unequal treaties" completed 
only in 1911, when tariff autonomy was obtained. Although 
Japanese import duty was initially 20 per cent as a rule, Japan 
was forced to reduce it to 5 per cent and keep it at that lov 
level between 1S67 and 1911. 

E-2761-21:8 
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develo?ment of heavy industries under the leadership of the 

ar~y and particularly t~e navy. The third period starts with 

the end of the Second world War. The cease-fire and the loss 

of all the overseas territories gave rise to a serious problem 

of ecoaomic dualism. Within about 15 years, however, the 

proble~ ~as largely solved as a result of rapid growth of hea7y 

industries, which was accelerated to a great extent by an 

efficient system of industrial subcontracting. 

In order to understand the nature and pattern of 

development of small industries in Japan during this period, it 

is useful to have some idea of the industrial activities in 

earliE:::.c ti:nes. 

Guild and apprenticeship systems similar to those in 

~edieval 3urope had existed since the ~iddle Age of Japan (end 

oi tbe 12th - 16th century). Various industries {e.g. silk, 

cotton, lacquer vare, paper, iron products) developed during 

the lSth and 16th centuries.1 As the money economy spread 

rapidly after the beginning of the 17th century, those 

industries were further encouraged by the feudal clans ~ho 

invited fa3ous craftsmen from other provinces or sent their own 

wen to them for training. At the sa~e ti~e, the advance of the 

aoney econo~y impoverished, first, smaller far~ers and, then, 

(~arrior class) . They sought sources of secondary 

1 Yoshi ji Naka:::iura (ed.): ]i::.i2n __ j$§.i_zai=2.h; (Zcono:::ic 
histo:y of Japan) (Tokyo, !aoa~a~a Shuppan-sha, 1968), pp. 47-
5 2. 
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incomes in these industries. Around the mid-18th century, i.e. 

about a century before the massive arrival of Western 

technologiesi and the opening of the country to the Western 

powers, the "putting-out system" under wholesale traders 

("Ton ya" or "Toiya") and sometimes rich farmers started 

spreading in various parts of the country.2 "Tonya" distributed 

materials and sometimes equipment (e.g. hand-looms) as well as 

work among those homeworkers, and marketed their products 

widely, often on a national scale. 

Towards the end of the Edo period, or during the first 

half of the nineteenth century, silk and cotton yarns and 

fabrics, paper, paper lanterns, umbrellas (of paper and bamboo) 

and similar goods were produced under this system in various 

··..p~~ts of the country, while in a number of provinces like 

Kumamoto, Kiryu, and Ashikaga, factories using wage employees 

("manufactures" or 11 manufactories") had started in silk 

reeling, weaving, brewery, etc.3 Even where the products were 

1 Even be~ore the opening of the country, Western sciences 
(especially medical) and technologies (especially metallurgy) 
had kept coming in through the Dutch, vho were allowed to come 
to Hirado (Nagasaki) together with the Chinese, and Japanese 
scholars who mastered the Dutch language. 

2 It is interesting to note that a similar system started 
in the early seventeenth century, or one century and a half 
before the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, in Britain 
(cf. Dobb, op. cit., Ch. q) • 

3 Nakamura, op. cit., pp. 122-lqo, particularly pp. 139-
1qo. For English literature on this subject, see, for example, 
Daniel Lloyd Spencer, "Japan's pre-Perry preparation for 
economic growth", in ~~Sll- Journal of Eco!l2mics ang 
~ociolog!, Jan. 1958, pp. 195-216, particularly pp. 206-211; 
and Mataji Miyamoto, Totaro Sakudo, and Yasukichi Yasuba, 
"Economic development in pre-industrial Japan, 1859-189qn, in 
~2.l!r£sl___of___]£opomic HistorI, Dec. 1965, pp. 5q1-s6q, 
particularly pp. 544-545. 
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not marketed commercially, skills in reeling, spinning, and 

weaving were com~on a~ong the rural population, handed down 

from mother to daughter, as theirs was an autarchic economy.1 

In brief, Japan emerged from her two-and-a-half century-

long isolation with a virtually unlimited supply of labour 

equipped with those skills, together with highly developed 

infrastructure in regard to the administration and taxation 

system, road and waterway systems, commercial practices and, 

~~5t but no~ least, the general level of education. 

Opening of the country to the iestern powers meant 

!:'esumption of foreign trade and importation of ne:.r 

technologies, which had been interrupted since 1635. The ~eiji 

Restoration (1869) abolished restrictions on freedom of 

movemetit, choice of occupat~on, and trade. Consequently, 

nodernisation of Japan started and advanced ~ith an energ7 

~~ich Lockwood compares to the bursting of a dam under the 

p=essure caused by the release of long pent-up forces.2 

l'iodern h2avy industries (shipbuild.ing, machinery 

manufac~uring, and metal particularly iron and steel 

:nanufacturing) were initiated.3 Even towards the end of the 

t i<amekichi Ta~ahashi: liholl__K1nd~i__Kel~2..i--Ea~i~t.§..1lshi 
(History of develop~ent of the modern Japanese economy) {To~yo, 
Toyo i<eizai Shi:np6-sha, 1973), Vol. II, pp. 141, 183 and 235. 

2 '.iillia:n ii. Lock\.lood; Tl:i.e ~.££l2Qi!.i~_J_g_z21.22.]ent c: ,:2'..~Q 
(3xpa~ded edition) (Princeton, N.J., Princeton university 
Press, 1968), p. 5. 

3 Their origin may be sought in the 1830s, ~hen ~ito, Saga, 
and Satsuma Clans started manufacturing guns and cailons un~er 
~he increasing threat of Western warships off Japan (cf. 
Hirotake ~oya2a: Eihon __ Q1nji~i§gy§~gg __ i~i=~eki_2.llil~ek~ (~ 

(Footno;e continued on next page) 
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period, however, they consisted mainly of the arsenals of the 

army and navy, and a number of state-supported (directly or 

indirectly) enterprises. Although these industries developed 

rapidly around the Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), no significant 

"informal sector" enterprises existed in these industries yet. 

~eanvhile, various light industries spread widely, partly 

due to the Government's encouragement, which vas intended to 

provide work for impoverished ex-samurai families and other 

people.1 Traditional industries, as well as nev industries like 

match manufacturing, operated essentially on small and petty 

scales including masses of household enterprises and 

homeworkers, who worked, more often than not on a part-time or 

seasonal basis. 

Those cottage industries accounted for nearly 70 per cent 

of total industrial production in 1890 and over 50 per cent 

before the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05) (table II), employing 

80 per cent of total indu=trial labour force in 1882, 85 per 

cent in 1888, and over 70 per cent around the war with Russia.2 

The percentage fluctuated with the trade cycle in the Japanese 

economy, rising with depression and falling with prosperity.-

(Footnote continued from previous page) 

historical analysis of the Japanese war industry) 
Ocbanomizu Shobo, 1972), pp. 20-25). 

(Tokyo, 

1 Hiromi Arisawa et al. (ed.): NihQ.!!_~.Y.§__jiyaku-pen-shi 
(A century's history of the Japanese industry), Vol. I (Tokyo, 
Nihon Keizai Shimbun-sha, 1967), pp. 52-53. 

2 Koji Taira: ~Q.llQ!ic_dey~ment_sns the labou~ market in 
Jae~n (New York and London, Columbia University Press, 1970), 
p. 64. 
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(Out1"it iu c11i.l li<·fon' l~JllO: williun Yell at 1934-3G pric.:,s) 
(Output iu ,111d allf!1· l'J5J: hillio11 Yell dt 1960 pi.:icci.) 
(Employw..:nt: tloo11;;d1Hl 11ork.:t'.5) 

Non-t.icloty.;. 
output Toldl 

llou- fdctui:y+ 
ewploymcut 

~Jctory employ~eut 

'l'o td 1 
i11du~t1·ial 

output 
i udustria 1 
employment 

l'Otdl Machinery manufdct. 

Amount )(. No. of "ork.ers % 
No. of uorlrnrs " No. of uorkers ,; No. ot uorktns " 

(l) (2) (3) (4) {5) (6) (71 (0) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

1090 1 311 698 60.5 
1B'J5 1 812 1 U66 58.0 
l 'JUO 2 () 0 t) 1 1111 53.4 
19US 2 163 1 Jill 52.8 
190') 2 74 2 l 4 711 53.9 3 024 2 203 72. 8 621 100.0 520 63.3 50 6.1 
1914 3 533 l 6711 47.4 3 069 2 059 67.l l 010 100.0 602 59.6 82 0.1 
1919 6 100 2 403 39. 4 4 171 2 363 56.6 l 1:)08 100.0 9911 55.0 227 lL. 6 
1925 7 0113 2 449 34.8 4 903 2 907 59.3 l 996 100.0 l 049 52.6 250 12.5 
19 31+•• 9 466 2 5110 2n.ll 5 394 3 552 65.9 l 842 100.0 l 006 54.6 109 10.3 
1937 17 320 4 466 2:,. ll 6 429 3 17f1 49.4 3 253 100.0 l 204 37.0 660 21. l 
1940 20 210 J 1126 H.9 1 160 2 6'14 37.J 4 1106 100.0 1 119 24.9 1 541 34.4 
l 9112 062 2 084 
) y ')) 6 078 106 -, • 8 ., 190 2 532 35.2 4 650 100.0 952 20.4 979 21.0 
l'Fie 10 431 llllO ll. 6 8 990 2 879 32.0 6 111 100.0 l 032 16.9 l 41i0 23.6 
l'H>l ........ 19 853 1 100 5.5 10 160 l 972 19. lj tl lilO 100.0 l 16U 14.3 2 299 2U.l 
l 'Jf15 30 321 950 ]. l 11 5UO l 930 16.7 9 650 100.0 

2.<:!!.!J.:f:t~: Columus (1), (4) a11d (7): Kazushi Ohl:a"a and 1le11ry Rosovsky: ~!!.E~!l~~.f.!L£fQ!!Q.!!!i£_grQ~.!.!.L .. __iI£!!.!L~f££1£I!!!iQ!Li!L1.l.!£ 
.!.~~!U.i£U! __ £t!!!.!!IY {Stanford, Calif., Stanford University Press, and London, Oxford University Pu~ss, 1972), 
Pl'· 81 .111d UJ. MuL<Jinal changes \Here_ lllcide accordi11g to the figures in coluwn (7) for 1958 and 1961 according to 
the fi9uu:s from the Ccrisus of Manufdctures published i11 the Uureau of Statistics: !!2.£2!L1il2.!i.§1i£i!.l_l.!,@[UQQ~ 
l.'.l§!! (Tokyu), p. 160. 

Colu1u11s (9) and (ll): for the period l'JO<J-112, Sho11a Dojin-kai (ed~): !!glJ!t=-f!!!•i_K2!!~~!L!SQY!L!!!L!gi_!Q_1'<J.is~K'J 
(Un.,mploy111•1nt i11 .Jap.tti: its slruct11n~ and solution.q (Tokyo, 1957), pp. 613 and 623, and for the later 
years ~~~~n_Sl2!i~1i~rt!_I£rt!:~QQ~_12~!!. pp. 160-161. 

'l'l1c n::.>t of the columus 11erc calculated using those data. 

+ Enterprises 11ith fuut or feuer operatives Lefore 1942 inclusive, dnd e11ter1•rises uith three or te"er vorkers 
afll•r 1953 i11cluf;i ve. 

•• Spinni119 a11J 11e.ivi11g only. 

+•• 1930-31 u.i~ the peak of the G1·eal D~pLcssioll in Japau. 

**"'* 'fh0 Ju.pune~;" eco11owy is beJ ieved lo have passed its "turniug point" fi:om a su1·plus labour to a full employment 
phase around 1960. 
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However, the pattern of development varied even among light 

industries • 

ii th t.J.e opening of the country, m_achine-made cotton 

textil~s from the West hit the local industry immediately. 

weavers soon learned to cope with the problem by using imported 

yarns, but spinners could do nothing, particularly as Japan was 

deprived of tariff autonomy. After a short transitory epoch of 

the "Gara" spinning machine, which used the water wheel and 

spread after the Domestic Industrial Fairl of 1877, the 

Japanese spinning industry restarted as a new imported 

industry.2 

Traditional cottage-type enterprises were wiped out 

quickly by large factories using imported steam-powered ring 

frames and Indian cotton. The success of Osaka Boseki Kaisha 

(Osaka Spinning Co.), which started operation in 1883, had 

demonstrated that the imported technology was more profitable 

than conventional techniques at a scale over 10,000 spindles. 

It was about 80 times more productive than hand-spinning. The 

burden of high ~apital cost was reduced by introducing a night 

1 The Fair's objective being the encouragement of local 
industries, exhibition of imports by a non-governmental body 
was prohibited. On the other hand, people were encouraged to 
bring in locally produced imitations of such products, and 
newly devised or invented equipment. The Fair attracted nearly 
half a million people during its period (102 days) and is 
believed to have had an important impact on the development of 
local industries. Such a national industrial fair was held 
~ive times by 1903. Stimulated by their success, on an 
average, three local major fairs a year have been taking place 
since (Kenji Suzuki, "An account of a century-old industrial 
fair", in !ih2ll_~ei~~!_Shimb~~ {Tokyo), 20 Aug. 1977 (morning), 
p. 20) • 

2 Arisava et al. (ed.), op. cit., pp. 20-21 and 36-43. 
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shift, to aake the industry competitive with Laµcashire. As 

compared with the mule v~ich dominated the aritish industry, 

the ring frame ~cs wore suitable for continuous operation and 

t~erefore ~c=e p=oductive. As it produced coarser yarn, it was 

also ia conformity with the Japanese consumers' taste.1 

The picture was completely different in reeling and 

weaving. As is widely known, exports of silk expanded rapidly 

vit~ the reopening of foreign trade, to some extent as a con-

~~~uence of the silk•orm epidemic in Europe. ?artly due to the 

difference in the quality of silk used by the Japanese industry 

(e.g. ~ishijin of Kyoto), and partly due to the lack of mass 

productio~ techniques, however, a problem arose: in 1870 a 

large quantity of Japanese raw silk was abandoned in London, 

because it was "not suitable for machine-ileaving 11 .2 Attempts 

•ere ~ade to modernise the industry by establishing large-scale 

factories using i~ported machines. The most famous example is 

the u::odel factory 11 of Tomioka, which started operation in 

1972. In this factory, girls f~0~ various parts of the country 

Tlor:ked at stea :n-powered French machines q.nder French 

instructor:s. However, the ne~ ~ethod required a la=ge a~ount 

of capital and yet the productivity of labour ~as only 4.3 

ti~es higher than the traditional aethod. Its adaptabilit7 to 

fluctuations in the de~and for silk and in the supply of labour 

i Takahas~i, op. cit., Vol. III, pp. 

2 Toshia 
ind us tries) 
183. 
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(rural female labour} and cocoons' was much more limited than 

the traditional hand-reeling. Consequently, even in 1907, the 

unit cost of production was nearly 30 per cent higher in 

machine-=eeling than in hand-reeling.2 It was therefore natural 

for the latter to remain dominant. Adaptations were, however, 

made to the traditional reeling, and girls trained at the 

"model factories" helped spread twilling and twisting 

techniques, which were added to the traditional skills to meet 

western customers' needs.J The basic skill remained essentially 

the same, and girls continued to learn it "literally at their 

mothers• knees".• It was only after the Sino-Japanese War 

(1894-95) that mechanisation of reeling started as a combined 

result of rising wage rates, local inventions of relatively 

cheap cocoon-drying and reeling machines, and the development 

of railway system which made collection of large amounts of 

cocoons, coal, and labour easier.s 

Development of the weaving industry followed a similar 

pattern. In spite of vario~3 attempts to transplant large-

scale power-weaving techniques, mechanisation did not gain 

momentum until towards the end of the nineteenth century. 

1 In those days, cocoon-raising was still limited to 
springtime only, in most places, and cocoon-drying techniques 
were primitive. Thus, the supply of cocoons vas subject to 
considerable seasonal fluctuation. 

2 Takahashi, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 538, and also p. 535. 

3 ibid., p. 537 • 

• Arlon Tussing,· "The labour force in 
growth: a quantitative study of· Yamanashi 
~2J!!Qal of Economic ~istory, Mar. 1966, p. 71 • 

Meiji economic 
Prefecture", in 

s Takahashi, op. cit., Vol. III, pp. 538-539. 
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Dominant were hand-looms produced by carpenters, who 

incorporated some European ideas to traditional hand-looms. 

Ne~ skills relate~ to these hand-looms were spread by girls who 

vere trainBd at Shokuden, an institute which the Kyoto 

Metropolitan Government established specially for this 

purpose.1 The explanation for the failure cf imported po~er 

looms was simple: they cost 100-300 times more than locally-

~ade Battan looms if necessary auxiliary equipillent, land and 

buildings were included, while a girl could operate only five 

or six machines instead of one. ~oreover, the Japanese 

consu~ers traditionally used materials with intricate designs, 

wnich made mass production difficult.z Thus, the industry 

continued to operate largely as a cottage industry. 

~echnology diffusion took place si~ilarly in ne'ol ly 

i~ported cottage industries like match manufacturing.J 

:'his industry started in 1876, •hen Makoto Shiill~zu 

est.ab.iist.ed a company, Shirsui-sha. ~any other companies 

1 Furushima, op. cit., p. 245. Imported dyeing techniques 
ve=e diffused through a si~ilar institute in Kyoto in those 
days {Ichiro Oshikawa .§1-~1· {ed.): f.hG.-sh£_Kigy6 po Hattatsu 
Jll (Development of medium and small enterprises, No. 3) 
(Tokyo, T.676 ?\eizai Shimp6-sha, 1965), p. 34). 

2 Takahashi, op. cit.~ Vol. III, pp. 549-550. The 
i~portance of persistent traditional taste of Japanese 
cotisu~ers has been e~phasised by a nu~ber of authors, as an 
i~por~ant ex?lanation for the continued survival and contriju-
tion cf s~all indus~ries and labour-intensi7e s&all-scale 
~echnologies in Japan. See, for exam?le, Tokutaro Ya~ana~a, 
11 Japanese s:nall industr:ie's during the industrial revolu1:ion, a 
study of national structure of ·industry" / in ~.h~ll!n·~ls of ttle 
~b~Q~§uba§~i_Ac~~~y {Tokyo) 1 Oct. 1951, and David ~elix, 
11'Technological dualis:u in late industriali.sers: on theory, 
history a;id policy", in ~Q:d~iil oL1.£.QQ2.'J.::.c_j_i§i;.Q~, !!ar. 197L> 1 

especially p. 233. 

3 Oshi~a·,;a et al. (ed.); op. cit., pp. 111-120. 
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followed using techniques acquired there. At the same time, 

training was provided in a number of prisons, according to 

Shimizu•s proposa1.1 The attempt vas particularly successful in 

Kobe. ~~ is believed that those ex-prisoners played an 

important role in technology diffusion in those years. The 

Government encouraged the industry for the purpose of providing 

the ex-samurai class with new jobs. Consequently, the match 

became the eighth most imporant item of exports of Japan in 

1891, the top seven being all products of traditional 

industries. 

As in the Edo period preceding the Meiji Restoration, 

most of those petty producers worked in the putting-out system 

under "Tonyas 11 , in both traditional and imported industries 

s~ch as hosiery and match manufacturing.2 As Tonyas kept 

contact with large trade centres like Tokyo, Osaka and 

Yokohama, they were well informed of new developments in 

production techniques. Thus, they could provide technological 

advice, as well as support i~ marketing and financing. 

From our discussion above, we can identify the following 

three major agents of inter-sectoral technology and diffusion 

in this period: (1) workers who acquired new skills at large 

factories and other institutes in the public and private 

sectors, (2) carpenters who got ideas of Western machines 

i Shimizu seems to have thought of using prisoners partly 
because it was still difficult to find industrial workers with 
good discipline. The repulsive odour of yellow phosphor may 
have been another reason (ibid., pp. 112-113). 

2 Takuji Komiyama: Nihon Ch6-sh6 K6gy6~enkiu (A study of 
medium and small industries in Japan) (Tokyo, Chu-a Koron-sha, 
1941) I P• 12 • 
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demonstrated at factories or 

cheap "intermediate" versions 

traditional local equipment, 

industrial fairs and produced 

by adapting them to the 

and (3) •holesale traders 

("Tonya~') in -r.ne "putting-out" system llho provided infor:nation 

about ne~ production techniques and sometimes even equipment 

for petty producers and homeworkers. Fulfilment of their task 

in this regard was, however, made considerably easier by the 

fact that the basic skills, either in using the equip~ent or in 

producing adapted versions· of equipment (e.g. reeling, 

spinning, 'leaving and carpBntry), were already there as cora~on 

knowledge among villagers. Rapid i~provement in the general 

level of education also helped expand their absorption capacity 

and i~crease their ingenuity.1 

~odernisation of the Japanese industries accelerated 

after t~e ~~o wars ~ith China (1894-95) and Russia (1904-05). 

Not only ~he vast market 'las secured in China and Xorea, but 

foreign trade anj shipping ~hich had been controlled by 

foreigners were taken over by the Japanese. More important ~as 

the recovery of the tariff autonooy (1911) , •hich enabled the 

Governmen~ to abolish export tax and i~port duties on ra~ 

ma~erials .and introduce 

~ea7y iudustries. At the 

import tariffs to encourage infant 

sa~e ti~e, the rail~ay syste~ spread 

The international 

boo2 after the First ~orld War also accelera~ed the process. 

1 Ta:<ahasb.i, op. cit. 1 Vol. .. LL, p. 235. 
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Huge numbers of petty enterprises were operating in many 

lines of business: even in 1932, 92.7 per cent of factories in 

cotton weavi~g (57,161 factories}, 94.5 per cent in silk and 

mixed weaving (68,437 factories), and 99.9 per cent in straw 

mat manufacturing (78,352 factories) had fever than five 

operatives.1 

Not only domestic demand still provided a sizeable market 

for such traditional, basically handicraft-type, industries 

~e.g. weaving), but new small industries appeared (electric 

bulbs, Western-style umbrellas, celluloid and rubber products, 

etc.). Petty producers of both categories adapted to the age 

of mechanisation quite well by using electricity, instead of 

steam power which wiped out smaller enterprises during the 

i~dustrial revolution in Europe. 

Electric motors became increasingly popular after 1905. 

By 1909, over 60 per cent of prime movers of factories 

employing 1,000 or more wvrkers were electric motors, and the 

percentage reached almost 90 per cent by 1914. Among factories 

with five to nine workers, the similar percentage was still as 

low as 17 per cent in 1909, but it surpassed 50 per cent by 

1914 and 90 per cent by 1930.2 

1 ibid., p. 472. 

2 Ryoshin Minami, "The introductio~ of electric power and 
its impact on the manufacturing industries: with special 
reference to smaller-scale plants", in Bugh Patrick (ed.): 
~aEaa§.2§__industriali§.gtion _aa.g___il2- sociai consegue~ 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London, University of California 
Press, 1976), pp. 301-306. 
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By merely extending an electric wire to an ordinary house 

and installing one SQall electric motor within the house, petty 

producers could mechanise their operation. While industrial 

wages rose, :abour productivity could be increased considerably 

by this innovation ~hich required only small amounts of 

capital. Electric motors permitted at the same time a maximum 

degree of flexibility in factory layout and work organisation. 

Thus, there is a consensus among _the Japanese scholars that the 

early spread of electricity and electric motors has been one of 

the key contributors to the continued existence of a large 

nu~ber of small enterprises and ~aintenance of their 

efficiency A 

~ith the advance of industrialisation, however, the 

relati;-e: importance of the "non-factory" sactor declined 

although the trend reversed temporarily during the great 

depr~ssion at the beginning of the 1930s (table II). This 

t~end accelerated considerably after the outbreak of the s&cond 

war with China (July 1937), and particularly the Second iorld 

iar in the Pacif ~c region (December 1941) , when light indust=y 

lost i~s •eight in the Japanese economy rapidly. The share of 

spinning and weaving industries in total factory eaployoen~ 

fell from 63 per cent in 1909 and 55 per cent i~ 1931 to 25 De= 

cent by 19UO and belcw 20 per cent in later years. In 

contras~, the share of illachinery ~anufacturing rose fro~ a ~ere 

6 per cent in 1909 and belov 15 per cent in t~e early 1930s to 

34 per cent in 1940 and soon surpassed 40 per cent. In 1942, 

2. l million "1orkers ·,;ere e:nployed in the 11 £actoryn sector of 
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this industry, as compared with fewer than 0.9 million in 

spinning and weaving (table II). 

Within light industries, there was a marked tendency 

towards concentration. A typical example is cotton weaving, 

where mechanisation and large-scale operations spread quickly 

as a result of the entry of cotton spinning companies into this 

industry. Various factors on both demand and supply sides 

stimulated it. On the demand side, a huge market was secured 

in China and Korea where people normally used plain cloth. 

Japanese consumers• taste was changing, and demand for plain 

cloth was increasing at home too. on the supply side, cheap 

and efficient wooden power looms became available thanks to a 

series of inventions by Sakichi Toyota, wages were rising, and 

eiectricity became available everywhere.' 

In silk reeling concentration took place, as major firms 

established chain factories equipped with the advanced 

Minorikava reeling macline. Semi-automatised with simple 

devices like a stopper, thread-binder, and electric motor, this 

machine had up to about 20 reels, which were handled in a low 

heat and at a low speed by operatives in a standing posture, 

instead of 4 to 6 reels treated in a high heat and at a high 

speed in a squatting position as had been the case with 

conventional techniques. Difference in the cost of production 

t Takahashi, op. cit., pp. 503-505 and 551-552; Nakamura, 
op. cit., pp. 247-248. While those mechanised large factories 
drove out imports and expanded its share of export market, 
producing wide plain cloth, a large number of petty weavers 
using adapted traditional techniques co-existed, supplying 
narrow material with intricate designs to traditional local 
markets . 
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between the new and old methods 1tas small, but Minorikawa's 

machine produced silk of 3ach higher quality. MinorL<a 1ta •on 

a silver cup at the Tokyo Industrial Fair of 1907, but the 

machine did not attract much attention until around 1920, when 

Japanese silk began to be driven out of the US market by local 

rayon. In order to compete successfully, the Japanese industry 

had to increase lustre and regularity in thickness of threads 

and yarns. ~inorikawa 1 s ~achine was ideal for this purpose. 

Thus, after a number of improve~ents, its patent ~as 

bought by Katakura Silk Co., which introduced the ~achine at 

its factories froa January 1928 on. Imitations and adaptations 

of the ~achiue mushroomed in various parts of the country. By 

~ne end or ~ay 1936, 254 factories in 38 prefectures were using 

the technology. The three largest companies (Katakura, 

Gunze and Kaneb6). controlled 105 factories, of which over 80 

per ce~t used i~. Smaller producers followed, introducing 

sinilar ~achines ~anufactured by smaller firms, so~e of whoill 

distributed their machines through silk producers' 

associations.1 

~ean~hile, a new type of informal sector vas emerging in 

heavy industries. 

The army and navy arsenals, and ~ajor facto~ies in the 

private sector ~hich received protection and encourage~ent fro~ 

~he arsenals and the Govern~en~, 

1 Yukihiko i<iyoka·•a, "Seishi Gijutsu no l"ukyG De:npa ni 
tsuit~: Taj6-S6sniki no Ba-ai (O~ the diffusion of re8ling 
tec!'.lniqt.!es: the case of the ::1inori:;;.a:1a reeling r:iachine)" 7 in 
ls i ZS i :-\ 2 ;:_ :< 1:1 ( ~ 0 Xi' 0) t c Ct • 19 7 7 I PP • 3 J 7 - 3 5 4 • 
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sources of engineers and skilled workers for the entire 

economy. Nearly 25,000 workers left the arsenals between 1907 

and 1910 with their newly acquired skills.1 At the same time, 

industrial equipment and machinery manufacturing spun off from 

the snipbuilding (the navy arsenals) , and started supplying 

lathes, drilling machines, cutters, etc. However, demand for 

such machinery was still small and progress slow, after a jump 

that took place during and immediately after the First World 

War. Although the army and navy arsenals are believed to have 

reached the internationally competitive technological standard 

by around 1910, moreover, the level of machinery manufacturing 

in the private sector remained, generally speaking, very low. 

The gap between large and small firms was even larger. So, 

major factories under the Government's protection were equipped 

with integrated production facilities, in spite of inevitable 

waste, and this limited opportunities for division o~ labour 

between large and small enterprises until the mid-1930s.z 

surplus labour kept flowing into the small sector of this 

industry in a form of learner-workers and left their employer-

trainers after a fev years to start their own.enterprises. 

Equipped vith obsolete lathes and drilling machines, they 

undertook all kinds of metal engineering work. On the eve of 

the second var with China (July 1937), some of them were 

getting work from laFger manufacturers of machinery. In nearly 

i Kozo Yamamura, "Success illgotten? The role of Meiji 
militarism in Japan's technological progress", in Journal • .ei 
~£2!!.Qmic Hi§1ory, Mar. 1977, p. 125. 

2 Komiyama, op. cit., pp. 39-40. 
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half of the cases, they got such work through werchant-brokers 

( 11 7onya"), who charged !'l.iga rates of commission. 1 Large 

enterprises treated ~nose petty subcontractors as ''reserve 

ar:Jy 11 iiao b.e:.p.,;d them in meeting pealc demand, e.g. by doing 

rough finisning of parts.2 The relationship between the tvo 

parties ~as unstable ("floating"). Tonyas could not provide 

techr.ological guidance related to the modern industry, so petty 

producers gained little technologically. 

;itn the start of the war with China, such small and 

petty enter?rises mushroomed, encouarged by the expansion of 

de~and for military equipment. But their production facilities 

~ere of extremely poor quality and 40 per cent of their labour 

force ffera learner-vorkers. Even when eguip~ent ~as of 

:-ee.sor:.::.aly good ·-quality, petty producers did not have 

s~fficient training to operate it properly and had no sense of 

quality control, so much so that, in order to use shaf~s 

produce~ by the~, holes had to be readjusted.3 Conseguently, 

=ejection rate vas high, and the mounting shortage of ~aterials 

and lGbour fore= ~ade it necessary to veed out inferior 

?rod~cers after 1939. Necessary materials vere rationed 

selectively a~ong factories above certain standards, unit 

1 ibid. / pp. 54-56 and 70. 

2 ibid. I P• 35. 

3 ibid., ?P· 72-85, and Keizo Fujita: J.j.l1.Q.n_sa;~v6-KO:z3 ·:.:i 
CjJ-sn6 Kicr16: Shitau~~-sei K6ava o Chfisi~ ni shit~ \'Tie ----------- -------~-----------~~---~-structure of Japanese industry and medium and s~all 
enterprises, with special reference to subcontrac~ing 
enter?rises). {Toky·<:l, I'1ana::ii Shoten, 1965), oo. 58-63 and. 16~-
169. 
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prices paid by the military authorities were cut, and those who 

could not reduce their costs were eliminated.1 

At the 3ame time, efforts were made to level up the 

standard of subcontractors. Grouping of subcontractors was 

encouraged in order to rationalise the system. First, a 

horizontal grouping, i.e. associations of subcontractors only, 

started in the second half of 1935 (Kogyo Kumiai),z but this 

rarely succeeded because of the conflict of interest among the 

members. As it became increasingly difficult to maintain the 

quality of subcontracted products, another form of grouping 

developed - this time a vertical one (Kyoryoku-kai). Selecting 

tbe most efficient subcontractors, parent firms kept them under 

their direct control, gave them orders regularly, and played an 

active part in raising their technological and managerial stan-

dards (e.g. by training subcontractors' employees and sending 

instructors from among their own staff) . Subcontractors vere 

provided with the equipment necessary for maintaining quality, 

e.g. jigs and gauges, and specialisation in a narrow range of 

activities wcs encouraged. Such vertical grouping began to 

receive the Government's support around 1940 and had spread far 

and wide by the end of the Second World War. The parent firm 

at the top of the pyramid assembled the parts manufactured by 

its "child" firms (often called Kyoryoku-Kojo), which further 

subcontracted parts of their work to ''grandchild" firms, and so 

on. The selective allocation of resources through the parent 

1 ibid. I PP• 169-174 • • 
2 Tsunehiko Yui: £h6-sho Kigy§_~~ku no Shi-teki Kenk,Iji 

(A study on the history of policies for medium and small enter-
prices) (Tokyo, Toyo Keizai Shimpo-sha, 1964), pp. 311-312. 
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firms thus fostered a stable paternalistic subcontracting 

r:-elationship, replacirig the ear-lier "floating" one. 1 

As regards the upgrading of the standard of small and 

petty producers in the countryside, the programme of the Kure 

Na7y Arsenal is most famous. It was initiated in 1934, when 

the Pref ectural Government of K6chi requested the Arsenal to 

provide ~ork for the local metal engineering industry 1 which 

had not recovered from the Great Depression. Encouraged by the 

s~ccess o~ this case, medium and s~all enterprises in various 

localities ~ere organised into industrial associations in order 

to participate in the program~e. After 1936, it •as supported 

by the ~i~istry of Commerce and Industry and spread all over 

tb.e country. By February 1933, the nu~ber of associations 

oenef~~~ng fro~ it had reached 325.2 

!n order to help those petty producers mee~ the Arsenal's 

raquire2eLts regarding the quality and delivery, pref ectural 

governments supervised produc~ion processes, provided tec~ni-

c~~ guidance~ and extended financial assistance, e.g. by 

arranging S?ecial loans from local banks. 

It ~as soon discovered that ~he lack of specialisation 

and division ,..., ~= v .L labour among pettv ~rod~cers ~as the ~ajor 

obstacle to their progress: everyone of the~ had ~een trying 

to do everything at his own wor~sho?. Participation in the 

' ' .. i: r:.e '.!!. c.O accept specic.lisa":.io;: 

1 i<o11iya:na 1 op. cit., pp. 98-lll; 
157-164 anc 175-189. 

2 :Co.:iiya:ia, O?· cit., p. 112; 
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range of activities and division of labour with other members 

of the association: "it was impossible to overcome the problem 

of lack of adequate training and equipment and improve those 

petty producers• standard by a 'democratic• approach 11 .1 

These attempts were essentially intended to maximise the 

industrial production under the constraint of very limited 

resources. Undoubtedly, industrialists and policy-makers in 

post-war Japan had learned a crucial lesson from such 

experience. At the same time, the following two developments 

during this period seem to have set the stage for the post-var 

industries. 

The first is the accumulation of an enormous amount of 

industrial manpower, which resulted from the already mentioned 

abnormal expansion of employment in the machinery manufacturing 

industry. The second is the elimination of the Tonya's 

iafluence from this industry. The implication of the first 

point will be obvious, but the latter point may need some 

elaboration. · 

1 Komiyama, op. cit., pp. 111-126. 
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During the period of recurrent recessions and the Great 

Depression in the ·1920s and early 1930s, the d~merits of the 

"putting-out" sys-:em became clear. Namely, the "cut-throat 

competition 11 .:i.:.1ong Tonyas led to relentless cuts in producers' 

prices and ultimately resulted in the image of Japanese exports 

as 11 cheap and low-qualified products". The situation was 

worsened by the fact that individual petty producers did not 

distribute their products under their own brands and felt no 

responsibility. For the same reason, they were not 

enth~siastic about improving their technological standard. Tne 

problem became much more serious ~here a Tonya acted as an 

intermediary between large machinery manufacturers and their 

subcont:-actors. Vertical grouping of manufacturers eliminated 

~ae room for their intervention in machinery manufacturing. At 

the same time, the role of the merchant in financing and 

~arketi~; di~inis~ed considerably as ~anufacturing activities 

ca~e to de?end increasingly upon the governmental funds and 

rhe role of Tonya •as also reduced as a consequence of 

cevelopment of business associations and appearance of large 

~anufacturers ~ho were capable 0£ taking care of smaller enter-

Trade and industrial associatio~s ~ere established in 

resard to various product groups aiter the late nineteeu~n 

l ?ujita, op. cit., pp. 192-193. 

2 CL ~iyohei Shinohara, 11 .:i.. survey of the Ja?anese 
ture or; s:n:i.11 industry", iu Bert :2. Hose1itz (ed.) 1;s.;:2~_g 

(The Ea;ue 
a.ud Paris, i'1outon, 1963) / p. 70. 
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century, with a view to exchanging business information, con-

trolling quality of exports and regulating excessive competi-

tion. The Government promulgated "the Law for the Trade 

Associatio~ of Important Export Goods" in 1897, and "the Law 

for tne Trade Association of Important Goods" in 1900. Under 

the latter law, not only producers but also dealers or 

merchants were made members of the association.1 One of the 

most successful was Dai Nihon Boseki Rengokai or briefly Boren 

{the All Japan Cotton Spinners' Association). Its membership 

covering over 97 per cent of the industry's spindleage, it 

played a crucial role in technological diffusion in the 

industry between 1889 and 1937, e.g. through its journal and 

members• mutual exchange of opinions and information.z 

As the membership of such associations naturally was 

biased towards the larger enterprises, however, their impact on 

the smallest enterprises seems to have been indirect (e.g. 

control and destruction of Tonyas, and demonstration effects of 

technological progress mace among their members) , and their 

direct influence marginal.3 

In brief, three groups of industries can be distinguished 

in regard to this period. Most of the traditional industries 

and some imported industries like match manufacturing 

modernised by electrification while remaining cottage 

1 on this subject, see Yamanaka, op. cit., pp. 22-24. 

2 See Saxonhouse, op. cit., pp. 149-165, and idem, "Country 
girls and communication among competitors in the Japanese 
cotton-spinning industry", in Hugh Patric (ed.), op. cit., pp. 
97-125. 

3 Shinohara, op. cit., pp. 70-71 • 
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industries essentially. The second group consists of those 

traditional industries, above all textiles, which evolved into 

large-scale export industries adopting ne11 

techni;ues. ~he third is new heavy industries which developed 

as a result of armament efforts where the lack of demand would 

have forbidden their development under normal circumstances. 

Here a ne~ type of petty enterprises emerged, and a novel 

patterJ of inter-sectoral linkages iilaS experi~ented 

industrial subcontracting. 

Ceasefire released some 4 ~illion ~orxers from military 

goods manufacturing, and added over 6 ~illion people to the 

labou~ :orce as a result of dissolution of the a=my and the 

n~vy, and return of overseas inhabitants. About 5.7 million 

~ere absorbed into the primary sector and raised its snare in 

total labour force to the 1920 level {53 per cent). Every 

sec~cr sheltered a large numbE= of underemployed. Tne ave~age 

real ~age i~ 1947 ~as equivalent to 28 per cent of the 1933-36 

About 1.5 million people came into the manufacturing 

sector, and the percentage of ewploy~en~ in enterprises vith 

four or fewer ~orkers rose to o7er 40 per cent in 1947.1 Such 

surplus labour ~as to be absorbed, however, ~ithin t~o ~ecades 

as a result of industrialisa~ion ~hich ~as accelerated 

consi~e=abl7 ~y an efficien~ indus~=ial su~ccnt=acting syste~. 

1 Sh6~a D6jin-kai, op. cit., 
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Immediately after the war, petty manufacturers could take 

advantage of the ·general shortage of consumer goods. Towards 

the end of 1947, however, larger enterprises started operation 

to compete with them, and the deflationary policy of 1949 

("Dodge Line") hit petty enterprises very hard. Under this 

policy which was intended to curb the post-war inflation and 

rebuild a healthy economy based on a competitive market 

mechanism, various subsidies were cut and a single exchange 

rate of the Yen was established. Meanwhile, the post-war boom 

was ending abroad. Inter-firm competition intensified. Raw 

materials were rationed selectively to more efficient firms. 

In order to reduce costs of production, larger firms cut 

redundant labour force and ceased operation of relatively 

inefficient plants.1 .. 
Petty producers, who started their post-war activities, 

often in a field related to their experience during the var, 

could not obtain ration materials and had to- turn to the black 

market for their supply. Demand was depressed, and their 

financial position was desperate. They discovered a solution 

to the problem in becoming subcontractors for larger firms. As 

wage differentials between large and small firms became 

sufficiently large - a consequence of the concentration of 

1 Keizai Kikaku-cho (the Economic Planning Agency): Shiry§ 
K~i-Hakusho ~~ (Information material; 25 years of the 
Economic White Papers) (Tokyo, Nihon Keizai ·Shimbun-sha, 1972), 
pp. 49-50. However, open unemployment increased only 
~arginally from 660,000 in 1947 to 730,000 by June 1950, 
largely due to the expansion of underemployment: the 
agricultural sector alone absorbed half a million male workers 
and 1.1 million female workers (Showa D6jin-kai. op. cit., p. 
631) • 
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capital a~d advanced technology in ~he large sectort - such an 

arrange~ent was also beneficial to larger fir~s. Moreover, the 

Government enco~ra;ed it by providing financial assis~ance to 

s~al!er prod~cers through their parent firms (the Lav of Co-

operati7c 1ssociations of Medium and Small Enterprises, August 

:9:.+9}. Thus, this is considered to have been a decisive period 

for the development of the industrial subcontracting system in 

post-'War Japan.2 

.!:.fter the Korean War (June 1950-July 1953), Japanese i;:.-

dustries started rationalisation and ~odernisation. In tnis 

process, the decline of the textile (spinning and weaving) 

industries became decisive. Their share in total industrial 

emplcy~ent had fallen to only 24 per cent by 1951 as co~pared 

~ith . ,, per cent in 1934-36, •hile that of ~etal, machinery and 

chemical industries rose from 38 per cent to 45 per cent.3 Such 

a shif~ to~ards heavy industries ~as encouraged by the Govern-

~en~'s i~port-licensing, tax, and financing systems. This '.ias 

co~side=ed to be appropriate, because indus~rialisation in 

otner Asian countries and the rising uages at home ~ould soon 

deprive the Japanese textile industries of their international 

compe~itiveness, while heavy industries, particularly machinery 

i ~iyohei ShinoI'.ara: 
{Tokyo, Kinokuni1a 3ooi<store, .:i.970) / P?· 

312-329. 

2 Fujita, op. c.:.t., 
that the recovery of 
financial agents for 
T~is see~s to have been 
"vertical association" 
re=~ectio~ o: Lhe lesson 
above-~entioned a~titude 

pp. 204-206. It is interesting to no~e 
Tonya 1 s inr~ue~ce as ~arketing and 

?et~y producers re~ained only filargi~al. 
due to such ?roducars 1 enthusiasill for 
~it~ larger pa=ent fir~s - ob7iously a 
learnt during t~e ~ar and to the 
of -:he Govern::ient (.ibid., p. 206). 

3 Keizai Ki~axu-cn6, • ..L. - -op. ci ..... , p. '.:>::l. .\lso see t.able 
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manufacturing, we~e associated not only with higher value-added 

·and higher foreign exchange earning ratios than light 

industries, bat also to greater employment and industrial 

linkage effects.1 This structural change of Japanese 

manufacturing increased opportunities for industrial 

subcontracting • 

At the same time, several other factors made Japanese 

machinery manufacturing depend on subcontracting more heavily 

~han their counterparts abroad. One of them is the very low 

level of capital accumulation in Japanese industries.2 It was 

not rare for them to depend on external sources (e.g. bank 

loans) for 80 per cent of their investment funds. And yet 

their investment rates were kept at a high level: relying on 

i~ports for the supply of virtually every raw material, they 

had to earn foreign exchange (the Government often licensed 

import of such materials according to the export performance of 

individual enterprises), and in order to export they had to 

fill the enormous technolog~cal gap between their rivals in 

industrialised countries as soon as possible. Moreover, 

technological innovations tended to expand the optimal scale of 

operation, and this intensified inter-firm competition over the 

1 ibid., pp. 207-215 and 228. 

2 Until the early 1960s, when the Japanese economy reached 
its "turning point" and shifted from a labour-surplus to a full 
employment situation (cf. Ryoshin Minami: I~ turning point in 
g£.QUQ~i£ _ _Q~yeloJ2.!gnt~---~apa~~ex2~rienc~) {Tokyo, Kinokuniya 
Book store, 197 3) , this approach had two additional merits: (1) 
by relying on smaller enterprises for labour-intensive work, 
the parent firms could save labour costs considerably, and (2) 
by transferring their old equipment to subcontractors, they 
could save capital and at the same time improve the quality of 

' subcontractors• equipment • 
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market-share of the home market. Such competititon was all the 

mo:re fierce, because d.issolution of Zaibatsu and the 

Government's ant~-~onopoly policy during the post-~ar period 

encouraged 2.:.:-c:y of new firt!ls. Thus, technological 

innovatic:.:.s, inter-firm competition and industrial growth 

sti~ula~ed each other and intensified the process of industrial 

progress. However, this made it necessary for major firms to 

concentrate their ir.vestment in the core production processes 

(processes ~here up-to-date technologies ~ere the key to 

su=vive and vin competition) and to rely on subcontractors ro= 

the r~st.1 In this ~ay, active demand for subcon~ractors arose. 

On the supply side, there ~as a large number of petty 

producers, who had certai~ industrial skills and experience 

from ·::r.e '<lartirae. ay becoming a subcontractor for a large 

firm, they could secure SU?ply oi ra~ materials as ~ell as 

orders ~hen they were difficult to obtain. ?arent £inns 

?ro7ided financial assistance, and advised them about ho~ to 

rationalise and modernise their production methods, as ~e will 

discuss later. Holl'ever, t~ere see~s to have been a ~ore 

funda~antal reason why smaller producers felt enthusiastic 

about becoming a subcontractor. The Japanese econo3y during 

the ?Ost-war period has been cnaraci:erised no~ only by a high 

bui: also by recurrent •1iolent business 

1 On the Japanese parent firms' ~otivationg see ~atanabe, 
!!S;.ibcou.trac~ing / industrialisation and e:nploy::ienc. crea·tioc." / 
09. ci·c., ?i?· 58-59. 
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fluctuations,1 and the smaller the size of the enterprise the 

larger the impact of such fluctuation tended to be2 largely 

because of the "cut-throat competition" among such producers. 

Thus, s~a:ler enterprises were (and still are) eager to secure 

survival and increase stability by becoming a subcontractor. 

Hence an active supply of subcontractors. 

As a result of the inter-action of such considerations on 

both sides, the peculiarly Japanese industrial structure was 

created, where over SO per cent of medium and small enterprises 

in every size group (table IV, p. 83) are subcontractors, to a 

greater or smaller extent. That the practice of subcontracting 

goes much further than in the other industrialised countries is 

illustrated by the fact that the six major car assemblers in 

J~?an subcontract, on an average, over 70 per cent of their 

total material cost, as compared with 30 to 40 per cent in the 

case of American and European assemblers (e.g. Fiat, Ford, 

Renault and Volkswagen). Only Volvo subcontracts as much as 

the Japanese,3 in this case to other European countries. 

1 To take a decade starting 1953, the standard deviation of 
industrial production indices was 5.9 per cent in Japan, 4.9 
per cent in the United States, and 3.2 per cent in iest 
Germany, after adjustment pertaining to the growth trends 
(Keizai Kikaku-cho, op. cit., pp. 187-188). 

2 Tadao Kiyonari: I5s~nL~~2A.Q__Kesy __ !o Yoin-Bunseki 
(Business failures, some case studies on their causes) (Tokyo, 
Kinyu Zaisei Jijo Kenkyu-kai, 1968), p. 33. 

3 Kikai Shinko Kyokai (Japan Society for the Promotion of 
Machine Industry), Economic Research Institute, Pich~i Kikai 
~§gyo ni gkerg_~i- Gai-s~!_l!Qndai_ni kansuru Chosa Kenkyg (A 
study on own production and external procurement in Japanese 
and American machinery manufacturing) (Tokyo, 1975), pp. 128-
130. 
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Apart from the difference in the extent of its spread,. 

the suncontracting s7s~em in the post-war Japanese industries 

is different from that in the previous period in the follo~ing 

aspect.s: :;:i:.:St I •ith the exceptions of a few industries, 

no~ably garment and food processing, manufacturers are dominant 

a~ong parent firms (table III) ; second, in the smallest size 

group ~itn three or fe~er ~orkers, as many as one-third of the 

total number of enterprises are 11 tied 11 to one parent firo 

(table III) I indicatinq an increased sta~ility in ~heir 

relationshi? ~ith the ?arent firm. 

~ow, let us examine ho• small and petty enterprises 1 

tech~ological standard has been i~proved, as a result of their 

linkages «itb larger fir~s in Lhis period. 

jodernisation of Japanese ~achinery manufacturing in t~e 

pos~-war period started, among ~ajar enterprises, with a series 

of innovations in ~anagerial practices that vere based on 

~odern ~anage3ent techniques i~por~ed from the United Sta~es. 

Soon after the war, scientific gualit7 control techniques {QC) 

~ere brought in.1 Industrial engineering techniques ( I2) , .. ·-,.... .::l 
.IJt::'- -

introduced in 1955, and system engineering, value analysis 

(VA.) 1 etc. by around 1960.2 Adoption of I3 techniqu€s , .. 
..J..l.<e 

1 The Allies' procurement during the Korean Jar required 
strict observance of s?ecir~ca~ions on ~he one hand, and ~cco~
panied, on the other, technical guidance pertaining to ~oce~n 
scientific production, inventcr7 and quality contrcl 
~echniques. This helped reduce tbe technological gap be~~een 
Japanese industries and their counterparts in indust=ialised 
coun·rries greatly {cf. Koya.:ia, op. cit., p. 3~8). 

2 ~. Takeuchi (ed.): ~~~~£1_2~i£h2=~~-n~-3~2~2=~~~.:;_£iG= 
§~~-ii£1i (3conomic gro~t~ and cia~;es in ~ediu3 and s~all 
en t e z:- ? ~c i s e s ) ( To !-;. yo , J c. ? a n .? ~ o d u c t i ·; i. -: y c e u t r 2 , l 9 S L~ ) , 2 9 • 2 7 7 -

(?oo~note conti~ued on ne~~ page) 
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Subcontractore1 an ~ 
of all entcrprl11cn 

Industry 

All manufacturing •.••••.•••••••••••..••••.••. _ 

Textilcr: •••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••• 

Electrical machinery, equipment end supplies. 

Machinery (excludin~ electric) ............. . 

Fabrio;ated metal product ti •••••••••••••••••••• 

Appi!rel nnd rcloted products •.••••••••••••••. 

Tronsport equipment .•••••••••••••••.••• ; ••••• 

Rubber products ••••.•.••••••••••••.•••.•••••• 

Iron and steel •.•••••••••••.•••••••••...••.•. 

Precision instruments ....................... . 

Leather end leather products •••••••••••••..•. 

Paper and allied products ................... . 

Miscellaneous manufacturing3 ••••••••••••••.•. 

Non-ferrous metals and products ..•••••••.••.. 

Furniture and fixtures ••••••.•••••••.•.•••.•. 

Publishing, printinR and allied industries .•• 

Lumber and wood products ••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ceramic, stone and elay products ............ . 

Chemical end allied products •••••••.••.•.•.•. 

Food and kindred products •••••••••••••••.•.•• 

Petroleum and coal products ••••••••.••••.•.•. 

1'ot.a] 

53.6 
79.5 
17.6 
71.6 
71.2 
69.6 
69.3 
60.3 
65.9 
62.9 
60. 2 
59.3 
'j2.7 
51.0 
44.9 
41.6 
39.0 
32.7 
32.7 
17-4 
11.0 

En l.er-
pri~1cs 

wi tli 
th rec or 
fcw<>r 
workers 

52.3 
06.2 
09.2 
"{ 3. 7 
64. 3 
71.6 
51.6 
69.2 
ro.5 
75.3 
71. 7 
52.9 
4'.J. 0 

60.7 
.37.6 
49.5 
36.7 
33.4 
45.2 
15.5 
26.9 

1"£icd" nubcont.ea~tors?. 
;w % of al 1 enl.erprines (Enterprines <>mploying fewer th·111 300 workors). 

1'ot.nl 

?.4. 2 

50.6 
2e.9 
26.1 
20.1 
42.0 

27.7 
3e.2 
15.7 
25.0 
32.6 
23.7 
27.7 
13.0 
11. 7 
9.6 

18.4 
13.5 
15.1 
9.4 
5.0 

Enl.P.r-
p ri Sf!ll" 

with 
thrPe or 
fewer 
workers 

3;!. 0 

64 .... 
39 .... 
41. '.) 

31.1 
54 .... 
24.1 

42.7 
34.0 

44.7 
40.2 
29.1 
29.7 
32.1 
15.6 
14.9 
23.4 
20.1 

22.4 

9.7 
11.5 

Parent firm of "tied" suhr,ontractors2 (% of total) 

Retnil0r 
M"nu fac- Wholcsnl er (incl lldint; 
Lurer depn rLmN1 (; 

50.5 
65.0 · 
05.7 
7lL 5 
70. 7 
42.5 
06.1 
63.9 
76.2 
73 .... 

52.2 

46.6 
7}.6 
42.4 

37. 7 
43.1 
42.7 
56.6 
21.9 

37.0 

26.3 
26.0 
.-i.o 
(l. 7 

1).9 
41.8 
2.6 

26.5 
12.2 

15.0 
33.5 
29.5 
33.6 
lfl. l 

35.4 
11.1 
31. 5 
39.5 
18.2 

42.7 
45.7 

store) 

;>.9 
0.3 
0.2 
1.1 
1. 7 
4.7 

1. 6 
0.3 
0.5 
3.2 

4.7 
1.4 

0.2 

7.1 
5.9 
0.4 

2.7 
3.6 

17.3 

0-tlto'l' 

12.3 
7.9 
9.3 

11.0 

13.7 
11. l 

11. 3 
8.0 

11. 3 
11. 2 
13.5 
13.7 
16.3 
1.0 

15.1 

45.3 
1(~. 7 
15.1 

21.6 

10.0 

17.4 

Source: ·chu-sho Kigyo-cho (the Medium and Small-Scale Enterprise Agency): -Dai-Sankai Chu-sho Kieyo Sogi.i Kohon Chosa Hokoku sho ('fhe third basic 
survey on medium and smal 1-acale enterpri sen). Q.uick report, taule 6, and Vol. I, table 21. Owing to rounding, the percentages sho..,n in 
the last four columns do.not always total 100.0. --------

1 Includes subcontractors for a aingle parent firm and for more than one parent firm, end enterprineo which are engaged both in subcontracting 
and in non-subcontructing business. For a breakdown on these lines see table VI in S. Ylatanabe, "·Entrepreneurship in small enterprises in Japanese 
manufacturing", in International Labour Review, Dec. 1970. p. 552. 

2 Subcontractors for a single parent fi·rm only. 

3 Includes pro•lucta like toys, fountain pc1111, jewellry, lacquer wares, brooms and bruohea, mntches anrl umbrellas. 

,,_ 

.p. _, 
'·· 
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time, movement and flow studies helped reduce cost of 

production considerably by inducing a shift of the layout of 

existing J1achi::2s from a "batch 1i1ork system" to a "process ilo'it' 

syste:il 11 au~ standardisation of work. Until towards the end of 

the 1950s, technological progress was mostly based on such 

managerial changes, semi-autonomisation of existing machines by 

attaching si~ple devices (e.g. stoppers) and in trod uc ti on of 

transport machines like chutes and belt conveyors. Thus, this 

period is often referred to as a 11 lo1i1-cost rationalisation" 

period. 

By the end of the 1950s, the domestic market for durable 

consu~er goods had started expanding to an important extent due 

to tae rising rural income level - the ann~al output of the 

auto~0bile industry, for example, grew frcm 69,000 units in 

1955 to 482,000 units in 1960. At the saille .... ... ime, the 

Govern:na~t decided {~arch 1959) to liberalise trade in t~e near 

f uture1 and urged industries to modernise and increase their 

scale of production to an int2rnai:.ionally competitive level. 

On the basis of pre?arai:.ion during the 11 10~-cost ratio11alisa-

tion" period and '.iith all kinds of encouragement (particularly 

under the Provisional La~ for the Promotion of ~achinery ~a11u-

f acturing Industries), therefore~ :najor tee hno logic.3. l 

inr:o'1ations star:ted. to replace "human <,;ave production methods 11 

vith automatised :nass-production ~echnigues at larger fir3s. 

(?ooi:.noi:.e continued fro~ previous ?age) 

27c; ChG-sho i<enkyil Senta, 11 ::/aga-Kuni ni ok.eru Gaici:J.G, Sb.it.au:.;:e 
Kanri no Tenkai (Development of subcontract ~anage:nent 
technisues in Japan) 11 (Tokyo, Sep. 1976), pp • .l.3-14 and 22-23. 

1 This decis!o~ ~as motivated ~argely by the Govern~entis 
intention to join the I~l and 03CJ. 
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fro~ ever ~OG ~orkers to ~elev ~c ·.:orkers 

~u~ t~ey ha~ their Ok~ s~~co~t=ac~ors, =c~tly of the household 

Co::petition aco~a ~he asse~blers ~as 

cc~=.e~~~ion amor.g the groups. 

as the degree of t8chnological sophistication in Japanese in-

dustries increased. At the time of the Korean War, when the 

concern was maximisation of production by 11 human wave 11 

?rocuction ~ethods, the most important kinds ot assistanc~ from 

parent firms were related to the supply 0£ raw materials, 

-;r~-:.·ision of capital equipment and tools (usually used 

es~ip~ent and tools wtich were idle or replaced by nev ones at 

~ar2nt firms}, a~d fi~aucial support. Technical guidance 

vas relatively ~nimportant - r;; C.u u. wanagerial guidance was seldow 

Studies a=ound 1960, however, found technical 

'J.'-li:S.c.·1:.c·e :.o bet.he most. comr:;cn Kl.nn of assistar:ce fros the 

~~=22~ fi=zs, followed by fina~cial and ~anagerial assistance.3 

?he t.rents of ~ising i~portance of technical a=~ particular~y 

i ibid. , pp. a- 9 , 3 o and 4 5- 4 6. 

2 See, for example, Osaka Furitsu Sh6-k6 Keizai Kenkyu-sho 
and Osaka-fu Sho-ko Keizai Kenku-kai: Kiksi __ f§.sv6 ni __ Qf~~£ 
Gc.ic~t"-- Shitauke no Jittaai (Actual conditions of 
subc;ntractir.g-ln-;acninery-ffianufacturing} (Osaka, Mar. 1954), 
??· 57-62. 

3 Economic Bureau, Tokyo Metropolitan Governme'nt: :Ionai_gi 
okeru Kikai Koav6 no Shitauke Keiretsu Kankei (Vertical group-Ing--of~subcon~ractors--in--machiner:y~manufacturing in Tokyo 
!'letropolitar. Area), Feb. 1963, pp. 22-25. 
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As their scale of production grew, large firms shifted 

hitherto own-produced parts and components to subcontractors 

and the subcontracting system deepened.' In this process, 

technological gaps between firms of different size groups 

became a serious problem. To take the case of Toyota as an 

example, the margin of error in cutting and milling work was 

about 3/1,000 mm at Toyota and 1/200 mm at its ten affiliates, 

while it was 1/100 mm at medium-scale subcontractors and 1/50 

to 1/20 mm at small and petty subcontractors and sub-

subcontrac~ors.2 A study in 1959 found only seven out of 31 

sub-5ubcontractors of Toyota ha~ below 20 per cent of rejection 

ratios.3 As Toyota is known to be one of the leaders in the 

field of subcontracting control, general conditions in Japanese 

manufacturing as a whole must have been much worse. For a 

successful introduction of mass-production techniques at the 

top of the subcontracting hierarchy, increase in th.e 

reliability of parts makers was imperative. Just as the 

assemblers' success in their innovations depended on the 

r:ationalisation and modernisation· of their primary sub-

contractors, moreover, the extent of progress made by the 

latter was largely determined by the degree of improvement in 

their own subcontractors' performance. The size of those sub-

1 See pp. 52-53 below. 

2 Ichiro Oshikawa et al. (ed.): KodQ_~eicho Katei_!!.i._Qkeru 
£hY::.2~2 Kigyo po Ko~2-~li~~ (Structural Change of medium and 
small enterprises in a process of rapid economic growth) 
(Tokyo, Toyo ·Keizai Shimpo-sha, 1962), p. 163. 

3 Aichi Prefectural Economic Research Institute: !Qksi 
£hi!Y ni o~~B-~iQ§§hg_~yhin_Kogyo_gSL..K~Henk.s_!Q_~ai-hensei 
(Structural change and reorganisation of auto-parts 
manufacturing in Tokai District) (Nagoya, 1967), p. 54. 
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managerial guidance and declining importance of mat~rial 

assistance have continued ever since.t 

A pare~t firm's direct technical and managerial guidance 

to its subcontractors took (and takes) place mainly in connec-

tion with determination of the unit price of their product(s) .2 

The unit price of the subcontractor's product is given by an 

·hourly rate multiplied by the standard time required for the 

work, where the hourly rate is equal to the labour cost per 

unit of time plus miscellaneous overhead costs and the standard 

time is the time required for the work when it is done most 

efficiently (e.g. at the parent firm). Alternatively, it may 

be fixed on the basis of a target sales price of the end-

product. In many cases, offered prices are considered to be 

tco low by their subcontractors. When such complaints are 

made, parent firms send their experts to the firm. The experts 

point out all the sources of waste and inefficiency and show 

the subcontractor how to cut costs in concrete terms.3 Changes 

in the layout of the plant are recommended, acquisition of 

particular equipment is advised and, if necessary, financial 

support is offered for such investments. 

1 See, for example, the Medium and Small-Scale Enterprise 
Agency: ~~y.::.fill§_Kigy§_gakusho (White Paper on Medium and small 
Enterprises) , 1976, p. 144. 

2 s. Sei, H. Ohmori and a. Nakajima: "JidSsha Buhin K8gy6 
ni okeru Seisan KozS no Kenkyu (Jo) (A study on the production 
structure in the auto-parts manufacturing industry, Part l)", 
in Kikai Keizai Kenky~ (Tokyo), Aug. 1975, p. 87; and Economic 
Research Institute, Chu-a University: ChG-shS Kigyo n2-JSsis2 
K~ (Hierarchical structure of medium and small enterprises) 
(Tokyo, 1~76), pp. 50-52. 

3 For a 
JunzS Wada: 
contracting 
technology, 
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case study on Nissan Motors in this connection see 
"A case history of guidance and upgrading of sub-
firms", in the APO: Intra-national t~~sfer of 

op. cit., pp. 87-119. 
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alsc provide assista~ce 

thrcus~. 

- . o:: VE:::-"L~C~~ ;=:~ping since the ~artime (no~acly !c~o~a's Ky6h6-

others restorec it cur~ng or after the Kore~G ~ar.1 

~~=e~~ firms organise :ectures, se~inars and in-pla~t training 

courses through those associatior.s. They playec a crucial role 

in transfer cf ideas and parent firms' experience pertaining to 

scientific management during the "conscious :::Evoli:tion 11 of 

~anageroent around 1960.2 

Ko w, the demand of price cuts as well as ~achnological 

guida~ce and assistance to attain such targets are relayed from 

the :arge parent firm at the top of the s~bcontracting 

~iera=chy down ~o homeworkers at t~e bottom in a ~ay similar to 

~~e bucke~-relay fire extinction method. Industrial groMth in 

0&?a~ tas been realised partly by gro•th of existing 

ffie~bers o= individual subcontractin; groups anQ partly by the 

iccrease in t~e number of enter;rises in the group. The latter 

-::.a~:es pl.ace at Ve rious existing levels of t~e · hierc:.:::-chy and 

~lso a~ atditional levels. 

has ~iaened the spread of the subcont:r-acting system 

1 Keizo Fujita: "Shitauke no G6rika, Soshikika to 
Seisansei K6j6 Mondai (Rationalisation and organisation of 
subcontrac~ors and the problem of increasing their 
p :;:- o C. u ct iv it y) , i n Tok u taro Ya man a k a (.e d • ) : s;.£§=.§11.§-lii.£ y 6 _.f!.Q 
~6rika Soshikif£ (RatioLalisation and organisation of meaium 
and small en~erprises} (Tokyo, Yuhikaku, 1958), pp. 184-185. 

2 ~ k . h" . 1a euc 1, op. cit.; and ~ada, op. cit. 
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horizontally and deepened it by adding new strata.1 It 

sometimes results . in a reduction of the number of sub-

contractors at higher levels of the hierarchy by shifting 

existing primary, secondary, ••• subcontractors under the care 

of secondary, tertiary, . . . subcontractors, in order to 

simplify the management of subcontractors. In the case of 

Toyota, for example, there were few sub-sub-subcontractors 

around 1959, most of them being cottage-type enterprises with 

one or two workers.2 But a recent study revealed six steps in 

a subcontracting relationship: automobile assemblers, Hitachi 

(electrical car parts section), Hitachi's own subcontractors, 

Hitachi's sub-subcontractors, Hitachi's sub-sub-subcontractors 

(= household enterprises), Hitachi's sub-sub-sub-subcontractors 

(= homeworkers) .3 Thus, the Japanese subcontracting system 

stretches from some of the largest enterprises in the world to 

homeworkers. In 1966, 6 per cent of the enterprises with four 

or fewer workers had subcontractors (three, on an average), and 

the similar percentage ro~s gradually to 78.9 per cent in the 

size group with l,OOO workers and over, but the number of 

subcontractors per parent firm remained to be only 84.2.• 

As the scale of production of a group expands and as the 

subcontracting system under a parent firm deepens, assistance 

t Economic Research Institute, Chu-a University, op. cit., 
P• 153. 

2 Aichi Prefectural Economic Research Institute, op. cit., 
pp. 45-46. 

3 Economic Research Institute, Chu-o University, op. cit. 

• Watanabe, "Subcontracting, industrialisation and employ-
ment creation", op. cit., p. 60. 
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:n sucD. 

~ea~s ~o i~plement given advic~. The Gover~ment 1 s effor~s to 

e~cou=age the rationalisation aL~ C r-..... small 

(over 50 per cent of ~hich are subcoctractors, as 

~~s nctec e~rlier} in the post-war period nave consisted of 

thre~ ~ajor elements: (1) organisation cf small enterprises 

i~to cc-operatives and financial support for such co-

(2) technical guida~ce, free o= charge, through 

i~s diagnosis programmes for small businesses or their groups, 

~i2re2y a group of experts on oanage~ent and production 

~echni;~es visit indivicual enterprises and groups of enter-

2r1ses to point out all the sources of inefficiency and show in 

concre~e ~er~s ho~ ~o i~?rove ~heir performance; and. (3) 

~ina~cial SU?port ~ith its special funds for moder~isation and 

=a~i~~alisa~ion of productio~ facilities. It is said ~hat the 
- . . c.:..ag:-los.:..s ;:;rograw:aes and ~overnment•s funds for 

- . . t:oaern.:..sa-:. l.on, includins loans fro~ the 

?eopl6 1 S Finance Corporation, have been particularly beneficial 

to petty subco~tractors.t For example, they so~eti~es learned 

aboct ~echniques of scientific managemen~ and accounting from 

business diagnosticians of the pref ectural governments, 

iGrroved ~he layout of their plants, and oodernised their 

1 On this point, I have benefited fro~ a meeting at tne 
I~stitute of Small Business Research, Osaka Keizai Daigaku, 
~hich Professor Keizo Fujita kindly organised for me in 
Dece;r;ber 1976. 
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capital equipment, according to their advice, with the help of 

loans from the Governmeut's special modernisation funds.l 

The ~bG~e-discussed guidance and assistance oy parent 

firms ~nd by the Government seems to have been made con-

siderably easy and efficient by the improvement in book-keeping 

practice, which had started earlier by the introduction of the 

"blue return form system" for an income tax report in 1949-50. 

In those days, few small enterprises had a proper book-keeping 

system and this was a serious obstacle to their 

rationalisation. To solve this problem, American advisers (the 

Shoup Mission) recommended that, when a tax-payer kept a 

certain mode of book correctly and used it as a base for his 

income tax report, he was to be granted a preferential 

t=eatment wi~h regard to income tax. The idea was spread 

through seminars and lectures organised under the auspices of 

the Medium- and Small-Scale Enterprise Agency. At the same 

time, the business diagnosis emphasised the importance of the 

financial control aspect o: management. such modernisation of 

accounting practices in medium and small enterprises stimulated 

efforts for cost reduction and facilitated parent firms' 

guidance in concrete terms.2 

such assistance and guidance would not have been so 

effective if petty producers themselves had not been eager to 

improve their performance. Their enthusiasm came from the hard 

1 Sei, Ohmori and Nakajima, op. cit., p. 82. 

2 The Medium and Small-Scale Enterprise Agency: chg=§h§ 
Jiigy.§.::£h.§_25.::!~hi (25 years of the !!edium and Small-Sc.ale 
Enterprise Agency) (Tokyo, 1973), pp. 18-19. 
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'Io quo·.:e an a 

niqht sctool ~as set up associ.atio~ 

1agcya to cverco~e ~he sbcr~age of semi-skilled and stilled 

wo=kers, particularly a~ the sub-scbcontractors 1 level. 2 Such 

associations• sche~es ~ere (ana still arej +: . O.:..L.en 

S~??Orted by the parent firms anu the Goverr.ment. 

hs a result of such concerteC. efforts, efficiency of 

industzy ~as enhancec rapidly: 19 studied s~all 

doubleC. their produc':.ivity be't'-'een 

:SSE ~~t lS60, i~ spite of the cut i~ prices of tneir products 

du:-ing -::0.e sa::ue neriod.3 t..t the 

na~io~al level, crices oi auL.c parts ~e~t down by 30 per cent, 

regard to certain 

~c.r~s, bst~eeu 1955 and 196C.~ At the same L.ime, spread of the 

11 .):-oc-:ss flo;c la.you-:. syste;r;:t vc.rious levels of t.n.e 

early discovery cf defects in 

1 Sei, Oh..-.ori and Naicajima, op. cit., p. 43; 
O.•·r p. lS6. 

Oshikalia et 

2 Aichi ?refGctura~ Econoffiic Resea~ch Institute, op. cit., 
P?· 43 and 70. 

203. 

• Sei, Ohmori a~d Nakaji~a, op. cit., p. 67. 
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protucts, and the rejection rate of parts fell very commonly by 

about 50 per cent, SO$etimes within a year.1 

Such w~s a combined result of progress made in managerial 

practic6s and improvement in equipment. The latter is 

reflected in the fact that 90.3 per cent of lathes acquired by 

the automobile industry in 1957 were used ones, while the 

similar percentage fell to 39.l per cent by 1962. The most 

striking was, however, the case of sewing machine 

manufacturing, where all the newly acquired milling machines 

were used ones in 1957, but most new ones {85.4 per cent) in 

1962.2 

Under the Provisional Law for Promoting Machine Manu-

f acturing Industries (Kikai Kogyo Shinko Rinji Sochi-ho) , which 

was first enforced in 1956 and renewed several times later on, 

the Government (1) designated certain (electrical, transport 

and other) machinery and parts whose quality and production 

costs were to be imprnved, (2) fixed concrete targets to be 

attained within a given period of time in regard to their 

quality and production cost {in the case of the automobile 

industry, for example, the production costs was to be reduced 

by 30 per cent between 1961 and 1964), (3) provided special 

loans and granted taxational privileges to encourage investment 

in order to help attain such targets, and (4) exempted from 

certain regulations of the Anti-Monopoly Law those firms which 

1 Oshikawa et al.: Kodo Sei£ho Ka1ei_.~i oke~~, op • 
cit., p. 36; the Aichi Prefectural Economic Research 
Institute, op. cit., pp. 21-22 • 

2 Shinohara, 21f~1Q~~1_-.£hanges__in. ___ ~a]anes_e ____ e£Q.gQ!iC 
£~~1oEmeni, op. cit., pp. 26-27. 
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a trementous proqress towards the end of the 1950.s, an 0. the 

supply of incustrial machinery anQ e~uipment becar::.e and 

abundant. The process ~as inte~sified fierce coir,peti tion 

which made terms of instalmen'C payment much 

more generous and prices much lo~er than cther\iise. the 

'i>.'itb a view to ~odernisin; e~uip2ent cf s~all and 

?e~ty firms, ~ne Gcvernme~t provid~d special leans an6 grc..nt.E::d. 

accele=ated deprecia~ion allowances for them, and established 

S?ecial insur~nce scheme fo::- tl:e against 

Thus, tLe develop~en~ of local ~achinery 

:.ar:ufacturir:g efficiency of even pe-cty 

"";:able I i~dicates that, in Japan, sn?pliers (including 

~rac~ns coc;anie~) cf ra~ ca~erials and =ac~inery are cne 

iri". port ant sources of technical and 

operai:ior: for small and petty enterprises. This has 

specially true in the garoent inaustry:~ 11 The speed 

technical progress in the garment industry is governed by 

l Oshii::alia et al.: . "!;QQ.Q._,2~i£h£_.lSil§L!li _Q!§rU_.:..:..:.1 
Cl."C. t pp. 22-25. 
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speed of similar progress made in industrial seving machine 

manufacturing. 11 1 

An imp~=~ant aspect of the development of industrial 

machin~~y manufacturing is the fact that the fe~tures and 

stanaard of its product are greatly influenced by the feedback 

of information and advice from the cliental industries. Such 

feedback seems to have been specially important between sewing 

and knitting machine manufacturers, textile fabric 

~anuf acturers and garment producers. When a new kind of fabric 

was introduced, garment producers sometimes had difficulty with 

conventional machines and, subsequently, the machines were 

modified to meet the users• needs. As competition among 

industrial equipment manufacturers and dealers has been quite 

h~~d, even petty producers• special needs tended to receive a 

serious consideration on the part of machinery and material 

aealers. 

Before we close this section, we will touch on the supply 

source of skills of petty firms. ie mentioned a huge stock of 

industrial manpower that .the Japanese industries emerged with 

from the war. In later years, most of the nev small and petty 

entrepreneurs obtained their skills as employees in the trade 

related to the one in which they launched their enterprise. In 

a survey conducted in November 1975, as many as 73 per cent of 

them had such experiences, 65 per cent of them used to vork in 

1 "Chfi-sh5 K6gy5 ni okeru Gijutsu Shimpo no Jittai (6) 
(Facts about technical progress in medium and small enter-
prises)", in Chu-sh5 Kig.Y2_~inyu K§ko Geppo (Monthly Bulletin 
of Small Business Financing Corporation), Nov. 1960, pp. 21-26. 
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la::;e ~ac~ories a~c tben LiOvea bac~ ~c s~all oLes, acco~nted 

fo::- 26 and 32 cent in u:achinery rranufacturing, 

::es:;ectiv-ely, and 30.9 pe;:- cen"t. an.d per cent in the 

CEncfacturing industries as a whole.2 Starting c.s a lec.rner-

~o::~er af"t.er ordinary or industrial school, a majority of triem 

~ave 7 to 15 years' experience 

pe~=its the~ not o~ly i:.C ac;uire the necessary kno~ledge 

ecru: ectior~s in .. 
:;::~06.ucts ar:C. supply of ral' 

_ ... .in6. i.:st::y like r;- a r :: ·:<;: t - . 
mani.:rc.c~~=l.r..g, va::io\ls forms 

or;c.r.ise.:. ( e. g. 

Iie ~edi~~ anc Small-Scale ~nter?~ise Lge~cy: £hQ=§h§ 
[i£~Q_li~t~~EQ (~hite Pa?er on ~ediu~ anc Small-Scale ELter-
?rises), 1976, p. 238. 11 sr.all 11 , 11 meG.iu= 11 anC. "large" 
e~ter?rises are G.afine6. ~o be er.terprises ~ith fewer than 20 
vo=ke=s, 20 to 299 ~orke~s and 300 and more workers, 
res?ec~ively, in this survey. For a si~ilar picture in 1966, 
see :;.:a-c.a:1abe, 11 ::::;-~tre?rer,eurship ••• 11 , op. cit., pp. 536-539. 

2 Kacagawa F=efecture: 
§~~ (Re?or~ of a survey cf Tokyo-Yoko~a~a icdus~rial district}, 
:'. c. r. l 9 5 4 , s: u o t EC. in shin or. a= a , .§~f:.££:;£;:~L£.h.s.;£g _ _;,~- J .s.t:.SJ.§..§~ 
~~.Qf:.f f~£-.f ~.Y~1£.2.a~::; ' 0 p • cit . , l:' • 3 l. 5 • 

3 ~atc.nabe, "Ent.:::-epreneurshi? 11 , op. cit., ?· 539; and. 
Koku~i.:J. Kin:::'u KoKo (People's ?iD.o.nce Corpora:.icn}: ,Ej_..h.Qf __ Q.Q 
~~•c:.2.~i2=.:._1;g.:,:.§. (Ssall an.: petty enterprises in Japan) (Tol~yc, 
"I·oyc ::-sizai Shir::p6-sha, .:.9E7), pp. 106-107. 
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sewing and knitting machine manufacturers, dressmaking schools, 

and even courses at school) can be a source of necessary 

skills. 

=~ brief, Period III is a period when, on the basis of 

?reparation made during the preceding periods, a large amount 

of surplus labour that existed at the beginning of the period 

was absorbed and dualism in the Japanese economy disappeared 

rapidly as a result of development of all the three kinds of 

linkages (industrial subcontracting, equipment supply and move-

ment of skilled workers) between the two sectors. The key 

factors that accelerated this process have.been the rapid rates 

of technological innovation and growth in the formal sector and 

intense inter-firm competition in both sectors, which 

i~~eracted and reinforced each other. 

Over the three d~fferent periods ve have studied - and 

even within each of them - the basic economic and political 

conditions changed considerably, and the major contributors to 

the industrialisation varied. Nevertheless, one thing seems to 

have been true in regard to all the three periods: the pattern 

and the timing of technological progress in both the formal and 

informal sectors of Japanese industries have been governed 

largely by factors in the demand side: long survival of 

traditional tastes of consumers: expansion of export markets 

vhich resulted either from changes in international political 

and economic conditions, or from active salesmanship of 

Japanese exporters; changes in the pattern of demand abroadi or 
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in the s~all sector, intrcauced nev tech~ologies or 

ata;te~ existing ones meet such ne~ market conditions. 

It is alsc notable that ~he Government almost never tried 

tc F=ctect ir..dustries that could not keep up with such changes. 

~.·-""' •·::-·:lief measures" liere intended either to help increase 

thEir co~petitiveness, e.g. with modernisation funds, or to 

e~ccurage them to shift to other lines of business, ~here the 

G 8ver :.rr:en t judged the first approach iapossible er too costly. 

For t~e sake of industrial reorganisation ar:c raticnalisation 

·chat ~ere considered to be essential in orde= to maintain ana 

?~o~ote the long-term strength (e.g. interr..ational 

COS?Etiti ver.eSS) of the natio.cal eco:uoir.y, sometimes a con-

si~ezajle amount of sac=ifice •as made in terfils of business 

an~ unemployment. ?robably sucn a:: 

a cor.siderc:ble 

surplus labour and provided a source of 

a6ditionai income for tha informal sector industrial workers' 

b.ouse.holC.s.1 

1 In many cases, especially in earlie= years in 
ir.austrialisation, wages from industrial activities were a 
second incowe fo~ such workers. 
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III. I~I~R-S~£TORAL TECHNOLOGICAL LIN~~ 

The extent of technological linkages between formal and 

informal sectors depends on the amount of technology and skills 

imported from the former into the latter, and the extent of 

their diffusion within the informal sector. In this section we 

will discuss them in turn. 

1. ~Qdes of technology_!!:ansf~ 

(a) ~£1.:L.Of eguipmg.!!! 

We saw earlier that inventions of cheap locally made 

e~uipment and development of efficient machinery manufacturing 

industry had stimulated technological progress in small and 

petty enterprises in Japan on many occasions, while table I 

in~icates that, today, suppliers (including trading companies) 

of raw materials and machinery are the second and fourth most 

important so~rces of technical guidance and co-operation in 

joint research, for the medium and small enterprises. Similar 

examples are observed in various parts of the world • 

A study in Dakart notes that, in order to attain 

productivity and income higher than mere urban subsistence, 

more sophisticated and versatile equipment than that available 

within the informal sector is reguired. such equipment is 

t Chris Gerry, "Petty producers and the urban economy: a 
case study of Dakar", ILO World Employment Programme Research 
Working Paper (WEP 2-19-101-l,WP8), Sep. 1974, pp. 43-45. 
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pl~y an impc=tar.t role i~ caking access to 

s u.c:r. for infor~al secto= firms. seems 

par~icularly the case in tailoring. 

:r: a study on Mexico and Puerto Rico, Strass~ann argues 

Lnat the crucial transfer of infor~ation occurs often through 

~~~ c~chinery ~anufacturers' follow-up service and points OUL 

that salesmen and manufacturers' agents may well be the most 

extensive carriers of technical information.1 Indeedr \.'nere 

co;:petition is hara among such suppliers, they make 

considerable efforts in this regard. Just as Japanese 

esui~:ant manufac~urers establish distribution centres equipped 

~itt training facilities for customers as part of their sales 

ca~paign, foreign machinery manufacturers in Rong Kong very 

=ac:ruit ana train local engineers in the operation of 

equ~pme~~ before promoting bus~ness, so tiat customers can 

receive safficie~t technical gui~ance, includ~cg on-the-spot 

Tue lower the stage of industrialisation at which an 

econcmy is, the gr€ater the ifilportance of such embodied 

technology transfer and the role of sales agents ~ay be, 

i W. Paul Strassmann: Technoloaical chanae and ecouo~ic 

~£.i.~~2f~~~~~--~&~-£~ggf~~uri~g eiE~~lEU£~ Of-texicQ_£1!£ PUe£~Q 
.E~£2 (Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university Press, 1968), 
particularly pp. 33-34. 

2 Fai-Tai l\ong, "Intra-national transfer of technology", a 
cou~~ry paper of Hong Kong prepared for the APO Symposium on 
Intra-National Transfer of Technology, 2~-28 Feb. 1975, p. 3. 
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because other kinds of linkages become rarer. Indeed, this is 

tne only media of tec~nological linkages between the two 

sectors in most ?arts of Africa.t However, the absolute extent 

of such ~inkages seems to be licited for a number of reasons. 

Probably the greatest limiting factor is the absolute 

shortage of supply of equipment, which is due, in turn, to the 

restriction on import of such equipment or materials required 

for its production, investment restriction, inefficiency of the 

<i.istr ibu tion system within the country, etc. In some 

countries, technological progress of informal sector firms is 

directly discouraged by deliberately established disincentives. 

In Bombay area, for example, many such firms are not using 

electricity because otherwise they would have to pay various 

t~xes:z this makes a striking contrast to their Japanese 

counterparts• situation where the introduction of electric 

mo~ors contributed to their modernisation after the First World 

War. 

Even where these problems do not exist, the quality of 

equipment from the formal sector may not be compatible to the 

level of education and training in the informal sector, and the 

price may be too high. In reference to Indian industries, Koga 

maintains that, for these reasons, evolution of traditional 

1 On this point, I benefited from talks with Mr. Jens 
Muller of the Centre for Development Research, Copenhagen, and 
Dr. R. Kaplinsky of the Institute of Development Studies 
(Sussex/Nairobi) • 

2 I owe this information to Mr. Tom Tinberg of the World 
Bank. 
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tG~ la'tter 1 s require~ents. In Ciina, considerable i~?=cvemen~ 

seems to have been made after the introduction of a "t~ree-in-

onerr ccr:.bir..a ti.on in tb.e designir.g, trial manufactures, and 

~~~~=i~entaticn stages arounci the !Ilid.-1960s. Under +- • . 1,,,.nl.S 

syste~, the staff of the designing o=gauisa~ions in tb.e country 

is to make an initial design on the basis of detailed analysis 

ct, e.g. imported machinery and related da~a, but is also to 

?an:icipa te in field experiment' and t:?:"ial man~facture and 

'tO the opinio~s of the u.ser :::armers or tbE factory 

~anagers before the final design is established.2 

tevelopment of a feed-cack systec, relying ei~her on a 

ac rr:inistra ti>'e or on inC.ividual 

or dealers' ~a~~etin; effprts as in the case in 

o::l y ~ . . ' .. a _,_in::.t.ea scope of success. 

:.. pa rt fro~ the supply of ne• machinery, transfer of used 

ffiach~nes f=om larger enterprises can be an i~portant means of 

enhancir,g the tee hr,olog ical s"tandards of petty enterprises. 

f;b.ere capital is short, this may have double effects: it helps 

i !:'lasao Koga, "Traci tional anC. moC.ern ind.ust:!:"ies ir, InC.ia tr, 

ir. 11~_Qgx~l£~ifg_~fQQQ~i~~ (Tokyo), Sep. 1968, P?· 318-319. 

2 Ishikava, 11 'I'he Chinese met.hod of ~echnological cevelop-
m en t 11 , op • cit. , p?. 4 4 3- 4 4 5. 
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reduce the cost of technological progress among small 

enterprises, as well as the cost of innovation in large firms. 

The relatively snort history of industries and the slow rate of 

their d~velopment, however, limit the potentials of this 

approach in most of the developing countries, keeping the rate 

of turnover of machinery low. In China, the transfer of used 

equipment from large and modern to small and more primitive 

enterprises has become quite substantial only in recent years.1 

In early stages of industrialisation, inflow of 

experienced skilled employees from the formal sector is a very 

iwportant mode of technology and skills transfer to the 

i~:ormal sector, public enterprises and foreign firms playing 

a role of supply base of such personnel. 

In Ghana, a recent study of 24 large metalworking firms 

revealed that these fi~ms had lost 51 per cent of their 

trainees within five years after completion of their training. 

One company lost 36 trained employees per year. More than half 

of them started their own business in the informal sector; 

another 12 per cent ended up in smaller workshops and the 

remaining 33 per cent or so found nev jobs in other large 

firms.z 

1 Sigurdson: B£~1-in~£St~!ali§.S.SiQll in China, op. cit., 
p. 122. 

2 Hakam, op. cit., p. 22 • 
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Ir !rge~tina, technicians trained cy the auto~o~ive in-

cow.poLents 

~n !~dia, whe=e the Govern~ent made it coffipulsory fer 

~a~se iir~s to subcon~ract part of their work to smaller en~er-

pr~sss iD 1967, foreisn parent fir~s so~eti~es encourage ~heir 

:.ecinologically reliable employees to start ~heir onn business 

as s~bcontre.ctors :::or thelli. 1-. t the same time, the 

~~cnnclogical standards of subcontractors sometimes change 

considerably as a consequence of departure or arrival of 

skilled ~orkers.2 Important impacts ~hich dispersal of ex-

ewplcyees of foreign subsidiaries wakes on the technical 

sta~dard of tee local i~dustries has also been observed in 

?akis-:.an. a 

k more concrete exa~ple is related to the electronics in-

dus~ry of Eong Kong. This industry ~as started by A~erican 

s~~s~ciaries •hicn broi.:.ght in ~achinery, co~ponents, materials 

ar.d other s€r.ior staff including engin€ers, from the hooe 

CC\.:.r:try. ~tile working in these companies, 

learned techr.iques of assembly-line arrangements, production 

1 Jack Barar.son: 1Q!QfilQ!iY§ __ in££~tri~.§__in ___ gev§l2£~n£ 
£Q£ll!~ieg (World Bank Staff Occasional Paper Ko. 8 (Washington 
D.C.), International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
1969), p. 48. '!'here is a strong inclination among Argentir.ians 
to hav8 thier own business, regardless of the opportunity cost 
(ibid.). It is, however, not clear ho~ many of them produce 
parts and components fo~ assembly or for the re~lacemen~ 
i!larket. 

2 K. Subramanian: "Country Report, India", in the APO: 
±ni~~n~~~Qn£1_§~2£2nir~£iiD..£~ __ £_!£2l_fQ£_techn2logy _ _i~~n§fer, 
op. cit. 

3 K.M. Eiazuddin: "Country .Report, Pakistc.r:", idem. 
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·processes, quality control systems and supervisory methods, 

sometimes as a result of training in the United States that was 

provided by ~te employers. Subsequently, some of them became 

independe~t and started their own small enterprises, ~hich now 

supply parts and components to their former employers and to 

other large assemblers.1 

In many developing countries, however, the inflow of 

workers from the formal sector is extremely rare, as already 

noted in the previous section. The Dakar survey, for example, 

found only 4 out of 285 pet~y manufacturers had experience of 

employment in a large foreign enterprise.2 In Kumasi, Ghana, 

only 25 out of 298 informal sector entrepreneurs had training 

at a training institute or as an apprentice to a wage earner.3 

The very meagre inf low of trained workers into the in-

formal sector can be explained easily. First, in many 

countries, especially in Africa, operation of modern industries 

itself is rather new ~nd limited in number and scale. 

Consequently, opportunities of industrial training are very 

limited. Second, general shortage of skilled workers in the 

formal sector gives rise to a considerable inter-sectoral 

earnings gap. Third, the Government's wage policy which 

guarantees high wages to the public sector employees and 

1 Fai-Tai Wong, op. cit., pp. 2-3. 

2 Gerry, op. cit., p. 40. 

3 Georges A. Aryee, "Effects of formal education and train-
ing on the intensity of employment in the informal sector: a 
case study of Kumasi, Ghana", World Employment Programme Re-
search Working Paper, WEP 2-18/WP 14 and WEP 2-19/WP 17 
(Geneva, 1976), p. 11 • 
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Unless some special efforts are made to encourage 

dispersal of people trained in large enterprises, therefore, 

opportunities for introduction of new skills into the informal 

sector ~ill remain extremely limited and it will be difficult 

to ~pgrade the standard of enterprises in the informal sector. 

Important examples of such efforts are not lacking. We 

have already discussed the important role played by Japan by 

the "model factories" in silk reeling, the Shokunden in 

weaving, prisoners• training in match-manufacturing, and the 

army and navy arsenals in machinery manufacturing. 

Similar but more institutionalised - i.e. less dependent 

on individual workers' or firms• own decisions and on the mar-

ket conditions - methods seem to have been used in contemporary .. 
China. People, including new graduates, are sometimes 

t~ansferred more or less permanently to work in rural areas. 

Inter-enterprise contacts between different administrative 

levels and therefore d~fferent size groups have also been a 

major means of transfer and diffusion of technology and skills. 

such personal contacts have been necessary and, at the same 

time, turned out to be the most effective way to transmit 

technical knowledge, because of unfamiliarity with industrial 

technology and lack of ability to interpret printed technical 

descriptions.1 

1 Sigurdson: £yral_indu§!rialis~!i.Q.!Lin China, op. cit., 
pp. 91-92. The limited use of disembodied technology transfer 
media like printed materials is also noted by Strassmann 
(Strassmann, op. cit.). 
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on the o~e ba~d, a~d t~e s~all 

er.1-terp!"ises, on tl:e o-:.r:ez.-. gc.p starteC. 

a.r ... d :.t.e tech:::icc.l di££usiofi 

of t.he 1960s, when a 

trc.nsfer systeD itc..s ir:t::-cCuced. The 

2ysts~ cc~sists or h§i~; (county)-level gcverL~e~t enterprises, 

?eO?~e 1 s commune factories, and prod~ctic~ brigade shops 

engir.eers an:. mo::e 

atva~cs~, larger enterprises go to small rural pla~ts to assist 

st.ages, fro~ planning to p:::-oO.uction and distribution, 
. . - .. 

\·J.:..-!..~ ?eo:;iJ..e ~r~ the lccalities are SE!i.t fo:: training to the 

and are given pests of responsibility ~hen 

larger en~erprises - ,_ c.. .... higher - . . . .... . ac.rr.:..r::.:..s-:r a 1.J.. ve 

sar;ie ::02..e 

lc\.:e:- aG.~inistrat.ive 

did \'is-a-vis private sector 

Cape..::. 

Is.iikawa, op. cit., ??· 440-4~2. 

2 Jo~ Sigurdson: 
c:.t.., p. 94. 

l ev·els as s-:ate-run 

enterp::-ise:s r.eiji 

3 Seven aG~inistrative 
?=ov~uce, ~Egion, county, 
c~Ger of hie=~rchy . 

levels exist in China! nation, 
co~ffiune, brigade and team, in the 
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A more unique approach adopted by the Chinese is related 

to the rural industry system which provides training opportu-

nities for local people in various ways: 

(1) iormal factory training: short-term courses are arranged 

in commune-level enterprises during slack farming 

seasons, covering principles, structure, operation and 

maintenance of machines; 

(2} informal factory training: production teams send, on 

their own initiative, members to factories for "learning-

by-doing"; 

(3) 

( 4) 

( 5) 

delivery training: commune-level enterprises send 

technicians to buy units at the time of delivery; 

mobile repair and maintenance teams training: 

trained on the spot at the time when 

maintenance is required; 

factory repair training: team members 

machin~ry to the repair unit. 

people are 

repair or 

accompany 

Rural industry is thus part of a communication network 

where an important task is to spread innovations as quickly as 

possible within a local technology system.1 

Formal vocational training schemes in most 

developing countries seem, more often than not, to have 

of the 

little 

impact on the informal sector. 

too large costs to be 

1 ibid., p. 95. 
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gua:ificatic~s =equir~~ of tha the 

~ecently, efforts ~ave been made to 

in ·cne . . . 't.rc..J...:1:..ng 

The ge~eral trend appears to be in ~avo~r cf tying 

s~ch training scheaes closely to ~orkplaces. So~e interesting 

;:xan:ples are described in Hak~an 1 s study in Ghar.a.1 :rn 
Singapore, the Government has contracts with a few major 

f oreigc subsidiaries whereby the latter train ~ore ~orkers than 

t~e~ need for the purpose bf supplying &ecessary technical 

personr.el for supporting industries.2 Co-o?eration in this 

=egar~ cet~een enterprises in the tvo sectors is common ~here 

a~ industrial subcontracting system has developed, as i.:e 

~en~ioned in v~rious Farts of tbe previo~s sec~ion. In l\epal, 

~=iscns play an important role as vocational training centres, 

~ier::e s~i~~s for cottage industries (e.g. spinning, weaving, 

~osie~y a~a prin~ing of cloths) ar::e acquired. 3 

:::::n ore.er to create eraployment and save foreign e:r.:change, 

ar. increasing nu~ber of developing countries have been trying 

to 6.evelop 11 sup?orting industries" for e.g. auto.mobile, 

1 tiak~an, op. cit., Ch. 5. 

:.:: Annex II t.o ii'ata.nabe, ".t1ain report." in t.he APO: JLter.:. 
n~~~2ns~ __ §gQf£n1~~£1~L£_~n£_tr~n§f~£_Qf_i§fhn£12£Y_~n.£_§kill§, 
op. cit. 

:s Kesnab P. Sharma, 11 Country paper 11 of Nepal presented at 
tne APO Symposium or. Tecfinolosy Transfer, 6-10 February 1978, 
New Delhi, p. 23 
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electronic and other machinery assembly manufacturing 

industries. Their common weapons in such efforts ar·e import 

restrictions (or prohibitions) and regulations of minimum local 

content requirements, on the one hand, and preferential 

finaucial and taxational treatments on the other.1 ihere the 

history of industrialisation is relatively long, some 

significant progress has been made in terms of the number of 

local suppliers and the amount of purchase from them. 

Argentina, Brazil, India, Mexico and, more recently, the 

Philippines are good examples. The. situation is best 

publicised in regard to the automobile industry. 

In Argentina and Brazil the automobile industry had 

several thousand components and parts manufacturers already in 

t~e Eid-l960s. Many of them were small garage shops and served 

as subcontractors to larger parts manufacturers.2 Localisation 

of auto-parts supply had reached nearly 100 per cent by the 

early 1970s.3 Most of the important parts and component 

manufacturers are of medium and large size, linked to foreign 

firms in one way or another. 

1 Cf. Ian Little, Tibor Scitovsky and Maurice Scott: 
!l!S,y~,:U:y _ _s~~-tra~..!~i~-g~velQE~nq c9untries, a comparative 
~1 (London, New York and Toronto, Oxford University Press, 
1970), various parts. 

2 Baranson, op. cit., pp. 46 and 48-49, and Joel Bergsman: 
~I.S~il.&._ill~Y~i~s.t!2!L.;.sll.S.-!I.!.~-l2olicies (London, New York 
and Toronto, Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 120-130. 

3 ~iguel s. Rionczek, 
Navarrete: &a transferencia 
£s§Q_de Mexi£Q (Mexico D.F., 
p. 83. 
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... ~"'! J.sc:e,· · ... ~- .. ..:. 

1970-74), anc tne annual 

p=o6~c~i~~ of au~orrcbiles ~ore tha& ~oubled from o.~ ~i.llion 

o~er l cillion units betveerr 1970 and 1977. cr·o sorr;e 

e~:ent, develop~ent cf consu~ers 1 credit syste~ contributed to 

the expa~sion of de~aud.2 To •hat extent this benefiLEd petty 

Ir. India, im?Ort prohibitions anG domestic content 

=equire~ents became the chief instruments to encourage the 

local ~reduction of the auto-parts in 1953. first, most of 

~he local pa=~s ~ere produced by the assemble=s ~he~selves but, 

a::te:- 1960,,. the QEVelo?ment of do~estic parts makers •as 

atteEpted by means of (a) the investwent licence; ( b) the 

~apital-gooG.s import licence; and (c) L.he foreign 

ccl~acc=atic~ l~cence. In 1965 the Gove=n~ent issuec a 

11 :-<=s6rn~ ~ist 11 tc decarca te it€ES lib.ich coulC. be produced only 

lssemblers who al:-eady had such items in 

~~e~r ~a~u~acturing p=ogramme ~ere allowed tc continue to 

produce them but could not expand their production capacity • 

Cost differentials between parts producers and assemblers ~ere 

consi~erable, especially in the case of propeller shafts, 

i See Werr:er aaer, "The :recent development of the Brazilian 
:coGo~y: an ir.~erpreta~~on 1:, in £I~~b~~£n __ i£Qll.2fi£~~~die§ 
{Rio de Janeiro), No. l {1975) pp. 12-31. 

2 :nformation collected at various offices of the 
GcvernmeLt of Brazil curing my visit in December 1977. 
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crankshafts and shock absorbers. In 1967 all of these items 

were, nevertheless,· reserved for local parts niakers.1 

Consequently, by 1969, all the five assemblers e~cept Standard 

~otor Pro~ucts had raised domestic content of their cars to 

over 94 per cent.z The proportion of bought-out components 

ranged from 39.4 per cent (Ambassador) to 62.2 per cent (Jeep) 

in 1967.3 

Parent firms offer technical guidance and assistance as 

the need arises. A good example is the case of Ashok Leyland, 

a subsidiary of British Leyland. When the principal firm 

stopped producing its van "Comet", Asbok Leyland had to find 

local suppliers of bodies, among others. It contacted Press 

Metal Corporation, which was doing cold-rolling in Bombay, and 

p~ssed British Leyland's cold-rolling technology to this Indian 

firm. It also invited experts in raw material treatment from 

Japan, the source of supply, and sent some of the Indian 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

subcontractor's staff to Britain for in-plant training. Some ~ 

of Ashok Leyland's subcontr~ctors have their own subcontractors 

1 Anne o. Krueger: l~benef.i!§_saQ_costs of im.£Qrt_§Ya= 
ati1ytiQB __ iD __ lnQi~_: ___ ,S__!i£~Q=~2Il2..!ic stug~ (Minneapolis, 
University of Minnesota Press, 1975) , p. 56. 

z ibid., p. 48. In Indian terminology, "domestic content" 
or "indigenous content" refers to the direct sources of parts 
and components but not to the origins of materials used at 
earlier stages of production. It therefore has little meaning 
in regard to the foreign exchange savings. 

3 ibid., p. 55. 
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~nowle6ge dc~n to ether 

2~bcc~tra=tcrs appear to be ra~her exceptioc~l, largely because 

lact of in~er-firm co~petitio~ Eakes such effo=ts u~necessary. 

!he 11 reserve list" reduces the bargaining po•er of the 

asse~blers because they cannot threaten to ~ake a coraponent 

the~se:ves.2 Co~?~tition among parts ~akers themselves is also 

restricted by the Governoent's licensing system, both en~ry of 

new co~petitors and expansion of e~isting ones being subject to 

c or..t r ol. Moreover, the use of i~port quotas rules out ~he 

possibility of competition from abroad.3 All these effects of 

£cver~~ental interventions add up to the creation cf a seller's 

~a=~e~~ and little iLce~tive seems to e~ist tc stimulate 

i S~bramanian, op. cit . 

2 K=ueger, op. ~ . 
C..:. '- •' p • 56. 

4 11 The pending orders for scooters in mid-1971 •ere in the 
region cf 370,000; increased production during the year barely 
toucbe~ the fringes of the outstanding demand Bajaj Auto 
have app~iea for percission to raise its capacity from 24,000 
~o 100,000 auQ the APO fro~ 24,000 to 60,000. Eoweve~ tne 
touopclies Co~~ission pruned the capacity t.arget in both cases 
to ::.a,000 scooters each" (Associat.ion oi Indian Au'tomobile 
~~~~facturers: 12th annual report, ·1971 (Bombay), p. 4). In 
passer,~er car Eanufacturing, it is said that custo~ers have to 
vait a couple of years bet•een the placement of their orders 
and deli \•ery. 
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efforts to ·reduce the costs of production and improve the 

quality of products.1 

The li_kages between the formal and informal sector 

enterp=ises seem to be marginal. Although there are 

innumerable small "one-man" and family enterprises which 

produce small parts and components, they work for the 

replacement market and only occasionally supply to the 

assemblers.2 

In Mexico, a programme for localisation of automobile 

industry started with the decrees of 1962 and 1963. With the 

usual obligations and privileges placed on the nine approved 

assemblers, the local content rose from about 20 per cent of 

the direct production cost in 1960 to 45 per cent in 1965 and 

63 per cent in 1972. In order to stimulate the industry's 

localisation further, the decree was amended in 1969. Each 

assembler who had attained the local content ratio of 60 per 

cent was given a certai~ production quota. This quota was to 

be reduced by 10 per cent per annum after 1970, resulting in 

zero in 1980. In order to continue his operation in Mexico, 

each assembler had to earn a production quota by increasing the 

local content or a CKD import quota by increasing exports.3 In 

1 Baranson, op. cit., p. 22. 

2 Krueger, op. cit., p. 65. 

3 Wionczek, Bueno and Navarrete, op. cit., Ch. III. 
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1977 a nsv decree r~¥~ssa 

Abeu~ 250 o~ the~ were original Farts cakers, the rest being 

e~;a;2c in replacement ?arts production. Sorae 160 hac been 

receivi~g tec~nical assistance from abroad. ..:. i. -\...UC 
. . -cri.sinal. 

parts makers, tovever, firQS ~ith fever than 50 wor~ers were 

:rare.2 

Like their Indi~n counterparts, MeY-ican parts makers 

<:::njo:r a q w.asi-raonopoly ...... posi ... ion. Import of parts and 

compouentsr expansion of existing firms, and e~try of ne~ ones 

~re subject to governmental control. Competition a~ong the 

asse~blers is limited by production quotas, which are used to 

reserve a large of the rr~a r: ket for co~panies ~ith a 

~ajority of ~exican ownership.3 Thus, the f.o.b. prices of 

~asse~ser cars were from 32 to 85 per cent higher than those in 

~~~ co~ntry of origin (mo~t of the assemblers in ~e~ico are 

~~:ti~ationals) i~ 1971, and, i~ the case of certain parts, 

1' Secre-::.aria cie HacieD.da y Cr~ditc P6blico: Q§.£.£§.!SL.2.QL§.1 
g~§ __ ~_§§isQlecg_l£§_£~ot~~-fe lg~_£§~~1Q§_EQ~§~yiciQ.§_.!Ll!§ 
~£~~~~-1~-~~£.£~i.S~i~-£~_nc£i~~da_y_££fdi!.Q_£&Q1i.£Q __ fill_~~.£i£ 
£~-f~ai§t~2_fed~~~1-Q£_!Q~Q~Qyil£§, June 1977. 

z Information obtained in Mexico during my visit in 
December 1977. A report quotes 557 as the number of parts 
makers in 1975, 280 of them being specialised in this line of 
business (Nihon Boeki Shinko-kai (JETRO): ~eki§hikc __ K§gy§ 
2itchi ~isshon HokokcshoL Jit6sha 3uhin Sanav6 o Chfishin ni §iii!-< i-~p;rt of-;:-m i s~io ;-to-study th ~-i ndust rial--l"o cation 
in !-"exico (the aut:.o-parts manufacturing} (Tokyo, 1976), p. 8. 

3 Timothy King: i~i£2..&..__i~f~§1~i~11§~1io~ __ £nd_-1£sg§ 
E£lifi§§_§in£~1~~Q (London, New Yo=k and Toronto, Oxford 
University Press, 1970), pp. 78-79 and 107. 
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price differentials were as much as 200 to 300 per cent,1 the 

industry enjoying the nighest effective protection rate in the 

!exican economy.2 The 1977 decree abolished both production 

quota ant price control in regard to the assemblers. The 

effects of these changes are still to be seen. 

In the Philippines, where the Government introduced its 

"Progressive Car Manufacturing Programme (PCMP)" in January 

1973, the number of local components suppliers rose from 80 to 

220 by 1975. This was largely a result of diversification and 

enlargement of operation by firms that had existed in the same 

or related trades, mostly textile and rubber product 

manufacturing. More skill- or technology-intensive items are 

either imported or produced by the assemblers themselves: the 

l~~al standard of equipment and skills is too poor to meet the 

assemblers' requirements pertaining to price and quality. This 

is particularly so in regard to smaller firms. On the other 

ha~d, many small local firms prefer to work for the repair 

market, where prices and ~olerance regarding quality are much 

higher. EvP.n so, the increase in subcontracting was 

accompanied with a considerable rise in car prices, which was 

largely due to the increased import duties: higher costs of 

local production caused by the increased local content vere 

translated into higher prices of cars, under the shelter of 

i Wionczek, Bueno and Navarrete, op. cit., p. 99. 

2 Gerardo Bueno, "La estructura de la protecci6n efectiva 
en M~xico", in ~£QQQ~1g_y Demografig, Dec. 1972. 
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---· .J.. c..-. the sutco~~~acting syst.e~ still 

Even vhere work is given to infor~al sector 

firms, lack of co~pe~ition keeps efforts fer cost reduction and 

~~~li~r i~provement not a ~atter of life or deatt to the 

enterpr:ises • 

:he shallcw~ess of the subcon~racting system in develop-

~~; cou~tries is illustrated in table IV, where the percentages 

subcon~ractors in various S i ., -_._<::: groups in Korean n:anuf actur-.. 
ing. are comoared with si~ilar percentages 

~c..r;.ufac~uring. Altnougt lint~ges between the larse and the 

s~allest fir~s sees to be more ~idespread in Korea than in 

c~i~r i~veloping countries, ?ropcrtion of subcontractors in 

the s~allest size s~o~p is almcst 6ne-iou=tb cf ttat in Ja?an, 

and i~ rises stea~~ly ~ith the siie o~ es~ablish~ent vhi~e in 

renains al~ost constant. The Kcrea~ figures are 

related to establishments and the Japanese tc enterprises, but 

this does not seem ~o make a grea~ difference, pa=ticularly in 

the smallest size g~oups •here multi-establishment firms are 

:-are. 

1 Wa tar1abe, 11 International subcor.tr acting: a tool of 
~echnology transfer", op. cit., Annex I. For a fuller study on 
tne PCMP, see his forthcoming ~EP working paper on the subject. 
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-----------------------------------·------
Size of enter?rise 
(no. of workers) 

sout;:i Kcrea 

':'otal no. of 
establishments 

l of sub-
contractors 

Japan 

Total no. l of sub-
of enterprises contractors 

---------------------------~--------------------·----------------------------------------
1 - ' ··"--'- :canufacturing1 

1-3 
4-9 
5-9 

10-19 

20-29 
30-49 
50-99 

100-199 
200-299 

23 344 

13 927 

6 758 

l 261 
92Ji 
474 

18.6 

14.9 

22.8 

24.7 
28.4 
31.0 

565 581 53.6 

21'~ 879 52.3 
194 lJ.2 53.7 

80 219 54.8 

27 415 54.5 
21 839 55.6 
15 449 50.9 

6 643 56.6 
l 852 55.5 

~~£~: Information provided by the Kedium Industry Bank, Seoul; and ~edium and 
Small-Scale Enterprise Agency: Da~nkai chu-sho Kigy§ sogo Kihon Chosa 
~2kokv-sho, op. cit., quick report. The table was reproduced from 
Watanabe, "International subcontracting ···"• op. cit., p. 429. 

i Establishments with 5-199 workers o«ly as regards Korea. The Japanese total 
includes enterprises with 300 workers or more. 

Note: The Korean figures concerned vith "establishments" and the Japanese 
vith "enterprises". 

!cbl~_!: Subcontractors• croductiv!S,I._increase 
EY-1~£tor - !Qrea (1976) 

------------------------------------
cause of productivity increase 

--------------------------------------------~--~ 
capacity effect: 

(a) increased sales 
(b) regular flow of orders 
(c) more favourable supply of raw materials 

Technology effect: 

(d) innovations in production processes 
(e) improvements in quality of products 
(f) better training of workers 
(g) decrease in production cost 
(h) replacement of obsolete facilities 

Production effect: 

(i) introduction of new products 

Total 

~ of total respondents vbo 
reported productivity increase 

29.2 
22.2 
1.4 

11.l 
10.4 

4.9 
3.5 
2.8 

100.0 

~~: Korea Productivity Centre, "Country report, Korea", in the APO: J:nter-
as.iiona~h£2.!1.!ractins.:_ __ ~_12Ql_gf technology transfer, op. cit., 

---------------------------------------------~~ 
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It ~s i~portant, hoveve:::, t.O f!O"C.E :.):-,at, where sub-

contracting does take p!acer it can i~prcve tie product.ivity cf 

s~all ent.erp=ises eve~ ~ithout. substantial technology transfer. 

In a sur7ey cc inte=national subcontracting conducted by the 

;sia~ P=od~ctivity O~g~~isction, all the Korean subcontr~ctors 

~~o re?l~ed to the questionnaire reported that their produc-

tivi~y naa increased af~er becoming a subcontractor. Iner-eased. 

work and a more regular flo• cf orders were the most common 

explanations for the iffiprovement (table V). 

O!l the "Chines.:: a ooroach" 
------~---------.._._ _____ _ 

Sefore we move to the next subject, we may discuss the 

situation in China briefly. 

Our earlier discussion suggests that, in China, efforts 

have b6en raace to mair.t~in ann increase technological linkages 

amorr~ diffe=ent size groups of factories at different adminis-

t~ative levels, with a vie~ to helpins s~all rural factories to 

start thei= operation and improve ... . . 
._ne~r perforiLance • Their 

approach to this end (e.g. intersectcral transfer of skilled 

personnel and used machinery, exchange of advisors, uevelopment 

of suitable eguipment for those factories, etc.) resembles the 

Japc:.nese especially in earlier years. As regards the 

suncontracting arrangement, ho~ever, the Chinese picture is 

quite different from the Japanese, large and sraall enterprises 

in China catering to mutually independent. segregated markets of 

t.heir 011n. This difference seems to be explained partly by the 

difference in the stage of economic development and partly by 

"historical accidents 11 • 

E-2761-2C:8 
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The rationale of the well-publicised "Chinese approach" 

- th~· development strategy based on labour-intensive rural 

SQall indust~ies is related to the underdevelopment of 

tr~ns?o=~ facilities, the shortage of raw materials, and the 

seasonality of labour supply: the approach is a device to 

overcome these opstacles. 

Small and petty rural factories (i.e. "handicraft in-

dustries" in t~e Chinese terminologyt) mushroomed in order to 

equip farmers with simple agricultural instrument that was 

desperately short in supply after the end of the War (October 

1949). During the Great Leap Forward Movement (late 1957-mid-

1960), the construction of irrigation systems and activities 

induced by it (e.g. afforestation) gave rise to a huge demand 

agricultural and construction tools and equipment, 

fertilizers and insecticides, all over the country. This, in 

turn, boosted the demand for machinery, transport, iro~ and 

steal, electricity, etc., by backward linkages. Due to the 

underdevelopment of trans~ort facilities and shortage of raw 

materials, h~wever, each locality had to meet such demand by 

establishing small factories which used simple (traditional} 

~echniques and local materials.2 Need of repair work and 

processing of local agricultural products added to this. By 

1 "Handicraft industries" in China are those factories 
which employ fewer than 30 workers and no power, or fever than 
15 with power (Rei-itsu Kojima: Ch.§..goku no Keizai ~Q.ij~ 
(Technology in the Chinese economy) (Tokyo, Keis6 Shobo, 1975) / 
p. 236}. 

2 Carl Riskin, "Local industry and choice of techniques in 
planning of industrial development in Mainland China", in 
United Nations: ~1~n~~ng_fo~_ggys.!1£~d ski11~Q_1~hno12£:i~, 
Industrial Planning and Programming Series No. 3 (New York, 
1969), pp. 171-180; Sigurdson, "Rural industry and the internal 
transfer of technology", op. cit., p. 206; Kojima, op. cit., 
pp. 85-96 and loS-144. 
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over half a willion rural c-rr::::l 
-- ..... .J.. .... f aci:cries 

labour a~ay ~=o~ agriculture,2 the basic ?hilosophy seecs to 

hav~ s~rv~ved.3 And, these rural factories have been receiving 

a~~ kinds of assistance from larger factories in urban areas·, 

as we already discussed. 

Exa~ples of industrial subcontracting are not lacking. 

:..:-:.!rdson mentions about such arrangements in automobile 

industry,• but the extent of such practice seems very limited. 

!n con~rast to the Japacese picture where exports of light in-

dus~ries have been produced by tens of thousands of petty sub-

cont:-aci:crs, expor~s like thermos flasks, f cuntain pens, 

Ci.ere :_es, radios, clcrc ks, etc. are wanufactured by large 

integrated enterprises in China: in the case of bicycles, 

~he~e are factories ~ith an annual capacity of half a ffiillion 

units in Kuang-chou, Shang-hai and T'ien-ching.s ~hat seems to 

ce ~e=y common in China is a 11 co-operative or co-oraination 

ne~vork" whereby many mediurr ana s2all factories work together 

1 ibid. I P• 130. 

2 ibid., p. 165. 

3 A large number of those small rural industrial units vere 
closed dovn in 1961, and a new proliferatiofi started in 1969-
71. The number of such units see~s to have recovered the 1958 
level. Increasingly, ho•ever, use of more ~achinery has been 
suggested in order to increase productivity of labour 
(Sigurdson: li££g1_inQQ§!£i~lis~!1Qg_in_~~in~, op. cit., PP· 3 
au6. 12-i.3). 

4 Sigurdson, 
tech.iology", op. 

"Rural industry 
cit., pp. 219-222. 

s Kojima, op. cit., p. 181 . 
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to produce a product (e.g. truck, tractor, diesel engine or 

high-capacity generating unit)·.1 This system resembles the 

11 country side .:.r.d 1.1.2t:=y 11 programme of the Kure Navy Arsenal in 

p~e-war Capan (pp. 36-37 above), not only in its organisation 

but also in its objectives.z 

(a) Structural f a£tO£ 

A large number of developing countries are still at a 

stage of industrialisation which is equivalent to that of the 

Japanese economy during the Meiji or even earlier period. 

Assembly industries still do not exist, or they are just 

starting. In other words, small and petty enterprises are 

engaged almost exclusively in foods, garment, footwear and 

fur~iture ~anufacturing3 where opportunities for industrial 

subcontracting do not exist. As they cater mostly to a tiny 

local market, moreover, chance seems very scanty for them to 

work under a merchant-parent firm, too. 

l Sigurdson: 
pp. 123-127. 

z For example, one of the objectives of the "co-ordination 
network'' seems to be "to achieve a geographical dispersal of 
industrial activity to make the country less vulnerable in case 
~he main urban centres were to be attacked by an enemy" (ibid., 
p. 127). 

3 Souza and Tokman, "The informal urban sector in Latin 
America", op. cit., p. 360; and Weeks, op. cit., p. 9. 
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~here thE eccnoiy tas reached a ~ore atva~ce~ stagE of 

{tS.g. 

.. . . -2re ..L:·_::::.r:sc, 

e.g. repai~ and replacecent iarket instead of 

cri;i~al-parts martet, for the fellowing reasons . 

Baranscn r:egc.rC.s the folloiiing as 11 ic.portant l:ecsor~s wh:y 

India has not been able ~o develc~ a subcontracting sector in 

any ~ay co~parable to Japan's":' 

shortage of the experienced engineeri~g a~c technical 

skills necessary to adapt ~echnigues to local egui?ment 

- ' . 1 anc. 1na;:er.l.a s; 

shortage of rauch lo~er machine skills and factory 

G.is::it:line, iucluCing abilities to 

set U? tools and, in other ways, 

s~bstitute human skill for machine accuracy; 

lack of an industrial organisation that permits the 

effective use of small-scale shops as atjuncts to modern 

i~uust~ial cocplexes, or lack of the experienced and 

incust~ially d~sciplinet small-scale industrial sector 
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which ca·n adjust and co-ordinate its activities to· those. I 
of the large industrial complexes. 

These az:e all related to the shortage of skilled and 

experianced industrial manpower in both larger and particularly 

s~all enterprises. Underlying this problem is the inadequate 

level of education. Poor quality and consequent low 

productivity of labour keep the labour cost of production in 

the informal sector high, in spite of the low wage rates,t and 

lack of basic education i~pedes transfer of technology and 

skills from the for~a: sector by limiting the absorption 

capacity. 2 

Baranson also mentions: 

the limited size of domestic marketsJ and the lower 

gro~th rates. 

As ve already noted, however, the relationship is not 

one-sided. Otherwise, one could not explain, for example, how 

the Japanese automobile industry has managed to develop so 

fast, depending so heavily on the subcontracting system: in the 

1 See, for example, Bergsman, op. cit., p. 161. 

2 In the APO survey, this ~as the problem that was most 
frequently mentioned by parent firms ~ho had been trying to 
improve their local subcontractors in developing countries (see 
Watanabe, nrnternational subcontracting: a tool of technology 
transfer, main report 11 , op. cit., p. 49). 

3 See als'o Eugene Staley and Richard Morse: ~ogerL.§JQcll 
ind_y_.§j;,IT_f O.£_Q~.Y~.J:2nin.g_£.2fil!i.Iie.§ pi e'.i York, Lon don, Sydney and 
Toronto, McGra~-Hill Book Company, 1965), p. 262. 
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-~~ ~ajc~ constraint to the developoent cf i~te=sec~oral 

then, is not so ~uct ~he scall size o~ ~be e~istin; 

rr..a:;:-ket as the slow rate o~ gro~th, ~hich is often a result of 

governmental interventions (e.g. restrictions en production anc 

The negative i~pact of such in~erventicns seems 

partic~larly serious, where enterprises have a legacy cf 

i~tegrated plants.z 

inQustries the 

?E=ic! has teen acco~plished partly by reduction in the prices 

as we illustrated in reference to the 

a~tc~cjiia industry. Keed of such price-cutting icduces ' J.ar;e:r 

to ~ake e !r.ploya ble by techr1ical 
- T'\..; 
G..l.o u assistance. In most of tte curren~ developing 

countries, prolonged application of protective trade policy and 

rest~ictions o~ production and invest~e~t ha•·e ~esult€d in an 

l Toyo-i:.a A.utomob:ile 11anufacturin; Cor:.;;a:ny: Tovot£__Ji£6sha 
~Q::QiI:.::2ni (30-year history of Toyota Auto~obile ~anufacturing 
Co.) ('i'oyota, 1967}, p. 315. 

2 Cf. ii'atana!:oe 11 F.eflections ..• 11 , op. cit., pp. 414-418. 
We tisc~ssed €arlier how linkages between the Kur6 Navy Arsenal 
a~d small ?reducers in countryside ~ere developed in Ja?an by 
forcing the latt6r to abandon th~ir hac~t of doing everything 
at a place. Similar problems appear to be commoc in develcpin; 
cou:;.tries {cf. Staley an6. l".orse, op. cit., pp. 263-264). 
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unthreatened sellers' market, where a cost~plus pricing method 

prevails. ·Hence, ttere is little reasoc ~hy larger firms 

should bother abcu~ technology transfer to smaller enterprises. 

The point raised in the previous paragraph makes it 

necessary to touch on the frequently expressed view that 

subcontracting is a means of exploitation of smaller producers 

and their employees by larger firms. 

The appropriateness of this view is open to question. 

Nobody would object that subcontracting based on the wage 

differentials is something undesirable, but, well-regulated, it 

can be the quickest way to reduce economic dualism. The 

~apanese experience testifies this. In 1954, 20 to 24-year old 

employees of manufacturing enterprises with lo to 29 workers 

uere receiving only 70.l per cent of the wages the same age 

group received in enterp=ises with 1,000 workers or more, 

excluding biannual bonuses and other fringe benefits that 

enlarged the differential further. In the size . group below 

this level the situation was even worse. By 1964, however, 

surplus labour had disappeared and the first group of workers 

was earning 1.5 per cent more regular wages than the latter,1 

although the balance was reversed if bonuses and fringe 

benefits were included. Meantime, petty enterprises were 

transformed from a reservoir of surplus labour into a source of 

1 ~inistry of Labour: Rodo Tokei I.2£~g (Summary of Labour 
Statistics}, 1966, p. 120. 
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high i~come ~hich is ?referred to ecploy~ent in , - - n..-.-... C..l.~'e.:.. 

~t~ ?U~pose c~ ta~inq advantage of wage differentials fell, 

accc=din~ to one stucy, froE 25.0 par cent in 1961 tc S.5 per 

ce~t. in 1957.2 

knot.her ideological questior: is concerned wi::h the 11 t.ied 11 

s~bcon~racting relationship. 

· -~ c..i C.c. l" such. re la ti on snip ll i th the parent firm is \i id el y 

believed to make a subcontractor's position more unstable in 

recessions a~d more vulnerable to abuses by tha parent firm 

~hen untiec subcontractors. According to t~e Comprehens~ve 

Su~vey quoted in table III, however, 48.9 per cent of the 

untie~ subcontractors wanted to be "tied", •hi.le o.rlly 22.6 per 

cent of the "tied" subcontractors k'anted to becoa:e 11 untied 11 • 

This see~s to indicate that the above-mentioned vie~ is a Gyth. 

~t ~s t=ue that ma~y petty subcontractors lose vork during the 

recessio~s because tais is th& ~asiest L" - ,,. 
- c.1 for their parent 

fi=~s to adapt to the ~~rket situation. :t is also t=ue, as ~e 

s~w in sect~on II, tha~ toose subcontractors have to cope ~ith 

tbeir parent firms 1 iemana for price cuts. However, are those 

11 tiec" subcontractors a-orse off tha:i other petty producers? 

':'he Japa~ese petty entrepreneurs' f-ropensit.y to.,ards a "tied" 

position seems to incicate thct, according to their e~perience, 

1 'iiat.anabe, 11 Entrepren.eurshi.p II I Q P • Cit • r P P • 5 4 8.- 5 5 Q • 

z Chu-sho Kigyc Kenkyu Centre: Ji~osn.s__~~hin_ K6gvo _QQ 
~~rd,§ _ _i2 __ EQndai-~~~ (The present situation ar.d problems in 
auto-parts manufacturinq), The Centre's Research Report Series 
No. 6 (Tokyo, 1963), p. 12. 
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the "tied" subcontractor's position· is, 

preferable, particul~=ly as subcontractors are 

by and large, 

protected from 

I 
I 
I 

abuse by the ?arent firm legally (e.g. the Anti-Monopoly Law of I 
1947 a~~ the Payment of Subcontractors (Prevention of Delay) 

La~ of 1956). I 
The Japanese small enterprise's inclination towards a I 

"tied" position seems to have much to do with the increasing 

care they can expect from their parent firms as their 

aependency rises (table VI). The relationship runs, of course, 

in two ways. Parent firms take better care of relatively 

competent and necessary subcontractors and rely on them for 

supply of parts. The subcontractors, in return, make efforts 

to satisfy ~h~ir parent firms with their service in order to 

sacure such care and protection.t Obviously, the traditional 

Japanese ethics of paternalism and "Giri" (or sense of personal 

obligation)2 plays an essential role here.3 

1 In this connection it is important to remember that the 
relationship between the parent firms and their subcont=actors 
in Japan is ~sually continuous, although it is not established 
as such by law or by contract and can be interrupted during a 
de?ression. In contrast, a contract is usually concluded by 
tender in European and American subcontracting and this seems 
to be the case also in developing countries, e.g. in India 
(except the "ancillary uni ts" in a special industrial estate 
attached to the parent firm). 

2 Cf. Ruth Benedict: Ia~ chrysanth~ID!.!!!__and~~~Q.Ig 
(Boston, Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1946), Ch. 7. 

3 The great relevance of socio-cultural elements to the 
efficiency of a subcontracting system will become clear if one 
compares this picture from Japan with the f ollo~ing report from 
India. Enfield (India) selected occupants of its ancillary 
industrial estate from among friends and provided all technical 
help. There was a 100 per cent tie-up between the two parties 
but the wage differentials between the two were also 
considerable. Knowing their monopoly position, the ancillary 
workers resorted to strikes and Enfield had to look for 

(Footnote continued on next page~ 
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Although such difference in the socio-cultural background 

is .undoubtedly an i~portant factor ahich policy~akers cannot 

neglect, the . sce;;>"t.icism about the "tied" relat.ionship in 

developi~; countries seems to result largely from the slow rate 

of industrial growth which makes individual parent firms 

reluctant to commit themselves vis-a-vis their subcontractors 

for provision of a sufficient and constant flow of orders, and 

partly from the lack of competition among subcontractors which 

mates them appreciate support fr~m the parent firm much less 

than otherwise. No matter what the direct explanation for 

their behaviour may be, fear of subcontractors• shift to 

another parent firm is one of the largest disincentives for the 

parent firm's technical assistance.' 

2. 

(a) Trainincr at ~~ 

As traditional textile industries in Japan depended on 

the girls trained "at their mothers' knees" in early years of 

industrialisation, informal training at home may be considered 

to be a major mode of technology diffusion in many developing 

countries today. But it involves an important problem: "the 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 

alternative suppliers (S.K. Subramanian: "Field survey on 
ancillary development in India", in the .hPO: lli~::ll.§tional 
1.tfilla!~.2.f_i~£haolog1, op. cit., pp. 72-73). 

1 Watanabe, "Reflections ••• ,"op. cit., pp. 417-418, and 
''International subcontracting, a tool of technology transfer", 
op. cit. 
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a.pF:-enticesb.ip is ti:E ruai.u 

:.ac~inery - -·,::- . er c.i .... r:usion of technolcgy and 5 1- ~ 1 , c::: 
1"'~--- J.n the info:c;;:al 

sec-tor Africa. 2 f;;e already discussed ttis subject in regard 

'" Nigeria, apprentices and 11 learners rt co reprise i: ell 

over half the labour force of the indigenous ente=frise sector 

ant the ap?:rer.tice sys"tera iir.parts modest artisan skills 11 on a 

\'a st sca..leu. 3 

In !Jakar r some 70 pe:r cent of the sur~eyea petty 

~rod~ce=s had acquired t~eir skills as apprentices to artisans, 

s~ai1 ?:reducers, or s~all self-employed subcontractors. 4 In 

Ken!a,~ as well as in Ghana,6 fee-paying apprenticeship flays 

a~ i:pc~~an~ ~ale, not only fc= ~rai&ing but also for raising 

• Kest.ab i?. Sha:ri;;a, 11 Counc.ry :;aper" of tiepal preser:ted a't. 
the ~?O Sym2osium on Technology Transfer, 6-10 februa:::y 1978, 
Nev Delhi, p. 1. 

2 For a co~parative discussion on the apprer.ticeship system 
in different parts of Africa, see Kenneth King: !h§~Afri~ 
~r~i§£.nl.___£Q~£siiQ.11_~nd_~h§_~nf2£~£1_§~£i££_in_K~ll.Y~ (Heinemann 
(London, Nairobi, Ibadan, Lusaka) and Teachers College Press 
u: E i{ Y OJ: k) I l 9 f 7} I Ch• 2 • 

3 ?ete::: Kilby: -~n£~§tr.:is.~±.?.£!.t9..;_._~1--.~1L __ Q.E~Q ___ gs:QEQfL'l.i. 
~icre~i~_l9~2=2£ (Caffibridge Univers~~y Press, 1969), p. 246 • 

4- Gerry, op. cit., pp. 40-41. 

s Kenneth J. King: 
sector of the economy 11 , in 

11 Skill acquisition in the informal 
David Court and Dharam Ghai (ed.): 

~t~~££i~Qh~ __ §Q£igtv __ £~£ __ ~SY£1£2~~ni~---~~~--~§~§2g£iiV§§_f£Q2 
li~Il!~ (Nairobi, Oxford University Press 1 1974}, P?· 297-300. 

& Hakam., op. cit., pp. III and 29. 
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Apprenticeship seems to be a major training system in the 

informal sector in other parts of the world, too. In Jamaica, 

for example, in small enterprises and particularly those in the 

inforillal s&c~or, workers learn the "skills, patterns and habits 

of work" by observation, while helping and imitating skilled 

operators.1 

A universal problem is too little inflow of masters from 

the formal sector. Their level of education being extremely 

~ow, ex-apprentice masters can hardly learn anything new from 

reading or other informal instruction. Thus, apprentices never 

learn from their masters more than practical manual operations, 

which are carried out with inappropriate obsolete tools. They 

are consequently conditioned to stick to the old ways and lack 

ac~ptability,2 so much so that ex-apprentices at auto-repair 

shops cannot repair new models of cars.J 

It is thus argued that: "These informal training 

arrangements have the disedvantage of perpetuating defective 

and obsolete methods of work. The prospects of transition to 

formal status are inhibited by lack of standard performance 

conferred by variable, a~d sometimes obsolete methods of work; 

the present system of skill transfer is clearly in need of 

reform. Like his operatives, the small owner/proprietor may 

also lack systematic training in technical skills, persons with 

i NPA/PREALC, "The informal sector in metropolitan 
Kingston: a policy framework" (an ILO internal document), 1976, 
p. 57. 

2 Kilby, op. cit., p. 246. 

3 Hakam, op. cit., p. VIII. 
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seecs to =equire t.vo scrts of reforcs: the increase in the 

flo~ of properly trained. ~ast~rs on the one hand, and the re-

~uneration for apprentices . 

As regards tbe last point, it was found in Ghana that 

~est of apprentices ~eceive an allo~~nce of 0.20 cedis per 

~eek,2 ~hile the statutory minicum wage is 0.75 cedis per day 

a~c the mini~uc wage guaranteed to the public sector employees 

and recommended to the private sector by the Government is 2.0 

As they pay substantial amounts of fees to the 

i;;;::.ster: -.:bey cannot. be consiG.ered as "en::;iloyed ir al tboug-n they 

~~s~ contribute to their ffiasters' business operation. In a 

~ay, t.nen 1 their labour is fres goods for their masters. Uuder 

s~c~ conti~icns, it is natu=al for the latter not to be con-

cerneG vith their training seriously. This may also b€ an 

ex?ianation for the fact that employers tend to have more 

apprentices per skilled ~orker (i.e. jocrneyman) than the law 

requires in ce=~ain countries.3 

l :N?A/PREALC, O?· cit., p. 57. 

2 Aryee, op. cit. , p. 28. 

~Joshi, Lubell and Mouly, op. cit., p. 59. 
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In the Par East, various kinds cf informal anQ/or insti-

~u~ionalisea ~achinery e~ist for diffusion of technology and 

skills · among petty enterprises and homeworkers. First, 

interested people get together informally at private houses to 

learn bits of skills from experienced people and e~change 

information. If the group becomes larger, trade associations 

are organised in individual villages and towns. Local chambers 

of commerce and industry will organise similar gatherings, if 

necessary, inviting lecturers and demonstrators from elsewhere. 

This has been the way in which many localities started various 

industrial activities, particularly those related to textiles 

and clothing, as illustrated by the case of the knitwear 

i~dustry of Onta City in Japan, and the ~hibori (silk material 

for liimQ!lQ) in Korea. 

The knitwear industry in Ohtat was started just after the 

Second world War by 20 people who had -lost their jobs at the 

Nakajima Aircraft Manufactur~ng Company, together with people 

who had had some experience in the textile industry before the 

war. Woollen materials were procured from former associates of 

Nakajima, and the local Chamber of Commerce and Industry and 

the city's authorities organised a crash training course. All 

the family members worked. As textile fabrics were in short 

supply, Ohta became at one time the largest producer of hand-

twisted wool. When this material became out of fashion, the 

1 "Ohta Chiho no Meriyasu Kogyo" (Knitting industry in Ohta 
District) , in ~~EEQ (Monthly Bulletin) of Kokumin Kinyu Koko 
(People 1 s Finance Corporation) (Tokyo), Jan. 1958, pp. 18-19. 
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icv~s~~~s soc~ 4,000 yen ($11) per Lachine. I~ Augus~ 1949, 14 

~~~?.E es~ablished ac Oh~a !ssoc~ation of Knit~i&g ILdustryr 

~h~ch could ~et the ~overncent's suppo=t. By 1951 the number 

of ~e~bers rose to 94 and there ~ere over 100 knitting 
I.. mac.a.lnes. 

~rounc 1953, some people took a fancy to ladies' knit-

The major cifficulty ~as related tc desig~ing. They 

o=;anised study meetings ~itb support from the Association, the 

local Chamber cf Commerce and Industry, etc. In August 1953, 

the7 succeeded in holding their first fair in Tokyo, ~hicb 

opane~ tn6ir ccnnection ~ith trading companies in Tok~o. 1.fter 

~h~s they could operate on a longer-ter~ plan, cith mass 

~=o~uctic~ ~ethods, relying on the trading co~panies for 

~a=ketit;. By the end of 1956 ae~bership of the !ssociation 

ha~ increasEd to 110. There ve=~ 330 establ~sh~e~ts with 3,368 

~ac~ines ~iich e~joyed a total sales of eve~ 1,600 ~illicn yen 

~~d e~~loyed about 5,000 or about 10 per cer.t cf the total 

?Opulation of the city. The tracing co~panies provided the 

proaucers •ith designing services, and guidance 

concerning fashion changes, information about the sources of 

supply of raw materials, etc.1 

i For a similar tale of co-operation of merchants, 
schola=s, ~rade associations and research and development 
institutes for technological oevelopment and evolution of a 
local industry, see Keinosuke Ono, "Field survey on inter-firm 
technology transfer: flat~are industry in Tsubam' City, 
Japar.", in the Ji.PO: Ir.j;_£.§=.D..S!1:.2Jl~b_!:£~§f.§.£_Qf_ t egh_~olo ay, op. 
cit. 
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A similar method has beeri used to train and upgrade the 

st~ndards of people in the informal sector ih Korea~ A typical 

example is shibo~i processing. Orders for processing this silk 

material fc= kimono are received from Japan by some two dozen 

Korea:-i "window companies 11 : usually only the cost labour-

intensive part of the work - tying dots on the silk fabric 

{l00,000 dots on the material for one kimono of the best 

quality), and recently also some dyeing. The industry was 

originally transplanted from Japan in the first half of the 

1920s as a source of secondary income by a number of Koreans 

who had acquired the skill in Kyoto. Later it received various 

kinds of encouragement (e.g. subsidies) from the Japanese 

Administration.' After the war, the "bonded processing'' of 

shibQri for Kyoto and other centres in Japan was resumed in 

1962. Those who had had experience in earlier years helped • 

spread the necessary skill by showing their neighbours, how to 

do the work, in a living room, or at a short crash training 

course which agents of the "window companies" organised in 

local assembly halls or elsewhere in individual villages. In 

1970, shi£o£i exports amounted to $34 million. The equivalent 

of about 37,000 full-time workers are estimated to have been 

required. to produce this amount. In fact, however, the work 

was undertaken by approximately 150,000 people, mostly farmers• 

1 Kyoto Shibori Kogyo Kyodo Kumiai (Kyoto Shibori Manu-
facturers Co-operative Association):, KY.2to no Kanoksu.___Bi _ _tQ 
Q.fil!!.Q (Kyoto' Shibori, its charm and history) (Kyoto, 1975), pp. 
22?-227. 
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wives anc daughters who ~orked at ho~e en a seasonal and cart-·. 
ti::e basis. 1 

T~is is si~ila~ tc the ~ay ic ~hich the silk industry of 

t~e ninetesnth century Japan developed. Industrialisation in 

tha ccnte~porary China seems to have been advancing in ~uch the 

same «ay, too. The common element underlying all these 

countries' approach is the spirit of mutual help and 

~illingness to share acquired knowledge and skills, although 

~h; cirect motivation may be different between Korea and Japan 

on the one hand and China on the other. 

Such attitudes of people in the Far East, however, seem 

to puzzle Western researchers. For example, in reference to 

the ~xtremely fast diif usion of new technologies in the 

Japanese cotton industry during the Meiji Era (1868-1912) , 

Saxonhouse argues that "what with the quantitatively oriented 

sac=eta=ia~ of Boren, the sales engineers of Platt Brothers, 

a~d ~~e spirit of technologice! co-operation that seem~d to 

exist among competitive firms, the cost cf acsuiring 

~ecnnolcsical infor~ation for any given Japanese spinning firms 

•as ex~re~ely low by international stanGards" and wonders, in 

his conclusion, "why was there so much technical co-operation 

among firms in this industry? 11 .2 In other parts of the world, 

we are quite often told during our field surveys that one of 

the difficulties in transferring technology and skills to 

1 iatanabe, "Internatiocal subcon~racting, employment and 
skill promotion", op. cit., pp. 433-434 • 

• 
z Saxotihouse, "A tale cf Japanese technological diffusion 

in the !';eiji Period", op. cit., pp. 163 and 165. 
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current developing countries is that the individuals who have 

been trained would not transmit their experience and knowledge 

to fellow wo=~ers. 

~ilere does this difference come from? As is often 

argued, racial and cultural homogeneity of the Far Eastern 

nations, as well as their Confucian tradition, will definitely 

result in a greater sense of fraternity and co-operation, 

particularly when they are competing with foreign rivals. 

iln~er the feudal system, Japanese peasants were organised into 

a group of five households to fulfil their taxational duty 

collectively. The guild system in Japan appears to have been 

much weaker than their European counterparts, partly as a 

result of intervention by the feudal authorities on a number of 

occasions, and it was abolished completely with the Meiji 

Restoration. The socio-cultural and historical backgrounds are 

completely different in other parts of the developing world. 

~o=eover, the tradition of apprenticeship, particularly fee-

paying one, may naturally tsnd to make monopoly of skills a 

valuable as~et. The system of workers' craft union may have a 

similar effect. 

co-operative associations supported by the Government are 

fairly common in developing countries. How much they have been 

contributing to technological upgrading of informal sector 

enterprises is not clear, but there seems some ground for 

doubt. 1 

1 See Douglas Fisher, ~A survey of the literature on small-
sized industrial undertakings in India", in Bert F. Hoselitz 
(ed.) , op. cit., pp. 139-140. 
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(irst, such associations seem to be utilised ~ore easily 

by the rela~ively la=ge c~ tte s~all anter?rises. ~n "Cb.e casa 

co-op-erati7es (Jigyo Ky6do Ku!Jiai) L:: 

Ja?anese ma~uiac~uring,1 for example, the ~e~bershi? has 

t.he :O.ignest (over 50-60 per cent) in size groups •ith 20-99 

~orkers, and t:O.e lowes~ in size group with one to ~hree ·,;orf. ers 

(slightly over Jo per cent) 1 throughou~ 1957-66.2 Such a 

ter:.der.cy vill natur-ally literacy ::ate f :J.lls 

ani t~e ~eans of co~~unication beco::ie poorer, as in 

Second, it see~s that those associations are 

less for ~echnolcgical progress by ~he 53allest fir~s 3nd uade:: 

~e~r~sss~ o:: underdevelo9ed economic conditions tha~ by the 

ir. a .:iore ?rosperous situation. ::::n 1966 

pur.-poses .in 

·9-~ ' - . 
~ ~1 ~:.a~ ~ne 0apa~ese econo~y ·J as s~::ill in tne su::-plus 

d1e 

and 

cc:::.:rol, ~ar~eting, p·.ir:cnase and financing. Cnly 8 pe:: cer.~ of 

tile 

~1 a ta n a:U e , 

E-270l-2C~3 

{ o:r 5,ooo out of nearly o.8 ~illion en~er?rises) 
to tb.:.:ee w.orker.s used for 

op. -i ---....,_ \... • I 5 68- s 6 9. 

3:~··tc;:7:-2..s a ~::;-enc·7: 

o_?., ·-:it .. / f.or. lS57,., ::.962 :.::2. 
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It appears therefore that the direct contribution ~f co-

operatives to the technical progress among the smallest 

enterprises is only marginal, although their actual 

I 
I 
I 
I contribution must be somewhat greater as about twice as many 

smallest enterprises use co-operatives for the purpose of I 
acquiring common production and quality control facilities as 

for research and testing.1 

Comprehensive and systematic information to permit 

similar assessments is lacking in developing countries. 

1 Shinohara notes that "despite the number of participants, 
the majority of the~e organisations are sometimes viewed as 
'sleeping• associations", the major benefits enjoyed by the 
members being financial and taxational privileges (Shinohara, 
"A survey of Japanese literature on small industry", op. cit., 
p. 71). 
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I'l. 

l. 

3:per~ence in Japan and China suggests that transfer of 

skills ~nd technologies from the for~al (or large and ~edium) 

sec~or and their wide diffusion ~ithin the in£or~al (ar small 

and pett 7) sector are crucial to economic progress. In thP.se 

cou~tries, ~od~rn technology co-exists ~ith traditional and 

i. j:;: e i: ::; s :3. i 3. ~ e ':. -e c h no l o g y , e a ch s u p p or t i .::i: g t h e o t h e r { 11 t ·,; o 1 e g s 11 ) 

atld the for~er helping improve the latter 1 s sta~dards. In w.ost 

of toda7 1 s developing countries, however, our findings tend to 

SU??O=~ Si~ger's vie~1 that the existence of the modern for~al 

sector firLs does not do ~uch to pull up the infor~al sector 

or ~ay e7en positively serve to pJ.11 it don •• 

:eciaola~ical linkages t~t~een the t~o sectors arise in 

relation to the supply of tools and equip~en~, th2·~ove3ent of 

s~illed ~o=kers, and subco~~racting. There appears to be a 

cer~aic inter-te~poral sequence in the aevelopment o{ these 

tnree ~odas oi l!n~ages. 

Ja~srial5 are al~ost the only ~ed!a of tec~nology transfer ~o 

the !cior~al sec~or at the earliest stage of industrialisa~ion, 

as ~s t~B c~se in ~a~y 1frican countr~e5. .\ t ·th i S St_ a S '2 I 

{a. g. 

1 a , ~~ ~ s i a g ~ = : .::i! -2 ..§~.:.~ -~ ~.S2_.Q.~ __ ]: __ ;;. t gz;Jl~!~f.2 ~ l __ j1i~ lo·.~ ~~.ai 
2.~.2§ __ ;1.2-_~d:§. __ ±:.£.QJ..Q;ii:.£.§._ .. _Qi._~.£i.1~~SJ.i!.~2. \Lo D cl "O ~1 , :·i ~ c Ji ill ~ :1 , 
1975), ?·SS .. 

S::-2761-2C:3 
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putting-out system) can play an important role as transmitters 

of new technologies and ideas, as well as marketing agents for 

informal sector producers. 

ts the stock of skilled workers in the formal sector 

increases at the second stage, their migration to the informal 

sector will start and their skills and experience will be 

spread through their learner-employees. Thus, the movement of 

skilled workers becomes an important mode of technology 

transfer to the informal sector. At the third and last stage 

of industrialisation, when assembly industries develop and when 

a fair amount of industrial skills and experience has been 

accumulated even in the informal sector, technological linkages 

between the two sectors are further increased for and through 

i~iustrial subcontracting. 

The Japanese experience discussed in 

illustrates the importance of the factor of time. 

section II 

Lewis said 

that "once a capitalist sector has emerged, it is only a matter 

of time before it becomes sizable", but it was a matter of 

almost a cen~ury even in Japan, where importation of Western 

technologies started after a much more advanced preparation 

than in most of today's developing countries, and where the 

rate of industrialisation was !~ed to rise to an abnormally 

high level for the purpose of armament. 

g~,!1ern and extent of demans~~~ial factor 

The factor of time is important, largely because it has 

much to do with changes in the pattern and extent of demand. 
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adoption of Minorikawa•s machine testifies that improved 

technology can have no real impact until a suitable market 

develops. 

~:though the required rate of economic growth may differ 

according to the pattern of economy and the stage of 

development, there seems to lie much truth in a view that 

economic dualism could be solved in a process of rapid economic 

growth, and that therefore the immediate policy objective of a 

programme aiming at full employment should be the maintenance 

of a high growth rate over a sufficiently long period,1 

although this may sometimes cause violent business fluctuations 

and temporary hardship to petty producers. 

Expansion of demand can originate either in the formal 

sector or in the informal sector. Where the economy is more or 

less unified on a national scale thanks to a well developed 

transport and communication system, increased demand for formal 

sector products can mo~e easily be shared by informal sector 

firms while, otherwise, expansion of demand will have to 

originate within the informal sector to a greater extent. The 

"Japanese model" characterised by co-operation among different 

sizes of firms based on a functional division of labour and 

specialisation is an example of the first case, and the 

1 Sabur6 Okita: "Choice of techniques", in United Nations: 
Industrialisation and Pr2ducti_yi!.1£ (New York), Bulletin No. 4, i?r:--196r;-p:-26:--
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"Chi:iese 1Jodel 11 based on the geograpaical J.ivision of labou!:' is 

tha~ of the second,t 

In ex?ansion of agricultural acti7ities an G. 

i~co~a ~as taen an i~portant stiJlulant of demand for industrial 

That this is true in C~ina is clear directly fro~ 

our aiscussion (pp. 85-36 above). The expa~sion cf demand for 

d:iracle consui:i1ers 1 goods in post-~ar Japa~ (p. 49 above) 

due, co . . .... an i:n::iori:an ... ceg~ee, to the rising i~co~e level in the 

sector, «ihich resulted fro::i cne cf tlle :Iiost 

"thorough;oin~ land reforJls in the Go7er:i3ent's 

(specially rice) price policy and the chea~ an~ 

abundan~ SU??lY of fertilizers,3 In this connec~ion, ~e 

~o~e that Xorea 1 s success in industrialisatio~ has also been 

acco~?~=ied by efforts for agricul~ural de7elcp~ent: 

~ational a7erage output of paddy rice rose fro~ 4.11 to~s 

iec~a=e iil 1961-65 to 5.97 tons in 1976, ~hicb vas the vo~ld 1 s 

highest.4-

1 In this con~ection, ~he develop~en~ 0£ s~all ag=icul:~=al 
inst=~2ec~ ~anufac~urin; enterprises i~~uced by ~ha G~een 
iievolu~ion in t~e ?a~istan ?unjab is interesting. See Fran~ c. 
Chil~ and 5iro~itsu ~an2da, O?· cit. 

• ,. J""'\ ..... • .:\....,v. 

2 ("'"'..: 
'- ..... 

3 o~ 

z-2,~s.:.-2c:3 

'lo e LcJ. er 1 ? • 3 • ·' ., ,...... .-.. - ........ 
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Our findings also indicate the importance of 

institutiona~ factors in the spread of inter-sectoral and 

inter-firm co-operation. Some of them are too deep-rooted in 

the society (e.g. the Confucian philosophy) to be transplanted 

to other parts of the world. Some others can be easily 

transplanted if a strong leadership exists, but may not always 

be desirable or acceptable (e.g. the spread of sense of 

~ational crisis vis-a-vis foreign rivals). Still, there seem 

to be many elements that are relevant to other countries. 

Development planners• attitude towards dualism itself is 

a case in point. In the Far East, dualism has been taken as an 

unescapable reality, and "cheap labour" has been used, as a 

second-best strategy, for filling the gap between the two 

sectors as quickly as possible. Policy makers in other parts 

of the world, however, would not admit, at least explicitly, 

that this might be the only way to reduce dualism quickly, and 

they are preoccupied with a high standard of immediate welfare 

of those who are employed, even when they formulate their 

policy proposals in the light of experience in the Far East. 

Is it really possible to imitate the Far Eastern approach while 

denying the underlying socio-ideological elements? To say the 

least, under the current conditions of most of the developing 

countries, it might be a bit too optimistic if one expected 

larger firms to be enthusiastic about using and looking after 

petty subcontractors, while demanding them to treat such 

subcontractors as "equally" or "democratically" as in highly 

industrialised countries. 
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:he li~~a;a through the supply of equipment is limited 

in davelopi~g countries, either because of underdevelop~ent of 

lccal industry ~hich can supply relatively si~ple equipment at 

lc:1 ?rices (e.g. in most of the countries in 1frica), or 

because t~e lack of co~petition a~ong ~achine=y ~anufactu=srs 

heat out of their sales efforts (in seJi-

i~~~s~rial~sed countrias) 4 Governwental res~rictions on i~~o=~ 

of suci egui9~ent and on inves~ment and produc~ion in local 

inGus~=ies iave much to do ~ith the sit~ation in the second 

The li~ited acrount of spontaneous ~ove~ent of skilled 

~or~ers fro~ formal to infor3al sectors can be explained by the 

ac3olu~e sio=tage of skilled workers in the for~al sacto= 

i~sa:t, and ~he cocseguen~ large earnings ga? between the tvo 

aad~rdevelop~ent and slo~ gro~~h of assembly ineustrias 

~atura:ly li~~t the extent of tachnological linkages based on 

i~d~str~al 3ubcont~acting. Even in those countries ~he=a 

lars~= ~nterpr~ses and particularly foraign firgs have been 

forced ~o subcontract part of 

reg~~acions, ~ha subcontracting syste~ has ra~ained 

choic-a 
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planned growth rate of production compared with the available 

amount of capital, (ii) the availability of alternative sources 

of supply, {iii) the relative costs of production at the own 

plant and at the alternative sources of supply. 

The extent of technology transfer from the parent firm 

depends on the gap between the subcontractors• technological 

standard and the required standard (in terms of cost of 

production, quality and delivery of the product). Given the 

product, the latter is largely determined by the intensity of 

inter-firm competition. 

Foreign subsidiaries and large local firms both in the 

public and in the private sector seem to have more than enough 

capital to meet the stagnant or very slowly growing demand with 

their own equipment. Where they are forced to subcontract by 

the government, they have little need to increase the number of 

subcontractors beyond a certain limit. Due to lack of 

co~petition, cost reduction and quality improvement are not a 

matter of life or death to assemblers. Thus, they cannot be 

enthusiastic either about utilising petty enterprises• cheap 

labour, or about helping upgrade their technical standard. At 
\ 

the same time, social preoccupation about "equal" or 

"democratic" treatment of subcontractors sets an institutional 

barrier to the co-oper.ation between the two sectors. 

2. Policy im£1icati,2.!l§ 

We have stressed earlier the importance of the factor of 

time. This implies that development planners need to have a 
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sound sense of proportion in regard to the long-ter~ and short-

te~~ objec~i7es of their ?Olicies. dt ti~es, it ~ill be 

necessa~y ~o sac=i!ice short-ter~ Yelfare for long-ter~ oue 

long-term development). This ;.rill be 

pcss.i ble, b.o'iever, ouly wnere political stability is secured. 

Develop~ent of dif f eren~ ~odes of linkages ~culd deserve 

different a~ounts cf emphasis in differen~ countries. In those 

countries iihich are still a~ the earlies~ stages of 

~~~us~=ialisation, accumulation of i~dastrial s:dlls and 

daveloc~ent cf si3ple equipment ~anufacturing capaci~y ~o~ld 

=aquire the highest priority. State-rQ~ enterprises and. 

~ulti~ationals could ?lay a crucial role f o= these purposes. 

In "C.iis connection the cur:rent a-c.titude against tl1e 

sulti:~tionals in SO:!le countries ;:iig::i t .. deser7e a re-

e::a.:iinc.tion. 

J..TI. s~2i-industrialised countries .,..here asse:nbly 

~~a~s-c.rias have developed to coille ex~en~ practice of inJ.us-::ric.l 

subcon"C.rac~ing could be encouraged to i~crease i~te=-sec~oral 

In 3an7 countries, ?rotecti7e trade policy and 

restricti7e industrial policy see~ to require a serious reYiev. 

:t ~ould be good, for exa~ple, to set certain ti~e li~its tc 

?=otective 3easures and coDbine t~e3 ~ith oblisat~ons ~o a~tain 

cer~ai~ ~arge~s pertaining to efficiency. 

all every ·~ c 

expansioa of de:nand is a ~ey -co ~ac~nological devel0o~en-c. a~d 

spread of inte=sectoral linkages. Industrial co~petiticn is 

3-276l-2C:8 
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cf inefficient firms) could be more than compensated by long-

term industrial health and development. 

For cc~ntries at the earlier stages of industrialisationr 

macy aspects of the "Chinese approach", which has much· 

resemblance to the approach of the Japanese in earlier years of 

industrialisation, could provide important lessons, both to 

create demand and to develop inter-sectoral linkages. It would 

require, however, a strong leadership not only at the top of 

political hierarchy but also in each locality. Commitment to 

economic progress and hard work among the people in the 

informal sector is among other preconditions for its success. 

Physically, it might be better suited to a large country with 

a dense population, where segregated local markets of certain 

si=es exist. 

In many countries, the prevailing attitude pertaining to 

the economic dualism may need some reconsideration. The size 

of this problem appears to be too large to solve it with just 

curative measures. The fastast and easist way to reduce it may 

be to take advantage of it for the time being as a means of 

capital accumulation. 

Managerial innovations (e.g. introduction of scientific 

book-keeping and cost accounting techniques) can facilitate 

technological innovations and development of technological 

linkages, particularly in assembly industries. Experience also 

indicates that taxational incentives could stimulate petty 

entrepreneurs' enthusiasm for acquiring such techniques - where 
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th:= taxation system of the country effectively covers their 

e:1ter_?::ises. 

3. 

Factual information on the subject of our study is 

ext::e3el7 li~i~ed in developing countries. On al ;nost 2 '!eC] 

issue ~e discussed in this paper ve need to knov much more. 

Zf forts are required to collect infor~ation vhich per~it 

~~~eralisation at least within an industry of ::. coun tr] o::::-

s~gnificantly large district. ?or exa;nple, a fair amount has 

been ~=i~ten about individual fir~s' subcontrac~ing and tieir 

technical assistance in certain countries, but there is no clQe 

to ans'Jer how re2resentative the s~udied co~panies are in the 

econo~7 or indus~ry co~cerned. Another t1pe of infor~ation 

which is despera~ely needed is the one ~hich pro7ides us Yith 

a sensa of propo=tioc, order oi importance or priority. For 

authors discuss inadequa~e su?ply of ra·.r 

Datarials aad equipcent in developing countriss but very rarely 

maka it clear ~hat are the ~os~ i~portan~ p::otle~s: is tile 

absolu~~ amount of p::oduction 

distribution systara, or any other fac~ors, that are 

for inadec;uacy :..n For _:::olicJ 

ineividual ite~s. 

~his .. - --~ ·~ 

~ne ~Joi :its '-''= coul:5. not Cll.SCU3S bee a. use oi 

. - . :. :i:o=:.13. t.:on / :,;ou.ld ·c~ose '-ile 

a 60::-:. .. 
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(a) We have repeatedly emphasised that without indus~rial 

growth development of inter-sectoral linkages would be 

next ~c i~?ossible. Development v~ cheap equipment 

supplying industries and accumulation of industrial 

~anpower must be geared to that goal. Hence, 

identification of industries vith the greatest growth 

potentials should be an important task for future 

researchers in individual countries. This may sound too 

obvious, but, alas, how commonly this obvious fact has 

been neglected everywhere! 

(b) Although the important role played by merchants and 

equipment dealers as media of technology transfer to the 

informal sector has been mentioned sometimes, no 

systematic information exists to tell exactly bov 

important their role is and what are the alternative 

medias. These questions, as well as the merits and 

demerits of each of the available media need some 

empirical studies. ~t would be also interesting to know 

about the impact of the oppression of expatriate (e.g. 

Chinese and Indian) merchants in certain countries in 

this connection. 

(c) In Meiji Japan, and probably in contemporary China, 

carpenters have been important suppliers of 

"intermediate" equipment. To what extent do such local 

potentials exist and what prevent their active 

contribution, in today's developing countries? 
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(d) !n ~otb .pre-var Jap~n and ccnte~porary China, the state-

run large factories a~d arsenals were (and are in China) 

and -developers 

of ess~n~ial machinery and equipment for the private 

sec~or, including the infor&al sector. In today's 

developing countries, t.o~ ~uch aild how successfully do 

the public sector factories play a similar role? 

{a) ie have suggested earlier that cheap labour resulting 

!ro~ econo~ic dualis~ should be put to acti7e use for 

industrialisation rather than cover i ... 
- I.. up ·:1ith a fig 

, ~ .;.ear. The case ~ill beco~e stronger if most of tie 

~orkers in the infor~al sector are earning so~ething 

addi~ional to other own or household inco~es. Keith Har't 

:.ra\is our attention to the fact . ' .... t. .na l.. infor:nal sector 

~orkers have gui~e co~monly ~ore than one job.t This Qay 

or ~ay not be tne case in differen~ countries, and ~erits 

~ S?ecial investigation • 

If) ,_' tio'.::l close .collaboration exists bet':ieen equip;;::en:: 

~anufac~urers/deala~s and petty users in develo?i~g 

countries? 

As ~e ~~?hasisad earlier, institu~ional Iac~o~s ara very 

specially i~ ~o~i7ating inter-sectoral and 

inter-fir~ co-o?eration and effort.s o::: indi '1idv.al 

for technical p~oqress. 

)i:::£erent ~7?9S of insti~~tional ele~ents ~ill, 

have different influe~ce accorGi~g :o t~e country or 

1 :-:art., cp. cit. 
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region. Much research efforts seem to be needed on this 

subject. 
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19 Lorne's Informal Industrial 
Sector 

ERIK DEMOL, G. NIHAN & C. JONDOH 

I . Industrialization and Employment in Togo 

-

Togo i.s ?ne ~f the. smaller West African countries, with a population ofroughly 
2 · 5 mtlh~>n m~ab1tant~ on 56,000 km2• The capital city, Lom~ (approximately 
280,~ mhab1tants), 1s at the same time the main port, with a hinterland 
reaching Upper Volta and Niger, and a busy trading centre on the coast road 
which provi~es the m~in. links with Ghana, Ivory Coast, Benin and Nigeria: 
The per ca.pita GDP 1s m the 200-300 range.• Gross domestic product, at 
constant pnces, rose between 1960 and 1966 at an average annual rate of 10%. 2 

Du~ng the First Five-Year Plan (1966-70) this rate was approximately 7% 
agamst only 4·5% for the Second Five-Year Plan (1971-5), despite the 7•7% 
target. The balance of trade has been moderately negative for a considerable 
nu'!"'ber of yell!5• and has suffered from price difficulties for phosphates, and 
maJor production shortcomings for Togo's two main export products: coffee 
and cocoa. Imports have risen constantly, with major growth rates for both 
investment and intermediate goods. 

The sectoral contribution to GDP shows relatively important movements 
between 1970 and 1975; these, however, are largely due to primary sector 
proble!°s• where agriculture has suffered from both drought and structural 
recession. On the whole, 30% of GDP is attributable to the primary sector, 20% 
to the secondary and approximately 50% to the tertiary sector. Between 1965 

. and 1975 an annual growth, ~te of 36% has taken place in manufacturing, which 
acco~nts .now for approximately one-third of the secondary sector's present 
contnbut1on; however, two breweries and soft drinks producers the cement 
factory and one. cotton ~ill alo.ne i:epresent roughly 70% of m~ufacturing 
G~P. The relative. and mcreasmg importance of the tertiary sector is due 
mamly to the considerable development of the commercial sector as a result 
of the trading tradition along the West African coast and the preferential 
agreements which exist with the other members of the franc zone 

The Third Five-Year Plan (1976-80) relies less on infrastructu~ projects 

.. EM~IH~C.J ..... - - -than the two former plans, and its main objective seems to be the strengthening 
of the present economic structure in preparation for an 'economic take-off in 
1985' .> This would roughly coincide with the widened perspectives which 
ECOW AS - the West African common market - will bring, in terms of both 
a broader market and communal industrial projects. Accordingly, a major 
emphasis in industrial development lies in the integration of different existing 
import substitution oriented production units and new agro-industrial projects 
into an interrelated economy. 

Notwithstanding the broadening of the market which ECOW AS will 
ultimately provide for the Togolese economy, the present industrialization 
strategy stresses the importance of small- and medium-scale enterprises. 
Bearing in mind the narrowness of the present domestic market, both in terms 
of numbers and of purchasing power, and the fact that - except in the case 
of phosphate, which accounts for three-quarters of Togolese exports -mineral 
resource exploitation is considered unprofitable (given present world prices), 
the Third Development Plan clearly states that 'the future of Togolese industry 
lies in the development of small and medium-scale industry, harmoniously 
spread over the whole national territory and utilizing as far as possible local 
resources'. 4 In addition, 'the first objective of existing (production] units is the 
improvement of the product, in accordance with the local consumers' taste; 
the main emphasis will be on the production of essential commodities'.' 
Government policy aims at promoting an industrial structure where 'modem 
enterprises with advanced technology constitute the framework supplemented 
by smaller units with more labour-intensive technologies'.• These labour-
intensive units are much needed in view of the country's factor endowments 
(in terms of labour and capital), and more specifically the problems that arise 
from the excess supply of labour- including those with school qualifications. 
The plan forecasts for the 1976-80 period a total of 175,000 school leavers 
without professional qualifications; of these only 16,000 will find employment 
in the modem formal sector.7 Despite the present efforts to channel larger 
proportions of them into the agricultural sector, the excess supply of unskilled 
labour, especially in urban centres, remains a problem, which the 1985 
universal primary education programme is unlikely to alleviate. 

It is within this context that the Togolese Ministry of Planning and Industrial 
Development requested the ILO to carry out a study of the modem informal 
sector in Lorn~ as part of its Research Programme on Skill Acquisition and 
Self-Employment in the Urban Informal Sector of Francophone Africa.' The 
aims of the programme - which also covered the capital cities of Cameroon, 
Mali, Mauritania and Rwanda -were first, to obtain a clear picture of how the 
sector functions; and second, to provide government with concrete recom-
mendations regarding the development of production, employment and 
training potential in the informal sector. 
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II The Survey of the Informal Industrial 
Sector' 
Following the procedure adopted in the earlier surveys, our study on Lom~ 
began with an exhaustive census of the informal sector conducted in October 
an 1 November 1m. In order to obtain a comprehensive picture of this sector 
Pl.I categories of activity were covered, including commerce. The sample 
survey of the categories thought to be the most dynamic was carried out in 
April and May 1978. The activities selected in this case were woodworking, 
metalworking, building a..s mechanical and electrical repairs (further data arc 
given in the appendix to this chapter). These activities make up what we call 
the •modern' informal sector, 10 because it produces goods and services similar 
to those of the modern formal sector for which consumer demand may be 
expected to expand if appropriate steps arc taken to improve th~ undertakings' 
productivity and quality standards. 

The census11 enumerated a total of 23,824 informal economic units in Lom~. 
If wage-earners and apprentices are also taken into account,12 it can be 
estimated that at least one-fifth of the economically ·active population is 
engaged in informal sector activities. 

An initial analysis of the results of the survey1> enabled us to identify in some 
detail the part played by the modern informal sector in Lo~ with regard to 
both employment and apprentice training as well as the incomes derived from 
this type of activity. We found that the sector is expanding with respect to both 
employment and capital investment. However, the rate of expansion is slow, 
partly no doubt because of limited room to manoeuvre but also because the 
technical and financial management of the undertakings is still at a 
rudimentary stage - even in those that have invested heavily in equipment -
with the result that growing capital intensity leads to serious productivity 
problems. These problems could become even worse if the apparent 
satisfaction of the more capital-intensive entrepreneurs with their present -
often considerable - profits were to destroy their will to introduce more 
advanced production methods. Such attitudes could in the long run jeopardize 
the survival of a sector which is in danger of missing its chance to develop into 
a 'national' small- or medium-scale sector capable of competing with the 
large-scale firms in the rapidly expanding modern sector. 

In the short term, however, the diagnosis that emerges is far from negative: 
this sector, without obstructing the modern formal sector, performs an 
important training and income-generating function for the vast majority of 
those engaged in it. It also represents an intermediate stage which, if skillfully 

. handled, could become 8!'. important component of development policy, as 
acknowledged by the Third Plan. 

The survey revealed that there were 3,586 apprentices in the modem 
informal sector. 14 It should be noted, however, that they make up 88% of the 
employed workforce in these undertakings, which raises the possibility of their 
being used as a source of cheap labour. The conclusion to which our analysis 
leads, while not underestimating that danger, is that there is also much to be 
said in favour of this type of apprenticeship. For example, it was found that 
as many as 84% of the apprentices covered by our investigation were trained 
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under conditions that may be described as satisfactory. This positive 
assessment is confirmed by the fact that entrepreneurs who served an 
apprenticeship in this sector - i.e. 96% of them - run their businesses just as 
productively as entrepreneurs who were trained in a vocational centre or in 
the formal sector." We have here, then, a traditional and inexpensive training 
process which performs an important function as a preparation for self-
employment and at the same time acts as a springboard to employment in the 
modem formal sector since one-third of former informal sector apprentices 
were able to find jobs in the formal sector at some stage of their working 
lives. 16 

The informal 'industrial' sector provides employment at the present time for 
1,863 craftsmen and entrepreneurs and 87 partners actually working in the 
undertakings. The average life of the undertakings is S • 9 years and S7 • 5% of 
them have been in operation for at least four years. In addition to the 1,950 
jobs thus created there are also 483 wage-earning employees, 4S0of whom are 
skilled workers, which brings the total •permanent' labour force (i.e. excluding 
apprentices) up to 2,433. If we compare this figure with the 12,000 or so jobs 
in manufacturing, services and building in Togo, it can be seen that the modem 
informal sector in Lorn~ provides employment for the equivalent of 20% of 
the workforce in the formal sector throughout the country, without the benefit 
of the capital resources invested in large-scale industry. If the number of 
apprentices is added, the proportion rises to the equivalent of 50% of 
employment in the formal sector. 17 Assuming a stable market, the number of 
jobs in the modern informal sector will continu.e to rise, if slowly, at a rate of 
about 2 • 5% a year, with skilled employment tending to increase more rapidly 
since its weighted average rate of growth is greater than that of the apprentices 
(9·5 and 3·4 per cent respectively). Nevertheless, this 9·S per cent rate only 
applies to a numerically small group, so the informal sector cannot be expected 
to resolve the whole problem of youth unemployment. Nor can the observed 
growth in this sector as measured by the establishment of new undertakings 
be expected to produce any radical change in the situation: its annual rate of 
growth was estimated at approximately 5% on the basis of the census and 
survey findings.•• Assuming that these trends continue, one can expect an 
annual increase in the modern informal sector of approximately 270 
apprenticeships and 160 productive jobs in the short run. 1' These figures are 
merely indicative, but they show clearly enough that the sector's contribution 
to the solution of the employment problem is important without, however, 
being sufficient in itself. 

Participation in the modem informal sector is far from being a form of 
disguised unemployment: taking into account their levels of skill, 72 • 9% of the 
entrepreneurs probably make a better living than they would if they worked 
in the modern formal sector, which makes it easier to understand why 64% of 
those who previously had a job in the formal sector moved from modern sector 
wage-earning employment to artisanal activity: 82 • 5% earn incomes equal to 
or greater than the guaranteed inter-occupational minimum wage (SMIG) and 
the same applies to 68·6% of the wage-earners. The wages of apprentices -
on average 17 • 8% of the SMIG - should not be analyzed in the same context 
since their status is quite different. 20 

The social contribution made by the modern informal sector is important for 
the city. Its undertakings cater mainly to the needs of the low-income groups, 
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artisans and petty traders, with whom the volume of business amounts to 
56 • I% of their turnover, while sales to public employees and workers in the 
modem sector make up another 40%. Its contribution to the economic activity 
of the country as a whole is no less striking. Confining ourselves to activities 
for which data are available in the formal sector, the value added in 
woodworking in the informal sector of Lom6, for example, is 28·S% of that 
produced by modem sector woodworking throughout the country, the 
corresponding figure for repair services provided for households being 1O·6%; 
taking Lom6 on its own, the ratio rises to more than 3SO% for woodworking 
and is still 28% for the building trades. And yet these results are achieved on 
the whole with a relatiyely low level of capital investment: half the 
undertakings possess capital assets with a current value estimated at less than 
62,000 francs CF A, 21 with the overall average approaching 200,000 francs CF A 
only because one group of undertakings (those comprising the top decile of 
the survey distribution) own equipment valued at over S00,000 francs CFA. 
This investment, which originates within the sector itself (normally personal 
savings for starting capital and self-financing for subsequent development), 
has produced a weighted average rate of increase in fixed assets of S • 7% a year 
and 8·4% in the case of the top decile. The self-financing capacity is 
considerable, since after outlays for housekeeping and assistance to the 

·extended family are deducted,22 80% of the entrepreneurs still have a balance 
of at least S0,000 francs CF A a year for further investment and S0% are left 
with 1S7 ,000 francs CFA or more, which goes to show that there is a disparity 
between many entrepreneurs' capacity to invest and their willingness to do 
so.n 

These figures confirm the special place occuped by the modem informal 
sector in the Togolese economy, where it has carved out a market of its own 
and enjoys a relative independence of commercial and industrial capital. Most 
of its undertakings seem to be operating in a fairly satisfactory manner; the 
fact, however, that there does not seem to be any clear indication of its 
prospects in the medium and long term suggests that it has not adopted the 
forward-looking approach to development found in large modem undertak-
ings. 

Generally speaking, the findings show clearly that the main problem facing 
the informal sector arises out of its very rough and ready methods of enterprise 
management and price fixing. 24 The standards of technical management and 
bookkeeping are poor whatever the level of capital investment. Out of the 280 
entrepreneurs covered by the survey, only IS (S·4%) state that they devote 
any time to book.keeping (an average of 3·3 hours a week). Moreover, only 
20·7% keep a record of receipts and expenditure and 2·S% maintain more 
sophisticated accounts; and although S2. S% state that they calculate their 

. production costs, only I • 1% can break them down correctly- mainly because 
only 2% of all entrepreneurs take depreciation into account. 

An improvement in economic behaviour can be observed to take place as 
the undertaking's level of capital investment rises. The effects are particularly 
noticeable in the best-equipped group: 60% of entrepreneurs in the top decile 

• keep a record of receipts and expenditure and 18% keep more elaborate 
accounts. There is thus a certain awareness of the need to organize the 
undertaking along more sophisticated lines as its capital assets increase. This 
conclusion, however, is placed in better perspective when one adds that only 

- .. .. 
20% of this group state that they devote time to book.keeping (2 • 6 hours a week 
on average), while none of them has an employee to assist with this work. It 
is scarcely to be wondered at, then, that even in this group only 8% are able 
to identify with precision the components of their production costs and only 
13% allow for depreciation. Nor, it should be noted, are these entrepreneurs 
any different from their less capital-intensive colleagues in the field of work 
organization. 

Technical management seems to require just as much improvement: labour 
productivity in the modem informal sector is low in all the various sizes of 
undertakings compared with the modem formal sector. Depending on the 
category of activity, it ranges between 14% and SS% of that of the 
corresponding large undertakings in Lom6. Moreover, greater investment in 
machinery and equipment seems to be accompanied by a disproportionate 
decline in the productivity of capital considering the meagre improvement in 
labour productivity resulting from the increase in capital intensity. Further-
more, the fact that the entrepreneurs' willingness to invest is lower than their 
self-financing capacity could cause problems in the Jong run for these 
undertakings since competition from the large modem firms seems bound to 
increase, thus reducing the small entrepreneurs' room to manoeuvre in a 
market which 66% of them already describe as irregular and providing an 
insufficient volume of sales. · 

Although so far the majority of the undertakings operate satisfactorily -only 
13·6% report frequent selling at a loss - this can mainly be put d.own to the 
fact that the formal sector is not well de,veloped in the corresponding 
production fields. The corollary to this is that the market still has room for the 
small undertaking if the latter can improve the quality of its products. 
However, as the survey showed, this possibility is seriously compromised by 
an underlying weakness that is characteristic of the informal sector's 
difficulties in adjusting to a changing market. Quite apart from the constraints 
arising out of behaviour patterns, which are conditioned by a sociocultural 
environment which is not always receptive to modem ideas," there is no 
denying that the sector's low standards of technical and financial management 
and bookkeeping are due to inadequate education and training: 25% of the 
entrepreneurs are illiterate, 18·6% have at most three years of primary 
schooling and only S% have attended secondary school, which means that the 
majority of them would be incapable of applying advanced management 
methods unless they received specially designed training. Future prospects are 
equally disturbing since 36•2% of present apprentices are illiterate. 

To sum up, the informal sector in Lom6 provides opportunities for the 
absorption of a considerable number of unemployed young people; it gives 
productive employment to a sizeable body of workers who would be looked 
upon as unskilled in the formal sector; it stimulates the development not only 
of economic activity but also of skills and the use of labour-intensive 
technology; and it assists the redistribution of income. It is essential that these 
unique characteristics be preserved, but this must not imply stagnation; on the 
contrary, it is important to promote the dynamism of the informal sector and 
its gradual metamorphosis into a national modem sector still firmly anchored 
in the country's distinctive social, economic and cultural fabric. 
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III Future Policy 
The following paragraphs discuss some of the considerations which should be 
taken into account in devising a programme of action to strengthen the 
economic potential of the informal sector .and its capacity to provide 
employment and training. It should be kept in mind that the proposals made 
here only concern the modem informal sector in Lome since it is by no means 
certain that they would be appropriate, or even desirable, for activities not 
covered by the survey such as tailoring and various types of commerce, or, 
more particularly, traditioflal handicrafts. On the other hand, they are 
probably adaptable in most cases to artisanal production, services and 
construction in the country's secondary urban centres. 

Traditionally, assistance for the development of the informal sector has 
been provided through the establishment of special (usually state-run) 
agencies. By their very nature, these institutions are ill-adapted to the 
dynamics of the informal sector since the reasoning behind their creation is 
to a large extent alien to the very principles on which this sector functions. 
It is not surprising therefore, that 59% of the entrepreneurs prefer the state 
not to intervene in any assistance to be given.• And indeed, when these 
entrepreneurs are in difficulty, they seldom use the official channels of 
assistance open to them; they rely entirely on themselves or on their relatives. 
Aid through 'co-operatives' meets the same mistrust; the sole type of 
assistance whose acceptability was general - 90% of the responses - was the 
creation of a mutual aid association by the entrepreneurs themselves. 

The results of the analysis showed clearly that a systematic recourse to the 
oft-recommended solution of capital injection' and broadening of credit 
facilities, which are supposed to promote rapid business expansion, should be 
avoided. The principal reason for this is that the modem informal sector 
operates in a 'free enterprise' environment, diametrically opposed to 
interventions of this kind; moreover, the self-financing capacity of the sector 
exceeds the willingness to invest. Second, any sudden injection of capital 
would probably encourage the accelerated development of a few privileged 
enterprises, penalizing small undertakings whose share of the market might be 
considerably reduced. At the same time, it would thereby disturb the natural 
process of training and selection of entrepreneurs who are capable of entering 
the modem small a_nd medium-scale sector, jeopardizing the modem informal 
sector's unique contribution to national development. 

The additional skills requir~d in the informal sector are far from being 
sophisticated and complex; assistance in this area should therefore focus on 
supportive and innovative help in the solution of day-to-day problems (in terms 
of production, management and techniques, etc.), adapted to the needs and 
the environment in which the sector functions. In this sense, any formal and 
institutionalized approach to those who have not acquired or retained the 
necessary technical skills and literacy is likely to fail, alien as it is to the ad 
.hoc basis of the sector's functioning. Similarly, training and advice by 
management and marketing 'experts' would be vitiated by their sheer 
technicality and their bias towards a certain specialization in the various 
!°anagement functions, which are contrary to the pragmatic approach of the 
mformal entrepreneurs. Moreover, this would upset the internal organization 
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of the undertakings and hence their versatility, which determines their strength 
and comparative advantage compared to larger production units. 

On the technological side, there would appear to be an important 
discontinuity in the available range of equipment between basic tools and the 
more sophisticated machinery;17 the latter, if available in the undertaking, 
therefore tends to be under-utilized under present conditions. The consider-
able drop in capital productivity with increasing capital investment is 
indicative of the entrepreneur's present inability to optimize his production 
function. 11 Although little work has been done in the field of alternative 
production techniques (especially in the urban sector in Africa), there is ~pe 
for an investigation into the subject of more appropriate means of production. 
This should take into account the existing technical environment and the local 
capacity to develop, build and use this equipment. 

To be successful, assistance to the informal sector must be organized within 
the framework in which the undertakings operate. Such an approach should 
regard these as self-contained production units, where the artisan's full control 
of the production process ensures the versatility of the enterprise, both in 
production and in transmitting skills to the apprentices. It should, therefore, 
utilize the human, material and technical resources available within the sector, 
combining them if appropriate with those available generally. Nevertheless, 
whatever assistance is provided, it must necessarily be selective and 
temporary, aimed at promoting a system which has stood the test of time but 
which, given the scale of the problems that developing countries face, will be 
called upon to increase its contribution and which needs accordingly to be 
strengthened. 

IV Conclusions 
A number of facts emerge from our diagnosis of the informal industrial sector 
in Lome. The modem informal sector appears to offer an employment and 
training potential that national policy-makers cannot afford to ignore. 
Nevertheless, the way the undertakings operate raises some doubt as to their 
capacity to adapt in the face of a modem sector whose share of the market 
is still small at the moment but which will probably rise rapidly in the future. 
The situation therefore requires that assistance be given to these undertakings 
but the actual details of such assistance are complicated. The optimism 
currently displayed by the 'evolutionist' school of thought is supported by very 
few, if any, examples of successful programmes in this field. 29 That is why.the 
recommendations made to the Togolese government stressed the constramts 
discussed in the preceding section and suggested the setting-up of an 
experimental unit with the initial task of carrying out a detailed feasibility 
study. The main object of this operation would be to verify by a combination 
of research and action the possibility of involving the entrepreneurs in the 
gradual development of mutual aid bodies which they would eventually be able 
to run themselves. 
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Appendix: 

Table 19A. l Estimation of certain characteristics extrapolated to the p11rent 
population° of the modern informal sector in Lome 

Wcish1cd 
•vera1c 

Partncn annual rate 
work in& ur 

Rcpalar Entrc· illlhc T ocal or cmploymcn1 Capiaal Type of activily Apprcnlicn cmploycnb prcncun'" undcnakU.1 coll I lo 4 1row1h ( • i >" ~"" (I) (2) (J) (4) (S) (II) (7) 

Production 1,324 383 747 56 2,510 1·8 200·4 Woodworking 816 334 575 56 1.781 0·7 163·5 Metalworking 508 49 m 729 4.7 36·9 Services l,835 84 827 26 2.m 3·9 130·2 Vehicle repairs 1.435 84 552 26 2,('117 5·1 107·1 Electrical repairs 359 158 517 2·4 20·1 Small-scale 
engineering 41 117 158 -0·8 3·0 Building 427 16 289 5 737 1·9 21·1 Building trades 233 16 130 5 384 J.6 16·2 Subcontractors 194 159 353 -1·1 4.9 

TOTAL 3,586 483 1,863 fr1 6,019 2·6 351·7 

Weighlcd 
1vcragc Raw Ne1 Grau Self. 

annual rate matc:riab. w..., 1raJing value tiAolncing 
olgruw1h Turnovcrl usedl billl ......... addcdl capaci1yl 
of capilal 

Type of activi1y • ..,..J per annum 
(K) (Y) (10) (II) (12) ( IJ) (14) 

Production 5.3 l,221·0 721·2 8J.2 346·8 445·7 219·7 Woodworking 5·9 957·0 559.5 67·5 280·0 360·2 172·6 Metalworking 2·5 264·0 161·7 15·7 66·8 85·5 47·1 Services 6·5 1,155-1 700·8 39·2 316·8 366·/ 224·8 Vehicle repairs 7.3 742·7 436·5 32·8 209·0 249·6 141·0 Electrical repairs 7.3 354·1 236·0 5·4 83·6 90·6 63·9 Small-scale 
engineering -1·7 58·0 28·3 l·O 24·2 25·9 19·9 Building 6·8 514·2 380·7 9.4 ll2·5 123·7 93.9 Building trades 8·4 231·5 158·8 5·8 59.7 67·0 55·1 Subcontractors 0·2 282·7 221·9 3·6 52·8 56·7 38·8 

TOTAL 5.7 2,890·3 1,802·7 131·8 776·1 935·5 531.4 . ~ ' 
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Notes: 
•figures calculated from the survey data as analysed in G. Nihan, E. Dcmol, D. Dviry 
and C. Jondoh,' 'Le Scctcur non structllR 'modcrnc' de Lom~. R~publiquc togolaisc, 
Rapport d'cnqu~tc ct analyse des RSultats' (mimco.), ILO, Geneva, 1978; World 
Employment Programme research working paper, restricted. 
bManual workcn skilled or not, plus seven junior employees. In Lo~ there were no 
family hclpen or day-labourers in the undcrtakinas surveyed. 
'Fipires equivalent to the number of undertakings. 
"1bc avcraac annual rate of srowth for each undcrtakina was calculated using the 
followina formula: 

where N1 is the number of workcn in each undcrtakina, r. the year in question, r. the 
year in which the undcrtakina was set up and y1 • r. - lo· (It was possible, by means of 
the survey, to determine the number of worltcn employed by the undcrtakina at its 
launching and at the date of survey.) The avcraac rate of growth for each type of activity 
was wciahted by the number of workcn in the undertaking, calculated at its median point 
of growth, and by the number of years the undertaking had been operating, using the 
followina formula: 

• • 
81 = I 81 • a, + I · a, 

,, .. 1 ;=l 

where a,• N .. (l+31)y1P·y,. 

"In millions of francs CFA. The capital assets were calculated from the estimates made 
by the entrepreneurs of the real resale value at current prices of their tools, materials, 
furniture, machines, vechiclc(s), land and workshop; the calculation therefore takes into 
account the depreciation of the equipment since its purchase. Separate estimations were 
made for each of these headings. 
'Rate of growth calculated by using a formula similar to the one used for employment. 
The value of the starting capital assets was estimated from the resale value at current 
prices, without taking into account depreciation since the purchase of the equipment 
owned by the undertaking at its launching. 
'In millions of francs CF A. It was possible to calculated these variables with a fair 
amount of accuracy, thanks to the wording used in the questionnaire, for normal, good 
and bad weeks, reduced to the average week on the basis of the distribution of these 
weeks over the year and finally estimated for the year by multiplying by the number of 
weeks during which the undertaking operated. The following variables were taken into 
account: turnover and raw materials estimated for the three types of week, the wage 
bill (payment in cash and in kind for each worker per average week over the year), 
working expenses (electricity, water and other overheads per average week), rent plus 
charges for depreciation and taxes. No loan charges were included since not applicable 
(sec technical document cited above, especially pp. 2.S, 62, 6,, 109 and 110). 
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Notes 
This is an adapted version of G. Nihan, E. Demol and C. Jondoh 'The modem infonnal 
sector in Lome' in International Labour Review, September-October 1979, pp 631-44 
(Copyright International Labour Orpnization, 1979). 

I Aggrcpte economic data, when available, are mainly based on the fonnal sector 
activities, and often include only rough estimates for the traditional and infonnal 
sectors, if at all. 
2 Marches Nouveaux: Le Togo (Paris: J. A. Group, 1977). 
3 Ministtre du Plan, du devcloppemcnt industricl ct de la reformc administrative, 

Plan de developpement econo!JJique et social 1976-80 (Lome, 1976), p. 43 (hereafter 
referred to as Plan). 
4 'Plan', p. 35. 
5 •Plan', p. 289. 
6 ·Plan', p. 290. 
7 Sec G. Nihan, M. Carton, E. Demol and C. Jondoh, 'Le sectcur non structure 

'modcme' de Lo~·. Republiquc togolaise, Esquisse des resultats de I' cnquctc ct 
programme d'action' (mimeo.), Geneva, ILO 1978; World Employment Programme 
research working paper, restricted; annexe. 
8 This research programme was financed with the assistance of the Swiss Tcchni<:al 

Co-operation Agency and the Belgian Technical Co-operation Agency and received a 
major contribution from the participating African states, which agreed to supply the 
census-takers, technical assistants and material resources needed for the field research. 
It also draws on the work done by the research group of the Institute of Development 
~tudi~s, <?ene~a University, which in ass~iation with the ILO has been carrying out 
mvesugat1ons m the area of non-formal training. . 
9 Informal 'industrial' sector as used here is equivalent to 'modem' infonnal sector 

'industrial' is taken in the broad sense, covering also part of the service sector). 
However, other types of activities such as tailoring or stamp making were not included 
in the survey. 
10 See note 9. 
11 For the technical details see E. Demol, •Analyse des resultats du recensement du 
sccteur non structure de Lome, Republique togolaisc' Geneva (mimeo.) ILO, 1978; 
World Employment Programme research working paper, restricted. 
12 There are no figures available on wage-earning employment and apprenticeship for 
the categories of ac~ivity not cov~red by the survey. However, they are unlikely to 
change the overall picture much since the number of wage-earners and apprentices in 
commerce, which represents 86•4% of the activities not covered by the survey, is very 
small. The labour force participation rate is around 42% according to Ministry of 
Planning estimates for 1975. 
13 For the technical details see G. Nihan, E. Demol, D. Dviry and C. Jondoh, 'Le 
Secteur non structure 'modeme' de Lome, Republique togolaise, Rapport d'cnqucte et 
analyse des r~sultats Geneva. (mimeo.) ILO, 1978; World Employment Programme 
research working paper, restricted. The survey covered 280 undertakings chosen at 
random. These were divided into three 'strata' corresponding to the producti~n services 
and construction sectors, and two independent random samples were drawn f~om each 
of the production and services ·sectors. A variance test did not invalidate the 
representativeness of the samples and they were combined for subsequent data 
treatment. 
14 We use, unless otherwise specified, figures arrived at by extrapolating the 
parameters of the survey to the parent population, i.e. all the small-scale undertakings 

.in the ~ensus of the correspon~ing categories, since, as already mentioned, there arc 
no particular reasons for doubbng the representativeness of the sample. 
15 The indicators used to arrive at this conclusion are the entrepreneurs' net profit, 
gross value added, and the productivity of labour and capital. The results were similar 
for the other cities studied. 
16 The value of such training is confirmed, moreover, by ILO studies on employment 
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in the modem sector which find, inter alia, that educated young people do not bother 
to report to the Manpower Service of the Ministry of Labour to fmd a job in this sector 
as long as they have not acquired specific additional training through a 'traditional' 
apprenticeship. 
17 This comparison may seem highly biased, given the relative weight of apprentices 
in the percentage thus calculated. Apart from the fact that the modem sector uses 
apprentices as well, the question arises here of the relative importance of training and 
production in an apprenticeship post. It is clear that all apprentices participate in a very 
real sense in the undertaking's work, but this does not mean that they arc simply an 
exploited workforce, as some authon would have it. An implicit training cost is incurred 
by the heads of undertakings, and paid back by the apprentices who accept a wage that 
falls below their productivity. The situation is equivocal, therefore, but it is 
characteristic of any human resources training programme which necessarily entails a 
trade-off between present and anticipated future benefits. 
18 This rate takes into account the 'entries' into the modem informal structure 
(undertakings which have been operating for one year at most, i.e. 15•8%, and the 
'departures' from it (undertakings which had been enumerated in the census but had 
gone out of business by the time of the survey, six months later). Extrapolated to a full 
year, the result thus obtained enables us to estimate a 'departure:. rate of 10·8%. As 
regards the weighted average rate of growth, the formula used can be found in the 
appendix. 
19 For 1979, for example, the projected figure based on the findings of the survey is 
429, broken down into 122 apprenticeship posts and 46 skilled workers due to1hc natural 
growth of the undertakings, plus 149 apprenticeship posts, 19 skilled workcn and 93 
self-employed resulting from the launching of new enterprises. In calculating the last 
group of figures we extrapolated the average numben of apprentices and workers that 
were estimated on the basis of the workforce employed by the undertakings in the survey 
at the time they were launched. 
20 Contrary to what might be thought at fint glance, there is no contradiction between 
the lower productivity of labour in the informal sector (a characteristic we shall consider 
in a moment) and wages that arc competitive with those in the formal sector. 
Productivity in the fonnal sector is 'biased upwards' by the high wages paid to expatriate 
staff and probably by profits as well, while in the infonnal sector it is 'biased 
downwards' by the number of apprentices, which is generally greater than that found 
in the large enterprises, as well as by the type of equipment used. 
21 At the time of the survey the rate of exchange was 100 francs CFA = US$0·432. 
22 Household expenditure includes rent, food, health care, clothing, transport, 
children's education and sundries. The average for the survey is 3,135 francs CFA per 
week (standard deviation: 2,351), with 50% of the entrepreneurs spending more than 
2,535 francs CFA per week. In addition, 25·4% of them give assistance to the extended 
family amounting on average to 824 francs CF A per week. The average weekly 
household expenditure per person amounts to 475 francs CFA, which is close to the 
figure recorded in Bamako ( 1,055 Mali francs). These figures are not invalidated by the 
results of a family budgets survey conducted in Togo by the Societe d'etudes pour le 
developpement konomique et social. 
23 Interestingly, the 'Plan' recognizes similar problems in the Togolese economy as 
a whole where the main reasons for the present insufficiency of the modem small- and 
medium-sized enterprises is found lo be (I) a preference for speculative investment in 
real estate, instead of the improvement of productive capacity; (2) the lack of 
entrcprencural 'esprit', encouraged by socio-cultural values which do not accept the 
emergence and progress of the individual; and (3) the imperfections of the present credit 
system (though the plan stresses the grave problems of credit policies in developing 
economies which are too liberal and where the distinction between turnover and profit 
is rather vague). Sec 'Plan' pp. 35-6. 
24 This point had already been noted by J. K. Hadzi, L 'Artisanat dans le developpc-
ment togolais (Paris: Ecole pratiquc des hautcs eludes, 1968). p. 66, who states: 'In any 
event, however, the simple rules of enterprise management still baffle (the small 
entrepreneur). Not only does he fail to appreciate the concepts of forecasting, 
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co-ordination and planning (since he attaches no importance to economic time) but he 
also ignores the most elementary rules of management. Studies carried out by experts 
give grounds for thinking that these difficulties could be overcome; it must, however, 
be ac' .iitted that these notions do not have the same meaning to a homo ecoaomicus and 
to i artisan for whom economics is a direct function of social relationships.• 
25 Which no doubt explains why the notion of profit maximization plays only a 
rr.arginal role in determining the attitude of the more capital-intensive entrepreneurs 
1owai"ds productivity. The survey showed that their profits rose less rapidly than their 
fixed assets. 
26 Almost 70% want direct help without having to go through some type of official 
co-operative body, and more than 35% prefer no assistance to state interference. 
27 Currently, in Lo~. informal sector undertakings sometimes use the services of a 
timber merchant or another small entrepreneur who owns a combine. Nevertheless, this 
entails loss of control over the production equipment and hence of the comparative 
advantage provided by operational flexibility and rapid adjustment to the needs of the 
market; these are important elements in the versatility of small undertakings, which 
gives the informal sector another advantage over the modem enterprise. In addition, the 
possible recurrence of this loss of control over the production apparatus at different 
levels could lead to the 'proletarianization• of the entrepreneur. A solution would be to 
set up mutual aid associations, which apparently do not have the negative effects noted 
in the cases where equipment is hired. Nevertheless, the sophistication of this type of 
equipment generally raises technical management and accounting problems so that it is 
the best-trained entrepreneur who gradually assumes responsibility for it; the other joint 
ownen are thereby relegated to a sort of bureaucratic dependence. 
28 This is observed in all the cities covered by the research programme. 
29 It is interesting to read the commentaries on this point in the special issue of World 
Development (Oxford) edited by R. Bromley on the theme 'The urban informal sector: 
critical penpectives' (September-October 1978). One should also remember the 
scepticism expressed by Hadzi, op. cit., regarding the possibilities of intervention in a 
sector in which 'economics is a direct function of social relationships', as mentioned 
in note 24 above. 
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PART SIX 
INDUSTRY IN AFRICA: 
A STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION 
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CHAPTER 

1 
THE EMPLOYMENT PROBLEM AND 

THE INTERMEDIATE SECTOR 

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND EMPLOYMENT 

This study is directed toward resolving the growing sense of 
conflict between the efforts of less developed countries (LDCs) to 
industrialize as a means of raising output per capita, and their 
desires to fully and productively employ their human resources. The 
central thesis is that increasing the productive use of labor can be 
complementary to raising the growth of production. Industrialization 
in LDCs since World War II, however, has generally brought disap-
pointing results in terms both of the ability to sustain economic growth 
and of an increasing divergence between the growth of the labor force 
seeking industrial employment and the jobs available. Policy measures 
have been inadequate to deal with this growing employment gap, and 
in many cases have reinforced rather than offset it. This study begins 
by analyzing the impact of industrialization policies on the employment 
problem, using Ghana as a particular example. Its primary objective 
is to assess the actual and potential contribution to employment and 
output growth of those enterprises that are too small to be affected 
directly by the usual industrialization policies, and that may be 
defined as the "intermediate" or the "small-scale" sector. The out-
come will be an understanding of the role this sector can play in eco-
nomic development, and suggested policy changes or proposals to 
promote achievement of its potential. 

Underutilization of Labor 

Theoretically, the existence of underutilized labor in the rural 
agricultural sector provides the potential for rapid industrial expansion 

1 
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at low cost to both investors and the economy-if this labor surplus 
can be transferred to industrial production without substantial wage 
increases. The international evidence is that the implied rural-urban 
transfer of labor has been proceeding at a rapid pace in LDCs through-
out the world, with urban population growth rates on the order of 
three times the rural growth rates, and both rising.* The percentage 
of LDC populations residing in urban areas increased by half (from 
13 percent to 20 percent) between 1950 and 1970, with over 50 percent 
of the urban increase due to migration. The share of the labor force 
engaged in industry, however, has increased at a slower pace, from 
10 to 12 .5 percent in 1950-70 for manufacturing, mining, and con-
struction, and from 7 .5 to 10 percent for manufacturing alone. As a 
result, underutilization of labor has become a serious urban problem, 
with urban unemployment rates on the average of 2 • 5 times the rural 
rates. 

Measurement of the level of labor underutilization, and the 
extent to which industrialization has simply shifted it from rural to 
urban areas, is difficult because the readily measurable definition of 
"unemployment" used in industrialized economies does not adequately 
cover the forms of underutilization found in LDCs. There are six 
categories of labor that might be regarded as underutilized, with 
respect to either demand or supply potential: 

Not employed 

Discouraged workers have given up searching for a job but would 
take one at prevailing wage rates. They are underutilized because of 
inadequate demand (which may be partly due to failure of wages to fall). 
They are not included in measured unemployment because they are 
not actively seeking employment (some may be engaged in education, 
housekeeping, or armed services). 

Unemployed people have no jobs but are actively seeking them 
and would accept employment at prevailing wage rates. They are 
underutilized because of inadequate demand. 

Employed part-time 

Underemployed workers have jobs that employ them for only 
part of a day, month, or year and would like to extend their period of 
work at prevailing wage rates. Underutilization is due to inadequate 
demand or to seasonal fluctuations. 

* Figures in this paragraph are from Bairoch 1973, pp. 1, 22, 
43, and 51. 
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Employed full-time 

Underproductive labor is found in situations where the same 
output could be produced by fewer workers if they worked harder 
("disguis~d unemployed''), or where workers are paid more than the 
increase in output (marginal product) attributable to adding the last 
(marginal) worker. Underutilization is due to institutional arrange-
ments that enable labor to receive more than its marginal product. 

Overqualified workers would not like to extend their hours of 
work under existing conditions, although their productivity would be 
higher in alternative employment, because their training and skills 
exceed the qualifications for the work they are doing. They are 
underutilized because labor supply characteristics do not match the 
pattern of demand requirements. 

Underpotential workers are those whose productivity could be 
raised through greater education and training, including nonpartici-
pants who would enter the labor force if their qualifications and/ or 
wages were higher. Since some investment is implied, only the labor 
for which a net benefit would result should be included. This group 
is underutilized because of institutional rigidities that prevent invest-
ment in labor supply from matching the pattern of demand. 

Statistics normally are collected only on unemployment, and 
even the relatively clear-cut definition of "unemployment" can have 
vacying interpretations, depending on the length of the reference 
period and the criteria for "actively seeking work." Comparison of 
unemployment statistics between more and less developed countries 
can be especially misleading, because of the greater range of casual 
and self-employment opportunities in the latter, combined with the 
absence of income maintenance programs. Unsuccessful job seekers 
in the former are more likely to be openly unemployed or to become 
discouraged and qrop out of the labor force, whereas in LDCs they 
are more likely to be engaged in some temporary income-earning 
activity. Measurement of this underemployed and underproductive 
labor is, however, relatively difficult because the workers are 
actively eng~ged. Hence quantitative assessment must be in reference 
to some number of hours per year or to an assumed appropriate level 
of productivity. D. Turnham (1971, p. 69) suggests using a minimum 
level of income as a reference point for measuring underutilization of 
full-time workers, but the arbitrariness of the level makes it suitable 
only in relation to national goals, not for international comparisons. 

The concepts of underproductive, overqualified, and under-
potential labor are somewhat speculative, and involve policy impli-
cations different from the other types of underutilization. Discouraged, 
unemployed, and underemployed workers could be utilized fully through 
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an expansion of demand, without any change in supply conditions. 
Saying that workers could be utilized more productively in another 
job or with more education, however, implies an alteration in supply 
conditions (or in the pattern of demand), and is directed more at the 
structure of the economy than at its rate of expansion.* 

Rural underutilization consists primarily of underemployed and 
underproductive labor. Fa:rm workers who are employed only part of 
the year or who work just part of the day in the off season could be 
productively engaged during the inactive period at no cost in terms of 
reduced agricultural output. "Disguised unemployment" is sometimes 
used to refer to such workers, but applies more precisely to under-
productive workers whose work effort and contribution to raising 
output are low because of a large number of family workers relative 
to available land (or because of inadequate incentives to tenant farm-
ers); they could be removed with little or no loss in agricultural output 
if the remaining workers maintained or increased their efforts (Lewis 
1954). This rural underutilization poses no direct social or economic 
problem, insofar as land tenure or institutional arrangements ensure 
that agricultural output is shared among workers and family members. 
Open rural unemployment would be expected to be virtually nonexistent 
in the land-abundant, family-oriented economies of Africa, but is 
more of a problem for densely populated Asian countries in which 
many rural residents do not have a claim to land. 

Although migration of underutilized rural labor to urban areas 
is necessary for the shift toward a more productive industrial employ-
ment structure, it may lead to serious problems of urban underutili-
zation that can retard economic development. Unemployed urban 
migrants do not have the family and community support they would 
have in the rural areas, and are more likely to turn to illegal activities 
and begging as a source of income. Many of those who find legitimate 
income sources, such ns petty trnde, mny be ndding little or nothing 
to gross national product (GNP). Nevertheless, their presence 
increnses pressure on the government to spend money on social serv-
ices in order to deal with readily apparent problems of housing, health, 
sanitation, water, and crime. The result is likely to be a diversion 
of funds from development-oriented investment to urban maintenance 
and welfare. Ironically, such spending only increases the attractive-
ness of urban areas to rural residents, and may stimulate additional 
migration to and overcrowding of the cities. 

* Unemployment also can be "structural," if caused by the inabil-
ity of workers to meet the requirements of jobs that are available. 
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The Employment Problem 

This vicious circle of rising rural-urban migration in the face 
of increasing urban underutilization of labor characterizes the employ-
ment problem in LDCs . In aggregate terms, the problem may be 
defined as a sustained gap between the growth of labor supply (gL) 
and the growth of employment demand (gE), especially in urban areas: 

gL > gE (1.1) 

The growth of employment depends on the rate of growth of out-
put (g~) in each sector or industry (j), the rate (ei) at which employ-
ment grows in response to a given output growth in each sector, and 
the relative weight (sj) of each sector in total employment (E): 

(1.2) 

where 

(1.3) 

and 

(1.4) 

The elasticity of employment growth with respect to output growth 
in each sector (~)depends on the variables that determine the rate of 
productivity increase, including technological change, managerial and 
organizational improvements, increased labor quality and experience, 
decreasing production costs per unit of output as scale increases, and 
substitution between labor and other factors in response to wage 
changes. An increase in these elasticities would be the normal means 
by which an economy would adjust to the growing unemployment implied 
by inequality 1.1, in the neoclassical framework. Declining wages in 
response to an excess supply of labor would lead to substitution of 
labor for capital and other inputs, raising (ej) in ~11 sectors where 
substitution is possible. In addition, reductions in labor cost would 
favor more rapid expansion of labor-intensive sectors, resulting in a 
shift of the employment weights (sj) toward those sectors and, hence, 
toward faster employment growth. In a Keynesian situation of demand 
inadequate for employment of the available work f<?rce, the appropriate 
policy would be to raise the output growth rates %> by stimulating 
aggregate demand . 

Adjustment may also take place on the supply side, which 
depends in the aggregate on the rate of population growth (gN) and the 
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labor force participation rate for new entrants (p') as against the 
overall rate (p): 

where 

g = g (p'/p) L . N 

p = L/N and p' = ~L/~ 

(1. 5) 

(1.6) 

Urban labor force growth (gLU) depends, in addition, on the 
rate of net rural-urban migration, which may be measured by the 
share (m) of migrants in the urban population, growth of the migrant 
population (gM), and the relationship between the participation rate 

' for new migrants (pM) and the overall urban participation rate (pu): 

(1. 7) 

In the Malthusian model, adjustment to the employment gap 
represented by inequality 1.1 takes place through a decrease in the 
population growth rate as unemployment drives incomes below the 
level required for long-term sustenance of life. Historically, volun-
tary reduction of the birth rate in response to rising income levels 
and opportunities has helped to avoid a substantial employment gap 
in those countries that began their development "takeoff'' prior to the 
twentieth century. In LDCs today, at least half of the rapid growth 
of the urban labor force is due to the migration term of equation 1 • 7 . 
Participation rates tend to change relatively slowly, but a-re likely to 
fall with an increase in population growth that results from decreased 
mortality rates among children and persons retired from the labor 
force. 

The adjustment mechanisms, however, are not sufficiently 
effective in LDCs today to indicate :my hope of reversing the inequality 
in 1.1, espocia.lly with respect tu urban industrial employment. Real 
wages are maintained, even with growing unemployment, by govern-
ment minimum wage policies, collective bargaining, and general 
pressures for rapid increases in income to reach consumption stand-
ards of the more developed countries. Indeed, efforts to raise the 
overall rate of growth are often implemented through subsidies to 
capital investment, encouraging both substitution of capital for labor 
(lower el) and increasing shares (sj) in the relatively capital-intensive· 
sectors, thus offsetting the impact of any increase in the sectoral 
growth rates ~) on aggregate employment growth (gE). 

The effectiveness of Keynesian aggregate demand policy is 
limited by the supply-side constraints and rigidities that characterize 
less developed economies. If labor and machinery are idle for lack 
of foreign exchange to buy imported materials necessary to operate 
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the industries that have been built, then increased aggregate demand 
will only increase the pressure on foreign exchange and will do little 
to raise utilization rates • Even if foreign exchange and investment 
funds are available, the technical and managerial ability to allocate 
large amounts efficiently may be lacking. Prices may not adequately 
reflect the changes in economic structure that a society desires for 
the future, and in any case reflect the existing distribution of income. 
If income is skewed toward people with a high propensity to consume 
imported goods and manufactured goods that are produced with rela-
tively high capital intensity, then increasing the level of spending may 
do little to raise the demand for domestic labor. Because of the low 
responsiveness of domestic supply to changes in prices, increased 
aggregate demand may tend to increase the rate of inflation rather 
than to generate the supply increases that would raise employment 
growth. 

The rapid rise during recent decades in ability to control the 
Malthusian population brake is a mixed blessing that is a primary 
source of the employment problem in many LDCs. Control of epi-
demics through vaccination, availability of piped or treated water 
supplies, and general improvements in health care have dramatically 
lowered death rates (especially among children) throughout the world. 
In the more developed countries, the impact of decreased mortality 
rates on population growth has been moderated by a steadily declining 
birth rate as development has progressed. In LDCs, however, the 
death rate has dropped before the birth rate has declined, resulting 
in a sharp upturn in the net population growth rate. The 195~70 
annual population growth rate of 2 .4 percent in LDCs is double that 

. in more developed countries and is expected to increase to 2 .6 percent 
during 197~2000, whereas a decrease to 0. 9 percent is anticipated 
for the more developed nations (Bairoch 1973, p. 8). * Problems of 
feeding and providing for a rapidly expanding population make it even 
more difficult for LDCs to achieve the rising income per capita that 
would provide greater incentive to reduce the birth rate. Stable or 
falling income per capita, however, no longer means that the death 
rate will rise so as to close the gap in inequality 1 . 1. 

* The gap in labor force growth is slightly less, as a result of an 
increasing dependency ratio (falling p) as children and the elderly 
constitute increasing shares of LDC populations. The economically 
active population is expected to grow at 2.4 percent during 197~2000 
in LDCs and at 1.0 percent in developed countries (Bairoch 1973, p. 10). 
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Rural-Urban Migration 

The upward shift in population growth since World War II has 
had a double impact on the urban employment problem through a con-
comitant migration of workers from rural to urban areas (equation 
1. 7). Some adj~tment to rising urban unemployment might be expected 
in the form of a decrease in migration. As long as the urban income 
that migrants expect to earn exceeds their rural wages plus migration 
costs, however, continuing migration is quite compatible with unem-
ployment (Harris and Todaro 1970). Thus, institutional barriers to 
reducing the urban minimum wage can inhibit supply-side as well as 
demand-side adjustment to the employment problem. 

Once a migration pattern is established, reducing the rural-
urban income differential may in any case have relatively little impact, 
especially in the short run. Potential migrants' perceptions of their 
individual opportunities tend to be based on the experience of former 
migrants, and may adjust to current and future realities only after a 
substantial lag. The presence of a large number of recent migrants 
in the cities tends to induce "chain migration" of relatives and towns-
people by lowering the costs and risks of migration (Caldwell 1969). 
The availability of water and other amenities, of manufactured goods, 
and of entertainment and social life are urban attractions that do not 
depend directly on an individual's rural and urban wage opportunities.* 
The inability to earn cash to buy desired manufactures in a predomi-
nantly subsistence agricultural economy may lead some people to 
migrate even if they suffer a reduction in measured income. Similarly, 
the lack of rural opportunities for those with skilled and educated 
occupations may turn workers with some training or edupation from 
rural to urban labor markets. One result is the "unemployed school 
leaver problem" (Callaway 1963): middle or primary school graduates 
remain unemployed while nwaiting white-collar jobs for which they 
feel themselves qualified rather than undertaking manual work. Such 
behavior is in fact much more rational than is sometimes implied, if 
the earnings differential between the occupations is sufficient to make 
up for the income loss during unemployment (Berry 1975). The evi-
dence indicates that when the income differential or the probability of 

* These attractions are sometimes referred to as the "bright 
lights" of the city. "Amenities" seems preferable, in that it suggests 
a nonwage component of maximizing total welfare rather than an irra-
tional preference for excitement. The difficulty of measuring the 
rural-urban amenities differential prevents testing its statistical sig-
nificance as a determinant of migration. R. E. Beals, M. B. Levy, 
and L. N. Moses (1967) found that migrants tend to go to more urban-
ized regions in Ghana. 
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ever achieving a higher income is reduced, school leavers become 
increasingly willing to take production jobs (Peil 1972). 

9 

Attacking the urban employment problem through adjustment of 
labor supply requires policy measures affecting the opportunities 
and living ~nvironment in both urban and rural areas. Reduction of 
the income differential alone is unlikely to be sufficient if nothing is 
done to raise the range and benefits of rural income-earning oppor-
tunities and the availability of important amenities,. such as water and 
education, in rural areas.* Rural development and population policies 
are important components of a long-run solution to the employment 
problem, although they can have little short-run impact and in any 
case are unlikely to be sufficient without improvement in the growth 
of demand for labor. 

ABSORPTION OF SURPLUS URBAN LABOR: 
THE INTERMEDIATE AND INFORMAL SECTORS 

Most of the literature analyzing the mechanisms and benefits of 
rural-urban labor transfer have used a dual economy framework, 
contrasting rural/ agricultural/traditional activities with the urban/ 
industrial/ capitalist sector. In a dual economy, labor that is engaged 
in neither agriculture nor industry is presumed to be unemployed. 
Recent writings, however, have emphasized the existence of other 
employment categories. D. Byerlee and C. K. Eicher (1972) point 
out that dual economy analysis can mislead in its assumption of an 
identity between different criteria for the dichotomy. That is, rural/ 
urban, agriculture/nonagriculture, and small-scale/large-scale are 
not comparable ways of analyzing an economy because they divide its 
activities at three distinctly different points, not at the same point. 
Byerlee and Eicher suggest dividing the rural labor market into agri-
cultural and nonfarm sectors, t and urban employment into small-scale 

* The cost effectiveness of amenities in rural areas is likely to 
be low relative to urban investments, given the lower population density 
and the resulting lower utilization rates. Similarly, location of an 
industry in a rural area may reduce profits unless there are substantial 
savings through locally provided raw materials or cheaper labor, since 
lack of infrastructure and the necessity of transporting materials from 
and products to urban markets are likely to raise costs. A policy of 
rural development needs to institute projects in which these costs and 
any resulting retardation of growth rates do not outweigh the benefits 
of more equitable distribution of income and reduced migration • 

tsee S. Hymer and S. Resnick (1969) for a formal model of 
rural labor choice between producing crops and "Z" goods . 
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and large-scale enterprises. There is also empirical recognition of 
the importance of urban income-earning alternatives that lie outside 
the "modern" large-scale wage sector (Doctor and Gailis 1964, 1966), 
The analysis of urban employment, however, generally remains 
dichotomized into productive and nonproductive. The latter activities 
(legal and illegal) are frequently characterized as the ''traditional" or 
"informal" sector (Hart 1973), and are assumed to represent an 
urban form of disguised unemployment (that is, underproductive 
employment). 

On the other hand, there is :increasing interest in forms of 
employment and methods of production that are "intermediate" between 
unproductive "informal" activities and the technologically advanced 
operations that characterize recent industrialization in LDCs (Child 
1973b; Marsden 1970; Schumacher 1973). A growing body of evidence 
(discussed below) suggests that many existing small-scale enterprises 
in fact represent quite productive uses of labor and of capital. Hence 
introduction of a third urban sector may be essential for a correct 
understanding of the employment and investment options available. 
The central hypothesis of this study is that such a sector-referred to 
here interchangeably as "intermediate" and "small-scale"-can pro-
vide an effective short-term (as well as long-term) means of allevi-
ating the employment problem, without sacrificing growth of output. 
Hence four categories for the urban labor force may be defined (see 
Table 1.1 for a tabular presentation according to different charac-
teristics, and Chapter 3 for further details and empirical criteria). 

Modern: Labor employed in large-scale firms that use rela-
tively capital-intensive methods and consequently have high labor 
productivity; paid a relatively high wage that is determined institu-
tionally (government minimum wage legislation or pressures, collec-
tive bargaining, international standards) rather than by market 
forces. Example: a textile factory with 100 workers and power-
driven machinery. 

Intermediate: Labor that is combined with some fixed capital* 
in a small-scale establishment using relatively labor-intensive 
methods. Additional workers add to the supply of marketable goods 
and services (the marginal product of labor is positive). Compensation 

* Investment in human capital, through training or apprentice-
ship, should certainly be included at the conceptual level, although it 
is somewhat difficult to use as an empirical criterion. In any case, 
training usually implies working with tools or machinery, so that the 
more traditional concept of capital as fixed assets is a generally suit-
able criterion. 
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TABLE 1.1 

Characteristics of Four Urban Labor Force Categories 

Wage Size. Technology, 
Cate&!!!I Determination Productivi!f Em11lo:1:ment Ca111tal 0!'.Sanization 

Modem Institutional: High AP Wage labor Capital- Large 
Minimum wage High MP intensive Modem techniques 
=MP (high\ Incorporated 

Intermediate Market: Moderate AP Wage labor Some fixed Small 
Wage= lllP Low '.\IP Apprentice assets but Intermediate 
(low) Family relatively technology 

Self-employed labor- Fixed place of 
intensive business 

Informal Market: Low AP Self-employed No fixed Very small 
Wage= AP l\IP = 0 Family capital; Simple or tradi-
(low) highly tional techniques 

labor- No formal business 
intensive organization 

Unemployed No earned :-Oil Seeking a job None None 
income 1prcsumably 

in modern 
sector) 

AP = Average productivity (total output per worker). 
MP = Marginal productivity (additional output as a res.ult of 

adding a worker). 
Source: Steel and Takagi 1976 • 

may be by wages or other arrangements (including self-employment). 
The category may include underemployed, overqualified, and under-
potential workers. Example: a seamstress with apprentices, using 
foot-powered sewing machines • 

Informal: Labor in activities (legal and illegal; usually trade 
and services) that involve little or no fixed capital or formal business 
organization; underproductive, in that additional workers add little or 
nothing to the value of output (zero marginal product) but simply share 
in existing sectoral income. Self-employed or assisted by family 
members, with no wage labor. Example: 20 cloth sellers in the same 
marketplace . 

Unemployed: Those doing no work for compensation or for the 
purpose of selling (legal) goods or services, but who desire income-
earning employment (including discouraged workers, although they 
would be omitted from official statistics based on the criterion of 
''actively seeking work"). 

The interrelationship of these categories is illustrated in 
Figure 1. la, where the shaded areas represent the total contribution 
to GNP from each urban subsector. The analysis focuses on unskilled 
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Interrelationship of Urban Labor Force Categories 

1. la: Employment in three urban sectors 
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14 SMALL-SCALE EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTION 

labor, which can be used in any activity. The wage (QWi) in the inter-
mediate and informal sectors is approximately the same because of 
the relative ease of entry into their activities; workers presumably 
will undertake whichever activity leads to a higher income. The im-
portant distinction between the intermediate and informal sectors is 
that the former involves some fixed capital with the last (marginal) 
worker hired being presumed to make a positive contribution to output, 
whereas additional workers in the informal sector have no fixed cap-
ital with which to work and make no net contribution to raising GNP.* 
The average urban wage (QWu) normally lies between the intermediate/ 
informal wage and the modern sector wage (QW m>. unless open unem-
ployment is exceptionally large. Some people (SR) find it worthwhile 
to remain unemployed rather than work in informal or intermediate 
activities because they can search more actively for a modem sector 
job, which would pay enough to compensate for the period of unemploy-
ment. t The larger the number of unemployed (and the smaller the 
modern sector), however, the lower the probability of obtaining a 
minimum-wage job, so that at some point additional workers will find 
working at the lower wage (QWi) preferable to the risk of waiting for 
a higher one. Workers migrate from the rural sector (OR) when the 
expected value of urban income (RWu, taken as the average urban 
wage) exceeds the rural wage (RWr) plus the costs (C) of migration 
(including initial expenses, cost-of-living differential, and psychic 
or cultural "costs"). 

Migration increases if the rural wage falls-for example, if 
population rises faster than production. In Figure l. lb, an additional 
RR' workers migrate until the urban wage falls and/or the rural wage 
rises enough to restore the original gap (C). The addition to urban 
labor supply decreases the probability of obtaining a modern sector 
job (since its wage does not fall), and some migrants seek employment 
in the informal and intermediate sectors, lowering their wage to (QW{). 
Output increases only slightly in the intermediate sector (shaded area 
under MPt); the additional informal workers add nothing to GNP. The 
number of unproductive workers in the informal and unemployed cate-
gories increases (from FR to F'R'), as does the unemployment rate. 

In these circumstances, expansion of the modern sector may 
only aggravate the employment problem in the short run (Figure l. lc). 
Additional investment raises the productivity of and demand for labor 
(to MP~) at the given wage (QWm), resulting in some additional 

* The service may already be oversupplied, or it may not be 
socially productive-for instance, stealing or prostitution. 

tFor a more formal presentation of this model, see W. F. Steel 
and Y. Takagi (1976). 
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employment (TT") and output (shaded area under MP~). The increased 
probability of obtaining a high-wage job raises the urban expected 
wage (R''Wll> and thereby attracts new migrants (quite possibly in 
excess of the number of new workers hired). It also becomes worth-
while for some intermediate and informal workers to leave their jobs 
in search of modern sector employment (many of them remain unem-
ployed). Thus there is an offsetting loss of production in the inter-
mediate sector (cross-hatched area under MPt). A substantial increase 
in the level and rate of unemployment results (from S'R' to S"R"), as 
well as in the number of unproductive workers (from F'R' to F"R"). 

The population increase could be absorbed much more effectively 
through expansion of the intermediate sector (Figure 1. ld). Increased 
investment would raise intermediate labor productivity and demand 

* (MPt ), and some unemployed and informal workers would be hired. 
The shift from these unproductive activities to the more productive 
intermediate sector would raise the expected urban wage (to R*w*), 
though by relatively little (since QWi < QW~). The additional mi~ation 
(R'R*) necessary to restore the rural-urban wage gap to the previous 
level (C) is much less than under a corresponding investment in the 
modern sector.* The increased size of the urban labor force reduces 
the probability of obtaining one of the fixed number of modern sector 
jobs, so more people are willing to engage in intermediate and informal 
activities than previously. The net effect is an increase in employ-
ment in both the intermediate and the informal sectors (from TF' to 
TF* and from F'S' to F*s*, respectively), and a decrease in both the 
level and the rate of unemployment (from S'R' to s*R*). Productive 
employment increases by (F'F*), and output increases in the inter-
mediate sector (shaded area under MP;). One hypothesis to be inves-
tigated in Chapter 4 is that this increase in output exceeds the net 
increase attributable to modern sector expansion, for the same 
investment. 

Origins and Nature of the Intermediate Sector 

Intermediate sector activities may originate from preindustrial 
nonagricultural production, or they may derive from demand for 
modern goods and services that is not met by the large-scale industrial 
sector. The term "traditional" may be used to refer both to production 

* The gap might be partially closed by a rise in the rural wage 
as well as by a fall in the urban expected wage, if the supply of rural 
labor is not in fact "unlimited" (perfectly elastic) at a wage corre-
sponding to the rural wage plus migration costs. 
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16 SMALL-SCALE EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTION ~- I 
of common domestic consumer goods, such as clothing, processed 
food, simple furniture, utensils, and tools, and to skilled artisans 
producing "cultural" goods (Dandekar 1967). * Much of this production 
may be carried out within the farming household. Complete speciali-
zation of labor in manufacturing initially occurs for goods requiring 
skill arid training (especially handicrafts), but extends to common 
goods as the economy becomes more market-oriented. These activ-
ities constitute the preindustrial manufacturing sector and much of 
postindustrial small-scale manufacturing. t 

Intermediate activities also may result from industrialization. 
The modem, large-scale industries tend to be oriented toward the 
upper end of the income range, in terms both of what they produce and 
the quality (Gerry 1974). Given the skewed distribution of income 
characteristic of LDCs today, and the relatively small size of the 
manufacturing sector, this orientation toward luxuries and semi-
luxuries offers a reasonably safe, high rate of return.:!: Production 
of these goods tends to be relatively capital-intensive, both because 
many of them (especially durables) are the products of relatively 
capital-intensive technologies and because LDCs typically offer a 
range of subsidies and incentives to capital (whether to promote invest-
ment in general, or because of the self-interest of the political-
economic elite to subsidize capital-intensive luxury goods). 

The contact and communications associated with increasing 
urbanization create a widespread desire for these industrial products 

* M. C. Shetty (1963), referring to these as "household indus-
tries" and "handicrafts," emphasizes their distinctions from each 
other in terms of degree of specialization and standardization, as 
well as from "small-scale industries." 

t A market-oriented preindustrial economy requires tertiary as 
well ns secondary :wtivitics, especially trading. Most "traditional" 
tertiary activities, however, do not use reproducible fixed capital and 
hence do not qualify for inclusion in our ''intermediate" sector. V. M. 
Dandekar (1967, p. 153) notes that "village industry [usually] requires 
at least the stlme amotmt of capital, but more labour per unit of out-
put [vs. its modem counterpart] •... It is based on a technology 
which is inferior, in the sense that it uses not less capital but more 
labour to produce a given amount of goods." 

:t:1n Ghana, for example, the state-owned distillery was estab-
lished partly to provide a better-quality substitute for locally distilled 
"akpeteshie," known as "the poor man's gin." Unable to make profits 
in competition with the traditional di~tillers in this market, however, 
it now concentrates on more "modem" spirits consumed by the middle-
and upper-income groups . 
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among the many with incomes too low to afford them. Hence there is 
a substantial market for low-cost manufactures. At the same time 
the capital-intensive nature of large-scale industry assures an exc~ss 
supply of urban_ labor seeking industrial employment. Some of them 
may have enough training and experience to produce a particular good 
by themselves (for instance, carpenters laid off by construction com-
panies). Others may enter apprenticeship in order to learn the skills 
necessary to start their own business, or perhaps to obtain an indus-
trial job in the future (Planungsgruppe 1974). Entry into small-scale 
production of many manufactures, or of other goods and services, is 
relatively easy, since only simple tools and buildings are necessary, 
The large size of the market relative to the production 'llllit, ease of 
entry, and an excess supply of workers looking for income-earning 
opportunities create the classic conditions for pure competition, 
ensuring that prices (and quality) will remain low. This portion of 
the intermediate sector (which V. M. Dandekar [ 1967] calls "modern 
small-scale industry") differs from the "traditional" portion in that 
both products and techniques resemble those of large-scale industry.* 
The technology may be "intermediate" in the sense of using equipment 
and methods that were formerly used by industrialized countries or 
that have been adapted to local conditions; or it may be identical to 
that used in large-scale industry, but at too small a scale to be 
includeo in that sector (especially in official data collection). 

The analytical as well as statistical importance of these small-
scale activities that are related to modern industrial production makes 
the commonly used term "traditional" inappropriate to refer to all 
production outside the large-scale sector. It·is often used to connote 
lack of capital, negligible productivity, and isolation from the indus-
trializing economy, factors that are the opposite of the intermediate 
sector characteristics as defined here. It reflects the Westerner's 
inability to recognize the importance and viability of activities not 
organized according to modern industrial methods of production. The 
terms "intermediate" and "small-scale" are used in this study to 
emphasize the presence of capital, moderate levels of productivity, 
and position on a continuum reaching into the industrial sector. 
"Traditional" domestic goods and handicrafts are included, and indeed 
represent a substitute for industrial goods, even though their origins 
and techniques may not be industrial. The continuum applies in terms 

* Y. M. Ho and D. L. Huddle (1975) argue that such firms are at 
such a disadvantage in a large market that they must either grow or 
disappear, whereas the smallness of enterprises producing traditional 
goods is a major advantage in meeting specialized, individualized 
demand. 
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18 SMALL-SCALE EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTION 

of productivity, capital intensity, size, and employment. Workers 
may move quite ren.dily between levels: wiemployed, self-employed, 
wage-employed. 

The intermediate sector has several advantages in meeting the 
demands of the lower-income portion of tl1e population. Easy entry 
brings competitive pressure to keep prices low, in contrast with the 
frequently monopolistic nature of large-scale industry in small LDCs 
(Dore 1974). It can obtain idle materials and capital, as well as 
surplus labor, at relatively low prices (Wu.tan.able 1974). The packing 
materials for inputs imported for large-scale industries may even 
become an input for small-scale production. Labor-intensive repairs 
can prolong the life of machinery whose breakdowns would interfere 
with assembly-line production. These recycling and recouping func-
tions of small-scale production are important means of achieving 
fuller and more efficient utilization of a country's resources (Gerry 
1974). Small-scale enterprises are better able to differentiate prod-
ucts according to individual tastes and needs, and to locate close to 
the consumer. Similarly. they can process dispersed raw materials 
or produce construction goods, such as bricks and blocks, close to 
their site (Morawetz 1974). Hence the intermediate sector is a critical 
element in any strategy for decentralized and widely distributed indus-
trialization and development (Shetty 1963). There is no reason why 
intermediate activities cannot be profitable, accumulate capital, ·and 
be a dynamically growing sector (ILO 1972; van der Veen 1973; Weeks 
1971). Since its products are largely substitutes for industrially pro-
duced goods, however, policies that divert resources to the large-
scale sector are likely to stunt the growth of the intermediate sector. 
When these policies focus on capital, the tendency of the modern 
sector to be more capital-intensive than the intermediate sector will 
be accentuated. 

Dependent Nature of the Informal Sector 

Whereas the intermediate sector generally produces substitutes 
for the goods and services of the modern sector, the informal sector 
is to a large extent dependent on the modern sector and complementary 
to it. Provision of personal and trading services represents a major 
share of informal activity, and the rate of growth of income available 
to purchase the services is hypothesized by D. Mazumdar (1975) to 
depend on, and lag behind the rate of growth of, modern sector income.* 

* The rate of growth of informal employment, however, is likely 
to exceed wage employment growth in an economy characterized by 
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Indeed, A. N. Bose (1974) goes so far as to postulate a colonial 
relationship between the two sectors, with an tmderdeveloped informal 
sector necessary for the domination and growth of the modern sector. 
These writers, however, do not distinguish between different types of 
nonmodern activities, and hence ignore the substitutable nature of the 
intermediate sector. Their analysis is more appropriate to a limited 
definition of the informal sector, confined primarily to distribution, 
commerce, transfers (begging, borrowing, swindling, and stealing), 
and other services, both legal and illegal (see Hart 1973). 

INTERNATIONAL EVIDENCE ON THE SIZE AND 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 

INTERMEDIATE SECTOR 

International estimates of the extent of activities outside the 
modern sector generally focus on defining a lower limit for the modern 
sector, and do not distinguish between intermediate and informal activ-
ities . The number of workers is most commonly used as a criterion, 
and sometimes is supplemented by the level of output or investment 
(Ali 1971; Berry 1972; Chuta and Liedholm 1975; Shinohara and Fisher 
1968; Staley and Morse 1965). These more readily quantifiable vari-
ables serve as proxies for conceptual characteristics, such as ease 
of entry, labor intensity, low labor productivity, and rudimentary 
equipment.* The number of workers used as a cutoff is generally in 
the range of 5-50 for LDCs, with most authors reporting employment 
in establishments with fewer than 10 workers even if that is not their 
final dividing line. Variations in definitions and differences in sectors 
examined in various studies make it appropriate to look only for a 
general order of magnitude for the intermediate and informal sectors 
in LDCs, rather thnn for precise nnd comparnble estimates. 

Estnblishments with fewer than 50 workers accotmt for as much 
as 70-80 percent of total employment in manufacturing and industry 
in many LDCs, over half of it in units with fewer than 10 workers • 
The lower end of the range for LDCs is around 40 percent, while the · 

urban-rural wage differentials' since new migrants can readily enter 
the informal sector (sharing in the total income available to it), whereas 
modern sector employment grows much more slowly than output be-
cause of rapidly rising productivity. 

*1Lo (1972), p. 6; and P. Castella, ''Ville de Boua.ke 1969: 
Resultats d'enquete: Comptes economiques de la ville, Rentabilite de 
l'etude," Sciences humaines 4, no. 5 (1971): 47, cited in Joshi, 
Lubell, and Mouly 1974, p. 4.3. 
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share for industrialized countries ranges from 12 percent to 34 per-
cent. Value added shares in LDCs range from 24 percent to 59 per-
cent (that is, one-third to three-quarters of the employment shares).* 
For urban .employment as a whole, the labor force presumed to be in 
informal or intermediate activities, by virtue of not being recorded 
in official statistics as either employed or unemployed, generally 
accounts for 50-70 percent of total employment (Mazumdar 1975, 
p. 10) . Shares as low as 30 percent have been found, but are con-
sidered to be underestimates by those reporting them, especially for 
smaller cities. t 

Intermediate Manufacturing Activities 

The predominant intermediate sector manufacturing activity in 
urban areas is consistently found to be clothing (tailors and seam-
stresses), which usually accounts for one-third to one-half of small-
scale manufacturing employment (Aluko, Oguntoye, and Afonja 1972, 
p. xi; Berry 1972, p. 18; Chuta and Liedholm 1975, p. 19; Joshi, 
Lubell, and Mouly 1974, p. 4.5 [excludes construction]; Kilby 1969, 
p. 18; Liedholm 1973, p. 8; van der Veen 1973, p. 24; Webb 1975, 
p. 35). Furniture is generally the second largest manufacturing 
activity, with metalworking (including blacksmiths) and shoes also 
consistently important. Repairs may constitute an important share 
of production in these enterprises; and 41 four cases where vehicle 
repair is explicitly included, it is one of the top three industries 
(C.huta and Liedholm 1975, p. 19; Joshi, Lubell, and Mouly 1974, 
p. 4 .5; Kilby 1969, p. 18; Schadler 1968, p. 70). Clothing tends to 
be less important in rural small-scale industry, furniture and metal-
working more important (Child 1973a, p. 3; Chuta and Liedholm 1975, 
p. 18; Shctty 1963, p. Gl). Food (especially baking) and printing are 
among the top six industries in several studies. 

Small size is, with few exceptions, found to be associated with 
less capital per worker, lower labor productivity, and more output 
or value added per unit of capitafl: than in larger establishments 

*Preceding data are from D. Kochav et al. (1974) and D. Mora-
wetz (1974), p. 525. 

tin Kenya "informal employment accounted for •.. 28-33 per 
cent of African urban employment. This seems rather low. . . . 11 

(ILO 1972, p. 225). Although 29. 3 percent of nonprimary employment 
in Abidjan in 1970 (26.7 percent in 1965) is "informal," the countryside 
share is 47. 9 percent (Joshi, Lubell, and Moully 1974, pp. 2 .17, 4. 5). 

tE. N. Dhar and H. F. Lydall (1961) obtain the opposite result, 
at least in certain industries. 
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(Berry 1972; Joshi, Lubell, and Mouly 1974; Liedholm 1973; Morawetz 
1974; Shetty 1963; Todd 1971). A commonly cited example is that 
capital is more expensive or less accessible to small-scale entre-
preneurs than to large-scale firms that are eligible for government 
investment incentives and loans. In addition, the cost of labor gen-
erally is lower to the smaller firms, especially where there is govern-
ment or union pressure for a modern sector wage high enough to 
maintain a minimum standard of living. Given such distortions in 
factor prices from the true value of capital and labor to the economy, 
these studies imply that small-scale activities represent a relatively 
efficient means of utilizing both capital and labor. 

Constraints on Intermediate Production 

The most important problems generally cited by small-scale 
producers are inadequate access to financial capital and irui.bility to 
obtain sufficient raw materials (Ali 1971; Aluko, Oguntoye, and 
Afonja 1972; Gerry 1974; Kilby 1962; Shetty 1963; van der Veen 1973). 
Inadequate managerial, technical, and commercial lmow-how also are 
cited by these authors. On the other hand, some intermediate workers 
may be "overqualified, 11 in that they cannot obtain or afford equipment 
that they are trained to use (Gerry 1974, p. 26), nor can they find an 
appropriate job in the modern sector. The substantial share of time 
devoted by small-scale entrepreneurs to the essentially commercial 
activities of obtaining·raw materials at favorable prices and of mar-
keting their products also inhibits the expansion of small-scale pro-
duction (van der Veen 1973). 

These problems are interrelated, and no single policy approach 
toward increasing efficiency and growth of the intermediate sector 
emerges from the literature. Although the need for more credit is 
frequently cited, it is not clear how it can be chmmclcd to those small-
scale producers who can-use it profitably and repay it. Indeed, "if 
an enterprise is profitable and if the manager is reasonably aggressive 
and inventive, capital funds are frequently-though not always-obtain-
able" (Child 1973a, p. 13). Extension of credit to the intermediate 
sector must be accompanied by managerial and technical assistance. 
Infrastructural investment aimed at improving the operation of markets, 
especially in rural areas, would assist the intermediate sector by 
reducing the incentive to engage in trading activities that are essen-
tially speculative.* In general, however, researchers indicate that 

* One advantage of small-scale over large-scale production, 
however, is that its operating costs are less dependent on infra-
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the first step townrd improving conditions for intermediate sector 
production would simply be recognition of its importance and modifi-
cation of policies heavily favoring the large-scale modern sector. 

FOCUS AND ORGANIZATION OF THIS STUDY 

This study focuses on the demand side of the employment 
problem, investigating the possibilities for raising the rate of growth 
of productive employment opportunities, either by raising the rate of 
expansion in relatively labor-intensive productive sectors that employ 
a substantial share of the labor force or by raising the responsiveness 
of employment growth to output growth in the faster-growing sectors. 
That is, (gE) in equatio~ 1.2 can be rai~ed either by increasing .gQ 
in sectors with a high sl or by raising el in sectors with a high g;Q. 
The basic premise is that policies to promote rapid industrialization 
(especially when it is implemented through incentives based on capital) 
are likely to aggravate rather than alleviate urban employment prob-
lems, particularly in LDCs where the industrial and urban sectors 
are relatively small to begin with. Ghana's labor absorption problems 
under rapid post-independence industrialization are examined in 
Chapter 2, in order to understilllcl the conditions necessnry for suc-
cessful absorption of surplus labor into productive employment. 

The principal hypothesis is that more rapid expansion of small-
scale enterprises in the intermediate sector would significantly 
improve the rate of labor absorption at little or no cost in terms of 
output growth. Given the capital-intensive bias of existing investment 
in large-scale industry, the quickest means o"f absorbing surplus 
labor is to shift short-term expansion toward more labor-intensive 
sectors, ns long as those activities nre sufficiently productive to 
maintain the overall rate of output growth. Chapter 3 presents the 
results of a survey of employment in small-scale businesses in Ghana, 
including the relative size of intermediate employment and the com-
position of this sector in cities of three different sizes. Small-scale 
manufacturing firms are compared with large-scale industries in 
Chapter 4 in order to analyze their relative labor I capital intensities, 
labor productivity. and potential for generating output and employ-
ment growth from a given investment. Chapter 5 assesses the lnbor 
absorption potential of the intermediate sector (focusing on manu-
facturing) if the constraints on its expansion can be removed. 

structure. Rapid expansion of (capital-intensive) infrastructure to 
promote expansion of the intermediate sector would be a self-
defeating strategy. 
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Substantial efforts must be made if a worsening of underutilization of 
labor (and capital) is to be avoided. Even if large-scale employers of 
wage labor can maintain or slightly raise past expansion rates, they 
are unlikely to absorb more than one-quarter to one-third of new 
labor supply in major urban areas over the short run of five years or 
fewer. In order to absorb one-half to three-quarters of the new labor 
force entrants without sacrificing output growth, rapid improvement 
in utilization of small-scale manufacturing capacity is essential, along 
with expansion of other intermediate activities on the order of 10 per-
cent per annum. 

Studies of labor-capital substitutability in many LDCs have 
suggested that large-scale industrial labor absorption rates might be 
greatly improved if wage growth could be restrained. Ghana was 
unusually successful in restraining real wages during the 1960s, and 
Chapter 6 uses this experience to analyze the relative impact that 
wage policy is likely to have on the rate of employment growth. Al-
though high and rising wages are clearly undesirable, both because 
they discourage labor-intensive production and especially because 
they stimulate more rapid growth of urban labor supply through 
migration, wage restraint does not offer a sufficient means of dealing 
with the employment problem, especially in the short run. Further-
more, in the long run, output growth rates and policies regarding 
capital dominate any effects that realistically achievable changes in 
wage policy can have. 

The concluding chapter suggests some policies for stimulating 
more rapid expansion of the intermediate sector. The very. nature of 
small units of production, as well as their diversity and dispersion, 
limits the possibilities for direct government intervention. The most 
important indirect stimulus would be removal of some of the advan-
tages given to large-scale industries, at least for those products and 
activities in which small-scale production has a high level of perform-
ance or potential. In particular, reduction of the virtually exclusive 
access of large-scale firms to import licenses for raw materials and 
to loans, both at artificially low rates, would improve the ability of 
smaller firms to compete for these resources • Direct provision of 
materials and credit, supplemented by managerial and technical 
assistance, to intermediate sector firms might best be done through 
cooperative associations of small-scale producers in various industries. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE GHANAIAN ECONOMY 

Ghana's economy is reasonably well developed compared with 
those of many other countries in the less developed world. Its income 
per capita in the neighborhood of $300 and its 25 percent literacy rate 
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are among the highest in Africa, rui.d earn it a "fourth world" desig-
nation in a five-tier classification of world development.* Its rela-
tively good position is based largely on the development of cocoa 
production at the turn of the twentieth century . Ghanaian farmers 
were quick to· take up the new export crop after its introduction at the 
end of the nineteenth century, and by 1911 investment in cocoa trees 
accounted for almost one-third of domestic capital formation. Between 
1891 and 1911, capital formation as a percentage of gross domestic 
product (GDP) rose from 2 percent to 18 percent and exports from 
8 percent to 19 percent (Table A .1). Cocoa has accounted for one-half 
to two-thirds of Ghana's exports ever since, although its share in 
GDP declined over time to 11 percent in 1972 (Table A. 2). 

The structure of Ghana's economy at independence in 1957 was 
remarkably similar to that in 1911 (Table A .1). t There was some 
increase in the government and trade sectors, while capital formation 
declined somewhat and shifted toward buildings and construction, away 
from machinery and equipment (as well as cocoa trees). The share 
of cocoa and timber in exports increased at the expense of other agri-
cultural products, and other minerals replaced a large portion of 
gold's share. On the whole, however, the boom and rapid structural 
change of the early twentieth century did not continue. One reason is 
that cocoa had virtually no direct linkage to the rest of the economy 
(though it was an important source of domestic savings for investment 
in other activities). Its one linkage, to road transport, was discour-
aged by the British colonial government, which saw lorries (trucks) 
as a threat to the profitability of the railroads (built to serve the 
mines) and distrusted cocoa because the scattering of farms appeared 
hopelessly disorganized by European agricultural standards (Hymer 
1969). The expansion of cocoa was discouraged. 

A major public investment program might have sustained the 
cocoa boom and laid the basis for a new leading sector, but colonial 

, policy dictated expenditures only out of revenues. Governor Gordon 
Guggisberg finally managed to undertake building of infrastructure 

. . ... . 

in the 1920s-a harbor, a hospital, and a secondary school in partic-
ular-but the depression of the 1930s cut off any growth that might 
have occurred (Hymer 1969). Any possibility of a shift in colonial 
policy toward development expenditures was set aside in the 1940s 
by World War 11, and in the 1950s by the realization that independence 

* "Poor vs. Rich: A New Global Conflict," Time, December 22, 
1975, f,• 37. 

For a fuller treatment of this point, see R. Szereszewski, 
Structural Changes in the Economy of Ghana 1891-1911 (London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1965). 
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was imminent. The wave of independence for African nations in the 
1960s was initiated by Ghana, led by Kwame Nkrumah, in 1957. 

President Nkrumah set out to transform the economy by means 
of an intensiv~ drive to extend industrialization and infrastructure. 
A large share of spending was for projects with social and political 
objectives, which diq not generate revenues to repay rapidly accumu-
lating debts. The massive scale of this program proved to be beyond 
the financial and administrative capacity of the government. By the 
time Nkrumah was overthrown in 1966, the economy was near collapse 
under the strain of shortages of consumer goods, rapid price inflation, 
and inability to meet international obligations • The resulting stag-
nation meant that income per capita did not grow during the 1960s. 
Nevertheless, the infrastructural and industrial investments did have 
a substantial impact on the welfare of the society and the structure 
of the economy. This phenomenon has been described as "develop-
ment without growth" by Jean Due (1973), who lists 23 indexes of 
social welfare that increased markedly in the 1960s. Education is 
one of the main advances: 43 percent of the population over six years 
old in 1970 had attended school (over half of them currently attending), 
as against 27 percent in 1960 (1960 Population Census of Ghana, n, 
Table l; 1970 Population Census of Ghana, 111, Table Cl6). 

The economic structure shifted strongly toward services 
(reflecting the emphasis on social welfare) and manufacturing (reflect-
ing the drive to replace imports with local industrial products) in 
1960-72 (see Table A.2). The impact of import substitution on indus-
trialization is evident in the changing structure of both imports and 
manufacturing (see Table A .3). Consumer goods fell from 55 J?E!rcent 
to 30 percent of total imports over 1958-69, initially under direct 
control through import licensing and later through an increase in 
investment goods (from 31 percent to 46 percent of imports over 
1962-65) and intermediate goods (from 20 percent to 36 percent over 
1965-69) for local production. The large-scale manufacturing sector 
diversified as it expanded, moving from 80 percent to 42 percent of 
total output in the food, beverage, tobacco, and wood products indus-
tries over 1958-72, and increasing the share of intermediate goods 
production from 2 percent to 26 percent. 

With rapid industrialization came rapid urbanization. The per-
centage of the population living in urban areas of 5, 000 or more rose 
from 13 percent in 1948 to 23 percent in 1960 and 29 percent in 1970 
(see Table A .4). The share of the population living in the largest 
cities of 50, 000 or more almost tripled over 1948-70, while that in 
towns of 5, 000-50, 000 doubled. 

The implications of industrialization and urbanization for em-
ployment are discussed in Chapter 2, and for the development of the 
intermediate sector in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 

5 
EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE AND 

POTENTIAL OF SMALL-SCALE 
MANUFACTURING 

THE ROLE AND STRUCTURE OF THE 
INTERMEDIATE SECTOR 

The preceding chapter suggested that certain industries are 
more suited for small-scale than large-scale production. A higher 
concentration of small-scale than large-scale employment in certain 
industries is de facto evidence that such an advantage exists, at least 
under the economic conditions and policies prevailing in Ghana. This 
chapter begins by examining in more detail the relative distribution 
of manufacturing employment and businesses in both the intermediate 
and the modern sectors. Small-scale industries are also analyzed in 
terms of the categories of workers employed. Analysis of economic 
characteristics in Chapter 4 led to the conclusion that small-scale 
furniture, printing, and cement block industries have a "comparative 
advantage" for expanding employment at the least cost in terms of 
investment and output. This chapter analyzes tlle realistic opportuni-
ties for expansion of these and other small-scale industries by exam-
ining the major constraints on their production and the magnitude of 
employment increase that could actually be expected. 

Transitional Role of Intermediate Activities 

A strategy of expanding the intermediate sector has both short-
run and long-run objectives. The immediate goals are to absorb 
surplus labor productively, and to avoid both the output-employment 
conflict associated with a large-scale industrialization strategy and 
the unproductive overflow of labor into informal income-earning 
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activities. In the long run, the intermediate sector can lay a foundation 
of manufacturing skills a.nd entrepreneurial experience for growth of 
the highly productive modern sector, when the latter has become suf-
ficiently large both to lead the development process and to absorb a 
major share of urban labor force entrants. In both roles, the inter-
mediate sector can smooth the transition from a rural to an urban 
labor force and from relatively unproductive self-employment to 
industrial wage employment. 

The analytical introduction of the intermediate sector into the 
modern-informal dichotomy is intended to emphasize the existence of 
a continuum of types of business activity and employment. Analysis 
of the employment structure of the intermediate sector at a point in 
time can help illustrate its hypothesized transitional role over time. 
Small-scale firms with one or more wage employees might be con-
sidered relatively "modern, " as would all wage employees and their 
pmployers. Self-employed workers, their family members, and their 
establishments might be termed "informal." There remain the cate-
gories of apprentice and part-time workers, their employers, and 
firms containing nonwage employees, which may be termed '.'transi-
tional" for the sake of the argument presented here. Then the structure 
of the small-scale sector as presented at the beginning of Chapter 3 
may be reformulated as in Figure 5. 1. There is some overlapping 
between the business and employment classifications, because some 
"modern" firms employ apprentices and part-time workers as well 
as wage workers, and because "informal" family members may be 
active in "transitional" firms. 

A dynamic model of transition is suggested by the stepladder 
form of Figure 5.1. Unsuccessful job seeks and laid-off workers* 
must go into business on their own in order to earn enough income to 
survive, often trading on skills such as carpentering, sewing, or 
cooking. Those who meet with some success may use family members 
for assista.nce, and eventuflllY engage part-time help or apprentices. 
Apprentices have the advantage of requiring little cash outlay, since 
the master usually provides only room and board plus a minimal 
amount of spending money. t Apprentices provide the dynamic mech-

* C. Gerry (1974) finds that over half of the small-scale furniture 
makers and mechanics in Dakar had previously been employed for 
wages. 

tin many trades, the apprentice's family normally pays an 
agreed-upon sum to the master at the beginning and/ or end of the 
apprenticeship. Compared with the costs of maintaining the apprentice 
over the three to six year training period, the fees tend to be small, 
on the order of (l50-100. A few seamstresses in the survey, however, 
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FIGURE 5.1 

Distribution of Intermediate Workers by Modern, Transitional, 
and Informal Business and Employment Categories: 

Accra, 1973 Survey 

Employment Categories 

Percent of all 
workers employed 

in each category 

Percent of employ-
ment distribution 

of workers 
in each category 

46 

29 

25 

Modern 

Transi-
tional 

Informal 

Business Categories 

Percent of busi -
ness distribution 

of workers 
in each category 

Percent of all 
workers employed 
in each category 

Modern 

Transi-
tional 

Informal 

36 

31 

33 

Note: Distributions under 10 percent of a category are not shown. 
Source: 1973 Accra manufacturing survey. 

anism for perpetuating this model, since they can use their acquired 
skills to go into business for themselves if they, too,· are unable to 
find wage employment. Certain noncrnft activities, such as corn mill-
ing, provide a relatively inexpensive means of investing profits from 

had managed to make apprenticeship a paying proposition (aside from 
the work produced by the apprentices) by organizing their enterprises 
as "schools" for day students. See Planungsgruppe (1974) for further 
discussion of the apprenticeship system. 
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other activities, such as cocoa farming, and can be operated at low 
cost by family or part-time labor. 

Although many small-scale firms never move past the apprentice 
stage, some flourish sufficiently to increase the number of apprentices, 
eventually having to hire additional masters to help supervise the 
apprentices. Especially in noncraft activities, part-time workers 
taken on to meet particular orders may become full-time wage workers 
as the stream of orders becomes steady. Thus the firm enters the 
modern sector; and as the employer gains business experience, it 
may grow into a large-scale establishment. The intermediate sector 
provides the training ground, and the proving ground, for experienced 
entrepreneurs who can provide the managerial skills needed in a 
developing economy, * as well as the reinvestment and expansion nec-
essary for sustained growth of output and employment. 

This hypothetical model of the transitional role of small-scale 
enterprises would require longitudinal study of the development of 
such firms over time for formal testing, and the share of firms that 
actually go through such a process cannot be further investigated with 
the data at hand • It does, however, provide a framework for analyzing 
the impact on the employment structure of expanding particular indus-
tries. The extent to which different small-scale industries overlap 
the modern, as against the informal, sectors will be compared after 
analyzing the distribution of different types of employment across 
these industries . 

Industrial Distribution of Employment 

Comparison of the distribution of manufacturing employment 
across industries within the small-scale and the large-scale sectors, 
as well as for total mnnufacturing employment, indicates the activities 
that are most likely to provide employment in small-scale enterprises. 
Table 5. 1 presents this comparison for Accra, using the small-scale 
employment and manufacturing surveys described in Chapters 3 and 
4. Industry 32 (clothing, travel bags, shoes, nnd other textile prod-
ucts) is the largest industry in all three cases, but the share is over 

* In many LDCs, the dominance of alien businesses in the small-
scale sector (often introduced by the colonial power) inhibits the devel-
opment of an indigenous entrepreneurial class and stands as a barrier 
to sustained, self-contained growth. Hence the economic rationale 
for expelling aliens (as in Kenya, Uganda, and Ghana in the early 
1970s, though the latter focused more on non-Ghanaian African traders 
than on non-African businessmen). 
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TABLE 5.1 

Industrial Distribution of Manufacturing ;wl Repair Workers by Employment Category: Accra, 1973 Survey 
(percent of total employment in category) 

Accra Small-Scale Business EmJ:!lOiment Survel'. Large-
Full-Time Apprentice, Purely Total, Scale ' 

0 
i o; 
~ 
!!. 

All Manu-
facturing 

Wage Working Part-Time, Self- Small- Industries Workers 
ISIC Code and Indust!l'. EmJ:!lol'.ees EmJ:!lOiers Famill'. Em(!IOied Scale j1971} (1970} 

31 Food, a beverages, tobacco 14.0 7.0 4.0 17.9 9.3 13.5 27.4 
Baking (3117) b 8.4 2.4 0.9 6.6 4.1 0.9 4.0 
Other foods plus chop bars 16.4 16.4 7.6 25.9 14.4 2.2 19.3 

32 Clothing, travel bags, shoes, other 
textile products 24.0 42.9 43.8 57.6 39.8 25.1 39.1 

33 Furniture, wood products 4.0 14.6 7.6 12.3 8.2 7.3 9.3 
34 Printing, paper products 14.9 5.8 4.3 0.3 7.0 21.6 8.9 
35 Chemical products 9.7 2.7 1.1 1.3 3.9 14.5 6.0 
36 Concrete blocks, nonmetallic mineral prOliucts 2.0 1.2 0.8 0.0 1.1 5.2 1.6 
38 Metal products, machinery (except vehicle 

11.4c repair) 12.0 11.6 13.1 3.5 11.2 5.6 
Electrical and welding repairs 1.2 7.9 9.5 2.8 5.9 

384 Vehicle repair 15.8 12.2 24.2 o.o 16.5 - c 
39 Jewelry, watch repair, other 3.8 2.1 1.3 7.2 3.0 1.3 2.0 
Subtotal 

Manufacturing onlyc 81.0 75.1 64.7 83.6 73.7 
Repairs only 19.0 24.9 35.3 16.4 26.3 

Total, all industries 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.oc 100.0 

a"Food" does not Include "chop bars," which primarily prepare and serve food. Nevertheless, they do carry out some processing 
of food (other than just cooking), and appear to be included in the census as a manufacturing activity. They are included here only with 
"other foods," for comparison. 

bPercent of total employment including chop bars. 
cvehicle repairs are not included in the Industrial Statistics. 
Sources: Table C.2, large-scale industries from Ghana, Industrial Statistics, 1971 quarterly worksheets; all manufacturing 

worke~ Ghana, 1970 Po(!ulation Census, preliminary worksheets. 
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half again as high in the small-scale as in the large-scale sector (40 
percent versus 25 percent). Vehicle repair provides the second largest 
employment among small-scale activities, quite probably higher than 
the large-scale share, although no comparison can be made because 
this activity is excluded from the Industrial Statistics* and is not 
listed separately in the available census figures. Baking and other 
foods-especially when including "chop bars," which process as well 
as prepare and serve foods-constitute the other important small-
scale activity with a substantially larger share of small-scale than 
large-scale employment. Industry 31 (food) claims an even larger 
share of informal sector employment, as indicated by the higher share 
for all workers than for either small-scale or large-scale employment. 
Industries 31 and 32 provide two-thirds of total employment, but 
about half of small-scale employment and not quite 40 percent of 
large-scale employment. 

The furniture industry accounts for over 8 percent of small-
scale employment (slightly more than in the large-scale sector), mak-
ing it the fourth largest two-digit industry. In addition, it has the 
second largest share of working employers (15 percent). Although a 
majority of the employees are apprentices, as will be shown, the 
presence of a substantial number of employers provides the potential 
for future expansion of wage employment, under the appropriate eco-
nomic conditions and with a management assistance program. The 
printing industry, on the other hand, is relatively much more impor-
tant in the large-scale sector; it is the second largest employer in 
Accra. This suggests that if present conditions prevail, small-scale 
printing is likely to remain subordinate to the large-scale sector. If, 
on the other hand, the difference is due primarily to artificial con-
straints (such as import licensing) and subsidies, then alteration of 
these conditions would offer high potential for gain through a long-run 
shift from large-scale production (an assumption based on the analysis 
of the preceding chapter). Concrete block production at present 
accom1ts for only 1 percent of small-scale employment, though, as 
with printing, this share might be usefully increased somewhat through 
a long-run shift from the modern sector. 

* One reason for exclusion is the recognition that vehicle repair 
is largely a small-scale activity, and cannot readily be enumerated 
on a regular basis or provide reliable statistics. Furthermore, most 
of the employees are apprentices or part-time labor rather than wage 
workers, and double-counting would be inevitable since many part-
time workers also hold jobs in larger vehicle repair establishments. 
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TABLE 5.2 

Employment Distribution of Small-Scale Manufacturing and Repair Workers by Two-Digit Industries: Accra, 1973 Survey 
(percent of total employment in each industry) 

Accra Small-Scale Business Em11lol'.ment Survel'. Percent of 
Full-Time Apprentice, Purely Total, lndust!:}'.'S Workersa 

\\'age Working Part-Time, Self- Small- Small~ Large-
ISi C Code and lndust!l'. Em11loyees Em11lol'.ers Famil:f Em11lol'.ed Scale Scale Scale 

31 Food, b beverages, tobacco 44.0 11.0 17.7 27.3 100.0 13.7 17.1 
Baking (3117) 59.8 8.7 8.7 22.8 100.0 41.3 7.6 
other foods plus chop bars c 34.3 17.3 20.9 27.6 100.0 33.4 3.9 

32 Clothing, travel bags, shoes, other 
textile products 17. 7 15.8 46.0 20.5 100.0 40.9 22.l 

33 Furniture, wood products 14 .1 26.l 38.6 21.2 100.0 35.4 27.l 
34 Printing, paper products 62.0 12.0 25.3 0.6 100.0 31.8 83.7 
35 Chemical products 73.6 10.3 11.5 4.6 100.0 26.0 83.6 
36 Concrete blocks, nonmetallic mineral products 54.2 16.7 29.2 0.0 100.0 26.6 111.5 
38 Metal products, machinery (except vehicle repair) 31.5 15.l 49.0 4.4 100.0 80.7 70.6 

Electrical and welding repairs 6.1 19.7 67.4 6.8 100.0 38.2 
384 Vehicle repairs 28.0 10.8 61.2 o.o 100.0 
39 Jewelry, watch repair, other 37.3 10.5 17.9 34.3 100.0 60.2 22.4 
Subtotal 

Manufacturing only 32.3 14.9 36.7 16.1 100.0 
Repairs only 21.2 13.9 56.2 8.8 100.0 

Total, all industries 29.4 14.7 41.8 14.2 100.0 40.2 34.6 

aTotal employment in each industry has been projected to 1971 and 1973 using 1961)..70 growth rates for comparison with large-scale 
and small-scale figures, respectively. Large-scale figures are exaggerated because some head offices located in Accra reported the entire 
firm's employment as in Accra, even though the plant may have been outside the city, whereas census figures are based on place of resi-
dence. Thus, the sum of small-scale and large-scale employment attributed to Accra may exceed the number of workers in a particular 
industry enumerated as residing in Accra, resulting in a total exceeding 100 percent. Totals over 100 percent may also reflect problems 
of sampling small Industries and differences between 1970 and 1973 that were not accounted for in the extrapolation. 

b 11Food" does not include "chop bars," which primarily prepare and serve food. Nevertheless, they do carry out some processing 
of food (other than just cooking), and appear to be Included in the census as a manufacturing activity. They are Included here only with 
"other foods," for comparison. 

CPercent of total employment including chop bars. 
Sources: Table C.2; total employment from Ghana, 1970 Population Census, preliminary worksheets, and 1960 Population Census, 

IV; large-scale employment from Industrial Statistics, 1971, quarterly worksheets. 
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122 SMALL-SCALE EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTION 

Major Type of Employment by Industry 

Both printing and cement blocks have larger shares of total full-
time wage employment (15 percent and 2 percent, respectively) than 
of other -small-scale employment categories shown in Table 5 .1. In-
deed, wage workers constitute well over half (62 percent and 54 per-
cent, respectively) of total small-scale employment in these industries 
(Table 5.2). Chemical products (74 percent) is the only two-digit 
industry with a larger share. These three industries, along with the 
baking subindustry (60 percent) are the most "modern" intermediate 
industries by the wage employment criterion. A given employment 
expansion in these industries would modernize the employment struc-
ture more than would a corresponding increase in other small-scale 
industries.* They also are the industries in which the large-scale 
sector has the greatest employment shares relative both to the small-
scale share and to total employment in industry. 

The dominant type of small-scale manufacturing employment 
in general is the "intermediate" category of apprentices (35 percent; 
plus part-time and family employees, 42 percent), especially in 
repairs (51 percent; plus others, 56 percent). The electrical and 
welding, and vehicle repair, industries have more than 60 percent of 
their employment in this category, followed by clothing and furniture. 
These industries have somewhat larger shares of their total employ-
ment in small-scale than in large-scale firms. The industries with 
the largest ratios of small-scale to large-scale shares-food and 
jewelry-also have. a significantly higher proportion of small-scale 
workers who are purely self-employed. 

Small-scale manufacturing appears to have a more "modern" 
employment structure than does repairs, with wage labor accounting 
for 32 percent of its total employment, as against 21 percent for 
repairs (Table 5. 2). In terms of numbers of firms (Table 5. 3), how-
ever, manufacturing has only 1G percent with wage employees as 
against 21 percent for repairs. Manufacturing's high wage employ-
ment share is attributable to its greater share of firms with ten or 
more workers (principally in chemicals and nonmetallic mineral 
products). If the intermediate sector were defined with an upper limit 
of ten employees, then wage workers would count for only 22 percent 
of small-scale manufacturing employment and 18 percent of repairs. 
In addition to chemicals and nonmetallic mineral products, more than 
half the firms in printing and in vehicle repair employ wage workers. 
Promotion of these industries would have relatively more impact on 
wage employment than would expansion of other industries. 

* It must be remembered that a given investment will not provide 
the same employment expansion in all indµstries, so that more wage 
employees may actually be hired through investment in an industry 
with a less "modern" structure . 
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TABLE 5.3 

Distribution of Small-Scale Manufacturing and Repair Establishments 
by Size Category and Industry: Accra, 1973 Survey 

(percent of firms in each two-digit industry) 

Firms with 
Full-Time 

Purely a Firms with Other Wage Em2loyees 
ISi C Code and Indust!l'. Self-Em2loyed Em2loyees Only 1-9 10-29 

Manufacturing 
31 Foodb and beverages 57.7 20.6 18.6 3.1 
32 Clothing, travel bags, other textile products 56.7 37.3 3.5 2.5 
33 Furniture, wood products 44.9 43.5 11.6 o.o 
34 Paper, printing 5.3 5.3 73.7 15.8 
35 Chemicals, plastics 0.0 0.0 o.o 100.0 
36 Nonmetallic mineral products 0.0 11.1 44.4 44.4 
38 Metal products 22.2 55.6 22.2 0.0 
39 Jewelry, other 63.6 18.2 9.1 9.1 

Total 
Manufacturing only 51.4 32.9 11.4 4.4 
Number of firms 2,580 1,650 570 220 

Repairs 
32 Shoes, other textile products 71.4 21.4 7.1 o.o 
33 Wood products 100.0 o.o o.o o.o 
35 Chemical products (tires) 50.0 50.0 o.o 0.0 
38 Metal products and electrical (except384, vehicles) 26.7 56.7 16.7 o.o 
384 Vehicles o.o 46.7 46.7 6.7 
39 Watches, other 88.9 5.6 5.6 o.o 

Total 
Repairs only 43.0 36.0 19.3 1.8 
Number of firms 490 410 220 20 

alncludes both "established" and "casual" self-employed. 
bExcluding chop bars. 
Source: Table C. 2 • 

Total 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
5,020 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

100.0 
1,140 

.. - - - - .. .. - ... -.-

Percent of 
Subsector 

Firms 

19.3 
56.6 
13.7 
3.8 
0.8 
1.8 
1.8 
2.2 

100.0 

24.6 
1.8 
5.3 

26.3 
26.6 
15.8 

100.0 

.. -
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Half or more of the firms in metal, electrical, and tire repairs, 
and in manufacture of metal products, employ apprentices or other 
workers but no wage employees. The vehicle repair and furniture 
industries also have over 40 percent of firms depending on apprentice 
labor. Expansion of these industries would tend to have a greater 
impact on employment relative to output than would expansion in other 
industries, since apprentices are undergoing training that will raise 
their productivity in the future. Further study of these industries and 
of apprenticeship would be desirable, in order to investigate ways of 
assisting the employers to become wage employers and to provide 
their apprentices with business management training as well as skill 
in the craft. Intermediate sector enterprises offer a fertile ground 
for developing the entrepreneurial abilities that are essential for the 
efficient development of the private-and the public-sectors of the 
economy. 

The industries that are dominated by single-person establish-
ments are closer to being "informal" ways of earning enough income 
to survive, and offer less potential for development through the 
reinvestment of profits to expand production and hire more workers. 
Watch and shoe repair, and manufacture of clothing and food products 
(especially milling), are the major industries in this category; minor 
industries include jewelry and repair of tires and of wood products. 
Furniture is the only other industry with a substantial share of firms 
in this category. These activities are important as a source of sub-
sistence income to people without wage employment or as supple-
mental income to those with low-paying jobs. Policies that restrict 
entry into these industries or that subsidize large-scale producers 
are likely to worsen the distribution of income by reducing income-
earning opportunities, and should be avoided. On the other hand, the 
relatively large shares of existing small-scale employment in these 
activities suggests that entry is relatively easy and that no special 
promotion measures need be adopted. 

Constraints on Exp.anding Production and Employment 

Analysis of the structure of industries by size category indicates 
that the chemical, vehicle repair, concrete block, and printing indus-
tries are the intermediate activities most likely to provide wage em-
ployment. The latter two, in particular, offer substantial opportunities 
for shifting from large-scale to small-scale production. In addition, 
the furniture industry and most repair activities have high potential 
for absorbing labor, and raising its future productivity, through ap-
prenticeship. The next question is what factors constrain the expansion 
of these industries, and of the intermediate sector in general. This 
information will serve as a basis for projecting employment increases 
if policies are adopted to remove these contraints and, in the final 
chapter, for proposing appropriate policy areas and measures. 
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Firms interviewed in the Accra small-scale employment survey 
were asked for the most important problem that prevented tliem from 
increasing production. The responses are categorized as inability to 
get enough laborers, skilled workers, raw materials, spare parts, 
cash or ci;-edit, customers or sales; high prices of materials and 
spare parts; and other. If several answers were given, only the two 
most important were recorded. The responses for manufacturing and 
repairs are summarized separately in Table 5 .4. . 

Lack of sufficient raw materials or spare parts is cited by 52 
percent of the firms, and insufficient working capital by 42 percent, 
as the. most important constraints on expanding production. In indus-
tries dependent on imported or seasonal materials, these two problems 
interact. Many small businesses complained that materials were 
available only at irregular intervals, and that they did not have suffi-
cient working capital to carry the stocks needed to maintain production 
through periods of unavailability. The high prices of materials and 
spare parts cited by 25 percent of the respondents further limit the 
ability of small businesses to stock up on materials. To some extent 
however, concern about the high price of inputs may arise from an ' 
inability to pass on increased costs to the consumer. This suggests 
that demand might be a constraint on expansion even if materials and 
spare parts were readily available (at the higher prices) . Although 
only 18 percent cited inadequate demand or too much competition as 
limiting their ability to expand, they were referring to marginal 
expansion of their individual firms. Demand would certainly be a 
more serious limitation if all small-scale firms in most industries 
were to expand to full capacity production in a short period of time, 
unless they were replacing imports or large-scale production. 

Repair establishments are much more severely constrained by 
spare parts limitations than are manufacturing firms (34 percent, as 
against 9 percent), principally because spares are crucial to the 
important vehicle repair industry. Many vehicle repairmen com-
plained of the time and expense involved in going around to the larger 
firms that import the spare parts, to "accident car" dealers, and even 
over 100 miles to Lome, Togo, searching for needed parts. 

Lack of raw materials is the single most important constraint 
on small-scale manufacturing firms (46 percent) and is much more 
serious for firms with wage employees (cited by over 60 percent of 
such firms) than for smaller firms (under 30 percent). This apparent 
association with size, however, largely reflects the fact that over 
90 percent of the printing, chemicals, and cement block firms surveyed 
engage wage employees. These industries were particularly hard-hit 
by materials shortages at the time of the survey; 85 percent of printing 
firms cited materials as the most important constraint, and 69 percent 
of firms in industries 35-39. These establishments depend on large-
scale firms in the same industry for their imported materials, given 
the time and knowledge of procedures (as well as financing) necessary 
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TABLE 5.4 

Constraints on Ability to Utilize Capacity in Small Businesses 
by Size Category and Industry: Accra, 1973 Survey 

(percent of firms responding in each category) 

High Prices: 
Materials and 

Industr::i: and Firm Size Cntegor::i: 
a Working Ca~italb Raw l\laterials S~are Parts S~are Parts Demand Skilled Labor 

Manufacturing Two-Digit Industries 
31 Food and beverages (16) 6 56 31 32 19 0 

32 Te:i.."tiles (26) 42 31 4 38 12 8 

33 Wood products (21) 53 19 5 34 24 10 

34 Paper, printing (13) 54 85 0 0 31 0 

35-39 l\liscellaneous (16) 37 69 0 6 38 0 

Manufacturing firms engaging 
Self-employed only (22) 39 27 3 32 9 9 

Nonwage workersC (24) 37 29 13 33 25 0 

1-9 wage workers (32) 37 63 13 19 22 6 

10-29 wage workers (14) 43 64 0 7 43 0 

Total manufacturing (92) 39 46 9 25 23 4 

Repair Firms Engaging 
Self-employed only (6) 50 33 17 17 17 0 

Nonwage workersC (16) 37 6 44 32 12 0 

1-9 wage workers (16) 56 13 31 26 0 0 

Total repairs (38) 47 13 34 27 8 0 

Total, repairs and manufacturing 42 36 16 25 18 3 

~umber of firms responding is given in parentheses. 
bprimary need for working capital was to buy materials when available. 
CFirms employing apprentices, part-time workers, and/or family members, but no full-time nonfamily wage workers. 
Note: Percentages in each row may total more than 100 percent because some firms gave two responses. 
Source: 1973 Accra manufacturing survey. 
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to obtain an import license, and the tendency to issue licenses only to 
large, well-established firms. The large-scale firms are understand-
ably reluctant to sell their raw materials when they are facing pro-
duction cutbacks themselves. In comparison, the domestically supplied 
furniture industry places a relatively low priority on raw material 
availability (only 19 percent of the firms); owners are more concerned 
about the prices of those materials and obtaining the funds to buy them 
and maintain stocks . 

The shortage of materials and spare parts in many industries 
is directly related to the system of rationing foreign exchange through 
import licensing, in order to maintain a low official price of foreign 
exchange. Licenses are allocated on an annual basis, and generally 
go only to large-scale firms. A decrease in foreign exchange earnings 
can mean a cutback in allocations for materials and spare parts, or 
restricted issuance of the letters of credit needed to utilize licenses. 
The average import component for raw materials of 61 percent 
reported in Table 5.5 is an underestimate of the true dependence of 
small-scale firms on imports because both milling and cement products 
in fact depend on imported materials (wheat, clinker) that are simply 
processed in Ghana. Furniture and metal products are actually the 
least dependent, since lumber is produced locally and scrap metal is 
available. Printing and jewelry are the most completely dependent, 
with virtually 100 percent of their supplies imported. Over 89 percent 
of spare parts are imported in all industries except cement, whicli 
can obtain about half the parts for simple blockmaking machines 
locally. The argument that smaller firms must depend on larger ones 
for these imported materials and parts is confirmed in Table 5.6. 
Only 3 percent of the firms With fewer than ten workers import any 
materials or spare parts themselves, whereas imports are the primary 
source of materials in 55 percent of firms with 10-29 workers and of 
spare parts in 63 percent. Half of the smaller enterprises depend on 
larger importing firms for most of their raw materials, primarily 
firms in the same industry that have import licenses. These firms 
are also the major supplier of spare parts to 82 percent of the smaller 
ones. New methods must be found to make materials and spares more 
directly available to small-scale businesses if they are to be able to 
compete on even terms with larger ones, especially when foreign 
exchange is scarce. 

Working capital is the most consistently important constraint 
across all categories and industries, mentioned by 37 percent or more 
of respondents in all cases except the food industry.* Solution of this 

*The small-scale food industry is dominated by milling, which 
requires no stocks because customers supply the materials to be milled, 
and baking, which generates ftmds quickly through very short pro-
duction and sales periods. 
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TABLE 5.5 

Imported Share of Raw Materials and Spare Parts 
for Small-Scale Manufacturing: Accra, 1973 Survey 

(average percentage share for firms in each industry) 

!SIC Code and Industr~ Raw Materials S12are Parts 

3116-17 Milling, baking 11.4a 94.2 
322-23 Clothing, travel bags 61.9 89.3 
332 Furniture 42.4 100.0 
342 Printing 99.9 89.2 
352 Paints, chemical products 75.0 95.0 
369 Cement products o.ob 50.0 
381-82 Metal products 57.4 99.0 
390 Jewelry, miscellaneous 98.5 99.3 

Total, all industries 60.7 91.1 

~mported wheat is milled in Ghana to produce flour for baking. 
bcement for block making is purchased from a factory in Ghana 

that grinds imported clinker into cement. Hence, the true import 
content is quite high . 

Source: 1973 Accra manufacturing survey. 

problem would help reduce the importance of the others, since firms 
would be better able to stock up on materials and spares when avail-
able, in order to maintain steady production through periods of 
unavailability. 

Insufficient demand was stated as a major problem primarily 
by the larger metal products and printing establishments, for some-
what different reasons. The former were suffering from a depressed 
construction industry and the consequent lull in derived demand for 
gates, window grates, metal furniture, and similar metal products. 
Small-scale printers were severely affected by a government order 
that all government printing must be done by the state-owned Ghana 
Publishing Corporation. Many small printers had previously earned 
enough from receipt books and similar small jobs for government 
ministries or agencies to keep them in business, and private demand 
alone was proving insufficient to provide them with steady work.* It 

* The government order was an attempt to improve the financial 
position of the Ghana Publishing Corporation. Some people complained, 
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TABLE 5.6 

Sources of Supply of Raw Materials and Spare Parti;i 
for Small-Scale Manufacturing: Accra, 1973 Survey 

(percentage of firms in each size category) 

129 

Imported Large Other Middlemen, 
Size Category Local "Directly Trading Importing Bought in 
of Firm Producer b~ Firm Firma Firmb Market 

Raw Materials 

Primary source 
< 10 workers 12.5 3.1 18.9 31.3 34.4 
10-29 workers 18.2 54.5 13.6 13.6 o.o 

Primary plus 
secondary source 

< 10 workers 21.9 3.1 31.3 46.9 53.1 
10-29 workers 50.0 63.6 18.2 22.7 27.3 

Spare Parts 

Primary source 
< 10 workers 7.7 2.6 25.6 56.4 7.7 
10-29 workers o.o 63.2 0.0 36.8 o.o 

Primary plus 
secondary source 

< 10 workers 17.9 2.6 33.3 56.4 12.8 
10-29 workers 15.8 63.2 0.0 42.1 5.3 

aGhana National Trading Corporation, United Africa Company, 
and Union Trading Company. 

b1ncluding large-scale manufacturers in the same industry. 
Source: 1973 Accra manufacturing survey. 

is not clear whether the importance of insufficient demand in printing 
reflects excess supply of printing services in general and an excessive 
number of small printers in particular, or artificial restriction of 
demand for small printing jobs which could be done more efficiently 
by small-scale printers. 

however, that it already had more work than it could handle, and 
could not get lower-priority government jobs out quickly. 
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The relatively small proportions of textile (12 percent) and food 
(19 percent) firms listing demand as a constraint is somewhat sur-
prising, in view of the relative ease of entry and the abundant number 
of establishments in both (plus the consumer alternatives of sewing 
and of pounding corn in the home). It may be, however, that demand 
limitations were seen primarily in terms of passing on the rising costs 
of materials-the second most important constraint in these industries-
and that these industries would be unable to expand greatly at the 
higher prices necessary to cover increased costs. 

Potential Expansion from Removing Constraints 

The general impact of these constraints was summarized in 
Table 4.4. Small-scale firms were producing only half as much output 
as they were capable of with existing capital stock and workers, and a 
third of what they could achieve with no limit on materials and demand 
(at prevailing prices). Employment was only 6 0 percent of what it 
would be with no materials/demand constraint, given the capital stock, 
and 53 percent of what existing firms would hire if they had access to 
credit for additional working and fixed capital. Details of the employ-
ment increase by industry and firm size, if all firms in each industry 
could simultaneously achieve full utilization of existing fixed and 
working capital, are presented in Table 5. 7. 

Textiles and furniture are the industries with by far the largest 
capacity to absorb additional labor in the short run, if possible aggre-
gate demand limitations are ignored. In both cases , the overwhelming 
majority of new employees would be in firms currently employing only 
apprentices, many of which would hire wage labor under more favor-
able demand and material supply conditions. Among firms currently 
employing wage labor, textiles, printing, chemicals, and metal 
products would have the largest absolute increases (all over 800), 
while chemicals and cement blocks would have the largest percentage 
increases. 

Not only can smaller firms potentially absorb a greater number 
of additional workers than larger ones within the intermediate sector, 
they also have a higher maximum rate of increase in response to 
removal of constraints: over 80 percent for firms employing fewer 
than 10 workers, as against 62 percent for those with 10-29. Large-
scale firms with 30 or more employees would increase employment 
by only about 25 percent if they were able to achieve full capacity 
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TABLE 5.7 

Additional Employment by Firm Size and Industry if No Constraints: Accra, 1973 Survey 

Current Size Category 
of Firms 

Wage Total Average Percentage Increase 
No Wage Employees 

ISJC Code and Industry Workersa 1-9 10-29 

31 Food 343 501 78 
32Textiles 4,814 541 851 
33 Wood products 2, 115 402 0 
34 Paper, printing 40 503 364 
35 Chemicals 0 0 834 
36 Mineral products 97 223 0 
38 Metal products 146 435 390 
39 Miscellaneous 119 90 270 

Total 7,674 2,495 2,787 
1973 employment 9,050 3, 010 4,470 
Percent increase 84.8 82.9 62.3 

Additional 1973 Accra Survey 
Workers Employment Weightsb Weigl!tsC 

722 2,090 34.5 40.8 
6,206 8,450 73.4 68.6 
2,517 1,810 139.1 111.4 

907 1,580 57.4 61.8 
834 490 170.3 170.3 
320 240 133.3 163.2 
971 1,190 81.6 78.6 
479 680 70.4 74.5 

12,956 16,530 78.4 67.5d 
16,530 

78.4 

aOwner only, or apprentices, part-time, or family workers engaged, but no full-time, nonfamily 
wage workers. 

busing the total number of workers enumerated in each category (see Table C .2) and the corresponding 
utilization rates (see note to this table). 

CAverage of firms actually reporting in the Accra manufacturing survey. 
dcorresponds to 60 percent in Table 4.4, line 2a, since 67 .5 = 40.3 percent/59.7 percent. 
Note: "H no constraints" means if materials and customers were readily available, at current prices 

and with existing assets. Expansion for each industry and size category is estimated by using the corre-
sponding employment capacity utilization rate in Table E .2 (or an average of the row and column averages if 
the utilization rate is not available or is exceptionally low on the basis of one observation). The additional 
employment would be almost entirely full-time wage workers. 

Source: 1973 Accra manufacturing survey. 
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TABLE 5.8 

Manufacturing Employment-OUtput Growth Elasticities 
if Constraints Removed: Accra, 1973 Survey 

Ratio of Employment to Output 
Growth If No Constraint on 

ISIC Code and Industry Materials Demand Credit 

3116 Milling (corn, flour) . 00 .30 .62 
3117 Baking .47 .17 .54 
3220 Clothing .35 .28 
3233 Travel bags .34 .79 .12 
33 Furniture .12 .16 .29 
34 Paper products, printing .59 .15 .46 
35 Chemical products, paints .92 
36 Cement blocks .33 .36 
38 Metal products, machinery .48 .57 .53 
39 Jewelry, miscellaneous .64 .31 .58 

Total .45 .49 .48 

Notes: Growth elasticity is the estimated percentage increase 
in employment if materials (or demand, or credit) were readily avail-
able at prevailing prices, divided by the percentage increase in output 
under the same conditions. 

"Total" is average of firms responding. 
Source: 1973 Accra manufacturing survey. 

utilization,* or only about a third as mnny new w9rkers as the small-
scale maximum. 

Although estimates based on capacity utilization suggest that 
small-scale employment would increase by a third of any output 
increase (as against a quarter for large-scale firms), averages of 
individual firm expansion projections indicate that the ratio may be 
as high as half (Table 5.8). The average ratio is virtually the same, 
regardless of which constraint is removed (materials, demand, or 

* Full utilization here is defined as the optimum long-run pro-
duction level. If all large-scale firms were to operate on three shifts, 
the employment increase might reach 50 percent1 Much of any employ-
ment increase in large-scale firms would actually occur as overtime 
rather than as hiring of new workers. 
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working capital), although there is some variation within each industry. 
Furniture and clothing, the two industries with the largest potential 
labor absorption, have consistently low employment-output growth 
"elasticities,'' which implies that a very large expansion of output 
would be necessary to support the scale of employment expansion 
indicated in Table 5. 7 . Once again, this raises the likelihood that 
rapid expansion of employment in these industries would be limited 
by the size of the market before full capacity utilization could be 
reached. Chemicals, jewelry, metal products, printing, and baking 
may be expected to have above-average employment increase associ-
ated with a given output growth in response to easing the two primary 
constraints of raw materials and credit • 

PRODUCTIVE ABSORPTION OF HALF THE 
URBAN LABOR FORCE INCREASE 

Although intermediate manufacturing, repairs, commerce, and 
services presently constitute only 15 percent of total nonagricultural 
employment in Accra, policies to stimulate expansion of these small-
scale industries could absorb twice that percentage of additional labor 
force entrants in the short run (approximately 6 percent a year, or 
18, 000 in Accra in 1973), as follows: 

17 percent from closing the utilization gap in small-scale manu-
facturing by half of the potential amount over a three-year 
period (adding about 2, 000 workers a year) and adding new 
establishments at the rate of 5 percent per annum (increasing 
employment by over 800) 

14 percent from expansion of output in existing firms and addition 
of new ones in small-scale repairs, commerce, and services 

* so as to increase employment by 10 percent a year (2, 500). 

In addition, improved utilization and expansion of small-scale 
transport and construction establishments (not included in this survey) 
might be expected to absorb another 10 percent or more of new job 
seekers. 

Of the small-scale industries, printing offers especially high 
potential for rapid expansion of production and employment in major 
urban areas-partly at the expense of the large-scale sector, though 
with only marginal impact, given the much greater relative size of 
the latter. Printing tends to involve wage employment more than most 

* This is on the order of double the past growth rate. 
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other small- scale industries, and it would have a high elasticity of 
employment growth in response to an increase in output. Its problems 
are clearly defined: dependence on large-scale, competing firms for 
e.xclusively imported materials and diversion of minor government 
printing work to the Ghana Publishing Corporation. The problems 
and structure of the nonmetallic metal products (cement block) industry 
are similar, except that it offers a much smaller potential employ-
ment increase and depends on derived demand from the construction 
industry. 

Intermediate sector production of furniture might be especially 
suitable for long-r\lll development. It is a major employer and has a 
high potential for additional labor absorption. Furthermore, the high 
proportion of apprentices among its employees means that future 
expansion is essential if these workers are to be able to utilize their 
skills. Since most owners of furniture businesses are craftsmen 
rather than businessmen, management assistance might raise both 
present productivity of employers and future entrepreneurial ability 
of the apprentices. Since inadequate availability of credit is a major 
constraint on small-scale furniture production, a program combining 
credit with management training might be especially effective. 

The clothing industry is similar to furniture, except that its 
substantially large size and its large number of single-person enter-
prises (many simply a table in the market) raise some skepticism as 
to how much of its labor absorption potential could be achieved even 
\lllder ideal credit and raw material conditions without running into a 
severe demand constraint. Perhaps one of the most important 
approaches to encouraging small-scale clothing, as well as printing 
and furniture firms, would be to prohibit new investment in "modern, " 
large-scale operations, and instead provide financial and managerial 
support and ensure a steady flow of materials to assist the growth of 
small-scale employers. A similar policy was adopted with respect to 
baking, by requiring foreign-owned bakeries to sell out to Ghanaians, 
with the assistance of the Office of Business Promotion. Financial 
assistance would be a more productive use of government funds than 
the present "support'' in the form of vocational training in sewing for 
young girls, which will only aggravate the oversupply of seamstresses 
and tailors who are presently being trained through private apprentice-
ship. 

Vehicle repair is another industry with a clear problem: avail-
ability of spare parts. Small repair businesses depend on large-scale 
importers for their spares, and have no recourse other than wrecked 
cars when new parts are not available. The source of the problem is 
the shortage of foreign exchange and the_ rigidity of the import licensing 
system. The best short-run solution would be to shift foreign exchange 
expenditures from new cars to spare parts and to give small repair 
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firms direct access to the parts or to import licenses . It might be 
argued, however, that the continuing shortage of parts benefits small-
scale entrepreneurs by stimulating the growth of domestic spare part 
production. 

Metal repairs and products, and electrical repairs are industries 
that offer good potential for absorbing additional labor through appren-
ticeship, although they are neither large enough nor afflicted with 
sufficiently clear problems to warrant individualized policy attention. 
The small-scale industry least in need of support is milling, which 
consists primarily of single-person establishments and faces no com-
petition from large-scale firms because of the importance of proximity 
to the customer.* 

Although rapid expansion of the intermediate sector would most 
likely be offset somewhat by diminished growth of the large-scale 
sector, the evidence of Chapter 4 indicates that the net effect on both 
employment and output would be beneficial. If large-scale firms in 
manufacturing, commerce, and services can simply maintain their 
existing 20 percent share of the nonagricultural labor force, then half 
of the increase in urban labor supply could be absorbed productively 
in small-scale and large-scale enterprises in these sectors. The 
modern sector might be expected to absorb additional workers as 
follows: 

5-11 percent from growth of large-scale manufacturing employ-
ment at 5-10 percent per annum (the 1962-71 average was 
11 percent) 

10 percent from growth of large-scale commerce and service 
employment at 5 percent per annum. 

In addition, growth of employment in large-scale transport, 
construction, and utilities at 5 percent would absorb another 12 per-
cent of new labor supply. This would bring intermediate and modern 
labor absorption to as much as 75 percent of new job seekers, thus 
minimizing the growth of unproductive informal activities and laying 
a basis for eventual absorption of the entire increase into productive 
activities • 

This scenario must be qualified in two important ways. First, 
the role of the intermediate sector is likely to be even greater through-
out the cO\mtry as a whole, since the concentration of large-scale 
industry in Accra overstates its importance in the entire urban econ-
omy. Hence measures to promote expansion of small-scale 

* This includes small-scale flour mills, which make bread dough 
from the wheat flour milled by the large-scale firms. 
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employment are even more crucial for productive labor absorption in 
smaller towns. Second, large-scale manufacturing and other activities 
may not be able to sustain the employment growth they achieved during 
the 1960s, especially if policies continue to favor capital intensity. 
Chapter 6 ann.lyzes the prospects for raising the rate of labor absorp-
tion with respect to output increases in the large-scale sector, in 
order to better evn.luate what role it can play. 
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7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 

POLICIES FOR AN INTERMEDIATE 
APPROACH TO THE 

EMPLOYMENT PROBLEM 

CHAPTER SUMMARIES 

Chapter 1: The Employment Problem 
and the Intermediate Sector 

Rising rates of population growth and rural-urban migration 
have resulted in urban labor force growth in LDCs on the order of 
50-70 percent per decade since 1940. Industrialization policies have 
attracted this increased urban labor supply without providing for its 
absorption. The excess supply of labor is llllderutilized in a wide 
range of activities that do not fit the Western definition of unemploy-
ment. Although activities outside the modern sector are commonly 
presumed to be negligibly productive at best, there is growing evidence 
of a productive intermediate sector that should be distinguished from 
purely income-sharing informal activities. These intermediate (or 
small-scale) enterprises have value added per worker and capital/labor 
ratios in the middle range of a continuum, and they represent a poten-
tially more efficient use of both capital and labor than the alternative 
of large-scale industrial investment. The competitive labor and 
product markets facing small-scale entrepreneurs mean that prices 
more accurately reflect economic scarcity than they do for the monopo-
listic, subsidized industrial sector. Expansion of the intermediate 
sector should absorb more labor, attract fewer additional migrants, 
and possibly generate greater output growth than a corresponding 
investment in the modern sector. 
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Chapter 2: Limited Labor Absorption 
Under Industrialization 

An all-out industrialization effort such as Ghana tmdertook in 
the early 19"60s is an attractive development strategy because of its 
apparent potential to achieve the rapid economic transformation needed 
to break the vicious circle of poverty and low productivity and the 
colonial or neocolonial dependence on more developed cotmtries for 
manufactures. The transfer of surplus agricultural labor to industry 
at low wages can, theoretically, both raise productivity and generate 
a high return to capital for reinvestment and self-sustained growth. 
The import-substitution strategy, which provides the easiest and least 
risky means of industrializing, however, typically involves patterns 
of protection that bias investment incentives and shield inefficient pro-
duction. Ghana's tariff structure established very strong incentives 
to produce consumer durables and luxuries, and to undertake only 
final-stage processing rather than establish vertically integrated 
industries • Overinvestment meant that capacity soon outstripped 
Ghana's diminishing ability to finance import deficits, and industrial 
growth became hampered by underutilization and costly production 
that was inefficient when valued in terms of world prices. In addition, 
investment incentives favored capital-intensive products and tech-
niques. High and increasing capital intensity, aggravated by capacity 
underutilization problems and combined with economies of scale, is 
expected to lead to a low ratio of employment growth to output growth, 
International evidence suggests that manufacturing employment tends 
to grow on the order of a third to a half as fast as output, with a lower 
ratio in higher-growth countries . 

Although wage employment grew rapidly during the initial post-
independence industrialization period (1957-61), it fell behind labor 
force growth after 1991 as Ghana's economy stagnated, barely keeping 
pace with the rise in supply of workers over the entire period 1957-71. 
The urban labor force grew at twice the overall rate because of rural-
urban migration, and the large-scale wage sector was unable to absorb 
even its share of increases in urban labor supply, despite a sustained 
rapid expansion of government services. Large-scale manufacturing 
was the most dynamic sector, with 7. 6 percent compoi.md annual growth 
over 1957-71, but could contribute little to total labor absorption 
because of its small size. Ghana lacked the conditions necessary for 
a strategy of vigorous public sector expansion and industrialization 
to successfully absorb increasing labor supply and sustain itself: 
(1) ample and rising availability of foreign exchange and finance; 
(2) a relatively large share of employment in the dynamic wage sector; 
(3) productive, profitable investments; and (4) continuing expansion of 
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other productive sectors-especially the intermediate (as opposed to 
the informal) sector. 

.Chapter 3: The Small-Scale Alternative: Comparative 
Urban Employment Data 

The intermediate (small-scale) sector may be defined operation-
ally as involving investment in fixed assets (buildings, tools, or equip-
ment) in a fixed place of business, but employing less than a specified 
number of workers. An upper limit of 30 workers is used in this study 
because that is the lower limit for inclusion in the official Industrial 
Statistics, which covers the large-scale or modern sector. Economic 
activities without fixed assets or a permanent place of business are 
classified as informal, on the presumption that additional workers 
would add virtually nothing to GNP. Calculated as a residual from 
census data, informal employment is found to predominate in the 
commercial and service sectors of Accra, the capital city. Inter-
mediate employment exceeds modern wage employment in both manu-
facturing and commerce, and is slightly larger than that in the informal 
manufacturing sector. Total recorded modern sector employment ex-
ceeds intermediate employment only because of the large size of public 
service employment in Accra. 

The relative size and composition of intermediate sector employ-
ment is hypothesized to be related to city size . Major differences are 
found between a city of under 10, 000 population and a "medium-size" 
city of just over 25, 000; the latter has an employment structure rea-
sonably similar to that of Accra (over 500, 000). One conclusion for 
further study is that a decentralized, "growth pole" strategy of urban-
ization can provide productive employment opportunities as effectively 
as concentrated urban growth, although that employment may be more 
in intermediate forms of employment than in modern wage employ-
ment. Within the intermediate sector, self-employment and family 
workers predominate in the smallest city; apprentice and part-time 
relationships in the medium-size city; and wage contracts in the 
largest city. Apprentices constitute a major share of employment in 
the latter two cities, indicating that future expansion of the intermedi-
ate sector is crucial if their skills are to be employed productively • 
Sales, food, drink, and lodging constitute larger shares of intermedi-
ate employment in the smallest city, while repairs are more important 
in the larger two; the share of services increases steadily with city 
size. Manufacturing is the largest employer of intermediate workers 
enumerated in all three types of cities . 
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Chapter 4: The Trade-Off Question: Small-Scale 
and Large-Scale Manufacturing 

The notion of a conflict between employment and output growth 
is not applicable in the general~ unconstrained case, since employment 
and output normally can be maximized, or at least increased simul-
taneously. Within the limited context of two specific policy alternatives, 
however, there may be a trade-off in the sense that the one generating 
more output over a given period of time creates less employment. 
Such a choice is alleged to occur between growth-oriented industriali-
zation nnd labor-intensive development projects. The intermediate 
sector is hypothesized to resolve the issue by supporting both more 
employment and more output for a given investment. 

Small-scale manufacturing firms in Ghana are found to have 
substantially lower capital/labor ratios and productivity per workers, 
.especially when firms having under 10 employees are compared with 
those having over 100, except that small-scale printing and cement 
block manufacture appear to be more productive than their large-scale 
counterparts if they can utilize their capacity fully. The amount of 
capital required for a given level of intermediate production is approx-
imately equivalent to that in the modern sector at actual utilization 
rates, but would be substantially lower if all capacity were fully util-
ized (except in milling, baking, clothing, and travel bags). Thus inter-
mediate sector investments can employ more than four times as many 
workers as a corresponding large-scale investment, with no cost in 
terms of output and a potential increase of more than 50 percent. The 
inability of small-scale firms to use their capacity fully is the major 
limitation on their ability to use labor and capital productively, though 
this may stem from high competition due to easy entry as much as to 
the overwhelming advantages of large-scale firms in obtaining raw 
materials and capital. The industries in which small-scale firms 
predominate have signific:mtly lower productivity, have capital/labor 
and capital/ output ratios within the large-scale mmlUfacturing sector, 
tend to be smaller in size, and tend to have lower profit rates. The 
comparative advantage of the intermediate sector is especially strong 
in the furniture, printing, and cement block industries. 

Chapter 5: Employment Structure and Potential 
of Small-Scale Manufacturing 

The intermediate sector portion of the continuum between 
informal self-employment and wage employment in modern industries 
focuses on the dynamic transition from small to large business. The 
different combinations of workers within the sector suggest a movement 
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from self-employment, with or without assistance from family mem-
bers, to additional assistance from apprentices or part-time employ-
ees, to some full-time wage employment along with other types of 
labor, and finally to a purely wage employment operation. Support 
for the intermediate sector can develop potential entrepreneurial 
talent in small-scale businesses through such a transition; further 
research is needed on the nature and importance of this process. 

Within the intermediate sector, chemicals, printing, baldng, 
and concrete blocks are the most "modern" industries, in the sense 
that wage labor constitutes over half of their employment. Apprentices 
are the dominant form of employment in repairs (predominantly 
vehicles, electrical, and welding), clothing, and furniture. Self-
employment is a relatively more important form of intermediate 
employment in jewelry, food, furniture, and clothing than in other 
industries . Industries in which apprentices and the self-employed 
are more important tend to be those in which intermediate employment 
as a whole is large relative to employment in large-scale firms. 
Apprentice, part-time, and family labor constitute 42 percent of 
intermediate sector employment; full-time wage labor 29 percent; 
and working owners 29 percent, equally divided between employers 
and self-employed. 

The best opportunities for absorbing more labor while achieving 
a transformation toward a more productive employment structure are 
fotmd in the printfug, concrete block, vehicle and other repair, chem-
ical, and furniture industries. The first two offer the greatest potential 
for simultaneously raising both output and employment through a sub-
stantial shift from large-scale to small-scale production. Over half 
the firms interviewed cited inability to obtain raw materials (espe-
cially manufacturing firms with wage employees) or spare parts (espe-
cially repair firms) as the major constraint on expanding production. 
Inndequate working capital was the other major constraint, making it 
difficult for small-scale firms to take advantage of periodic raw mate-
rial availability or to build up sufficient stock as a basis for expansion. 
Although lack of demand and excessive competition were not often cited 
as a direct constraint, they may be more important through their 
indirect limitation on the ability of small-scale firms to pass on rising 
input costs. If materials and demand were no constraint, intermediate 
output could triple and employment could increase by three-quarters 
(or more, if credit were available). 

The largest potential for short-run wage labor absorption is in 
the textile, printing, chemical, and metal industries. If tmderutili-
zation in small-scale manufacturing could be cut in half over three 
years while new firms increased at a 5 percent rate, 17 percent of 
new urban labor force entrants could be absorbed. The intermediate 
sector as a whole could absorb as much as 40 percent of the labor 
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supply increase with a 10 percent expansion rate in intermediate 
repairs, commerce, services, transport, and construction, or 30 
percent with 5 percent growth. Large-scale manufacturing cannot be 
expect~d to absorb more than 10 percent of new labor supply even if 
it can maintain past rapid growth. Other large-scale activities could 
absorb as much as 20 percent only if they reached a historically high 
rate of 5 percent annual employment growth. 

Chapter 6: Policies to Increase Labor Absorption 
in Large-Scale Industries 

The view that technologically determined capital/labor ratios 
are a major reason for inadequate employment demand in LDCs has 
been challenged by empirical estimates of substantial substitutability 
between labor and capital, which point toward high relative wages as 
the culprit. The hypothesis that wage restraint is the appropriate 
solution to the employment problem can be tested in Ghana, which had 
declining real wages over 1962-71. Although some evidence of positive 
elasticities is found, in general the impact of wage restraint on em-
ployment growth is marginal compared with the importance of output 
growth and productivity changes due to improved managerial and organ-
izational ability, "learning-by-doing," and economies of scale. Wage 
changes are important determinants of labor demand only in a few 
relatively labor-intensive industries. Even if a significant reversal 
in the bias of wage, investment, and foreign exchange policies toward 
capital-intensive methods could be achieved, little short-run impact 
would be expected. Such measures are recommended more for their 
long-term impact on the product mix and on the ability of small-scale 
firms to compete with larger ones. Prospects for raising employment 
absorption in the modern sector are dim, given the primary role of 
output growth in determining employment growth and the likelihood 
that large-scale manufacturing growth will decline. 

APPROACHES TO THE EMPLOYMENT PROBLEM 

Emphasis on the employment problem runs the risk of neglecting 
its relationship to problems of income distribution, economic growth, 
and structural transformation. Measures to improve labor absorption 
are only partial solutions and cannot be effective in the long run without 
corresponding attention to the political, sociological, and economic 
contexts that determine the patterns of labor demand and supply. The 
distribution of income is a crucial determinant of the structure of 
demand, and hence of the direction of tr:msformation of an economy's 
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production. Ghana's experience is not untypical: inheritance of a 
colonial pattern of trade and consumption that emphasizes impo·rted 
and capital-intensive products; a growth-oriented industrialization 
strategy that increases the economic power of the middle and upper 
income groups, who have a high propensity to consume these products; 
a corresponding political power to this elite,* resulting in policies 
that establish artificially lower prfces of foreign exchange and capital 
for the goods they consume; and, consequently, a pattern of demand 
and incentives favoring production that is intensive in scarce capital 
and foreign exchange resources and that inhibits growth of employment 
and incomes for those at the lower end of the income scale. In this 
context, "it is hardly consistent to argue that today's unemployment 
or the skewness in the distribution of income in the LDC' s was tmin-
tended. . . . The outcome was a predictable result of policies_ which 
were frequently advocated" "1 arvis 1974, pp. 168-69). 

The critical strategy for solving the unemployment problem is 
therefore a commitment to efficient use of scarce resources to achieve 
a more equitable distribution of income and welfare • This general 
prescription for attacking poverty is as applicable to more developed 
as to less developed countries, and prospects for such a commitment 
are equally small, since it implies use of power on behalf of the 
powerless. t There is little reason for optimism that most cotmtries 

* Where direct government controls (for instance, over allocation 
of imports and capital, and over incomes and prices) are important, 
political power may be a means of entry to the middle and upper con-
sumption levels. None of Ghana's governments-socialist, democratic, 
or military-has proved resistant to this pattern in terms of policies 
actually adopted, despite stated concerns for a more equitable distri-
bution of income. 

toemocratic governments must pay attention to those who are 
powerful enough to elect them, and military regimes must ensure the 
support of those who might overthrow them. Although the attention of 
socialist systems is aimed more directly at the lower-income masses, 
their leaders are often more concerned with consolidating and extending 
power than with using it for the masses. Such concerns, along with a 
desire to display accomplishments, help explain why President Kwame 
Nkrumah moved in the direction described in the preceding paragraph, 
despite attempts to go in the opposite direction. 

The community-oriented values of African societies, combined 
with strong chiefs who are customarily elected (rather than directly 
inherited), could provide the blend of socialistic, democratic, and 
autocratic systems necessary for effective pursuit of distributional 
equity in such a way as to promote both growth and employment. The 
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can achieve the orientation necessary for a fundamental solution to 
poverty, and hence to the employment problem. Nevertheless, a 
society that wishes to deal effectively with rising underutilization of 
labor must. include measures to restructure the economy toward the 
needs and demands of those at the lower ends of the income and em-
ployment scales, and away from policies oriented toward the upper-
income and powerful elite. Otherwise the policies discussed below 
will remain only partial, token efforts. 

Another risk of overemphasis on employment is that it may 
focus attention more on finding ways of hiring the unemployed than on 
combining underutilized labor efficiently with factors that are in scarce 
supply. The problem "is how to save capital and other scarce resources, 
not how to use abundant resources (unless the use of the abundant 
resources helps to save the scarce resources)" (Dhar and Lydall 1961, 
p. 85). Hence, in devising an employment strategy, estimates should 
be made of whether particular proposals generate a given output at a 
net cost or a net saving of capital, skilled labor, management, and 
foreign exchange. 

Given these general caveats about the need for an appropriate 
development strategy to complement employment policies, the range 
of approaches available to LDCs for directly increasing the rate of 
labor absorption or reducing the rate of underutilization may be out-
lined, with the purpose of indicating the different ways in which 
expansion of the intermediate sector might contribute . 

Policies Affecting the Supply of Labor 
(Especially to Urban Areas) 

Popubtion Control 

Reduction of population growth is an essential compon~nt of the 
long-rtm transformation to a more productive, higher-income struc-
ture of employment. This does not necessarily mean that restricting 
population growth will increase growth of income per capita, since 
rising incomes have historically preceded, and provided the incentive 
for, declining birth rates. Indeed, incentives to limit family size 
could aggravate the employment problem in the short run, since labor 
force participation by women would tend to rise. Availability of 

colonial powers, however, established economic and political systems 
that conflicted with, and sometimes consciously attempted to break 
down, those traditional systems. Only Tanzania has made a serious 
effort to rebuild a modern society based upon them. 
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productive employment opportunities in the short run is essential if 
population control is to be effective in raising incomes and reducing 
labor underutilization in the long run. 

Rural Development 

Rural development can provide productive employment oppor-
tunities directly, and also can alleviate the urban employment problem 
by raising rural living standards and income opportunities so as to 
reduce the incentives to migrate. Possible policy approaches include 
those listed below. 

Wage Employment Opportunities. Location of industries in 
smaller towns and rural areas-preferably small-scale enterprises 
based on processing of local resources, or supplying products for 
which proximity to the market is important (bread, repairs, services). 
Public service jobs can reduce migration during slack agricultural 
seasons. 

Higl!er Incomes . Guaranteed price supports can increase the 
willingness of farmers to specialize in cash crops, thereby raising 
rural cash incomes (if supported by availability of inputs and of ex-
tension services). Subsidies to lower retail prices of locally consumed 
staples may be needed to avoid helping farmers at the expense of low-
income consumers . Food production may represent a relatively effi-

. cient form of import substitution in predominantly agricultural 
countries that have nevertheless become food importers. Higher 
rural incomes would generate greater demand for goods and services 
that could most readily be met by small-scale producers. 

Infrastructure and Amenities. Community development or public 
service projects to construct irrigation systems, wells, roads, mar-
kets, schools, health facilities, and the like can lay the foundation for 
increased productivity in the future. Such projects can use labor-
intensive methods and pay or make use of local labor in the off season 
so as to provide potential outmigrants with employment and income ' 
opportunities. 

Intermediate Technology. Introduction of tools and simple 
machinery that can be m:mufactured domestically will raise produc-
tivity while providing a linkage to small-scale industrial production. 

Capital Subsidies, Mechanization. Incentives to attract invest-
ment or subsidies for mechanization are not appropriate, in that they 
replicate in the agricultural sector the biases in use of labor and 
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capital, and in income distribution, that have helped to create the 
urban employment problem. 

Restrained Urban Development 

Concentrated urbanization creates pressures for public spending 
on urban maintenance and services that can reduce development ex-
penditures and aggravate rural-urban income inequalities. Resisting 
the tendency to enhance the substantial advantages of cities in terms 
of employment opportunities and amenities at the expense of rural or 
general development can ease the employment problem by promoting 
a more equitable distribution of income and by reducing artificially 
high incentives to migrate. 

Wage Restraint. The importance of rural-urban income differ-
entials in migration studies suggests that avoiding a high minimum 
wage is essential if the rural-urban migration flow is to be reduced. 
It is not certain, however, that elimination of the rural-urban income 
gap will be sufficient to stem the migration tide. That is, the Harris-
Todaro (1970) hypothesis may not be reversible, at least in the short 
rwi. Expectations about changes in real wage differentials are likely 
to adjust only very slowly, while the costs of migration are continually 
lowered by the chain effect of being able to rely on previously migrated 
relatives for support. Wage restraint also is likely to be ineffective 
without reduction of the rural-urbnn gaps in other sources of migration 
incentives, such as amenities, cash opportunities, and availability of 
jobs for those with some skills or education. 

Decentralized Urban Development. Although the economies of 
scale provided by the concentration of population and production in an 
urban area are essential for the efficient development of many indus-
tries and for coordination with financial and administrr,tive services, 
urbanization need not be concentrated in one or two massive centers. 
Indeed, such concentration may retard development by draining public 
spending and by aggravating income inequalities. Chapter 3 gives 
tentative evidence that cities as small as 25, 000 can support a produc-
tive, reasonably modern structure of employment, primarily in 
small-scale industries. A strategy of support for small-scale enter-
prises and for decentralized urban growth offers a high potential for 
simultaneous promotion of greater employment absorption, more 
equitable distribution of income, higher rates of investment and 
growth, and a smoother transformation from primary to secondary 
production than does heavily concentrated, large-scale industrialization. 
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Urban Renewal and Amenities. Attempts to deal with urban 
poverty by demolishing blighted areas are not likely to improve the 
urban employment problem-indeed, they may aggravate it by worsen-
ing the distribution of income without getting at the root causes (ILO 
1972, Chapter 13). Replacement of slums by more attractive housing or 
other amenities tends to benefit the middle and upper classes, and to 
increase the incentives to migrate. This does not mean that cities 
should be left to deteriorate or that amenities should not be provided; 
rather, such expenditures should be equitably distributed among rural, 
semiurban, and urban areas, and should be designed to benefit, rather 
than hurt, the low-income population. 

Job Creation. Creation of jobs at the minimum wage level or 
above is not appropriate, in that the increased probability of obtaining 
high-wage jobs may actually raise the level of unemployment by induc-
ing more people to migrate or to leave intermediate or informal em-
ployment. Furthermore, there is a high risk that such employment 
will be unproductive (if in the form of increased government services) 
or will have a high capital cost (if in private large-scale industry). 
Direct job creation efforts probably are best confined to rural develop-
ment projects-perhaps including provision of farm land to urban 
unemployed, if the primary goal is unemployment reduction. Expansion 
of the urban intermediate sector is a more suitable means of creating 
jobs at reasonable levels of productivity and at wages sufficiently low 
to minimize additional migration incentives. 

Policies Affecting Employment Demand and Opportunities 

Distribution of Income 

A highly skewed distribution of income gives primary economic 
power to those who tend to consume goods intensive in the resources 
that are scarcest in LDCs: capital, foreign exchange, technology, and 
skilled labor. Underutilization of labor is the inevitable result. Although 
this situation creates a role for intermediate production to use surplus 
labor in producing low-price, low-quality goods for lower-income con-
sumers, there is little basis for dynamic expansion of productive 
employment in this sector when income and growth are centered on 
large-scale industrialization. Redistribution of income in favor of 
lower-income consumers of labor-intensive, domestically produced 
products would increase labor absorption in the short run through more 
rapid intermediate sector growth. The result would be a stronger basis 
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for long-run self-sustained growth through more efficient resource 
utilization, through increased incentives to save and invest, * and 
through the transition of the most efficient small-scale firms into 
large-sc.ale industrial establishments. 

Faster Growth 

The most effective cure for the employment problem is, of 
course, faster growth of production and, hence, of the derived demand 
for labor. This does not mean, however, that any policies designed to 
stimulate growth will necessarily be the most effective means of 
increasing productive labor utilization. The analysis of Chapter 2 
indicates that import-substitution industrialization policies are one 
source of the demand side of the employment problem. Direct policy 
intervention to stimulate growth runs the risk of promoting a growth 
pattern that matches neither the resources of the economy nor the 
needs of the society. The thesis of this study is that a greater empha-
sis on the intermediate sector can raise growth while both conserving 
scarce capital and utilizing surplus labor productively, and will bene-
fit those with lower incomes by expanding their income-earning 
opportunities and increasing the supply of goods they consume. 

Rural Development 

Location of IJ}dustry. Location of industries in rural areas may 
generate employment in complementary activities, especially services 
(Galenson 1963), which in turn may support the growth of new industries 
(especially small-scale ones). The lack of complementary activities 
in rural areas, however, means that production costs are likely to be 
higher than in urban areas, where such activities are already avail-
able, so that only those industries that can gain some offsetting cost 
advantage from rural location should be considered (such as food 
processing) . 

Small-Scale Nonagricultural Production. The significant role 
of rural small-scale industry, producing both "traditional" and 
"modern" goods, is increasingly being recognized and studied (Chuta 

* Reinvestment of profits in the domestic economy by indigenous 
entrepreneurs will exceed that of the foreign corporations that dominate 
import-substitution industries in LDCs, and the savings rate of the 
lower-income population (especially under appropriate incentives) may 
in fact be as high as that of higher-income consumers who are imitating 
still higher international standards (Jarvis 1974). 
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and Liedholm 1975). Employment in these industries probably can 
best be assisted indirectly, by adopting policies that raise the incomes 
of the farmers who demand their products, and by avoiding any 
restrictions on them. 

Labor-Intensive Public Works. Construction of infrastructure 
and amenities can increase employment demand for productive pur-
poses, if finan~ed by taxation at the expense of consumption and if the 
capital created will in fact raise output in the future (Jackson and 
Turner 1973). 

Urban Industrial Policies 

Wage Restraint. The analysis of Chapter 6 indicates that wage 
restraint by itself is likely to have only a marginal effect on employ-
ment demand, at least in terms of substitution of labor for capital in 
the short run. It is more important as part of a policy package to 
eliminate distortion of factor prices against labor-intensive products 
and investments, and as a means of discouraging rural-urban migra-
tion. The ability to achieve significant decreases in real wages is 
severely constrained by political considerations. The hazard of 
returning to a colonial "cheap labor policy, 11 with its undesirable 
implications for the distribution of income, must be avoided. 

Altering Capital-Based Incentives. Major changes in relative 
factor prices can more readily be achieved by eliminating incentives 
that subsidize capital-intensive investments, such as low interest 
rates, overvalued currencies, accelerated depreciation allowances, 
import license allocations, and other decisions or concessions based 
on size of investment. Since these advantages generally are available 
only to large firms, their reduction or elimination is an important 
me:ms of improving the ability of small-scale firms to compete. 
Special investment incentives to stimulate capital accumulation can 
be retained, but based on criteria other than capital (such as employ-
ment or value added). 

Wage Subsidies. A wage subsidy is not an effective means of 
alleviating urban employment, since it is likely to be partially shifted 
and to induce increased migration in response to the higher wage 
(Stiglitz 1974). In addition it offers exceptional opportunities for 
abuse and corruption unless it is based on withholding or wage taxes 
paid by firms for their employees, in which case it would tend simply 
to increase the advantages given to large-scale firms. 
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180 SMALL-SCALE EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTION 

Small-Scale Enterprises. Elimination of the policy bias in favor 
of large-scale industries can create more profitable opportunities for 
entry into productive intermediate activities and can release the re-
sources necessary for their efficient operation and expansion. The 
data rei>orted in Chapter 4 indicate that a given investment can generate 
more output, as well as more employment, in this sector than in the 
modern sector, given the existing policy context. Chapters 3 and 5 
demonstrate the importance of the intermediate sector and its potential 
for rapid labor absorption in the short run. 

POLICIES TO SUPPORT SMALL-SCALE ENTERPRISES 

Supply of Resources for Efficient Operation 

Materials and Spare Parts 

The most common problem of small-scale businesses in LDCs 
is the frequent unavailability of materials and spares, especially im-
ported ones. Rationing systems for imports (or for domestically 
produced materials) tend to favor the economically and politically 
powerful, putting small-scale entrepreneurs at a disadvantage. Small-
scale producers often must purchase materials from the larger ones, 
which both raises their costs and puts them .;.n a highly vulnerable 
position when supplies become scarce and large firms begin conserving 
their stocks. The general solution to this problem would be to move 
to market rationing rather than direct allocations, so that all firms 
would have an equal chance to buy the materials at the same, uncon-
trolled price.* Given the continuing existence of controls or situations 
in which large-scale firms have excessive market power, an appro-
priate approach is to bring small-scale producers together so as to 
achieve greater market and political power. A manufacturers' associ-
ation representative can spend the time necessary for the administra-
tive procedures to obtri.in materials for the members as a group, 
which a single working owner cannot afford. Government support in 
the form of readiness to grant licenses and establishment of an office 
to deal with associations of small-scale producers is essential, since 
an association that car.not obtain what its members need will soon fail. 
The government can encourage formation of such associations by 
setting aside specific allocations to be channeled through them, and it 

* A slightly lower price for large-scale firms would be appropri-
ate if real economies of large-scale purchases are involved. 
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may regulate them by establishing limits such as minimu~ and maxi-
mum size for membership; but it need not, and probably should not, 
attempt to form and control them directly. 

Capital and Credit 

The importance of personal and family savings in financing small 
enterprises (Chapter 4) indicates that the intermediate sector contrib-
utes to capital formation by drawing on and stimulating savings that 
would not be available through established f"mancial intermediaries 
(Sta}ey and Morse 1965, p. 236). The intermediate sector does, how-
ever, need institutional capital both to maintain the stocks of materials 
and products necessary for smooth operation and sales, and to finance 
an expansion or shift to a larger, more modern scale of production. 
Access to credit through the financial system is, however, limited 
almost exclusively to modern large-scale firms, which can qualify 
for special incentives and loans, and offer lower risk and adminis-
trative cost commensurate with artificially low official interest rates • 
Partly as a consequence of their limited access to credit, small-scale 
enterprises are found, on the whole, to be potentially more efficient 
in utilizing capital than are large-scale import-substitution industries. 
Hence some rechanneling of credit toward the intermediate sector is 
economically justifiable, and is essential if that intermediate sector 
is to expand. 

The primary difficulty is that lenders see small-scale loans as 
more risky and administratively more costly. * The most direct solu-
tion to this problem would be to allow lenders to charge differential 
interest rates according to the size of the loan and the forms of 
security and assurances that the borrower can provide. Ironically, 
such a practice may be politically objectionable, in that it explicitly 
favors the large and powerful over the small and weak, even though 
the present system does so implicitly and thoroughly. A commonly 
recommended alternative is to subsidize bank loans to small busi-
nesses or to set aside special funds for lending, at the officially main-
tained low rate. This is not a desirable approach, because it estab-
lishes the same capital-intensive bias for the intermediate sector as 
has been cited as a source of inefficiency in the modern sector. If 
the same nominal rate must be given to all borrowers for political 
reasons, then either the rate should be raised closer to the true 

• The problem of extending capital to small-scale enterprises 
may be "due not so much to the quantity of loan capital available as 
to the low quality of loan services and the ignorance of bank officials 
about local problems" (Watanabe 1974, p. 412). 
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opportunity cost of capital (though this would not offset the preference 
of lenders for large borrowers), or the effective rate should be raised 
through service charges to small borrowers or through accounting 
practices. * · 

Ghana. has attempted to make credit available directly through 
a government agency serving indigenous entrepreneurs . The Office 
of Business Promotion (now the Ghanaian Enterprises Development 
Commission) was established in 1970 to assist Ghanaians in taking 
over small businesses from non-Ghanaians in sectors that were 
reserved for citizens, and to assist small businesses in priority 
activities, such as exports and import substitution. In its first year 
of operation, it granted over 5, 000 loans under (t500 each, virtually 
all of them for petty trade. t About 80 percent of the money lent went 
to over 1, 000 larger businesses, three-quarters of them in transport 
or trade, averaging about C5, 000 each. Lack of administrative capa-
city to screen and deal with large numbers of small borrowers soon 
led the office to abandon the small loan category and concentrate on 
loans over Cl, 000 to more established businessmen across a wide 
range of activities. Some of the loans were not so small, averaging 
over Cl3, 000 for Accra as of the end of 1974 and about half that for 
the nation as a whole. 

Ironically, however, the reasonably high 80 percent repayment 
record of the small borrowers, with less than 3 percent making no 
payments, was considerably better than the 60 percent payment of the 
amount due, with over 7 percent nonpayment, by the larger subscrib-
ers, thus refuting the notion that smaller loans involve higher risks. 
A program of making small loans (less than Cl, 000) was reopened in 
1975. Although the Office of Business Promotion distributed almost 
(tl4 million to more than 7, 000 businesses over four years, it cannot 
be acclaimed as a major mcnns of initiating intermediate sector 
expansion, given its tendency to favor larger, well-established busi-
nesses and the fact that this amount represented less than 1 percent 
of the total government budget during the period. Experience in other 
countries indicates that government credit schemes generally are not 
effective in meeting the needs of small-scale. businesses (Dunlop . 
1971; Kochav et al. 1974). 

* Small borrowers can be charged interest on the original loan 
rather than on the remaining balance. A nominal rate of 8 percent 
charged on the original value of a loan repaid in four annual install-
ments amounts to a true rate of 12 • 8 percent. 

tFigures are based ori estimates provided by the Office of 
Business Promotion. All loans are at an 8 percent rate of interest 
(on the original balance). 
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The associations of small-scale businesses proposed as a con-
duit for materials would also provide an effective means for channeling 
credit. Financial institutions could fond to the associations at the 
official interest rate, thus avoiding the problems of dealing with small 
borrowers and charging differential rates. The associations could 
then relend to members at rates sufficiently high to cover risks and 
costs and to avoid a capital-intensive bias. The ability of an associ-
ation to collect payments is likely to be greater than that of banks or 
a government agency, especially if it also provides the businesses 
with materials and other resources. 

Managerial and Technical Skills 

Many small-scale busfuess owners have training in their trade, 
but not in operating a business. Any scheme to provide credit and 
materials to the intermediate sector must be accompanied by a program 
of education in simple business skills, such as bookkeeping and price 
setting. More advanced management training, plus technical skills 
such as machine maintenance and repair, are needed to help success-
ful entrepreneurs make the transition to the modern sector; but the 
needs of the inexperienced business person also should be addressed. 
Thus a small business extension service is an appropriate means of 
assisting the intermediate sector. 

Infrastructure 

Provision of buildings, power, transportation, and other ameni-
ties is an attractive means of raising productivity and profitability in 
small-scale enterprises, but is not a suitable intermediate strategy, 
in that it uses scarce capital resources and ignores the major eco-
nomic advantage of the intermediate sector: use of idle resources 
without heavy overheads (Watanabe 1974). 

More Profitable Opportunities for Entry ~ Expansion 

Removal of Legal and Policy Constraints 

The tendency of government regulations and policies to inhibit 
rather than encourage the development of small-scale businesses is 
frequently cited as an attitude that must be reversed as part of an 
intermediate strategy (Child 1973b; Dhar and Lydall 1961; ILO 1972; 
Morawetz 1974; Singer and Jolly 1973; and Watanabe 1974). Licensing 
should be on a fee basis only, except where health hazards require 
regulation (ILO 1972, p. 229). Quality standards, if any, need not be 
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set so high that only industrially produced goods for high-income con-
sumers can pass. Regulations such as minimum wage laws should 
explicitly be applied only to large firms, so that small entrepreneurs 
need not live in fear of government harassment. * Since taxation of 
small businesses tends to drive them out of the open market, and in 
any case is unlikely to be a major revenue source, it should be held 
at reasonably low levels, perhaps with a reduction or holiday in the 
initial years of operation. t Taxation might best be confined to firms 
that have received a direct benefit through membership in a govern-
ment-assisted association. 

No Special Advantages for Competing Large-Scale Firms 

The single most important measure to assist intermediate sector 
expansion would be to terminate tax, lending, and import license ad-
vantages given to large-scale producers of goods that small-scale 
firms can produce at a savings in real resources or already produce 
in substantial quantities. Particular industries in which the inter-
mediate sector is relatively efficient or large include printing, con-
struction materials (cement blocks), metalworking, vehicle and other 
repairs, clothing, and furniture. This does not mean that these indus-
tries should be reserved exclusively for small-scale firms; only that 
small and large firms should compete on an equal basis and that low 
priority should be given to promoting or approving new large-scale 
investments in these areas. Nor does it mean that all investment 
incentives should be terminated; only that they should be focused on 
industries that are not suitable for small entrepreneurs, or should be 
equally accessible to small and large businesses. 

Patronage 

The government can greatly assist the growth of intermediate 
enterprises by permitting, encouraging, or requiring its agencies to 
make purchases from them. Small-scale printing, furniture, clothing 
(uniforms), repair, metalworking, concrete block or brick manufac-
ture, and other construction:.. oriented industries in particular could 
supply many government needs. Large-scale government contractors 
(especially in construction) also should be encouraged to subcontract 

* The enumerators for the surveys in this study were suspected 
of representing a formidable array of government agencies. 

tSuch a tax holiday would, however, penalize the more successful 
firms with a permanently established place of busine::is relative to 
smaller firms that could move and begin a new holiday in a different 
location. 
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to smaller suppliers. This policy can, however, be potentially disas-
trous for small-scale firms if payments are not made immediately in 
cash, to avoid the long delays often involved in collecting payments 
from the government. 

Marketing Through Cooperative Associations 

Associations of small enterprises in an industry can improve 
marketing prospects, as well as provide better access to materials 
and capital, as discussed earlier. They can act as intermediaries 
between individual producers and wholesalers, large contractors, 
exporters, or government purchasers, thus permitting the intermedi-
ate sector to supply large orders. This process may lead toward 
self-imposed standardization, which is more likely to be successful 
than standards imposed by government inspectors. The government 
can foster this role by placing orders through such associations. 

The primary drawback to promoting cooperative associations 
is that it risks leading to elitism and reduced competition within the 
small-scale sector. C. Gerry (1974, pp. 83, 111) warns: 

• . . the same problems of discrimination are reproduced 
within the framework of State-cooperative relations, due 
to the strategic development of an "entrepreneurial" group. 
. . • the inevitable outcome would be a rapid or gradual 
concentration of power and production within the small-
scale sector. . . . the majority would find their markets 
severely cut and their access to raw materials even more 
difficult. 

He sees this pattern as likely to develop 

. . . where the interests of self-centered and self-sustained 
economic growth are subordinated to the interests of a 
small but prosperous domestic elite who are themselves 
in turn subordinated to the interests of the foreign capital 
invested in, and profiting from, production in underdevel-
oped countries • . . . 

Hence income redistribution and an emphasis on self-reliant regional 
development, rather than import substitution by multinational corpo-
rations, are important conditions for an intermediate strategy to be 
successful in transforming the economy. In more specific terms, care 
must be taken that small business associations are not dominated by 
and operated for the benefit of relatively large firms, and that firms 
large enough to stand on their O\vn are excluded. Government 
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regulations for the charters of cooperative associations, in terms of 
membership and control, might be suitable. 

Income Redistribution 

As discussed previously, growth of income in the hands of people 
at the lower end of the income scale is essential if the market for inter-
mediate goods and services is to expand fast enough to break the 
vicious circle of excess supply of labor, low productivity, low income, 
and lack of demand for the services and products of the surplus l~bor. 

Rural Development and Agriculture-Intermediate Sector Linkages 

Increased rural incomes directly raise demand for consumer 
goods and services provided by small-scale enterprises. In addition, 
if incomes are increased through provision of infrastructure, inputs, 
and extension services in such a way as to encourage adoption of 
intermediate technology for cash crop farming, a stimulus 'will be 
provided to small-scale producers of the necessary equipment (Child 
and Kaneda 1975; King 1974). 

CONCLUSION 

The intermediate sector potentially can play a dynamic role in 
economic growth and transformation, as well as in absorbing surplus 
labor. The appropriate role for public policy is to help small-scale 
entrepreneurs help themselves. Entry into the intermediate sector 
can best be encouraged indirectly, by removing legal and policy re-
straints on small businesses and by avoiding special incentives and 
advantages to large-scale investments in industries where small-scale 
firms are competitive. More direct support to improve the ease and 
efficiency of operation of small enterprises can be provided in the 
form of ready availability of materials, capital, and extension services. 
These should preferably be provided in a unified package, and chan-
neled through cooperative associations of small-scale producers. It 
is up to the small-scale entrepreneurs in each industry to form such 
associations, although government regulations might be appropriate 
to ensure that members are large enough to provide some employment 
potential but small enough not to be able to dominate the association. 
Long-run support for dynamic, self-sustained intermediate sector 
growth must be provided through a commitment to move toward a more 
equal personal and regional income distribution, and away from a 
pattern of incentives that favor concentrated large-scale, capital-
intensive production of luxury consumer goods for the upper-income 
elite. 
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